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PREFACE

The Tenth Symnposium on Naval Hydrodynamics, which was held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on 24-28
June 1974 uwider the joint sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, the United States Coast Guard, and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, continued the traditional pattern which has been established for this
series of meetings. The two organizations which joined with the Office of Naval Research in sponsoring
this Symposium are deeply and actively engaged in research on hydrodynamic razoblems of critical interest
to the naval and maritime community, and several such hydrodynamic problem areas were selected as the
principal themes of the Symposium.

The United States Coast Guard has in recent yearb ,"gnificantly expanded its activity in ship-oriented
hydrodynamic research, and it was a great honor to have its cooperation and assistance in sponsoring the
Tenth Symposium. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has a long history of interaction with the
United States Navy in general and with the Office of Naval Research in particular. The lion's share con-
tribution of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to the organization and management of the Tenth
Symposium adds to the iong list of distinguished and invaluable services which it has rendered.

The two major technical themes of the Tenth Symposium are Hydrodynamics for Safety and Fundamental
Hydrodynamics. The former addresses in some detail critical problems of growing concern in naval and
maritime circles -thi related problems of collision avoidance and maneuvering in confined waters. The latter
presents results fror. a wide variety of fundamental hydrodynamic research areas which bear rather directly
on vrious ship-oriented problems.

In such an undertaking as the organization and management of a large meeting, the list of persons
making valuable contributions must necestarily be long indeed. In the case of the Tenth Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics, such a list must without question be headed by Professor Philip Mandel of the Massachusetts

•stit~ntp of Technology Drpartment of Omar Engineering, who served as chairman of the Symposium. The
Euccess of this meeting is due in large part to Professor Mandel's careful, dedicated, and detailed attention
to every aspect of the Symposium arrangements. He was capably assistae by many members of the staff of
the Department of Ocean Engineering, including: Professor J. N. Newman, who played a major role in or-
ganizing the technical program, Professor J. E. Kerwin, who organized and managed the tour of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology which preceded the Woods Hole visit, Professor Martin Abkowitz who made
the arrangements icr the reception and banquet, Mr. Keatinge Keays, Administrative Officer, and Ms.
Gwen Johnson, Admiriistrative Assistant, who discharged a wide variety of managerial tasks with great
expertise, and Ms. Jinny Nathans and Ms. Chris Simony who provided invaluable secretarial assistaxkce.
In addition, we are indebtod to Mrs. Davette Abkowitz, Mrs. Betty Dyer and Mrs. Marge Chryssostomidis
for their assistance in planzing and executing the social events which were held in connection with the
Symposium and which provickiad a very welcomed and very enjoyable respite from the long and crowded
technical calendar. It is also a piaasure to express our gratitude to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
for the very delightful visit to the Institute and to Mr. Charles Innis of the Woods Hole staff who made the
arrangements for the visit. The Oft.,,e of Naval Research extends its heartfelt appreciation to all of these,
and to the many more who remain uinamed, whose unselfish efforts made the Tenth Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics possible.

Finally, it would be greatly remiss of me not to mention Dr. Albert Wood of the Boston Branch Office
of the Office of Naval Research and Mr. Stanley Doroff of the Fluid Dynamics Program of ONR, who pro-
vided continual support and assistance in tue planning of the Symposium from its inception.

RALPH D. COOPER
Fluid Dynamics Program
Office of Naval Research
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

D)r. Alfred H. Keil

Dean of Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ladies and Gentlemen, may I call the nmeting to order. It is a great
privilege for me to be asked to chair the first session of the Tenth Sympo-
sium on Naval Hydrodynamics. I consider it a personal privilege for two
reasons. I have worked for nearly twenty years on ship research for the
Navy, and though I did not do any research in ship hydrodynamics, I must
say I was very closely associated with it. And the second reason is that we
have the honor of accommodating you here at the MIT. I would like to
call now on our President, Dr. Jerome Wiesner, for his remarks.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

P 1)r. Jerome B. Wiesner

President
V Zassachusett, Institute of Technology

F:

Thank you, Dean Keil. If the Dean has to protest that he knows noth-
ing about ship hydr-ndynamics, what do you suppose I should sey, although
I should confess that last year I designed a 30-foot boat that somebody built
for me. It did float, and it did move through the water, but 1 wouldn't go
beyond that i.- bragging about its hydrodynamics.

I take great pleasure in welcoming this, the Tenth Biennial Symposium
on Naval Hydrodynamics, here to MIT. I'm particularly pleased to b,? here
bFocause I feel a special bond to our sponsors, and particularly to the Office

of Naval Research. Any American scientist who hat; the privilege of woiking
under federal sponsorship, whether he knows .L or not, owes a great d•a' to
the Office of Naval Research. Following World War II, in a vacuum of re-
search interests and support, the Office of Naval Research was set up under
the inspired leadership of some people who had witnessed the contribution
that science could make to naval warfare and naval matters during the war.
They held wartime basic research activities together and established a very
fasighted pro.gram nuder th , Office of Naval Research that set the pattern
which ultimately led to the National Science Foundation. The Office of
Naval Research has continued to be an important sponsor of basic and appli-
ed research in this country. It has provided an important link between
scientists and engineers in American universities and our armed services. We
have always found that ONR provided a degree of understanding present in
very few other sponsoring agencies, probably because of the direct involve-
nent cf so many of the people in ONR in the ongoing activities of the Navy.

When I was a working scientist-engineer, involved with military elec-
tronics, particularly radar, I always found it a special pleasure to work with
the Navy, partially because of the severe technical demands that a seaborne
environment placed on equipment, and partially because of the deep under-
standing I found among the people I had to work with. T always got a spe-
ciql pleasure out of being aboard ship. I used to suspect that I hadn't grown
up, because all the gadgets and devices I found on submarines and ships gave
me a thrill. Later in life, just a few years ago, I discovered in talking to
Buckminster Fuller that the Navy had been his inspiration that led to such
things, he claimed, as the geodesic dome and a variety of other thiing,'. He
put it very simply that, while most ,of us spend our engineering hours learn-
ing how to do more vith more, in the shipboone environment you had to
learn how to do more with less. This was the lesson that he had learned as
a young Navy officer aboard a submarine, aid it never left him.
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In any event, we are very pleased to be joint sponsors with the Office
of Naval Research and the Coast Guard, and I would like pal :icularly to wel-
come our cosponsors, RADM M.D. Van Orden, Chief of Naval Research;
RADM A.H. Siemens, Chief of Research and Development of the United
States Coast Guard; Dr. C.C Bates, Science Advisor to the Commandant of
the United States Coast Guard; and Mr. P. Eisenberg, President of the Soci-
ety of Naval Architects and Maxine Engineers of the United States.

This is the tenth of these symposia, and they have alternated between
the United St,,tes and a country overseas. I understand that about half of
you are from overseas, and I would like particularly to welchne you to the
MIT campus and hope that you have an opportunity to se6 something be-
sides this hall while you are here. If any of you would like to have a tour
of a part of the MIT camnus which isn't already offered, see me and I wil'
arrange it for you. We would welcome an opportunity to show you MIV
The school is a small university by American, and I suppose even Europe, ii,
standards. We have a total of 7500 students, about 4200 of whom are wvhat
we call undergraduates, and the remainder are graduate students. We have
a faculty of about 900 professors, an additional research staff of about 1500
people, and a postdoctorate student body of about 600. We hw•re a very
hcavy emphasis on applied science in engineering, ane a good deal of basic
researc- as well. In recent years, as the concern about the social conse-
quences of science and technology has grown Around the world, our politi-
cal science, economics, and other social sciences have grown and have be-
come an important part of our curriculam. Some of you might welcome an
opportunity to see these activites as well. In any event, I welcome you
here; I hope you have a very productive meeting; and, if there is anything
any of us from MIT can do to make your stay in the Boston area more de-
lightful, please let us know. Thank you.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

Rear Admiral M.D. Van Orden, USN
Chief of Naval Research

I am pleased to welae you to the Tenth Symposium on Naval Hy-
drodynamics. This biennial symposium is sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research to stimulate research in hydrodynamics by providing a forum for
world leaders in this field IS meet and Jiscuss their latest ideas and discov-
eries.

This is one of several international symposia held by ONR that helps to
fulfill a principal ONR objective, which is to conduct a continual survey of
worldwide findings, trends, potentialities, and achievements in research and
development of interest to the Navy. Another major function of ONR is to
support research at ur iversities and laboratories. And we also provide the
bridge between basic research and practical naval applications.

We aregratilMed that we can count. an many as nine different countries
in addition to the U.S. who will have representatives presenting papers at

this symposium. I understand we also have visitors from the Soviet Union
and Builba, as well as Spain, Finland, and Brazil.

I should stress that ONR considers it important that the information
we gain not be hoarded, but that it be exchanged between the U.S. and the
rest of the world. In addition to symposia such as this, another major in-
strument for achieving this is our branch office in London, which has op-
erated as long as ONR has been in existence, that is, since 1946. Scientists
on the staff of our London office visit various research establishments
throughout Europe to learn about the newest ideas and theories that are
evolving there. In return, the U.S. scientists help to distribute to their col-
leagues in those countries copies of technical reports prepared by scientific
investigators in this country supported by ONR as well as by other U.S.
government research agencies. The Navy also conducts data exchange agree-
ments with 16 countries.

In that connection, it seems fitting that this symposium should be ded-

icated to the late Professor Georg N. Weinblum of Germany, who served
for a time as special consultant to the U.S. Navy at its David Taylor Model
Basin, now renamed the Naval Ship Research and Development Center. The
contributions of this creative investigator are perhaps best epitomized by
Captain Harold R. Saunders, a leading naval architect, in his book Hydrody-
namics in Ship Design. Writing about Professor Weinblum in 1957, he said:
"He, in the opinion of many, is blessed with the most amazing combination
of theoretical, analytical, and practical intelligence and ability to be found
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in &ny naval architect today. What is still more wonderful, he is able to
give this information to others in their language."

Captain Saunders was undoubtedly referring to the fact that hydro-
dynamics research must draw its material from a variety of scientific disci-

* plines. Consequently, hydrodynamicists must be able to discuss their prob-
lems with mathematicians, chemists, marine arcnitects, and oceanographers,
for example, with mutual understanding and respect. The very nature of
hydrodynamics forbids parochialism. It is essential that people in this field
interact effectively with other scientists engaged in basic research, as well as
with design engineers.

For the Navy, progress in hydrodynamics research has become increas-
ingly urgent. Traditionally our goal has been to design new and improved
types of ships that not only make use of advanced technology but also op-
erate efficiently, reliably, and safely. Now we face a new challenge in the
construction of ships to sail on or beneath the unforgiving sea.

Th.- Navy must find ways to discover and correct the problems that a
new design may run into before reaching the point of full-scale sea trials.
Congress and the public are more cost-conscious than ever before in regard

to the expenditure of public funds. No longer are excuses accepted for the

failure or sputtering operation of a new, expensive ship because it has en-counteredi problems we hact not anticipated.

Since the sea is the Navy's busirless and we have been involved in it a
long time, we are expected to know it well. Only investigators like your-
selves are aware of how limited is our knowledge of the forces that impact '
on a buoyant body propelled through the water. As much as our under-
standing has increased, we know we have much more to learn. This infor-
mation can be obtained only through the arduous bit-by-bit process of basic
research, such as you gentlenmen pursue.

Today our nation is faced with the dilemma that we must make do with
a much smaller navy, but still retain our global responsibility. This means
we must plan types of ships that are radically different in design from any-
thing in the past in order~ to meet this requirement. At the same time, these
ships must be inexpensive to operate and maint'ain in addition to satisfying
our tr~aditional standards.

The results of the research that will be reported at this symposium
should help us move toward that formidable goal. It is clear that all of you
here today are dedicated scientists, so I do not" need to urge you to keep
pressing forward in your search for solutions to the frustrating problems
in hydrodynamics. I would like to stress, however, that you maintain strong
lines of communication so that as many people as possible can benefit when
you inevitably succeed. in your endeavors.
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

Rear Admiral A.H. Siemens

Chief of Research and Development
United States Coast Guard

On behalf of the U.S. Coast Guard, I am pleased to welcome you to
the Tenth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynanics. I would like to thank
Dr. Wiesner and Admiral Van Orden for the opportunity to co-sponsor this
symposium. i -un sure it will be a technically enlightening and a personally
satisfying experience for all participants. I am delighted that a major portion
of this symposium has been devoted to hydrodynamics for safety.

The Coast Guard's interest in hydrodynamic research is mainly for tech-
nical support of its regulatory responsibility. Our traditional interests have
been in the areas of vessel survivability, such as the development of impact
and damaged stability criteria, the use of seakeeping research to help in es-
tablishing vessel ioadline criteria, and structural strength criteria. With re-
cent legislation which the Congress has passed, the Ports and Waterways Act
of 1972, we have received new areas cf responsibility. The Coast Guard
must now establish standards for vessel maneuverability and must also pro-
mulgate as necessary the operational controls to minimize collisions, ram-
ming, a'd grounding incidents. Our present research program in hydrody-
namics consists of investigations of vessel stability in a seaway, being done
for us at the University of California; the analysis of towing and fishing-
vessel stability criteria, being conducted at Hydronautics Incorporated, the
prediction of extreme acceleration of vessels, which is being done at the
Naval Ship Research and Development Center; and investigations of spring-
ing stresses in Great Lakes ore ships, being conducted by Webb Institute of
Naval Architecture. Our research efforts in 1975 and 1976 will concentrate
on the vessel maneuvering problem, with special emphasis on measuring
maneuvering performance in restricted waters. Stevens Institute of technol-
ogy is already working on some initial tasks of this program. A review of
the papers for this symposium indicated to me that many of the subjects to
be discussed relate directly to the Hydrodynamics Research needs of the
Coast Guard. I encourage all of you to continue these important research
efforts, so that we may continue to improve the safety of maritime trans-
portation. Thank you.
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A TRIBUTE TO GEORG WEINBLUM

J. V. Wehausen and T. Y. -T. Wu

I

On April 4 of this year we lost Georg Weinblum. It seems especially
appropriate that this symposium be dedicated to his memory, for the corn-
plexion of the symposiumn would have pleased him. He would have liked
the broad spectrum of topics ranging from "Ship Theory" in its most im-
mediate sense to hydrodynamical problems on its fringes. He would have
been pleased by the diverse origins, both nationally and professionally, of
the contributors. For it was characteristic of Georg Weinblum to see his

K; favorite subject in a broader context and to know that an advance in a re-
lated field often entails an advance in s'ip theory itself. He realized that
researchers from other disciplines, with their diff( :'en' backgrounds and
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experience, might provide fruitful insights overlooked by those too close
to the problems of ship theory, and he welcomed their help. Although he
himself was single-minded in his pursuit of ship theory, he was always on
the alert for these possible contributions from' other fields, and he was

.rawarkbl _ntir gnizing them.

Georg Weinblum w€as interested not only in the scientific discoveries
that might advance ship theory but also in the persons who made them.
He took a warm personal interest in their lives as well as their work. He
was unstinting in his encouragement, in seeing to it that their work was
recognized and in arranging financial support when possible. He was espe-
cially zealous in trying to attract young people into the fielk, and in seeing
that they had adequate opportunities. Moreover, his support always
included an intelligent and enthusiastic interes' :n the progress of their work
and a generous input of ideas.

His presence at a meeting relating to ships was a guarar tee of its live-
liness and interest because of his quick grasp of the significance of the
paper- or of the issues under discussion. At international meetings his
warmth and knowledge of languages were important aids in establishing a
feeling of amity among all participants. In many respects he was really a
citizen of the World, belonging to each of us and to no special country.

Georg Weinblum's interests were by no means limited to ship theory,
or engineering and science in general. He was an attentive student of

political, social and educational developments and an acute observer of con-
temporary eents. In view of his background, this was perhaps not
surprising. He had lived in several countries and had experienced two of
the catacylsmic events of the 20th century and dislocations associated with
them. Moreover, Georg Weinblum was the produ,:t of an educational
system and philosophy that hardly exists nowadays anu that even in his youth
was perhaps not for everyone. However, he seemed to thrive on it. Whereas
for some the study of the Roman and Greek classics was only a hurdle to
be passed, for him they were an introduction into the cultures underlying
European civilization. As an adult hc could still read Latin. His reading
in literature was wide; in German and Russian, of course, for he was
educated in these languages, but also in English and French. Apt quotations
from the great poets, but especially Goethe and Rilke, always seemed to be
on the tip of his tongue. His interest in music, ballet and graphic arts was
also intense and informed.

There is much more to be said about Georg Weinblum than can be
touched upon here. On the occasion of his 60th birthday a short biography
was givwn by F. Horn in Schiffstechnik, Vol. 4 (1957), pp. 47-48. In more
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recent years he receive( honorary doctorates from the Technical Universi-
ties in Berlin and Vienna and the University of Michigan. He had recently
become a Correspondhig Member of the Academie des Sciences of Paris.
His own research has been briefly described in the Journal of Ship Research,
Vol. 16 (1972), pp. 1-2. However, as an aid to those interested in further
study of hii work we append a list of published papers that we hope is
complete.

Georg Weinblum will be sorely missed by those who knew him, but
his spirithas affected all of us who did, and through us, we hope even those
who were not so fortunate as to have known him personally.
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A CATALOGUE OF

PUBLISHED PAPERS BY GEORG P. WEINBLUM

The following list does not include all of Georg Weinblum's publica-
tions. It does not include discussions of papers by other authors nor the
many notes written on the occasion of some anniversary of a colleague, or
of his deAth. Neither does it include unpublished manuscripts nor material
appearing only informally as a report. On the other hand, we believe that
all research pi )ers have been included, all eŽxpositor- articles .md most of the
short notes written to bring to the attention of naval architects and others
progress in ship theory. Wherever possible we have tried to check the bib-
liographical data. When this has not been possible, we have relied upon the
accuracy of a list prepared at the Institut f&r Schiffbau several years ago.
Papers are listed approximately in chronological order.

Reibungsfestigkeit von Nietverbindungen. Schiffbau 30 (1929), 590-593.

Beitrage zur Theorie der Schiffsoberflache. Werft, Reederei, Hafen 10
(1929), 462-466, 489-493;11 (1930), 12-14.

Anwendungen der Michellschen Widerstandstheorie. Jahrb. Schiffbautech.
Ges. 31 (1930). 39-436; disc. 436-440.

Schiffe geringsten Widerstandes. Proc. 3rd Internat. Conar. Appl. Mech.,
Stockholm, 1930, pp. 449-458.

Beitrag zur Systematik der Schiffslinien. Werft, Reederei, Hafen 11
(1930), 469-473.

Uber die Berechnung des wellenbildenden Widerstandes von Schiffen,
insbesondere die Hognersche Formel. Z. angew. Math. Mech. 10
(1930), 453-466.

Schiffe geringsten Widerstandes. Schiffbau 31 (1930), 579-582. 2

Die Bewegungsgleichungen des Schiffer im Seegang. Schiffbau 32 (1931),
488-495, 509-511, 525-529.

Schiffsform und Wellenwiderstand. Jahrb. Schiffbautech. Ges. 33
(1932), 419-451; disc. 456-460.

Die Theorie des Wellenwiderstandes und ihre praktischen Anwendungen.
VDI 76 (1932), 127-131.

Der Luftwiderstand von Schiffen mit verschieden geformten und verteil-
ten Aufbauten. VDI 76 (1932), 621-622.

"Beitrag zur Ausbildung von Schiffsformen. VDI 76 (1932), 1149-1154.

Hohle oder gerade Wasserlinien? Hydromechanische Probleme des
Schiffsantriebs, Hamburg, 1932, pp. 115-131, 417-419.
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Hohie oder gerade Wasserlinien (Spantflichenkurven)? Werft, Reederei,
Hafen 13 (1932), 223-225.

Die Konferenz uber hydromechanisehe Problenie des Schiffsantriebs in
Hamburg. Schifffbau 33 (1932), 168-470, 210-211.

tUber den Einfluss der Schiffsform auf die Bewegungen eines Schiffes im
Seegang. Werft, Reederei, Hafen 14 (1933), 269-275, 289-192.

Auslandischie Forschung auf dem Gebiet des Schiffbaus und ihre Auswer-
tung fur deutsche Verhatnisse. VDI 77 (1933), 1065-1069.

Die analytische Ausbildung von Schnelldampferformen. Z. angew. Math.
Mech. 13 (1933), 447.

Quelques observations au sujet du trace' des plans des formes de rnavires.
Bull. Tech. du Bureau Veritas..15(1933), 232-234.

'Tbeoretische Untersuchungen der Str~mungsbeeinflussung zweier Schiffe
auf einander beim gegenseitigen Begegnen und (Iberholen auf tiefem
un'1 beschraiiktem Wasser. Schiffbau 34 (1933), 113-117.

Einige Bemerkungen uber den Entwurf von Schiffsformen. Schiffbau A
(1933), 242-245.

Die Verlangerung der Schiingerperiode eines Frachtschiffes infolge der
mitschwingenden Wasserm'asse. (With W. Bock) Schiffbau 3_4 (1933),
285-286.

Untersuchungen uber den Wellenwiderstand volliger Schiffsformen. Jahrb.
Schiffbautechn. Ges. _a (1934), 164-192.

Formeizeichen der Stabilitats-und Schwingungslehre. (With F. Horn) i
Schiffbau 35 (1934)I, 7 Q.

Einfluss der endlichen Querschnittsabmessungen einer Schiepprinne auf
den Modeliwiderstand. Schiffbau _% (1934), 83-85.

Exaktc Wasserlinien und Spantfl~chenkurvcn. Schiffbau -K. (1934),
120-121, 135-142.

FUber einige Ansatze zur Ausbildurng von Stabilitatsnormen. Werft, Reed-

erei, Hafen 15 (1934), 201-202.
Schwingungen von Schiften im Seegang. VDI 78 (1934), 1373-1,379.

Les mouvements de navires sur mer houleuse. Bull. Tech. du Bureau

Veritasl17 (1935), 84-86.IDie analytische Ausbildung von Schiffsformen. Z. angew. Math. Mech. 15
(1935), 205-219.

Widerstandsuntersuchungen an Schiffen. Z. angew. Math. Mech. .J&

Uber einige neuerie Arbeiten auf dem Gebiete des Wellenwiderstandes von
Schiffen. Schiffhau 36 (1935), 200-202.

4-; Widerstendsuntersuchungen an scharfen Schiffsformen. Schiffbau
(1935), 355-359, 408-413.

Die Theorie der Wulstschiffe. SchiffbauU2 (1936), 55-65. 4
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Stereophotogrammetrische Wellenaufnahmen. (With W. Block) ,Jahrb.

Schiffbauech. Ges. 37 (1936), 214-250; disc. 259-276. Translated
as: Stereophotogrammetric Wave Photographs, David Taylor Model
Basin Translation 204 (1949), i + 76 pp.

Beitra zur Ausbildung volligerer Schiffsformen. Schiffbau 37 (1936),
285-289.

Theorie der aktiven Schlingertanks. Z. angew. Math Mech. 16 (1936),
375-376•.

Stabilirierung mit aktiven Tanks. Schiffahrtstechnische Forschungshefte,
Heft 7, 6-8. Schiffbautechnische Gesellsehaft, Berlin, 1936.

Rotationskorper geringsten Wellenwiderstandes. Ing.-Arch..7 (1936),
104-117.

Versuche uber den Wellenwiderstand gi auchter Rotationskorper. (With
H. Amtsberg, W. Bock) Schiffbbu 37 (1936), 411-419. Translated
as: Tests on Wave Resistance of Immersed Bodies of Revolution,
David Taylor Model Basin Translation 234 (1950,, + 22 pp.

Beitrag zur Theorie der Kursstabilitat und der Steverfahrt. Schiffbau.38
(1937), 51-59.

Seegang und Schiffe. Deutsche Technik , .(1937), 174-176.

fiberblick uber die Wellenme-,-Angen auf dem M.S., "San Francisco".
Jahrb. 1936 d. Lilienthal-Ges. f. Luftfahrtforscht'ng, 248-254 (1937).

Abmessungen der Meereswellen. Forschungen und Fortschritte 13
(19,7), 224.

S Žgangsrorschung und Schiffbau. Umschau 41 (1937), 873-877.
V ,,,Ilenwiderstand von Kýrpern. Umschau 42 (1938), 34-36.

Rechnerische Entwicklung von Schiffsformen. Schiffbau 39 (1938),
129-133, 151-155, 170-173.

Wellenwiderst-,nd auf besohra-•kten. Wasser. Jahrb. Schiffbautech. Ges.
3._9 (1938), If VC 289, disc'. 28d-z91.

Seegangsforschung. Naturwiss. 26 (1938), 193-198.

Zur Theor'e dke akt:ven Schlingertankh. Z. angew. Math. Me('+ 18
(1938), 122-127

Fortschritte atf demn Gebite der Berechnung de, Weilenwiderstandes.
Schiffbau_ .l f1918), 43-45.

Ober die Kursstaoilirj,4 for 'I hi..5en (Wi.h H. Kiunzel) Schiffbau 9.
(1938), 181-184.

Schiffsform und Widerstand. Schiffbau 4A0 (1939), 27-33, 46-51, 66-70.

Analysis of w," ) resistance. The David W. Taylor Model Basin, Washing-
ton, D.C., Rep. no. 71.0 (1950), 102pp.

On the motions of ships at sea. (With M. St. Denis) Trans. Soc. Naval
Arch. Marine Engrs. 58 (1950), 184-231; discussion 232-248.
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The wuve resistance of bodies of revolution. (Appendix II by J. Blum).
The David Taylor Model Basir, Washington, D.C., Rep. 7U& (1951),
58pp.

On the directional stability of ships in caim water and in a regular seaway.
Proc. 1st U.S. Nat. Congr. Appl. Mech., Chicago, 1951, pp. 43-47.

Ober hydromechanische Massen. Schiff und Hafen 3 (1951), 422-427.

The thrust deduction. J. Soc. Naval Eng. 63 (1951), 363-379.

* Die kunftige Entwickluug des Schiffes im Lichte der Schiffstheorie.
Hansa 89 (1952), 1541-1545, 1683-1686.

Investigation of wave effects produced by a thin body - TMB Model
4125. (With J.J. Kendrick, M.A. Todd) The David Taylor Model
Basin, Washington, D.C., Rep. 8480 (1952), 14 pp.

On hydrodynamic masses. The David Taylor Model Basin, Washington,
D.C., Rep. do (1952), ii + 15 pp.

Krafte bei Bewegungen von Korpem in oder nahe der freien Oberfiache.
Schiffstecl nik 1, 21-31 (1952).

Schiffbauforschung im Ausland: Bestimmung der notwendigen Maschinen-
leistung aus Modellversuchen. Hansa 89 (1952), 1027.

Organisation der Schiffbauforschung in England und in den Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika. Hansa 89 (1952), 1149-1. 1.

Der David-Taylor-Tank in Washington, D.C. Schiff uid Hafen 4. (1952),
212-213.

The present state of the theory of the ship. Appl. Mech. Rev. 6 (1953),
217-219.

Systematische Entwicklung von Schiffsformen. Jahrb. Schiffbautech.
Ges. 47. (1953), 186-210; disc. 210-215.

Schiffe mit Tragflugeln. Umschau 53 (1953), 449-451.

Probleme der Schiffbauforschung und ihre Behandlung im Ausland.
Schriftenreihe des Seeverkehrsbeirates 1953, Heft 5, 19-34.

Entwicklung und Stand der Schiffbauforschung. Jahrbuch der Tech-
niichen Hochschule Hannover, 1953-1954, pp. 124-130.

iOber die Entwicklung und den heutigen Stand der Schiffbauforschung.
Schiff und Hafen5 (1953), 44-46.__

Die neuen amerikanischen "Mariner" Schiffe: Untersuchungen uber
Widerstand und Antrieb. Hansa 90 (1953), 1151-1153.

Approximate theory of heaving and pitching of hydrofoils in regular
shallow waves. The David Taylor Model Basin, Washington, D.C.,
Rep. C-479 (1954), 31 pp.

Die Bewertung von Tragflugelfahrzeugen. Hansa 91 (195 1), 491-492.

Recent progress in theoretical studies on the behaviour of ships in a sea-
way. 7th Internat. Conf. on Ship Hydrodynamics, Oslo, 1954,
26 pp.
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Die Friihjahrstagung der institution of Naval Architects in London.
Hansa91 (1954), 1364-1370.

Progress of theoretical investigations on ship motions in a seaway. Proc.
1st Conf. on Ships and Waves, Hoboker., N.J., 1954, pp. 129-159.
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ABSTRACT

Forced oscillation experiments have been carried out with a systematic ship model family of
which the length-beam ratio was ranging from 4 to 20. The experiments also included a thin plate to
isimulate the case of en infinite length-beam ratio. Vertical and horizontal harmonic motions in calm
water have been considered and the corresponding hydrodynamic ýoefficients have been determined.
Moreover the vertical motions end added resistance in waves have been measured. The results are
presented in grafical forni and are compared with some existing calculation methods.

NOMENCLAT'RE

A,h,C,D,E,G ) hydrodynamic coefficients of the x' dimensionless length coordinate in a right
a,b,c,d,e,g equations of pitch ,nd heave hand body fixed coordinate system with

respectively centre of gra•,ity in the origin and the
B ship's beeam tarboard side positive
C p block coefficient -bybZb righthand coordinate syst@ fixed to

p prismatic coefficient ship with the origin situated in the
(I horizontal sectional added -ass coefficient ship's waterline and the portside

e wave celerity positive
F total vertical wave force x' dimensionless centr• connected w- i thetotl ertca wve ore p1 first moment of vise• fordb diý A&Ao'n•
'' sectional hydromechanic force f or
F r..... . x' dimensionless dnt connected wadh the
g acceleration owing to gravity P" second wot of viscous force distributiao

vertical longitudinal moment of inertia x' point of applleatiorof total yaw force
.r' deninls horionta yaoen ofoneriaeco.z dimensionless horizontal roment of inertia point of application of botal sway fore*

K, coefficient of accession ',.,.%ment of Y. dimensionless hydr~namic lateral force
"inertia y" dimensionless motion amplitude
empirical coefficient in the low ( pect yw hlif width of waterline %nO)
ratio lift formila z heavedisplacement,

K coefficients of accession (long., lat.') phase rgle
k 1,2 wave number X wave lehgth
k vertical longitudinal radius of inertia V volume of ship's A' acement

of ship W circular wave fre •ncy[
kzz horizontal longitudinal radius of inertia W' dimensionless PMM frequency \"

of ship We circular frequency of encounter

L ship's iengtA P density of water
M total vertical eve moment; saass of ship G' dimensionless stability eoo'
M' dimensionless mass of ship ' dimensionless stability root
m' vertical sectionua added mass
N' vertiCal sectionm damping coefficient 0 pitch angle
N1, N'vN!',N' hydrodynamic coefficients of the • instantaneous wave elevation

v v ,r r equations of yaw and sway

'v' 'r respectively Subscripts
r' dimensionless yaw velocity
*' dimensionless yaw acceleration a ampl~ude of denoted parameter

T ship's draught Fý wavC-rce with respect to wave elevation

Pi effective draught 1 wave moment with respect to wave elevation
Te period of encounter
V forward velocity of ship Superscript$
Vz vertical relative velocity with respect

to the inter sectional value3 or dimensionless vaoues
"I' ,]imensioj•,ss ..... - elocity according to CNAME-nomenclatue
'' dimensionlss :;w,ty acceleration

X dimensionle:;s longitudinal added mase

"a ark3



1. INTRODUCTION The linearity has been proved to be good with

L/H-4.
The calculation of the vertical hydro- Lie non-dimensional mass and damping coefficients

dynamic forces and moments acting on a ship in as well as the mass and damping cross coupling
seawaves, according to the strip theory, has coefficients are given in figures I to 8 in non-
proved to be a valuable tool. This is also true dimensional form as a function of the Froude
to a limited extent for horizontal motions, but number, the frequency of oscillation and the
the experimental verification for low frequency length-beam ratio.
motions, which are of interest for manoeuvring Figures 9 and 10 give the dimensionless m•1•on
and steering problems, is rather scarce, amplitudes of heave and pitch and figure
The detailed comparisons of calculation and gives the a 'ed resistance in regular ht waves.
experiment for pitch and heave are for the The motions and the added resistance in waves
greater pait restricted to more or less average could not be measured for the L/B=20 model
hull dimensions, for instance a length-beam owing to experimental difficulties.
ratio of approximately 6 to 8 and block The hydrodynamic coefficients for yaw and sway
coefficients arour.' .70. Although predictions according to equations (13) of appendix 3 have
of vertical motions of extreme ship forms have been measured for three velocities : Fn=.15,
been quite succesful, it has not been known to .20 and .30.
what extent the strip theory is valid when more A large amplitude PMM has been used; the model
extreme hull dimensions are considered. frequency range has been between w=.2(.1) 1.0.
Intuitively one may imagine, that the thinner Strutamplitudes for both modes of motion were
the ship form, the more the applicaLion of the respectively 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 cm, the
strip method is justified. horizontal distance between the struts being
For manoeuvring and steering purposes the 1 m. A relatively small wave making was observed
hydrodynamic coefficients of the equations of for the lowest of the three velocities
motion depend to a larger extent on viscous considered, and therefore the experimental
effects introducing lift phenomena,when compared results for Fn=.15 have been used for
with vertical motions of a ship in waves, comparing with some calculation methods.
Existing methods to approximate these hydro- Figure 12, 13 and 14 show the coefficients,
dynamic forces have a more empirical character. derived from the force and moment measurements

4 Apart from the length-draught ratio in both as a function of L/B-ratio for the three
cases the length-beam ratio may be regarded as considered forward speeds. Table 2 gives the
a useful parameter in a comparison of theory numerical values of the various hydrodynamic
and experiment, coefficients.
The main objective of this paper is to provide In figure 15 and 16 the results of the swaying
extensive exparimental data respecting the force and swaying moment are presented as a
influence of the length-beam ratio of a function of speed, frequency, L/B-ratio and
systemr+ic ship model family on the hydro- amplitude.
dynamic forces on the hull for vertical
oscillatory motions in the wave frequency range, 3. DTSC1TSSTON OF THE RESULTS
as well as for low frequency horizontal motions
of interest for steering and manoeuvring. 3.1. Vertical Motions
The experiments cover a large range of length- First of all the heaving and pitching
beam ratio's which includes a very thick ship- motions have been calculated with as a basis
form (L/B=4) and a very thin ship with L/B=20. a formulation of the strip theory as given in
In addition a thin plate has been tested in appendix 1 and [23 . This formulation has been
horizontal motion to simulate an infinitely derived using earlier work by Shintani [3]
large length-beam ratio. All of the models have SUding [I4 ,Semenof-Tjan-Tsansky et al ý53
been derived from the standard Sixty Series Tasai [6] and affords the same results as given
hull form with L/B=7 and CB= .70 FI ] , by by Salvesen et al [7] . Afterwards the method
multiplying the width by constant factors, to has been used, which has been formulated
arrive at L/B=4, 5.5, 7, 10 and 20. All models principally by Korvin-Kroukovsky and Jacobs [83
have been made from glass reinforced polyester and modified by the authors [9
and have a length of 10 f'et. For main The results of both methods have been compared
particulars see table 1. with the experimental results.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND RESULTS The added resistance in waves owing to the
pitching and heaving motions has been calculated

With a vertical Planar Motion Mechanism by the method described in appendix 2. The added
(PMM) the hydrodynamic coefficients of the resistance is determined by calculating the
heave and pitch equations according to work done by the radiated damping waves, which
equations (1) of appendix 1 have been measured result from the vertical motions of the ship
for Froude numbers F =.20 and F =.30. relative to the water. In [10] this method has
The latter speed is nhigh for ahl models and been confirmed by experimental results derived

large wave making has been observed during tne from model tests with a fast cargo ship hull
experiments, form. Further experience included blunt tanker
Excellent linearity has been found for the forms, although in some of these cases the
considered heave amplitudesn which go to 1% of agreement has been somewhat less satisfactory
the model length and pitch amplitude. up to at high frequency of encounter.

3.5 degrees.
For the wave tests wave heights of 2.5 % of the
model length have been considered.
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In the figures 1 to 11 the experimental values 3.2. Horizontal Motions
are compared with corresponding calculations The coefficients have been determined in a
according to the modified Korvin-Kroukovsky standard graphical way from the in phase and
formulation [9] and according to equations (6) quadrature components of forces and moments
and (7). For convenience we will call these the measured with thý PMM. The accuracy of the
old and the new method respectively, coefficients which are displayed in fig. 12, 13
With regard to the coefficients of the ali ii1, is probably not high since the relevant
equations of motion for heave and pitch the two foeces and moments are small in magnitude. The
calculation methods give almost identical coefficients indicate a trend in the results and
results, except for the pitch damping coefficient do not pretend to be highly accurate.
at low frequencies and for the added mass crbss In table 2 the numerical values of the
coupling coefficient D for pitch. coefficients are summarized using the dynamic
The differences between the measured added mass modes of motions. The figures 12, 13 and l4
and the calculated alue are small,even for the clearly show the effect of beam, which is not
very low L/B ratio's. ?or the added moment of very pronounced for a low Froude number. As
inertia the correlation is still satisfactory, could be expected the forward speed affects
with only few differences for the highest speed the results to a certain extent : the thicker the
and the lowest L/B ratio, model the more the model generated wave system
The heave damping coefficienu is reasonably plays a decisive role in the creation of the
predicted except for high frequencies where resulting hydrodynamic forces and moments. Hu[113
viscous effects, for instance separation of predicted the effect of speed upon the hydro-
flow, may be important. dynamic coefficients, applying sources and
Both the new and the old method predict the doublets in the ship, s centerplane and wake and
pitch damping rather poorly, particularly at taking into account the boundary conditions on
low frequencies. The experimental data do not the surface. Comparing the trend of the
show a clear preference for one of the two experimental results and the predicted values
methods. For practical purposes the over- with regard to the forward velocity according to
estimation of the pitch damping at low Hu, it can be said, that his prediction gives
frequencies, according to the new method is not a more pronoun~ced effect of speed.
too important in the motion prediction. It is interesting to note, that Van Leeuwen's
Considering the absolute magnitude of the results of his PMM tests [12] with an 8 feet
damping cross coupling terms the coefficients model of the L/B=7 are practically the same as
e and E are very well predicted by both theories the results presented in this paper, taking a
for the two considered forward speeds, as well reasonable margin of accuracy into account. In
as for all length-beam ratio's. figures 12, 13 and l1 some evidence is produced,
Also the added mass cross coupling coefficient that the values of the static and dynamic sway

dfor heave is reasonably well predicted by coefficients are approaching each other closely.
both methods, but in the case of the mass cross The condition for straight line stability (this
coupling coefficient D for pitch the experimental word is used rather than controls fixed
points for low frequencies lie between the two stability, since no rudder, propeller nor other

predicted curves. For low frequencies the hull appendices have been fitted) yields
experimental values favour the prediction
according to the new method. x1

Heave amplitudes in waves are somewhat over- < I
estimated by the new method. Earlier rA

experience with both methods has shown us a When xv, and x. both are positive this condition
slight preference for the modified Korvin- postulates, that the point of application of the
Kroukovsky and Jacobs method although a total yaw force is located before the point of
desired symmetry in the mass cross coupling application of the sway force. In figure 12, 13
coefficients is not fulfilled in their and lI it may be observed, th., for a L/B-ratio
presentation. Moreover added resistance is exceeding 8 this condition is fulfilled. Since at
overestimated by the new method and in this a L/B-ratio of approximately 20 Yi equals the
respect it should be remembered that added mass M',x{. will change sign and becomes extremely
resistance varies as the squared motion negative. In this case the aforementioned
amplitudes, criterion is still satisfied, since it is
For Fn=.20 the predicted added resistance obvious that xv, remains positive. In table 2 the.
agrees very well with the measured values, with stability roots are calculated; the smaller roots
only minor differences at high frequencies. Even are positive for the smaller L/B.-ratio's and they
for the very low length-beam ratio's the are becoming negative for the larger L/B-ratio's.
agreemdnt is satisfactory, considering the more Noteworthy is the difference between the two
or less extreme hull form and the relatively last columns indicating, that the actually used
high forward speed in those cases. For Fn=.30 plate for the expetiments has a stable behaviour,
the correlation between tbeory and experiment but that an imaginary massless plate has an
is less. However for all length-beam ratio's, oscillatory stable behaviour. This fact is also
except for L/B=7 this speed is very high, found in stability analysis of ships which have
with corresponding high ship waves, large fins or deep keels, like sailing yachts and

. Especially for L/B=I the added resistance at is caused by the small inertia forces relative
high frequencies is under estimated by the to the lift forces [13] .
theory.
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Jacobs [14,153 published a brief account of a to give the transverse force and moment in the
simple theory for the calculation of the linear sway motion for two speeds : Fn=.15 and Fn=.3

0
,

coefficients of the horizontal motion based as a function of reduced frequency and
upon simple hydrodynamic concepts. Apart from amplitude in figures 15 and 16.
an ideal fluid treatment of a wing shaped body In a very restricted range full linearity in
in an unbounded flow, resulting in hydrodynamic frequency and amplitude exists. For the higher
added masses and added moments of inertia with frequencies linearity is lost to some extent
cross coupling coefficients, a viscous part is especially in the transverse force and to a

included representing the generation of a lift. smaller extent in the moment. A number of
Therefore, as an example the Jones' low aspect effects are obscuring the results, for instance
ratio lift formula has been applied. Lift nonlinearity owing to the cross flow. Also
generation depends upon the flow conditions frequency- and amplitude effects are interferring
near the trailing edge. As these conditions when one tries to interpret the experimental
vary, it seems appropriate to introduce an results.
empirical constant K to take these variations
into account, as was suggested by Inoue [16]. 4. REFERENCES
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5. APPENDIX 1 Le]

Mi The equations of motion of heave and pitch

The equations of motion of heave and pitch and g2pg yx.bx.0
their solution are given by : L

'J (pV+a)!+bi+cz-de-cA-ge)=F (heave) ( ( 6 a)

(I +A)8+B6+C8-Dz-E1-Gz=M (pitch) r(1)
Se z=zcos c t+czc BacoS (eat+e€•) '
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The Added Resistance in Waves

+2 The added resistance of a ship in waves is
a result of the radiated damping waves created
by the motions of the ship relative to the water.
Juosen [20] showed that for the mean added

2 ( ( l 2 resistance can be written:
B- N1'2%d%-2V J -m2dx%-V 3x r- )d2% +

L L L RAWVt (b +B ) (8)

T- % x. bdxb This expression was derived by expanding Maruo's
"* expression [21J into an asymptotic series witheL Irespect to a slenderness parameter and taking

2 into account only first order terms. His
C=2pg ywxbdxb simplified treatment results in an added

resistance which is independent of the forwardL ,speed. This latter fact is roughly confirmed
D= m dXb+I -xbdI by experiments [10)

I Lw Lb i Equation (8) is equivalent to Havelock'sL e Lequation [22J . Although not consistent with the
dmI theory, the frequency of encounter is used by

E= N'xbdxb-V J--yXdXb Joosen in (8) when a ship with forward speed isL - considered. In equation (8) uncoupled motions
are considered. In the present work the following

0=2pg ywbdr (6b) procedure is adopted for the calculation of thewoop radiated damping energy P of the oscillating ship
L during one period of encounter

Te
If F=F cos(et+c) and M=M coS(et+e ) then: r 2

a c~et~cp a co~e"MC P= j b'V dtdxb
L o

COS kxadXb+ where b'=N'-V-d , the sectional damping•q sin EFý=p w sin x
a coefficient for ship at speed and:

d, I k •
(; 0 Hue - 7)ekT Cosv -b+ z-xb6+V-N , the vertical relative

L watervelocity at a cross section of the ship.e V dN'\ -kTosdAs an is a harmonic function with amplitude Via

-w2  (m'+ -- xb and a frequency equal to the frequency ofW e-dJ encounter w we find:
(Ta) I J 2 (10)

p w za dxb(10

=atS -2g y YXbe-kTck xb db + 1 1

M _ -- 2pg{ y Cdsin Following the reasoning given by Maruo in [21]
L the work being done by the towing force RAW is

d' Vm -)xbekT6sinkx dx given by :

Id-N 'I Cos I +
Le b b5P=RAW(V+c)T RAW.)

+ )xe sikx bdXb From (10) and (11) it follows that

L CU Ie j b'Vad
(Tb) Awdxb (12)

e

For ships where N' and m' are zero at the stem This expression is almost equal to (8) when the "

and stern the expressions (6) and (7) can be wave elevation C is small compared with the ,
simplified, but this has not been carried vertical motions of the ship in addition to a
through in the corresponding computerprogram. very low forward speed and fore and aft symmetry.

When the terms between the brackets are A
left out from equations (6) and (7) an4 when APPENIX 3
"W- =1 in the coefficients of N' in (7) the Tio wm ~The Equations of Motion of Yaw and Sway,
we resulting equations of motion are equal to P i y f n a t s
those derived by the modified Korvin-Kroukovsky Principally the following account is based
and Jacobs' results (9] The equationsof motion for the bare hull

condition are given by :

8
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M'Ct'+r')Y'+yv'+Y'+Y'r' (swaY) r vise - 2T T (17

I' *'=NI4'+N'v'+N! "+N'r' (yaw) 2
zz v N r r N. =2' =(-7

The hydrodynamic coefficients in (13) can be v visL r vise P19L 2

calculated by assuming a division between an
inertia force distribution and a viscous force N' = -,'2
distribution along the snip's hull. The r visc = 2 -1

distribution of the hydrodynamic inertia forces
can be found by well-known methods in hydro- Numerical values of the empirical constants K1 ,
dynamics of which brief accounts can be found, X' and x' are displayed in figure 17.

among others in Q9, 23 ]. Confining ourselves Cgibinin
2
equations (16,17) the total damping

to horizontal motions at a constant forward coefficients can be listed as follows, assuming
velocity in an ideal fluid the following that mutual interference between inertia and
expressions for the right-hand sides of (13) viscous forces can be neglected
are derived : 2

Y'= -2Kwt-

Yid1Y tXv r+Yd (14) v

T2
N' dN='I+(Y'-X')v'+Y!(i+r') N'=YI-X:-x' T2K'T
id f?I u r vv u p1 L2K 0

The coefficients appearing in (14) are calculated T
2 
21

by the following expressions, assuming that the Y'=X1-x' 2KKT-

strip method is applicable together with Lamb's r u pL B
2

correction coefficients of accession :2 N=•2T2 •sX NI= -xp12 2K, ,!i

v L 2 For the purpose of comparing the recults of the •

r 2T2 experimental coefficients with some existing

N!=- . x' dI formulae concerning damping coefficients, the
v (15) following expressions are appropriate for the

-L even keel condition, following Inoue [16]:2IY 7KfT C d KT N! Y1= _2Ki T

N!= ZKLT2 C x'2dxI= N,- -2 v
NI- , - 2 r+ _

r L 2 B (19)
T 2

t)° +'Y_=2 .•( 7.0-)
X!= MIrM' 9 (3

From (14) it is obvious, that for the damping N=-1.08-
coefficients the following expressions exist in r B

2

an inviscid fluid

Norrbin E19] published data respecting the

v, id=0 damping derivatives. His results are given
in the form of regression formulae in his 4

Y' id=X' non dimensional so called'bis' system. In the 4
r (16) nomenclature adopted in this paper the

N' =v'_s, expressions are given preceded by the

v id t U corresponding formulae in the 'bis' system. 1
2  2

= LT.69 14; Yv=-1.69L -0.08 -B
rid r uv 29 v 2 BL

L2 L BCBT
ship-shaped low aspect ratio wing in a real N" =-1.28 - +0.22 +00 -

fluid develops a circulation around the uvLT
2  T

2  B

profile generating a lift owing to the = 1.29 r-- . T8 Yr=1.29 -0.36 -

viscosity, This lift can be approximated for urV 1r 2 2. L6

moderate speeds by the corrected Jones' low 2 N 1 T2 B C B T HA

aspect ratio formula, taking into account the N" =-1.88 • BT +0.09;2 B Cm T '

action of the water surface by doubling the urL

draught. This formula can also be considered '

as the integral of the viscous force (20) i

distribution along the hull. The first and
second moments of this distribution yields
the remaining damping derivatives

9



TABLE J

L/B,-4.0 L/B-5.5 LIB-7.0 L!B-10.0 L/B020.0 LB,- •

Lpp m 3.048 .3.048 3.048 3.048 3.048 3.048
LWL m 3.099 3.099 3.099 3.099 3.099 3.099
B m .7620 .5542 .4354 .3o48 .1524 .006
T m .1742 .1742 .1742 .1742 .1742 .1742
Vm .2832 .2060 .1618 .1133 .0566 .0032
AW m2  1.8267 1.3342 1.0435 .7331 .3652 -
IL m .9737 .7117 .5566 .3909 .1947 -

CB .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 -

cp .71 .71 .71 .71 .71 -

LOB before L2p/ 2  .014 .014 .014 .014 .014 -LOF before LPP/ 2  -. 063 -. 063 -. O63 -. 063 -. 063 -

k,/Lpp .25 .25 .25 .25 .25
M kgf sec2 /m 28.859 20.988 16.491 11.544 5.772 7.513

k .267 .268 .230 .229 .229 .275

5 TABLE 2
F "n=15

L/B 4 5.5 7 10 20
M' 1978 1433 1122 779 379 521 0

1142 103 59 41 20 39 0
v -1800 -1700 -16oo -1450 -1400 -1500 -1500
N' - 610 - 670 - 730 -780 - 700 - 500 - 500

-M' .105 -3198 -2703 -2352 -1899 -1559 -16o0 -1080

- 120 - 50 -140 0 0 + 20 + 20
, -1858 -1243 - 872 - 479 0 0 + 521

- 265 - 295 - 290 - 280 -240 - 260 -260
Y! - 110 - 90 - 60 0 0 0 0! r
N'-I' - 190 - 165 -125 -105 88 -95 56r

"1, .538 .304 .200 -. 048 -. 901 -. 935 Rem-2.930
02 -2.051 -2.468 -2.955 -3.382 -2.724 -2.739 Im-+1.471

I 

i

Table 2 to be continued

4I
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4; I
L/B 4 5.5 7 10 20

' -1850 -1T60 -1750 -1500 -1400 -1600 -1600

vN' -650 - T20 - T90 - 8Co - TOO - 450 - 45O
S-3198 -2543 -2442 -1919 -1559 -1601 -1080

NO .1o - 180 - 70 -50 0 0 0 0
r-178 -1283 - 892 - 499 0 0 - 521
N' -2T0 -300 -310 -310 - 250 24o0 -240
Y! - 120 - 60 -60 0 -50 0 0rN! --19 0 6
N-zz -195 -15 - 135 - 112 - 97 -120 - 81

.548 .369 .170 -. 088 -I.06l& -. 997 Re-2.222

'2 -1.929 -2.584 -2.928 -3.461 -2.180 -2.002 Im_+1.458

Fnm.30

L/B 4 5.5 7 10 20
Y1 -2450 -2300 -20T0 -1T60 -1450 -1600 -1600
N - TOO - 84o0 - 900 - 980 -860 -500 -500v-
Y!-Mv -3078 -2603 -2652 -2189 -1599 -1621 -1100
NO .10 - 160 - 100 - 20 0 - 50 0 0

-1878 -1303 -1042 - 559 - 29 0 + 521
NO - 330 - 360 - 40 - 340 - 310 - 230 - 230
r - 180 - 100 - 100 0 - 50 0 0

r- 200 - 160 - 12 - 115 - 95 - 90 - 51

o• .387 .225 .090 -. 054 -. 955 -. 985 Re--2.982
2' -2,2v -2.909 -3.879 -3.706 -2.878 -2.558 Im-+1.517

U plate without mass

. . .

uI
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DISCUSSION

W.R. JACOBS EDWARD V, LEWIS W

I appreciate greatly your asking for my comments on This paper represents the type of well ciicveWl and
your well-reasoned and informative paper. I am gratified, well executed experimental reearchliat we exp4 • on
moreover, to see that the Korvin-Kroukovsky and Jacobs Delft University of Technology.
method for predicting heaving and pitching motions in
regular head seas and the Jacobs method for estimating My brief comments refer only to the first part of
the linear hydrodynamic coefficients of the horizontal the paper dealing with vertical motions. The experimental
motions still hold up so well at Froude numbers no greater determination of coefficients for pitch and heave for an
than 0.20. At such speeds, of course, the effects of wave- unusually wide range of L/B ratios shows encouraging
making can be neglected. (The experimental values in Fig. results. Even at such extreme proportions as L/B - 4, the
13 for Fn , 0.20 are almost identical with those of Fig. 12 agreement between experiment and theory (Figures 1-8)
for F. - 0.15 and therefore agreement between calculation is as good, or almost as good, as for narrower hulls. The
and experiment should be as good.) so-called "new" theoretical method appears to give better

agreement in some cases but not in others.
In your introduction, you state that, in the case of

horizontal motions, "apart from the length-d&aft ratio ..... It is not surprising then that excellent aS~emeao is t
the length-beam ratio may be regarded as a useful param- obtained in Figures 9 and 10 between calWlsted and a-
eter in a comparison of theory and experiment." The perimental motions over this wide range of L/B. In
length-beam ratio does not appear explicitly in my calcula- the "new method" shows somewhat better results.
tion method (Appendix 3). I wish to make clkar that particular interest is the excellent agreement shown in
length-beamn ratio is implficit in the ship mass coefficient Figure 11 for added resistance in waves. All in all, the paper
M' which is identically equal to 2 CB B/L. shows clearly the tremendous value of the "vigorou",

though perhaps not entirely "rigorous", strip theory ap-
proach to ship motions. The high degree of practical use-

K. NOMOTO fulness of the method is due .in large part to work such as
It is agreatpleasuretotake part inth iscussion onhreported in this paper, covering both refinements in the
S;tIt is a great pleasure to take in the discusion and experimental verification of various aspects.

this interesting paper. Certainly the effect of length-beam
ratio on the hydrodynamic damping in directional control
of a ship is of great interest with special reference to the C.M. LEE
ease of control of giant tankers of the present day, whose
length.beam ratio is lessening as low as 5. Prof. Gerritama and his eo-asthors, as always, have

shown us again a valuable work which will greatly contrib-
In this cortnexion a look into Table 2 is highly sugges- ute to the sd~ancement of knowledge in ship hydrodynam-

tive. The damping in yaw and sway, and consequently the ics.
directional stability is governed by 1.'

, - - M) The following is my opinion on a mL-lA pWat whichYN -(Y M) N; I would like to t*n*%U occasion to present to 009Ms orsi for their comments.

Among these derivatives, what is most sensitive to the f
length-beam ratio is definitely (Y, - M'), and this comes The equations of motion for ships in waves which are 'Ik
largely from the drastic decrease in the nondimensional derived under an assumption of linear frequency response,
massM' with increasing length-beam ratio. Compared with are usually given in the form of the second order differen-
this, the pur~ly hydrodynamsic derivatives Y', N; and N; tial equations with frequency-dependent coefficients. As
are much less sensitive. Dr. Cummins* rightly pointed out, the physical meaning of

these coefficients can be often misleading depending on how
Since M' represents the contribution of the centrifugal one arranges the coefficients in the equations. To be more

force upon directional stability, this result suggests that the specific, there is always a possibioy of interchanging the
effect of length-beam ratio upon directional stability is coefficients between the inertia terms and retoring terms
more of the matter of mechanics rather than of hydrody- with only change in the factor (-W.2). For instance, the
namics. This might sound a bit reluctant to hydrodynamic- coefficient A and C M given in Equation (6)s
ists, yet one thing worth noting.

Incidentally one can guess the effect of the block A f
coefficient on the directional stability along the same line; A f AN'
the change in M' largely governs the fact. - , C, j J.u-,4 _

, ~ As another remark, the frequency in PMM experiments We can tsqN/ar the terms containingl I/Wj3 in A to C by

should be adequately low so that (WL/V)<2-2.5 in order multiplying tO terms by (-W.) without impairing theto obtain the derivatives that are free from the frequency solutions of the q If this is done for a ship with-
effect, in the discusser's view. That means in the present out abrupt ends, we &. I

case W < 0.7 for F, = 0.15 and < 1.4 for Fn - 0,3) and
accordingly most of these experiments are apparently within
this limit. *Cummnha, W.E,, "The Impulse Rospo0m10atioa and Ship Motions,"

Sehiffstechnik, Vol. 9, 1962
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an arbitrary center of rotation, and preliminary calculations
show that the location of this virtual center of rotation

A'- •may have a significant effect on the hydrodynamic coef-
ficients of the lateral motions. It should be understood
that the PMM test results may very wall be in a perfect
agreement with the theoretical results, since the tests are

The second term, -V2a, in C' is often called "Munk's actually run on the same assumption of a fixed center
Moment" and it is always a destabilizing moment due to of rotation as the theory has beer. 4erived.
its negative sign. A difference resulting from interchanging
this Munk's moment term is in the determination of natural
frequencies, especially for pitch. The natural frequency I would simply like to ask the authors if they have
for uncoupled pitch mode can be estimated by any experience on the effect of the virtual center of rota-

tion on the hydrodynamic coefficients of the lateral mo-
-t tions and what order of magnitude they think that such an

effect would be.

I' we use A' and C' instead, then we ha'e

t L c'/,A' J
NILS H. NORRBINr

The difference between Wp and W is usually small
for conventional ships for low speeds. Hiowever, the dif- In this summary of my oral discussion I will once
ference can be large for high speeds and particularly, for more bear witness to the benefit the reader may derive
small waterplane area ships with a high cruising speed. from results of careful systematic studies of this kind. I

will restrict my comments to the analysis of the dynamic

For a ship with very small waterplane area the vertical' stability in the horizontal plane. Within the particular bare

plane stability can become a problem for high speeds. De. hull Series 60 family tested dynamic stability is inherent

pending on where the Munk moment term is placed, the for L/B ratios above 8. With stern appendices stability

estimation of vertical-pleie stability can significantly change. will be realized for wider forms.

There is no question that for a stability study the Munk
moment should be placed in the restoring term.

The analytical stability criterion compares the magni-
tude of two force levers, in the authors' notation x' and xy.

For determining the tiatural frequencies and the In particular, xv = 1v/L is the relative center-of-pressure-
vertical-plane stability, it appears physicand more adequate in sideslip, or the quotient Nv/Yv. For a model family i
to use A' and C' than to use A and C. I would like to this quotient will be given by the slope of the radius
know if t.he author. have some comments on this point. vector to the locus Nv(Yy). In Fig. 1 thit locus is shown

by the arc shape to the right. In the same diagram but to
another scale the corresponding locus is also drawn as given

MAX HONKANEN in the "his" system Nu" (Y" ): the locus now illustrates
a moment and a force, which both uniquely increase with

At first I would like to express my gratitude for this increasing L/B. The raaius vecter slope is shown for L/B = 7,
v eryuseful paper presented here as the first one today. for the bare hull as well as for a configuration with screw

I was very pleased to read it, because the first part, of which and rudder. (The finite increments of YV' and N',, have

some details were published at ITTC in 1972, has already been taken from model test results by van Leeuwen in

been used by me in checking the validity of my own authors' ref. (12].)
calculations. There is one qvestion regarding the lateral The diagram may be completed by aiding the locus
motions and forces associated with them that is bothering ofx" -- Nur to a base of 1 -- Vur. (Again the use pf the
me and I would appreciate if the authors could throw some "bisA system will arrange the test data in a unique ,orm.) $1
light on it. The stability criterion and the way it is affected by modifi-

cations to the stern is easily appreciated from a comparison
As we all know, the theoretical treatment of the rota- of vwctor slopes.

"tive modes of motions is based on the assumption of fixed
axes of rotation. This, however, needs not ncessa ily be '
the truth, and in fact, there exists an apparunt cenmer of It would be of great velue if, in the future, the authors
rotation, which usually differs slightly from the intersection could find an opportunity to include some results for hulls
point of the waterline and the symmetry plane of the ship, with screw and rudder, say for the cases of L/B 6.5, 7
I have formulated a strip theory that makes allowance for and 10.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

Referring to the kind remarks of Miss Jacuos, we agree of trim and the wave formation. This effect should also
that the differences in the experimental results for the Froude be taken into account for the determination of the natural
numbers .15 and .20 are so small that the effect of wave frequency. Experimentally wL did not investigate the influ-
making in the development of simple theoriEs can safely be ence of "Munk's moment" but we will certainly take into
ignored. Since "ne wing analogy, primarily represented by account Mr. Lee's remarks in this respect.
the length-draught ratio, is playing an important role in
these theories for assessing the lateral maneuvering deriva- According to Mr. Honkanen the situation of the
tives, it was though that the length-beam ratio would pro- centre of rotation may influence the hydrodynamic coef-
vide some correction factors respecting the distribution of ficients of the lateral motions. Unfortunately no experi.
viscous forces along the length. mental values of this influence are available. To the opinion

of the authors the effect will not be so rigorous as suggested
Prof. Nomoto points out that the derivative Y' - N' by the discusser. This effect can be determined by means

is the most sensitive one, since the dimensionless mass of PMM test considering different positions of the rotation
appeared, which shows the largest changes with varying axis. However, up to now these tests have not been carried
length-beam ratio's, see table 2. He concludes that the out by the authors.
straight-line stability is more a matter of mechanics than
of hydrodynamics. We agree with this conclusion. Dr. Norrbin points out that the representation ,cord-
Howeve' we want to put emphasis upon the fact that the ing to the "bis" s-.stem of reference is much more illustra-
experiments were executed with a modelseries having a tive respecting the .traight line stability as can be seen in
block coefficient CB = .70 and a length-beam ratio L/B - 7 Fig. 1 of his discussion. Nevertheless the SNAME.
as a parent hull. It is therefore dangerous to extrapolate n3menclature is very widespread and used in a number of
the information contained in this paper to blunt tanker countries and the authors prefer to stick to this nomencla-
forms with different block coefficients and different length- ture, The authors agree with Dr. Norrbin's remark respect-
beam ratios. Furthermore one should bear in mind that ing the availability of results including propeller and rudder.
the models tested were bare hulls. A rudder and propeller Some results, however, have been published in [1] in case
fitted to the models will improve straight lne stability, of full tankermodels and probably it is possible to extrapo-
Since changes in the form of the body ,nd the distribution late some information of these tests to the length-beam
of displacement along the length sometimes might induce series.
drastic changes in the hydrodynamic coefficients, we do not
fully agree with Prof. Nomoto's remark- respecting the
effect of block coefficient. The last remark refers to the
maximum permissible frequency in horizontal PMM-tests
to avoid frequency effects. In the in this paper presented
results there seems to be some evidence, Figs. 15 and 16,
to conclude that the dimensionless frequency W' should be
lower than 1 or at the most 1.5. Neverth-,less not in all
cases higher frequencies could be avoided in order to obtain
measurable results. r

Prof. Lewis confirms our poirt of view with regard to

the usefulness of strip theory calculations. From the prac-
tical point of view we do not favor one of the two theories
for the calculation of vertical motions. This is also based
on further incidental romnarisons for theory and experi-
ment for slender ship hull forms at high speeds of advance.

* Of particular interest is the agreement between the two
theories with regard to phase angles and the more or less
overestimation of the heave amplitudes at resonance by tne
new theory. Up to now we use the old method for the
prediction of heave, pitch aad resistance increase in wa'.';s
for design purposes. "A

Mr. Lee makes some valuable remarks about the (teter-
mination of the natural frequency. In our formulation of
the strip theory the restoring term is considered to be speed.
independent and consequently the speed dependent part has
been transferred to the added mass term. For the soluton
of the motion equations it is irrelevant where the speed
dependent parts are situated. However for the determina-
tion of the natural frequency this may be important espe-
cially for high forward speeds. It is probably not correct [1] Glansdorp, C.C. Pijfers, J.G.L.
to keep the restoring term speed-independent and the "Effect of Design Modifications on the natural course
"Munk's moment" might be one significant addition for stability of full tanker models"

- ." high speeds. However, there is another influence of the The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
speed on the restoring term and this is due to the change 17-21 April 1972; London.
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HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SHIPS

E. 0. Tuck J. N. Newman
UniveAJity oj Adelaide M. T. T.

Au~tratia Camb'tdge, Ma4ach.e.tt4

ABSTRACT Si Sectional-area function of
Jth (double) body

Two theories are developed for pre-
dicting the hydrodynamic sway force and Tj Draft of Jth body
yaw moment acting on each of two ships
while they are moving along parallel t Time
paths. In the first case, the two
ship hulls are assumed slender, and Uj Velocity of Jth body
moving with constant velocities which Vf
may differ. This case therefore in- V Lateral velocity field
cludes examples such as steady parallel
motion in a re-fuelling maneuver, pass-
ing of a slow vessel by a faster-moving x Dummy variable
vessel, passing in opposite directions,
and passing of a moored vessel by a (xo,yo,zo) Cartesian coordinates fixed
moving vessel. In the second case, the in space
effects of shallow water are considered,
but now with the restriction that the (xj,yj,zj) Cartesian coordinates fixed
two vessels must be moving at the came with respect to the Jth bodyvelocity, so that the resulting hydro- (J=l,2)
dynamic interaction is analogous to a
two-dimensional bi-plane problem. In Y(t) Lateral (sway) force acting
both theories the fluid is assumed to on body 1
be ideal, and free-surface effects are
ignored. Numerical examples are Y'C(x,t) Stripwise lateral force on
developed for both cases, and encourag- body 1
ing comparisons with existing experi-
ments are noted. yj(x) Vortex strength

NOMENCLATURE 6 Slenderness parameter

Aj Stripwise lateral added-mass Lateral separation between
per unit fluid densityof body centerplanes
Jth body I

Stagger
D V/at - U, M/ax,

±( Velocity potential of Jth
f W) Coordinates of upper (lower) body alone

surfaces of thin body Ip•'N 0•12 Interaction potential

h Fluid dcpth
INTRODUCTIONJ index denoting body 1 or2j ne eoigbd rShip-to-ship interactions involving

ents will occur when two vessels are

mi Source strength moving in close proximity, or when a
moving vessel passes a moored vessel.

N(t) Vertical (yaw) moment acting A particular case of special interest is
on body 1 the steady-state situation of two vessels

moving in tandem, as in a re-fuelling
n Unit normal vector positive maneuver, or of a single vessel moving

out of fluid domain parallel to a canal wall or channel bank.
The "bank-suction" problem is related by

rj Polar radius from xj-axis the method of images, to the re-fuelling
problem for two identical ships directly
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abeam of each other, if the bank is a sway force and yaw moment acting on one
vertical wall. In each of these iari- body, due to the passage of a second,
ous problems, hydrodynamic interaction and calculations are presented for two
forces and moments may lead to collision, ship hulls with parabolic sectional-
breakage of mooring lines, or grounding. area distributions and constant draft.

Comparison is shown between these
There have been only a few theor- calculations and the experiments report-

etical analyses or experimental in- ed by Newton (ý) for the re-fuelling
vestigations of the above problems in problem, ind qualitative agreement is
the past. For the steady-state bank- found, but the experimental force and
suction problem, or the equivalent re- moment generally exceed those of the.
fuelling problem, slender-body results theory. A'so illustrated in the
have been developed by Newman (1,2) for computations are the effects of varying
axisymmetric bodies and for slender the two ships' speeds, it being noted
pointed bodies of arbitrary cross- that the force and moment acting on one
section. For bodies moving at the same ship depend linearly on the ratio of its
or different velocities, a two- speed to that of the passing ship.
dimensional theory for elliptical cyl- The force and moment are greater for
inders has been developed by Collatz (3). ships moving in opposite directions,
Newton (L) has reported experimental and, similarly, the force is greater
data for the re-fuelling problem, on the slower of two vessels moving
including measurements of the sway force with unequal velocities. As a special
and yaw moment on two ship hulls moving case, it is noted that the force on a
in tandem, and Oltmann (5) has performed moored ship will exceed that acting on
experiments to compare with Collatz' (1) the same vessel while it iseunderway and
two-dimensional elliptic-cylinder theory, moving in the same direction as the
For- the bank-suction problem other passing ship. Finally, the effects of :4
theories and experiments are surveyed by finite depth are illustrated, and it is
Norrbin (6). noted that the interaction force and

moment are increased by finite-depth
In this paper we shall extend both effects.

the slender-body theory and the two-
dimensional approach. In the former In order to pass to the important
case, to be treated in Section 2, we case of very shallow water, an entirely
allow the two vessels to be of arbitrary different approach must be made. Here,
different slender forms, moving with as noted by Tuck (a) for longitudinal
constant velocities which may differ, motions, the flow is quasi-two-
and we relax the pointed-end condition dimensional in horizontal planes,
to allow specifically for a low-aspect- independent of the vertical coordinate
ratio trailing-edge effect at the stern, except perhaps locally near the two
The fluid depth may be infinite or bodies. Indeed, in the limit where the
finite, but must be large compared to fluid depth equals the ships' drafts,
the ships' beams and drafts. Similar- and if the ships' dides are vertical,
ly, the lateral separation between the the flow is strictly two-dimensional
two ships is assumed to be comparable to everywhere, and this greatly simplifies
their lengths, and large compared to the analysis. In this case, however,
their beams. Subject to these re- the interactions between the two bodies
strictions it is then possible to are more complex than for the deep
develop a first-order theory for the water theory. The analysis is quite
interaction force and moment in which analogous to the two-dimensional
the two separate bodies are superposed, symmetrical biplane problem, or the
and each one is subject to the "exciting ground-effect problem of aerodynamics.
force and moment" due to the non-uniform This problem is solved here in Section
field generated by the other hull. 3 by an extension of classical th.in-wing

theory, using a distribution of sources
The force and moment are analysed to represent the thickness eff-its of

by developing a very general formula the two bodies, and vortices i repre-
for the stripwise lateral force exerted sent the interaction of the bodies with
on a slender body moving in the longi- the lateral flow. A pair of coupled
tudinal direction through a lateral integral equations results, the solu-
non-uniform flow field. The resulting tions of which are unique if Kutta
expression is a generalization of conditions are imposed at the"sterns",
classical slender-body theory,analogous or trailing edges of the two bodies.
to the use of G.I. Taylor's theorem (7) Here we assume that the two bodies move
for the force on a body in an accelerat- in tandem with equal velocity, so the
ing uniform field. This result appears flow is steady-state; this avoids the
to be of some interest in its own righ-t. well known complications of unsteady
and possible applications to seakeeping vortex shedding from the two trailing
theory will be noted, edges. ,

By applying this formula to the An efficient approach is outlined
ship-to-ship interaction problem, for the numerical solution of the K
specific results are obtained for the coupled singular integral equations,
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applied to bodies of rectangular Before embarking upon the separate
thickness distribution, and compared analyses of Sections 2 and 3, we first
with the experiments of Oltmann (5). develop a consistent notation and ref-
Oltmann's experiments (•) were motiva- erence system. In general the problem
ted by the theory of Collatz (•), to be considered is that of two stream-
which differs from the present thin- lined bodies, moving through an ideal
wing approach in that the two bodies fluid with constant velocities U1 , U2,
are bluff ellipses, and there is no along parallel paths separated by a
circulation or Kutta condition imposed, constant distance n. It is convenient
The present rpsults seem in this to use a separate moving coordinate
respect to be an improvement on system for each body, writing
Collatz' theory, and this statement ia (xj,yjzj) as a set of Cartesian co-
confirmed by the improved qualitative ormnates fixed in the Jth body
agreement between the present theory (J=l,2), such that xj is the center-
and Oltmann's measurements. In fact, plane of symmetry and xj=O the mid-
there ir 'ood quantitative agreement body station, with xj measured for-
betwee Pesent calculations and ward and y to star oard. In accord-
Oltmal l ic.its in the case of ance with the right-handed convention
the s _ :orl.e, but for the yaw moment and the usual notation of ship maneuver-
the atrýcment is not significantly ing, the vertical z-coordinate is di-
l-,i-er thar that resulting from rected positive downward in Section 2,
Uu. atz' theory. whereas in Section 3 the vertical co-

ordinate is superfluous. It is con-
Common to both the slender-body ceptually convenient to relate these

theory of Section 2 and the two- two movIng reference frames to a fixed
dimensional theory of Section 3 are the (xo,yo,zo) system such that the later
assumptions that the fluid is inviscid coincides with (x l ,y,,z,) at time t-0.
and incompressible, and that the Then it follows that
Froudu number is sufficiently small
that free-surface effects can be ig- Xi x1 + Ult X2 + Uat - •(0), (1)
nored. It is also assumed that the
lateral separation distance between the y- yI " yl + n , (2)
two bodies is comparable to their
lengths, and large compared to their zO ' z1 , (3)
beams. In view of the rigid free-
surface assumption a double-body model where initially at time t=0, body 1 is
can be analysed in Section 2, and the V(O) units ahead of body 2. At a
two-dimensional assumption is valid in general time t, body 1 is &(t) units
Section 3. The neglect of free- ahead of body 2, wheresurface effects may be questioned,
especially by ship hydrodynamicists who V(t) = x2 -x1 a (U 1 -U 2 )t + V(0). (4)
plow the more cultivated fields of wave

resistance and seakeeping. However We shall call E(t) the "stagger" of
it is significant that in those cases the bodies. Ultimately we shall be
the problem vanishes if there is no concerned with the lateral sway forces
free surface, whereas here and more Yj and yaw moments Nj3  defined to be
generally in the field of ship positive to starboard and for the bow
maneuvaring, a non-trivial problem turning to starboard respectively.
remains when the free surface is re- These conventions and notations are
placed by a rigid horizontal plane. illustrated in Figure 1, which is

"%,Moreover, for conventional ships it may
be more useful to concern ourselves in
the future with overcoming the neglect ¶
of viscous effects, notably cross-flow L1
separation forces, which are likely to
be of Mqre importance than the effects
of the free surface. - U,

Within the ideal-fluid, rigid-free-
surface model utilized here, further
generalizations are notable, and we
shall outline in Section 4 the specific 7)
possibilities for considering the -Yl Ueffects of a "gap" beneath the ship's U,
bottom in shallow water, which requires __ -,

modifications of the otherwise two-
dimensional theory for shallow water,
and the complications which result if IY/N
the two bodies are in close proximity _ ,
to each other, the present theories
assuming on the contrary that the
separation distances are comparable to Figure 1 "Fish-eye" view of the two
the body lengths, bodies and coordinate systems.
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presented as a "fish-eye" view from be-6 explicit time dependence in (5), the un-
low the vessels, in order that the co- steadiness coming in only through the
ordinate6 (xj,yj) retain their usual fact that the coordinate systems are
orientation in the horizontal plane. moving in space. This expression is
The lengths of the two bodies are valid for rj - O(Lj) only. An esti-
denoted by Lj and it is assumed mate of 0i for all oy is
through it our analyses that the lat- U4
eral dimensions of the bodies are of J(xjyjzj '- S"(xj)log rj+fj(xj)
order eLj, where e is a slenderness
parameter which is small compared to +0(e•/ri ),
unity. We also assume that the (6)
separation distance n is O(LN), and
hence is large compared to the ateral where fj(xj) is a known function,
dimensions of the bodies. dependen on S (x ) The "error"terms representid gy 0(cl/r') are due

2. INTEi0CTION BETWEEN TWO SLENDER to local multipoles, etc. SNote that
BODIES these terms are not small at distances

from the body comparable with its lat-
The problem to be considered here eral dimensions, i.e. rj - 0(cLj).

is that of two slender bodies, moving The formula (6) is it fact useful only
in a fluid of infinite depth or of in the intermediate regi( cL <<rj<<Lj,
deptn comparable to the length cf the where the error term is inaeed small.-
bodies and large compared to their In the true inner region r 0(Ln)
lateral dimensions. Initially we con- we must in principle determine j
fine our attention to the infinite- numerically for the given cross-section.
depth case. Noting that the rigid- Significant non-axisymmetric effects are
free-surface assumption leads to a present in the inner region, in contrast
"double-body" solution, i.e. the to the intermediate and far-field re-
original ship hull beneath the plane of sults (5,6) which are axisymmetric
the free surface and an image hull irrespective of the geometrical form of
above this plane, we shall consistently the bodies.
refer to the double body throughout

Sthis Section. The results are there- In the remainder of the analysis,
V fore applicable to other p oblems we shall be considering the flow in the

involving the motion of slender bodies (x,,y,,z,) co-ordinate system fixed in
through'unbounded fluids, as well as body 1. The complete solution in this
to the aerodynamic problem of two co-ordinate system must be representable
passing automobiles or trains. In as the sum of an apparent uniform stream
view of the original rigid-free-surface of magnitude U, in the -x, direction,
assumption, we assume that the plane the self-potential 01, the other-body
;=0 is a plane of symmetry of the flow, potential 02, and an interaction po-
and thus the double body has two planes tential measuring the (small) inter-
of symmetry, but may be of arbitrary action effects. Thus we write
form in the longitudinal direction.

$(x,,Y,,Zl,t)=?Ulxl+¢1(xl,y,YZl)
Since the lateral separation be-

tween the two bodies is large compared + 02(x2,y2,z2)+0 1 2 (x,,y,,z,,t).
to their lateral dimensions (beam and (7)
draft) each body is in the other's far (
field, and to leading order in e, the We note that the potentials Oi areflow fields produced by each body can 0(0), and shall find that 12=0 ( E)

be computed as if the other were absent. a
This means that, in the Jth co-
ordinate system, the flow about the The eiactiboundary condition on
Jth body is asymptotically steady, and
can be estimated by standard methods of appears fixed in the present co-ordinate
slender-body theory for steady motion system. Since the portion -Ujx,+0,
of a single body in an infinite fluid, by definition already satisfies this
on particular, they pertur veloc- condition, we must choose the correctionIn particular, the perturbation veloc- term so as to cancel out the un
ity potential fornflow past the Jth wanted normal velocity induced by theSbody can be written potential 01 near body 1, i.e.

*1•,iS L W xdx * on body 1. (8)

Note that the particular interaction po- 4

tential 012 so determined is valid
+ O(E'), (5) only in the neighbourhood of body 1,

smnce the boundary condition on body 2
where r s•-sy + Za cr and S (x) is is still only satisfied to 0(el).A'' the crosi-section af'ea curve of theJth body. Note that there is no In order to satisfy (8), we need
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the form of the potential *2 near unit length. Equations (14) (15) arer, -0 i.e. near the axis of body 1, in agreement for bodies of revolution,
which (using (2) and a Taylor series since A, S, a wrr0 .
expansion for small y, a 0(c)) is giv-
en by In summary, near body 1 we have

.a(X,.yi.Zi)-¢i,2.-Tio)__ ______-UX_+¢__,(x._.z_)+¢__x_.-_,O)

+ya2ya (Xa,-n,o)+0(C•). +V(xalCy•-9(x,,y,,z,) (1(9) (6

The first term of (9) is simply the po-
tential 6 evaluated on the axis rnO Computation of Force and Moment
of body 1, while the second term
represents a uniform stream of magnit- Once a suitable potential is ob-

ude tained, the pressure on body 1 can be
ue evaluated and hence the force distribu-

a~) t*gy(x2,-nO) tion can be obtained by integration.
V() ( -On substitution of (16) into the un-

S; iL2x)dx steady Bernoulli equation

[E(xx)a+f 2 ]• p = -p[¢t+*(V¢)2-4Ui3 (17)

La (10) we obtain the result

equal to the cross-flow velocity due to p a pl2++p 1 1 +0(F) (18)
the presence of body 2, evaluated on
the axis of body 1. Note that the where
term Q17, of the Taylor expansion
vanishes, because of the assumed p1 a -PUOix1+4,ya 2 +¼,Ia) = 0(a)e
symmetry of the flow about the plane O-. (19)

The boundary condition (8) does not is the pressure due to body 1 alone,
involve the first term of (9) since
*z(xW,-,O) is a constant in each P2 = -pD~z(x2,-1,0) - 0(sa) (20)
cross section x, - constant, so that
(8) and (9) together imply is the pressure due to body 2 alone,

evaluated on the axis of body 1, and
1 --V , on body 1. (11)

_Tn_ +n ~P12 - -PE(Y.-)DV+U 1V4ý 1  ýy

This means physically that fl, is the -V($zZ¢o+ýXz•] (21)
velocity potential for a lateral trans-
lation of velocity -V of each section is the 0(0s) interaction pressure.
x, - constant of body 1. Slenderness Here
guarantees that 01a is a two-
dimensional potential in the (4,j) D U, ax1
plane. Thus we can write

-V(x1 )•(xxy 1 ,z,) * (12) denotes the time derivative in the mov-
ing reference frame of body 1.

where
From symmetry considerations neith-

er p, nor pa can induce lateral
- an on body 1. (13) forces on body 11. Thus we shall con-

cern ourselves only with pli, which
The canonical potential 0 can only be supplies a force dY on each section
"determined numerically, for a general dx of the body where

* cross section. For bodies of revolu- - dY = 2nydi. (22)
tion r,- ro(x1 ) however, it clearly Y(x, dxd- p
takes the value

. - ro0( PT) , (14) 1 Note, however, that p, will cause a
longitudinal or surging force on body 1,

and for general bodies we have (c f. which is not considered in the present
Batchelor (Q)) the far-field result paper. In the special case where body

1 is fixed and axisymmetric, both the
+ + 1 15) longitudinal and lateral forces have

S+ -+ (15) been computed in an unpublished, work by
Lr / S.Wang using Lagally's theorem. Wang's .

where S is the cros-section arlateral-force formula agrees with thatwhr •i hecosscln area,tobprsnehr.
ds before, and pA, the added mass per to be presented here.
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Substitution of (21) in (22) resultse- = PSD(V)+pD(VAI) (25)I in a pressure integral on the contour
C which would be complicated to work Equation (25) is the desired result for
out directly, and which moreover re- the differential lateral force acting
quires the knowledge of the local multi- on a slender body which is fixed in
pole effects on the potentials f, and an incident flow of constant longitud-

Swhich are not included in (6) and inal velocity and non-uniform lateral
15). It is possible to proceed by an velocity.

indirect path, however, using conserva-
tion of momentum arguments or Green's Before using the result (25) to
theorem; the mathematical steps are find the interaction force and moment
essentially identical to those carried due to a second passing vessej, it may
out by Lighthill (10) and reproduced by be appropriate to discuss some general
Newman and Wu (11),7and an alternative aspects of equations (24) and (25).
three-dimensional derivation has been First we note that these formulae re-
presented by Newman (12). These deri- quire that the body be geometrically
vations are valid for a single slender slender, and pointed at the upstream
body which undergoes lateral oscilla- end or bow, but it is not necessary for
tions Vb(X,t) in a fluid which is at the tail or stern to be pointed and, as
rest at infinity except for a uniform in the analogous formulae of slender
longitudinal stream, and thus one must lifting surfaces, (24) and (25) can be
now include the inhomogeneous lateral applied to bodies with finned trailing
"fflow at infinity which corresponds to edges at the downstream end, from which
the lateral stream potential V(x 2)yI. vortex sheets trail downstream in the
"However the mathematical steps are fluid. There is a wellknown analogy
sufficiently straightforward that it is between the lateral oscillations of a
*not thought to merit a derivation ship hull in the horizontal plane, and
here, and instead we present a physical the corresponding motions of a low-
argument for the final result. aspect-ratio double body, the trailing

edge of the latter effectively being

We note first that if V0O, but replaced by the rudder and deadwood of
instead the body moves with lateral the ship and its image. This lifting
displacement y-yb(x,t), and corres- effect is significant in general, and
ponding lateral velocity Vb - Dyb, must be retained in the present analysis
then the differential lateral force of lateral interaction forces and mom-
acting on the body is (10,L1l,12) ents.

Y'(x,t) - -pD(VbA), (23) Equations (24)and (25) can also be
applied to other problems involving

where pA(x) is the added-mass per nonuniform external fields, the most
•- I unit length. Now if the inhomogeneous obvious example being the seakeeping
• I lateral flow V(x,t) is superposed, problem where Vb represents the rigid-

two additional force components will body motions of the vessel, and V
result. First there will be a contri- represents the velocity field of the
bution due to the hydrodynamic disturb- incident wave system. Thus (24) and
ance of the incident flow by the body, (25) may be used to solve the seakeeping
which must vanish when V=Vb, and this problem for submerged slender bodies,
implies including the effects of tail-fin

lifting surfaces.
-pD[(Vb-V)A] For bodies with pointed sterns and

In addition we note that the non-uniform no shed vorticity downstream, Lagally's
incident flow field results in a lateral theorem may also be applied to find the
pressure gradient force and moment on the body, as in

Wang's study of the ship-to-ship Inter-

ap/ay - -pD(V), action forces, and Cummins' (iU) analy-
sis of wave forces on submerged bodies.

and a corresponding "buoyancy force" However Lagally's theorem will give in-
equal to the negative product of this correct results if the tail span Is non-
pressure gradient with the displaced zero. This point is emphasized because
volume of fluid. Thus, adding these in recent years it has become somewhat

Stwo force components, the general ex- common in seakeeping theory to extend
pression for the differential lateral formal strip-theory analyses to include
force acting on a body which moves with transom-stern configurations, and such
lateral velocity Vb(x,t) in a non- procedures are inherently dangerous un-
uniform lateral stream of velocity less one is sufficiently shrewd or lucky
V(x,t) is to integrate by parts and retain the

correct end effects at the stern. A
Y'(x,t) - pSD(V)-pDtVb-V)AJ (24) preferable approach to this problem would

be to extend (24) to the case of a float-
Finally, for the present situation where ing body, where S depends on time and
body 1 Is fixed, with VbnO, and S-Si, the body can no longer be surrounded by
A-A,, Lt follows that a closed control volume, without careful
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ever this analysis is obviously beyond
the scope of the present paper.. •a[(xa-,-r)J~ti

Now let us use (25) to evaluate

the ship-to-ship interaction force on U -
body 1. Integrating over L, gives - L 1 -L
the total force f(xi;L. dI .

Y - pj (D(VAI)+SiD(V)1dxj. (26) Li

Both the force (29) and moment (30)
are of the form aU114+bUa 2 , where a

Noting that and b depend on the body geometries
and separation distances. Thus the
force and. moment acting on body 1 will

D[V(x0)3 -URV'(x2), (27) vanish if Ug-0, and also if
U, U1 - -a/b.

it follows that
In the first case, there is no

Y -P EU2V'(x 1 +V)(S÷+A1 ) force on body one if body two is stat-
ionary, or no force on a passing vessel
due to its interaction with a station-

Li
ary vessel. This result appears to be

-UjV(x 1 +t)A•Sdx1  unreasonable, on physical grounds, but
Smay be reconciled with our slender-body

S[U2S'+(Ua-Ui)Al]V(xj+E)dxj analysis by concluding that the correct
force in this case would ba of higher
order in e. Indeed, the present
results indicate for U2#0 a force and

+pUaV(-4L+t)A1 (-4L), moment of order 0, whereas it is not
difficult to establish that the corres-

(28) ponding results for U2-0 would be
W0().

where we assume that S1 (±4L) - 0
and A1 (+kL) a 0, whereas (to allow for The vanishing of the force and non-
finite trailing-edge span) Ax(-*L) may ent at a second speed, dependent on the

be non-zero. ratio a/b, is more easily accepted in
general, since the ratio a/b will de-

Using (10) to evaluate V, we pend on the separation distance and

ob the final expression for the stagger, and vanishing of the force orinteraction force, moment for specific combinations of the
speeds and geometrical configuration
correspond only to cross-over points

Y "•l.02 [U2;(xl)+(U2'U,)Al'(xl)3 between positive and negative values of
the force or moment. Howeve- one
special case where the force vanishes

Li irrespective of the separation and
stagger is that of a body of revolu-

Sa(x 2 )dx2 tion, without tail fins, where AIISI,
.+ and thus from (29) it follows that the

Li[(x2-x1-W• 3 lateral force vanishes for all values
of the stagger and separation distances,
provided that U,/U&-2. In other words,

U A S;(x2)dx - the lateral interaction force on a body
+ 11 A(-4L) of revolution will always be zero if it

IJ [(x2+,VL_-)i:+n . passes a second body of arbitrary slen-
L2  , der form at precisely twice the second

(29) body's speed! Again this result may
appear to be surprising on physical

and similarly, for the yawing moment, grounds, and from the mathematical view-
point higher-order terms will again be-
come significant when the leading-order

N P In~gf (x force vanishes. Moreover, this partic-
T xiUzS•(xi)+xi(UiU,)A•(x,) ular result is restricted to axi-

symmetric bodies, but we anticipate that
L, for more general slender bodies the lat-

+UjS,(X,)+UjAj(Xj)] eral interaction force may be relatively
small in the vicinity of the point where

U1 -2U1.
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Approximation for small lateral For ri-p- in this "inner" theory, the
separation second term in the inverse square root

is neglected and thus (32) reduces pre-
Asymptotic approximations of the cisely to the appropriate special case

force (29 and moment (30) can be de- of (31) where the speeds and bodies are
rived if the lateral separation n is identical and stagger is zero. A aim-
small or large compared to the body ilar matching is readily demonstrated
lengths. The case of large separa- for the "inner limit of the outer mom-
tion is of limited interest from the ant".
practical standpoint. (It is easily
shown that Y and N are 0(0i4) as Thus, for the special case noted
n-.) The case of small separation above, we have explicit inner and outer
is more interesting, since this is the theories which overlap. Unfortunately
situation of practical importance, and there is no simple way to generalize
also because it is interesting to the inner result (30) for non-axisymm-
study the relationship (and possible etric bodies, although the bi-polar
matching) between the present results coordinate system used in Reference (I)
valid for n 0(L), and the comple- might still be applied to extend (32)
mentary results of Newman (1) where r to the unsteady passing problem for
is taken to be small, of order e, two axisymmetric bodies.
from the very beginning.

Finite Depth Effects

It is clear, from (29) and (30)
that, as nr-0, the kernel function If the fluid domain is bounded by
reduces to a delta function, i.e., horizontal planes at z - th, and h

is 0(l) with respect to the slender-
x+nl(x), ness parameter c, the method of

n images can be used to generalize the
ao can be confirmed by integration, above Infinite-depth theory, simply by
Thus it follows that adding to the ori inal source and dipole

potentials in (25) and (15) an
infinite system of image singularites

Y U I [UaS!(x1)+(Uj-Ui)A•(xj)] at z w ±2nh, n n 1,2,..... It isPnu unnecessary to repeat the subsequent

L analysis, if one notes simply that (10)
L Sa(x 1+•)dxa should be replaced by

+ • Aý(- L) S2'(- ¼L+&) (31) .... [((xln h

.7Mj P-L~-~ 1 E(zz x) a+n2+bn ah.,a

with a similar expression for the mom- Ll
ant. It will be noted that, in this
approximation, the interaction force (33)
and moment are inversely proportional Thus, in general, If Y(nh) denotestothe separaiAcn distance r•. NoteThsingerlifYnh dnos
tlso that in this case where n is the interaction force in depth h withals tht i ths asewhee nislateral separation distance n, it is
small, the interaction force and mom- clear from (29) thatant vanish if there is no overlap

between the two vessels.

The complementary theory, valid u )
for n-a(e), will generally require "un"(n2+4nh),
a numerical solution for the two- (34)
dimensional flow in the inner region with a similar expression for the moment
occupied simultaneously by the two N. This provides a convenient compu-
vessels. However a special case where tational scheme for evaluation of the
simple closed-form results are obtain- finite-depth effects on Y and N, for j
ed is that or a pair of identical axi- fluid depths which are large comparedsymmetric bodies, moving in tandem t
with equal velocities and zero stagger to the beam and draft of the vessels.
or, equivalently, one axisymmetric Numerical results
body moving parallel to a wall. This
problem has been solved by Newman (1) To simplify the evaluation of Y
for the case where no-ti (on c), and In and N we assume that the two bodies
the present notation the force and have parabolic distributions of sect-
moment are given by ional area Sj, and constant values of

Y1 US 4[SD(x)][ -(x) ]'p -/l\ their added-miss coefficients A
S-X (For a ship the latter aasumptio isI if. roughly equivalent to assuming constant

draft along the length.) Thus we take
(42)
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Sj(xj) I Sj(0)(l-x3
2 /nLj1 ), (35) Substitution of equatiuns (35-38) in

(29-30) gives expressions for the sway
where Sj(0) is the mid-ship sectional force and yaw moment In terms of elemen-
area of the double body, and tary integrals. Evaluation of these

integrals yields complicated but straight-
Aj(x=) - Tj, (36) forward algebraic expressions for the

) ' force and moment, which have been evalu-
where 9 is the semi-span of the ated on a digital computer. Results
double body, or draft of the ship hull, based on this computer program are
at the tail Na -iL3 . The derivative shown in Figures 2-6, for the two ships
of Sj is elementary: (A and B) for which Newton (Q) has re-

ported experimental results. Ship A
S• a -SSxj/Lj*, (37' is the battleship KING GEORGE V, of

length 74. feet, beam 103 feet, draft
but the derivative of Aj must be 29.3 feet, and displacement 36,890 tons.
evaluated with caution. In the Ship B is the R.F.A. OLNA, of length
spirit of slender lifting-surface 567 feet, beam 70 feet, draft 30 feet,
theory, it Is appropriate to impose and displacement 23,570 tons. These
a weak Kutta condition at the trail- two vessels'midship section areas are
ing edge, by regarding A3  as a con- 3050 and 2075 square feet, respectively.tinuous function at x - -*L (c.f. Their sectional area distributions 1jj

Newman and Wu, 1973). Thus, in an depart only slightly from parabolic I
analogous manner to a low-aspect-ratio curves, and it is notable that Ship A
rectangular lifting surface, Af-0 is slightly fuller, so that these de-
except at the nose or leading eige, Partures should tend to cancel out.
where Al must jump between the finite
value wj on the body and zero Figures 2 and 3 show the compari-
ahead of he body. Hence it follows son between theory and experiments for
that the sway force and yaw moment respect-

ively, in the steady case U1 =U2  and
A3(xj) - -iTj'6(xj-Lý/2), (38) for a full-scale lateral separation of

136 feet (fifty feet clearance between
where 6 denotes the Dirac delta- the two ships when abeam). Generally
function. speaking, the peak values of the force

0.4 1

SExpts, ship B

LL . Expts. ship A

0 oTheory ship B

(0"Theory ship A

-0."

600 400 200 0 200 400 600
Ship A ahead Ship B ahead

Fig. 2. Sway forces on two ships, and corresponding experimental results of Newton (Q).
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SExpts. ship B

/ i

/8 I Ir

:3

S 40- T heory ship B

,....° ~20- 7

0i . .I \ V'20 •//

;" ~- 40-\ .}

oCo Expts. ship A Theory ship A
I -60 1 _Ii-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600

Ship A ahead Ship B ahead
S,feet

Fig. 3. Yaw moments on two ships, and corresponding experimental resulta of Newton (4).
Note: The theoretical portion of this figure has been revised as noted in the discussion.

occur virtually when the two vessels
are abeam, the force then being one of
attraction between the two vessels.
It is disappointing to note that at
this peak value the theory under-
predicts the experimental measure- q test
ments by a factor of approximately 40%.
However the curves are qualitatively o.O'
similar, and the agreement of the
repulsion forces which occur when the 0012-

ships are clear of each other, or only
slightly overlapped, is more satisfact- h.o shp a
ory. 0,0010 \

The comparison of the moments
shown in Figure 3 is less atifactory*, \ Exp,. ,she 5
although it will be noted that good
agreement exists for the moment on the t 0.0006 -
aft ship when the stagger or longitud-
inal separation exceeds about one- Ets. shpA
hird of the ship length. This sugg-o 0-04-

ests the possible hypothesis thnt vis-cous separation forces are significant,

since these wQuld be expected only on 0o0001 - i

the afterbody of the two ships, whereas Thoy amp A
the turning moment on the after ship 0
will arise primarily from lateral foro- 0 so 1Me 1W0 M00
es exerted on ita forebody and so cIwUmO, ,st
should be less sensitive to the effects
of separation.

Figure 4i shows the effects of
varying lateral separation or clearance
on the sway force when the two vessels
are abeam (E-O). Once again the Fig. 4. Peak sway force as a function
qualitative agreement with experiments of separation distance. The

._egood, but the theoretical re- lower abscissa shows actual- clearance between hulls.

~dI~ion.
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0.0005 
PU 2 L"

0.0004 -
0.0003

0.0002 Ship B UI =U

.~0.0001

0 '
UV - 0.0001

0 00002 a-0.O0002-
•.-,'• "•"'• - .,,..-• U,= 00.0001 •

Ship Aj•'1 -- U =0 i". ,

00
U •U=U2 -

"-0.0001 ,

[___.. _ I II I - .0 2

-800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800

Sfeet

Fig. 5. Theoretical sway forces on two ships moving at ;he same or different speeds. 4
Note that U1 denotes the speed of the ship on which the force is measured.

sults are 30-40% lower than the experi-
ments. Figure 5 shows the effect on
the sway force of different velocities
for the two ships, under the same con-
ditions as in Figure 2. It is note-
worthy that the force on the smaller 2-6

vessel, Ship B, is increased by about
50% if it is moored (U,-0) rather than

moving at the same speed as Ship A, but .4

in the converse case of the larger
vessel, ship B, the effect of its own
speed is less important. Recalli& 2,2

that the force on each ship is a linear
function of its own velocity, more 20

general results can be derived by linear

extrapolation or interpolgtion in Figure - ,00
5. In particular it is obvious that 18

the force on each ship will be greater 18 .200'
•i•if they pass in opposite directions, as _q t-.oo'

compared to moving In the same direction 16

Also it is noted that the foe'ce on Ship

B will be minimized if it moves atspeed slightly greater than twice the

wped reclihlyrae that ifsipB was e a h 1oy f
speed of ship A. In this connection

• ' we recall that if ship B was a body of

revolution, the force on it would vanish 1.2

precisely when its speed was two times

that of the second ship.
"1"0

Finally, in Figure 6, we show the 0 10 000 302

effects of finite depth of water, by Depth, feet

plotting the ratio of the sway force
to its value in infinite depth. The
curves in this figure are essentially
universal, in that they are identical, Fig.6. Finite-depth effects on peak force.

to within graphical accuracy, for ships
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A and B, and do not depend significantly induced by the vortices at all points
on the ratio between the two ships' on the same body, by the source dis-
speeds. In general the effects of fin- tribution modelling thickness of the
ite depth are to increase the sway force second body (as In Section 2 in three
but this increase is less than 5% unless dimensions), and also (in contrast to
the fluid depth is less than the lateral Section 2) by the vortex distribution
separation distance betwcen the two of the second body, which itself only
ships' centerlines, exists because of the presence of the

first body. Mathematically, this
3. INTERACTION BETWEEN THIN BODIES complex inter-relation implies that

IN STEADY TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW the vortex strengths satisfy coupled
integral equations, and must be deter-

Derivation of Integral Equations mined simultaneously.

We now consider steady two- The disturbance velocity potential
dimensional flow about a pair of thin due to the two bodies can be written
bodies which are separated laterally by
a fixed distance y = n and longitud- 1 2

inally by a fixed distance4. Steadi- = 1 i dx{mj(x)log 4j__X"+yjZ
neds demands that the velocities of the if
two bodies be the same. With this
restriction (i.e. Ul=U 2 -U), Figurel ),L!
still describes the flow situation, but
now in two dimensions. For conv-ni- +yj(x) .rctan .J_},(40)
ence, a stream of velocity U is sup- x-x

erposed in the -x, direction to bring where ma(x) 's the source strength and
the two bodies to rest. We shall Yj(x) the vortex strength generating
retain where convenient the (xl,yl) body J. The linearized boundary con-
and (x2,y2) co-ordinates as in Figure dition to be satisfied on the (±) sur-
1. face of body 1 is

We allow at first a degree of lim 0y = -Ufl (xI), (41)
lateral asymmetry of the separate body yi÷±0 • '
surfaces, writing as the equation of
body "J", J-1,2, and that on body 2 is

y fj±(xj), -½Lj < xj < 4Lj, lim 0 Y -Uf2+ (x2) . (42)
(39) y2 ±O0

with a + sign for upper surface and On subst' ution of (40) into (41)
a - sign for the lower surface. How- we obtain
ever the two bodies are assumed to be +, 1
tnin, i.e. all fj± are small compared -Ufi (xI) = ýYml(x 1 ) + dx
with Lj and n. The requirement on xT I -x

n means that each body is in the far
field of the othier, as in the previous -LI
section.

However, because of the reduced + 2 7 dx [m 2 (x) 2-•-i nriw
freedom of flow in two dimensions
relative to three dimensions, it is no -½L,
longer true that the influence of body +y(x) x2-x (43)
2 on body 1 can be calculated using (x2_x) (x (43)
the singularity distribution which
generates body 2 in the absence of body
1. In fact in the limit as fj± , 0,
the bodies shrink to zero-thickness +1

cuts in the (x-y.) plane, which are -Uf2 (x 2 ) = ±'ma(x 2 ) + dx x2 -x
formally representable s distributions
of sources and vortices (or lateral di- 4Lj -4Lz
poles) of strength determined by Che + • r ___"

boundary conditions. The source dx m,(x)
strength is related as in conventional L (X1-X)

2+n'

thin-wing theory to the local slope of
the thickness distribution curve, and Xi- 1
no interaction occurs between body 1 (xi-x) 2 +n 2 j
and body 2 in its determination. On
the other hand, the vortex strength at Subtracting the + and - parts of
any particular point on a body is rc-
lated to the effective local angle of (43) and (44) impies that
attack at that point. This in turn m(d f+(xj)-_f(x)
depends on the sum of lateral velocities46 xj) = - Lj jf (45jx[
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which is the usual prescription for nevertheless there is still a non-zero
the source strength in terms of+the net lateral force and moment in general,
local slope of the thickness f3 -f3  of due to thickness-induced interaction
the separate bodies. Thus the source effects. This effect may be studiei
strengths are entirely determined. On by setting the camber portions of gj(xj)
the other hand, on adding the + and - to zero; any additional camber or angle
parts, we obtain: of attack may be computed separately and

4LL2  added to the thickness effect subsequent-
L1  ly. An alternative interpretation is

dx yl(,) +i xy()x2-x) that the thickness of body 2 induces an

- x,-X U -x2-X)t+n ' effective camber or angle of attack on
body 1 (measured by the term of g, in

-4L2 M2 ), even if body 1 is itself uncamb-
ered.2

Sgi(xj) (46) In any case, whatever is the cause
for existence of non-zero forcing terms,

and equations (46), (47) are mathematically
4L 2  a pair of coupled singiflar integral

1•L2 d~xý + X + dxy2(x) equations. The kernels possess a
%L xx•Žxx) Cauchy or simple-pole type of singular-X 2 -X ity and hence their solution is not

-L-L2  uniquely specified without further endconditions. The degree of non-unique-
ness is equivalent to two arbitrary

g2(x 1 ) , (47) constants, associated with two linearly-
independent solitigns of the homogeneous

where problem with g1 =g2 =0, and physically
analogous to the circulation around

d each body.gi(x,) =-U dxj [f+(xi)+f-l(xl)]
These arbitrary constants are to

4L 2  be determined by supplying Kutta condi-
+ f dxm2(x) tions at each trailing edge, of the form+ (48)'

ar (xa-W)+ri2
-4L2  yj(-4Lj) = 0, j - 1,2. (50)

Physically, this arises from the fact
and that yj(xj) is proportional to the

loading or pressure jump across the

= - [f2(xa)+f(x2)] body center plane, which must vanish
( at the trailing edge. For example,

4Li from (40), the jump in the tangential
xdxm(x) (49) disturbance velocity across body 1 is

W (X-X)2n, -given by

Au = (x(,O0)-$ (x,,0.)=-yi(x 1 ),

In interpreting the above equations, we (
must always keep in mind the relation (51)
x = _ . and hence the jump in pressure is

Since the source strengths mj(x) Ap = pUAu = -pUyi(xi), (52)
are known quantities, the functions as stated above. The net y*-directed
ae appearing on the "ight of (46) force on body 1 is

an (47) are entirely knm. n. Each of
these functions, as defined in (48) and Y = - Apdx3

(49) consists of the sum of two terms
The first contribuvion is proportional
to the camber 4(f + f-) of the in- -)L'
dividual bodies and is independent of Ltheir thickness. For example, this pU y(xl)dxl (53)U

enables computation of the lift on a ,

bi-plane wing, consisting of two zero-
thickness plates at an angle of attack. -4L1

Of more interest in the present 2 A further consequence, exploited by
context is the contribution to gj(xj) Lin in work to be presented at this
from thickness effects, as represented Symposium on unstaggered (ý=O) catamar-
by the integrals involving mj(x). If ans, is that for given thickness dis-

.4 the separate bodies possess lateral tributions mj, there always exist camber
symmetry and have parallel center distributioiis f1+f 3 which make g350, and
planes, the camber vanishes, but hence allow solutions with yjs0O.
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and the net moment about the zraxis is possess two linearly independent eigen-
solutions implies that any matrix ob-

N = pU xiy,(x,)dx,* %54) tamned by approximation of the incegrals
will be singular, indeed having a rank
2 less than its order. Although one
can still make progrecus using "pseudo-inverses", a simpler procedure is to

A particular case of interest is perform first an indefinite integration
that of identical bodies in which of the singular integral equations, giv-
L,=L2a L and mn(x)=d2(x1=m(X). If we ing the only-logarithmically-sJngularconsider only the uncambered case, then pair

g i(x I) = g ,Cx 2) g '(xl+?), (55) gloLl L dxyýx
dxyl(x)lcgdxo-xx+

and7rr

g;(xz) = -g'(xi) = -g'(x2-?), (56) -4L -4L

where m(x) log(xo+&-x)?+T2 = g(xa+E) + Ci, (I )g'(xj) = d X(,xj-x)2+n2 )IL~

1FL dxyj(x)log.(xo-.-x)z+nz

2U- f4L dxf'(x).== - • •xj~x2+n2(57)
(xJ+xI+r12 L

+ Tr Ldxy2(x)loglxo-xI -g(xo-E) + C2 ,
S(60)

and f(x) is the half-thickness of the (60)
identical bodies. The coupled integ- hit
ral equations (46), (47) can now be where g(xo) is any indefinite integral
written in the form of g'(x0) and C1,C2 are arbitrary

constants of integration. A suitable
(dxy,(x) + dx(x)(x9+E-x) integral of (57) is

l{ 4 Ldx~x) + 4Ldxg(xo)
= dxf(x) arctan

Integral equations with logarith-
4L mic kernels possess unique solutions,dxyji(x) (xo-E-x) 1(n

- I + dxL x) so that a numerical treatment of (59),
I (x--•x) +q T xo-x (60) presents no difficulties. The

non-uniqueness of the criginal problem-#i-L (58) re--asserts itself in the form of

the arbitrary constants C,,C2, which I
-g'(x 0 -0), (58) are ultimately determined by the Kutta

condition.
where x0  is now used in place of x, ¶
in the first equation, and of x2 in To set up a numerical solution, we
the second. We proceed to solve (58) suppose that the unknowns y,(x), y2(x)
numerically; the procedure for the can be represented by step functions on
case of non-ldentical bodies is only the interval (-'L,4L), the values on
slightly more complicated, the Jth interval x ,< x < x be-

Ing Yj,Y2j respectiely. Xhe mesh
Numerical Procedure of end points {xj} can be arbitrary,

Our procedure for solving the but in anticipation of a square-root
integral equations(58) is a quite singularity at the ends jlx = )L, we
direct one, involving replacement of set
integration by summation, and Invers-
ion of a matrix. However, it is xj = -NL COS(J •), J=0,1,2 .
necessary ti be a little careful about ()
this process, and in particular one (62)
cannot expect it to succeed if applied which provides exactly the right in-
to equations (58) as they stand. This crease in density of points near the
is because of the n -uniqueness of the ends to counter this singularity. Thus
solutions to (58) in the absence of the if Yi,2 are repla-'d by step functions
Kutta condition. The fact that the we have
homogeneous equations with g'(xo)'E0
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- N l d loglzo-.xI Aa j
Tr J=, J A (71)

LBi3 AijI II

1N Xi and 2N-vectors
+ " Z Y2j dx logV(xo+C-x)2 +n2IT,,

xjj, x1  (72)

= g(xo+0)+C(
(d ) 

, (73)and ~ 921i1 NI
Z Y1X dx logV(x0-ý-x)7-+n•

e(l) =(74)xJ-1 0

5 Yj (dx loglxo-xl
Tr r o

e(2) = L (75)xj., i :

= -g(xO-0)+C 2 . (64) as

The integrals In (63), (64) may be Ay g + Cie(l) + Cae(2). (76)
carried out analytically, and on
setting xo-xi where xi is a point Equation (74) is interned to imply that
near the center of the ith interval, the first N elements of e(l) are
specifically unity, and the last N are zero.

•i= -4L co[(i-4)r/N3. (65) The solution of (76) is obtained
using a standard matrix-inversion sub-

we have routine, with the three right-hand sides
g, e(l), e(2), and can be written

z (AijYJ+BiJYJ) - g+C 1  y . y(o) + Ciy(l) + Cia(2) (77)

Nand (iylAiY)=g2C ,where y(o) -~A''g~ is the solution
J=( with g as right-hand side,and

Y (k) - Ar'e(k) with e(k) on the right,

where k - 1,2, In this manner we have de-
i xJ termined a numerical approximation to

1 _(1i-x)logjii-xj-x the general solution to the pair ofAi x J.4 singular integral equations (58), with
C,,C2 as arbitrary constants.(67) ,.

1 ~/+2 The constants C., C2 are now I
,+ -(6i-+-x)logx-Fi±-x)n determined by the Kutta conditions (50).A crude but effective numerical pro-

cedure is simply to force y,(x) and
n x J y2(x) to vanish on the trailing ele-

+ arctan • -x ,ment Jul. This requires therefore
j.ý C -x xthat

(68) (Y) = (Y)N+l 0 78)

"gli = g(ui+E) (69) or

,,gi - -g(xi-O). (70) Cl(y(l)), + cO(y(2)), _(y(o)),

: This set of equations can be written (79)
"in terms of a (2Nx2N) composite matrix F

and
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C+ C((2)) - _(y(O)) and fair quantitative agreement withC( l())+ (()N+! the experimental points. It is most
(80) likely that the agreement would be

improved by a mora accurate representa- 4

since the ist element of the composite tion than (81) of the elliptic section
vector y is the trailing-edge value shape, and this is left for future work.

of' y, Ind the (N+l)th element of y An indication that this might be so is
is n the trailing-edge valuemo' of that the negative (i.e. repulsive) peakis the trailing-edge value of y2 . o h o c u v F g r ) o c r

The nair of simultaneous equations on the force curve (Figure 7) occurs
experimentally at a lower value (1.5)(79 , are readily solved for C 1 , C2 , of the stagger t/4L than on theand the solution (77) for y is now

complete. In fact the values of all 6 theoretical curve (4/4L = 1.8). This
co e nis consistent with the observation thatcomputed numbers in (79,80) are large,

("approximations of' infinity",) be- such repulsive forces are due to inter-
causepofmthe of sinity", t b n actions between the ends of the bodies,

cueof the square-root singularity in anarthefelilyoocuna-
the general solution at both ends of and are therefore liw- -er to occur near-er to thellbow-to-sterW' configuration '
both bodies. Nevertheless, satisfac-
tion of the equations (79,80) serves to (h/agL b 2.0) for a very blunt body

cancel out the trailing-edge singular- such as that tse byblunt body such as that tested by
ity in the final particular solution, Oltmann.
leaving a vanishing loading, as re- ,' n

quired. A very significant qualitative
aspect to these results is that there
is very much less force and moment on

The above numerical procedure can the following body than on the leading

now be used for identical bodies of body, in staggered configurations with

arbitrary thickness 2f(x). However, It/jLi > 1. The physical reason for

to simplify the present preliminary this phenomenon is that the following
computationi f wehehaveeusedean extremely body obtains the benefit of moving in 'the smooth flow field detaching from
idealized "rectangular-box" representa- the tra flow e ld deth in from
tion of the thickness, namely the trailing end of the body in front -

of it. On the other hand, the leader
has to contend with large streamline

f(x) 0 0 , Jxf > 4L, (83.) curvatures induced near its trailing-
edge by the leading edge of the follow-
ing body. There is of course some

where b is the half-beam. Thusdobaouthsmtnesftef'(x) in (61) is a sum of S-functions doubt about the smoothness of the V
ft ieend (61) is aL sum ofe h-fun s trailing-edge flow in the experimental

situation with elliptic sections, but

nevertheless the experimental points
g irU [arctan - + actan L 1  do seem to support the above conclusion.g~x) ar2a This asymmetry is the feature of+ X- X Thi

:• the present theory which contrasts it
(82) most dramatically with the numerical

computation of Collatz (3), in which
Although for most purposes (81) is circulation about the boaies is ignored,

a quite unrealistic model of a ship or and the Kutta condition at the trailing
wing profile, the only effect of thick- edges is not imposed. Inevitably,
ness in the present problem is to in- this leads to a prediction for the force
duce an effective camber g(x), which which is symmetric with respect to ,
then influences the loading y(x) via stagger, and the moment is anti- 4
the integral equation (58). The test symmetric. Thus the leading and foll-
"then is not whether (81) is a realistic owing bodies are predicted by Collatz
thickness model, but rather whether (82) to be subject to the same magnitude of
is a realistic effective-camber model, force and moment.
and this seems to be the case.

In addition, of course, Figure 7
Experimental results were in fact indicates that the Collatz approach

obtained by Oltmann (5) for ellipti'- grossly underestimates the force,
sectioned bodies with-beam/length = whereas the present theory is in fair

* 0.125. In Figures 7,8 we compare our agreement with experiment. This is not
computed results for the net force and surprising, since ýhe net circulation is
moment (equations (53,54)) with a substantial contributor to the net
Oltmann's experiments. We have no force on the body. In our thin-wing
right to expect close agreement, since approach it is the onl such contribut-

- the two body shapes are not the same. or; however, Collatz s computations
are for thick elliptic sectio-is, and he

Nevertheless, our theory does does obtain a non-zero, though small,
appear to give excellent qualitative force even without taking account of

50i
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circulation. On the other hand, Coll- 2 -Q/[n-ft(x,) • f(xa)] (84)
atz obtains a reasonable prediction of
because net circulation is of less through this region. Note that in

significance for the moment than for this inner region the variation of
the force. width is of the same order as the width

itself, and thus the change in velocity
The effect of varying the lateral along the region is a first-order quan-

separation q is illustrated in Figures tity.

9 and 10. It is to be noted that for A.
ýlarge separation the force is asymptot- The remainder of the fluid domain
ically antisymmetrical about the point is treated as an outer region, to be
t-•L, or the point where the three- matched to the inner region at the
quarter-chord position of body 1 is two openings xi- -kL,, xam 4L1 . In
abeam of the mid-station of body 2. the outer region, the flow past the two
This result can be explained by rnoting thin bodies is simply the free stream
that if n is large compared to the eTlocity -U, together with a small
chord length and stagger, the leading- 0(c) perturbation. Thus, to leading
order lateral flow at body 1 is due order, the matching of the inner and
to the vortex distribution of body 1, outer solutions can be carried out
and the source distribution of body 2, simply by equating the free-stream
the effect Qf the body-2 vortices being velocity to the inner-region flow, at
negligible. Moreover, for n large the two entrances, without solving for
compared to the chord, the thickness- the 0(c) outer perturbation.
induced streamlines from body 2,as
measured at body l,can be approximated In general, however, simultaneous

* locally by parabolic arcs, and thus matching at both entrances to the
the loading on body 1 is equivalent inner region is impossible, since (84)
to that on a parabolic-cambered foil. will take different values at these
But the lift on a parabolic-cambered two ends. The appropriate end at which
foil is proportional to the local to carry out the matching process is the
angle of attack at the three-quarter- trailing edge of body 1, where the Kutta
chord point, and thus in the present condition implies continuity of pressure
case to the lateral flow induced by and hence of the inner and outer veloc-
body 2 at the three-quarter-chord ities. Ikt the leading edge, in gener-
point of body 1. From the longitudinal al, there will be a source-like singu-
symmetry of body 2, this vanishes when larity the strength of which is 0(c),
xa-0, and hence for large separations and which need not be considered in
there is no lateral force on either body this leading-order analysis. Thus,
when its three-quarter-chord position matching (84) to the free stream at the
is abeam of the other body's mid-chord trailing edge, it follows that
position. Q a U[n+fj(&-4L,)] (85)

Interaction between two-dimensional thin
bodies in each other's near feld and hence the inner flow is determined.

The corresponding pressure in the inner
As in the analogous development region is

of Section 2, the theory developed
above for two-dimensional flows may be p = - _p(@4-U1 )
complemented by one in which the lateral a f }
separation ri is 0(c), or comparable = *pU2 (1- +
to the body thickness. For the two- L -fi(xW)+ff (x,+C)-
dimensional flows considered in this
Section, the complementary theory is (86)
almost trivial.
ba hiand this may be integrated to find the

We begin with the assumption that interaction force Y and moment N.•! : body 1 is ahead, that there Is some

overlap, i.e. & < 4(L,+L2), and that Of particular interest, for com- .
the width of the overlap region separ- parison with the "outer theory" devel-
ating the two bodies is small compared oped earlier in this section, is the
to its length. Indeed, from Figure 1 "outer approximation of the inner
it is obvious that the local clearance theory", or the limiting form of Y and ,

between the two bodies is N as the separation distance increases
n - fi(X,) + fj(x2) - 0(E). (83) nevertheless small compared to Li.

The appropriate limits are
whereas the length tL 1+4LI-t of this
overlap region is 0(l). In such a
thin revion the flow will be one-
dimensional, to leading order in c,
with a velocity
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in practice to compute the interaction

Fa -t force and moment for the separation die-
"ff.(xx)-f (xa ) tances of practical importance, in prob-

lems where the two-dimensio-'l assump-
tions of this Section are vdlid.-JFL, +;•¼,}x HLO AE

-+f*-(-4L1 )} (1 dxj. 4 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SHIPS IN

SHALLOW WATER
(87) Ships in each other's far field

Thus, for E < < i < L, the force and The only case for which the two-
moment are inversely proportional to n. dimensional analysis of Section 3 can
Equation (87) can also be obtained by be applied directly to ships Is when
an asymptotic solution as n•0 of the the ships are wall-sided and are moving
integral equation (46),(47). Thus in water so shallow that the clearancethe large-n approximation of thethe taheory approimationsofth the smbetween the ships' bottom and the bott-
apO(x) theory matches with the small-t r om of the water can be neglected. In
a iand thes n tof thmpementary theorys this case, providing free surface eff-
and these two complementary theories ects are negligible, i.e. for sufficient-

ly small Froude numbers based on water

Equation (87) above is closely depth h, the flow is truly two-

related to the study carried out by dimensional everywhere.
Widnall and Barrows (l4), of a thincambered wing in grounda-effect. However, it is well known (e.g.
cambered wingors inso usedamtch Tuck (8)) that in shallow water the

Those authors also used a matching flow is asymptotically two-dimensional,ppocedure, and considered the effectsiof cedure, atnd considere theifects, aeven when the clearance is not neglig-
of camber, but not of tcs and cble compared to h, provian-ng we are
assumed that the camberw not too close to the ship. The gener-

al effect of a single ship with section

Comput~ations based on the present area SI(xi) moving with speed U1  in

results are particularly easy to carry shallow water is to push the water
Sout, especially the last result (87) aside symmetrically, the apparent veloc-whih esteciatesllnyefecttha the l oa rity in the y,-direction at which thiswhich states in effect that the local pushing-a Ide takes place beingtof mag-
interaction force is proportional to psn g-asidetakes plae bein of1ma )
the sum of the local widths of the two itde ub lebd s ate tha
bodies, minus the width of body 2 at the double-body section area, the
the position opposite the trailing edge double body being situated in a "double-
of body 1. This force is obviously body" of water of total depth 2h.
an increasing function of body full-
ness, and is a maximum if the two If there is any disturbing influ-

bodies have the rectangular thickness ence which is unsymmetrical with re-
distributions (81). Indeed, it is spect to the center plane of ship 1,

interesting to compare this theory, for such as another ship, and the clearance

that body shape, with the computations is not zero, there is a possibility of

shown in Figures 7-10, in spite of the a laterally-unsymmetric component to

fact that a rectangular thickness dis- the flow near the first ship, and the
tribution is particularly severe for resulting inner flow near this ship is
the present Inner theory. One obtains quite complicated. What concerns us
in thic case for the force a diamond- here, however, is only the "intermediate"

shaped curve, symmetrical about C-O, approximation to the flow, i.e. the

having a peak value of Y/pUib a L/A flow at a lateral distance n which is
at C=O, and vanishing when the over- large compared with the beam but still
!ap causes at •-±L. For n-1 L this small compared with the length of ship 1.

"1 !. is shown by the dotted line in Figure 9, In the intermediate region, it is
and even for this relatively-large spac- clear that we can write for the lateral
ing, and extreme body form, the results vlct

agree fairly well with the outer theory velocity
for negative values of C, but rather a - , y,*V (,,t,
poorly for positive values of the Py - en
stagger distance. On the other hand
the moment will be a pair of anti- (88)
symmetrical parabolas, which are shown
in Figure 10 for the same separation, where the first term measures the lat-

and the agreement here is better. erally-symmetric flow due to body l's
While a similar comparlion should be thickness, and V is the (unknown)
carried out foi streamlined bodies, it apparent cross-flow velocity. On
seems likely that the agreement will intagrating (88) with respect to y, we
be improved in this case and thus that car, write
the very simple formula (87) can be used

..... . .. .. .



. S(xi)IYat+1(xat)+V (xI,t) m,(x) - - S(X), (94)
.(yI±C1(x0)),

a straight-forward generalization of (45).
(89) Similarly, using (43) for V , equation(93) implies

where. 6g(xI,t) is an unknown "con-

stant" of integration ' and C (x1) a X
(known) blockage ocefficient (cf. xd -x7 'd x )L
Tuck and Taylor (1U)). I I

The above discussion applies ILI - LI
only to the case when any disturbing
influence Is far from ship 1, so + 1m(x)()
that the blockage coefficient C, is + xx) -n
that for ship 1 alone. A similar I (
intermediate expansion applies near -4L2
ship 2, if that disturbing influence + Y0(x)
Is indeed another ship. The above
Is the intermediate approximation for
the general unsteady case. We now (95)
use it as an effective boundary con- A similar analysis of the behavior
dition for the outer problem, but con- of # for small yj leads to a corres-
Vne attention to the steady case, to ponding expression to (94) for ms(xa)
avoid the complication of an unsteady and a relationship analogous to (95)
wake. involving on the left the blockage co-

efficient Cl(x0) of ship 2 and ansam We shall attempt to use the indefinite integral of w(xw). Fisr
same source-vortex representation (40) ally, substituting the now-known source
for the disturbance poten lal in the distributions mI(xa) m2(xa) into the
far field, as wa did when the clear- relations of type (95), we obtain the
ance was zero. But now, instead of coupled singular integral equations:
simply satisfying a boundary condition
such as (4l) on the center plane of 1 1¼Li I HExi-x)
the thin two-dimensional bodies, we - dxyl(x)must determine the source and vortex I | Ci(TJ
strengths by matching with the near

field in the intermediate region where -

(89) is valid. ,4L1  x,-x

Now from (40), as yi40O, we + a dxy,(x) (x-x+n g(x
have

(96)
#*(,•± 1t)+yI(V ±V1 )+0(yj), (90) and

where V ±VI Is given by the right-hand-
side of (43) and dxy1(

dx(x) E(xI-x),n

#I - J yi(x)dx. (91) -(L(

-%FLI + dxy,(x) x x g(.

We have no need for the symmetric part -ILI
to of the value of # at y 1 -0, which (97)
does, however, match with the corres-
ponding term in (89). where gj(xI), g;(xa) are still given

by (48), but without the camber terms
Thus equation (90) matches with and with m, given by (94), etc. Hex)

(89) if is the Heaviside step-function, equal to
zero for negative argument and one for

V h (92) positive argument.

and The only difference between the pair
and- V C. (93) of equations (96), (97) and the pair (47),

(48 Is the presence of the terms in CI,

Thus (92) and (43) imply immed- Ca. There should be little additional
lately that the source strength is given numerical difficulty in including these

Sby extra terms in the kernel of the Integ-
ral equations, although this is left for

.1.



future work. We merely note that the numerically computable, for every giv-
limit C,,Ca + - corresponds to the en relative position of the two ship
fully-blocked case, or zero clearance, sections. The flow associated with
and the two-dimensional results are *. is sketched in Pigure 12.
retrieved.
r v In order to specify a unique inner
Ships in Each Other's Near Field problem, let us suppose that we computefirst a particular potential *1 due

If the two ships are sufficiently to the moving ships, in which the net
close to each other, the previous flux m does split evenly at infinity,
analysis breaks down, since the approp- so that as ye/C/ +t-.
riate inner expansion is one which in-
cludes both ships. At any section
the flow picture is as in Figure 11, in 010
which there is a total flux This particular solution satisfies the

appropriate inhomogeneous boundary con-
-- UjSf(x)-U2S;(x2) (98) dition on the two hull sections, giving

the not flux m as in (98). The
produced by the changing sectional
areas of the two ships, and (in contrast quantity D is, like the blockage cc-nof the previous sub- efficient C, a unique numerically-
section) this flux need not split evenly computable number for every geometrical
section)this flux need not split e y configuration of the two ship sections.

ever, the extent to which the flux Unfortunately, unlike C, it does also .1
require information about the longitud-

does not split evenly can be described inal rate of change of the shape of the
in term-s of a lateral flow past both bodies, which enters via the body bound-
ship sections, as if held fixed. ary conditions.

SIf *e denotes the velocity The "general solution" for the com-
potential for a cross flow of unit mag- plete inner potential $ must be a
nitude in the ye direction about the combination of the "symmetric" particu-
two fixed sections, we have lar solution *, and an arbitrary mult-

iple of the "antisymmetric" potential
se, together with an additive "con-

as yo/e to-. The blockage coeffic- stant" independent of the lateral co-
ient C may be taken as known, or

f - *+V(xo,t)4o+f(xe,t) (101)

where V is, as in the previous sub-
section, the apparent lateral velocity

-. .in the intermediate region, and f is
an arbitrary constant in the cross-
flow plane, related to the longitudin.1
velocity. Both V and f are at the
present stage arbitrary and must be de-

____-_termined by matching with the far field.
Note that, since 3*0/3n - 0 on the body
sections, * satisfies the same body
boundary condition as *,.

Fig.ll. Sketch of inner flow near two The intermediate expansion of (101)
closely-spaced moving body sections gives, as y/e + ±t,

in shallow water.
m~lyl+Dsgn yo)4.V(yo+C sgn yo)+f,(102)

__________________________,__...______ which can be split into an even part

_**v.on " lyol + f (103)

and an odd part

- #odd- Vya + 4&#.sgn ye,
!j• . . .,• . . . . . . . . . .(lO0 ) it

where
&# - 2VC + mD/2h. (105)

P!g.12. Sketch of inner flow for stream- When we turn to the uuter expansion,
ing motion past two closely-spaced in which the region occupied by both
body sections in shallow water. ships has shrunk to the plane y•&7, we

be
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DISCUSSION

M. dCHMIECHEN

The fact that forces due to circulation are omitted in approaching it is in comparatively deep water. Can the
Dr. Colant's theory (1) may be deduced from very simple authors theory encompass such a situation?
relative motion conskderations. Th6 hsl. been discussed
together with the consequences for pesna and overtaking
ships in my contribution (2) to Dr. Collsty's paper. As far L.L. MARTIN
as I remember consequently in the final title of his thesis
Dr. Collats did no longer refer to ships but ratlxr, to ellap- The authors have stressed that this is basically a
tical cylinders. 3ome more references to the Llative fotantial flow problem and have neglected wavemaking
motion concept may be found in the contribution to Dr. effects. NWwtons data for KGV and OLNA used by the
Dand's paper presented latex -t this Symposium. authors was the a~erage of a large number of experiments

over a range of speeds and wave effects, so far as possible,
(1) Collatz, G.: Potentlaltheoretische Untersuchung der have been smoothed out. Such measurements have not

hydrodynarcischen Wechselwlrkungen been made very frequently at AEW but I would like to
sweier Schiffskorper. STG 57(1963) S. showy two other similar sets of unpublished data, Figures
281/329. 2 and 3. These also have been smoothed out to eliminate

as far as possible wave effects. (As it is necessary to
(2) Schmiechen, M.: Contribution to (1) STG 57 (1963) publish this data in non.dimensional form, Figure I is a

S. 368. repeat of the KGV & OLNA data non-dimensionalized In
the same way for case of comparison). Whilst in gcneral

IW. DAND the shapes of the 'orce and moment curves are similar to
KGV and OLNA they both have a curious feature -- the

In this important paper the authors have tackled, and force on the larger vesel (vessel A in each -ase) is always
apparently largely solved, the difficult problem of inter- repulsive, even when abreast. Except for a small range 4
action between ships in deep and shallow water. Agree.. of separation near the abreast position the moment Is also
ment between theory and experiment has been significantly always bow inwards. This has naturally been ascribed to
improved and the authors have shown the importance of wave effects in the gap between the two ships, but it
including circulation in the final shallow water forces and affects only the larger ship and if it is a wave effect must be
moments. The insight gained by the authors' approach of a similar magnitude to the forces considered by t
is valuable for the general practitioner, authors. Apart from the large ratio of displacen one

case, the ia'oportlons of the ships as shown by tW. -
It is unfortunate that so little published experimenta! various geometric ratios in the table are not too far

data exists on two-ship interaction. However the writer removed from KGV and OLNA. I would be pleased to
notes that the authors do not refer to some shallow water hear comments on these additional data and suggestions as
interaction and bank effect data given in NSRDC report to why similar results wcre not obtained for KGV and
1705 (August 1964) by C. G. Moody. It is perhaps to be OLNA.
regretted that for the case of shallow water interaction, the
hull shape which has received the most theoretical and Tab of Geometric Ratios
experimental attention should have been the ellipse with of the Ships
"possibly separated flow near the stem. It would 'erefore _ _ _

be of some interest to see how the authors computed Figure N __... 2 3
shallow water forces and moments compare with measure-
ments on ship-shaped hull forms in shallow water. I A.41 1.54 1.18

R Regarding the authors' deep water results, qualitative Displacement of Ship A-. 8a,• greement between theory and experiment for the sway 2.6 8.61 1.65

force is good, but the same cannot be sId for the yaw Dispiscement Of s.p_

moments shown in Fig. 3. A feature, important from the I2 _ t0
i••point of view of ship safety, is the 'bow. inwards' moment to0.8 0.125 0.2l

measured on ship B when it is betwean 400 and 600 feet
A' i• ahead of ship A. This indicates that ship B tends to cut ton, to *•ecross the bows of ship A - a particularly hazardous ten- Oe un ) oi- 1.94 1. 65

dency which could give rise to a collision. Such behavior Separation, beam to beamL

hals also been observed when one model was made to F node number based on 0.1 0.24 0.29
overtake another in some experiments madcc recently 0 mean length
NYL. It appears that the authors' calcudations do noW "
predict this behavior and neither do they predict the

-1 strong 'bow outwards' moment at zero stagger indicated by
the model measurements. Can the authors explain these
discrepancies?

Finally an importanJpe of interaction exists where
one ship is much '-i- a the other and is operating in-. omparatively s water whereas the smaller ship

com artiel 51J%
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SHEN WANG

FOREWORD Figure A (same as Figure 1 of (I)), the fore-
and-aft distance ý (t) is positive when

The work referred to in the paper was a body Z is astern of body I. In the following
part of my contribution dealing with the hydro- we shall use ship 1 and ship 2 to refer to
dynamic interactions induced by passing ships the moored ship and the passing ship,
on a moored tanker, prepared for the Port of respectively, and use body I and body 2 to
Long Beach, Long Beach, California, October refer to the two double-body forms.
1972. In that study, the surgeforce as well
as the sway force and the yaw movement was
examined. The results should be of interest
to harbor engineers and can be useful for 12

mooring line loading estimations. Presented
in the following is a brief discussion of our
approach as well as the computed results, U2
which we feel should be complimentary to the --
present paper (referred as (I) in the dis-
cussion following).

FORMULATION

We are concerned with the interaction __I_ - - U
forces and moment indu-ed by a passing ship
on a moored vessel. The passing ship is
assumed to move at a constant speed along a tyNJ
path parallel to the centerline of the moored
vessel. Both ships are assumed slender but _ ,____
may be of different forms. The body slen-
derness is implied by that both beam and
draft are sinall as compared to the ship's
length. The lateral separation of the two Figure A - Coordinate Systems
ships, however, is assumed large as com-
pared to their bearis. In ideal fluid, there exists a velocity

Only deep fluid is considered in this potential 0 which satisfies the following
analysis. The fluid is assumed incompres- boundary conditions:
sible and inviscid, the flow being irrotational. --- nhd 1
It is also assumed that the Froude number of 6nl
the moving ship is so small that the fluid
surface may be treated as a rigid boundary •x
and the free surface effect can be ignored. - U 2 I 2 on body 2 (2)
This assumption is justified for the case of A n? 2n 2
passing moored jhips as the passing speed
is generally very low especially inside a where nI and n2 are the unit normal
harbor near the berthing area. As a result vectors on the body surfaces 1 and 2,
of this assumption, the method of image may respectively. In determining the total
be applied so that the problem may be con- velocity potential 0 , we shall first
sidered as that of two double ships, the two consider that due to the moving body 2. Let
slender ship hulls plus their images in the S2 (x2) be the cross sectional area curve of
free surface, in an unbounded fluid. the moving ship. ( 2 SZ(x?) for the double-

body form. A factor of 2 should be realized
In order to be conoistant with the coor- if compari kg with the definition of S2 (x 2 ) in

dinate systems defined in (I), ti-e body (M).) For a slender body in a uniform axial
coordinate (xl , yj , zI ) is fixed in the stream velocity -U 2 relative to the body
moored ship, and (xz, yZ , zZ ) is fixed in axes, a distribution of doublets orientedthe passing ship moving with a constant parallel to the longitudinal axis can be
speed U2 . Since we are interested in the approximated by:

induced exciting forces on the moored ship,
we assume the body axes 1 to be stationary Li2 (x 2 ) 1 " (x 2 )UZ (3)
so that Ul = 0. The two ships are separ- " TT

ated by a lateral distance ri , which is a
constant, and a fore-and-aft distance ,
which is a function of time t. As shown in I'
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To the leading order approximation of distributions of doublets parallel to x I
slender body theory the boundary condition and yX - axes, respectively.
(Z) is satisfied with the above distribution.
The velocity potential written in the fixed At this point one may straightforwardly
reference frame (x, y, z), -which is determine the . elocity potential 0¢1 and
identical to (x1 , y. , zI ), is therefore: substitute it with 02 into the unsteady

Bernoulli equation to obtain pressure dis-
tributions and then the acting forces can be

02 (x, y, Z, )calculated by carrying integration of the
S. (x- dpressure over the surface as outlined in

U2  S 2 (x 2 ) (x- x 2 + )dx2 Section 2 of (I). As the authors of 1I)

- (-+)z+(y- )+zZ] -/ (4indicated, however, this pressure integral
would be complicated to work out directly,
so they instead followed the approach of
Lighthill (1960) to obtain the lateral force

On the body axis yl = zl = 0 there without considering the detail geometry of
exists a stream field induced by 0?; the surface co,-,tjur other than the sectional
assuming S2 (x 2 ) = 0 at the body ends, the area curve and the added mass distribution.
velocity components of the induced stream In the following we shall show that this
are obtainbd- problem can be solved directly by the

application of Lagally's theorem. While the
authors ef (I) are highly critical of the useJ(xl, a) = -z (x 1 , 0, 0, •) of Lagally's theorem and the approach in

•x general to ignore end effects, we shall show
that for our problem the approach is appro-

UZ _(x_)(x_-xI-__)_dx_ priate. We shall also show the application
of the Lagally theorem to bodies of arbitrary( xl.. 7) + 3/cross section. If the body cross section
form is properly considered, the application
of the Lagally theorem will result in the
same formula as that derived in (I) by using

S(X, ------ (xl, 0, 0, ) the momentum theorem.
2~x1 J[x)xl : !2(VESE

x d xO FORCES ANDMOMENT ON A MOOREDU ZI, j ý L (xZ- dXl- Z+•3/ (6) VESSEL

(2 -The induced singularity distributions in
body 1 have been determined and given in

where U represents an axial velocity corn- (7) and (8). The forces and moment can then
ponent and V a cross-flow velocity corn- be evaluated by application of the Lagally
ponent brought about due to the presence of theorem for unsteady flow as shown by
"the passing ship Z, and SZ (x 2 ) stands for Cummins (1954). Accordingly, the

S(x 2 )/cx?. Equation (6) agrees with differential forces on the moored ship can
Equation (10) of (I), in which V is written be written:
in the moving reference frame of body 2, dXUx ,
however. d) = + -adxu(9)dXxl T ul + 6 ll x, (9) i

Because of the existence of the induced
stream on body axis i, there must be an dY(xl, Zrr P Ix a" + ]dxI (10)
interaction potential O1n such that the-- ht
boundary condition (1) is satisfied. We shall
assume the double-body form of ship where 0 is the fluid density. The first
axisymmetrical; nevertheless, we should term on the righthand side of the abc-ve
note that the results which we shall show equations is the Lagally forces in a steady
may virtually apply for arbitrary slender flow. The second term is the contribution
ships. Since the stream velocity components due to the flow unsteadyness, and corres-
U and V have been determined as given in ponds to the rate of change of momentum
(5) and (6), the singularity dibtribution on arising from the singularities induced inside i
the centerline of body 1 can again be the body. Ia a fixed reference frame, the i
approximated from slender body theory; time derivative in the second term can be
they are: written:

l (Xil, •) • Sl(Xl) U(Xl,• (7)

Uly(xl' ) - Sl(xl)V(xl' g) (8)
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and V of the Induced stream field are both
small as compared with UZ, so that the Equations (13), (14), and (15) complete
steady Lagally force terrm in (9) and (10) our results for the surge force, side force
may be neglected as compared with the time and yaw moment i-.cting on a moored vesselvarying term. Substituting (7) and (8) into as a result of the passing of another ship.
(9) and V10) and integrating over the body These forces ath moment are shown
length La, we obtain the leading order depending upons'.he two shpsa separation
approximation of the total surge and away distances and their sectional area distri-
forces on the moored ship. butio(s, In tha derivation of these equations,

the moored saLp together with its image Is

represented t.y an axisymmetrical body; no
X(?) ..- fU2JSl(xl) LU(xl,9)]dxl (01) such reutriction on the passing ship is

imposed, however.

Y( ) = -2PU 2 fSl(xl) a- [V(xl,)] dxI (12) NUMERICAL RESULTS
fL We assume the two ships both having a

simple 'sectional-area distribution ofSubstituting U and V from (5) and (6), parabol.ic form as follows: i
integrating by parts, and assuming
Sl(xl) = 0 at the body ends, we obtain the Sj (xj) = Sj ( 1 - 4xj/Lj ) (16)
final expressions for these forces: J

where Si is the midship sectional area and
X(1) = j is the index denoting ship 1 or 2. In order

to describe the general sequeniial phenomesa
D2 f' " S'S(x2 )(x2 - xI -1 ) dx2  on a moored ship as another ship passes

-- '$1Xl) [(x )+-alongside, we consider a special case that
L1 "P ? -" 1 - v+ 1 two ships of identical length L have a

1 separation distance 1l = L/4. The calcu-
(13) lated results are shown in Figure B. The

resulting forces and moment are either an
Y(•) even or an odd function of the stagger dis-

tance gas both ships are assumed fore-
pU 2 , (x dx 2  and-aft symmetric. According to the

--d x schematic drawing shown in Figure A, the
] (l . [( . X . -moving ship passes from the stern of the

1 LZ(2 moored ship to the direction of its bow. As

(14) shown in Figure B, the interactions begin
well before the two ships actually start to

Tuck and Newman's expression for side force overlap. Genurally there is a small
given in equation (29) of (I) agrees with (14) repulsion force acting on the stern of the p
if their double-ship form 1 is axisyrnmetrical moored ship in both longitudinal and lateraland U1 = 0. (Note that their formula is directions. As a result, the moored ship
given for the double body and their definition experiences a small surge force toward the
of S(x) is twice as large as ours.) bow, and a small lateral force tending to

swing its stern toward the dock. As the
Similarly, the yaw moment to leading passing ship proceeds to overlap, the

order approximation is just the unsteady moored ship begins to experience a suction
Lagally moment. For a slender body, it has force from the passing ship and the surge
been shown by Cummins that this moment force changes its sign; the lateral force
can also be expressed h%, .,! integral over the gradually reaches its secondary peak and the
ship length. The final cm.cession for yaw resulting tendency is to pull the stern of the

A moment is: moored ship back toward the passing ship.
As the passing ship continues to pull up, the

N(•) = aftward surge forte becomes stronger; so
does the laterial attractive force at the stern

2 [PU so x) of the moored ship. The longitudinal attrac-
.- (x O i +-SI(xl)] tion soon reaches its maximum and eases off,

T liT The lateral attractive force continues to grow
.. (xdx but more effect of bow picks up and the con-

S(x, 2 tribution of stern falls off. As the two shipsdxI come abreast, the lateral attractkon reachesLZ its primary peak; and meantimls, there is a
rapid change in surge force, which shifts r

(15) from aftward to foreward, as well as there
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w,
I. ~is a change In yaw moment such that the

attraction at the bow becomes stronger than _

that at the stern. As the passing vessel '

draws ahead, the above sequence is reversed
as shown in Figure B. 'f

30 eto
0i y\

0, 5\

0 40

-2.

"I 2 ) AO 0 1,0-

LOCATION OF PASSING SHIP TO MOORED SHIP
SHIP LENGTH

Figure B - Surge Force, Sway. Force, and Yaw Moment on a Moored Ship
(Two Ships of Equal Length with a Centerline Distance 1 = 0. 25L)

In a general case, substituting the This feature is rather clearly demonstrated
geometry information (16) into (13-15), one in the plot of the maximum side force as
may evaluate the integrals and obtain the shown in Figure D.
surge force, sway force and yaw moment
as a function of the separation distance 'i ,The calculations given above are based

the stagger distance , and the relative upon the assumption that the ship hull and its
thles moring/L ade •signcac latio point ofviw (16) Whil itisymer antcped tht sethisna dig-• •;length ratio of the two ships L 2 /Ll. r given image constitute a double-body form which

values, of LZ/LI and il a simila ,r result as has an axisymmetry and its sectional areashown itFigur&B can be obtained. From distribution is a parabolic curve as given by
the mooring design calculation point of view, (16). While it is anticipated that this dis- i

however, only the peak values of the~e forces tribution of sectional area should provide a
and moment are of interest. Figures C - E good representation for a wide range of
asu-nmarize the cal'ulated results of the non- regular surface ships, it is still interesting
d~mensional peak surge force, sway force, to examine the validity for application of the
and yaw moment, respectively, plotted as a calculated results tr ships of arbitrary
function of separation distance for a range cross section including the possible stern
of various length ratios from L?/L] 0.5 effects d,ýe to vortex shedding from the
to 2. 0. Noting from these figures, the trailing edges of rudder and deadwood.
strong dependence of the forces and moment

on the separation distance is evident. This
"is especially true if LZ/L 1 < I. The
effect becomes slightly weaker when
LZ/Ll > 1, as the fore-and-aft interaction
due to the passing ship is more effective
when the separation is sufficiently large if
the passing ship is much longer than the
moored shLp. By the same token, if the j, il

-. pansing ship is muchlonger, the effects on
the moored vessel are generally significant
even when the separation distance i# large.
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Force on a Moored Ship ak4 a Figure D - Nondimensional Peak Sway Force
Forc ona MorodShi a&on a Moored Ship &a a Fuiction of

Function of Its Lateral Separation t teaSprtinfoaits Lateral Sehraio frome a

W ea Ship (Subscsh ip, ;sing Passing Ship (Subscript I denotes

Figurep frfor Criored ship, ek for passing

pOiWl ship) ship

To leading order of slender body venlence of reference. Ship A is the balow
"7lpprozirnation, the representation for ship KING GEORGE V, of length 740 ft.,

bodies of arbitrary cross section departs beam 103 ft., draft 29.3 ft.% and displace-

from which for axisymmetric bodies by the ment 36890 tons. Ship B i"the R. F.A.

refinement to include correct added mass OLNA, of length 567 ft.1V beam 70 ft.,

effects. As is well known according to draft 30 ft., and displacement 23570 teas.• 41
slender body theory, the kinetic energy of Their midship section areas are 3050 and

the fluid Is zero due to the body's longitu- 2075 sq.ft., respectively. The calculated

dinal movement, and there Is no added mass result of side -orce on ip A by the present

effect In surge motion. Consequently, the formulation, assuming axisymmetrical

present calculation of surge force makes no double-body form and considerthg no stern
!'difference for ships of an arbitrary slender effect, is cQmpared with that of (1) as shown

form. In lateral motion, the above analysis in Figure Fr (The nondlmrnsional force-

has assumed AI(xl) = Sl(xl), where A scale Is wrongly labeled by a factor of two*
is the added mass per unit length, divided in Figure 5 of (I).) f axisymmetricaldifeecefr hpsodourbtarbledrlfetody cenorde withd tatf lare pas showne

by the fluid density. For a ship having a double-body tnodel yi~ds a larger peak force

*,conventional beam-draft ratio, the integrated as expecto'•4 The difference Is mainly
othe added mass is generally smaller due to the deviation in the added masses

effecthan the displaced mass. As a result, the between the two models and can be roughly

present expressions for the side force and estimated from the uidskiip information

yaw moment virtually provide a conservative the ratio (S I A) d/ZS or n (T iR),

estimate, which is appropriate in dealing where T Is the mean Araft and R Is
dwith peak loading design calculations. an equivalent radius of the midship section,

Figure 5 of (1) ihows the side force on a R=(ZSi/TT? .I codigyyedmoored ship when a moving ship passes by, difference of*28% for the present case. The
In which the calculation considers a constant actual calculation reveals a difference of
f` •ded mass coefficient and assumes a Kutta about 3016 as shown In Figure F. For ships

c ondition at the stern. The principal of smaller beam-draft ptio, this difference

particulars of these two ships are given in tends to bsall. The stern effect in

(1) and included in the following for con- generally all; it slightly shifts the phase

S6



and yields a small &symnmetry but aeffecta APPLICATION4 OF L.AGALLY IS THEOREM
little on the magnitude of the peak forces. TO BODIES OF ARBITRARY £;LENDER
Therefore, for applications in mooring FORM

calculations in which the peak loading. are
of primary Interest, the end effect. may beA.wsdcuedithprvo etin
ignored. the body cross section form does not affect

therefore, is discussed in this section.

We consider a general came that
U1 # U? 4' 0. In a uniform flow field having

* ~velocity components U anid V. body 1 has
approximately an Wfective distrMlbtate of

to doublets as follows.:

~.-.0.9 (17)

_' 0.6 W-yxl

4 -0.8 Si (l ) [S (xl)+Al(xl)]V (x1 .)4

.1~ I U is the constant speed of body 1, When
T 3U 1  0, (17) is Identical to (7). AI(xl)

/ is proportional to the added mass distribution
of ship 1. For an axisymmetrical bodyA (x) S S(xl) , (18) is in agreement with

2() 1U andl V are the ve1~city components
of te flow field induced by body 2; they
have been given In (5) and (6).

* Disregarding the detailed distribution of
Al(x1 ), one may simply regard it as regular
as SI(xl) at the moment so that the
differential side force may be obtained

00L 02 03 04 through application of Lagally's theorem
Figur E -I/Lusing equation (10). The first term gives

FiueE Norzdimensj.,onal Peak Yaw Moment the Lagally force in a steady flow.
on a Moored Ship as a Function of Following (1), we write V in the moving
Its Lateral Separation fromn a reference frame of body 2.,
Passing Ship (Subscript I denotes
for moored ship, 2 for passing
ship)

0.0002 HI

0

-0.00021 ___________

'V-800 -0 40 -200 f.) 200 400 a 0

Figure F -Theoretical Sway Forces on Ship A (U1  0) due to Ship B Passing at
Spee UZ.Solid line for symmetric model calculated according to

I * Eq. (14). broken line for model of constant draft calculated by Tuck
and Newnian'(1974)
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rear. Calculations have been conducted by
U 11 S? (x) dx evaluatlng these integrals for two ships

V (x2) -L (x2 xZ+ nZ] 117 •,• moving paraloelly at au equal speed, but
(x2 - x) various stagger distances. The experi-

mental results of the interaction effdcts
between the two ships has been reported by

Subetituting (17) in the first term of (10), Newton (1960). Taking the same assumption
making use of (19ý for V, and noting that an in (I) that the drafts of the two ap are

constant along the length, we haveftained--- •= • to leading order we numnerical results of Interactions between
ax, bx2 6 xthe two ships. While the results of side

obtain- force agree with that obtained by Tuck and

SNewman as shown in Figure 2 of (I), our
P d Y I P U 1 S1 (X1 ) V (x2) (20) results of yaw moment show bettsr agree-

ment with the experiments. The compar'.sen
Similarly, after substitution of (18), the between theory and experiments is given in
time varying term in (10) gives: Figure G.

d Yt = P D [S(X) 4 A 1 (xl)] V (x2 ) } (21) CONCLUDING REMARKS

where - UI In concluding our discussion, the
at Dxl following remarks are made with regard to

tkhe induced loading ,)n a moored vessel.

in reference frame 1,
an n r , I. Theoretically, Figures C, D, and E

S D t - 2 provide a conservative estimate for the
2 peak forces and moment on a moored

in reference frame Z. vessel, res 'ting from hydrodynamic
interactions induced by the passing of

Separating Sl(xI) from Al(xl) it another ship.
follows that: 2. The small hull asyrinetry in the under-

=dYt = SI(xI)D[V(xZ)] water profile, introduced by rudder
deadwood. etc., may slightly shift the

+ 0 D[ A1 (XI) V (x 2 )] phase of interaction but insignificantly
affects the magnitude of the peak

- OU SI (xl) V (x2 ) (22) loadings.

Si"3. For ships of large beam-draft ratio,

Since that SI (x i) = 0 has been assumed the overestimate on s.de force by using
at the body ends, the integrations over the Figure D can be approximated by
ship length ofthe last term in (22) and thef3. F edfa2,
steady Lagally force given In (20) exactly wcancel out each other. The net result of the - 2 R/differential force is therefore simply: mean draft of the moorRd vessel and

•::•,R is an equivialent radius defined by
•"'dY = OSI(Xl)D[V(x?) R = (2 S,'rr)T , S being the rnidship

d 0S( DV')section area of the moored vt•'v]e. For
! !+ P D [ Al (xl) V (x?) ](23) ships of relative small beam-draft ratio,

D[A1; say 2, the error should be small.
Swhich is in agreement with equation (25)

witoequation of 4. The peak loadings are strongly dependent
dervedin 1)using conservation of

momentum arguments. on the lateral separation distance. If
the passing ship is shorter than the
moored ship, the interactions are
noticeable only when 'he lateral

Up to this point, no detailed distribution of distance Is small. If the paoaeing, ship
A 1 (xl) has been considered. Now following is much longer than the moored ship,
the assumption of (I) that A 1 is allowed to the effects are generally signifiant-. •" even at a large lateral separatiln.

v,! be non-zero but is regarded as a continuous e
function at the sterm in order to satisfy the
Kutta condition, the final expressions of side REFERENCES
force and yaw moment (29-30) given in (I)
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AUTHOWS REPLY
The authors thank Dr. Schmiechen for drawing oitlined In Secion 4. Hopefully, while this theore l

attention toiAb own discuso of Collata's paper, and far extensim Is in prlope, our towing-tank collieage will
pointing out the modified final title of Collata' thela. carry out the corresponding experinmets, The interaction
The mhngs In title from "ships" to "elliptical cylinden" between a small shipa nd larop dhp, when the relative
nevartbheles skirta the formidable problem of how to dete. fluid depths boasd oan each ship draft ae vw different,
mine the circulation wound a body with a blunt trailing is indeed an interesting problem, and one which could
edge. We should atress that, in spite of our critidnm, we possibly be analysed by suitable extendons %nd combine.
regard the Paper of Collats to be a significant contribution tions of our theorles, but not without conkidrable edit-
in its own right, sine it presents en "exact" calculation tional work.
in which no asnumptiona of thimness or slendernes hae
been made. Further comments on this matter ar contained We are gateful to Mr. Martin for the new experlmen-
in the discussion by Professor Tuck of Dr. Dand's paper, tel data which he has shown. These results ae quite

"striking, by comparison to the earlier published results
We share Dr. Dand's disma at the paucity of experl- for KGV and OLNA, but it is difficult to omnment on

mental data, and thank him for noting the refermos by these new results how the theoretical standpoint without
Moody. Regarding the importance of hull shape in the performing computations for the ships in question.
shallow water case, the following new results may be of
interest. The "Present Theory" cur"e of FIgure 7 was Dr. Wang has elaborated on his own parallel work,
computed by repkcing the elliptical crosa-ection by a and especially on the Importance of the moored4hip
circumscribing rectange. The corresponding results for interaction effects. He also has illustrated the point which
a true ellipee have recently been computed by Mr. G. we made regarding Lagally's Theorem; thus his equations
King, and ar shown chain-dotted in Figure H. This figure (20) and (22) differ from our (25) or his (238) by a perfect
is a reproduction of Flgu 7, with the addition of the new differential in z, which affects the force distribution and
theoretical crve and some additional experimental points yaw moment, but not the total force. Of more vital
taken hoem Oltmann (6). The two theoretical curves a importance, Dr. Wang hea brought to our attention errors
quite close to each other. It would appear that the present in our original computation of the Interaction moment,
theory is predicting the experimental results to within an shown in Figure 3, as well as a factor of two error in
order of error comparable to the variabllties in the experi- labelling Figure 5. Both arrors have been corrected in
ments themselves due to effects of finite Froude number thes Figures as they appear here. We are pleased to note
end of submersion depth. With respect to ship hull& in that the corrected results for the interaction moment are in
shallow water of realstic depths, it seems unlikely that in much better agreement with the experimental values,
stisfactory results will be obtained until the theory is ex- and hence the reservations made in the text below Figure
tended to account for the gap effect beneath the keel. as 3 are less appropriate than had appeared previously.
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I

BANK EFFECTS ON A SHIP MOVING THROUGH
A SHORT DREDGED CHANNEL

N. H. Noa4bix
Swed44k S•ate SlJ.pbuttd•.n Expexhantat Tank

Swedean

AESYRAY Symbol Definition PLYSiOal
Dimmasiem

Yhi& paper Presents a first desoription --
and analysis of a series of captive force Ie:ooit+ of origin of L?
measurements and afres-rlsponoem trajectory bo dy No$
tests, whiek have been performed with a W Channel widt" L
taster model, moving along long and short
side wall banks and pluaPer shallows, and V , a Distance fro• ref. L
off-set from the cent . e of a dredged V, line to por'and stbd'
channel. The resulto oft the Is&AurementS bank, rerp.
of lateral force and ýIwing moment are die- X, y, Z o yerotyastmo forces MLT"|
played in variou; graphs, and they ar cou- aft boda a
pared with calculations aocording to knownýýtheeries' The ultimata &in of th)e project in. It Neight of rim. lf, 1-.

the fe.•.ualation of an analytical model, which -2
will simalate the *bank effects" experienced, g Acoeleration
and which, in a particular tri&l case, will gravity
make it possible to prediot the free response h Depth of water in L
of the model from the forces measured at the fairway
captive i4eota.

h Depth of water above L
NOMENCLATURE platform shallow

When applioabie the symbols and abbre- a Mass of body I
viatione ased here have been chosen in accor- p Pressure in general ML"T 2

dane* with the SNAKE and ITTC rsomsaiendations. 1 *
Non-dimensional coefficients are given in the q Stagnation pressure
"bts* system, in which the unit& for mass, t Time T
length and time are /, L . L, and L/6 re- u, v, o Components of V along LW"1
peatively, /I/. body axes

Symbol Definition Physicel x, y, s Co-oxdinates in right- L

Dimension handed system of body

A Section area of hull L2  q
A Midship section area L2  Volume displacement L3

n 2 Angle of drift tan ft..•
A Rudder area L iUr • ~Rudder angl•e
B Bean of hull L B•• lock coefficient +
C Pressure coefficient -

P 1Undeo-keel clearance -D Propeller diameter L r•:mter ) - I/(h-I)

Pn Proude Wuxber (F-kn S)hp-te-bank distance -
S.parameter, s + 14

H Hleight of platform a lp '. Do, port and stbd -

bank reap.
L Length of hull (L - L

L61¶thof ul (L- LBek spacing pa~raseter,-

K Yawine moment about XL2T- 2  
Ma density of water

a axis . T *n)ofttP Propeller pitoh L Pri cmtic ooffietent -

S Strouhal number -

T Draught of hull L
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INTRODUCTION channel, and a fairway bounded by short aide
banks (waills) and shallows (platform*). The

The problems associated with steering ultimate aim of the present project is an
in a straight canal have been the subject of analytical model, which will simulate the
many classical experiments as well an of 'bank effects" experienced by a ship that
more recent studies of analytical nature, moves in a fairway bounded by similar topo-
all pertaining to the case of long high side graphie elements.
wall banks, protruding out of the water. The We may also hope that the results will
author is not aware of any paper related to help to define the practical domains of
the 'short canal' or isolated bank segment, channel and shallow water navigation- Aooor-
however, nor to the dredged channel con- ding to the International Oil Tanker Con-
figuration. The three diagrams in Pig. 1 may mission 'channel navigation is not very
illustrate the schematic topography of a con- different trom the one over flat ground if
ventional (closed) canal, a dredged (open) bank height over depth < 0.4, if not, it can

be related to the navigation in a canal en-
closed between two banks", /2/. We will see
that our force measurements on a model in
different channel sections do support the
first part of this statement, but that eve•i

Canal a moderate depth of water above the platform
banks will reduce the Ink effects well below
those expected !n a claed canal.

We may further hope to be able to better
underst&.nd thr meaning of a "long" or a
"short" bawk, In an earlier paper, and on the
basis of an a3proximate calculation of the
pressure distribution on a wall adjacent to
a moving deep-draught oval cylinder, the
present author concluded that "end effects
from short banks will be felt at a longi-
tudinal distance of 1.5 L forward of bow and
aft of stern, and transient phenomena will
dominate during the passage of a bank which
is, say, of a length less than six times the
length of the body", /1/. Again our force
measurements on a model abreast banks of

Dredged channel different lengths confirm this statement.
Every finite bank element, long or short,
will have an end, however, and the measure-
ments also clearly indicate that a ship will
experience yawing moments of appreciable
magnitude during the passage of these ends.

The classical effect of bank suction on
a ship that moves in a steady state off the
centre-line of a long straight canal is
illustrated in Fig. 21 to balance the suction
force and the bow-away-from-wall moment i1 is
necessary to find an equilibrium position
with bow out and helm towards the near bank.
(Typically, a drift angle of 10 may be asso-

ciated with a rudder angle of, say 150.)

Fairway among skerries

, IBank suction

rudder " r3 -. .
conitrol JJ

force Lift due to drift

Fig. 1. Schematic classification of topo- Fig. 2. Equilibrium conditions in motion
graphio environment along a long canai bank
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_ig. 3.. 'eo ofth!aven

contr6441d model meeting a shallow
bank Model Ship Non.-Dim. on L

What will happen to a ship in a similar L (L) 5.024 321.56 a i,0,)Oo
equilibrium pbuition in a widte canal if it p

bank closer to oen sAds, or if the long. T 0.339 21.67 a 0-0675

catal suddenly widens to one side? A ty-pioal V1.192 312 200 m3 -
result of one of the new free-running model x;L009
experiments is rO*oduoed in Fig. 3m soon /L.09
free torespond to the *hanginh disturbances. p

Themeeingphase is dominated by the effect 1083
of frowing side-way suction, until, when its 0 ' 0.9978
full length has passed past the edge of the
bank, the model sheers away to the opposite
side. There in every reason to study the do- Tal oto lArs
this behaviour. Stt ~ C-r.xLa~x

kODEL UXPERIVENTS - SHIP MODEL AND PROTOTYPE -0.520 0
0 -0.500 0.043

1/2, -0.475 0.1The ship model is a replica in the scale -040 .
1164 of a 280 000 tdw~ore/oil o,!rrier proto--040:
type, for which delivery trial data and PMM 12 / -0.4250 0.34274
model test results are available from pre- -. 5 .6
vious studies of deep water mafoeuvring, /3/. -0.250 0-665
Body plan and contours are reproduced in Fig. 5-0.250 0.9
4, which showe it large L.rotruding bulbous -0.050 1.000
bow and a Mariner type half-spade rucdder. At it0 0the experiments roported on hers, the model It0.050 1-O000
was propelled by a right-handed 4-bladed 13 0.150 1:000
screw. The main characteristics of the hull 1 .5 .0
forme are given in Table 1, those of the 17 0.250 100940
rudder and screw in Table 3. 18 .' 0.400 0.816

of hull hydrodynamics the ordinates of the 19 / oecuaecmaaiecluain 04~50 0.7503
sectional area curve are listed in Table 2. 19 0/.C4750 050

(f Fi.4)19 3/4 J.4875 0.173
20 0.500 0.104

- ~ 0.521 0.054
-0.550 0
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Table 3 Charsoteristios of rudder and sorew MODE. RXPER3•MNYS - WATERWAY MODELS

model Ship The "wsterway" was modelled in the Large
2 Shallow Waters Tank of Verauoheanstalt ffir

Rudder area, total Ar 0.0281 115.0 m2 Binnensohiffbau In Duisburg (MD), where
sovable A 0.0230 94-4 2 captive model tests also pz•viously had been

R h t.02 performed within SSPA research programs, /1/.
Rudder height b 0.217 13.9 The waterway wan of aoeu.mity limited inRudder area ratio ALT 00165 width by the side v'lls of the baoin, 9.800 aer a i r apart, and in depth by the maximum water
Rudder aspeat ratio 1.680 - height h allowed for, 1.020 a. The "fairomy"
Propeller diameter D 0.131 8.40 a is a more narrow lane within the waterway,bounded by the envelope of safe side bank and
Pitch ratio P/D 0-850 - under-keel clearances. At the present tests

l0.550 side banks were represented by the basinBlade area ratio walls and by platform solids of GRP I s1.
built up to th ee different lengths (L*) and

three heights (H). To prevent pressure
leakage between and into building blocks the

Fig. 5 (Below) Captive test program - Bank platforms were covered by &luainium foils
elements in the TED Large and Joints and screw holes were sealed by
Shallow Water Tank plastic tape.

Canot 9 bank cofigrations Amp of test parameters

Section Plan I ' mm MM M

" I, ", L. 7 so V I0 0 730 Q5 90 +

__77____2____M__ 9.01

........ ........ 217.80101005 9.
"____---___________.. 21 •oo1• 650r'• ?eo

. 11020- 590- 0. 5 -........................... 641 10.0 +20

.. . . . . . ......... 22 M 1 V 10.1-

"u pp, 42 91- - Soo- -w 9.-+

........ ' "10 F5" A1

23 610- 540 6 10.?

61._ __ 4M 16S 10

...................... ...... _32 510- 590 - 2'0 "

S... .................. .0 1700. 21,

510- -M - -,1

3, L L k 650o 0.

""1 1.
" 46 g 590- Ow U-÷+

~2 17007 93 E

""'"'"'' '""''''"" 25 102D SO•- 751.8.- 0

3L _M,. 7
P ........ IF " ..............If0I1'/00 10.
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In all 11 different models of the water- For the Warpose of this first report the
way were investigated, using ba-ln walls, and full r.nge of test parameters was as gives in
port and/or starboarn platforms. (See schema.. Figs 5 and 6s additional runs oo'fered varia-
tic diagram n rig' 5'i Per each ooafigura- tion. of drift angle 0, ru4der aggl* 5j and

tien tests were ran at several depths of screw RPM. (A radder angle , - 2 - port

water. If h ? H, water depth above aide plat- rudder - proved to balano. the asymmetrioal

form is demoted by hl, so that (h - hl)/h-1. effect of the single sorew in free, deep
water, and was selected as a basic eettima

MODE. KIPzrIUjNS - CAPyIVE TEST PROGRAM in the 40 Series.) Model speed was equivalent
to 8 - 8.4 knots for the 322 a ship. Froude

The captive test program included two nnpbor based nn depth never exceeded Fnh
sequences of experiments, the first executed 0.27.

in 1972, the second in early 1974. The pre-
liminary results of the 1972 Ofinite length MODEL EXPERMINTS - CAPTIVE TECHNIQUI

platformw series suggested that these ex-
periments be repeated and extended within a The model was free to heave ad trim in

wider range of to parameters, using a new a set of guiding linkage* attached to the
act of force gauge.. (See below.) The 1974 rigid frame of the earriage. The natural

series also included the long bank ease - vertical frequenoy of the carrisge we anti-

no platform in the basin - and they were mated to be of the order of 5 Ha. Special

finally completed by • set of free-running accelerometer measurements made on the

response teast as exemplified here in the carriage part members of the linkage system
Tntroduotion. showed exciting frequencies of the order of

1 Hs, possibly due to wheel rotation, and
isolated peaks at intervals; the latter only

IT were .-efound2 in the force component records.
Aft and forward lateral force, and the

T h. small longitudinal force as difference be-
tween p.-opulsive force and resistance, were
"all measured by resiatanoe-wire-type strain
gauges in full bridges. The analogue force
"records suffered from oscillations superim-
posed on the transient time histories, with

c3a characteristic frequency of 0.25 - 0.35 H.
_- -_ ' for lateral forces and twice as high for theC14 C< (longitudinal ones. (0.25 Ha corresponds to a

H ~~Strcuh .1 number based on beam equal to SnnII0.4.) At the smallest bottom clearance (h/T =

1.20) there was a dominating disturbance in
the forward gauge records, having a frequency

of approximately 0.05 He or a period of 20
seconds, corresponding to the time in which

the model travelled twice its length. This
effect may be attributed to flow separation
originated on the bulbous bow.

Zero readings ware taken with model at

readings are the natural reference values to
be used when evaluating the forces ea-wri-

inoed when pausing a long high wall, tr a
-. high isolated bank. In the course of a typi-

cal umn down the basin and past an isolated
shallow platform bank, auch as illustrated in
Fig. 7, the record contains one set of steady
state foezcs during the approach, and another

-01 no -st of *steady state" or maximum forces
abreast the platform. The assumption has then
been made that the net offset of the presence
of the shallow bank to given by the dif-

-__ _ferencoe appearing between the two sets of
02- values read.

The assumption just made may be inferred
from the validity of the superposition prin-
oiple as demonstrated in ref. 71/. In par-
tioular it was shown there that the asymmetri-

0 10 203 cal fores, on a ship in a canal could be eb-0 1. 2.0h/ T 3.0 tainad by adding the effects from port and
atarboard walls, (In very nnrrow canals there

i. also a coupling effect due to blockage.)

Fig. 6. Captive test program - Depth ratios
in the 1974 (40 Series) tests
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I where B replaces the length L used in ref.

The ordinate of magnitude YW/u" 2 " -0.1
corresponds to a suction fores equal to 70 1It on the model, or to 1 900 metric tonnes on a

| i /ship lisplaoiug 312 200 n3 and moving at a
speed of 8.4 knots. At the captive model

test about two thirds of the lateral force
were carried by the aft gauge, indicating a
clear bow-avaj-fro°-vall moment. Much larger

I transient moments, however, were experienoed
by the model when passing close to a finite
bank extending into the fairway.

1 /MODEL EXPERIMENTS - RESULTS FOR FORCES ON
MODEL MOVING PAST HIGH BANKS OF FINITE
LENGTH (SERIES 21, 27, 41, 42, 46)

AA As can be soen from Fig. 5 the test
program included finite bank elements with
a length equal to six, three aid one unit of
ship length L; the two shorter banks, six
unit lengths apart, were passed by in one
single run down the basin. The distances
covered from bow-meets-bank to stem-clears-
bank are seven, four and two units respec-
tiveliy. wihtesraepein6L

Fig. 10 presents a compilation of fore
and aft lateral force transients recordedwhen meeting with the surfaoe-pierairg6

A. W' y,. W Y bank, all for three different depths of
water and one lateral bank-passage distance.

~In the analysis of thee@ and similar
records it v.s found necessary to "filter"

, , r the gauge signal values by use of a mean-of-
enveloper technique. In Fig. 11 the dotted
lines are time histories of total lateral
force and total yawing moment obtained in

JW• jthat way for the ppssage of a surface-piercing
Sre3 L bark at a water depth equal to 1.3 T.

These dotted curves include the unbalanced
bias due to the presence of the far port and
starboard walls. The influence of the star-
board wall remains constant (within the

:- ~during the total run down the test basin,causing small shifts of the force to positive
and the moment to negative values. At asn

sufficient distance before and after passing
Fig. 7. Definition of bank off-sets ad the finite protruding bstnk the influence of
Fig. 7the far port wall will cause a shi.Lt cf the

ship-to-bank distances in approaches force to negative and of the noment to!. and bank passages positive values. The fu) ýurvoe of Fig. 11
havc been corrected for u~nis bias by use " "

MODEL EXPERIMENTS - RESULTS FOR FORCES ON the results of Figs. 8 aad 9.S.•MODEL MOVING PARALLEL TO A LONG HIGH WALL Note that the time histories shews re-
:.'.(SERIES 40) late to the instantaneous position of the

•' bow of the model. Upon coming in line with

The forces and moments measured on the the front edge of the bank the model ex-
model moving along the basin wall are pro- periences no not effect of the initial re-
Ssented in non-dimensional form in Fig* 6 and pulaion, which could have baen expected in
9, respectively, to a bas, of bank distance view of the pressure distribution on the bow

1parameter n - e + Tp. Wi;h reference to Fig known for the long bank can*. (See below.)
7 we observe that There appears to be a gradual build-up of

7.7
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-0.1

a 3.01

1.= i.gi 4 1

L" 1.30

Fig. 8. Br.nk auction force coeffioents in steady notion past long bank

N"

Serivi 4

0.05

T

h9. 3.01

-12 -1.0 04-S-CA -0.2 i

"Fig. 9. Dow-away-from-vSll moment oo. "-iolonts in stes4d motion psat long bank
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Aft
10 Newton gouge i !

: ~B= 0.052 m

T: 0.339 m

Fig. 10. Lateral forve transients for model
meeting eurface-pieroing finite
bank 3L

Fig. 11. (Right) Total net lateral force
and moment transients as imposed . , .-
by finite bank 5 8

auction force along the model as it proocedsy
towards the middle of the bank. Again, the
aocompanying moment as recorded has here a
tendency always to turn the bow away from I
the bank, which suggests that the initial
lift is produced on the after part of the
hull. As the bow moves beyond the rear edge U.. u..1 1.30
of the bank the moment shows a second maximum 0.2 - 015
consistent with the simple two-dimensional
theory.

A desailed evaluation of the f.nite bank -0%
transients is under way. Awaiting this ana- -O
lysis provisional results fr0-% the 1972 tests

i:' ~are given In Fig. 12, to show the relative u..2ue fte•xiw utinfr o e 0

mantd ftesaxinum acinforces re- -0.3 - "
oorded on the wdol in a position midway 0.1

Roughly, the long bank values may be /
redued y 10percentto ive values for aN.

d4 r bank# and by 25 per cent for a 2 L bank.
In the latter oane, however, this forreo -
a&vinum is of very short duration, and the
oomplete passage must be regarded as a tran-
sient phenomenon involving rapidly changing -

*yawing moments. -1 0 1 2 3 , 1
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S1.0
Series

21,22,23
08 ---- V

Series 21 and 27 -- -

.22 /I
0, -2

, -i--sa. j.nOJ

0.2.2 -

h 111
0.' .. . .21 31 4LA 0.2 CIA 0.S 0. 1.0

Fig.12.Reltiv maniiadeof mximm bnk ig-13-Effct o pltfom sbmegene o

si~otion forces experienced dui~rigq lanninuma suction frcwe in motion
passages of banks of Vinite lengths Vast 6 L platform 'hark

Such rapidly ohanging moments are par- MODEL EXPE1IMEUTS - RESULTS FOR FORCES O A
tioularly dangerous when they involve a MODEL PASSING SHALLOW PLATFOSM DAMK (SERIES
ohange of sign an well. With reference to 21, 22, 23, 41, 42, 43)
Fig. 11 on the previou3 page it should be
pointed out that a preliminary evaluation of Again, the analysis is not yet corn-
yawing moment transients in other test runs pleted and provisional results will be given
do indi..ate a small initial tendency to turn here based on the 1972 series of measurements
against the wall. during the passage of 6 L platform banks of

different heights, Pig. 13. The new tests
covered a rage of lower platform-to-depth
ratio*, and the now results say or may not

be in support of the simple quadratic depen-
dence s•ggested in the diagram. From this
diagram we note she rapid decrease of suction
force with even a small height of water over
the platform bank. Thus, we may benefit very
much from having low side banks flooded at
high tide. The presence of a platform type
shallow with a height equal to up to 40 percent of the depth will be of no great herm.

s[



COMPAR.SONS WITH THEORY The numerical method defines a surface I
distribution of sources and sinks that makes

Leedlooe to say experimental results as the normal velocity equal to zero in a
those presented here will be move useful if nuuber of discrete points on the boundary.
they can be viewed against the baokgroand of The capacity of the method when applied to
a suitable theory. Again, theoretical results the stulv of the potential flow past a cam-
must often be hold in doubt until they have bination of rigid surfaces is greatly in-
been verified by careful experiments. Present creased by any symmetry present in the *on-
theories for wall interference and asyms.tri- bination, Our premoet problem is basically
Cal forces are limited to the long wall case. asysmetrical, and we will not benefit from

If we ignore the deformation of the the port-and-starboard symmetry am far as
free surface the problem of a ship - and then minimum leakage through the hull itself is
not necessarily a slender ship - offset to concerned. In order to produce a reliable
one side of a long canal or dredged channel result for oomparison with experiments we
may be handled by numerical methods for ohose to atudy the case of the model movinr
potential flow, /4/. The problem is equiva- at sero Frauds number alose to one wall of
lent to that of a stationary flont past the a very wide canal, so that this (port,' wall
doublebody form close to a wali or blocking (as well as the water surface) could be
a tunnel with the appropriate vertically oonside.ed a true plane of symmetry, which
symmetric section. did not require any additional definition.

At present this approaoh is still ex- Out of a total of 1 000 surface elements 700
pensive, and when we come back to its appli-
Cation below, the solution is for Just one
position in the canal. Fig. 14 (Below) Bank suction force coeffi-

If the tunnel section is of a simple oients in motion past long
rectangular mhape and if the ship is slender high bank - Comparison of
the &symmetric force may be found in explicit experiments and theory
form by an elegant but approximate method of
source imageos, /5/. (For the case of a slen-
der body of revolution moving in deep water
near a wall Newman has earlier devised a
more accurate solution for the bank suction
force, including a displacement of the axial
source distribution to account for the de-
formation otherwise caused to the body, /6/.) yp

In view of tho sufficiently large width -2D -15 -t1 -Q5
of the test basin our experimental results
for the model close to the port wall may
safely be compared with calculations for the
single wall came. The bias psesent in the
experimental values of Y"/uU for n, + nP - 0
has been corrected for in this comparison
shown in Fig. 14. (At a depth corresponding L81Z
that the figure -0._15 will read -0.156.5

The two thin rurvem connect experimen-
tal values at diff-rent distance. from the
wall, each one for the depth-to-length
ratio given in the diagram. The thicker LIS
curves are calculated by Newman's approxi-
mate method /5/ for a body of revolution
having the same distribution of seotional
areas as the tanker form, and for an fqui-
valent spheroid, defined as having the same
length and the same midship section area as
"our ship model. The single blauk square,
finsll3. is ihe value Calculated according
to the•n•nerical method by Itess and Smith

The approximate method seems to under- Theor-0.2
estimate the lateral force by some 4C per
cent when the proper sectional area curve is ---- ExpLicit approx.
used, and by some 50 per oent when applied for eq. spheroid
to the equivalent spheroid. (These values
will be somewhat lower at large depth figures, Ditto for tanker
"and even higher for small under-keel clear- sectional area
anoos.) The alternative numerical method
gives a Torce within 6 per cent of the ex- U Numerical catcuL
perimental value for the test case shown. for true haL
(See again below.)
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Fig. 15. Pressure distribution around ship ACKNOWLEDGEMBIJ
hull form and along adjacent wall
in pleas c1ose below water surface Ifis study was made possible by a great

Computed by methoe. of Bass and from thbe Swedish is~tional NO.'Td for !bcbnic~l
Smith, Developmt (STU).
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Th. final result of the caloulation,.-0.16, is entered as the 'lack RNFsCe y1
square plotted in Fig. 14, where it sheould
b: compared with the ad acent open square 1. b oebish Ni.H., "Theory and Obser-
(at -0.156) from experiment u 40. Te vations on ther Use of a Nathematical Nadel

agreement is er nourseing for calculation and for Ship Manoeuvring in Deep and uarnetduo
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platform case.

In the numerieal oaloulation model beam 2. Bastard, P., Bohlin, A., Neumann and
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strates the pressure distribution on the Iwo Dellhag, A., 'Large Tanker* - Wind Coeffici-
sides of the hull and on the near wall tu a *nt* and Speed Loss Due to Wind and Se,•
plans close belo r the wator surface. 1I. may P&Pe, Presented at the RINA 1974 Spring
be observed that the pressure distributios n 'Meting, London 1974- i
on the hull is more or loes directly refiso-
ted na the wall. In the nor l plane contai- 4. Ress, J.L. a4• Smith, A.onO., "Cal-
ning the midship section the local difference culation of Non-Lifting Potential Flow about

,ineCeubtwee a otined n ther hlool oe andfaArbitrary Thrne-Dimensional bodies", Douglas
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DISCUSSIMN

C. T. EARNEST

The author hau prepared an interesting and timely and channels. Depth of water, draught, lateral distance and
paper. It is particularly pertinent to problems under study speed of the models varii during the trials. On this occa-
of the Panama Canal and certainly many other waterways. slon not only the occurring forces, but miso the resulting
The volume of ocean traffic has been increasing and, even dislocation- of the vessels were measured. Our results are
more dramatically, the si7e of ships has been increasing, in general in conformlt4 with Dr. Norrbtn's resulto though
yet channels remain the same until economics allow im- there are some differences in the details. The reasons are
provementa to be funded. This can result in shift of traf- due to the different conditiuns of the trials, shapes of the
fic patterns, operation at reduced drafte, or eroded safety vessels and speeds. It is easy to understand that the pres-
factors as larger ships use existing channels,. sure arem bullt-up about the vesel . stronger with fully

shaped inland-water-way essels with relatively higher
This study of the hydrodynamics of varying depths of model dpeed than with the vessel treated by Dr. Norrbln.

water adjacent to channels and of isolated banks (islands On this understanding Figure 1 is to be coiutemplated. The
or points of land adjacent to channels) is directly applicable coefficients of the changes of the longitudinal force
to condiuons in the submerged landscape of the man-made X
Gat=s Lake which is the central portion of the Panama 0X
r'snal. The transient hydraulic forces caused by these fea- P12 VA' Lp' T
tures are well known by pilots and can result in "shaan'

or uncontrolled yaws. As Figure 14 show. them forces cmm transversal force
double and triple as the ship moves closer to the bank, aw,
they increase significantly as the channel gets shallower. It C Y , L
also appears that the hull form is an important variable. As 0/2 VA. Lpp.T
ths work propesses, it will hopefully result in further re-
flnements to the mathematical model of ship behavior in yawing moment
restricted waters. N

This kttial report covers full form ships moving in CI L T
channels with a moderate amount of water under the hull P2 VA' pp, T
(h - 1.8). The writer uncouragea extension of this wozk to
include fine form ships with a block coefficient of perhaps VA = speed of the adverse ship
.55 or .60 and leser depths of water under the keel. Al-
though existing channels may have been designed for more and the changes of trimming and parallel lowering during
conevtlve usag, cu.Tmt practice in many world ports is an encounter of two cargo motorship models of t: a "ameto accept ships with five feet of water under keel or even size are indicated herein. The encountering phases, bow

lea. This nrults in T - 1.15 as a routine occu'rrence. When to bow, midship to midship and stem to stem have beon
working at a scale of 1.64 or 1:100 this small water layer drawn in the diagram for better guidance. The vessels
would undoubtedly bring boundary effects into greater con- passed each other in a lateral distance (board to board) of
sideration, however there is a need to extend theory to 2.7x ship's beam.-Increamed pressure zones on bow and
cover this common condition, stern of the vessel (Fig. 2) ar still clearly effective at this

distance, as evidently shown by the resulting lateral force
With this evolving mathematical tool civil engineers, (repulsion) and moment in the beginning (turning outward)

port authorities, pilots associations and ship owners will be and end of the encounter (turning inward). If both ships
able to afford to test hypothesis, examine potential future lie side by side, at the same height, a maximum attraction
situations, search for optimum solutions to channel dimen- is effective whereas the moment disappears.
sions and eatablish criteria for minimum ship handling
character¢-tics. The longitudinal force will be reduced in the first

half of the encounter (reduction of the resistance) and
L L. MARTIN will be increased in the second half (increase in resistance).

Please compare in thi connection also the course of trim-
I wish to make just a small comment. At AEW we ming 8 and lowering Z/L.

have occasionally nessured pressure fields caused by var.
louw ships, with reiults generally corresponding very cloaty From the forces measured it might be expected that
to Dr. Norrbin's Figure 15, for forces on the wall (though ships passing each other or passing a stationary obstacle
the ships had no bulk). It ho been found that these can are continually subjected to traslatory and rotary dislo-
be computed with fair accuracy by mmiumng a continuous cation. But this is not the case, as demonstrated by Fig-
distribution of sourcn along the longitudinal axis of the ure 3. Here are shown 2 procedures of overtaking which
ship, of strength V. dI, where V is ship speed and dA/dz have been carried out with different lateral distance be-
is the gradient of the curve of are. tween the models. The change of course has been caused

-as illustrated - substantially by the initial impulse
E. MOLLER obtained.

Systematic encountering and overtaking trials have For reasons of simplification of the trials the vessel
been carried out by the Venuchsenstalt fur Bhinen- passing ahead shown in Fig. 3 was guided on a straight
,chiffbau, Duisburg, since 1960 with models of cargomotor- compulsory course.I-• ships and pushing units on the Rhine, its tributary rivers
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The initial impulse for the case shown in the upper
part of the illustration is produced by superposilon of the tB it initial point of time
increased pressure 3rnes on the bow of the vessel passing
ahead and on the stern of the veus which is overtaken.

'This impuls has a repellent rection on the stem of the t = final point':of time
ship overtaken. The vessel turns inward, mid is brought

on a collision course.

In the second cane the lateral distance of both ships Correspondingly, for the rotary motion:
is so large that the incmased prepsure zone will no longer
be effective. Already before overlapping of the m'.dels d_ d d
the stem of the slwer ship i attracted by the large under- N a dI -ZZ dt t-
pressure area caused by the other vessel and the alowed
ship is turned o'ntwsrd.

with:
Measuring forces (captive tests) is done simpler and

more accurate than measuring trmnslatory or rotary dido-
cations (free-running tests), and under simplifying con- Izz moment of inertia referred
ditiors, the msulting deviations of ,)urse can. be obtained, to the vertical axis

If the external forces are shited to the centre of N moment around the vertical
gravity of the ship and summarizing them to the resultant axis
R, it may be concluded:

W = angular velocity

dV d2A
dt d2m- course angle

with: e = transversal displacement tE
N

m = mass = 2

t = time t
V = speed

Therefrom results By means of the results of the measuremes of forces
tE it is possible to determine with good approximation the

range of the occurring course deviation on the assumption2of °n -const, and zz - const. Various examples of cal-m dt culation which have been carried out have shown this.

tB1
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

I am grateful to Mr. Earnest for his appearing in the computations using a simple source distribution along a
discussion; it is only the exchange of experiences and find- longitudinal axis in the hull. This computational scheme.
ing- oetween those engaged in the design and operation of should work well at a far distance from the body, but it
nan , waterways - and of the ships moving in these is not equally easily applied to a body close to a wall or
waterways - that can make a continued effort in this field in a canal, where the original line of sources (or altema-
meaningful. tively the hull form) is distorted. It is not clear to me if

the fair agreement claimed by Mr. Martin relates to cases
Mr. Earnest points out that current practice of ocean- with wall Li.terference.

going ship operation accepts an under-keel cleu-rance of five
feet in port areas, co,,esponding -to h/T = 1.15 or even less. Dr, Miller has contributed an interesting report on
In scale model testing the viscous blockage of this small measurements on ship models during encountering tests,
clearance will obscure the quantitative results, and, which which has bearing not only on my paper but, perhaps even
is even more serious, the quality of the results. It may more, on the previous paper by Newman and Tuck.
therefore well be better to extrapolate experimental values
from moderate clearances into the small-clearance region, The surface elevation survey reveals a zone of positive
preferably according to a theoretical relationship. In as pressures forward of the bow of the model moving alone
much as viscous effects become of importance also m the in the canal model, and a large area of negative pressums
full scale world they may in principle be corrected for by along almost the full length of the model. During the fint
introducing an effective clearane, which will be a function phase of the encountering, when bow is in line with bow,
of ship and back flow velocities, and bed roughness. Such each model experiences a repulsion from the other, and an
an approach should be especially applicable to the problem outward turning moment. At the instant the two models
of lateral forces due to drift, overlap by a qus ter of their length there is still a net re-

pulsion, but now an inward turning moment. Again, as in
Mr. Earnest further advocat.2s model tests foT fine the case of our measurements on a model meeting a finite

form ships. Jt is known from early tests that the fullness bank, the pressure distribution over the total length of the
of the fore body of a hull may markedly influence the hull must obviously be considered for an explanation of
bank effects in a long canal, and it will certainly also in- :'ie force balance. With access to the variation of resultant
fluence the transients in meeting with a short bank. The force and moment with the longitudinal separation between I
model testing would perhaps present less problems than in the me ting models it will be a straight-forward operation
the case of full forms, but, unfortunately, the amount of to calculate the initial disturbance of the alternatively let-
new money required is of the same order, free model. But before doing so we must try to under-

stand the origin of the force history.
Mr. Martin refers to an interesting AEW experience of

pressure field measurements around ship models, and of
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DOUBLE-BODY FLOW THEORY-A NEW LOOK
AT THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM

T. V. Wu A. T. Ch.oang
CatiLonia lnatit.utk oJ TechnoLogy CtiLortnia Inhtitute oJ Technotogy

Pdtadena, CatiUotnZi Pahadena, Calicrnica

ABSTRACT

This study explores various methods boundary conditions on the free surface and
for calculating potential flow around a double the ship hull. Of equal importance is to in-
mcdel of ship-like form. The discussion be- prove the methods for predicting the viscous
gins with the family of ellipsoids, which is the resistance due to a three-dimensional boundary
simplest of three-dimensional shapes posses- layer at the hull and a wake. For both purposes
sing thtee unequal axes of length, beam and it is desirable to establish an effective method
draft. For the potential flow past an ellip- for calculating exactly the potential Low
soid mnoving with arbitrary velocity, the solu- around a 'double-model' with the objective that
tion can bF represented, equivalently, by a the method can be easily generalized to con-
volume distribution of doublets, or a doublet- sider the free-surface effects and the viscous
layer distributed over the limiting confocal effects on flow around ships. With this vision
ellipse, as well as by a source-layer or a Professor Georg Weinblurn stressed the
doublet-layer distributed over the ellipsoid or importance of improving our knowledge about
over an interior confocal ellipsoid. The double-model flows, both theoretically and
analytical behavior of these different repre- experimentally. It is with our profound appre-
sentations of the solution (for an ellipsoid) is ciation of this viewpoint that we wish to dedi-
examined in detail Atth objective to throw cate this work to the fond memory of Georg
light on the singularity method for arbitrary Weinblum, whose wonderful stimulus and
bodies in general. A simple relationship be- personal encouragement has inspired the pre-
tween the geometry of the confocal ellipse and sent preliminary study.
the maximum principal curvature of confocal
ellipsoids is obtained. This relationship
seems to have a general validity as a rule for For numerical calculations of potential
determining the center plan form of singular- flow past arbitrary bodies, the method of
ity distribution for arbitrary bodies with a surface-source distribution developed by Hess
plane symmetry. and Smith (1966) and, independently, by A

Based on the singularity method new Landweber (1974) is very successful. Its ex-
solutions are presented for the internal flow tension to ship wave problems, however, still
between two confocal ellipsoids in relative seetns to be a formidable task. On the other
motion. These solutions may provide an hand, the representation of a certain class of
order-of-magnitude estimate of the wall bodies (with a plane symmetry) by a ce -
effects, plane distribution of singularities has s eWe

Fo- arbitrary ship-like double models attractive features. First, this type of re pre-
a general formulation of the potential flow sentation is actually an analytic continu i of
problem is presented based on thq represen- the exterior flow into the body surface., f
tation of a body by a center plane distribulon application to ship waves, the local ytic
of doublets and moments of doubln.ts for trans- behavior, near and at the water , of the "
lational and rotational body motions., This flow quantities as provided e center-plane
construction results in an integral equation of singularity (CPS) metho4.0hay eliminate some '
the first kind for the doublet density. Several difficulties enc "" Ry the surface-source
numerical methods investigated so far include method. .. Ffe~r, since the classical MittM-
an approximate direct method and an iteration Havelock ship theory is equivalent to a lineJa
scheme. The results for a double-elliptic ized center-plane singularity method, tS.'W
hull form are presented. - h er-order calculations of ship water wavA^

based on the CPS-method are likely to be
1. INTRODUCTION. ,-I,- benefited by the previous analytical develop-9 '~'~ments in the linear theory, thereby some

In naval hydrodynamics a continued numerical efforts uld be curtailus a;•"• interest has been directed to develop tech- result. For thes aon thq prese~t study ,
niques for evaluating the wave resistance of will be directed to seek possible development ;
ships more accurately than by the Mitchell of the center-plane singularity method. In this

theory, taking into account more WLctly the connection, Miloh (19721, as we have just

. &~, w , 89 *



learnedI, has made a contribution to this of singularity distribution and the maximum
subject, in which two general methods were principal curvature of the ellipsoid. In order
explored, with a triaxial ellipsoid and a to ascertain if this relationship may have

double parabolic chip (with pointed edges) validity as a general rule, it is applied to a

worked out as examples, including a discus- double -e.l'.iptic hull, which has round edges on

sion of the s.,cond-order ware theory. Still, all sides. The results based on the numerical
a central problem uf the CPS method it methods proposed here are quite satisfactory.
thought to "ep-nd on a workable technique by The indication by the present preliminary

which the unknown plan form of singularity study is thus clear that further development
distribution for rourd-edged bodies can be of the center-plane singularity method is most
determined with sufficient accuracy so as to promising.
lead to a convergent calculation of the singu-
larity density. This may be a major reason
for some previous unsuccessful attempts. 2. The Fundamental Problem of Ellipsoids --

In order to gain further insight on this Historical Backmround
point, the classical problem of potential flow The most fundamental of the exact solu-
past a triaxial ellipsoid has been investigated tions fo". potential flow involving truly three-
once again with objective to find all possible dimensional bodies are, no doubt, those for
representations of an ellipsoid by different triaxial ellipsol.ds in translational and rota-

singularity distributions. Having found tional motione. Interestingly, it seems not

independently the results sought, we discov- widely known that the potential flow theory for

ered that some of the results were stated, ellipsoids is closely related in mathematics to

without proof, as 'well known' by Havelock the theory of gravitational potential of a homo-

(1931 a,b) in a fundamental, but with that geneous eliipsoid. The l.tter has been a major
passage much neglected, paper on the wave problem dating back to Newton, and having
resistance of an ellipsoid. We have also attracted over a century the remarkable efforts
found that major steps ox proving Havelock's of Maclaurin, Jacobi, Laplace, Dirichlet, and
statement were given by Lunde (1951). other most eminent mathematicians of the time.

Actually, a simple proof of these results can In resolving the associ ied hydronechanical
be traced back to a long history of major de-- problems little new efforts are required if
velopments in gravitational potential theory. good use is made of the rich content of the
In this respect Havelock was right in implying gravitational potential theory.
that no basic aspeczs of a proof (for the As a brief review of the historical

potential flow problem) would be new, but the developments, we note first that for a homo-
important link between the gravitational poten- geneous ellipsoid E, bounded by surface
tial and velocity potential pertaining to an
ellipsoid can probably be attributed to 3
Havelock. In view of the elegance of the clas- S: E1 (al> a 2 > a 3 ), (1)
sical work relating to the subject, a brief i=l ai
account of the proof is reviewed together with
the historical background. A different ap-
proach to the solution of potential flow in- the gravitational potential is simply given bythe
volving ellipsoids has been discussed by Miloh Poisson integral
(1973) by using the image singularities in
terms of the ellip ioidal harmonics, which will 3
be useful for treating the related water wave LA/x- = p d ( -d ( (2)
and other general problems. Along the same E
approach the water wave singularities have
been determined by Newman (1972) in terms p being the uniform mass density of the
of the spheroidal harmonics. In this connec- ellipsoid. (Here the universal constant of
tion, we may add that Havelock's results were gravitation is omitted for brevity. ) For an
also discussed by Weinblum (1936) in finding interior point (sEE), the integral in (2) can be
forms of a slender body of minimum wave carried out directly (see, e. g. , MacMillan,
resiltan 1930), giving (the representation of Gauss

Sthe known results for ellipsoids (1813) and Rodriques (1815), see Todhunter
still different variations of representation by (1873) and Chandrasekhar (1967))
surface distributions of sources or ublets
are deduced, and new solutions are (=AtqA -3 2
for cor-.ocal ellipsoids in relative motion. ,(Z) i~p{A - E a (3a)
Further, from these exact solutions a specific l
relationship is found between the plan form

• where

We are indebted to Prof. Louis Landweber - 1 2 a 3J A' F 1 2 3 S
for providing us with a copy of Miloh's 0 0 (T
thesis when this paper was being writtep. (3b)
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A [(al + X),(a + X (a3 + X)]I, (3c) orz 3x i =0 x i

or --- -7 Ui. (7b)

z a ~ a
t-) dX() pala 2 a 3 )(l - a + X This condition suggests that, since ii is quad-

(3d) ratic in x. within and on S, 9 may be derivecl
as a linear1 combination of the f r~t derivatives

At an exterior point (,NOE), the gravitational of V , or, by (2),
potential may assume Dirichlet's representa-
tion.: 1 = 91 d

3
. (8)

S di X Ei i
X 1= a1 + X In fact, the interio)r flow is a trivial uniform

(4a) flow with the potential

9 (• = ixi (x •E). (•)

11x 4

where X(x) is the ellipsoidal coordinate of x, For the exterior flow, subostitution of (4) in (8)
which is the algebr3ically largest root of yields the potential3 x.- 0

-- - = .(4b) ( )= - 2 a(x E),
i=l ai + X 1 i S) 2i )A

(lOa)

This expression of Dirichlet for the exterior 3 xi 2

solution can be shown to follow immediately ; -, (lOb)
from the 'Splendid Theorem' of Maclaurin (as i-l a.2 + X
so referred to by Thomson and Tait 1883): i

The gravitational potentials at the same
x exterior to two individual ellipsoids which satisfies the bcundary condition (7) if
of confocal shapes

U.
3 x /ai) 2  3 /a'i) 1 - 1 (i 1,2, 3). (10c)E. =Xi1, (x /ti i :1,2

i=l i=l

at 2 =az + (5) The relationship (8) between the velocity poten-
i i and the gravitational V for ellipsoids was

cited by Havelock (1931) as being then 'well
are equal if their total uniform known'.
masses are the same, that is The integral representation (8) for the

exterior flow may be interpreted as a potential
pa aga3 Ip all aý a. (6) due to a volume distribution of doublets of uni-

form density P., pointing in the cesitive Ui-
direction, respictlvely. By further invoking

The above solution shows that V (a) is Maclaurin's theorem, the following aIternative
linear in x. 2 within the ellipsoid E, continuous representations of the exterior flow can be 4
and continuously diff rentiable at the surface S, obtained.
and falls off like R-7 at large distances from (i) Volume distribution of doublets
E. within an interior confocal ellipsoid.

2.1 Potential Flow Due to Translation of an (' 813
Ellinsold ax()= R, -( (&4E')

"i'eroperties of V immediately i R( la)
suggest that certain simple relationships exist
between the gravitational potential and the where
velocity potential (of an ideal flow) involving a, a a3 1 ,
ellipsoids. We first note that for an ellipsoid a, = -i-a-a'a (i =,2,3),
E undergoing translation with velocity U = (I lb)
U denoting the base vectors andi l(-l •.J -q3?

the summa ion convention being understood a'1 , a', a' being the axes of an interior con-
unless otherwise designated), the boundary focal ellipsoid E',
condition on the velocity potential 4p(3) at the
ellipsoid surface S (with normal vector an) is 2 2

ni #x. nilli kES), (7a)il

19
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(it) Center-plane distribution of doublets Further alternative representations of
over the focal ellpse. the exterior flow potential can be given by

considering distributions of sources and normal
doublets at ellipsoid surface.

= ~ ) ~-(~)~I1 1 (iv) Surface-source re resentation. The

a S

(•b hihi n4"rsso o iierso

[R1 +(2 2- 21 + xi

(1~ 1),3 3lc 3lb

takg therhe imis th e lier fortl ellcase the m (s 5antt ( gives b(y) d n
S2ia2  t cuerm o distribution o v threWsurfac

tooaslof an nterior confacel

•EaZ a1 2i a2)dz a ad (Iv S~raesu er sen atin)h

0R -- f 0• 1 3+ o=-• 2 3

2. 2
wwhich is an bxr)= E d.P in -r of .ad

hencec byrc (isribti. of *strnt

S3 (1(1a)
a ob a - 3 23( 2,ia b o o=pIni M- Aixi/a )( ,,,/at )" (gS'),

= :,=

(l+ (1 ) ,, 3)1) (16b)iA
SProof. By putting X° = t2 - a? in (I11) and Alternatively. application of Maclaurin's. takin the limit as e - ,0 for the case theorem (eqs. 5 and 6f to (IS) givesent a() in

ae a2> a, tho so e distrbu ins ov E ( r't aodistributionover the surface

inertio n by pars) the sotrce strentelisoihEsa

i! to2 2 :i

( a +- = a2 (I + 0(a

-a o , (13a) e(re •--(a)d n -o t dh (xvEs),
_hence by (11). E an i R s , Repc v of

al~ that 3E

I" -0• 0 0 0(x)-- Pni' =- (P x,/a, a, )(Nst),

V, (I + O(fz)) (13b) (16b)

whc nyeds ta he rslimtin stated lisAedc

In this limiting case, the doublet distri- (v) 1-1arface-doublet representation. The
bution over tht focal ellips e assumes the otential of a(doublet layer, orienated along,
ellipa oidal density (12a ) for all three compo- Wur ra S, P x) (
nents of translation. Though for the compo-, nents i: = 1, I 2,9A can also be expressed in

(1(x)4a).a (17d)

terms of source distributions over E (by R=I~S (17a• ~ ~~~~integration by parts), the source stre{{gths, •( • ''

, however, have a square-root singularity alonp
Sthe periphery of .
i , (iii) Focal-axis distribution of doublets has the well-known properties 'i

for Prolate sp~her-oids. For the prolate spheroid + 1'
(a >a =a 4hrIL ='_- -P (17b)

1a 2 a=a3)'

29

1 <----•aa (ao - R) 4 (1 4a)S€x=l a where q,+ and op" denote the values of go on •

0• 0 the outer and inner sides, respectively, of S.
:';:) :This result can be obtained by a procedure From the known interior solution (9) i.

SsImilar to the above by putting X,- = 2 - az and exterior solution (10) we Immediately
i:°,i!, •a2,-a, and taking the limiting v lue of (I) deduce that i'

' ~ ~~between tihe foci, -a < x1 < a ,and assumes a •()= (o-•) (U + 2'n-atPi= Ati(x, S 4 $

• ~parabolic density, a• noted b? Chwarg and Wu
•,•,(1974a). (17d)

i :" 9z



in which the last step follows from (10c). This 2. 3 Virtual Mass Coefficients of Ellipsoid.
result shows that the density of the doublet The vir mass coefficients M . of
layer is simply linear in . By a similar ellipsoid E. defined in terms of the kintic
procedure used In (iv), we klso have energy T of the fluid as

9Pj~~ (9 )dS ~I (18a) 2T =PV l~lU + .VA paia 9 ,7ii 3 j3 j(1
have only diagonal components in virtue of the

01 Xi QS'), (lgb) body symmetry. Determination of the compo-
nents corresponding to translation is especially

where P' is again given by (lib). p'(A) it alsolinear in x..
simple by applying the e~ended Taylor theorem

(Yih 1969), giving

2.2 Potential Flow Due to Rotation of an I 1 + 47rp3/Ui = ai/(2 - ) (i = 1, 2, 3).

By an analysis similar to that shown (22a)
above, the velocity potential of the flow past The components corresponding io rotation are
ellipsoid E rotating with angular velocity given by

S= qi in an ideal fluid can be given as -
2

( )) V d ( ()•E)+3 (22b)

(1 9a)
in which (i, j, k) stands for an even permuta-
tion of (1, 2, 3).

1 dX An example is given in Fig. I for the
TV ljk xJxk • - -I& prolate spheroid (a! = a, a 2 = a 3 = b). In

X ikk ' +ak comparison, we nole that in the strip theory

(l9b) for slender bodies (b/a << I), the longitudinal
virtual mass (72?1 ) is neglected while the
transverse virtual mass •?Z) is taken
sectionally to be the limit of vanishing b/a.

2 2 For slender ships, b/a is typically about 1/6,
a.Z + ak -1 in which case the strip theory would give a

i24 a ak -4) , approximately 10% too high.(19c) 3. Potential Flow Between Confocal

Ellipsoid3.
The abWve singularity method can be

readily extended to consider the flow between

where 4 "k is the permutation symbol, V = two confocal ellipsoids in relative motion.
(4/3)ak is the volume of E, and (i, , k) Let the two confocal ellipsoids E and El be

in (19c0 1 dtnAs for an even permutation of specified as

(I, & 3). Equation (19b) is obtained directly 3 3
by converting (19a) into Dirichlet's form. E: (x/ai)z
This p satisfies the boundary condition E: /a = l, E': Z (x'/a')2 I,i~l k i=l >0,()

M (•Xx) (xZeS). (20) ( a! 2 _ a 2 >0). (23)

The above solution may be interpretcd In the case of relative translation, let the
as a linear combination of moments of a outer ellipsoid El move with velocity
doublet distribution. The original uniform with respect to the inner ellipsoid E, which
distribution of doublets throughout the ellip- is held at rest. Then the boundary conditions
soid can again be converted, as shown in the

* previous case of translation, into various other on the velocity potential are

forms of distributions for the exterior flow.
Some of the above relationships between

the singularity distributions over confocal
ellipsoids have also been discuseed by Eggers
(1960) from a different approach. - - i on S') (24b)
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2 I
1.0 Zir j 2 V-:3 (.j

0- (ZSb)

0.6 The corresponding virtual mass coefficients
are, for i= I,Z,3,

0.4.r= Biu/(2 - i),(

Q2 -

i1 +3, i+3 z 2-zr(C y/flV)ci1 - y(a -22~V(04-2a

(30)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

The effect of the presence of an outer
Figure 1. The virtual mass coefficients, 1 ), ellipsoid on the virtual mass coefficients of a

)?? (translational motion) and moving inner ellipsoid is demonstrated in Fig.
(roiltional motion), of a prolate 2 and Fig. 3 for the case of two confocal pro-
spheroid of axis-ratio b/a. late spheroids (a = a, a= a3 = b, a' - a',

a', = ai = bl). Thls affe-t is seen tolincrease
The solution can be constructed by a linear afl the virtual mass coefficients; they increase
superposition of the interior and exterior types more rapidly when the outer ellipsoid is
of flows, namely (9) and (10), as drawn closer to E.

0 d)L

Thetwoterms inside the bracketsareactualy 2.0-

the velocity potential of a solitary ellipsoid E

written in the body frame of E, placed in a
unifoim stream of velocity - . Therefore
(24a) is satisfied if P is given by (10c).
Further, (24b) is satilfied if

a1 a., 3  2- 1.-71Xa•:•i• Bi =[ -1] (26)'.

where a, = ui(aj) as defined by (3b), and a -- 0.8- . 0.o

J Similarly, for rotation of E relative to
"E' with angular velocity a,S•0.4 - ,•I,0

,(x) = C 2i(-t'ijxk + Yi ijk13 " -

3" x Sao I dX 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

ii KX a k+X~

i2 (27)

"a�+Figure 2. The translational virtual massaa a . W1 coefficients r, l and ?n• of

1' _ 31 .K 1]4 two confocal priblate sphebi~ds

a 123 a2+ , -with axis-ratio b/a and scale
jfactor X a/a'.
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.4. Plan Form of Sin rtu Distribution. It is of significance to note that a bound-
At a point IL on an ellipsoid E, the ary polat a of the center plane S , the mini-

total curvature (or the sum of principal curva- mum radius of curvature at S , and a
tures), v. is a local property: botndary point A of the fohl ellipse (see Eq.

- 1(12 b), designateio there as Eo)
K(X) =divl=K, +K 2 = R1I 1 2

2t(31.) s 0 0 1, 0, (34)
where jj(1) .p the unit outward normal vector, a - c b - cdeoeth rncplcurvatures

1 2 '_ R, dnttare related by the following parametric equa-
tions

of S at k. Since oc is a local property, there 2 2
exists, in general, in the tangent plane at k a o x(x - R yoy(y-Rmy) (eSc)
direction in which the principal radius of cur-
vature a1 is minimum, equal to R say, (35)

while R is maximum. At each lon'ptudinal In fact, substitution of (33) in (35) gives
station (i = coust.) Rm reaches a minimum at
the center plane m y 2 2

0 + Yo x + .
a-c b-c a b

X2 Yo2

Sc: + 2 I, z 0. (32) The relationshiL (35) may provide a useful
a b guideline for determining the region of singu-

larity distribution in the center plane for a
where (x x x (x y z) (a 2 a a class of arbitrary bodies, as will be discussed
(a, b, c),usea alternatively throughobt for next.
brevity. At S the x- and y-component of Rm
can be shown t8 have the value 5. Center-plane Singularity Method for

2 = 2 Arbitrary Double-model.
=~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ,Ry R ,. _ ,Te general problem at hand is con-

NIX Rm an myaFn7 corned with the potential flow generated by the

motion of a double-model (with at least one
(xESc) (33) plane of symmetry, taken to be z = 0), of

arbitrary shape

S: z =+ (xY) (1xl<a, jyjl b).

(36a)
1.0 , I I so that '.to center-plan-form is

S: ((x,y) = 0. (36b)

0.3 The body-shape function C(xy) is assumed to

be continuous, continuously differentiable
except possibly at • = 0), and bounded,

o. Ll,• c, so that the body lies within a rectangu-
lar box of sides a, b, c. We shall further take•44a ;ýbý-c. The side edge (at z = 0) of a body is

said tobep td if V I <co as z + 0, and
0.4-\0.06 round if JV• T "" in the limit. A round edge

is further said to have a stationary, or non-
Vst0 ationry, curvature accordngto OR-7•s 7

or 0, at z = 0, where s is the ae
0.2- length of a curve formed by the interception of

body tirface S with a plane perpendicular to
z = 0 nd containing the normal vector R to

0. i , ,S at z = 0, and R is the minimum princi-
0 0.2 0.4 0A6 0.1 1.0 pal curvature defied in Section 4.

Sb/o When the body moves with velocity
S+ (a X &) through an ideal fluid, the velocity
potential satisfies the condition

Figure 3. The rotational virtual mass coeffi-
cient fn of two confocal prolate . = ( + ax x) • • S). (37)

sphero95
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According to the method of center-plane possible, however, to have the scope of .ody
singularity distribution, the solution may family enlarged with further modifications of
assume the formn the method, such at by adding lines of vortices

and sources on body surface S to represent
' 9T + R(38a) local disco~ntinuities in slope and curvature uf

8 1S S and by introducing more interior planes of
tT ( ) 0 (1 )de dq, (38b% doublet lafers, if necessary.

OT From the standpoint of calculation of
0 solution by numerical means, the problem of

the integral equations (39) and (40) may well be
8 ( 'ijk ")dd ill-posed. It is plausible that large errors in

R 'ij)S P and V may produce only small errors of
0 (3 8 c) Re integrals (for example, when A has a

smooth error in the region where K is oscil-
S: f(x, y) = 0 (S CS ). (38d) latory, and vice versa). Actually, the kernels

0 0 0 C K and Q.k all have localized peaks, which
bdcome m6re pronounced with decreasing bodyHere ;i are unknown densities of doublets thickness or slenderness. These peaks are

and doublet-moments, and S in the unknowi manifested by the value of the following func-
region of distribution, whichis assumed to lie tions:
within the center plane S and may have
boundary points i-ommon ýith S This inte-
gral representation of 7 is suggested by the 1 a
known exact solution for ellipsoids. Although R - 2 (y + •) )
only doublets are employed, it may still con-
tain isolated point sources and line sources at F
the discontinuities of 0 -nd y, It may also 1 (xn- t +1(y 3 ()1b
represent distributions oi higher-order s'ngu- R R 3
larities when P and y can be expressed as
derivatives of some appropriate fu, Ations. and their higher derivatives appeariqg in Kand Q -. Thus, for fixed (• •) R -' has a

Application of condition (37) to (38) peak Q TuR/sx f 8R/ f 0, or at
yields the following integral equatio.is

PUn xS=x, x +t I •(xY) n1= y + = n(x,'y)",( I)K ix, y, z;t, v)d~d q = ia na (4x r=S), " (42)
o (39a) Itfollows that 8R- I/ ft has two peak-s near-), with one on each side of ani, na o

Ki(x,y, z;C j) n , "•i.) forth for higher derivatives of R-1. TheI pea'.ing feature of these kernels actually en-

(39b) hances the hope of success in developing
adequate numerica] methods (though it may
sound stperf!c:7.lly strange), if this feature is

k ok" ; used to advantage

yjk yijk9,xj1k 5. 1 The Plan Form a. Singularity Distribu-
(x ' •,(40a) tron,

Our experience with several nunerial
methods b,- far attempted indicates that the

Q.k(X~y, z;g,,1 ) mm~-"na. - --- ( )]. error of the solutior is very sensitive to the :
3'ky z; 3x, R erior in S . When a first g,-ss, S 1) say,

of S is efther too large or too smaol,
1 •3b" variiu3 finite-element methods that have been

Strictly speaking, thea * i .'-eral eqvati. is are tried out generally produced poor results (as
not linear, since the region of intp .•.'tion is measured by the error of the solution in I
also unknown. They are further characterized satisfying the integral equation at interpolated
by the particular feature that the free variable points), and computat!ons by iteration methods
a and Integration -ariables (4, q) belong to may not converge. Satisfactory rtrults, how-
different sets of sie. Theory for this kind ever, have been obtained when j ) is suffi-
of integral equations is in its infancy. There ciently accurate. In the trial cases for bodies
13 no known necessary and sufficient condition with round edges, 'he parametric equation (35)
on the shaoe function S for ensuring exis- for S seems to have a general validity. We
tence of solution. Even when a solution is therefore pr3pose the following rules for
found, it is difficult to prove the uniqueness, determining the region So'TX On a hou A'stic basis, thisa method may
be applicable to a limited family of bodies (fir (i) Alon_ rounded_ e o non-stationar

On ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ craue a. te ~itcbss hsmto a I ln o Ndeesof nn-Wtationary ,
instance, under certain conditions on the bound curvature. For bodies with non-stationary
of variation in convexity of S). It may be transverse curvature along the boundary points
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(x,y) of its center plane S , the boundary For two-dimendional Rankine bodies,

points (x~y ) of the distribution region S the relationships corresponding to (45) become
are given by the parametric equations

2 =X(X4 ,x), y2  y y 0). R 3a(a2 "x 2)/(3&2 + Xo2 (46a)

(43) : ~a(l 1 3(1 - 7)1(3 +----a),(i b

This set of equations are the same as (35) l 0a - xb
since foi the shape function (36). R R R
R =- . As habeen shown (free the 2 & 2 a 3
e4UXtion following (35)), this rule gives the I Rail + (•' +.
exact S for triaxial ellipsoids (including The distribution of a uniform two-dimensional
spheroirfs and sphere a; special cases). doublets for representing a thin Rankine body

For axiymrnmetric prolate bodies, the terminate; at about jR from the nose. Thisy-'omponent of (43) automatically yieldsytoriaeatabufR fomhensTs
y-hnente x-of(43)automatprovicall yield;oy0  last result (46c) has alto been obtained by
0, hile the x-component provides the two(1972).
te.:minals of axial distribution of singularities For the sphere, R 9 a) both (44a) and
as (45a) give the correct vahe x = 0, implying

R i that a single doublet at the origin will suffice.
a = a [I - (I (44a) For slender (three-dimensional) bodies, thedistinction between I Ra (see 44b) and

where I is the distance (towards the center) distinti bteen45c)(or (seen -bR and

from the body nose at x = a. and R is the I= :IR for two-dimensional thin bodies) can

principal radius of nose curvature (s~nce at the be attr[buted to the difference that in the
body and x -- a, x = a R For be atrbue to th difrec thtorh

bodylendexr = a, ari, ode "•Ra< •), For forner case the doublet density vanishes at
slender axisymmeiric bodies JR a << (44a) the end of distribution whereas in the latter it
reduces to has a finite end value. This feature has also

R Ra _ Ra 3  been noted before by Miloh (1972), and further
.Ra[l + -) + (-(! ) + (-a + found valid in 1L Reynolds-number flows aswell (Chwang i" Wu 1974b).

(44b) The remaining discussion will be given
for the case of translational motions, since theUf Which the leadhag teril i•i Well kuuw•, and methods of solution for rotational motions are

the higher-order terms have been discussed by quite similar.
Landweber (1951), Lighthill (1951), Moran
(1963), Handelsman and Keller (1967) and Miloh(192).5. 2 ApRoximate.Solution by a Direct Finite-
(1972). Element Method.

(if) Axisymmetric prolate bodies with The integral equation (39) can be re-
ends of stationary curvature. The end-rule duced to linear algebra when n( , ,) isapproximated by piece-wise constant values in

(44), however, may not be valid for axisym- finite -element integration. Since each com-
metric prolate bodies with ends of stationary ponent U can be treated separately, we shall
curvature, such as the Rankine ovoid formed drop the Aomponent indices for brevity. Thus
by a source-sink pair (or equivalently, a line we discretize the integration by choosing a set
of uniform doublets). For Rankine ovoids, of base points
arbitrary eccentricity, we have the relation-
ship between the body major axis a, nose
radius of curvature s , and the 'focal length' ( •) (i 0,1,2.... rn; j = 0.1,2.... n),

2x 0 of line doublet -t (46)

a(a - Ra) x ox(5a + X )/(a2 + x20 of equal or unequal intervals, and keep only
a45a) those base rectangles whose centers lie within

S(45a) S Let the number of these base rectangles
or after solving for xo, b" N. Next we choose N points of A on S

2Z R by taking (xi, y.) as the solution of (42) corres-

Isa- a{l-([(l + -- x)- (1+ , ]. ponding to the center point (tci'cj) (j (• +"0:' T E _ a -i x °c

L . (45b) •i~l), •~+ •Ij+l)) of each base rectangle.

By approximating ( , ') in each base
For very slender Rankine ovoids, (45b) re- rectangle by its value at the center, that is
duces to n n) =(ci' qlcj) E Pit' the integration in (39)

can be carried out analytically for each element.
3 27 + ... ], (45c) Consequently, after reordering the elements

-idaP T.. and n- =n(xi, y,) separately into a N-

indicating that the stngu'arity rikstribution ellment v•tor, we Jbtain a linear algebraic
stops at about 3/4 Ra irom the near equation, given symbolically as

-'-to
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Snk (k = 1.2.... N). (4?) sep~nrately in the same manner. For each
Hence given qj, the C-interval it subdivided at the

base points.
Ki nk (I = , 2,... N) (48)

ý - ,i ( i = 1 ,2 ' . . .M ) , - L (14j) t j l < t JZ < ...

if the matrix K is non-singular, and then
can be converted back to Pij by inverting j (49)< jmn C R(qj)" 49

the original ordering. This method can be
expected to yield only an approximate solution
to (39); it may be useful, however, to provido Tj,i+l -j,i - J
a first approximation to P(C, q) for some be uniform, and m may be different for
iteration scheme when an improved accurmcy different j. In each C-subinterval, we approxi-
is required. mate the doublet strength P(e , il) by a quad-

This approximate method has been ratic function
applied to an ellipsoid of axis ratio a:b:c = 1:W.¼. 1 2
In comparison to the known exact solution, the A(g, *0)P(i,'I j).+( "i)PC (ei' .j)+ j"4 -Ci)
numerical results of 0 have a root-mean- i i '
square error of 0. 03 aAd a maximum error of
+ 0. 1 when the total number of elements, N, is j"(C, 'j) ( i< e < E i.j) (50) J
40; these errors -Iecreaae to 0. 01 and + 0. 03,
respectively, when N is increased to 100,
and to 0.00? and + 0. 01 wh n N = 200. The
computation took about 30 secc-ids for each in which the subind©e.: J of Cji is omitted as
case on an IBM 370/158 Computer at the W. H. j
Booth Compnting Center. understood. By uiing the continuity 'conditions

on P and 8P/84 at C (i =,. .

5. 3 Solution by Iteration and two appropriate end" conditions (such as
n or to improve the accuracy of the P = 0 for edges of non-stationary curvatu:e).

solution we have investigated a few iteration there results mj unknown parameters for
methods. Basically there are two approeches orwh ,j, nr M 11ý~y nttl nee
to appropriate handling of the peaks of the
kernel in numerical integration. One approach better approximation to P would be the cubic
is by approximating P by a famil, cf known SPLINE representation, use of which is being
functions so that the resulting integrals can be investigated in a continued study.
integrated analytically. This approac)- s An app.-opriate choice of N pointss
attractive since i•(C, i) is expected to be gen- (x, y.) on S is made by taking (x, yj) as theerally smooth and since analytical ir'tegrations (iy)oS smdbyain(ij)sth{-

help reduce errors due to the presence of solution of (42) for each (C1. tip, orlarge peaks of the kernel. When an intorpola-

ting polynomial is assumed for P, the analyti-
cal integration is readily carried out; this con-
venience is actually a noticeable advantage of 182
the center-plane-singularity (CPS) method + i (xy + 1j) , yj ýi jy).
since the integration is over a plane. The
second approach is by removing the peaks by (51)
adding and subtracting the values of P at the
peaks of the kernel K and by appropriate re-
grouping. These two methods are described from which (x,, y.) can be solved by known
below, methods. Converesly, we note that for anyIn the first method, consider, as an point (xi, yj , (x i . j)) ei- S. the correspondling -example, the case of longitudinal translation,

(1, 0, 0). Since in this case the kernel K point
has a double peaks parellel to the C-direction, 6 determined by (43). Upon substit-ting (50) .]
it is desirable to carry out first the 4-integra- into (39), the a-integration can be carried out
"tiOnwinw(39a), then the o-tntegration. To begin analytically for each (xk. yj)' Since the rfeet

= n) b ' due to the peaks of the kernel K on the
an d b, = q < q <eb accuracy of numerical integration is already

bounds (R ) of S2. Let the interval of the much suppressed after the ta-integration, the
Sline ,= '1 Iying~vithin S be-, (n) <C < remaining v1-integration can be handled ade-

quately by applying Simpson's rul-. if the *I-
It ). s also possible 'that, w)i~n~he subintervals are taken to be uniform and if

boundary of S is convex towards the interior, some approximate valuesof the N unknowns
the line iq = 0j may have two or more discon- Ali are ashigned. In the final step the required

nected intervals lying within S. When this solution may be sought by applying the follow-
happens, we treat each of these intervals ing iteration procednre
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,(*,)_ (n) •Accoraing to the rule (43). the CPS
""J "'-'+ X [nl(xj yJ) K(xiyJ ;' I) region S is bounded on four sides by twc

S0 pairs cof IYperbolas (see Fig. 5)

(n) 2
(e)(, q)dtdq], (52a) x2 a

in which the inegration is computed as des- c c
cribed above in each step, and X is a relaxa-
tion parameter. This iteration procedure may b (24b
be ra.,arded as a go-neralization, to double (54b)
integrl•s, of the method introduced by c a c
Landweber (1951) for axisynmmetric potential
flow problems. The rate of convergence o. the
iterations generally depends on the choice of
V, Faqed osu me scme procedure as
Landweber's. it proper choice of )X for the
present case is

Xl K(, (b) y.t *dT (52b)

For the translation in the y-direction, S
S= (0, 1. 0), we interchange the order of
integrations since the double peaks of K are so
along the line y = const. For the translition
in the u-direction the order of integrations is -X
immatervial. For rotational motions the inte-
grals involved are combinations of the cases

alreedy discussed.
'he abuve tLclhique has been applied

to the ei.lipsoid of axis ratio a:b:c = 1:0:-. the
ý.esult from the first iteration was found to
have a relative mean error of 10-3. 2

6. Example: A Double-elliptic Body.
As a representative example, we con-

sider the following shape function:
x Z y2 Figure 5. The singularity -distribution plan

z = +x,y) = +c(l - A--)(l -b_)- (a>b>c). form So of the double-elliptic
a b body; So is bounded by two pairs

(53) of hyperbolas.
This double-elliptic body hzt, round edg-as
except for the four sharp corners at x = + a
and v 4 b (see Fig. 4).

b Using this plan form of S the doublet
I strength has '.een computeAby applying the

direct finite-element method (Sect. 5. 2) for
the longitudinal translation in the x-direction.

The results of the doublet density are Ehown
in Fig. 6 for dri-able-mcdel I with a:h:c =- I. •
and in Fig. 7 for double-model 11 with a:b:c

Figure 4. The shape function of a double- 1:1/6:1/8. We note that the do•.blet density
elliptic body. • dec.-'ases to zero rather rapid.ly as the
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Figure 6. The computed center -plare eoublet 0.2
density used 3n representing the
longitudinal translation of a double-
elliptic bod~r with axis-ratio a:b:c =
1:4 :j (doublF-model I). 0 .-2 0.4 0.6 o I.0 '.

Figure 8. The computed surface velocity
components of double-model I in
longitudirnal translation.

onn - s.. ofa

0.4

S0,2
-06 -0- ---i

-01 -a0_ 12 0 0.2 0.4 056 08

--12

f 0.Lr 0. 6 , , 1.0

4 FigE-.-e 9. The computed pressure coefficient
at y = 0 on the surface of double-
model I in longitudinal translation.

Figure 7. The same legend as in Figure 6
for double-model II with axis-ratio With respect to the effect of error in
a:b:c = 1:1/6:1/8. So on the accuracy of solution, we remark

here that if an approximate S' is larger than
iront and rear boundaries of So are approach- So. some negative vilues of doublets were
ed, and these two boundaries (given by 54a) invariably found in the region outside So. On
are very close to the bow and stern line, the other hand, if another S' is smaller than
whereas P decreases more slowly towards So. then tne nurnarical. resuls always exhib-
the upper and lower boundaries (Eq, 54b) ofSo. ited large variations in P, -fluctuating between
The x- and z-components of velocity at the positive and negative values. In eCher case,

4 surface of Model I along the center line y = 0 there is evidence that the solution becomes
are shown in Figure 8 in terms of the body unsatisfactory at intermediate points of the
frame. The corresponding pressure distribu- base elements.
tion (in the coefficient form) is presented in In conclusion, we feel th it the present
Figure 9. preliminary results have thrown much needed
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light or the direction of further development of Landweber, L. 1974 Private communication.
the. center -plane -singularity method. Its
possible generalizati'n to water waves pro- Lighthill, M. J. 1951 A new approach to
lHlems will be explored, thin aerofoil thecry. Aeron. Quart. 3.,

193.
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DISCUSSION 0
L. LANDWEBER

It was in a 1956 paper [1] that I first acknowledged 8 = I -- XF =m which is exact for an elliptical extremity.
my debt to George Weinblum. Since then there have been More generally, however, if a nose shape near x - 0 is repre-
other papers, honoring him on his vaj s birthdays; but sented by y 2 = 2 Rmx + cx 2 , the writer has shown [81
since the first statement, written the stimulation
of a special occasion, symbolizes "I irational influence e A 1
he has had on his coileagues and Mieu-ts, it is again R M 2(f6)
quoted: "We are also pleased, here, to mention George
Weinblum of the University of Hamburg, that most inspir- which agrees approximately with the authors' result when
ing teacher, who pointed ,ut the power of the Lagally Ic I << 1 and Rm << 1. For other values of c, one sees from
theorem and new fields of resear'ch for many of vi " this expression that s varies from R. to 0 as c varies from -1
Sorrowfully, the present discu~n, on a subject that was to -. It appears, then, that (35) is applicable only to forms
of close interest to him, is alsoTW~dicated to George which are locally ellipsoidal at theints of intersection
Weinblum. with the centerplane, as the autho o found when attempt-

WhIn the introduction, the authors have kindly meton- ing to apply (35) to a Rankine ov O

eithe writer's method of computing the potential flow Two methods of solving the integral equation for a
about arbitrary three-dimensional forms, but referred to centerplane doublet distribution are described. One, in
it as (1974), unpublished. That reference should have which piecewise constant distributions over rectangular area
been to his 1969 paper [2]. The authors will also be elements are assumed, is similar to von Kkrman's early method
interested to kno v that the technique of applying the [91 of determining axial distributions for bodies of revolu-
known gravitational potential of r. solid ellipsoid to derive tion. F rce with the von Kkrm~n method indicates
the potential flow about an ellipsoid is mentioned by • that it can yield useful results if a moderate number of
Lamb [3] and developed by Munk [4]. In discovering elements are assumed, N = 0(10), but that the results became
this method independently, the authors have joined the erratic when a much larger number of elements are employed.
ranks (including Havelock) of an illustrious group of This is oonsistent with the theor lf Fredholm integral equa-
hydrodynarmcista, tions of the first kind, which incftes that, when an exact

solution does not exist, a sequence of approximate solutions
Both in a previous paper, (Chwang and Wu, 1974a) can at best satisfy the integral equation only "in the mean."

as well as in the present one, focal axis distributions are It appears that the favcrable results with this method are due
presented for prolata spheroids. Evideutly the authors to the fact that it was applied to a spheroid for which both
were not aware of the Havelock formula [5] an exact solution exists and the domain of the distribution is

Q s _ a 2 S known. For other shapes, the experience with the von
SK'2 a y 'y)" Khrmin method would probably be repeated. The a4rs

have used eq. (42), giving peaks in 1/R for fixed (,,77)r
2 s/2 the centers of the finite elements. Should not the peaks of

2 i•• nP( )d• kernel for fixed (x,y,z) have been used for this purpose?

N .-0 +Y +Z The second method is more nearly similar to that of
which expresses the general spheroidal harmonic in terms Miloh (1972) and Miloh and Landweber [8], although the
of a distribution of singularities between the foci. The philosophy of the mIethods are somewhat different. In the
distributions associated with eazh of the motions of a latter papers, the sharp peaks of the kernel which can be
spheroid can be read immediately from this formula, integrated exactly, and has peaks that nearly coincide with
Havelock did not present a proof of his formula; this was those of the original kernel. Subtracting the original kernel
first demonstrated by Bottacini [6]. An alternative proof, within the integral, and adding its exact value outside the
given in the writer's class notes, was published with some integral, leaves the integral equation unaltered, but with a
modifications by one of his students, Miloh (1973). Indeed, smoother integrand to which an accurate quadrature formula,
it was the Havelock formula which inspired Miloh to seek of moderate order, such as that of Gauss, may be applied.
and find an equivalent result for ellipsoids, which yields the The resulting set of liflear equations is then solved by the
centerplane distributions for the various motions of an ellip- same iteration formula, (52a).
soid, just as directly as the Havelock lormula for spheroids.

Clearly there are many met~hods of obtaining useful
In the section on virtual mass coefficients of ellipsoids, solutions of the integral equation. The main problem

a more precise reference than (Yih 1966) for the "extended remaining is to generalize the author's formula for deter-
Taylor theorem" is the writer's paper [71. The formulae for mining the domain of the centerplane singularities.
the added massn are also given by Lamb [3]. Munk [4] has
expressed these in terms of elliptic integrals, which are References
better suited for numerical calculations.

A novel and important feature of the paper is the 1. L. Landweber and C.S. Yih, "Forces, Moments, and
proposed formula (35) for determining the outer contour Added Masses for Rankine Bodies," Journal of Fluid
of a centerplane distribution. Applied to a two-dimensional Mechanics, Vol. 1, Part 3, 1956.
section, with x 1 and x0  1 - s, this yields the solution
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2. L. Landweber and M. Macagno, "Irrotational Flow The most general motion of an ellipsoid may be
Ship Forms," IIHR Report No. 123, Dec. 1969. generated by a distribution of sources and doublets on

the center.plane. The same motion may be also generated
3.11L Hdrodynamics, 6th Edition, p.154, by only a surface source distribution. [1]. For this

Cambridge University Press, 1932. r, ason the derivation of a surface doublet representation
• in section 2.1 (v) seems to be of limited us-.

4. M.M. Munk, "Fluid Mechanics, Part II," Division C,
Vol. 1 of Aerodynamic Theory, p.304, Edited by W.F. Expressinns for the six added mass coefficients of an
Durand. ellipsoid, :iven in (22a) and (22b) have been given by

Lamb [,.] and were displayed graphically by Kochin et al
b. T.H. Havelock,"The Moment on a Submerged Body of [3]. Different expressions for these added mass coeffi-

Revolution Moving Horizontally," Quarterly Journal of cients ama of the tabulated incomplete Legendre
Mechanics and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 5, Part 2, integrilVare also given in [1]. A comparison between
1952. these q its and the results given in the paper indicate

that thlWferm (a2 + a2) appearing in (22b) should be6. M.R. BorZt , "The Added Masses of Prolate replaced by a2, a
ai in accordance with the expression for the

Spheroid ilbelerating under a Free Surface," Ph. D. kinetic energy given in (21).
Thesis, The University of Iowa, 1958.

The solution of the potential flow problem between
7. L. Landweber, "On a Generalization of Taylor's confocal ellipsoids may be found to be useful in obtaining

Relation between Virtual Mass and Source Strength blockage corrections and in estimating the effect of
of Rankine Bodies," Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, neighboring bodies or walls. It seems that they are Iwo
Vol. 14, No. 1, 1956. different definitions for yi in (19c) and in (28a). It is not

clear which one of these will be used in (28b) and (30).
8. T. Miloh and L. Landweber, "Ship-Centerplane Source The added mass coefficients for the case of a flow between

Distributions," in preparation. two confocal elliosoids, here denoted by Mij, are related
to the added mass 4pefficients for the unbounded case

9. T. von KZrman, "Calculatif of Pressure Distribution Mj by,
on Airship Hulls," NACA Technical Memorandum No.
574, 1930.

1.1 Mii i ~
T. MILOH

The first time I met Professor Weinblum was in the
Summer of 1973. I then had the privilege of talking to

with

2 2

V aC ) + ak+ a2 ia 2 2 Mi+ 3 , 1+33

1+3, 1+3 1+3, 1+3 a
a 2 + 3

)V'[(a + ak ) + ai12 '2 (_2 N14) i+3 +31
Sj %

where the prime denotes values corresponding to the
him and experience his warmth and friendliness. Sorrow- outer ellipsoid. This is a somewhat si.npler representation
fully this was also the last time. I remember that in our than (29) and (30).
discussion Professor Weinblum was proposing to obtain
potential flow solutions for ellipsoids in various motions The value of the longitudinal added mass coefficients
in order to apply these results as a first order approxima- for the parabolic ship was calculated in [4] by applying
tion to the motion of real ship forms. It is not a coinci- the Taylor theorem to the numerical solution of the
dence that the present paper which is dedicated to the integral equation for the center-plane source distribution.
memory of Professor Weinblum is concerned with the 'rids value was compared with the longitudinal added mass
same problem. coefficient of an equivalent ellipsoid which yieldio a closed

form expression. The equivalent ellipsoid was chosen so
The writer wishes to acknowledge the authors for as to yield the same volume, mid-section area and free

referring to his work on ellipsoidal bodies, (Miloh (1973)) surface area as real ship hull. The comparison was
"which will be useful for treating the related water wave surprisingly good. A research along these lines for other
and other general problems." Before this can be done it modes of ship motion and their equivalent ellipsoids
is necessary to obtain a formal expansion for 1/R (here should be continued.
R denotes distance between two spatial points) in terms
of ellipsoidal harmonics. Such an expansion has been References:
recently derived and is given in [1]. It is now possible
to make use of this expansion in obtaining the water wave [11 Miloh, T. "Forces and Moments on a Tri-Axial
singularities in terms of elliposidal harmonics in a similar Ellipsoid in Potential Flow", Israel Journal of
manner to Newman's (1972) work with spheroidal har- Technology, Vol. 11, Nos. 1-2, 1973.
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[21 Lamb, H. --Hydrod~jbicaS" 6t~h edition. Cambridge
University Press. 1932. P. 164.

(31 Kochln, N.E., Kibel, I.A. and Roze, N.V. "Theoret-
icAl HydromnechAnics" InterscienLe Publishers. 1964.

I ~p. 10
14] Miloh, T. and Landweber, L. "Ship CenterPlane~

omws DBiwaysh8" in owmflton.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

Professor Landweber and Professor Miloh have to the peaks of the kernel for fixed (t, 1), rather than
pointed out several references either not cited in our for fixed (x,y,r) for the following reason. This choice
paper, or cited not precisely to the very origin. To them may correlate those (Q, 7) near the boundary of the domain
we are ve-- grateful for helping set the record straight So of the singularities with those points (x,y,r(xy)) on
since the xxue source of the original ideas, to which their the body surface whose projections onto the centerplane
studies as well as ours are related, will be of good historical will fall outside of So, whereas the peaks determined for
interest, fixed (xy,r) cannot include those values of (x,y) lying

outside So. The first method may be expected to improve
For instance, the relationship between the gravitational the accuracy of solution beyond that which can be

potential and the velocity potential involving ellipsoids, achieved by the latter one. As explained in the text, this
as noted by Lamb (1916, 4th ed. pp 148-149; 1932, 6th choice of correlat, may be subject to further modifica-
ed. pp. 153-154, in footnotes) and by Munk (1934, Vol. tions in our future development of the method.
I. p. 304ý-eferenced to by Dr. Landweber), must date
back to earlier times since Havelock(1931a, b) already On this note we would like to reiterate that much will
referred to that relationship as then being 'well known' need to be done on this interusl"g problem in which area,
(1931a, p. 276, Collected Papers, p. 313). In fact, the as well as along vast frontiers eliewhere, we have received
precise formula was explicitly discussed by Basset (1888, a great deal of stimuli from Georg Weinblum, our mentor
Vol. I, p. 141), and we can trace the original idea back to and benefactor, w1-2 once said, "The ellipsoid is God's
Green (1833, p. 56 footnote; Mathematical Papers, p. 317), gift to the Naval Architects".
to whom we may attribute the underlying thought relating
the potential flow to the theory of attraction. Though we References
have rediscovered this interesting relationship (actually
first through our recent work on low-Reynolds-number Basset, A.B. 1888 A Treatise on Hydrodynamics: Deighton,
flow problems), we immediately become aware of its Bell & Co.; also Paperbound 1961 Dover Pub. Inc.
historical importance, and therefore include a discussion
of it under the heading 'Historical Background'. In that Green, G. 1833 Researches on the vibration of pendulum
Section a brief survey was given in terms of the classic in fluid medium. Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. 1I. 54-62;
works of Gauss, Rodriques, Dirichlet and other great Papers, p. 315-324.
mathematicians, together with appropriate applications of
Maclaurin's Theorem on the ellipsoid - an approach which Lamb, H. 1916 Hydrodynamics, 4th ed. Cambridge
may appeal to some as to bear certain classical simplicity University Press.
and elegance. This approach, however, seemed to have
been undertoned by the subsequently more popular method Lamb, H. 1932 Hydrodynamics, 6th ed. Camwbridge
of orthogonal functions, thus becoming, in a sense, a sort University Press.
of lost art.

Miloh, T. 1974 The ultimate image singularities for
We are indebted to Dr. Landweber for showing us a external ellipsoidal harmonics. SIAM J. Appl. Math.

few alternative proofs of Havelock's formula. This formula, 26, 334-344.
originally intended for prolate spheriods, has been extended
by Dr. Miloh (1974) to the case of tri-axial ellipsoids.
Undoubtedly, further development and fruitful applications
of these formulas will be forthcoming.

We agree with Professor Landweber that the main
problems remaining are (i) to generalize the formula for
determining the domain So of the centerplane singularities
and (ii) to improve the numerical method, including the
aspect of evaluating, by iteration if desired, the domain
So conjointly with the calculation of the singularity
density. Dr. Landweber and Dr. Mlloh have proposed a
different formula (for two-dimensional sections) depending
only on the nose shape near x - 0 (see the last equation I j

provided in the Discussion). For an elliptic cylindex
x2/a2 + z2 /b2 - 1 (a>b), our equation (43) yields the
exact solution x0 = ± (a2 

- b2 )1/2 , or s a a - x 0 , for all
eccentricities. The Landweber-Mlloh formula gives the same
result as ours for the circular cylinder (in their notation,
c - -1, Rm - 1), but differs somewhat from our result
at other values of the eccentricity. It wll be welcome
to see their formula extended to cover three-dimensional
body shapes so as to permit further comparisons with our
formula.

We choose to correlate the integration variables (Q, 77)
with the point (x,y,t(x,y)) on the body surface according
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Reply to the Discussion by T. Miloh

T. Y. Wu and A. T. Chwang
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

We acknowledge Professor Miloh's 1- + -i
comments and appreciate his taking inter- Mi M 1i{l -•T(1- ' )
est in checking carefully our calculations
in detail.

M 1i+3, 1+3
As explained in our previous reply, we -l

presented in Section 2. 1 of our paper vari- V(a.Z a.(a!2-af2)N
ous integral representations of the poten- I i ) i+3, i+3
tial flow involving the general motion of a Mi+3, i+3 2 2 2 2Ivtaat + a• a -)N~I+3,+
tri-axial ellipsoid, after a very brief re- j- k
view of the colorful history of gravitational
potential theory and its connect'or with Ia.2 + a2
potential flow in auestion, so that the sali- N. 4 J hA

ent features of the solution are exhibited by Ni+3,i+3 \a 2 i+3, 1+3.
the simple and elegant method. The use- a "'k
fulness of a surface doublet rep.'esentation
need not be limited to naval hydrodynamics, We note, however, that the expression for
but may also arise in electrodynamics and 1i+3 i+3 given in Miloh's Discussion is
other branches of mathematical physics. at variance with our result.

The normalization factor a.a. in (21) We are eagerly waiting to read the
should be aij which are related io the paper "Shtpcenterplane source distribu-
components of the moment-of-inertia tion" quoted by Professor Landweber (as
tensoi, Iij , by his Ref. 8) and by Professor Miloh (as his

3 1 Ref. 4). We share with the conviction of

I a..a theirs and of Georg Weinblum's that
ij 5 ij much of the potential usefulness of the

centerplane singularity method remainsI where to be explored.

Ixx= Pý (yZ+z 2 )dV, Ix= p4 xydV, etc.XI

By virtue of the body symmetry, a.: and
lij have only diagonal components, that is
ai. = 0 (i:Aj) and

2 2
1a -az 3' etc.

Equations (22a) and (22b) are correct. .,

In order to avoid any possible confusion
in notation, we should, perhaps, replace .

in (27), (28ab) and (30) by another
symb3l, say Vi for the case of confocal
ellipsoids. The virtual mass coefficients
given by (29) and (30) are correct. Alter-
"natively, we could use a different repre-
sentation as suggested by Miloh, which
can be expressed as (for i r 1,2,3)
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OSCILLATORY TESTING FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
SHIP MANEUVERABILITY

R.E.V. BiJhop R. K. BuAche. A.G. Paxki.•on W. G. Pxice
Unive4,ity CotLege RCNC Univuty CotLtee RCNC

London, Engtznd Engtand London,. EngLtad EngLand

ABSTRACT Y sway fluid force with perturbations

expressible as AY(t), AY[ ]

A mathematical model of the fluid forces Y slow motion sway force derivative with
and moments experienced by a ship model is des- r eslow to sw ar vel wity
cribed without invoking the conventional respect to yaw angular velocity
approximations associated with the use of slow Yv slow motion sway force derivative with
motion derivatives. Experimental datf. derived respect to sway velocity
from horizontal oscillatory tests with a Mariner Y. slow motion sway force derivative with
model is shown by a linear analysis to depend on v respect to sway acceleration
response functions in the time domain. In
addition relationships are established between Yvjvjs Yv3s Yvr hydrodynamic coefficients
the components of the hydrodynamic loadings in
phase with the displacement of the model and Yv(W) = YR( + iyI(w) Fourier transform
those in quadrature with the model's displacement. of Yv(t)

The complementary nature of steady state y~t) displacement to starboard
tests and oscillatory tests is confirmed and a yo amplitude of harmonic displacement to

-r linear analysis is shown to interpret satisfact- starboard
orily the experimental oscillatory data. Yr(t) variation of dY following unit yaw

The mathematical model is extended to in- angular disllacement

clude the non-linear terms which may be needed yf(t) variation of AY following unit variation
to explain more wide ranging tests, of r

NOW^-ON yv(t) variation of AY following unit step

displacement to starboard

"bitrary fluid force or moment with per- y.(t) variation of AY following unit step
Surbations expressed as AF, AF[ ] variation of v

Fx )itrary slow totion velocity or angular y4(t) function of Yv(t) without delta function
,elocity derivative components

F* arbitrary slow motion acceleration or y.(t) function y.(t) without delta function
angular acceleration derivative components

N yaw 'uid moment Yxixj(¶1,T2) higher order impulsive functions

Nr slo- motion yaw moment derivative with AYIN harmonic component of AY in phase with yo
,ýct to yaw angular velocitytAYQuAD harmonic component of AY in quadrature

Nv slow motion yaw moment derivative with with yo (and in phase with vO)
respect to sway velocity T, Tj, T2 time variables

N. slow motion yaw moment derivative with
respect to sway acceleration crua rqec

stead, forward reference velocity INTRODUCTION

Sv(t) sway velocity When a ship, assumed rigid, departs from
'(t) sway acceleration steady motion in a straight line, the water

hmis vliexerts a resultant force and resultant moment•;'!ivo amplitude of harmonic sway velocitypabout the centre of mass as a consequence of

iro amplitude of harmonic sway acceleration that departure. It is commonly assumed that

Xw hydrodynamic coefficient the force and moment are uniquely determined at
any instant by the perturbation of the steadyx arbitrary velocity or angular velocity motion at that instant. Bryan (1911) proposed

i• arbitrary acceleration or angular the use of 'slow motion derivatives' to
Sacceleration represent the fluid forces and the underlying;e i theory is sometimes referred ýo as one of
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'quasi-steady flow' - or, perhaps better, of been developed for measuring these quantities on
'instantaneous forces'. In this approach, the a full scale ship. In any case, the applica-
fluid force or moment AF is considered to be tion of a dynamic theory is useful in the preli-
proportional to the velocity x and acceleration minary design stage before the ship has been
* of the perturbed motion. Thus if the body built. Resoxt is therefore taken to the test-
has a steady reference motion and then acquires ing of a ship model in which the forces acting
a velocity perturbation x and an associated on the model are measured during an imposed
acceleration * the fluid force or moment arising motion.
from the perturbed motion is expressed as:

The simplest test is the oblique tow test,

AF(x,i) w FxX + F in which the ship model is towed at a constant
velocity and at various drift angles to the

where F and F. are the slow motion derivatives direction of motion and the sway force (Y) and
relative to vfocity and acceleration respect- yaw moment (N) on the model are measured. The
ively. Bryan developed this approach intAit- gradient of the curve at zero drift angle in the
ively and Garrick (1959) noted its likeness to a plot of force Y against drift angle gives an
multi-variable Taylor series expansion of a experimental value of the slow motion velocity
function, derivative Yv; likewise the slope at 4ero drift

angle in the moment curve gives the value of Nv.
In manoeuvring theory, the conventional way No comparable practical method has been devised

of expressing a fluid force or moment of this for measuring such slow motion acceleration
kind is to employ a multi-variable Taylor expan- derivatives Y. and N., however.
sion for departures from the steady reference v '
motion. In mathematical terms we may say that, To obtain derivatives such as those cf the
provided the multi-variable analytic function sway force and ya, moment due to an angular
F(xI, X2 , ... x,) is sufficiently regular in velocity of yaw (represented by Yr and Nr
the region of xI 3 = x2 = ... - xn, then respectively), attempts have been made to employ

curved models in a straight towing tank. That . ,

+ (F =F + is to say a curved model is towed along ai~1x2 -n Io 2 straight path rather than a straight model i

towed along a circular path. The theoretical
basis of this substitution was set out by

2 n Gourjionko (1934) for the curvilinear flight of
2 j-l- X ixij airships and also by Albring (194T) in hisinvestigation of torpedo stability. The method

is unsatisfactory in practice though, since a
special model has to be constru..ted for eachn curvature.

-~F± ~~xj~iSome testing establishment3 have a special

-n facility - a 'rotating arm' - by means of whi.ch

SI lFxiX j + a straight model can be towed along circular
2i 1 j.l paths. By this means it is possible to obtain

slow motion derivatives of yawing. Apart from
where Fo is a constant. For a small perturbs- the high capital cost of a rotating arm opera-r e vting in a large enoh tank, a drawback is that
tion of the variables xjk, we may write only angular velocity derivatives can be

AF(xl,x2,...,xn) F(xi z,'..,xn) - F0  obtained. There still remains the probler of
measuring acceleiation derivatives of angular

n motion such as Y. and Ne.

i=l It was partly to avoid the expense of
special purpose facilities, but mainly to obtain

The Taylor coefficient Fx. gives the difference acceleration derivatives, that the Planar Motion :161

between the instantaneous value of F in the new Mechanism (PMM) was developed. This mechanism,
motion of the system and that in the initial which was pioneered by Gertler (1959) and
steady state due to a perturbation xi alone, Goodman (1960) can be mounted on the carriage of
when the remaining motion parameters are held a ship towing tank. it imparts an oscillatory
constant at their original steady-state values motion to the model while it is being towed at
of zero. These coefficients are all assumed constant speed down the tank. By imposing
constant and independent of time. If the fluid sinusoidal motions, e.g. of pure sway or pure
force F is dependent on, say, velocity x and yaw, the analyst seeks to measure all the 3low
acceleration *, then the coefficients Fx and Fj motion sway or yaw derivatives of velocity and
are the corresponding 'slow motion derivatives'. acceleration.
Physically, however, it is difficult to compre-
heand how f can vary (according to the definit- Unfortunately, the experimental results V
ion of the Taylor coefficient Fk) while x is obtained by these techniques pose problems of
prevented from varying, analysis. Foi example:

Ship hydrodynamicists are faced with the Wi) For the oblique tow and rotating arm
necessity of specifying fluid forces and moments experimental tests it is found that the
applied to a ship when it departs from a steady forces and moments do not produce straight
reference motion. No satisfactory method has lines when they are plotted against sway
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or yaw velocit-' This has led to a modi- amplitude of the velocity v,, then the slow
fication of the linear derivative theory to motion derivative theory predicts a straight
introduce constants of proportionality line whose gradient Sives th" slow motion
(sometimes loosely called 'derivatives') velocity derivati,-,,. 1, practice, however,
for higher powers of velocity. Such terms the plot rarely &".:z a straiaiht line and
as Yvlvlv or Y v3 are included in this has led some experimenters, Chislett
expre a ono for sway force, for instance. aad Str~m-Tejsen (1966) and Glansdorp
In effect the analysis of such tests is (1969) to define and obtain 'non-linearthus made into an exercise in curve fit- derivatives'.

ting, using an arbitrary power series.
Unfortunately there is little agreement as
to the terms required in the series; A comparison of derivatives obtained from a
different testing establishments employ PMM test and those from an oblique tow test often
different terms, depunding on the use to reveals a quite unsatisfactory disparity. Inwhich the data i5 to be put and the co- the ITTIC, Gertler (1969) presented the results of

puting facilities available. It is to be co-operative tests on the Mariner form and the
noted, however, that if (to take a simple values of derivatives varied quite widely.
case) the same experimental results are Though some discrepancies are undoubtedly due to
fitted by the alternative expressions the use of different models and scales, the

information presented illustrates the difficul-
AY YvV + Yfl vIvI ties.

and Although derivatives have been extensively
and successfully used in aerodynamic theory,

AY Yvv Yvvv v 3 
, Newman (1966) has discussed the fundamental

objections to this approach in the theory of K'
the value of Yv obtained will, in general, ship manoeuvrability. In the theory it is
be different as between the two formula- assumed that fluid forces and moments are deter-
tions. The linear derivative has there- mined by the prevailing instantaneous motions of
fore lost its uniqueness and, if it is used the ship and the weakness of the theory is that
subsequently in a linear stability analy- time history effects are ignored; this is the
sis, different conclusions may well be essential assumption of quasi-steady flow.
reached. Burcher (1974) has shown that the fluid forces

and moments acting on a ship at any instant are
(ii) Rotating arm tests display cross coupling greatly influenced by the previous motion.

between sway and yaw or surge so that terms Nonweiler (1960), too, has drawn attention to
such as Yv.vr or Xvvv 2 are sometimes in- this dependence on time history although it has
eluded to fit the experimental data. been more rigorously considered by Cummnins (1962)

irk studying surface effects and by Brard (1964i)
(iii) The results from a PMM test raise further in the development of a vortex theory for a sub-

difficulties. Suppose that a PMM is used merged manoeuvring body. Bishop, Burcher and
to impart a pure sinusoidal sway motion Price (1973a, b) snowed that by expressing the

fluid force or moment in terms of a functional
y(t) - yo sin wt analysis the entire time history of the ship's

motion may be included. In terms of this form
to a model while it is towed at constant of analysis, tha slow motion derivative theory
speed along h towing tank. The sinusoidal is merely a particular case.
applied sway force may be measured and
expressed as In this paper we shall illustrate the use-

fulness of this previous work in the analysis of
AY - YIN sin wt + AYQUAD cos wut some experimental results obtained with a P144.

We shall find, in particular, that a striking
According to the instantaneous force theory degree of success is to be had with a purely
of slow motion derivatives, linear theory. We shall then recall the more

general non-linear form of the functional repre-
AY = Yvv(t) + Y ÷(t) sentation and give some indication of how it

might, if necessary, be employed.a Y v(Yo WCos wt) + Y (-,yO (2 sin wt),
y 0  FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF FLUID FORCES

so that the amplitudes of the s** farce
components that are in quadrature and in To start with it will be sufficient to in-
phase with the displacement y(t) are troduce only the linear first approximation to a

true functional representation. A much more
-AYQUAD a Yv Yow " Yv Vo complete presentation, in the present context of

fluid forces and moments, is given by Bishop,
AY IN a Yi (-yoW2) ý yO 10Burcher and Price (1973a); an outline of it will

be given later. As we shall see the linear"Vhere vo (- yow) and o (- -YoW 2 ) are the representation can be established in the same
amplitudes of velocity and acceleration manner as the familiar Duhamel Integral of
respectively. Thus, in theory, if the elementary dynamics.
amplitude of the quadrature component of3 force, AYQUAD, is plotted against the Suppose that a ship's model is travelling at
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constant ahead Speed 0 having a small super- in which the real quantities YR(w) and Y(I) can
imposed away motion. In conventional linear be measured from an oscillatory test on a model.
quasi-steady flow anal1sis it "s assumed that at These integral relationships betweun the frequen-
any instant the perturbed sway force is cy and time domains form the basis of the theor-

etical derivations of the Hilbert transform and
AY - Y v + Y the Kramers-Kronig relations as disecssed by

l Alternativel, Bishop, Kotik and Man-ulis (1962) for ship motions.Altrnaivej, ishpBurcher and/Price

(1973 c) have shown that, by employing.'the prin- Suppose that a sinusoidal sway motion
ciple of superposition together with sa linear
functional representation, we may describe the y(t) M YO sin Wt
perturbed sway fluid force in either of two more v(t) * yow cos wt = 'o cos wt
general forms:

(i) In terms of impulsive motion, •(t) * --yoW2 Sin wt - *o sin t j

"is i•)osed on the model by a planar motion mech-S'AY[v(t)] y "~~ - T)dT anis,a. The deviation of sway force that is
.L meastiz•d during this motion is

where the function y (T) is the variation of the
sway force deviation AY caused by a unit impulse AY[v(t). " y(T)v(t - i)dT
of sway velocity (i.e. by a sudden unit step to
starboard) and is such that

v(.C= 0 for Y<0 v 0  yv(T)cos W(t- T)d r

v(t-T) = 0 T > t f

(ii) In terms of an indicial motion,y(

" vO cos Wt J )COS WT dT
AY[v(t)] 

f

where the function y.(T) is the variation of the + v, sin wt yv(T)sin wTdT
perturbed sway force AY caused by an indicial
sway motion (i.e. by a suddanly acquired unit
sway velocity to starboard) and is such that

y.(r) - 0 for T < G AyQuAD cos wt + &Yin ain wt

_ýt - 0 T > t The amplitudes AY9Uj) and AYIN can be measured so
i' ~that YHM(• and Yý(w) may be determined from tile

Unfortunately it is impossible to impose thatovnd m e i r
either an impulsive or an indicial motion with relationships

any precision. An alternative approach is YI() AYIN
needed for the purposes of testing. YRV(w) and y

v VO
The function y,(r) may be regarded as one

member of a 'Fourier transform pair'. That is•' t sa thre xiss a uncion¥v~) wichIn practice difficulties may axise in the
Vsatisfses the reeissationctionp W hc evaluation of the inverse Fourier transform due i

to aon-zero asymptotic valued of the Yv(w) curve
iWd for large w. It has been shown previously by "

v() Bishop and Price (19 7 4) and Bishop, Burcher and
f Price (1973c, 1974a, b), however, that this

or difficulty may be overcome by expressing theSi orfluid expressionz in the "orm I

'Yv 2w f AY[v(t)] lim v *M + lim vt

•'• •', Thus it follows that if either yv(T) or Y (w) is y, '

known and is mathematically well behaved,vthen
!!eit is possible for YM or yv(T) respectively
to be deduced. This appears to present the
experimenter with a practip.al proposition, sincethe valued impulsive response function or alternatively
yv(T) has the complex valued inverse Fouriertransform (AIN U

(Y[v(t)] lim t + lim v(t)
•;•y.v(W). yV(WCOs WT dT _i yv(T)sin w-r dT W-0 0-~) +

+ f (-r)4(t - -r)dT

(,,) + iy(W), -1
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where yN(O) and y*(t) are now well behaved this computation [see, for example, Solodovnikov
functions which ;9ssess Fourier transforms with (1960) and Burcher (1974)].

zero asymptotic values as w+.-. It also
follows that there exists the reltionship When the response function yv(t) has been

evaluated in this way, the imaginary part of its
Fourier transform, namely YI(w), can be deter-

lira l lira + y (0)mined from the expression c
W-0-0 0  •÷• v0  . SYI(W) f - y,(T)sin WT dar

Although, for illustration, we have dealt We have seen, however, that YI can also be
specifically with deviation AY of sway force measured directly through an oscillatory sway

*lhat is dependent on sway motion v(t), the test in the form
representation may readily be extended in a
similar manner to other deviations of force and YIAIN
moment and to other motionR. v ( - "

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY Thus, if values for AYIN [or more usually
AYIN/(-O)] are also available from the P1414

An interesting check on the foregoing tests, then a comparison can be made between the
theory and an illustration of its application directly measured experimental values for YI(w)
is provided by the results of some '-cent ex- and those deduced numerically from Y1(wi) via the
periments performed by Glansdorp (19'3) using a appropriate Fourier transforms.
horizontal planar motion mechanism. The
oscillatory tests were conducted with a lw 0 th Since the use of Fourier transforms in thiv
scale Mariner model having a rudder but neither way relates to a linear functional approach, the
appendages nor propeller. The model, of length comparison affords a sensitive check on the Vi
2.2906m, was towed at speeds of 0.922 ms-1 and "linearity" of these oscillatory experiments.
1.23 ms-I and oscillated at frequencies which In addition the apparent slow motion accelera-
varied between 1 rad s-1 and 13 rad s-1 at tion derivative at zero frequency can be evalu-
intervals of 0.5 rad sa-. In all the tests ated from the relation
the amplitude of the lateral velocity (i.e. Ys
transverse to the tank centre-line) was kept I I - WTIconstant, such that•÷ W --- 1 O.0 1 w.,

0yow 0.25 ms-1, =.fy()•

by varying yo and w in the appropriate way. f Ty (t)dT -

For purposes of illustration only the results 0
for the sway force produced by sway ard yaw after yv(T) has been computed. A comparable
motions with a tow speed of 1.23 ms-I are dis- analysis can also be performed in terms of thecussed here. A similar interpretation of the indicial, away response function y,(T).

other experimental results will be published in
the near future. A siLilar analysis may be undertaken for

yaw motion, in which case the sway force can be

It has been shown previously that the expressed in terms of the response functions
response function yv(x) can be determined from Yr(T) or y,(r) as
either the real or imaginary parts of its Fourier
transform and hence from %ther the in-phase or A Y -)d-
quadrature components of the corresponding
harmonic sway force. In practice it is easier --

to use dY~uAY for this purpose, as Yw(w) can be
determined with the PM4 for a range of frequency AY[(t)] -fy (i•t d
"and yR(o) can be measured as the conventional
slow motion derivative Y, in an oblique tiw test.-,
For the latter test one can write

*The application of the above analysis andfits counterpart for yaw motion is illustrated in. lim YR(u•) a lim v(T)cos WT dT = v(T)d• •

Y5* i y(co f figures 1 - The response functions y
y.(t), Yr(T) and yq(T) in figures 3, 4, 7 and 8

,ae deduced from t e appropriate components of
lm Q--D Y the sway force. Pigures I and 5 show the in-

-_ý. L vo J phase data which has been deduced numerically

+ vfrom the computed :asponse functions. By using

A Thus the sway response function yv(T) can be both sets of response functions it is possible
deduced as the inverse Fourier cosine transform to compare experimental and numerically deduced
from the relation values for the real and imaginary parts of all

the appropriate Fourier transforms.

Y At) Y(w)cos v t d. The figures show that the calculated and

' 'experimental values are in good agreement.

Several graphical methods have been proposed for Further it must be emphasised that the slow
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F,.gure 7. Impulse response function calculated

from the experimental values of YrR(.)

Figure 6. Indicial response function calcUlated

from the experimental values of Y'w
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motion velocity derivative, which is normally aerofoil due to separation and breakdown of flow
measured by an oblique tow test, can also be is aaso associated with large angles. Separ-
deduced from the experimental values for AYIN. ation of flow and vortex shedding observed on
The slow motion derivatives obtained from the full-bodied tanker forms may also be part of the
above numerical investigation are as follows: answer but again for many ships this phenomenon

is not observed. Tests performed with segmented
Yv - -5.36* kgf.s m-

1  
models in which the distribution of force is

m Y - 9.20 kgf.s2m"- measured on the hull have been reported by Clarke

-7i .6kfsm ( .1 gl 2 1  (1972) for a tanker form and by Burcher (1972)
- a 4.56 kgf. sam-I (m 4.64 kgf's~m-1) for a fast cargo form. Both these resultsshowed that the forces on the forward 60 percent

mU -
7
r = 3.65 kgf.s of the length behaved in a straight line

•. = -0.49 kgf.s 2  
(proportional) fashion up to quite large drift

r angles and rates of turn. The breakdown of
- 2.057 k.f.s proportionality occurs at the stern of the ves-

k sel and is noticeable at low rates of drift and
Thus the steady state test and the planar turn. It has been suggested that this effect

motion mechanism test are complementary under occurs because the stern of the vessel, and
certain controlled conditions. The numerical particularly the rudder, operates in the wake of
investigation also shows that the experimental the hull where the flow differs considerably from
results relate primarily to a linear system, that in open water. At large angles of drift,
even though they display a strong frequency the stern is in open water and less subject to
dependence. the hull wake, which is swept sideways. These

observations suggest thac lack of proportionality
WIDER APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONALS may well be largely dependent on the ship's

previous motions - i.e. on "memory effects".
It has been shown above and previously by

Bishop, Burcher and Price (1974a, b) that the For example the flow around the stern at a
results of oscillatory testing, in many cases given time may deperd on the conditions at the
previously considered non-linear, can be bows a short time earlier. Fluid disturbances
explained in terms of frequency effects employing shed by the bow of a ship will be luft in a line
a linear theory. The present interpretation of roughly corresponding to the trajectory of the
the oscillatory test results rests however on bow. The stern follows a different path. For
the existence of straight-line relationships (as example, in steady drift the stern will follow
between sway force AY and drift angle in a steady a parallel path, whilst in a turn the stern will
oblique tow test). There remain the so-called travel along a path of larger radius than that
"nonlinearities" associated with steady state of the bow. Under these circumstances the stern
testing. will suffer the effects of disturbances left by

the bow. In general, therefore, if we assume
When the results of oblique tow or rotating that a fluid perturbation is left 'stationary'

arm tests are plotted as fluid force or moment in the fluid then its influence at any point on
against a velocity then the experimental data do a model passing near ic vill depend on their
not lie on a straight line. To be sure a region relative positions at any given time.
of small perturbations can usually be found in
which a straight-line relationship can be found How are effects of this type incorporated
to good approximation, but this region can some- in the fnctional analysis which has been intro-
times be rather small. It is by no means duced by ishop, Burcher and Price (1973a)? It
unuoual for a ship to manoeuvre sufficiently will be su-ficient here merely to summarise the
violently to operate outside this region. results. Suppose that the perturbed fluid

action F deperds upon motion variables x1(t),
It should be mentioned that, in the oscil- x 2 (t), .,. , xn(t); then the deviation of this

latory tests that have been cited, the (constant) fluid action is of the form
sway velocity amplitude vo was so chosen that the
operating conditions of the model remained withinin
the linear region of the graph of AY against v AF[x1(t),x 2 (t),..,xn(t)] =
that is obtained in a steady oblique tow test. Ji T1
O1r purpose next will be to examine in a -•

tentative fashion the possibility of relaxing + i®.n n
this requirement. + Fxixj(r1 ,T2)xi(t-Tl)xj(t-r2)dridT2

Departures from straight line relationsn•r -s-•

in steady state testing are not at all easy ti)
explain in physical terms. Possible reascns +
have been suggested by Newman (1966); fori
example he points out that separation drag may be provided that the system may be regarded as time-
dependent on being velocii• squared. This might invariant.
indeed account for the eftoct Rt latge drift
velocities but ships rarely develop such large Although we are not yet in a position to
motions. Similarly, the decreese of lift on an present a systematic development of non-linear

_______theory, it is perhaps worthwhile to outline the

"* This is also the value predicted by the oblique forms taken by soae preiminary studies.

tow test.
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Consider, by way of example, the planar The expression for AY in the steady inclined tow
motion of a surface ship for which only disturb- test corresponds to that for oscillatory testing
ances in surge (u), sway (v) and yaw (r) in the limit as w-"O. Alternatively in an
relative to a steady state ahead motion with a oscillatory sway test, for which v - vocos Wt,
speed 0 aý-e relevant. The general functional the integrals can be expressed in terms of higher
expression quoted above can be rewritten for AY order Fourier transforms, which are functions of
as follows: w, and AY will also possibly depend on vo2 , vo 3 ,J 2. etc.
AY[u,v,r] - y 1 )xi(t-.r)dri

+J Ji=- j.l i

I 1 j=1 k-l

4... i;

where we identify On the basis of the functional approach
therefore we can make the folloviag tentative

xj = u, x 2 = v, x3 = r. observations concerning the interpretation of
oscillatory tests for vo yoa. For small

The functions yx: are the first order impulsive value '2' vo the linear treatment in terms of
response functiofls which we have discussed firs' ±rr functionals is valid. For larger
before, whereas Yx'x, Yxix*Xk, etc. represent value, of' v0 higher order terms in vo are likely
higher order impul~iie respgnse functions, to contribute to AY. These terms introduce
Some of these functions, for example yu(cl) and additional oscillatory components whose frequen-

YUU(TI,T2), may be zero for a ship with a fore cies are multiples of the forcing frequency w.
and aft plane of symmetry. All the functions
depend on the ahead reference speed, U, and tne It should be realised that the magnitude
hull form of the ship. of vo is not the only factor which determines

the relative importance of the higher order
For simplicity we will now consider a motion terms. The Fourier transforms are functions of

for which the only disturbance is in sway. Thus frequency, so that for a given v0 different
combinations of yo and a may produce different

U = 0 = r, v 0 0. higher order effects. Indeed the first order
terms for small vo have been seen to depend on

In these circumstanceL the expression for AY a separately in addition to vo = yoe. In
reduces to

A![V] f JyV('rflV(t-rj)dtij + JJyv-v(r1I,r2)V(t-Tl)v(t-r2)dr~d¶2
f J0

f f IL .... ''

Moreover, if the motion corresponds to that of a conducting oscillatory tests, therefore, it
steady inclined tow test, v = v0 constant, the would seem to be worthwhile to select a series
expression for AY can be simplified further and of values of vo, for each of which a wide range
has the form of yo and a should be used.

V + 0.0 3H
A![v] = v yj v(Ti)dTi , 0  y (tl,r2 )dr~dr2 + V0

3 f y Crv(T1 2,t2 3 )dridt2 dt3 + .. *
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CONCLUSIONS Bishop, R.E.D., Burcher, R.K. and Price,
W.G., 1974a, "A linear analysis of planar motion

An allowance for memory effects can be made mechanism data" Journal of dhip Research (to
by suitable linear interpretation of PMM! res- appear)
ults. Although the analysis is more complex
than one based on the assumptions of quasi- Bishop, R.E.D., Burcher, R.K. and Price,
steady flow, considerably greater overall accu- W.G., 1974b, "The determination of ship manoeuv-
racy is now possible. The high accuracy that ring characteristics from model tests" The
"is obtainable has been illustrated by means of Naval Architect (to appear)
some experimental results. Bishop, R.E.D. and Price, W.G., 1974, "On

The results used were obtained in tests the slowness of a small departure from steady
with operating conditions that fell reasonably flow" Proceedings of Noise, Shock and Vibration
within the region of proportionality of steady Conference, Monash University (to appear)
state tests. The device of maintaining a
constant amplitude of velocity in this region Brard, R., 1964, "A vo!.tex theory for the
appears to have much to commend it where linear manoeuvring ship with respect to the history of
theory is to be employed in stability and her motion" Proceedings of Fifth Symposium on
control analysis. (It has been found by Bishop, Naval Hydrodynamics, Bergen, pp. 815-911.
Burcher and Price (1973d) and Parkinson and
Price (1974) that the integro-differential Bryan, G.H., 1911, Stability in Aviation
equations of motion in such an analysis can Macmillan & Co. Ltd., London
easily be handled.)

Burcher, R.K., 1972, "Developments in ship
Relaxation of the limitation to the region ranoeuvrability" The Naval Architect, Vol. 1,

of proportionality in steady state testing takes pp. 1-32.
us into the field of nonlinear analysis. A
tentative approach has been illustrated and Burcher, R.K., 1974, "Fluid forces acting
remains under investigation, on a manoeuvring ship" Ph.D. Thesis, London

University.
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DIS(iSSION

L.L. MARTIN ) tional storage and computer time for digital computation.
Use of the impulse response and convolution integration

I would like to make an alternative approach to this necessitates a digital computer with considerable additional -

problem, to that taken by th authors, storage and increase ir computer time for each iteration of
the computation.

As an engineer, ratier than a hydrodynamicist, what
is required for simulation purposes is the impedance of the Now sincP the total damping of the system, which is
water as seen by the ship. This is obtained by frequency measured by oblique tow or rotating arm tests, is known 0
response testing using PMM or HPMM (even though they to be nonlinear, the transfer function will vary with the
were not designed for this purpose). amplitude of the motion (becoming in fact a describing

function fo- sinusoidal motion). If however we can identify
Since the nature of the load is little understood as a mechanical model with the transfer function and this

yet, it is unwise to make too many assumptions, but it is model can be shown to correspond to some physical reality,
obvious that as the steady state force on the ship depends there is a real possibility that the nonlinearities could be
on velocity, not position, velocity should be taken as the incorporated with the correct dynamic, as well as static,
reierence motion and phase angles measured from it so that behavior. The simplest system giving a transfer function
acceleration becomes the quadrature component and veloc- like Y(V) or N(R) is a spring I mass I dampers in parallel
ity the in-phase componeo (these being in any case only with -the conventional "added mass" and damping. Furo
a convenient way of measuring the complex impedance-by ther work should be directed at identifying the cdnponents
suitable instrumentatiq the magnitude and phase of the of this resonant system and the measurement of the individ-
force could be measr directly). ual nonlinearities of the damping elements. (The spring

may also of course be nonlinear-it is iW be hoped the
We may then use the authors new data, or van Leeuwen's "masses" are constant). Whatever is the caune of these

well known 1.sults which were the basis of their previous resonance efforts it seems unlikely they are related to thework, to take What they refer to as QUAD as in-phase and "memory" effects due to the passage of vortices down the 4"
IN multiplied by frequency as quadrature and produce a ship.
Bode-pilot. We Immediately see, Fig. 1 (which is based

1 on vs1 Leeuwen's data), not only the lead term due (ap-
parently) to the conventional "added mass" and damping,
but also a resonant/anti-resonant pair, at least for Y(V)
and N(R)1.

The impedance of the water is therefore representable
by the transfer function:

Y(V) N(R) (1 + Ts) (1 + 2tTls + Ti2
2

) Sill.'j

U r (1 + 2' 2 T2 s + Te2 s2 ) s-0- . Igsa

Derivation of the appropriate transfer function shows
that the measured resonance/anti-resonance cannot be due
to resilience in the HPMM mechanism combined with the
damping and "added mass" of the water. We must accept -a'

that they are part of the impedance of the water,.

In the case of Y(R) and N(V), Fig. 2 (also based on *

van Leeuwen's data), an additional lag appears necessary in
the transfer function. Y(R), having negative gain (Yr being

;• positive) is not minimum phase and presents some unusual .:J,

phase shifts. 'I

Having established the transfer functions for the water S).*r. *, '' .
impedances it is a trivial matter to include these effects in I, , ,)
studies of the yaw stability of the ship, without, or more
importantly, with autopilot control, roll-yaw interaction
studies etc. ,

For simulation purposes, with which I am concerned,
knowledge of the transfer function is more useful than the E 4.

impulse response because it can either be programmed 1

directly on an analogue computer or requires little addi- '

1
By Y(V) we mean the side force due to sway velocity and by N(R) "of 04 aIA* 1.. A . 4• 1 SC, wo we
we mean the moment due to rate of turn, Anti-resonance implies PsEnugacy La9aq.J
a quadratic term in the numerator of the transfer function, as reso- 4.
nance Implies a quadratic term in the denominator. Fig. -I Magnitude and phase of Y(V) .nd N(R)
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including memory effects. As has been pointed out previ-
ously this behaviouristic description in the time domain is
hxdy practical for imulation pu.po0se_ even with very larme
computers (1).

Much more simple are equivalent state space descrip-
tions as is well known in many other fields but apparently
not yet in our profession. An account of the general
theory, of the linear theory, and applications to hydrody-
namic systems has recently been published (2) and an ap-

,plication to the collisions of ships will be presented shortlyI / Co (3).

From the slides prepared for the latter presentation"- - slides 5 and 6 show the simplest linear state space model
%,o y and a mechanical analogue, respectively, with only two

S _-additional fluid states for the sway motions of a ship ini-Y( tially at rest. The model, which does not include low and
high trequency damping, is closely related to that suggested

N F'., by Mr. Martin.
1W

160 "In slides 8 and 9 the hydrodynamic damping and mass
of the simple mode' are compared with theoretical data for

14 a scale model of the Japanese nuclear ship Mutsu Maru.

la, For most applications the simple model will apparently be
sufficient, and if it is not, the description may be improved_0_ by introduction of further fluid states, maybe two or four.

*~ a ~Consequently the step responses as simulated and observed
40 -MUOI.• ,IA zfor the same scale model are quite close as shown in slide

4a

* .The example given is of course only the simplest ap-
A -plication of the theory of state space models. Non-linear

So - -- models will have to be developed for multidimensional
A ~situationa'not only in ship dynamics in the narrow sense.

My owrnnotivation in studying state space models was
Pe primarily the need for an adequate tool for investigation

I ;and design of marine traffic control systems for congested
-104 waters.

- (1) Schmiechen. M.: Design and evaluation of experiments
for the identification of physical systems.". •Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Naval

W it••."V•. ,• it to 9 .to to -0 ,• I . Architecture and Marine Engg. 1969. Report No. •

Fig. 2 - Magnituoand phse of Y(R) nd N(V) (2) Schmiechen, M.: On state space models and their ap-

plication to hydromechanic systems.
University of Tokyo, Dept. of Naval Architecture,

M. SCHMIECHEN 1973. NAUT Report 5002.

The authors have 1o s as tar tunctional poly- (3) Schmiechen, M.: Zur Kollisionsdynamik von Schiffen. I
nomials for the" ::. a nor " ip dynamics STG 68 (1974) to be published.
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A, GOODMAN atives that the PMM was developed," Indicates that the
philosophy presented in these aforementioned papers

In 1968 HYDRONAUTICS, Incorporated provided the either was not understood by the authors or ignored
Admiral'.y Experiment Works (AEW) with a complete PMM completely.
system for submarine model testing. This system was pro.
vided some twelve (12) years after the PMM sypem was 'e facts really speak for themselves, The results
first developed and applied to Aubmarine model testing date, led for PMM model tests over the pest twenty
as shown in the enclosed Table. In adaition, complete years i been used to predict the behavior of many sub-
documentation was provided which described the theory nmarr, igns. Exoellent model to full-wale correlations
and operation of the PMM system as well as the application are avaLable (unfortunately in the classifled literature)
of the results to solving engineering problems. Subsequent which demonstrates the power of the PMM system approach.
to 1968, the authors have published many papers, including
the present one, which attempts to extend the usefulness The authors are attempting to show that a highly non-
of the PMM. It is obvious, however, that the authors linear problem can be represented adequately and more
have not read the basic papers by Gertler (1959) and accurately by using a line%r approach. This is an interest-
Goodman (1960) nor the materials provided to AEW ing theory and deviates from the approaches used in air-
in 1968 which not only describe the PMM system but craft and submarine simulati.mns over the past twenty years.
presents the philosophy behind its development. Statements It would be interestinj to see how predictions of the
such as, "It was partly to avoid the expense of special performance of an actual subrLtrine using this approach
purpose facilities, but mainly to obtain acceleration deriv., compares with full-scale data.

TABLE 1

HISTORY OF PMM AND PMM SYSTEMS

Date Event Location

July 1952 Concept of PMM first developed NACA Langley
by A. Goodman for use in de- Stability Tunnel,
termining lateral stability Langley Field,
coefficients of aircraft Virginia

October 1956- PMM System (MARK I) conceived DTMB, U.S.A.
June 1957 developed and placed into ser-

vice for submarine model test-
Sing by A. Goodman and M. Gertler

May 1959 U.S. patent for PMM System U.S.A.,¶i ied a'.
_.A

September 1959 Paper presented by M. Gertler Zagreb,
describing improved PMM System Yugoslavia F

September 1960 Paper presented by A. Goodman Third ONR Sym-
c escribing improved PMM System posium,

Scheveningen,
Holland

December 1961 PI1M System MARK II placed into DTMB, U.S.A.
se. -ce

July 1962 Pll Built by J.R. Paulling University of
W California

September 1962 U.S. Patent 3,052,120 granted U.S.A.

October 1962 PMM System built by HYDRO- U.S.A.
NAUTICS, Incorporated for use
with High-Speed Channel- .

hydrofoil testing

1962 PMM built by Delft University Holland
"for ship model testing (Continued)
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TABLE 1

(Cont'd)

Date Event Location

19683 PMM System supplied by HYDRO- France
NAUTICS, hicorporated to Basuin
d' Esals des Carenes for submarine
model testing

1964 PMM System built by Tokyo Uni- Japan
versity for ship model testing

1964 PMM System built by HyA for ship Denmark
model testing

1965 PMM System built by Nagasaki Japan
Technical Institute

August 1966 Paper presented by J. 3trom-Tejsen Sixth ONR
and M.S. Chislett an HyA PMM Symposium,
System used for ship model testing Wash., D.C.

May 1968 PMM System supplied by HYDRO- U.K.
NAUTICS, Incorporated to AEW
for submarine model testing

November 1968 PMM Instrumentation System U.S.A.
supplied by HYDRONAUTICS,
Incorporated to DTMB

December 1968 PMM System built by HYDRO- U.S.A.
NAUTICS, Incorporated for sub-
marine model testing in HSMB

1969 PMM System built by NSRDC for U.S.A.
ship model testing

April 1969 Lecture on PMM for ship model U.K.
testing sponsored by AEW and Uni-
veraity College, London

December 1970 PMM System supplied by HYDRO- France
NAUTICS, Incorporated to Bassin
d' Essais des Carenes for use with
High-Speed Chirmnel

January 1971 PMM adapted by HYDRONAUTICS, U.S.A.
Incorporated for ship model testing
in HSMB

1072 Large-Ampjitude PMM built by HyA Denmark

for ship model testing

Note: This list is by no means complete. However, it indicates that the
PMM System concept has been adopted for marine vehicle testing

throughout the world.
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T.F. OGILVIE flogging a dead horse. They em o r Ogilvie
has raised an issue which has i on

There are many important points presented in this many occasions..." But now, foJ i there has
paper, and I find that the attitude here is almost identical been a sequence of recent papers by t- Xsent authors in
to my own in many wayr. In particular, I believe th.at we which these relatioitships are rediscovered on behalf of
should make every effort to determine jtjst how far we can naval architects.
push a linear theory before we conclude that a nonlinear
theory is essential. It may well' be true, as Professor Newman More than ten years ago, various kinds of transient
said this morning that viscous separatlon phenomena anv tests were conducted at the David Taylor Model Basin and
much significant than fee-surface effects. However, we elsewhere, in the attempt to obtain transfer functions from
can hope to solve the linear fee-surface problems, even efficient time.domain test prpcedures. As far as I know,
numerically, in the near future, whereas the separation these attempts were largely abandoned because they requ'-ed
problem will be Intractable for a long time yet. Therefore too much in the way of experimental pecision. In partic-
it seems prudent to investigate the free-aurface problem ular, a bit of noise in the sys.Lem ruined the results.
absolutely thoroughly before jumping to a conclusion that
it is unimportant. We even have some possibility of solv-
ing r free-surface problems befor* we make much I do not know of any early attempts to use this experi.
progress on the separation problem. For these reasons, I lkental technique for the lateral motion problew. However,
welcome this paper and its point of view. I should point out that in 1964 I treated the case of mo-

tions witheut restoring force terms and showed analytically
This paper could have been a landmark paper - if it how one can use eithlor frequency or time domain descrip-

had been written ten years ago. The connection between tions. I think that the authors should review the ship mo-
frequency domain and time domain is well-understood in tiona literature a bit more thoroughly before making broad
ship hydrodynamics, at least for the linear problems. In generalizatiops such as they have made here about the rim-
1970, for example, Salvesen, Tuck, and Faltinsen gave a itAtiona of ipevious work.
paper at the Annual Meeting of the So'-iety of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers in which they wrote Having said these things in defense of the honor of
"equations of motion" In a rather conventional form that ship hydrodynamicists of long standing, I do now want to
appears to be in the time domain but is really in the add that I welcome the energetic approach that these
frequency domain. In a writte:n discussion, I objected, to authors are taking in solving ship maneuvering problems,
this misleading representation. However, the authors put @speclally with regard to consideration of free-surface
me down quickly with a statement to the effect that I was effects.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

L.L. Martin November 1951. In fact an intereating account
Mr Martin wishes to employ techniques that of this subject entitled "Th- Comparison oftare familiar in contro theory. He will find Theory End xperiment for Oscillating Wings" isare amiiar n cntrw thory. He ill ind given by W.E.A. Acum in chapter 10 of volume2

that three of us (REDB, RKB, WGPs have in fact of the AGARD Manual on Aero-Elasticity. Oscil-
disnussed this standpoint in somewhat greater latory testing of aircraft models appe-.s to havedetail than he has in at the been practise*1 in the U.K, before World War II;

presumably it required some rudimentai'y "PMM".

We are unable to accept that hydrodynamics
is outside the province of an bngineer who is Prof TX. Ogilvie
concerned with simulation of ship manoeuvrabi~i•.
Mr Martin in fact makes this point for us. I4 We note with amusement the epigrammatic
he really accepts that hydrodynamic damping "is opening of Prof. Ogilvie's second paragraph; but
measured by oblique tow or rotating arm tests" when he fails to grasp the point of a technical
and that this is as it should be, then by paper he is surely unwise to be rude about it by
implication he asserts that memory effects are . way of 'discussion'. Since he is evidently
non-existent. The whole point of the paper is intent on high temperature discussion, however,
to show that memory effects do exist and that we are by no means unhappy to fulfil his wish.
they appear to be very important.

The sad fact is that Prof. Ogilvie seems to
have missed several things:

Dr M. Sehr~iechen
1. Fluid memory effects can be allowed for

The opening sentence of Dr Schmiechen's with complete generality by functional
remarks appears to dispose of what he has analysis. Rightly or wrongly we think
written. For contrary to what he says, we have we are the first to suggest it.
shown that, far from being "non-linear", the
behaviour we have discussed is essentially linear 2. A linear first approximation to a
even when memory effects are included, Further- lessthana cvi on integral.
more, unless we have misunderstood his mechanical This is a geneval result and it requires

F analogue, it does not represent the formulations
no decision from a hydrodynamicistea e uab-it the nature of the hydrodynamic

S* theory that will adequately describe

Dr A. Goodman the flow. It is quite independent of
U * whether the motion is symmetric or

We note Dr Goodman's rebuke but remain antisymmetric, or even of whether or
.mystified. So far as we ape aware - and Dr not there is a free surface; in 5hrt
Goodman does not question this point - the PMM the no,.esnts on the matter in Prof.
is a device that was originally designed to Ogilvie's first and lvat paragraphs
measure derivatives. Derivatives heve no mean- are benide the point. Moreover the
ing, save only in the context of quasi-steady convolution integral kpproach provides
flow theory, Within that context, the PIM is a far better interpretation of the
the only device known to us that will measure results of oscillatory testing than
acceleration derivatives. As it appears almost -the conventional methods. Has any
universally to be the case that quasi-steady flow of this been the stock in trade of
is assumed, this is a compelling reason to .mploy hydrodynamiciats? We think not.
a PMM and model testhrs are indebted to Dr Good-
m-n for brilliantly mW ing their need. If Dr 3 Pre olon fr mulatn a ddi•
Goodman disappr-ves o0 his, we are at something or.volucion formulatin by add

of a loss to know what %e attraction of the PM a hydrodynamic theory (that may or

is., may not be accurate). Unfortunately,
as Prof. Ogi~ie says, their results

-• dh Could not be checked by exoeri.ment.'
W e n at u -al ly ac cep t th at \D r G o o dm an an d h i s We nov e p oint e d o u t a te r im e e m s

Icolleagues deserve credit for producing the " PMM We hav#0 pointed out that the PMM seems

System", thouah we are not absolutel&agar what to remove that difficulty. If this, o
p the distinction is between the "PMM" ane the too, is something that has beeu known

for years, it is surprising thatSi ~~~~~"PMM System!'. It is, however, the technique of fryas ti upiigta ,
techniquethere appears ýo be abi~olutely noj, '• •~~~xtracting results and not their %*ui ion that teeieaueper h* eatrasltl~ae~O•'

we have been moved to question, bcauliterature on t trethe thetically, we should hesitate tO,. .

•, •assumption of quasi-steady flow does not seem teisly esol eiaettenable after all. suggest to an appli mathematician
teabe feral.that time/frequencylmain techniques

" Dr Goodman's historical survey seems quite were devised by a 20th century hydro-
irrelevant. Moreover it s~ems thoroughly mis-

jlealine. In case anyone should be led to 4. On the ba..is of experimental results
imagine that the first apparatus for oscillating we have thus been able to measure
models in wind tunnels was assemtled and memory effects and to show that they
commaisioned by MACA in July 1952 for the are by no means insignificant. Since

, measurement of derivatives, we would mention a theoretical naval hydrodynamics is
paper by R.L. halfman: "Experimental Aerodynamic hardly noted for its devastating
Derivatives of a Sinusoidally Oscillating Airfoil accuracy, this demonstration does seem . ' ,.
in Two Dimen-ional Flow", NACA Rep TN 2465, to be of some merit. Yet so far as
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we know this too is a new departure.

5. If the first approximation to the
functional series will not suffice,
the behaviour being essentially non-
linear, then a functional series of
higher order can be used. Again we
know of no previous statement, let
alone development, of this point.

The second of these points is the crux of this

matter. In hic spirited defence of hydrodynami-
cibts (who were not, by the way, under attackl),
Prof. Ogilvie has onerlooked that this is not a
paper on hydrodynamics in his own very limited
sense of the word.

The suggestion that we "should review the
shir motions literature a bit more thoroughly
before making broad generalizations ... about
the limitations of previous work" seems a little
patronizing. We do try. But the suggestion
seems to come particularly ill from a critic who
manifestly has not read what he is criticizing
with any real depth of understanding. We know
very well of Prof. Ogilvie's enormous contribu-
tions to naval hydrndynamics; this is not one
of them and it is best forgotten.
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LARGE AMPLITUDE PMM TESTS AND
MANEUVERING PREDICTIONS FOR A MARINER

CLASS VESSEL

L. W. Smitt M. S. ChisLett
Skibzteknisk Laboxatokio m Skibhtekni&k Laboratokiam

HjoAtekauravej 99 HjoAtekakr•vej 99
DK 2800 Lyngby Venmauk DK 2800 Lyngby DOnmark

I.

lot

Fig. 1 Model, PMM & Towing Carriage

ABSTRACT

Simulation of ship steering and for the MARINER Class Vessel "USS Compass
manoeuvring behaviour is becoming Island".
increasingly common, both as a training The new large amplitude Planar
aid, and for research and development Motion Mechanism, (PMM) recently in-
purpose.s. The behaviour of a projected stalled at Skibsteknisk Laboratorium
design can, at present, best be simulated (SL) has been used to measure a com-
by obtaining the coefficients of the plete set of hydrodynamic coefficients
equations of motion from captive model covering the manoeuvres made with 15 kn
tests. approach speed. The raw data are

The co-operative manoeuvring re- expressed in coefficient form and used
search programme initiated by the ITTC, to simulate full scalc manoeuvres, which
which originally recommended the compari- are compared with Ccc "Compass Island"
son of captive model measurements made by trials.
different model tanks, has been extended Measurements made with the PMM at
to include the comparison of simulated 20 kn are compared with rotating-arm
manoeuvres with full scale trial results results from other establishments.
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NOMENCLATURE

The nomenclature used for steering
and manoeuvring at SL is based on the
SNAME Technical and Research Bulletin Yo
No. 1-S, "Nomenclature for Treating the U
Motion of a Submerged Body Through a
Fluid," (1952). This nomenclature is
identical, in every major respect, to + x
that subsequently adopted by !lie 10th + U
ITTC (1963), and to (1) (1967) which + fl
is the most commonly available source. + X

Symbols

x,y,z axes fixed in ship/model 0+
u,v,w velocities referred to x,y,z + N
ii,0,, accelerations -
X,Y,Z forces - ---
p,q,r angular velocities about x,y,z y

- accelerations + V
K,M,N turning moment b +-9

0 origin of axes, x,y,z
G CG of ship/model
xG distance from 0 to G xo
U equal to J(u 2 ýv2+w 2 )
S rudder angle
Sdrift angle, sin/3= -v/U F
m mass of ship/model Fig. 2 Body and Earth Axes
Iz mass moment of inertia about z
u speed loss, equal to u-Uo
U0  appr :h (initial) speed
W circular frequency
xo, yo axes fixed on earth
y heading angle
g gravitational acceleration
Lpp length between perpendiculars INTRODUCTION

S mass density of water The development of new ship types
for which very little experience exists -Sgiven physical quantity is non- current examples are mammoth tankers

dimensionalized by considering its with very low L/B ratios, and very fast
dimensions in terms of mass, length and container vessels - has given renewed
time as fundamental units and dividing impetus to the need for a method of eva-
mass by (1p Lpp 3 ), length by Lpp and time luating steering and manoeuvring quali-
by Lpp/U. ties in the design stages. It has

The prime notation is used to indi- become apparent that steering and man-
cate non-dimensionalized quantities and oeuvring behaviour has considerable
the dot notation to indicate time deriva- bearing on economic, safety and acologi-
tives. cal aspects of ship operation.

Simuilation of steering and man-
Abbreviations oeuvring behaviour with the aid of a

mathematical model and digital or
SL Skibsteknisk Laboratorium1  analogue computers is now common
NSRDC Naval Ship R & D Centre both as a tool for research and devel-
AEW Admiralty Experiment Works opment and for the training of masters,
PMM Planar Motion Mechanism navigators and helmsmen etc.
DRT Dead Reckoning Tracer For such simulation exercises to be
EM log Electro-Magnetic Log meaningful, the design of the mathemati-

cal model must be tailored to the ship
type and conditions, and the (hydrody-
namic) coefficien:s of the equations
must be accuratel)' determined.

__ _ _ _ _Hydrodynamic cucfficients can be
found in many ways, but although progress

1 Skibsteknisk Laboratorium (Danish is being made with theoretical conside-
Ship Research Laboratory) resulted rations and more recently with applica-
from the merging of the former tion of system-identification techniques,
Hydro- and Aerodynamics Laboratory the most accurate and complete results
(HyA) and the Danish Ship Research are at present obtained from captive-
Institute. model tests.
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The ITTC Standard Captive-Model-Test TEST CONDITIONS.
Programme was set up in 1962 in an endea-
vour to assess the credibility of the Model and Ship Particulars
various captive-model test techiLiques. A 61 m long model of varnished wood
The first phase, which consisted of a was used for the tests. The model confor-
comparison of data from tests with a med with the specifications for the ITTC
standardized model of a Mariner Class Standard Cap.ive-Model-Test Programme
Vessel, has now been formally ended (2), (2) and therefore differed from the USS
even though few firm conclusions could "Compass Island" in that the model bilge-
be drawn due to variations of the test keels were longer, and no sonar-dome was
conditions. There still exists a fitted.
need for test data that can form a basis The stock propeller used for the
for comparative studies of the diffe- tests had dimensions very close to those
rent captive-model test techniques, and of the ship propeller. The propelier
the Recommendations of the Manoeuvrabi- revolutions during the tests were accu-
lity Committe adopted by the 13th ITTC rate to within t 1/4% which wss necessa-
(3) invite the submission of: ".... any ry for the consistent measurement of the
kind of information related to duplicate longitudinal force. The i.adel was
tests with Planar Motion Mechanisms, entirely free to sink and trim, but re-
Rotating Arms or Straightline Towing". strained to zero heel.

The Committee urge that the second The loading condition corresponded
phase of the ITTC Standard Captive-Model- to the "Compass Island" trials and is gi-
Test Programme ".... be actively persued yen in Table 1.
to correlate computer predictions with
free-running models and full-scale trial
data". Table 1 Condition Tezted

Following the installation of a new
large amplitude horizontal PMM at SL in
the spring of 1971, about 30 different Model Scale 1:25 Model Ship
designs have been tested and simulated.
The new PMM (4) was designed on the basis Length overall m 6.748 171.80
of 8 years experience with a medium Length between Perps. m 6.437 160.93
amplitude PMM (5, 6), and is capable of Beam m .927 23.17
generating the lull range of motions Draft forward m .274 6.86
encountered in ship manoeuvres. The data Draft aft m .323 8.08
acquisition system, and in particular Displacement m3 1.064 16622
the data analysis, mathematical model
and simulation procedures have been con- Propeller: Right-Handed
tinuously refined through the years. Designation number 6137

Opportunities for comparison with Number of Blades 4 4
reliable full-scale trial results have, Propeller Diameter m .270 6.706
however, been scarce. Pitch Ratio at .7R .963 .964

The extensive and unusually well Developed Area Ratio .524 .565
documented ftll-scale trials conducted
with the USS "Compass Island" Mariner
Class Vessel (7), which form the basis
for the ITTC Standard Captive-Model-Test Model Basin and PMM Particulars
Programme, furnish an almost unique op- The main particulars of the towing
portunity. tank, carriage and PMM are listed in

The present paper describes the Table 2.
results of PMM-tes.ts with a 61 m model
of the USS "Compass Island" and a compa- Table 2. Tank, Carriage, PMM Particulars
rison of full-scale trial and simulated
manoeuvres. The first part of the paper Length of Towing Tank 240 mdescribes the results of tests made with Width of - - 12 m
15 knots approach speed, the speed at Water Depth - - 5.5 m
which most full-scale trials were made. Max. Carriage Speed 14 m/s
The general philosophy behind the design Max. Practical Speed 8.5 m/s
of the test programme is expounded and
the measured values together with the PMM Bolted to Aft End of Carriage:
ai.alytical expressions which represent
them in the mathematical model are given. Max. Sway Amplitude + .75 m

The second part of the paper con- ax. Yaw Amplitude t 27.5 0
tains the full-scale trial and simulated Drift Angle Range ± 1800 in steps of 20

,and a discussion of the or during Static Runs t 27.50 continuousmanoetvres, PMM revolutionso th
similarities and differences. PMM revolutions

The third part of the paper relates continously variable 0.5 - 15 rpm
to the ITTC plea for comparative PMM and
Rotating Arm data, as it contains a com- A general impression of the layout
parison of test data (for 20 knots) of the PMM in relation to model and to-
measured with the SL PMM, and the NSRDC wing carriage can be obtained from
and AEW Rotating Arm Facilities. Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3 The Mariner Class Vessel, USS "Compass Island"

Trial Condition

The PMM is based on a flat welded- model and mechanism is supported b.y
up frame of hollow rectangular sections bushed bearings in the top and bottom of
which, when bolted in position on the the subcarriage and can be rotated rela-
aft end of the towing carriage, forms tive to the subcarriage by a radial arm
a very stiff foundation. via a toothed coupling. The lower end

A subcarriage runs on two horizon- of the strut is bolted to a strong-back
tal rails which extend over the full of welded-up box section, the underside
width of the frame. The lower rail is of which serves as a universal mounting
of circular section and supports the surface to which the models are connec-
weight of the subcarriage on two axial ted. In the case of normal displacement
recirculating ball bearings. The upper ship models, linkages permitting sinkage
rail is rectangular in section and the and trim, but preventing heel, are i,-

subcarriage is guided along it by two connected to each end of the mounting
pairs of ball-bearing wheels. surface on the strong-back and -v way of

Sinusoidal lateral (swaying) gimbals to force gauges in each 41±d of
motions of the subcarriage are generated the model.
by an O'Dell linkage and rotary (yawing) Static drift angles from 00 to 3600

* motions of the main strut by a scotch can be set with 20 increments using the
yoke and tangent generator. These mo- toothed coupling, or with a fine adjust- sil

tions are generated using two identical ment screw at the main strut to the
but counter-rotating worm and wheel gear- strong-back connection which has a con-
boxes driven by a common splined shaft tinuous range of ± 20 and a zero adjust-
powered by a variable speed d.c. motor. ment facility. Using these settings,
One gearbox is fixed on the frame of the static drift angles can be superimposed
mechanism and the other is incorporated on cyclic yawing or swaying modes. When
in the subcarriage. making static measurements, the drift

The amplitudes of the lateral and anglo can be varied continuously from
rotary motions are continuously variable 00 to SSo while the carriage is in
by means of lead screws in the crank arms motion by manually varying the ampli-
and the settings are indicated by mecha- tude of the yaw crank.
nical digital counters on the cranks. A somewhat more complete descrip-

The main vertical strut connecting tion of the system is given in (4)*
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MODEL DATA, 15 KN INITIAL SPEED In principle, the ranges of the

variables 6, u, v, r, and their time
derivatives, should be explored over
the full range covered by the ship.

General Philosophy In practice, care has been taken to cover
The test programme has bq~n de- the important areas thoroughly and other

signed to provide a necessary and areas more sketchily.
sufficient description of the hydro- Finally, care must be taken that a

dynamic effects governing steering particular hydrodynamic effect is only
and manoeuvring qualities, within the included once in the mathematical model
performance envelope corresponding to even though it may occur in more than one
15 knots initial speed, and constant test.
propelle- revolutions. The subsequent discussion of the

S" qualities, which individual test series serves to illu-
charac " ."bility to seil on strate the application of these general
strai. ., at constant speed, are principles.
assocW c d with full (initial) speed The hydrodynamic effects are, in
InC small rudder angles, drift angles, general, proportional to the square of

Srates etc. Manoeuvring qualities the relevant water flow velocity.w hrates eric. Manoeuvbingt t halies Deviations ,esult from changes in wave-
which characterize ability to change mknsnaeadti aitoswt
course, turn, pull-out utc., are making, sinkage and trim variations with
associated with a speed loss, large speed etc. but are generally fairly small.
rudder angles, drift angles, yaw rates The variations of the dimensionless I
etc. Due regard has been paid to coefficients when non-dimensionalized
these two cistinct but related areas with speed squared are thus also fairly
of tha performance envelope in the small. The results of tests at different
design of tne test programme, a full speeds can in many cases be expressed
description of which is given in Table with analytical expressions that do not
3. contain the variable, u, but do in fact

Account has also been taken of the account for minor speea effects.
fact that the "Compass Island" is a The test data are weighted such
single-screw ship, and that the port and that the coefficients give the best
starboard symmetry is therefore imperfect possible fit in important areas and a
due to the uni-directional rotation of more relaxed fit in less important
the propeller, areas.

Table 3 Test Programme

Name of Test Speed Parameters Fig Relevant Coefficients Parameters
U Varied Constant

knots During During Test
Ship Test _

STATIC SPEED 15 -35<6< 35 Yo Yb .6 ,r,6tv', i

&RUDDER ANGLE 13.5 - You YT u Ybiu Ybb6u -
12 - 4 No- Nb- N65- Nbb- -

10.5 - 5 Nou N6u N6bu N&b&u -

9 - X6- Xo xy Xuuu -X,

STATIC DRIFT 15 -85_-5 8 6 Yv Yvv Yvv Xv r,rvu

ANGLE 10.5 -1 5</3< 15 7 Nv Nvv Nvivi Xvl

STATIC DRIFT 15 / = -8 -20<6< 35 ur, , mu

&RUDDER ANGLE /63 =8 -35<b< 20 8 Ybivi 6
=-20 -8 .93;< 8 9 NjvI Xfvv -

6 20 - 8 < 8 --

"PURE YAW 15 0•r<0.3 Yr Yrrr Xrr u,6,t3, 11A
. 10 . 5 O<r17 10 Nr Nrrr

15 0<1<0.6 13 Y-
A10.5 0<P<1.7 Ný.

YAW & DRIFT+ 10.5 r=0.4 0<4< 10 Yvrr Yrvv u
DRIFT & YAW 10.5 r=0.6 6;0o< 14 11 N N

10.5 /= 12 0.3<r<0.7 Xvr -_____

PURE SWAY 15 0<v<0.3 12 ¥, N. u

PURE SURGE 0 0<6 0.07 14
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Presentation oj Results The relation between the scales
The mo~rltest measurements are for Y and N has been chosen such that

shown in Figures 4 through 14. The the relative accuracy of the Y and N
fairing expressions subsequently inserted data is displayed Sith the same weight.
into the mathematical model used to Data measured at approach speed
predict ship-scale manoeuvres are drawn (15 km.) are indicated with solid points
through the measured values. The fairing and full lines thus *-, while dha
expressions are indicated in the figures from tests at reduced speeds are, aTr the
and the numerical values of the coeffic- most part, shown with open points and
ients of the fairing expressions are dotted lines thus -o-o-V--.
given in Table S. For example, in the
case of the Pure Yaw Test, the side-
force measurements plotted in Fig.10 Static Speed & Rudder Angle Test
have been faired with the expression: * Fi-gures 1S

Y'= Yfr'+ Yhrrr3 The effects of rudder angle at
where the values : full speed were investigated fairly

extensively as they are important for

Ya-322.7x10- 5 , Yirr 552.8x10 5  
both steering and manoeuvring.

are found in Table 5 and the fairing The measurements are expressed by
expression is given in the figure as: the dominant symmetiical coefficients:

Y': (f)- r, rrr Y6 Y6 N4 N666 X6S
All of the measured data correspond

to hydrodynamic effects, i.e. the force together with the less important asym-
and moment components due to model mass metrical coefficients:
and mass distribution have been subtrac-
ted. The data furthermore refer to a body Y Y55 No Nj. X6
axis system with origin at station 10 0
(and not at the CG) as shown in Fig.3.

All of the results are in non-
dimensional form except for the added
mass in surge shown in Fig. 14, where, -

since the tests were made .t zero speed,
and 0 is the same for mok.,:l and ship, it +
was found reasonable to present the 440
results dimensionally.

Apart from this one exception, all -4

of the side-force (Y) data are plotted
to the same scale, as are also all 3HIP SPEED, KN
turning-moment (N) and all longitudinal
force (X) measurements. This permits a
ready evaluation of the relative 09
importance of the different measurements
especially when it is borne in mind that i

all of the excitation and damping effects
(functions of u, S , v and r) have been
measured over ranges extending a little
beyond the performance envelope of the -o- - - 0
ship. Thus for example measurements have
been made for drift angles in the range I
-14o040164o while the ship range is
approx. -12o06i341o for maximum rudder y
angle. -as

In the case of the acceleration
dependent effects shown in Figs. 12, 13
and 14, the tests extended considerably
beyond the ship range, which is, however,
indicated in the figures. "4

For those who are unfamiliar with
these non-dimensional values of hydrody-
namic force and moment, it may be help- -

ful to give the following values for
model and ship at speed equivalent to .e
5 IS knots: -90 ,0

3 3
, Y.10 Y'xl0 1 corresponds to Y;N': (f) o,5,o6,bb6,ou,ou,66u,6.46u
80,6 metric tons force for ship and
5.2 kp for model.

Fig. 4 Static Speed & Rudder Angle Test.
N'x1 = 1 corresponds to S'Se-iorce and Turning-Moment
13.0 tons kilometre for ship and us Rudder Angle foi various
33.5 kp m for model. SpeedF
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- -! It is interesting to note that the
centre-of-action of the rudder-forces

J•o - =- -expressed by the symmetrical coefficients

SNIP

KN
_'__, SP-•Eo Y&Y& ~ and Y-•

](obtained by dividing the N-coefficients
2.3 -- - by the corresponding Y-coeffici•t.s), are

Iat -0.516, -0.520, -055a~ .512
- -_ respectively (see Table a), . slightly

aft of the rudder stock (wh is at
-0.508 for origin of axis sy tem at.071 station 10). For other designs tested

O - - at deeper drafts the corresponding cen-
tres-of-action are usually slightly

- - - forward of the rudder, indicating that
the hull above and forward of

-- - - the rudder carries part of the force due
to rudder angle. However, possibly due
to the l-ght draft aft (see Fig. 3),
little or no force acts on the hull in
the present case.

to • • The ion-dimensional speed loss parameter IA

,# -- -•.u -('U - o)/U

is seen to be zero at initial speed and
o.$ - the speed-loss dependent coefficients

thus express the disparity between ship-
speed and the speed of the flow past the
rudder.# , */"

The coefficients Yo and No express
0,0 ,the single propeller, and the values of

0": -the coefficients You and Nou the fact

o that this force is dimensionally rather
independent of speed.

--+0 20 60£, 4o Static Drift Angle Test

Figures6& 7
i : (f) = o,,tu, ,uuu,b,5b, 661,k Measurements were made for small and .1

moderate drift angles at initial speG4,

iFig. 5 Static Speed & Rudder Angle Test. primarily to cover the steering area, aA ..
Longitudinal-Force versus Rudder for larger drift angles at reduced speed,
Angle for various Speeds in the~anoeuvring range. Both sets of

side-force and turning moment data were
Ct l(then faired with the coefficients:•. ~Contrary to "hull-forces" (which

are dependent on r and/3) and which are
nearly proportional to hull-speed 0 o v vv

squared (U ), the "rudder-forces" are N N N N N
very much dependent on the velocity of o ou v vv vvI
the propeller slip-stream for this where the coefficients
single-screw centre-line rudder confi-
guration. During a manoeuvre, hull- Yo N and N
speed falls more than slip-stream speed. o ou N ou
As slip stream speed, and hence average were taken from the Speed & Rudder Tests.
speed pa5t the rudder is unknown, it is It was poss le to fair the data for both
practicable to non-dimensionalize rudder- speeds without the use of speed depen-
forces (as well as all others) with hull-- den coefficients as the "hull-forces"
speed, and to account for the "overload" due to drift augle are largely propor-

"" affect with reducing speed with the aid tional to speed squn~red. The coeffi-
of the speed-loss dependent coefficients: cients Yv andNv are primarily based on

4 ,~,~,the data for initial speed, whereas
ou 6V Y6, 66Y u Yviviand Nv~vIbesides expressing the

non-linearities with drift angle also
account for any small speed effects

*u N'su N.9u NSS since the measurements for large drift
angles were made at reduced speed.

The asymmetrical terms Yvv and Nvv
XSsu reflect the influence of the single- I
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propeller, which is unu ily pronoun- '
ced, presumab due to tle relatively X. fasKH
large diamete nd protimity to the 6, h -I I !

free surface.# f.0 e... r..j.
0 This io supported by the fact that oS NV /Y v - 0 .0631 .(close to -0.S1,pp), . ~ fl 0&.

wh ch ndlcates that the effects causing 0oooO0
the asymmetry are concentrated in the - - . --

area of the propeller. 
W.4SNN

In order to obtain the best possible
assesent of steering (course stability)
ability, the coefficients g and Nv were
also found by hand-fairing the results-- - XISKNfor small drift angles at full-speed

These values are given in brackets in
Table S and are seen to compare extremely
ell w'h the linear coefficients from X': (f) = o,u,uu,uuu,v,vv

The asymmetrical variation of the -O' s '

longitudinal force with drift angle shown 0a 8

in Fig. 7 is largely influenced by the
variation of propeller thrust, which is
in turn dependent on the inflow velocity Fig. 7 Static Drift Angle'rest.
to the propeller. The inflow velocity Longitudinal-Forze versus
varies with drift angle since the low- Drift Angle for two Speeds.
velocity frictional wake-belt i", progressively deflected. Measuj~ents .

of wake-fraction variation with drift

been taken from included in Fig. Static Drift & Rudder Angle Test
7. The affinity is striking. TId faired Figs. 8 & 9
lines correspond to Xv -Xfv-O, iek is These tests were made to investigate 11
a better representation than that used cross-coupling between the drift angle
for simulation and given in Table S. The and rudder angle effects already charac-
difference is small. terized by the tesks described in the

above. The cross-7oupling phenomena can
be physically interpreted by recourse to

- - - the notion that drift angles primarily
give rise to fo~rces on the hull and that

- - rudder angles primarily give rise to
Y 'forces on the rudder. Cross-coupling

terms then express deviations from these
Y.-0- Vd' main effects.SNThe coefficients of the variable

1.0--- s$vI thus expresses the "rudder-force"0 component due to drift angle. It can
/ 5K be viewed as the change of rudder lift-

curve slope with drift angle resulting
from the deflection from the centre-line

0.5 - -- VSN ,• of the low-velocity frictional wake-belt,
0.5 0 kwith resultant increase of inflow

velocity to the rudder. Hence the
-•• -• -character of the variable ivi which has

N the same sign for both positive and
0.0• ,. negative drift angles. Note also that
' 0.0 -"- ' the centre-of-act on, given by NSivVYTli

is close to the rudder. The effect isSsmall.

0sa ll.The variablealvi is preferable to
k: the analogous but more powerful 6vv

-04 - -4 since the underlying phenomenon ismore akin to a step function than a
quadratic effect as once the wake is

-"4.'--- , - - washed away the inflow remains more
Y1N': (f) = o,ou,v,vv,vlvI or less constant (at the new higher

- _o , - I I I , velocity) for further increase of drift
49 -6 0 Of angle.

As can be seen from Table 5, the
mathematical model does not include terms

Fig. 6 Static Drift Angle Test. of the form vi6i (or vs ) which would
Side-Force and Turning-Moment account for change of drift angle lift-
*rsus Drift Angle for two Speeds curve-slope with rudder angle.

* 188t 00
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Experience has shown that the values 0.0
assigned to such terms by three-dimen-
sional fairings of measured data are
negligible, which is perhaps not X0 r
surprising since no physical grounds
for their existence are apparent. - 0

1: (f) - ,6,66,6 v'v6

! I ! DRIFT ANOLE, 0D16
DRIFT ANGL, A41 ___--"_____________

. -10 o so J 0E 4o

wo -Fig. 9 Static Drift & Rudder Angle Test.
- Longitudinal-Force versus Rudder

- - - , bAngle for various Drift Angles

-the tests described so far

have been so-called static tests, i.e.
tests in which the motion parameters are
time independent and where the model is
moved along a straight-line path. Such
"tests are conveniently made with theSSL-PMM, but its main-function is the ge-
neration of cyclic yawing motions, where

-4 the yawing rate can be varied from zero
... () o' bto that corresponding to maximum turning

: (f) = o,bbb6, v,vv,vlvI,bIvI rate for the full-scale ship.
Pure yawing motion is obtained

-40 -o0 0 20 ODEO 40 (by definition) by moving the model along
a sinuouF path such that its centre-line(x-axis) is always tangential to the pt

at the origin of the axis system in te
-- model. This is exactly accomplished by

.o -the SL-PMM, no approximations being in-
DRIFT ANGLL,,d4 m- volved, even the very small cyclic varia-

-,0 Ition of model speed given by:

0 -Umodel 0 (Ucarriage)/c°S W

being accounted for with good accuracy * "
in the data analysis.

The general principles used for the
resolution of the forces in-phase with

0.0 the cyclic yaw rate and in-phase with
the associated cyclic yaw acceleration,
as well as the principles underlying the
assessment of non-linear and cross-coup-
ling effects, have been described in de-
tail in (6). The not inconsiderable re-I': ,,finements in the logicality of the detai-

--- led reasoning and numerical methods, that
-i have been made in connection with the

introduction of the newer large amplitude
. -' PMM will be published shortly.

LES The SL analysis of PMM test data is
N': (f) - o,6,b6,b6b6,v,vv,vlvI,blvI founded on the assumption that the hydro-

dynamic effects measured in cyclic tests
-#O 80 0 go Joe# 40 are, for all practical purposes, indepen-

dant of the frequency of the motions.
The frequency effects associated with:

Fig. 8 Static Drift & Rudder Angle Test.
Side-Force and Turning-Moment a) tank resonance (6)
versus Rudder Angle for various a function of tank dimensions
Drift Angles P and test frequency
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b) translatory free-surface waves •,
IpI

generated by a pulsating source
9), a function of model speed,

test frequency and gravity, 'U/g -y

c) unsteady lift or memory-effects, - - 2
a function of normalized test
frequency,w Lpp/U

are found to be negligibly small (for -
normal ships) when

a) test frequency is appreciably -

less than 14 cpm

b)wU/g is appreciably less than -as
1/4 ()0)

C)wl /U is less than about 3
pp

Yawing Tests Figs. 10, 11 & 13
Pure Yaw measurements with small r's

were made at 15 knots to cover the stee-
ring area, and with larger r's at reduced 0 PURE YAW, I.SKN
speed in the manoeuvring range. The o pURE YAW, -
linear coefficients, Yr and Nr, are ba- N
sed on t% full-speed measurements, and . . .. -

the cubic coefficients, Yrrr and Nrrr, Y• N': (f) r,rrr - ii
represent both the non-linear effects
and the small gpeed-effects.

Th.,L results of the Yaw & Drift + 0o 0.1 . 0. r 0.8
Drift & Yaw tests (analogouas to the -2

$tat4.c Drift & Rudder Angle Tests) can
be interpreted as due to the integrated
effects of local cross-flow drag. N'd WOO
The coefficients Yrvv and Nrvv can be A"A
viewed as expressing the influence of 0.0 ,-w- -"
drift angle on the results of the Pure A1 1 r 410o
Yaw measurements, and the coefficients ...

Yvrr and Nvrr as expressing the in-
fluence of yaw rate on the results of r "I.-.7
the Static Drift Angle tests.

The values of the normalized fre- -0A5

quency parameters for the yawing tests
are given in Table 4.

Y, N': (f) rvv
Table 4 Parameters for Cyclic Yaw Tests - 0 ' 0 0 0

0.0o a00 0.01 ~ o rvv' o

Speed Speed NpM rI t

PM0.5-
ship model -g max max -'
knots m/sec cpm • .-,Qo '•

is 1.54 4 1.75 .07 .33 .58 -- 1
10.5 1.08 4 2.50 OS .68 1-69 - - -o W,.3r'.7 0

The acceleration-dependent Y and N compo-
nents measured in the Pure Yaw and the
Yaw & Drift + Drift & Yaw tests are plot- ' - - - -ted in Fig. 13. Y, N'v (f) = vrr

The longitudinal force components F ' ' 1 a
in-phase with the product of yaw rate 0 40S 0o0 o.o9 Vee" dil
and drift angle (which has the units of 0
acceleration) are plotted in Fig. 13.
The zero offset is due to the asymme- Fig. 10 Yawing Tdsts.
trical wake variation with drift angle Side-Force and Turning Moment
mentioned in connection with the Static versus Yaw Rate for
Drift Angle tests. various Drift Angles
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X": (f) - rv SHIP
• I I I"-0.5 RA,

A r*,.3,0 PURE YAW, IS KX"
* O *'or'*..0-6, 6"'i€*4 -o PURE YAW, fG.SKNN --

0 / f" 2 .3, r'd .7 A r',..3t, ' d Sd0" NK - - - ' -1.'*r'(E,)j'•
0.00 0.05 0.10 Off rV' O.0a sSi', , r's .7 Y1, N' Mf t

Fig. 11 Yawing Tests. F-
P Longitudinal-Force versus 0.0 0s f.0 1$ t , 2.0

product of Yaw Rate
and Drift Angle Fig. 13 Pure Yaw Test.

Side-Force and Turning-Moment
Pure Sway Test Fig. 12 versus Yaw A.;celeration

-- The results of the Pure Sway test
furnish the Y and N dependence on la-
teral acceleration (lateral added mass).
Experience has shown that the damping
components (in-phase with v) are more
sensitive to frequency than are the
damping components (in-phase with r)
in yawing tests. Pure Sur Test Fi 14

SL-practice is therefore to use The r 4
the sway damping results given by the T Surge

static tests and only use the cyclic test made at zero speed are included
more for the sake of their curiosityPure Sway test for the determination value than for their importance. The

of the coeffi.ýernts Yý and Ný
m hydrodynamic dependence on ? (addedThe measurements shown in Fig. 1a mass in surge) is very small coptaredwere made with two sway amplitfdes and with the ships mass (see Table 5) butvarious freuencies as follows: the rest,;ts are interesting in that

SShip Speed, knots 15 they iliustrate the accuracy of the
SModel Speed, m/sec. 1.54 measuring system when free of carriage

I PMM Frequency, cpm 2.5 to 10 noise.

e.Lpp/U 1.09 to 4.36 Sir Horace Lamb's coefficients of
g0.04 to 0.16 accession to inertia for an equivalentUg 0.4o0ellipsoid suggest an added mass of 3S

1 3max, degrees 2, * 4,• of the displacement. Making allowance
The measured values forcoLnp/U>2 for the contribution of the propeller

Shave been disregarded (which was not rotating) and for thehave beno l disregarded influence of the boundary layer, the
as normal SL-practice is to make measure- measured value of 4.SS seew,,s very

ments at low frequency only. The measure- reasonable.
ments at higher frequencies in this case
have been included for the sake of "new-
comers" to the field, who are particular- '4
ly interested in frequency-effects.

0 -

S ONC I rpm pflf'

Fig. ~~31p 14PreSre et

00 ~ 0 SHIP RANGE

Fi.12Pr.Sa es.DmesoalLnitdnl-oc-as - - - - aX: (f)
Y', N': (f) .

I I Olt .0 .04 -Ofu 'JECA.08

0 0.1 0.1 0.3 i,'0.41
-Fig. 14 Pure Surge Test. '

9Fig. 12 Pure Sway Test. Dimensional Longitudinal-Force
Side-Force and Turning-Moment versus Dimensional Surge
versus Lateral Acceleration Acceleration
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Table S Coefficients of the Mathematical Model used for Simulation

X-EQUATION Y-EQUATION N-EQUATION I c N fYcoeff
non-dI non-d lm non,d im
coef f cotff coeff

x,5 xi05 x15

-36.3 % -740.u N. -11.0 .01X6Yý -12's N v -44.0

Xu -160.8
XGu 218.7 Yo 6.2 No -1,5

41.3 Y -33.6 Nou 7,1

X6 8.4 Y6 262.0 Nb -135,2 -. 52
-109.7 -19,7 Nsb 12.8

X&Su 204,4 Yss -257.3 NSf 133.7 -. ,2
Xbvv -151.2 -419.4 N6u 216.0 -. 52
Xv& 93.0 %;u 80,4 N6Eu -11,7

YSSEu 531.2 N661 -271.9 -. 51
YsivI- 180,9 N 1VI- -112,6 -. 62

21.7 N6v -6,0

Xv -17,1 Yv -1121,0 Nv -385.4 .34
Xvv -588.4 CYv -1114.7) (Nv -385.1)
Xvr 533.0 Yvv 303.5 Nvv -191.5 -. 63

SVM -2038.6 Nv 539.6
r -2220.0 Nvr 5000•vrr v00,

Yr 322.7 Nr -201.,
Yrrr 551.9 Nrrr -199,4
Yrvv 2833:0 Nrvv -2700.0

m 7mx7 -1T. 47,8

3
Mass non-dim with 1/2 pLPP5  u and v non-dim with U
Inertia - 1/2 pLPP2 2 8 r - U/Lpp
X and Y Forces - 1/2 PLpp3U 2  a s2 reds.
4$ Moments -- 1/2 pLpp Und U2/Lpp2

rU- u/Lpp
uy(u-Uo)/U where Uo Is initial speed

NB No Taylor Expansion Factorials are used

i, FULL-SCALE MANOEUVRES

• ,PREDICTIONS & TRIALS X: {m X )t = fl(jj,v,r,6) (1)

dA, discussed in the above, the model Y: 1 m-Y-)-(mXG-Yt)= f 2 (u,v,r,6) (2)•i teF programme was specifically designed
•i•' to ~~~provide the coefficikvnts of a mathema- N. (mxG-N) (z-Nt)ff3uv. ,.8 )

tical model for simulation of the full-

Sscale manoeuvres made with the USS
"Compass Island" at 15 knots .The functions fl, f and f3 are defined

This section contains a very brief by the coefficients given ii1 Table 5.
description of the structure of the As will be apparent from the discussion
mathematical model, a discussion of some of th. model test data, the number and
aspects of the full-scale trial results, character of the coefficients is tailored
followed by a comparison of the full- to the particular ship type, loading

praldicted mnnopevies.dcondition, speed range etc. The general
computer programme in use at 6L therefore k

Mpthematical Model contains all of the combinations and
The mathematical model is basic- perwutations that have so far been found

ally &s described in (§,11) and consists necessary, giving a total of about 70
of a de-coupled longitudinal-force coeffic~ients, (50 are used for the
equation together with interdependent presont case). Thosc not used in a
side-force and turning-moment equations: particular case are set to zero.
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Continuous time-base solutions for h) The ship resistance being greater
L1, 'ý and t are calculated for predeter- than expected
mined rudder angle strategies, and
integrated to give uv, and r, and to account for the good agreement be-
which are in turn integrated to give tween trial and predicted final-speeds.
Xo, yo and y.

As a digital computer is used to Full-Scale Path Measurements
solve ,he equations, there is essentially The ifull-scale recordings of ship
nu limit to the number of coefficients path, from which the parameters:
that can he included in the mathematical
model. The computation time increases Advance after 90 change of heading
somewhat with number of coefficients, but Transfer after 900 change of heading
this is not an important factor. If the Tactical diameter
equations were to be solved on an Final turning radius
analogue computer, when the size of
computer is roughly proportional to the have also been derivedwere obtained on
number of coefficients, it would be board with the aid of a Dead Reckoning
feasible to reduce the number of coeffi- Tracer (DRT).
cients considerably withcut serious loss The inputs to the DRT were forward
of accuracy by eliminating and/or combi- speed, u, from an electro-magnetic log
ning some of the analytical expressions. and course,y, from the gyro-compass.

The path was then calculated "by means of
suitable in'grators and resolvers" (7),
presumably as follows:

Full-Scale Speed Measurements (T
A number of points seem to indicate Xo DRT u cosWyd (i)

that in the case of the full-scale trials 0

tht approach speed (the spe.d at the T
start of a ma ,:uvre) did not correspond
to the equilibrium speed for the power Yo DRT 0
output in question.

No acceleration trials were made
with propeller revolutions corresponding The true path, however, is found by
to 15 knots nominal speed, but the including the side-slipping effect of

measurements for revolutions correspond- drift angle, when:
ing to 10 knots nominal ipeed show the rT
ship to be accelerating with 0.007Sm/sec 2  X TRUE (u cos-v sin)dt (3)

at 9 knots. This acceleration o

corresponds to an excess of thrust over
resistance of at least 121 tons, i.e. a T
thrust of more thani twice the resistance, Yo TRUE = (u siny+v cosy)dt (4)
indicating an equilibrium speed of over
11 knots instead of 10.

Fig. 18, showing final speed in In order to be able to compare the
turns for 15 knots nominal initial speed, full-scale trials and the predictions on

indicates that at zero rudder angle the a fair basis, special predictions of
full-scale speed should have been closer "DRT Path" have been made ilL addition to

to 161 knots than lS. This estimate is prerlictions of "TRUE Path".
based on the inertial navigation system, Where the difference between the two

which Morse & Price judged to be more was significant, both have been included

accurate than the electro-magnetic Ing. in the figures comparing trials and pre-
When combined with the unexpectedly dictions.

large fu!l-scale resistance, attributed
by Morse & Price to fouling (the ship
was .1.0 months out of dock) and the sonar Simulations
dome, these points largely explain the Timulations have been made of each
rather high finae speeds observed in the of the full-scale manoeuvres made with 15
full-scale trials. knots nominal initial speed. The various

The model tests were maue with manoeuvres are listed in Table 6, toge-
constant propeller revolutions corres- ther with a list of the variables plot-
ponding to the ship propulsion at IS ted in the figuies that follow.
Vnuts for a clean Mariner hull without No attempts have boen made to
sonar dome. correct the model data for scale effects,

The use of constant revolutions, but the tests were made with constant
. rather than constant power (as was the propeller revolutions corresponding to

case for the ship) is believed, with the self-propulsion point for ship at
hind sight, to have on average com- 15 knots, i.e. with ship revolutions
penzate dor: scaled directly to model scale using a

a) the trial approach speeds being factor !scale without making an.7 allow-
lower than the equilibrium ance for the difference between nwodel
speeds for the given revolutions, and ship wakes.
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All of the coefficients in the Turning__Circles
mathematical model representing the ship got unnaturally, there is a con-
have thus been taken directly from the siderable difference between predicted
model test results without any modifi- DRT- and TRUE Paths, particularly for
cations or empirical changes. The good the turning circle turn-entry transients,
correlation between the simulations as can be seen in Figs. 15 & 17. The
and full-scale trials seems to indicate predicted DRT Paths agree much better
that no pronounced scale effects are with the full-scale trial results than
present in this case. the predictions of TRUE Path do.

This should not, however, be gene- The full-scale trial results and
ralized as applicable to all shin types. the predictions both show a greater
It should be borne in mind that the degree of port and starboard asymmetry
"Compass Island" is very different than is usual, most probably due to the
from, for example, large unstable tan- large propeller operating near the
kers, which can experience drift angles water surface, as mentioned in the
and non-dimensional turning rates that comments on the model test data.
are twice as big and where scale effect The predicted speed time histories
could be more important. in Fig. 16 are seen to agree quite well

Nevertheless indications are, that with the full-scale trials, when regard
predictions of zig-zag tests and spiral is paid to the truncated speed axis,
tests for tankers show quite satisfactory although the agreement should perhaps be
agreement with full-scale trials. More treated with reservation as discussed
full-scale data on large full-bodied above.
ships are required before possible scale The agreement between the predictedeffects on cross-flow drag can be as- and full-scale trial results in Fig. 17fectsed o& 18 is otherwise very satisfactory.
sessed.

Table 6 Full-Scale Trial & Predicted Manoeuvres

Type of Manoeuvre Rudder Approrch Dependent Indepen- T ig.
Angle 3peed Variable dent No.

deg. kn. Variable

Turning Circles

Time Histories: 19.1 15.4
8.3 16.0
5.0 15.4 Typical Path 15

-10.4 15.4 Turning Rate Time 16
-11.2 15.6 Forward Speed 16
-19 8 15.6
-20.9 15.4

Parameters: -301 Advance after 900 17

to Transfer after 900 17
+30 Tactical Diameter 17 It

in 15.52 Final Tu'ning Radius 18
steps " Drift Angle 18
3f" Turning Rate 18

5 " Speed l8

20-20 Zig-Zag
Path 19
Heading & Rudder Angle 19 a

15.0 Drift Angle Time 19
Turning Rate 19
Speed 19

Spiral Manoeuvre
15.0 Turning Rate ? 0

Turnin2 Circle Parameters have only been calculated for -30K 6d30 as no
full-scale trials were made for rudder hard over.

15.5 knots is a good average of the full-scale approach speeds.
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0.8 DEGORT, ,SHIP a 0 0 0 0 0 0 -20.9

At . * DRY .6 .i *Ah a•DRT PREAWCTION itA ,1, .6tim 1to

TRUE PREDICTION 4 4 , -ff. . 2
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4 •, MIN 0 000 00000 0000 0-0 O

0.2 6 M 6IN

. EXECUTE. LARGE POINTS - SHIP
6 MIN .1ALL POINTS - PREDICTION

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-0.+

.800 m 600 400 -200 0 , v v v v v v v.8.

Fig. 15 Turning Circle Path. .........
Full-Scale Trial and Predictions tI
for 19.1 deg. Port Rudder Angle 0 , * *
and 15.4 knots Initial Speed

20-20 Zi4-Zag Manoeuvre
In order to obtain the best possible

basis for comparison, the predicted Zig- 16
Zag was made by starting the rudder0
shifts at exactly the same heading angles U o oa! in the full-scale trials. The rudder 0N 0 0 0 0£G•Oo° 0 0 0 0-4S0angles were theD changed with the same
rudder rate to the same steady rudder ° Oooo000000000oooooooo
angles. The heading angles, rudder rates -'~01'.0 V a "O.

and steady rudder angles were therefore v V v
different for each segment of the a
manoeuvre. tJ• o

The trial and predicted results are it _'g.. o x x X X 98
shown in Fig. 19 and the general agree- o'..0 0 0 X 0 0.20.
ment leaves little to be desired, with 'o ... =•s =..... ........
the possible exception of the 3% diffe- -*p°O.Oooooooo 0'0.0
rence in period. ,

Other small differences can be .
largely explained by minor deficiencies
in the full-scale trial instrumentation:

a) Difficulties were experienced
with the inertial avigator 0 NIH
used for deriving drift angles,
particularly in transient•;.~ma no euvre s,"mneve.Fig. 16 Turning Circle Time Histories.

V b) Although the trial and predicted Turning Rate and Speed versuF
average speeds after the first 2 Elapsed Time for various
minutes agree within 2%, the Rudder Angles and Initial Speeds
track lengths from the second tc
eighth minutes differ by 6%.
As the tracks are almost iden-
tical for trial and prediction,
this difference must either be
due to inconsistencies between
the speed used for the DRT and
the average EM log speed time
history, or due to a minor
error in the DRT itself.
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Fig. 17 Turning Circle Parameters. Fig. 18 wrning Circle Parameters.
Advance and Transfer after Final Turning Radius,
90 deg. Change of Heading, Drift An le,Turning Rate
and Tactical Diameter. and 0ee4.
Trial Points & Predicted Lines Tri Poif & Predicted Lines
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200 DRT predicted and trial paths.
M 3- 6 j The trial is shown with a

0 Jdotted line, the predictions
"S H ' HM with a full line. Trial and

__ _predicted positions are in-
-Zoo dicated for each minute of

0 800 Moo 2400 32oo0 m elapsed time.

*%0*

200,20 ,-- !

* * " * The prediction has been made
a •with rudder rates, rudder

o S_ angles and shift angles
/ lcorresponding to the trial

I values.-V' 1:I '
-20 J

- - L
DEO 0  from the inertial naviga-

tion system, with possibi-
lity of cyclic error.

r
The trial turning rate is

0 from gyrocompass synchro,
and probably accurate.

U
KN 046 )The trial speed is from

EM-log, which is thought
to be accurate for the
moderate speed-loss and
drift angles that occur

ej 4here. Note the truncated
speed axes.

o 2 4, 6 6 411W

Fig. 19 20-20 Zig-Zag Manoeuvre.

Path, Rudder Aigle, Heading, Drift Angle, Turning Rate
& Speed versus Elapsed Time. Trial Points & Predicted Lines
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Spira 1Manoeuvre
T4 ull-scale trial and predicted COMPARISON OF CAPTIVE-MODEL

Dieudonn6 Spiral Test results are shown TEST TECHNIQUES
in Fig. 20, which also includes the final
turning rates from the turning circle
trials.

Morse & Price interpreted the re- Background
sults of the trials as indicating a small The ability to predict full-scale
but definite instability loop. It was manoeuvres with good accuracy on the
later shown, however, (9) that the re- basis of large-amplitude, low-frequency
sults of a spiral test can exhibit a so- PMM tests has been demonstrated in the
called "sloped-loop" character unless foregoing section. However, as also -'e-
ultra-extreme care is taken in waiting flected in the recommendations of the
for the speed to settle down (or up) 1972 ITTC, there is still a need for the
when making the measurements. comparison of different captive-model

The trial results for 5 knots test techniques.
initial speed clearly show this sloped- The foregoing PMM-tests made at 15
loop character, which neither confirms knots approach speed for comparison
nor precludes the existence of instabi- with full-scale trials at 15 knots, were
lity. therefore supplemented with PMM-tests at

The trial results at 15 knots 20 knots for comparison with the pub-
initial speed are more difficult to lished results of Rotating Arm tests at
interpret, due to the limited number of 20 knots made at NSRDC and AEW (12,13).
measurements at small rudder angles, but These two sets of rotating-arm data were
it is suggested that they indicate the chosen for comparison as they were made
vessel to be marginally stable as is also with comparably large models and under
indicated by the value of the predicted very similar conditions as shown in
slope of the r-6 curve: Table 7.

All three sets of data were made with the
b = -0.567 deg/sec/deg ship loading condition defined in Table 1

and all three sets of results represent
hydrodynamic effects only, i.e. mass
effects, instrument tares etc. have been
subtracted or corrected for.

Constraint in heel is one of the few1
points of difference between the three
test conditions, and this can almost

-.- certainly be disccunted as a source of
r differences, as the maximum heel angles

DEG - - - -due to drift angle and yaw rate were
61 deg and I deg respectively for model
(12), (maximum final roll angle for ship

a+ was 3 deg (Z)).

Pure Yaw Results
.The pure yaw results, i.e. for zero

drift angle, are shown in Fig. 21. The
0 PMM results are shown as measured points

and faired lines, the analytical expres-
sions for which are included in the fi-
gure.

The PMM results are, due to the
nature of the integrating system used,

-04 - averages of the results for port and

o SPIRAL starboard turning rates.

a TUhRJIN. The NSRDC results are shown by the
- CIRCLE$ broken line which represents the hand-CIRCi faired line drawn by the authors of

-.0. -(12) through their 16 measured values.
-fO 0 f0-.6£D 8O Thie NSRDC tests were only made for

starboard turns and the small zero-r'
intercepts have been subtracted.

The AEW results are shown by the
Fig. 20 Spiral Manoeuvre. square points which are averages ofFinal Turning Rate versuz

the results for port and starboard
Rudder Angle.
Trial Points & Predicteo Lines turns.The PMM tests were made at 5 and 7

cycles/min of the PMM, corresponding to
the normalized frequencies shiown in
Table .7. As can be seen from Fig. 21,
if the measurements are frequency de-
penaent, the effect is negligibly small.
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Table 7 Parameters for Cyclic Yaw Test

Speed Speed N wl wU r' t
ship model gp . -- max max

knots M/s cpm-

20 2.06 5 1.64 .11 .30 .49 N -W- - ,- -

20 2.06 7 2.29 .15 .61 1.40

t No corrections have been made for
the small difference in the positions of - ---- 4 3L W)
the origins of the axis systems in the j (ce) -
models used for the PMM tests and the a AW ( e
Rotating Arm tests (see Tables 1,8 & -0.5
Fig. 3). An idea of the mo3nitude of
the influence of this difference can be
obtained by calculating the changes in
the linear coefficients Yr and Nr using
the transformations given in (1). If -4.0
the PM• test values are transformed to
correspond to the origin position used
for the rotating-arm tests, the results
are:

Yro : rG 330.6x0 : 315"xi0-5

Nro :NrG :: -34".x1" :-25x

The change in Nr is negligible and -2. --
the change in Yr changes the PMM-test
results such that they fall almost mid- - -
way between the two rotating-arm test 00 0.2 0.4 1results. 0 6

Yaw and Drift Angle Results
Figures 22 and 23 compare the Y'xl0 3 

= 3.3055r' +1.9396r' 3

results of the two sets of Rotating- N'xI0 3 - -2.3452r' -2.1594r' 3

Arm tests and the PMM-tests.
The PMM-test results are compoundedfrom the Pure Yaw test results described Fig. 21 PMM and Rotating Arm Data.

above, and Yaw and Drift + Drift and Yaw Side-Force and Turning-Moment
test results that are completely ana- versus Yaw-Rate foc Zero
logous to those described for 15 knots Drift Angle.
ship speed.

No corrections have been made for
the difference in position of the ori-
gins.

The three sets of data can be said
to agree remarkably well, with the PMM
test results, in general, lying between
the two sets of Rotating-Arm data.

Table 8 Models and Facilities for PMM and Rotating m Tests

SL NSRDC fAEW
Linear Ratio 25 24.175 34
Model Lpp, m 6.437 6.657 4.733

Propulsion-point ship ship ship
Bilge-keels yes yes yes
Sonar dome no no no'i"
Free to sink & trim yes yes yes j,
Free to heel no yes yes, Origin of body axes stn. 10 nom. CG nom.CU
Model speed, kn, ship 20 20 20
Facility PMM Rot.Arm Rot.Arm
Basin Towing Circular Offset

* Tank Tank Rect.
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r

.4.
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Fig. 22 PM n ottn r Data. Fig. 23 PMM and Rotating Arm Data. H
SideForc verus Dift ngleTutrring-Moment versus Drift I

for various Yaw-Rates. Angle for various Yaw-Rates.,

CONCLUS IONS

Captive model tests have been made No attempts have been made to
with a 1:25 s:ale model of a Mariner correct the model data for scale effects,
Class vessel in the loading condition but the tests were made with constant
corresponding to the full-scale steering propeller revolutions corresponding to
and manoeuvring trials with the USS the self-propulsion point for ship at
"Compass Island". 15 knots, although the trials were made

The full capabilities of the SL with approximately constant power.
large amplitude horizontal PMM were uti- Extra simulations were made in order
lized to vary the motion parameters over to permit a fair comparison with trial-
the full range experienced by the ship. records of ship path taken from the Dead
rThis was accomplished at very low nor- Reckoning Tracer. The differences be-

Smahized frequency by th• use of large tween "True" and "DRT" simulations were
amplitudes. The added mass in surge was found to be substantial for turn-entry •
measured at zero speed. transients, but small for tactical

The model test data have been used diameter, steady turning radius and
to simulate all of the full scale Zig-Zag trajectories.
mnanoeuvres made with iS knots approach The correlation between the simula-

speed, namely turning circles for rudder tions based on model-tests and the full- 'K
iangles between - 20o and * 20o, a 20-20 scale trial results is found to be
iZig-Zag and a Dieudonn6 spiral. The excellent, indicating that for this

simulated and full-scale trial results type of ship, the normal SL PMM testing
ihave been compared, in accordance with and analysis procedures and simulation.-

14 the rec~omendations of the 1969 and techniques give 3ccurate information
• I1972 ITTC's. on actual ship manoeuvrlng behaviour.
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DISCUSSION

ALEX GOODMAN SC C

The authors are to be congatulated on an excellent maximum advance and maximum transfei# of
paper. It i obous that the phlosophy and applUcaon the ship's center is used, as well as
of the PMM system to engineeing problems clearly the ratio of initial to final turning
understood by the authors. They ha" Jenontrated, . circle speed. Por the &-Maneuver the
have other investigators, that the application of PMM test first overshoot angle and non-dimen-
resultand anaysi procoduresa combnatoa with sional time to the first course inter-
imulation techniques provide accurate Information on cept have been chosen. And finally, for

actual hip maneuvering behavior. This is further substanti- the spiral test the total loop width has
ated by the comment. of Mr. Lblin of EXXON. As been used.
stated by the Chairman, Dr. C. Bates, "Mhe proof of the
pudding is in the eating." The table shows the average dif-

ferences of full scale and PMM results
An let me date that the PMM system is a power- to be quite small with the high amplitude

ful e9gneering tool. When it i parly undestood and PMM having the smaller difference. The
Kiplied, it can provide Gngineering uX0ellet manwers such as plus sign indicates poorer maneuvering
ilustratedbythepresuntpepr. response than is found in full scale,

a• while the negative sign indicates the
opposite. The comparatively larger dif-

R.C. UHLIq ference of the free running model can be
attributed to model propeller-rudder

I congratulate the authors on their forces being too large, a consequence of
e cellent paper and the work they have the hull alone having relatively more

ne to advance this most useful method. resistance than the full scale ship.
These forces made the model turn much

At Exxon we have found that a wide better than the ship as shown by the
range of tanker maneuvering can be ac- large negative value.
curately performed by the use of the
captured model PMM and computer simula- Besides using the average differ-
tion technique. This conclusion is ence to indicate the central tendency
based on a comparative study in which of the data, it is also important to
good full scale maneuvering data for the know how far from the average each of
190 MDWT ESSO MALAYSIA class tanker have the measurements is located. An indi-
been compared with 1:38 scale model cation of this dispersion, or spread,
results from the high amplitude and the within the data is givbn by the stan-uld
medium amplitude PMM apparatus that the deviation figures appearing in the table.
authors refer to in their paper. A com- The standard deviation for the high
parison has also been made with free- amplitude PMM is seen to have the small-
running tests using this model. eat value, indicating the least amount

of data dispersion.
The table below summarizes the dif-

ferences found between the full scale For the past several years we have
and model test maneuvering data. The used PMM test results as input to bridge
full scale data is based on the average maneuvering simulators for training and
of three sets of good trials on sister- research. We have found that a wide
ships. range of maneuvers can be simulated

quickly and with minimum cost once PMM
High Medium results are available. Furthermore,

Amplitude Amplitude Free controlled experiments can be conducted,
PMM PMM Running ship motion in time can be properly

scaled, and known wind and current ef-
Average fects can be added with comparative
Difference +2.15% +7.02% -17.65% ease.

tandard
9eviation 8.69% 11.56% 13.49%

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FULL SCALE
SHIP AND MODEL TEST MANEUVERING DATA

The numbers in the table are cal-

culated from ceiftain measures of the
turning circle, the 3-Maneuver, and the
spiral test. For thn turning circle the F
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C.C. GLANSDORP .

The Danish Towing TanI_ has gained experience (1) Brummer G.M.A., v.d. Voorde C.N., v. Wijk, WJI,
with the operations of a F141 as an important Glansdorp C.C.
experimental tool for approximately 10 years. "esimulation of the Steering- and Manoeuvring
The here preaented paper shows that msany Characteristics of a second Generation
improvements have been made in the PM0, in the Containership"
measuring technique and in the mathematical TNO - 186 Report 1708, 1972.
model. PMM-techniques for the evaluation of the
steering and manoeuvritig behaviour of ships are
becoming mature and they play an important role
in the determination of the steering qualities 8 A R THULIM

* in the deni~n stage. Both authors have
participat-d in the development from th~e very I would like to aomognt on t one of
beginning. I want to congratulate thm with this, for manoeuvring people vor7*nterest-
their important contributions with respect to ing paper.
the progress of P14-techniques.

SInspired by referenoe (I], I haye am-
I want to make a few remarks with respect to a lysed the static speed snd rudder angle
num1er of details. The ratio of modellength to tests, carried out at SL on behalf oxr SSPA
PM4-amplitude is roughly 9. This meant, that in on a twin screw/twin rudder model, by non-
order to cover the whole range of yaw-speed and -diulnsionalising the forces and moments on
driftspeed amplitudes oue should apply rather tbh model d t- to rudder *Agles by dividing
•lun frequencies of oscillation. This is thin b3 the mean velocity (squared) over
obvious when one looks to the graphs piesenting the ruadter surf&ae.#
acceleration forces and moments. The model ranges
of yaw and drift acn-leration are much higher This velocity approximately consists of
than the ship ranges, beca-se frequency squared two components - the propellor race velocity
appears in the relevant formul te for the and the advance velocity at the rudder out-
accelerations. In thit. respf,.L the Delft side the race (Fig 1) - and cam be written
University Towing Tank has gained experienne 2 1 r. (A
since 1964 when the horizontal P10 is put into a A V + * kuA. + ) (A ,
service. The ratio between modellength and A
amplitude of this device is about 10."-Taking the
dimensions of the PHN into account comparcd to
actual shipbehaviour when manoeuvrins I would 0-.
like to propose that devices like the Danish+
and the Del are called medium amplitude A,

The authors state that the effects of frequencies
upon the forces and momentes are negligibly small Pig 1. bTe Uffestive Rudder Advance Velocity
when the dimensionless frequency 'eL /U is
smaller than 3. Del ft Towing Tank pFctice has A factor k has been oomaulated [2,•,4)
shown that this limit frequency is lower and for the infinite blade propeller (Pig 2) ex-
lies in the vicinity of I to 1.5 for some pressing the induoed mean axial velcoity im
sensitive hydrodynamit coefficients like Y' and the Xace, u,, over the induced velocity far
Nor. behind a•tuator disk, u

?rem figure 5 one gets the impression that the k --I
coefficients describing the re.iistance of the DIo.

ship and the delivered thrust have been determined k is a function of the axial distance from
from these experimental results. This is possible the propeller disk to, in this application,
if the propeller rotates with a speed correa- the quarter mean ohord of the rudder.
ponding to the ship's self propulsion point and
if a tow rope force is applied to correct for
differences between the ship's scaled down .
resistance and the modelresistance. U
In this case the propeller revolutions were kept
at a constant value.It in, however, possible to
include a simple description of the propulsion *

dynamics together with a constent throttle
setting for turbine ships respectively constant
fuel supply for dieselahips (1)
I like to ask the uthors on their opinion with
respect to simulation of manoeuvres with constant
revolutions.
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5To be able to compute the over-velo- to

city in the p~opoller raoe, the momentume
theo ry i8 app li1ed t9 the race (F ig 3), In Pig1 5 a, b and o the me as ured

see fo r inst ance (6J]. fo rce s and mo ment s on th e hull d ue to the

rudder angle are non-diseneionlized with
+,Pi p hull speed. oah curve corresponds to a

certain overload due to reduced hull speed
VAat constant rate of revolution.

S. S -' • s, u- o~u.

S. D u-OUU.

Fig 3. The Propeller Roae According to xk.D-T• 0- -Q4.
Actuator Disk T•heory

Introducing the propeller characteristics
t i, induced axial velooity far behind the - -

* disk can be expressed

Am V +VVA+ IJUD)

or

u0 = V, +Vo + +nI ) " =U1,+,/, ) + a

where ;, based on - V *L[2 + (nD) 2 ]J"A

is more suitable for computer calculations

(]and can be taken from Fig 4.
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Fig 5. Static Speed and Rudder Angle Toot
for various Speeds at constant Rate
of Revolution

The same measurements a reduoed
acoording to the above stated theory and
are illustrated in Fig 6 a, b and a. The

mesoured points coincide with the ourve
obtained fron regression analysis with I
acceptable acouracy for manoeuvre simula-
tion stulies.

I think this approi4Uh shl to be

very promissing in this oase and partiou-
larly useful when using a stock propellerfor the model tests. It would be very in-oi

teresting to know if this method is appli-
cable with satiefaotory t to for in-
stance the model tests d with the
IUSS Compass Island".V
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

Mr. Goodman's comments are welcomed by the As indicated in \he paper, the force and moment
authors, whose initial interest in captive model testing was components due to the acceleration of the model mas and
inspired by Goodman & Gertler's application of the PMM inertia were subtracted from the measured data and only
test method to submarines, the hydrodynamic components are included in the presen-

tation of experimental results. The ship mas and moment
Mr. Uhuin prew* a ram. and therefore extremely of inertia were then inserted via equation (1, 2, 3) before

valuable compasrison of mode, and full-scale steering md simulating,
menoeuvring performance. He compares the average of
tiree good full-scale mommuvring-trials on sister ships, with The limit wL/U < 3 applies to yaw-acceleration and
model results from b I an 8 m. model, which was yaw-damping coefficients, The authors agree that sway-
tested tree-sailing, wIk 0 old SL PMM, and with the damping gd to a lesser extent, sway-acceleration responses
newer SL PMM. The comparison gives a cloar and uncom- are more sensitive to frequency effects. However, the
plicated formulation of the differences. The good agree- ship range of sway-acceleration can easily be covered at
ment in the case of thz, newer PMM is most gratifying and low frequency, and as mentioned in the paper. results for
indicates that it is perhapý _nt necessary to go to model wL/U > 2 have been dieregarded In the determination of
sizes above 8 m, as is currently under discussiou. It would the coefficieits Y- and Nj. The sway damping terms Y.v
perhaps have but interesting to see the values of standard and N, are obtained hom the static drift angle tests and the
deviation b e e t61se sets of full.-'cale trials includeo in therefore correspond to zero frequency. The yaw damping
the compdsU., coefficients N, etc. have fortunately been found to be

less sensitive to frequency, as e.g. demonstrated in Fig. 21,
Mr. Uhlin's contribution is especially significant as it where results for wLLU equal to 2.3, 1.6 and 0.0 show

deals with a tanker form, i.e. a ship type which because uf good agreement.
its couie hestability can eah very high turning rates and
large Att oales, and whib therefore necessitates a reore It is true that the coefficients Xu, Xuu and Xuuu
po* test and simulation technique then is the cae were in this case derived from the model test results, and
for * Mbriner Class of Vessels. It is very encouraging to that the propeller revolutions corresponded to the ship's
have 4 ctising shipping-company re-affirm the authors' self-propulsion point. The two-rope force at 15 knots
opinion that PMM.tests cnn provide useful and commer- and zero rudder angle can be seen in Fig. 5.dailly v•iable information.

'The choice of engine charuaterisLics and the rcsulting
Mr. Glansdrop is in a very good position to comment variation of propeller revolutions with speed is one of the

on this paper, as he and his colleagues at Delft have flexibl2 features of captive-model testing with a PMM. As
developed a sophiicated PMM and simulation system mentioned in the paper, the choice of constant power as
along lines similes b those followed at Lyngby. His pro- was the case for the ship, seems to have been counterbalanced
posel to call PMM's with sway amplitude to model legth by the high ship-reiistance due to fouling.
or order 10, "medium amplitude" is intriging as it hints at
a future need for the clofication "large-amplitude". For Mr. Thulin's elegant analysis of the speed & rudder test
merchant ship forms, saing with speeds up to values of tests for another model, where the measurements were also
VAV,/iequal to about 0.4, the present amplitude of the made with constant izvolutions, shows how he uses the test
SL PMM has been found to be quite adequate. For the results simply to characterize the interaction between hull,
6 to 8 m. models used in these cass, larger amplitude is propeller and rudder. Having done this, he is free to make
precluded by the necessity for avoiding wall effects. simulations for the ship in question, using any propeller

(defined by its open-water characteristic) and for any
engine characteristic or engine manoeuvre.

iti
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ON A STUDY OF SHIP-CONTROLLABILITY OF A
WIDE-BEAM TANKER USING LARGE SCALE MODEL

S. Sato M. Takagi T. TakaZ
HitachZ Shipbuitd-nq Hitachi Ship buitdng Hitachi Shipbuilding

6 Engineering Co., Ltd. S Enginee4ing Co., Ltd. S Engineeting Co., Ltd.
O4aka, Japan O4aka, Japan Osaka, Japan

ABSTRACT r'=nondimen.ional yaw rate
s=slip ratio
Tr=representative time of course change

This paper presents the results of V=ship speed
a rtudy of the ship-controllability of w=wake fraction
a wide-beam tanker (L/B=5.0). 9=helm angle

'4=rddius of gyration
The report consists of the follow- ý=heading angle

ing three parts; • =setting course
-=noise, response of ship caused by A

i) Estimation of the indices of waves I
the manoeuvring characteristics
0of the ship by the method of INTRODUCTION
series tests usLng similri-
models which are 4M, IOM, 30M It has been concluded that, under
in length. certain conditions, a large wide-beam

ship is artrective from the viewpoint
2) Determination of whether or not of building coscs t13. However such a

the ship is unstable in course hull form requires uxtersiv. testing
keeping because of so-called and research before it may be consider-
"J"unus,ýal phenomenon." ed to bu practical. 'she controllability

of the ship is one of the most important
3) Deter'ination of the feeling of p-ints to be investigated.

control cf the ship with mano-
euvring characteristics as In dealing with the controllability
estimated iby iteir 1) , by cf such a large ship there seem to be
means of simulation of the two important points. to be considered.
3hip's manoeuvres. One of them is whether the ship is easy

to steer or not. The other is whether
The results of this study show the ship has enough stability in cou se

that if a lae-ge wide-beam tanker has a keeping or not.
large cnough rudder area ratio, the
ship will be cotrollable. The former characteristics 4s con-firmed by comparing the steerine quali-

ty indices o4' the ship: whicr! are
"U estimated 'ront model tests, to those of

conventional ships. Moreover, if we
Sarwant to check the feeling of the con-S•.A.1=rudder area trol of the full scale ship, useful
SB=ship beam conclusions may be drawn from the exami-
Cl=audder adjustment (deg/g/d) nation of the response of the ship ft• C•=yatr rate adjustment Id•/egscobtained by a helmsman using a simu-
CNznormal force coefficient of lation device.

rudder "j
dzship draft For the letter it is imp -tant to
Gr=tr.'nsfer functie- of steering investigate the unstaoility in •ourse

geai- keeping due to so-called "unusual p~ie-
Gj=t-anefer function of ship to rudder nomranon" (2), (3). As the mechanism of j

a.Jic'n this phenomenon is not yet clear, it is
Gs'=transfcz function of ship to difficult to predict the existence of

wove such a phenomenon in the full scale
2,T,T1, T2, T3,; ship before it is built. But praecical

V ... taering quality indices conclusions may bL obtained by careful
-, K',TV=rnodimensional steering quality experiments using similar models o;

indicos various lengths[4).
r= yew rate
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Accordingly three similar models, is 'not desirable. A

4M, lOM, and 29.9M in length, were
selected and many kinds of manoeuvring For steering quality in large

etests were carried out paying particu- amplitude motion, scale effect seems to

lar attention to the scale effect. alter continuously according to Reynolds

lBasing on these results we confirmed number. If the steering quality indi-

that there would be no trouble in con- ces can be expressed as functions of

trolling the larV wide-beam ship. frictional resistance Cf just as done

in the field of propulsion and re-

SCALE EFFECT AND SELECTION OF LENGTH sistance of ships (5), the 30M model is

OF SIMILAR MODELS large enough to estimate the indices of

the full scale ship by extrapolation

As shoirn above, models 4M, IOM with sufficient accuracy. This length

and 30M in length were used in the is also favorable compared with the

model Lests. Principal particulars of area of the test, Maizuru-Bay. At

models and the designed ship are shown least three models are needed to obtain

±n Table 1. The profile and body plan the indices by extrapolation. Thus 4M

are shown in Fig. 1 (which shows the and 10M models are chosen to provide a

side view of the arrangement of 30 M proper intervals for extrapolation.

model). The values of the radius of
gyration shown in Table 1 are as As mentioned above, if the scale

calculated for the 1OM and 30M model effect can be regarded to alter conti-

and as measured for the 4M model. neously according to Reynolds number,

it is reasonabC to carry out the

It is obvious that as large a tests using perfectly similar models

model as possible is desirable to avoid and at same Froude number. All tests
scale effect. However both from ex- executed satisfy *ese conditions.

penee and also from the accuracy of the cntn

results of experiment, too large model

Table 1 Principal particulars of models and designed ship.

4M Model IOM Model 30M Model Actual ship

Full Ballast" Full Iallast Full I Ballast Full Ballast

L (W 4.0 10.0 29.9 350.0

PP (m) 0.8 2.0 5.98 70.0
dT-(mT 0.533 0.105 0.632 I 1.885 0.793 22.15 9.12

da (i) 0.253 0.137 0.632 1.915 1.049 22.15 11.95
Displacement(t) 0.670 0.300 10.49 - 289.5 130.2 462,700 205,900 1

Ar/Lxd (%) 2.40 2.40 - 2.40 , 2.39

Ar (min
2
) 0.0242 0.151 ].35 185.0

/LO 0.2 .234 - 0.230 E 0.260 I
Proleller

Dia. W 0.1109 0.277 0.828 9.7

0Pitch rati 0.6995 0.6995 0.6995 0.6995Number of 66'
S• blades 6666:1

Speed o.858n/slo.9l2m/Il.355m/s[ 455kt .85ktl 15.6ktl 16.6kt

S! J

STEERING AN

MAI H NEfRY
SPAC

%p FP

U 5M

Fig. 1 Profile and body plan of 30 m model.
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On the other hand for course keep- ii) Origint. hui.t )riginal rudder +
ing quality in relatively small ampli- Fin (fitted to emphasize "unusual
tude motion, the flow field is expect- phenomenon"t3))
ed to change discontinuously according
to Reynolds number and there seem to a. Spiral test.
be complex problems. At first because
such a ship is regarded as a blunt b. Zig-Zag test (±100, t7.5O, ±5o).

body, it comes into question whether
Reynolds number related to the dir iii) Original hull + Small rudder (78%
mension of the body perpendic4.pr to of original rudder area)
the stream, namely ship width, exceeds
the critical Reynolds number or not. a. Spiral test.
For the 30M model this number amounts
to about 2 x 107 and exceeds the criii- b. Zig-Zag test (±100, ±7.50, ±50).

cal Reynolds number 105 - 106 suffi-
ciently, so the generation and trans- (2) Ballast condition
formation of the vortices in the model
can be regarded to have nearly the same i) Original hull + Original rudder
qualitative character as in the full
scale ship. The other problem is con- a. Turnin, test (±400, ±300, ±200
cerned with the periodic fluctuation ±10°, --750).
of the flow field. If this phenomenon
happens And the period of ,uctuation b. Spiral tent and reversed
coincides with the natural period of spiral test.
yawing motion decided from the auto-
pilot system, the course stability of c. Zig-Zag test (t200, ±100, ±7.50,
the ship will become extremley bad. ±50).

But even in this case, if this peri-dic
phenomenon can be een to happen in a Test results
range of certain Strouhal number, the
characteristics of the full scale ship (1) Zig-Zag tests. Steering quality
can be estimated from the model test indices obtained from the usual K-T
so long as they are carried out in the analysis of the Zig-Zag tests are shown
same Froude number as the one of the in Figs, 2 and 3, in which the results
full scale .hip. were nondimensionalized using approach

speed. (Same as in IOM and 30M model).

ESTIMATION OF THE STEERING QUALITY OF

FULL SCALE SHIP FROM MODEL TEST RESULTS From these results the type of
so-called "unusual phenomenon" which

Manoeuvring Tests Using 4M Model is characterized by stabilization in
the range of small amplitude motion

Method andkindsoi' model tests, can not be found.
Model tests were carried out at the
manoeuvring test facility of Osaka Results of the full load condition e
University. A free-sailing model with with fin are more stable and those of
radio control was used in the tests, the small rudder are less stable than
Zig-Zag tests and reversed spiral tests the results of Ite original type.Iare carried out automatically 't-y nieans
of electronic circuits and the data are (2) Turning test, spiral test and re-
recorded on a recorder on board. Model versed spiral test. The results ana-
speed which corresponds to the sea lyzed by usual method are shown in ,'
speed was produced by setting the pro- Figs. 4 and 5.
peller revolution to the value obtained
from the speed trial. Only this model Nondimensional turning rate was
was not fitted with bilge kee's. obtained from steady turning circle in

the case of the turning test. In
Kinds of tests executed are as other casas it was calculated from the

follows; measured turning :ate and model speed
during the turniing which was estimated

(1) Full load condition from approach speed and speed drop I j
curve derived from turning test.

i) Original hull + Original rudder
Full width of the hysteresis loop

a. Turning test (±40, -350, +250, is about 2 - 30 for full load condition
!150, ±100, ±50). and in the case of ballast condition

the ship is stable.
b. Spiral test and reversed

spiral test Another type of"unusual phenome-
c Z Z tt5 1non" ,which is characterised by periodic
C. Zig-Zag test (±200, ±150, ±100, yawing motion during the spiral test

±7.50, 150). vas not observed. But the data
ocatters a little in r'-& curve even
though such the improper points as

'161
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Fig. 2 Indices K' and T' derived from Fig. 3 Indices K' and T' derived from ,
zig-tag test (4 m modej full zig-zag test (4 m mnodel, ballast '
load condition) condition) !

0 •IC:AL.( RV. SPIRAL)

SORIGINAL (SPIRAL) o I•VW1SED SPIRAL
A WTFIN (SPIRAL) ,o"
&IASML RFI)LR (SPIRAL) bSPIRAL t.0
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ZIINI' '•Ii

. -- S -os;5i'

Fig. Turning characterisj{s (4m Fig. Turning characteristics (4 m
model, full load condition) model, ballast condition)
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affected by the win(! were neglected. Test results
This phenomenon happened especially in
port side turning vlkth small helm angle (1) Zig-Zag test. Steering quality
but propeller revo'ution did not change indices obtained from the usual K-T
during such tests $n 4M model. anai ysis of the Zig-Zag test are shown

in Fig. 6.
Manoeuvring Tests/Using IOM Model For the original rudder, "unusual

Method and I of tests, phenomenon" of having stable indices in
Tests were conducted at an irrigation small amplitude motion is not seen.
reservoir i.n sou/hern part of Osaka
City. This pond/has about 200M x 500M (2) Turning test, spiral test and re-
area and about Ljj depth and seems ex- versed spiral test. The results ob-
tensive enough or this model. The tained from same analysis as 4M model
method of tests: is the same a" the are shown in Fig. 7. For the original
conventionil or'e but in this case the rudder, the "unusual phenomenon" of
model was controlled by iwo persons on having two or more equilibrium con-
board and prop-illed by a D.C. motor. ditions in the r'--6 curve occurs more
Kinds of testE are as follows; markedly than with the other models.

(1) Full ioaI condition The details of this phenomenon are
/ shown in Figs. 8 and 9 which were

i) Origina7.1 hull + Original rudder obtained from analysis of the reversed
+ ~+ ~ spiral test. As the experivienter

a. Turuing test (040', t35', 30°, found a change of propeller revolution
12(°, l0, t±5). during the test, the test was continu-

b. ZýS-ag tst ±200 ±10, 100, ed for many hours and repeated many
b. Zi•s-Zag test (±200, ±15°, ±l0°, times. Especially in the tests of the

±7.50, +50). small rudder, this phenomenon was seen

distinctly and the difference between
c. Spiral test and reversed mean values of helm angle are about 5

Epiral test, degrees as shown in Fig. 9.

ii) Original hull + Small rudder In +his case the change of state
(83.9% of original rudder area) was distinguished by experimenter and

a remarkable feature is that the pro-
a. Spiral test and reversed peller revolution chai.ges at the same

spiral test. time. When the experimenter steers
the ship so as to keep a certain yaw

yaw rate decreases suddenly and the
propeller revolution increases at the

1.0 / o REVERSM SPIRAL

0 0 b SPI RAL 1.0

o

1 05-0

1. 00 0

0 1-10, :140

I$I

f Vo o.W -A
0 5

-l.

Fig. 6 Indices K' and T' derived from
zig-zag test (10 m model, full
load condition) Fig. 7 Turning characteristics (10 m

model, full load condition)
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o -I.5%-,j5I

.0 2.0%-30.% 0 0 I.S%4o%

-2 c -2 7s-c 2 -

Fig. 8 Unusual phenomenonrin turning Fig. 9 Unusual phenomenon in turning
characteristics (10 m model characteri'jtics (10 m model
with original rudder, full load with small rudder, full load
condition) condition)

Manoeuvring Tests ,g 30M Model A block diagram of the steering
system is shown in Fig. 10. The deffer-

Model ship and measuring system. ence between this system and that of the
ship is as follows;

(1) Ship hull and engine. The side
view of the general arrangement is shown i) Deed band of the steering gear
in Fig. 1. As shown before propeller, is lsrgei in the 30M model
rudder,, etc. are all similar to those than in the ship.
of the ship. Only this model was ma•TM
of steel and the model surface was pr&sp., fi* On-off control was used for
pared to keep the smoothness according the 30M model while proportion-
to Japanese standards. The constructpd al control was adopted for thesurface was very smooth and accurate, ship.
The welding beads wer smoothed by
grinding except for e fore peak part The above differences are consider-
which was regarded s a turbulence ed to inzjure the stability of auto-
stimulator. pilot steering control loop. But in

other kinds of tests sucil a difference
The main engine is a 40 PS mtrine does not affect the test results. -

diesel with reduction gear Wd clutch
and it is controllable from the wheel (3) Measuring system. The out-line of
house. The engine revolut'on was very the measuring system is shown in Fig.ll.
steady even at slow revolu tons. With some exception, almost all instru-ments are similar to those used in
(2) Steering gear. The steering gear ma:aoeuvring tests of ships' trials.
io an important instrument in this However since the curreat meter gavy
experi.nent and was selected wi great frequent trouble, the chip log method
care. Principal particulars are as was used exclusively.
follows;

i) Type; electro hydrolic

ii) Maximum helm angle; +97.50 V cO

iii) Steering speed; 8.2 see. AUTOPILOýiv) a e tl, ag; 5 i._
fr• 350 to 300 of opposite
sif (Corresponds ',0.28 sec. !
for 350M ship).

iv) Maximum error of actual helm 10 Block steerhig
system in 30 m model

angle to settled angle; 0.5° ytmi 3 oe
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•E/ur sNr to

(•)~ ~~Sr, Auto pilt. Th atopltste

$rANO AAV ------------ .. XW -------

Fig 12 Aut pilo cici010m oe

was constructed to siriulate the ship
motion controlled by auto pilot. The Fig. 13 Block diagram of auto pilot
signals of the directional gyro and %he system
rate gyro are fed into thisosystem and
the combined signal is fed to the steer- keeping tests by helmsman wore also
ing gear. In this circuit, dead band carried out. 1Rudder and hull used in
or backlash can be added as a weathor the test was the original type only.
adjustment. Also, electric noise can Kinds of tests are as follows;
be inserted for the purpose of simul-
tation of course keeping in waves. (1) Fui load condition
Figs. 12 and 13 shows the circuit and
block diagram of this system. a. Turning test(±37,5°,±l5o,±5o).

(5) Sea surface. Tests were carried b. Spiral test and revertud
S~ou t in Maizuru 8aj. Water depth is 12- spiral tart. _
S20M4 and shallow •*eter etfect can be 0
Sneglected. As the bay is surrounded by c. Zig-Zag test. *
i mountains, the wind is relatively weak

and as the fetch is short, the wave d. Course keeping test. •
height was not over 50 cm even with
1. 0 a/sec. wields. A condition with wind (2) Ballast condition I

• L velocity of less than 3 in/sec. was
• chosen for the tests of very small a. Tvrniz.• test (Z 3 7 .cj°)
S~amplitude motion.

Mehdadkid ftst. Tssb. Spiral 'est and reversed Iespiral Lest.

• : were carried out by operators and expe-
i rimenters on board. The procedure of c. Zig-Zag test.

experiments and method of analysis are
Salmost same as those of a ship trial. Test results

luton ndship speed wasobandro ()Tunn lo s.Oeo h rsls!•sed rasbetween mile posts. The of the turning tests is shown in Fag.

i.trigcircle was obtained from the 14. The turning loci of the fuli ioad,
i'•cntnosrecord of the angle b wencondition beoesteadytunn an

two transits on deck, by which experi- those of the ballast condition are not

S~mentors traced a buoy fixed by anchors, smooth and this can be considered t
The reversed spiral test was carried be due to the effect of wind. From :

out by changing the rudder set switch the results of calculation, the loci

Swhile looking at the output of rate drift by definite distance to definiteSgyro i~ndicated on a digital volt meter direction under constant windt6), $1
(Fig. 12). The same method was used in So the steady state loci were modified
the Zig-Zag test. In the cours.e keep- using direction and distance of drift }.

,ing test, the model ship was set %0 run which were obtained from the results
in a straight course with varous auto- of the steady state turning test.pilot gain settings. The same test was Modified loci are also shown in Fig. m m
also conducted with noise. Course 14.

1be 5
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(3) ZI-Zag text. Results obtainedSs @ It• - ... • • ' ' Ifrom the usual K-T analysis are shown

in Figs. 17 and 18. In the full load

Fno condition, the indices show more stable
cr pactrrtsttc. in the rangd of small

Yh V(; iFg helm angle.

lt we sdIn the ballast condition, the
indices are considerably different from

TercrE Cft h i Ei those of eothe demded of the m"pliiual
phenomenon" of having stable indito
in small amplitude motion cesac to
occur.

angle was fi d. =he sc ra of t(e) Course keeping thl t.

Fig. cu Turning locus (t 0 m modal, fullw

is legrdd tonbeduetih lcution)b. Withou electric noise. Sone

h load fed.itin) tof results are shown in Figs.
21 and 22 in which rudder(2) Turning test, spiral tent and re- adjustment, rate adaustment and

varkabed asin tes case of10 model. ewidth of deadband were varied.sho~n in Fig. 15 and 16. The ship
Sspe a used to nondimensionalse ize the From these results a slight yaw-

reZits were ;)ased on the chip log ing of long period in observed.

method. It must be xamlined carefully
as to whether this is due to

The record of the heading in the the deadband of the amplefaer
spiral test shows a slight but not of the steering gear or due to
periodic fluctoion wile the helm abnormal fluid forces acting
angle was fixed. The scattorithg of the on the hull.
rl- &curve s;ýoms to be remarkable, which

is regarded to be duthe fluctuation b. With electric noise. One of theof the flow field. In this case, the results is shown in Fig. 23

qualitative trend of fluctuation of which was obtained from theWn
propeller revolutions was the 1ame as record of the cour7. keeping
that of the IOM model but not so re- test by auto-pilot in whichmarkable as in the case of IOM model. electric noise was applied.

The noise applied was calculat-|

On the other hand, acattering in id for this model length usingcthe r'-6 curve can~not be found in the spectr-um which was measured
ballast condition. In this case, the by Koyama during the voyage of
stabilization at small helm angles is a 150M length cargo ship in the
clearly seen as in the Zig-Zag test. Norvh Pacific Ocean (in the

ml condition Sea 6, Swell 7, Wind

%a PIRAL rO F

-4o" -,r" -2W -1o"

.a-
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Fig. 17 Indices K' and T' derived from Fig. 18 Indices K' and T' derived from
zig-zag test (30 m model, full zig-zag test (30 m model, ballast

I; load condition) *condition)

Cal 10

Fix -19 Reut-fcoresailt-et (3 oe, ulla

* 'ý.oniition, without electric dead band and beck lash)[

DAD aND(HALFAMPLI 00-1j

- - t__ ..........-..

Fig. 20 Results of course stability test (30 m model, full load
condition, with electric dead'band)
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CI *1.0
C, -so
DEAD BAND(NALIF AtiPLITUDOE-1.0

I=70M

/0 •{t

Fig. 21 Results of course stability test (30 m model, full load

condition, with electric dead band and noise)

Comparison of variance of heading layer. But, in a wide beam ship as
angli and helm angle with noise and this type, it can be considered that
without noise are as follows; the flow pattern has a same tendency

as a flat plate wing aild the trailing
Variance Without noise With noise vortices may actually become weaker as

(d • 0.677 the Reynolds number decreases. We can
2, 0-77 i.78 also suppose that in a small model suchj

vortices may be weak owing to the

REM4ARKS ON THE RESULTS OF THE MODEL strong propel2er suction. These
TEMTS Ofactors seem to affect on the phenome-non, but we can not draw concrete con-

Scale Effect on Monoeuvrability clus'.ons because fundamental experi-
ments have no- yet been carried out.

Me!an lines of the results of the Next we consider the normal force
acting on a rudder which is placed in

shown in Figs. 22 and 2). a strong wake as with the present ship.
In the case of a very large tanker,

From these results, it appears there is cinsiderable area of the
that the 3teering quality of this type rudder on which the propeller race has
hull form seems to be influenced slight- no influence. This part of the rudder

* ly by Reynolds number in relatively large produces a strongei" normal force in a
amplitude motion taiting iunto account large model than in a small model.

Sthe scattering of the meksured points us, even though the rudder part in
and the difference of the radius of 4even ru te reder a sa

e rpropeller race generates a smallergyration. However, definite conclusions orce, the total rudder force may be
on scale effect must await the resull s larger in a large model than in a
of full scale ship trial, small model. To confirm this, a brief

On the other hand for small motions, calculation was conducted under some
a obvious scale otheffectdextsm min s iassumptions. The value of wake fractiona obvious scale effect exists even if used in the calculation was obtained by

il the scattering of the measured points exterpolating the value which was de-
are considered. This effect has anoppo- rived from 6.7M self-propulsion test,
site tendency to cunventional results, according to Yazaki'j chart (8).
in which the smaller model is more ah i to revolt war (8) e

stabe tan lrge on becusetheThe propeller revol'itior, was derived
rudder force isarger in smalle moe from the model tests for each model andmdestimated by conventional methods for
owing to strong propeller slip and the ship. In the calculation, the I
because yaw damping moment due to trail- rudder was divided into two parts by

ing vortices tends to be generated in the horizontal line tangent to thesmaller model. upper edge of the propeller blade and

the normal forc., on each part was cal-

Two factor y explain the tbove culated separately. The horn was ex- >1phenoenon entioed tht the cluded frem the parts. Aspect ratio •

trailing vortices, which produce a yaw of each part was decided on the as-
damping momenttend to be generated sumption that each part has a some
and to be str~ngest as the Reynolds characteristics as a double e'or
number decreases because of the separ- image body with respec- to the bkundary
ation of the ý'low outside the boundary line. Normal force coefficient was cal-
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culated by Okada's formula (9) and
shown in Table 2, in which CN2 shown
the normal force coefficient for the Table 2 Coefficients of normal forces
part placed in propeller race, CNI acted on rudders.
shdws that for out of propeller race
and CN showv ta total normal force 4.0 10.0 29.9 350coefficient. L (W .']10( 2. 5

1-w 0-37 o.406 0.456 0.543

From the culation it can be 0.747 0.709 0.662 0.488

9 seen that the normal force coeffici- CNl 0.331 0.400 0.503 0.712
ent varies according to the change of 5 ARK;d 1.80 2.06 2.44, 2.44
wake fraction and the steering becomes CN2 1Port 2.11 2.38 2.75 2.70
stable f. t s model length increase. Star- 1.454 1.67 1.98 2.03

CN ýSPort 1.69 1.92 !2.22 2.23
There seems to be only a slight

difference between the 3024 model, and -

the ship. It is notable that not only "Unusual Phenomenon"
CN1 but also CN2 increase as the model -

becomes large. However for large "Unusual phenomenon" in manoeuvra-
motions the wake decreases and the bility is the nan.e used by Nomoto for a
differ qes of the results between each pheonomenon that is characterized by the
model lonss small. stabilization of manoeuvrability in

t"mall amplitude motiorn .ohere yaw damping
*'was stated earlier, the only 4M is essentially small (2). This pheno-

model was not fitted with bilge keils. mtnon is said to hr pen more frequently
The University of Osaka Prefecture was in small models, but ;n the present
asked to examine this effect. From the study the rather large model appears to
r-eults steering quality with bilge indicate this phenomenon in the ballast
k Is is more unstable than that of conditi(n.
without bilge keels but the qualitative
conclusion does not change. Nomoto has stated that "unusual

phenomenon" is apt to happen if two
In ballast condition 30?1 model trailing vortices are generated from

ship is more stable in a range of small the bilges when the ship runs in a
helm angle than 4M model. This seems straight %ourse. Such vortices become
to due to so-called "unusual phenomenon" stronver ar the Reynolds number in-
but not due to difference of normal creases if therL is stron6 twisted flow
force acting on rudder, because in outside of boundary layer (the flow
ballast condition normal force is pro- field around a wing, a light draft ship
ductd from CN 2 mostly and increment of and a wide beam ship in trim condition
CN2 is very small. Unusual phenomena seem to cov'respond to this situation).
on K', T' are discussed later. Even if there is not 9uch a strong

twisted exte.nal flow, trailing vortices
Also in ballast condition there are generated when the external stream-

are obvious differences in K' and T'. wise flow is apt to separate (full load
However because ballast model tests condition rather corresponds to this
with the IOM model were not conducted case). In such a case trailing vortices
(as it was not consider to be important) are supposed to be stronger as the
and because we do not have other avail- Reynolds number becomes small.
able data, we will put off any con-
clusions until the ship trial is carri- Accordingly, "unusual phenomenon" in
ed out. ordinary ship forms tends to occur as the

models beLome small. But if the flow
Mean lines of r'-& characteristics field is affected by propeller suction,

of each model are shown in Figs. 24 and "lunusual phenomenon" is supposed to happen
25, in which the absciseas are shifted in large mode]s also. "Unusual phenomenon"
to coincide the point r'=O. In the range in ballst condition shown in the present
of small helm angle, the 30M model is study seems to subjected to twisted flow.
clearly more stable than the 4M model 3ut as there are few data for ballast con-
but in full load condition the differ- dition, it is difficult to derive a
ences are not clear. This seemt to be certain conclusion. 4
because the flow field is stable in
the ballast condition while it is not In the full load condition, the
in full load condition, type of "unusual phenomenon" as noted

by Nomoto was not found, but another type
In the range of large amplitude of "unu.sual phenomenon" in small ampli-

motion there is only a small scale ef- tude mot on was foux.d. The phenomenon
fect. The discrepancy of the tendeucy of having two equilibrium conditiou in
between turning characteristics and K', r'- 8 characteristics (we can not dis-
T' may due to the differences of the tinguish clearly but it Seems to have
mode of the motion, two condition on the average) clan be

supposed to have the same mechanism as
mentioned before. But in this case, the It
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generation of vortices is not steady Investigation of Manoeuvability from
and the turning characteristics become the View-point of Design

unstable if such vortices are generated
and vice-versa. And if the generation At first we consider the course
and extinction of vortices is periodic keeping quality. As shown Pig. 19 if a
in connection with the stern flow field, weather adjustment such at dead band
the ship results in self-exitation dur- and backlash is not included in the
ing the course keeping by auto-pilot as auto-pilot system, maximum yawing
shown in small cement carrier (3). amplitude is about 2 degrees and full-

width of check helm is also about 2

(n the case of the present ship, degrees. This amplitude of yawing is
the vortex gsneration and extinction by no means small but because an on-off
does not seem to be periodic from the control steering system was adopted in
data of spiral cest (helm angle is fix- this study and also because it has some
ed ip the test) and therefore the ship mechanical back lash, this is easily
should not experience this prL'blem. improved by adopting the excellent

steering system in the actual ship.

Next we conieider about thi reason
why the above mentioned phenome.ia tends Relation between width of hyster-
to happen in port side turning and why esis loop and amplitude of check helm
the propeller revolutions increase is shown in Fig. 28 for several ships,
%hen the steering quality becomes stable, which was obtained from the course
(Figs. 8 and 9). As shown in Fig. 26 keeping test during the speed trial.

when the steering quality becomes 7n this figure, "H" indicates the
stable, a vortex from the starboard results of human operator and "A 1 " and
side, which turns in a anti-clockwise "A 2 " indicate the results of auto-

direction, extincts and then the load pilots of different manufacture. Be-
of the propeller, which turns in a cause of large scattering in the re-

clockwise direction, decreases and the lation between loop width and check
revolutions increase. If we can say helm, the range of scattering is shown
that the generation and extinction of in figure and the straight line shows

a vortex outside the bilge of turning the envelope of the maximum value of I
ship is affected by the suctioi 10O) "AI". As these actual ships did not get
in upper half propeller disk, the suc- into trouble, we can conclude that in
tion is weaker in the second quardrant the case of 30M model 2 degrees of check *
in starboard side turning than tie helm versus about 2 or 3 degrees of hys-

first quadrant in port side turni"g teresis loop is an average value in com-Sowing to the direction bf propeller parison with the figure and the "1un-

revolution. For this reason the vortex usual phenomenon" does not injure the
remains in port side when the ship- course keeping quality.
turns to port side and stabilization is
apt to occur. Next we consider the period of yaw-

ing. Although the precise period can

In addition to this, the increase not obtain from Fig. 19 it seems to
of propeller revolution contributes to about 40 - 60 seconds. On the other

stabilizing moment. But because more hand the period of generation of vortex
scattering is seen with the small calculated from Strouhal number related
rudder than with the original one, the to the ship width as the dimension of I
former effect seems to dominato. length comes to about 30 - 15 seconds.

Therefore in the case of such a wide Because these periods differ from each
beam ship as studied in this report, other considerably, even when the flow
it is desirable to ha,.e a large rudder fluctuates periodically, and because

area.

STARBOAD DSI Ai As

'., Ag j4 1A:A Pf r-

PORT SIDE / .TAAIMITONaT YrvpwAs
TRAILING VORTEX _

I ~FULL - W101 OF EWMhE VPOAL LOOIPFig. 26 Schematic diagram of the

mechantism of unusual phenomen Fig. 28 Relation between loop width and
check helm (full load condition)
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Fig.27 Actual results of loop width in.

reversed spiral test (full load
• • condition) SW tmom Lo Wm

the record of yawing does rot have a s
clear period, there is no fear of self- and T' in 1° zig-zag test

excitation in auto-pilot control. (full load condition)

in nondimensional value so we must ex-
Furthermore, in the case of navi- amine whether or not any trouble will

gation in rough seas, the standard occur in the view point of the feeling
variationsof yawing and helm angle of control by checking the motion of'
obtained are 0.821- degree and 1.21 de- the ship due to steering in real time, I
gree respectively from the results of because the actual &hip of the present
course keeping test with noise even in type is larger in length than convention-
very rough condition of sea=6, swell=7 al 200,000 D.W. tons type tankers, In
and wind=15 rn/sec. As these standard the present study the problem of the ,
variations are not large in comparison actual steering motion was examined by
with conventional values, there seems the method that helmsmen steer a simu.
to be no trouble in this point. lator in which the steering quality

indices estimated from 30M model test
Finally we consider the steering were applied.

,tialit.y indices. Fig. 29 shnws the meanvalue of the results of 100 Zig-Zag test The experiment was conducted using•
versus ship length. In the case of this the manoeuvring simulator at Hiroshimb
ship, the value K'13.3, T'4.0 has enough University. This device can simulatŽ

Sstability by comparison with this value, the motion of ships having various steer-
ing qualities, lengths and speeds in the

Fig. 27 shows the variation of the '.aboratory. The details of the device
width of the hysteresis loop from the were already published (12). For re-
re',ersed spiral tent versus the devi- ference, an experiment using collision
ation of rudder area from the standard avoidance simulator was also carried
value derived from Yamada's method(ll). out.
The straight line in the figure shows
the mean line of the various data. The equation of motion applied to
For the present ship, the width of the the simulator is
hysteresis loop estimated from model
tests is about 2 - 5 degrees while from TIT 2 q / + (TI + T 2 ) ( +
this figure it may tecome 6 degrees. +p43 = + KT3<
But even so, there will be no trouble
in steering as shown next -ecticn if Each coefficient of the equation
the ship does not show periodic yawing was derived from the results of the '

. due to periodic fluctuation of the experiments of the 30M model in the full

flow field L3~load condition. in general, the results .of model tests are more stable than the '.
EXAMAATION OF FEELING OF CONTROL OF ship trials. So a modified imaginary
SHIP BY SIMULATION model haing 8 degrees widt% of hyster-

esis loop was also examined.
Object and method of simulation

The tests were carried out at two
typeAs we have shnvn so far as we corn- speed conditions which were 15.6 knots
pare the model test results with those and 8.0 knots (both in the full lo~d
of actual ship, it may be said that condition) for the a'tual ship and those
400,000 D.W. tons tanker of the present speeis correspond to 4.56 knots and 2.34 J

type will not get into trouble. But knot- for the 30M modal respectively.
the steering quality indices are dealt
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Table 3 Coefficients of equation of motion.

ýif BOL Lpp(m) Vs(kt) Full-width T (sec) T2(Dec) T (s c K( / )• e2)

_ _ _ _ _ _o f L o o p 1 2_s

Ml 29.9 4.56 1.90 -136.7 4.21 15.05 -0.423 - 0.90
M2 29.9 2.34 1.9 -266.4 8.14 29.24 -0.217 - 3.42
S1 350 15.6 1.9 -466,3 14.37 51.1- -0.124 -1o.46
S2 350 8.0 1.9 -909.1 28.01 99.-' -0.064 -99.79S'l 1350 115.6 0. -309-5 14.73 51.17 -0.042 - 5.21

S'2 350 8.0 8.0 1-603.4 28.72 99.76 -0.022 -19.87

The coefficients of equation of
motion are shown in Table 3.

The process of examination is shown mean helm ingle F21N during the
in Fig. 30. To take into account of course change are shown in Figs. 32, 33
the effect of individual differences, and 34 for a typical example, where I
the same test was executed by two helms-men. Tr f -• x .i - )dt

Helmsman (A); a helmsman who con- In Fig. 33, Tr for an ideal course
trolled the 30M model ship and change as calculated approximately .
has much experience controlling from the first order system equation is
medium size ships but no ex- also shown.
perience controlling very large
tankers. Name ly

Helmsman (B); a helmsman who has
much experience steering very Tr = L/V x
large tankers and controlled ,K
the 3OM model ship for two We can not find any indication of
days. trouble in steering from the time histo-

ry shown in Fig. 32. The maximum turn-
Course control simulation wis con- ing rate shown becomes 0.25 degree/sec

ducted after the sequence shown in Fig. even in the minimum case, which is
31. Helm angle was restricted to 150 large enough in comparison with the
at the beginning of course change but value 0.12 degree/sec.(13) which is
not restricted after that. the minimum value necessary to make an

other ship notice the motion of own
Collison avoidance simulations were ship. And this value is not less than

carried out in the cases of avoidance of the above mentioned value eaen if we
an anchored ship and crossing the consider the 50% loss of turning rate
course of other ship perpendicularly in due to shallow water effect(14).
which helm angle was not restricted.

An shown in Fig. 33 the value of

Results on the analysis of simulation Tr derived from simulation test agrees
well with that of ideal steering and

In course control simulation, the the control is e-. a well. The results
performance of a course change is judg- of the 30M model show rather large
ed from the time which is required un- values. This seems to be because the
til the ship sets on new course, the helmsman hesitates to steer in a small
magnitude of helm angle and the ampli- ship. This phenomenon is also indicat-
tude of motion. In this paper, the ed in the value of helm angle shown in
time history during the course change, Fig. 34. On the other hand, in the
the relation between L/V and Tr which case of % large ship, the motion of the *
represents the time of the course ship is slow and the helmsman tends to
change and the relation between L/V and turn the ship actively with large helm

Fig. 30 Flow chart of criterion for

feeling of ship-control
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Fig. 34 Root mean square of helm angle
versus L/V curve

angles. In the case of the wide hys- of helmsman were recorded. These are

teresis loop, a difference between gathered and as follows;
ideal steering and the actual results
exists. But it is not obvious whether (1) The feeling of control of the
this is due to the difficulty of steer- 30M simulation model is very similar to

ing or an error from first order system that of the actual 30M model ship.
approximation. Because Tr is not so (he-msman (A) and (B))
different from the ideal one and also
because Tr is propotinal to L/V and (2) In the case of the 350M simu-
there is no trouble in 200 000 D.W tons lated ship at 15.6 knots and 8.0 knots

tanker, any trouble will nWi occur for speed, the reaction to the steering is

such a L/V as studied in the present same as or more exellent than that of
paper. a conventional 200,000 D.W. tons type

vessel (helmsman (B)).
Course keeping test was carried

out before and after the course chang- (3) No trouble will occur in the

ing test. Because the object of this case of "S1" and "S2" although I have
teqt is to see the effect of difference no experience controlling very large
of L/V, noise corresponding to a sea tasiker (helmsman (A)).

disturbance is not put in and the
simulation corresponds to steering (4) In the case of "S'I"' and "St2"
mztion in a calm sea. Accordingly, (having 8 degrees width of hysteresis
yewing motion and helm angle is very loop) a large :heck helm is needed and
small and the record is omitt3d here. the reaction to the steering is slow in

It is interesting that helmsman (B), comparison with"Sl","S2 "but even so it

who has much experience steering large is not so bad as get into trouble.
ships steers just like the rate-adjust (helmsman (A) and (B)).
control and helmsman (A), who hes much As mentioned above there is no discre-

experience steering small ships, steers pancy between the feeling of helmsmen
Just like proportional control and the and the results of analysis and -his

helm angle is rather large in this simulation test is considered to give
case. rational results.

Also, in the collision avoidance If the turning characteristics of

simulation no trouble was found. We the 350M actual ship is same as that of *

cannot obtain certain conclusions from the 304 model in nondimensional repre-

the few results of this test but it sentation, there will be no trouble
seems that as L/V increases the helms- even we consider the effect of L/V.

man tends to steer the ship actively

a nd as a result the cvershoot becomes And even if the 350M actual ship
large and the distance bttween the is wore unstable than the 30M model
obstacle and the ship enlarges when the with a 8 degrees wide hysteresis loop,

ship passes the obstacle, no particular problem in control will
happen.

To examine the relation between
the results of simulation and feeling
of control of the helmsman, impressions
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CONCLUSION And it is beyond question that we
need to make more fundamental studies

Unexpected phenomena found from in order to clarify of the mechanism
various manoeuvering tests using three of the above mentioned "unusual phe-
similar models are as follows; nomena".

(1) In the full load condition, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
scale effect appears in the range of
small helm angle and (unlike convention- In executing this study we receiv-
al results) the steering quality indices ed many instructions and support. Es-
of the large model indicate more stable pecially Professor Motora, University
characteristics than that of small mode:, of Tokyo, and Professor Nomoto, Osaka
The reason for this phenomenon is assum- University, directed us from the
ed to be that, owing to the large wake, beginning of this study. Professor
the normal force acting on rudder has Taguchi, University of Osaka Prefecture,
an inverse tendency. and members of his staff carried out
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This phenomenon has a relation with the supported us very earnestly in the
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thank to them heartily.
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h.a.W. THIEME on the turnkngstability, an equivalent
enlargement of about 30 S for the

The progress in developing wide- rudder area is found. This may good
beam large ships - nay be some kind of enough explain the good results for the
forerunner of extreme "flounder" ballast condition.
hulls - as achieved by the authors
leads to a welcome insight in very in-
terestinT problems, specially for the More difficult i think is a reliable

maneuvering people too. My contribution explanation of ti-e first mentioned ýhe-

must be restricted to a more or less nomenon of increased turning stability
probable saegestion to explain the with increased model size. I would have
newly observed phenomena. more appreciated , when more detailswould be published on hull-form and

The snown scale effect favouring rudder-section, speed-loss and drift

the larger models is unusual indeed, angle during turning. It must be very

but very different from Prof.Nomoto'9 emphasized the author's conclusion, that

"Unusual Scale Effect" /2/. The latter there is a need for more fundamental

is an overstabilizing effect due to studies in this field. As a contribution

increasea rudder force from unusual to such an extended program of investi-

siue-wash angle past the rudder indu- getion I may once more suggest Less

ced bY stronc separation on the tur- Rudder Turning Tests and rudder force

ning inside stern part. Comparable measurements during normal spiral-tests,
results, and the same possible ex- in order to separate the hull-phenomena V

planation, were reported by Dr.Okamoto from the rudder-phenomena.

at the 2,ird NSMB-Symposium 1973; I a mr
an overstabilizing effect only tior In case all the model rudder area
the smaller models of 2.0 and 6.0 geometric similar not only in area-
meters in lensth. profile but also in hydrofoil-section,

e.g. a normal, thick section familiar

Differently with the new results to NACA 0018 or so, it must be afraid

of the Wide-Beam Tanker geosims. They an essential, direct and real scale

are snowing no overstabilizing at all, effect on the rudder force of the 4-M-

turnini instability for the full load model. The Reynolds Number of this

condition, stability for the very large rudder is in the range from about 0.1

model arl a marginally unstable small million up to below 0.2 million with
model ii, ballast condition. If one cal- respect to the slip-stream influence.

culate roughly the influence of trim And this is somewhat toolow; the use ofand light load, the governig Farameter a plate-rudder might have a remarkable

for the latter may be V/(T.L'), effect.
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AUTHORS REPLY

The authors thank the discusm who In a ballast condition, the larger model
took the time and effort to prepare valuable is more stable than the smsJlor model.
cointribuitioo to thiT paper. This phenomenon is quite unusual. The authors

thisk that- the reason of thai phemomneun is an

In a full load condLtion, the results overutabilizing effect due to unusual fluid
are different from Prof. I oimto'Is"ausmae force which happene in the larger *del onlj.
Scale Effect" and the pheaommnon of ineroamod This assumption is opposite to aRrof. Nloaotols
stability with increased model amis is '"Unsual Bcale fftect" sad we also think that

&nuIual. lowever we think that this phenomenon the more funadmental studies are neceesary.
is caused by the difference of the rudder force
due to the difference of the wake fraction and As for the scale ¢ffeot on a rudder force,
the slip ratio. And we agree with Hr. Thi•meo' the authors think that there seem" to be no
muuestion that rudder force meamsurements are easential scale effect on the rudder force of
useful. the 411 model even though the Reywolds Number

of +he rudder is small. Because the ,udder
is placed in fully disturbed flow field.
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DIGITAL SIMULATION ANALtI-8 OF
MANEUVERING PERFORMANCE

ff. rda
PavLdon Labo4atooy

Stevuil Wtitute 0 Teak"otogy
Ifobo NCM, N•e.ae e teV

ABSTRACT hydrodynamic coefficients because shin maneuver-
Ing motion Is highly nonlinear. The basic

Results obtained in a series of digital mathematical models used in there studies are
simulations are given In the area of standard described In the Appendix.* Linear and non-
maneuver motion predictions, hull form design linear hydrodynamic coefficients used In the
(e.g., eofact of dynamic course Instability), mathematical model were determined In captive
control systems design (e.g., effect of rudder model tests carried out at the Rotating-Arm
rate), end maneuvering control in narrow chan- Facility of Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Insti-
nels. Hy:rodynamic data obtained in captive tute of Technology.
model tests were used to achieve a realistic
modeling of ship dynamic systens. Encouraging STANDARD MANEUVER MOTION PREDICTIONS
correlations are shown for the case of a typical
large tanker between digital simulatk'ns and The following are representative maneuvers
available full-scale trial data obtained in frequently employed in full-scale trials to ob-
various maneuvers, Including highly nonlinear tain the maneuvering characteristics of a ship:
ones such as enter-a-turn with a 40-degree rud-
der angle and emergency stopping from the design a) Enter-a-turn.
speed. Effects of Inherent dynamic instability b) Z-maneuver.
due to wide full-form configurations are exam-
Ined in digital simulations as well as elgen- c) Stopping maneuver.
value analysis. Results Indicate that a ship
with a large degree of Inherent Instability re- Responses to these standard maneuvers were
quires a relatively high sensitivity feedback obtained in a series of d;igital simulations for
in yaw-rate to achieve directional stability. a typical large tanker (i.e., the 250,000 [WT
Evaluation of maneuvering performance at the type) at a fully-loaded condition. Full-size
design stage is recomnended particularly for principal che.recterlstics of the tanker are
full-form configurations, given In Table 1. The tanker model had been

INhD, Ntested previously In the Rotating-Am Facility
SINTRODUCTION of Davidson Laboratory. Figures 1-6 show typi-

cal examples of predicted response to the above-
During the past ten years significant pro- mentioned standard maneuvers having an approach

greos has been made In the area of ship maneu- speed of 16 knots In most cises.
vering hydro,;ynamics stimulated by the ever-
increasing size of ships, such as tankers and Figure I shows computer-plotted LCG loca-
bulk carriers. An effective means frequently tions at 20-second Intervals, starting at the
used to examine ship dynamic response involved tim,- of rudder command. High turning perform- "
digital simulations combined with captive model dnce (e.g., high-turning rate versus rudder
data as well as the use of free-running models. angle) Is shown In these trajectories, which are

typical for full-form tanker configurations at
The objective of this paper is to present the fully-loaded condition.

typical examples of our recent results obtained ,
from digital simulations ,jf ship maneuvering Figure 2 shows predicted heading angle
ccntrol In the following areas: changes at every IQ seconds during Z-maneuvers

aof 10O-10°, 200-20u. and 300-300. These three
Sa) Standard maneuver motion predictions. response curves reveal fairly well the maneuver-S~Ing characteristics of this particular tanker,.l
b) Control systems design (e.g., effect

Sof rudder rate). The 100-100 Z response curve, for example,
c) Maneuvering safety In restricted chan- shows an oscillatory divergent pattern of head-

nell, Ing angle change, indicating the ship Is un-
d) Hull form design (e.g., effect of stable under the condition where magnitude of

wide besm). _ i
To ensure a realistic modeling of ship *ost nomenclature appearing in this paper fol-

dynamic response, the mathematical modal should lows that used in SNAME publications such as
be formulated with Inclusion of nonlinear References 1-3. J
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yom-rate and sideslip are relatively small. The results in full-scale stopping trials because
tanker Is dynamicflly unstable on straight external disturbances could have significant
course havirng a positive Index (0' - 0.17). effects, particularly at slow speeds in open U

I ~sees. Considering such disturbances, the cor- I

Son the other hand, the 10°-200 Z response relation shown In the figure Indicates a reason-
curve shows a stable pattern of heading angle ably realistic modeling of the present digital
change, having approximately a constant heading simulations.
angle amplitude (or overshoot angle). Nonlinear
hydrodynamic effect Is Increased during the The realistic modeling of ship maneuvering
200-20'Z -moneuver due to an Increase In yw- response, shown In the above example, formulates
rate and sideslip velocity, making the Inherent- a firm basis for many applications such as ship
ly unstable ship on the straight course stable design, control system design, maneuvering
during this maneuver, safety procedures. And ship-handling trainers.

The 30o-300 Z response curve shows an over- CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN (Effect of Rudder Pngula-
shoot angle (or heading amplitude) that reduces Rate)
with time, having a maximum value which is
shown In the first overshoot angle. During this Prpsently a minimum rudder angular rate of
maneuver, tha speed reduction due to ,aw-rate 2-1/3 dog/sac, which Is Independent of ship
and sideslip reaches a substantial degree with parameters, Is required by ship classification
tire, thereby introducing greater rudder ef- societies and regulhtory agencies. Rudder angu-
fectiveness during the later portion of this l1r rate, however, can be better described as a
maneuver. As a result, the overshoot angle Is function of rudder size, ship form, proportions,
reduced with time. length and speed.2,5 This Is particularly Im-

portant for recent large ships such as VLCC
It should be noted, In Figure 2. that the (very large crude-oil carriers) because of the

same ship at the same loading condition behaves huge capacity of steering gear. Accordingly, a
differently, as a stable ship or as an unstable limited computer study has been made to evaluate
ship, depending on the degree of nonlinear hy- the effects of rudder system (particularly rud-
drodynaml contribution due to motion parameters der angular rate In this paper) on the perform-
(e.g.. yaw-rate and sideslip). it should also ance of the 250,000 WT tanktr through a series
be pointed out here that this tanker, which is of digital simulations.
inherently unstable on straight course In open-
water, can be highly stable in restricted water Figures 7 and 8 show examples of turning
as revealed In recent studies.3 Furthermore, trajectories with application of 35-deg rudder
the same tanker Is extremely stable at ballast angle at approach speeds of 16 and 4 knots, re-
load conditions as Indicated in full-scale ox- spectively. These trajectories show that the effect
perlence and from results of our recent rotating rudder angular rate Is greatly reduced at
arm tests, low speeds (i.e., 4 and 8 knots) relative to the

Stopping Is one of the most critical maneu-
vers for ships. The complexity In dynamic sim- Figures 9 end 10 show examples of 200-200

ulations of stopping maneuvers Is increased by Z-maneuver response at approach speeds of 16
deviations in heading and path due to reversed and 4 knots. These figures also Indicate a
propeller revolutions. 4  including this reversed similar effect of rudder angular rate as in the
propeller effect Into nonlinear equations of yaw, case of turning.
sway, and surge, digital simulations were made
for stopping maneuvers. A summary chart is shown in Figure 11 as a

result of a series of entering-a-turn maneuvers.
Figure 3 shows the computer-plotted ship Advance and transfer In terms of ship length are

speed and longitudinal distance traveled at shown on the basis of rudder angular rate for
every 30 seconds for approach speeds of 16, 11, three different approach speeds (16, 8, and 4
and 6 knots, after the propeller command of knots). Advance and transfer are longitudinal

.1 -55 rpn, was given, and lateral distances traveled from the time of
j, rudder command to the time of 90-deg heading

Correlations between these simulations and change.
available full-scale trials are shown in Fig-
ures 4-6. The figure shows that the magnitude of ad-

vance is reduced with an increase of rudder
Figure 4 shows a comparison of turning tra- angular rate but that the rate of reduction be-

Jectory for rudder angle of 40 degrees at ap- comes Insignificant after rudder rate reaches a
proach speed of 15 knots. Extremely encouraging certain value. The effect of rudder rate on ad-
agreement Is evident In these highly nonlinear vance becomes significant athigh speeds. At all
maneuvers, speeds examined, transfer Is very slightly in-

fluenced by the rudder angular rote.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the 200-20°0

response, where a fairly good correlation Is In- Figure 12 shows a summary chart as on ex-
dicated. amIle of results obtained from a series of

208-200 Z-maneuver at approach speeds of 16, 8i Comparisons of predictions with full-scale enJ 4 knots. Time to the second and third rud-
stopping maneuvers are shown In Figure 6. It der executions, yaw overshoot, and lateral path
should be pointed out that it probably will be overshoot are shown on the basis of rudder
difficult to obtain consistent and accurate angular rate in these charts. Results revealed
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that quickness of response and overshoots In disturbance due to meeting diminishes.
ya.j and sway are all Improved with an Increase
In rudder rate but these Improvements become In- During 1960-1962, a series of fail- and

significant at high rudder rate and, perticu- model-scale tests carried out In the Netherlands
larly, at low speed. for the North Sea Canal studies Included meas-

urements of two-way traffic In narrow canals.
MANEUVERING SAFETY IN RESTRICTED CHA.NNELS Comparisons are made here between simulAtion

trajectories and test results.
During meeting and passing In restricted

channels, hydrodynamic interactions between two Table 2 gives ship and canal dimensions for
ships are fairly significant, thereby Introduc- three cases as follows:
Ing a problem in ship operations. Accordingly,
a simulation study was carried out for the case CASE I. Digital uimulation of large full-
of large full-form tankers. Using reently ob- form tankers examined In this
taelnd hydrodynamic datasa for tanker forms, study utilizing captive model test
the mathemiatica, model was formulated on a digl- results.
tal computer and a series of computer runs were
carried out.? CASE 2. Full-scale test of tho ASTYANAX

and the WILLEM IIERENDSZ In the
Figure 13 shows the geometry of the canal andth ea Cnl E t hea

and the courses of two ships A and B. The dy-
namic motions of Ship A were simulateo due to CASE 3. Manned-model of tanker form.'
the Interartion with Ship I while meeting and
passing. Interaction forces and moments during Figure 16 compares time histories of rod-
meeting and passing, previously measured by der activity. in digital simulations, yaw and
M yin captive model tests of fulI-fore hihps and yaw-rate gains of 3 and 1.5 were employed.
were applied to digital simulations (Case . Time and yaw-rate In test results ore scaled to

Simulations of hipmotions were carrsd Case I (i.e., simulations) in these figures. A

cpur Ifairly good correlation in behavior of yaw-rate
OUt on the digital coputer In the following and rudder activity is shown In three cases.
manner: All cases Indicate three major peaks In yaw-rat.

and rudder activity at corresponding time. Since
initially, the ship moved from the canal the canal size relative to the ship Is the lar-

centerline course to the off-centerline course
and maintained the off-centerllne straight gest In Case I (shown In Tubde 1). the time

course with a rudder angle required for retain- history of yaw-rate and rudder activity Is the

Ing the equilibrium condition. Then, time least pronounced In Figure 16.

histories of hydrodynamic interactions in yaw Considering the difference in ship and
moment and side force were applied to the ship. canal configurations in these cuses, the com-
A series of simulation runs was continued for parisons presented in the figures are encourig-
iOGO seconds In full scale (t' 9. I.e., for a ing. it is considered that the results fairlyI, period of time to travel nine ship lengths.) well verify realistic modeling of the ship-

Figures 14 and 15 show compvter-plotting waterway system.
of trajectories (heading angle and path devia- MULL FORM DESIGN (Effect of Wide Seem)
tions, respectively) for a period of 900 sec-
o#ds (t 1 ; 8) luring meeting and after paling. While a wide-beam, full-form hull is one of
The following control system characteristics th most poisin desin for larg tankers It
were usad: s posg sgsg s

Is Important to evaluate the maneuvering charac-

(1) no control, e teristics at !ts design stage because of possi-
sh owcont by in thehfigureble inherent dinamic course instability due toshown by ..... In the figures

Its particular configuration. Accordingly, the
effect of Inherent dynamic course stability on

shown byp otrl Iship handling was examined for three ship con-
shown by ****-k figurations having various degrees of Inherent

SThe figures show that the ship deviates vary stability through computer-based analyses.

little from the initial course during a period The dynamic behavior of the following ship
of meeting. This small deviation Is because

the nerial erm of hip (inludng adedconfigurations having various degrees of ste-the Inertial terms of ships (including added blt a xmnd

Inertial terms which are great~y Increased In blity was examined:
the canal) are relatively larger than hydrody- SHIP A: Inherently stable (slender, fine
nmaic Interactions, which are somewhat oscil- form)
latory with relatively short duration. This
small deviation during meeting Justifies the SHIP B: Inherently unstable (wide beam,
simulation procudure in the present study, full form)
which utilizes hydrodynamic Interactlons meas-
ured in captive model tests. Without control, SHIP C: Inherently very unstable (very
the trajectory Is divergent with slow oscilla- wide, full form)
tion due to bank effects. it should be noted
that potential hazards are still great after These three ships were at fully-loaded condi-
passing, and that adequate control must be con- tions (even keel) and were compared on the
tinued for a long time after passing until the basis of the same ship length of 910 feet.
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Principal dimensions of these ships are given When the real parts of all roots of the cherac-

in Table 3. teristic equation have the negative sign (I.e.,
RevA < 0), the system is stable (i.e., the sys-

Digital simulations and eigenvalue analysis tam evento 'ly converges to the Initial equi-
have been made for these ships with Incl:jsion librium state after a small perturbation Is
of feedback control systamo; to examline the Af- given). in determining whether or not the sys-
fect of various degrees of Inherent course sta- tam Is stable, It is sufficient to know the sign
bility on ship maneuvering performance. of the reli parts of the roots only. Hurwitz

(or Routh) criteria, for example, can be applied.
Region 9f Directional Stability

On the other hand, If all the roots are do-
Directional stability (i.e., capability to termined, more detailed characteristics of the

maintain a gi'en heading by utilizing rudder) system can be obtained. Time constant and fre-
Is one of the most basic requirements for set- quency of the system are determined from the
is factory ship performance. In most cases, real and Imaginary ports of the roots, respec-
inherently onstable ships can achieve direction- tively. Furthermore, the solution vector can
&I stability without any difficulty by the use be determined from the Initial conditions, and
of feedback control due to helmsman or auto- the actual ship dynamic response to any distur-
pilot, Just as stable ships do. However, un- bance can be computed readily, if required Ac-
stable ships require more refined control cordingly, Instead of using Hurwitz criteria,
characteristics to achieve divnc:tional stability eigenvalues of the system were dirmctly doter-
under greater limitations (e.g., less amount of mined on a digital computer for a wide range of
disturbances due to wind and waves) compared control gain constants for three shipt.
with the case of stable ships. Typical examples
are shown in the following stability analysis. Stability roots were determined for three

ships with the following range of control sys-
Feedback control of helmsman or autopilot tam characterist:cs: I,

can be fairly well expressed by the following
equation: Yaw gain a - 0 to 10

Yaw-rate gain bl - 0 to 5.0
where•d - a(*d)+ '+• - 8 + t'Time constant t' - 0 to 2.0 I

where - rudder command Figure 17 shows directio•ally stable re-
gions for three ships where the abscissa and the

8a - rudder at equilibrium condition ordinate represent yaw-rate and yaw gain, re-
8 - actual rudder angle spectively. The figure reveals the following:
# - heading

d- desired heeding I. Yaw gain must be positive to achieve
a - yew gain directional stability whereas yaw-rate
b' -yaw-rate gain gain cam he negative under certoln con-

r' time constant In rudder response dItions (e.g., when the ship has suf-
Sficient Inherent dynamic stability or

Yaw and yaw-rate gain constantsý a and bl, re- when sufficiently large yaw gain Is
spectl[ely, are based on nondimenslonal values simultaneously used).

(e.g., nondimensional time t'-ship length of
travel - ttl/A). Stability of heading angle can 2. Three ships, having various degrees of
be examined In the following set of solutions of dynamic stability, show a similar
perturbation equations, which are derived from trend in stability change with changes
equations o! yaw and sway motions and rudder in yaw and ypw-rate galis. Slopes of
control : curves for neutral stability ereCot•roughly the same for these three ships;

. a n (heading angle) the only major difference is In the Io-
aft* cation of the Intersection on the

v transverse axis (i.e., the yaw-ratev' " L• V • n (sideslip velocity)

n41 n gain axis).
4 O't'

6 n8 "2i an • (rudder angle) 3. Inherent dynamic instability can be
n-i n compensated by adding hydrodynamic

damping due to yaw-rate gain control.
where Yn • VA , and An are cnnstant depending A ship with a greater degree of Inher-
upon the Initial conditions, and an' aes 6igen- ant instablilly requires a greater
values of the system which are dete.mined by value of yaw-rate gain to achieve di-
inontrivial solutions of the following charac- rectlonal stability than that for a
terlstic equations: ship with a lesser degree of instability

(when yaw gain Is constrained).4+ + paa'1 + No 2 +o"
A large yaw-rate gain constant (e.g.,

b' > 0.75) would not be acceptable for operation
In a seaway because excessive rudder activityYaw gain constant of 2 means, for example, that could be Introduced due to yswIr In waves. This

a rudder angle of 2 degrees is ordered when theheading deviation Is I degree. possible limit Is shown by a dr:-, line in
hoFigure 17. It Is seen that Ship C has only a
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limited acceptable and stable region compared value of ý71 means dynamical Instability, the
with those for Ships A and B. This clearly In- positive-slope portions of curves In Figure 18
dicates a possible difficulty In handling of are unstable. Similarly, the negative-slope
the very unstable Ship C. portions of curves are stable In the sae figure.

it should be stated %nat stable regions Figure 20 shows numerically computed speed
shown In Figure 17 are results of the aigen- reduction due to the resistance Increase Intro-
value analysis of the linear system so that the duced by yaw-rate and sideslip during the steady
results are only valid for the case where devia- turning. The ordinate Is the ratio of ship speed
tions from the equilibrium conditions are very during turning to approach speed. Whereas speed
smell. For example, a limit In available rudder change Is continuous for stable Ship A during
angle In actual system Is not Included In the the spiral teot, there exists a large jump In
analysis. When large values of gain constants speed change for unstable Ships B and C. Since
are used, there exists a great possibility of a It takes a long time to reach a 'toady ship
large degree of saturation In rudder angle which speed after a jump, much more time Is required
can Introduce the Instability Into the system to complete spiral tests for an unstable ship
during actual operation. A:cordlngly, the dy- than that for a stable ship.
nemic behavior of these ships is also examined
in a series of digital simulations, which Is a Nonlinear terms in hydrodynamic yaw moment

more realistic representation of ship motions and sway force have a great effect on height and
with Inclusion of nonlinear hydrodynamic terms, width of hysteresis In spiral test results of un-

stable Ships B and C as shown, for exwmple, In
Predictions of,,•teady-Turnlnq Conditions Figure 21 where nonlinear term: are changed rel-

ative to the original values keeping all Ilear
Based on hydrodynamic data of yaw moment terms unchanged as follows:

and sway force obtained from the Rotating-Arm
Facility, It Is possible to make prediction- of Cn ' 0.75, 1.0, 2, and

maneuvering motions. To compare the dynamic where
course stability end maneuvering performance, Cn, - (magnitude of all nonlinear terms)/
steady-turning conditions (or spiral test re- (original values)
suits) are predicted for three ships through
numerical analysis of hydrodynamic date. Since linear terms are not changed, the dynamic

course stability with respect to the straight
Solid-line curves In Figure 18 show steady- course (rW-0. v'-O) remains the same. According-

turning rates predicted for Ships A, U, and C. ly, slopes of curves at r'-O remain unchanged In
Arrows along the curves show the sequence of re- Figure 21. With an increase in nonlinear terms
suits predicted for spiral tests. Dotted lines (i.e., an Increase in Cn), a reduction in height
indicate Jump In steady-turning rate during and width of hysteresis loops In spiral test re-
spiral tests of dynamically unstable Ships B and sults are shown In the figure. This introduces
C. In other words, an unstable ship exhibits a tubstantlal improvement in maneuvering per-
hysteresis loops in spIrs, test results, formance In actual ship operations as indicated

In predictions of zig-zag maneuvers.
With respect to a given steady-turning

state (r',vj), where rý and vq2 are steady- Predictions Of Zig-Zag Maneuvers
turning and sideslip velocities, respectively,
dynamic stability of the system can be examined Based on rotating-arm data, zig-zag maneu-
(i.e., whether the dynamic quantities of r• ver trajectories were computed for three ships
and vq are convegent or not after a small per- at an approach speed of 14.5 knots. Results of
turbation is given). The dynamic stability a series of digital simulations Indicated dynam-
roots (ol and aj) determined from nonlinear a- Ic behavior of these ships during Z-maneuvers
quations of yaw and sway motions ere shown In as follows:
Figure 19. When the stability root %! is
negative (where al Is algebraically greater The dynamically stable Ship A has small
than aj), the system Is table. Therefore, overshoot angle and can finish a zlg-zag test 4
this figure tells us the stability of steady- In a short time (see Figure 22). The unstable
state conditions shown In Figure 18. Ship B has a larger overshoot angle and It took

more time to finish the test than that for Ship
For example, the positive-slope portion of A. While Ship B finished the 15 -15" Z-test in

the solid-line curve for Ship C between vertical a stable fashion (due to stabilizing effects of
dotted lines in Figure 18 corresponds to the nonlinear hydrodynamic terms), It could not
positive-value portion of the O(V curve for the finish Z-tests of 7.50-7.5° and 50-50 In a sta-
same Ship C In Figure 19. Since the positive ble manner (i.e., heading angle is oscillatory

*An ordinary Z-maneuver is an.complished as follows: With the ship on steady-state straight course, the *
rudder Is deflected to a certain angle (e.g., 50) at maximum rudder rate and maintained at that post-
tion. When the change of heading reaches the same magnitude as the rudder angle, a second rudder
execution takes piece shifting the rudder to the opposite direction. This procedure is continued. V
In a modified Z-maneuver. the rudder angle Is shifted to the opposite direction when ht3ding angle
devirlon reaches to a certain amount, e.g., 10 (or when heading-rate reaches to a certain magnitude.
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divergent In unstable patterns). In the case Instability due to wide-beam full-form configu-
of the very unstable Ship C where the heading rations were examined In digital simulations as
angle Is divergent after the first execution of well as elgenvalue analysis, Results Indicate
rIdder angle, recovery could not be achieved by that a ship with a large degree of inherent In-
the use of the opposing rudder angle at the stability requires a relatively high sensitivity
second execution (see Figure 22). The ship in yaw-rate in its feedback to achieve direc-
finished the 150-150 Z-test In stable fashion tionel stability. Evaluation of maneuvering

because of the significant contribution of non- perfoemence at the initial design stage is
linear terms. recommended for new deLigns, particularly for

full-form configurations.
Since unstable ships cannot finish ordinary

zig-zag tests In a stable manner when contribu- 2. An application was made to examine the
tions of nonlinear terms are relatively small, effect of rudder .ngular rats on maneuvering
as In the case of 50-50 Z-test shown in Figure performance of the tanker. Summary charts were
22, modified methods have been proposed to ob- presented as guidelines to determine adequate
tain test results in a stable manner.e Figure rudder rate.
23 shows predictions of heading angle response
during a modified zig-zag maneuver where the 3. Dynamic behavior of tankers during •wo-
rudder angle of 50 is shifted to the opposite way traffic in channels was examined with vari-
direction when heading angle deviat;ons reach ations in control system charaeteristics. Re-
to 10 Instead of heading change equal to rudder sults reveal a basic pattern of ship behavior
angle (I.e., -6 -8 5 ). and rudder activity during meeting, which was

favorably compared with records previously ob-
Figure 23 Indicates that stable Ship A talned from full-scale studies hii the North Sea

finished the modified Z-tests, of courrs, in a Canal. The analysis can be effectively applied
stable manner. It Is important to note in Fig- to the maneuvering safety procedure development.
ure 23 that the unstable Ship B finighe9 the
modified Z-maneuvers tested (i.e., 5 -i Z) in a ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
stable manner whereas the same ship could not
finish some of the ordinary Z-maneuvers (e.g., This paper it baser on research supported
50 -50Z) as shown iii Figure 22. In the case of by the Naval Ship Systems Command under the
Ship C with a large degree of Inherent dynamic General Hydrodynamic Research Program (Contract
instability, however, an unstable divergent N00014-67-A-0202-0029, technicolly administered
pattern of trajectory Is shown even in the modi- by the Naval Ship Research and Development Can-
fled Z-nrsneuvers (e.g., 5°-I°Z) as shown In ter), the Corps of Engineers (OACW 17-68-C-0072)
Figure 23, indicating possible difficulties in and The Society of Naval Architects and Marine
handling of this particular ship at sea. Ac- Engineers (P.O. No.658). The author wishes to
cordingly, it is recommended that maneuvering acknowledge many valuaLle suggestions given by
performance be thoroughly evaluated at its de- Mr. J. B. Nadler of NSRDC, Dr. A. Strumpf of
sign stage, particularly of wide-beam full-form Davidson Laboratory, and the members of the

hpip, to ensure satisfactory ship performance. $NAME H-IO Panel (Ship Controllability) during
the course of these studies.
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s - propeller slip -
APPENDIX pn

I •Basic hathematical Models p - propeller pitch
n - propeller revolutions per second

Longitudinal and transverse horizontal k - constant (semi-empirical)
axes of the ship are represented by the x- and subscript a Indicates the value at the
y-axes with origin fixed at the center of equilibrium conditions
gravity. By reference to these body a.es, the
equations of motion of a ship in the horizontal The hydrodynamic force coefficients of X'
plane can be written In the form differ in form from the lateral force coeffl-

cients Y' in Eq. (A-4), e.g.,
N (yw) - N'

m(4+ur) - Y (Sway) (A-I) 0
c• = X' etc.(A6

m(ý-vr) = X (Surge) vr
and X' , propeller thrust depending on Kt, Kq

where N,Y, and X represent total hydrodynamic and J (;.e., ul and n'). 'ower
terms generated by ship motions, rudder and pro- coT:,tant characteristics - -e used
peller. assuming a steam turbinp ,r the ship

in this study.
Hydrodynamic forces are expressed in terms

of dimensionless quantities N1,Y1, and XV The following rudder control .aeacteristics are
based on non-dimenslonalizing parometers p employed:
(water density), U (resultant ship velocity rel-
ative to the water), and A , i.e., 6d - a(*-4e) + b'*s+c"•"+e-+r (A-7)

N' N , Y1 Y , etc. (A-2) whe-re r
i UA/ •Ua d = rudder com - nd,

Hydrodynamic coefficients vary with posi- e rudder at equ;librium czndition
tion, attituic, rudder angle, propeller revolu- a
tion, and velocity of the ship. For example, 6 actual rudder angle

in the case of hydrodynamic yavi moment coeffi- a,b',c'- gain constants
cient,

and t'= 0.1, 6l1 - 2.3 deg/sec, 161 < 35 deg
N' - r ,y ,n1,u1) (A-3) In most simulations.

where TABLE 1

v' ,,." r - r Y, o , n' m n PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS"e
u' etc. LBP, ft 1085

C Beam, ft 170
Finally, thi following polynomials were

obtained for predictions of ship d4namlc mo- Oepth, ft 84
tions: Draft 65', 5-3/4''

N' - a +aav'+ rl+a+aryl+asv, rl+agv, r Draft, molded 65', 4-3/4"1
3  3

a 3'+a3 Displacement, tons 285,944 i
0 Midship coefficient 0.995

Prismatic coefficient C.834
Y1 - b2+b•v+'ar'+b 4 6+b6o+V+bav'arI+bv'r'a B k f i0

Block coefficient 0.830

+bgv'o+bgr' 263+a 1 I yoa+3 1 l ri'u1 3v Waterline coefficient 0.909

KG, ft 45.4SX' ' c1cvr'+cav'1 +i6ac, p=c,, (A-4)S= cI+c vALCG, forward amidships, ft 23.4

where coefficients of rudder force and moment Gyradlus, yaw, % LBP 23.8
are functions of propeller slip as follows: Rudder area/(lengthxdraft) 0.019

a,-(I + ks1'.)(1 k .5) a3e

(A-5)
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TABLE 2

SHIP AND CANAL DIMENSIONS

Tc c CASE I CASE 2 CASE 3
Description Computer Simulation Full-Scale Test Manned Model Test

Canal CANAL I CANAL 2 CANAL 3

Width at the bottom, W, 810 ft 75m 13510
Width at the surface, Wg 810 ft 1

6
0m 235m

Water depth, D• 78 ft 12.5m 15m

Ship SHIP A SHIP B SHIP A SHIP B SHIP A SHIP B

Tanker Tanker ASTYANAX WILLEM Tanker Tanker

Description of Ship 250,000 170,000 BARENDSZ 70,000 70,OO6
DWT OWT DWT DWT

1/50 Scale

Ship length, L 1085 ft 965 ft 137.2m 19Om 2
4

1m 2
4

1m

Beam, B 170 ft 151 ft 18.9m 27.6m 3
4

.6m 3
4 .

6
m

Fore draft, Hf 65 ft 58 ft 
4

.3m 7.OmI 13.3m 1ll.Om
Aft d-aft, Ha 65 ft 58 ft 5.9m 7.9m 13,3m mean

Speed, U 6.1 kt 9.1 kt 6.1 kt 5.2 kt 6.1 kt 6.5 kt

PATIO iW,/B 4.75 5.36 4.0 2.7 3.9 3.9
'Dw/Hm 1.2 1.35 2.45 1.68 1.13 1.36

DATE Feb 1972 17 Oct 1962 1960 to 1962

TABLE 3. PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS

A B C j
Length, I , ft 910 910 910

I/B 6.95 5 4

I/H 19.56 16.2 16.2

B/H 2.81 3.24 4.03

Block Coefficient, Cb 0.613 0.820 0.810

Prismatic Coef., C 0.625 0.823 0.813

LCG forward /A p -0.015 0.026 0.019

Rudder Area/AZH 1/45 1/53 1/48

A
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

At Davidson Laboratory, we measure forces and mo- are not critically influenced by the model size (or Reynolds
ments acting on the model for a range of rudder angles and number) as expected in other tests, such as resistance tests.
propeller revolutions (including both ship-propulsion point
and model-propulsion point). Thus, we can obtain the We determine static derivatives Y,, NX,, Y,, and N,. at
necessary data regarding the effect of the propeller slip- infinite radius (r' - 0) by oblique towing in our regular
stream on rudder forces. towing tank (Tank No. 3 of Davidson Laboratory), and

also by interpolating (not extrapolating) of rotating-arm
It should be pointed out here that yaw moment and data from ertta obtained at ±r'.

lateral forces due to the rudder located in the propeller
stream are hydrodynamic moments and forces mainly due
to lifts acting on the rudder, and that these measurements
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HYBRID COMPUTATION FOR THE SIMULATION OF
THE MANEUVERING SHIPS

G. Mak G. M. van deA Bend
Nethetland4 Ship Model Ba>in NetherLands Ship Model BOa Ai

Wageningen, The Nethetrand4 Wageningen, The kethetlandA

INTRODUCTION parts viz. the calculation of the ship

motions and the calculation of theSince the end of 1970 theI setting of instruments on the bridge
Netherlands Ship Model Basin has put and the projection system from which
into operation a ship manoeuvring the mariner gets the impression about ; 9
simulator. On this simulator sailing the motions of the ship.
conditions can be encountered according For the computation of the ship
to the actual situations. motions a hybrid computer is chosen

In Fig. 1 a rough indication is because of its special advantages like

given of the working procedure of the continuous integration and parallel 1
simulator. It can be seen that the computation in relation with the real-
computation consists of mainly two time simulation.

environmental disturbances
(according to the sailing area)

computation of computation of
ship motions setting of

position indications

,/

actions performed
by mariners in
order to control the
simulated ship

control actions simulated outside
such as: scenery and
rudder angle settings of I
propeller RPM instruments on
thruster setting the bridge
tug-boats actions

Fig. 1 Schematic system of the working procedure of

the simula,.tor.F
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A special purpose servo-computation engine telegraph (which can be adapted
unit with a mechanical integration unit to both single and twin screw

to determine the course of the ship arrangement), engine remote control,
has been developed to enable infinite bridge control, repeater compass, RPM
course changes and a synchro-coupling indicator, log, wind velocity and
with the compass on the bridge, direction meters, echo sounders, V.H.F.,

Also connected with the analog intercom and control (RPM and pitch)

computer is the radar simulator on the for bow and stern thrusters.
bridge. The coastline image is genera- Further there are a Raytheon 16-
ted from a photographic picture. The inch display and a doppler docking
input for this is the position of the system available. In the center of the
ship. Further there are two moving wheelhouse the chart table and Decca
targets installed. These targets can navigator are placed. The location of
be controlled manually or by the analog all instruments can be changed and
computer. adapted to the desired type of bridge.

Before reaching the bridge one
SET-UP OF THE SIMULATOR first passes a ship's corridor and an

acclimatization room (see Fig. 3), to
make a gradual change-over from full

the simulator is given in Fig. 2. daylight to the simulated daylight.
The wheelhouse (width 6m, depth 4m, This room is furnished like a captain's
height 2,15 m) is equipped with office.
instruments found on board modern big The simulation of the outside view

ships. The instrument consoles include is accomplished by means of a point-
a rudder control unit with rudder light-source projection method.
angle indicatoi and automatic pilot, At the top of the wheelhouse a point-

Fig. 2 Lectional perspective drawing of the simulator

210
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11-0
Fig. 3 Acclimatization room

light-source is mounted. Around this (duplicating all bridge indicators) and
lamp a three-dimensional object is a t.v.-circuit to observe the forward

moving according to the ship's view from the bridge, are located, so

movement. that manoeuvres can be followed in the

The shadow of this object on the control room without disturbing the
cylindrical projection screen officiers on the bridge.

(diameter 20 m) which surrounds the

wheelhouse giver the outside view of THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE

for instance a harbou, entrance., MANOFUVRING SHIP I
The picture of the ship in front of

To study the manoeuvring of
the bridge is obtained by the
projection of a slide, surface ships, it is common practice to

S With this projection system a consider three degrees of freedom:

realistic view is perceptible when only the horizontal motions of the

looking aside or astern from any poi.nt ship are taken into account.
of the wheelhouse. For certain applications, however,

Fig. 4 gives the outside view of it may be necessary in the future to

a channel with a width of 400 meter include also one or more vertical
and the entrance of a harbour, motions in the mathematical model of

The computer is situated in a the manoeuvring ship.

control room (Fig. 5) where also In the case of third generation

registration instruments (like an container ships, for instance, it has

eight-channel pen recorder and magnetic been observed that these vessels can

tapes), an instrument console attain considerable heel angles during

2i1
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Fig. 4 Outside view of harbour-entrance and manoeuvre

in a channel
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Fig. 5 Control room with hybrid-computer

course changes when running at high fixed system of axes as defined in

speeds, due to the low initial Fig. 6, are given by:

transverse stability and a large

heeling moment caused by the rudders.

The hydrodynamic forces will be

affected by the heeling of the ship. _x0

Another phenomenon which may

necessitate an extension of the con-

ventional manoeuvring equations is the

sinkage and trim of ship in very

shallow water. The hydrodynamic

forces are very sensitive for a u

*:hange in the keel clearance of the v

ship. For the case of a snip running X

at a constant speed in water of

constant de')th this effect imposes no

special problems, but if these

conditions are not met the introduction °

of squat and trim as additional degrees

of freedom may be needed.

According to Newton's law, tie Fig. 6 Axes of reference

horizontal motions of a ship with

respect to a right-handed, space
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4I
X0 - MRo the mean forward velocity, the rudder

angle, the number of revolutions of the
YO 0 ~ propellers i

N - X * X (uwvrrv,rvr,n,6)

Y Y ¥ (u,v,r,u,Vt,n,8) (3)
where m -mass of the ship h N (u,v,r,u,V,t,n,6)

I,= moment of inertia around the
vertical axis through the Usually, the hydrodynamic forces and
centre o2 gravity of the shuip rudder forcer are expanded in & Taylor

series (sAe ref. Eli l
When using the moving system of It the expansion is restricted to

axes x y z with its origin in the the first order, and if only small
centre of gravity of the ship, the deviations from a straight course of a

motions can be described by: ship running at constant speed are

considered, the following linear
S- ni (u - vr) equations are obtained:

Y m Or + ur) (2) (m - Y,) V - yV1 - Yr -(Yr-m U) r -

N I iz Y 6 - Y (4)

in which X - lonjitudinal force on the -(Iz - Nr) t + NVI + NvV + Nrr + N 6 6

ship -N
Y - transverse force on the

ship Y and N are the external disturbances,
N - moment around vertical acting on the ship. U is the ship's

axis speed. The derivatives Y4 and ¥k are

u - speed component in x- called added masses, the derivatives
direction N. and N. added moments of inertia and

k Vr
v - speed component in y- Yv' Yr, Nv and Nr are damping

dirnction coefficients.
r - angular velocity The equations presented in (4), are

U - direction of motion U - mostly used for the determination of

(u 2  2 the ship's stability indices.

S- rudder angle Since, however, ship motions have

S- drift angle to be performed which need not be small

deviations from a straight course at
X, Y and N are the total forces and constant speed, & further elaboration
mbment exerted on the ship which are of equation (4) is necessary when
composed of: simulating the ship's manoeuvrability.

- hydrodynamic forces due the

motion of the ship HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES

ruddev and propeller forces When considering the hydrodynamic
- external disturbances caused byS~forces it is assumed that all

wind, waves, current, passing"sis"ans u basec variables (such as pý:opeller RPM,
s , s b erudder angle and waterdepth) other than

Atththe ship motions are constant. It thencAt a constant waterdapth, the hydro-
dynamic forces and rudder forces are can be assumed that.

a function o! the motions of the ship,
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1. all forces are symmetric to port computer calculations based o0: potential

and starboard theories.
2. the cross-coupling between The good agreement between model

acceleration and velocity test results and the results from
parameters can be neglected. potential theories justify the

assumption that viscosity has little
One then finds: influence on the added masses which is

(m-K.) u- X(u,v,x) in agreement with the earlier conclusions.

(m-Yv) v - Yrt- Y(u,v,r) (5) )ampinq: The forces on the right hand

side of equation (5) are called damping
-N + (Iz-Nt )t = N(u,v,r) forces which are determined by the

ship's velocity component relative to
Added Mass: It should be noted that the water. It is generally accepted
due to retardation effects (see ref. that for larger motions of the ship the

[2] ) the added mass coefficients damping forces are influenced by
depend on the frequency of which the higher order terms, which means that
ship motions can be composed of. When these forces contain terms which are
this frequency depency is important, proportional to the second and third
time integrals of the retardation order of velocities. At the same time
function have to be added in equation cross-coupling effects play an important
(5). In deep water the horizontal role which means that these forces
motions of large ships are so slow contain terms which are proportional to
that it can be assumed that the added the prodUCt of the velocity components.
mass coefficients are constant for Tn addition to this, one should
different frequencies of oscillations. be aware for the following aspects:

In ahallow water, however, it can the damping forces are influenced
be shown that the addition of a by the waterdepth (see ref. [4]

retardation function will provide a by the simulation process a set

better simulation of the ship's of coefficients is stored for a
manoeuvrability than the use of of waterdepths.

constant added mass coefficients only At each time during the manoeuvre
(e .3] ). the waterdepth is known (as a

In the present simulation, however, function of time of the tide and
even in shallow water constant of the ship's position) after
coefficients are still used which areSi which the coefficients used for
the averaged values over as large a the calculation of the ship
frequency range as considered necessary. motions are found after an inter-

From the above considerations and polation process between the

assumptions it can be concluded that coef'icients known at the pre-
added mass coefficients only depend on conditioned waterdepth.
the ship'a geometry and the waterdepth

while no influences from other aspects Though the propeller RPM some-

such as the ship's speed, propeller times will affect the sway and

RPM are to be taken ipto account. yaw damping forces this

Added mass coefficients can be influence yet has been neglected
detarmi.-ed from model tests with so far. The same holds for the
oscilla:ion techniques as well as from influence of lateral thrusters

on the damping force.

2



The damping coefficients are ahead speed has to be corrected for
mostly obtained from model tests since sche effects by means of an extra-
no calculation method has been polation method. In this aspect the A
developed yet. log A-mithod is very much recommended
Calculation of these coefficients is for shallow water.
especially very difficult since pressure
forces due to seperation effects play RUDDER AND PROPELLER FORCES.
an important role. This also means
that one has to be aware of scale In order to examin- the rudder

effects in the coefficients obtained forsee which excite the ship motions,
from model test results, it will be necessary to consider first

For the experimental e :termination a stationary condition of the ship

of the damping coefficients mostly cap- (zero drift and yaw motion).
tive model tests are performed in a It will be obvious that when a

statical way by means of force single ship is kept on a straight

measurements cn a restrained model course with zero rudder angle some

(under a towing carriage or a rotating resulting lateral force and yawing

arm) or in a dynamical way by means of moment can be detected due to the
force measurements on an oscillated propeller action. This force and moment

model. Both these methods are based on will depend on the propeller RPM and '(I

the principle that the motions are ship's speed.

predetermined and the forces are When putting the rudder at some
measured. angle, a force will be generated on the

St the Netherlands Ship Model ship's hull which can be assumed to be

Basin use is also made of free running composed of the following two contri-

tests, especidlly for the determination butions:

of the turning damping coefficients. In 1. when the rudder lies in the
this case the motions of a free running propeller stream, the rudder
model are measured accurately at a acts as a guiding vane by which
given stationary external force. Mostly a force is generated on the
this force is generated by a certain rudder as a result of the decli-
rudder angle (see next section about nation of the propeller stream.
rudder forces). In this method at least 2. due to this declination of the
"as many runs have to be made as the propeller stream a circulation

largest amount of unknown coefficientsil around the ship's hull will be
in one of the three equations ofi generated which will result in
motion.

an additional hull force. ThisSThis method will only lead topenmonwlbcmeor
phenomenon will become more

more accurate values of the coefficients dominant in shallower water.
at larger motions of the ship model.

It will be obvious that these free From this consideration it will be
running tests are performed at the seif obvious that the rudder force (so called
propulsion point of model. It now is because it is the force due to a rudder
assumed that, except for the longitudi- angle) does not depend only on the
nal resistance, all coefficients are rudder angle but as much on the propeller
not influenced by scale effects. RPM and the ship's speed.
In the longitudinal equation of motion

the resistance as a function of the rud.
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It also will be obvious now that forces F in still water:

.i•he point of application of the F~moving ship in stilli
resultant force on the ship's hull will water with speed ujI j _(7)
lie some distance before the rudder. -F imoving ship in current=F (uj-Ujc

In this aspect it also should bewlth shipe U

remembe.:se that the rudder force, on iith speed uj

the merchant ships considered, shows in which: u ship's speed relative
hardly any discontinuity at the stall to earth
angle of the rudder profile. U c= current speed relative

When performing captive model to earth
tests at several combinations of ship's j = number of direction
speed, propeller RPM and rudder angles, indicating surge or sway.
the rudder force in equation (6) can be

expressed by polynomials. From equation (7) it will be obvious

It should be born in mind that that due to higher order terms there

there will be a coupling between the will be a coupling between influence

hydrodynamic force in equations (5) of the ship's velocity and current

and the rudder force in equation (6). speed, both relative to earth.

The most important coupling is mostly In equation (7) only the forces

found between the influence of the rudder are described in a homogeneous current.
forn bthiweasn additionaluec ofpthve dietinchneadoatoeorh
angle and of the sway motion. However, when the current velocity and

' For this reason additional captive direction change a rotation of the i

mcdel tests have to be performed at a ship relative to the water can be
combination of ship's drift and rudder discerned according to:

angle. rc = Vc
L

EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES AV AV (8)
A C 6 c

= L + L
External disturbances like current, c L 6t

wind, bank suction, meeting and over-

taking vessels will also influenze the in which:

ship's manoeuvres. Therefore the rc apparent rotation between
mathem:tical model should include these current and ehip
effects. vc = change of lateral component of

F-or the simulator manoeuvres it is current velocity over the ship's

most practical to determine the external length
forces on the ship at each moment, = change of vc due to change of

dependent on the ship's position current velocity with time.
together witn the environmental
situation. In this way all ship motions When taking into account equation
are obtained relatively easily. (8) the excitation forces due to an

The current force mostly can be instationary current the following

calculated from the relative motion relative influences on the current

concept. This means that the force of force have to be regarded (see equation

a moving ship in still water will be (7) like (6i-iic) (v-vc) etc.

equal to the force on a stationary in which:
* ship in straaming water. In this way

Jý• one finds from the earlier determined
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= v6Uc + 6uc after which the coefficients can be ]
6y 6t determined with model tests.

6Vc+ I. Sn the same way the other external

c -- -- disturbances like bank suction and

X 6t meeting and overtaking vessels can be

Comparison between the results of included. It should be noticed that

this calculation method with measure- these kinds of disturbances depend on

ments of captive models through inhomo- a high number of variables so that the

geneous currents (whicJ, change smoothly) number of model tests to determine the

havc shown good results. For the deter- coef Ticients in the polynomials can be

mination of the forces due to more extremely large.

dit.continuous current distributiOns
captive model tests seem the most PROGRAMS CARRIED OUT ON THE SIMULATOR

appropriate method. Up to now two kinds of programs
Other external forces and moments have been carried out on the nanoeu-

are introduced in equation (2) as vring simulator.

additional exciting forces. These

forces and moments depend on a lot of - training courEes

variables. The wind for example is - research Irograms
depending on the angle of incidence, These training courses are used

the relative velocity and the exposed to familiarize the mariner manoeuvring

projected area of the ship and can be VLCC's under conditions as d. -ferent
describe bnye polnditions lik (seeeen

described by polynomials like (see waterdepths, currents and wind. The

manoeuvres are changing during the
= course like changing of course with

e[]a leading lines or entering a harbour.

2nwFrom each manoeuvre the position
Yw =½pa V AL Y sinw w L n1 wn is recorded on a Decca-plot (see Fig.

7) and variables like velocities,
Nw= �pa V2 ALIL Nwn sin n rudder angle on an eight-channel

pen-reco=der (see Fig. 8).

Th,•se registrations are used to discuss
in which: the manoeuvres with the marine-s.

Xw = steady longitudinal wind force Research programs are carried

out e.q. for developing new harbour
steady transversal wind force lay-outs or design of new navigational

Nw = steady yaw, wind moment aids like track-predictors. Durinc-

Pa = density of air such a program a number of mariners
are making the same manoeuvres; the

w = velocity with respect to conditions of, for example, wind or
the ship current, are systematically varied

AT - exposed transverse area and of each manoeuvre position,

AL = exposed lateral area heading, velocity and human orders like
L = grudder and engine are recorded on an
"L nh hseight-channel pen-recorder and digital

x wnywnNwn = constants tape-recorder.

aw the angle of incidence of the These pen-recordings are used to

wind
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check the registration signals while
the digital recordings are used for
statistical calculations like average

amanoeuvre (see ref. [6] ).

From these calculation advices can be

given to the principals.

-___-___NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF THE SIMULATOR

The history of the use of a
ship manoeuvring simulator is

relatively short, and as may be
"expected the development goes fast. A

lot of effort therefore will be
devoted to the improvement of the

simulation techniques. The set-up
of experiments has been improv7ed and

will be improved further as insight

in the problems of ship handlingI, ___ ___ ___increases. As safety in ikterways and
harbours is of great importance, there

is need of a second simulator so that

.... two ships can simultaneously be

simulated in a certain area. Also

the process of analysing the

registration from rough data on a

o rkcorder to mneaningful results has'\ ig.7 .Jecca-plot of a manoeuvre
improved very much. It is obvious

' i .. ....... .

r--" - - - •

" L !iFig. 8 Registrat'•.n on an eight-channel pen-recorder
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that this process will continue; new as knowledge about ship handling

fields of research will be discovered increases.
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SIMULATION OF VESSEL ENCOUNTERS IN

CONFINED WATERS

J. ParelL N. NoA'bin J. W. VeVnney ITT N. Szactz
Catnegie-Metton Swedish State M.I.T. M.I.T.

University Shipbuitding Cambtidge, MA Cambridge, MA
P.tt6burgh, PA Experimental TankGotcbomg, Sweden

ABSTRACT takes a given hull and outputs:
a. steady-state speed as a func-

An existing analog three-dimension- tion of throttle setting;
al, vessel maneuvering model was modi- b. the results of a spiral test;
fied and reprogrammed in digital form. c. turning circles ac a function
Results of program are compared with of initial speed and helm ang.e;
analog runs and full-scale trials. The d. the results of an overshoot
model is then exercised over a number (zigzag) test.
of possible vessel encounters. Results The purpose of this set of routines is
indicate the desirability of full for- to test the model's results against
ward throttle in close-in maneuvers and actual maneuvering trials.
of coordination of maneuvers. 2. An encounter simulator which

takes as inputs the physical character-
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY istics of two ships initially on a col-

lision course together with their
Objective initial speeds, relative headings, and

-Theobjective of the research separations, and exercises this pair of
described in this report is to: ships over a wide range of maneuvers.

1. Develop ý. digital program for For those maneuvers which avoid colli-
simulating vessel responses to given sion, the program outputs the closest
control commands in harbor situations. point of approach. For those maneuvers

2 .. Exercise this program on a which result in collision, the program
number of different vessel encounters outputs who hit whom, which portions of
in order to obtain insight on the each ship were involved, and the rela-
possible investments society might mtre tive speed and relative bearing at
in vessel harbor control. impact. The logic of this program is

To this end, a vessel maneuvering quite comprehensive and it catches
model developed by Norrbin to drive stern-swing collisions as well as tow-on
the analog simulator at the Swedish collisions. A variant of the encounter
State Experimental Tank was extended, simulator allows the ships to make
put into digital form, and programmed double moves (first turning away and
in PL/1. One feature of this program is that it does then turning into in crder to get their
not require the hydrodynamic coefficients of a given sterns out of trouble).
hull as input but rather estimates thEsa coefficients 3. The harbor control simulator.
from a limited set of physical characieristics of the ship.1 This program takes as input a descrip-

tion of a harbor by depth, the physical
characteristics and the initial positions, A
headings and velocities of an arbitrary

This program was validated by number of ships, and outputs the track,
comparison with trial results of seven velocity, and heading of these ships
vessels, including several large under an arbitrary user-supplied control
tankers, a fleet oiler, and a moderate- routine. Periodically, the control
sized break-bulk cargo ship. With some routine is allowed to observe the entire
exceptions, the accuracy of the program situation and to give each ship throttle ,1
in deep water was deemed acceptable and desired headiihg orders at this time.
given the wide range of ships considered.
Validation of the model's shallow-water Major Results
results was hampered by paucity of I. The vessel encounter simulator
full-scale data. has been exercised over a wide range of

Computer run times proved moderate encounters, and a wide range of possible
and it is quite feasible to simulate evasive maneuvers in deep water. One
the movements of four or five ships major theme runs through all the results:
simultaneously for rather long periods, once you get in trouble, the best man-

Ths basic model has been imple- euver invariably involves full forward
mented in a variety of forms: throttle both as a means of turning more

1. A validation package which quickly and slowing down faster. Once
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you get in trouble, sharply reduced or Major Limitations and Intended
astern throttle is poor seamanship. Future Research
The larger the ship, the more drastic - In its present form, the model
the advantage of full ahead over reduced tends to underestimate yaw rates in
throttle. The Rules of the Road and the hard-over maneuvers for large tankers,
principles by which admiralty courts especially for twin-screw ships. Fur-
operate should be changed to encourage ther refinement of the cotfficient-
full-throttle maneuvers in close quar- generating routine is indicated.
ters and to discourage zero or astern 2. In its present form, the model

throttle, once you get into trouble, cannot simulate a ship backing down, and
2. Even very large tankers can while it is logically capable of simulat-

get rather close to each other on colli- int a ship going ahead with the propel-
sion course and still miss, provided ler going astern, this capability has
the maneuvers are coordinated. For never really been validated.
j x-amiple, two 260-,006--ton tankers ap- 3. The shallow-water terms need

proaching each other end on at ten knots considerable work. The present program
each can come within 1,800 meters of assumes that variations in depth in theSeach other before initiating a maneuver vicinity of the ship are small enough to

if one ship is not allowed to maneuver, be ignored. Full-scale maneuvering
If both ships are allowed to make one trials in shallow water are quite rare.Smaneuver, this distance drops to 1,400 Further validation of the present flat-

m. If both ships are allowed to make bottom model is indicated and extension
two maneuvers (turning away for a while to bank and channel effects would be
and then turning back to avoid a stern- useful.

swing collision), this distance drops 4. The collision logic developed
to 1,000 m or a little over three ship for the vessel encounter simulator should
lengths. In every case, the optimal be incorporated into the harbor control i

maneuver involves full forward throttle. model.
Reducing throttle can increase the minimum disýance
at which a collision-avoiding maneuver 2. THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL i
can be initiated by 70% even if the
turn is made in the proper direction, The hydrodynamic model used in thein certain crossing situations. vessel encounter summations is that

Directly end-on situations are less developed by Norrbin. The model proper
sensitive to throttle reduction. consists of seven equations relating3. As part of the study not fradvlct~wy a~rple

directly connected to the simulation of revolutions, thrust, rudder flow, andvessel maneuvering, we surveyed what is reouintusudrflwad
known about actual collisions. Almost effective rudder angle. The model is

all vessel collisions occur in periods described in detail in reference 1.

I of poor visibility in end-on encounters. Sev ral changes were made to the

Generally, the vessels are aware of original model as described in reference

each other on radar in plenty of time I for the purposes of this application.
1. In the original model, swayto initiate collision-avoiding maneuvers. acceleration and yaw acceleration were

Often the collision occurs because the ccelerain and yaw accelerat
manever wer no coodinted.Desite coupled in the sense that yaw accelera-maneuvers were not coordinated. Despite tion oc4curred explicitly in the sway

this fact, vessels in international a tionrequati in therswa
waters rarely, if ever, communicate with acceleration equation and vict versa.
each other. In extremis, the vessels In order to obtain a model that was
usually reduce throttle sharply or put less sensitive onsto digital integration,
ththese were manipulated soaste

that yaw acceleration and sway accelera-
4. While cost-benefit analyses thwere not undertaken, It is our feeling tion never occur in the right-hand sides.

The integration method used is discrete
that investment in shoreside control -.

statons ay b prmatue. W belevetime-step summation. During development•
sthati n may a bo e corli ionture. r Webe ieve of the model, a range of time steps from i
that the above collision summary points .5 to 10 seconds simulated time was
to bridge-to-b *idge communications as to 10 seconds some wsci,-
a cheaper, much more comprehensive, and investigated. At 3 seconds, some oecil-
much more likely to be effective alter- lations in yaw acceleration were i1
native. Further, if identification observed, and at 5 seconds or mu±o, .he

oscillations grew and generally became
proves to be a problem, we think a unstable. An integrating interval of 2
transponder-based system should be as seconds was chosen and is used in the
seriouslycomputations in this paper. More
control. Only if communication-channel advanced integration techniques were
saturation proves to be a problem does at er

polminestigated but with one exception, the
shore-based control appear to offer additional computation more than
caplythig thand mca t be omprehensed y mbalanced the increase in time step pos-
cheaply and much more comprehensively sible. That exception was the yaw
than vessel-to-vessel communication acceleration equation, where a Runge-
with respect to collision. Kutta method was used to prevent under-

estimating yaw during hard-over
maneuvers due to assuming that the
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rudder was at its original position For the purposes of validation,
throughout the time interval, the basic model has been implemented in

2. It was found necessary to a form which takes as input a given
modify, refine, and extend some of the hull and outputs:
equations relating the physical parame- 1. Steady-state speed as a func-
ters of the ship to the hydrodynamics tion of throttle setting;
coefficient. Principal areas involved 2. The results of a spiral test;
were: 3. Turning circles as a function

a. 2ropeller thrust and torque; of initial speed and helm angle;
b. Propulsion machinery inertia; 4. The results of an overshoot
c. A Froude number-dependent test.

cubic term was added to the straight- A sample set of results is shown
ahead resistance; in Figs. 1 through 7. These are the

d. Changes to the rudder flow and results for the Swedish State Experi-
angle of attack equations to accommodate mental Tank, single-screw, single-
different screw-rudder geometry and rudder tanker, 1521B. For this tanker,
propeller going astern, the speed versus 6azottle curve reached
These changes are described in reference the design speed of 16 knots at a
2. throttle setting of 1.02, indicating a

In its present form, the program good estimate of resistance. When
takes as input the following eighteen compared with the analog results in
physical parameters of each vessel to which measured hydrodynamic coeffi-
be simulated. cients were ueed, the turning tran-

From these parameters it computen, sients test indicated that the digital
as a first step, eighty odd hydrodynamic yaw rate is somewhat low. The radius
coefficients according to the relations of tha 100 helm angle turning circle is
given in references 1 and 2. predicted to be 1,060 m by the analog

Table 1 Input Parameters 1*

L Parameter (Unit) Symbol

Hull Length (W) L
Beam (in B
Draft (i) T
Block coefficient CB

Propulsion Design speed (Kt) Vo
machinery Design RPM (min-') No

Design shaft horsepower (shp) SHP
Power plant type (steam or diesel)
Number of propellers
Propeller diameter (i) D
Propeller pitch/diameter ratio
Propeller blade area ratio AE/A
Depth of propeller shaft (n)sI

Steering Number of rudders
system Type of rudders (all-movable or fixed horn)

Rudder area (Wn) A
Rudder height (i) br
Depth to top of rudder (W) a

3. VALIDATION model (3),. while the digital program
claims 1,250 m. In the 300 turn, the

1. The program was validated by analog prediction is 650 m and the
comparing the program's results against digital, 750 m. In the overshoot test
the results of the original analog (helm swung to +200 and held there
model when the analog model was using until yaw equals 200 and then helm
experimentally measured hydrodynamic swung to -20* and held there until yaw
coefficients. This was done for the equals helm and so on), both the analog 2
four SSPA tankers shown in Table 2, and the digital models predicted an
which are roughly similar in size but overshoot of 340. Again the digital
differ in number of propellers and yaw rate was lower. As a result, the
number of rudders. analog model required 4.8 minutes to

2. Comparing the program's complete first half cycle whereas the
results with model tests or actual digital model required 5.3 minutes.
full-scale maneuvering trials for the The spiral test correctly predicted
final three vessels shown in Table 2. dynamic instability and the shape of
Shallow-water trials were available only the hysteresis loop as well as the
for the "Esso Bernicia*. displacement of the center of the loop
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Table 2 Overall Dimensions of Ships Tested

Ship Type Length Beam Draft Design Speed Engine Screws Rudders

SSPA 1521-A Tanker 335.7 m 59.4 m 19.8 m 16.0 kt Steam 2 1
SSPA 1521-B Tanker 335.7 m 59.4 m 19.8 m 16.0 kt Steam 1 1
SSPA 1521-D Tanker 335.7 m 59.4 m 19.8 m 16.0 kt Steam 2 2
SSPA 1575-D Tanker 328.4 m 61.6 m 20.6 m 16.0 kt Steam 2 2
Mandalay Cargo liner 135.6 m 18.9 m 7.8 m 17.5 kt Diesel 1 1
USS A0108 Fleet oiler 160.2 m 22.9 m 8.00m 18.0 kt Steam 2 1
Esso Bernicia Tanker 304.9 m 47.2 m 18.1 m 16.5 kt Steam 1 1

to a slight negative helm. The inter- setting, which errors we believe are
cepts for°00 helm matched for both in the diesel throttle setting logic,
models azid the intercepts for 00 /sec the program exhibits the kind of
yaw rate were within 10 of helm. The accuracy it displayed for the large
yaw rate for large helm angles (150) tankers--qualitatively correct response
was about .28*/sec for both models, with somewhat depressed yaw rate--

The results for the other Swedish despite the very much finer hull.
State Experimental Tank tanker stern The second actual ship against
configurations were not as good. In which the model was compared was the
general, the digital program underesti- USS "Pawcatuck" (A108), a member of the
mated straight-ahead resistance by A105 clzr:s of fleet oilers. In this
about 8%-10%, as compared to the analog, case, the modeL's results were compared
and yaw rates were still lower, generat- against full-scale triaLs. Once again,
ing turning circles which were as much the speed versus throttle setting curve
as 30% larger than the analog results reached design speed at too low a
for hard-over maneuvers, throttle (80%), although this may be

The worst results were for the due to the very conservative estimate
twin-screw, single-rudder, with the of design speed which the Navy employs.
twin-screw, twin-rudder hulls interme- Eý •ept for this, the digital results
diate. The pattern of the errors indi- ageed extremely well with the full-
cates further work on design resistance, scale trials, despite the fact that
thrust deduction and the partial of this is a twin-screw, single-rudder
sway with respect to the product of hull. Overshoot tests were conducted
rudder flow squared and helm angle. at approach speeds of 8 and 16 knots.
""e lift generated by the deadwuod for In both cases, the time required for
twin-screw, single-rudder tanker forms the first half-cycle was correctly
night stnd some investigation, predicted by the model and the over-

• ;irst experimental test vessel, shoot yaw angle predicted was within
"ManK .i • , is a single-screw, single- 5% of the full-scale results. Spiral
rudder cargo liner form and the only tests were also conducted at approach
diesel-powered vessel used to validate speeds of 8 and 16 knots. The model
the model. In this case, the digital correctly predicted narrow hysteresis
simulation results were compared with loops and the 00 helm and 0*/sec yaw
those generated by radio-controlled rate intercepts. In this case, the
model tests at the Swedish State Experi- yaw rate predicted for large helm
mental Tank. The model generated a very angles was within 5% of trial results.
poor estimate of straight-ahead speed We are somewhat at a loss to explain
as a function of throttle setting, pre- the accuracy of the model on this hull
dicting the design speed of 17.5 knots compared with its much poorer perfor-
at .65 throttle. This is probably due mance on the twin-screw, single-rudder
to errors in the routine which attempts SSPA tanker, although this is a much
to model the J' .. However, by finer hull.
adl4,•.+ .hroi iettings according The third ship against which the

tc esulit x. ne straight-ahead model was tested was the "Esso Bernicia,"
resistance tests, the desired approach a 193,000-ton tanker. This is th( only
speeds for the other tests can be ship for which we were able to obtain
obtained. both deepwater and shallow-water results. 2

Only limited maneuvering data were The available experimental data con-
available for this vessel, namely the sisted primarily of turning circles at
relative size of tvirning circles various approach speeds and loading
and a nondimensic zed spiral curve, conditions in 75 and 25 m deep water.
Comparison with .e results indicated Both the turning circles for the deep
once again the ý.w rate is low in hard- (75 m) water and the shallow were about
over maneuvers by as much as 20%. 350 larger in maximum advance and maxi-
However, the program's spiral test cor- mum transfer than the fullscale results
rectly predicted a dynamically stable indicating once again we are underesti-
hull. In short, aside from straight- mating yaw rate. However, the simi-
ahead speed as a function of throttle larity of the errors in the shallow and
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deepwater case indicate that the shallow Figs. 9 through 11 contain output
water terms are at least qualitatively for a simulation of nine ships for
correct, thirty minutes. In Fig. 9, the vessels

were initially placed at the positions
4. THE HARBOR CONTROL SIMULATOR marked by a B at 10 knots heading east.

The topmost ship was instructed to makeGeneraDescription a hard left turn with full astern
The hydrodynamic model described throttle; the second ship from the top

in Sections 2 and 3 has been implemented was instructed to maake a hard left turn
in several forms. The basic version of with 0 throttle; the third ship down, a
the model is tl.e Harbor Control Simula- hard left turn with 50% throttle; the
tor. The Harbor Control Simulator takes fourth ship down, a hard left turn with
as input a description of a harbor full-ahead throttle. The middle ship
(water depth on an x-y array and current was told to continue straight ahead
speed and direction on the same grid), with full-astern throttle. The bottom
the physical characteristics of the four ships were told to make a hard
ships where movements are to be simu- right turn with 100%, 50%, 0%, and
lated, and the initial location and -100% throttle respectively from top to
velocity of these ships. The program bottom. Fig. 10 shcws the'resulting
is designed to accept a user-supplied speed reductions and Fig. 11 the head-
subroutine, the Traffic Controller, ings as d function of time.
which contains the harbor control logic
being studied and returns desired Description of the Harbor
heading and speed for each ship. The model is constructed to accept

The Harbor Control Simulator does a square harbor chart 10 km (6.2 mi) on
not account directly for changes in a side. A square grid with a 250 m grid
depth (bank rejection or suction effects), but rather spacing is overlaid on the chart, and
uses the water depth under the vessel's the depth at each grid point is read
center of gravity. Nor does it account into the program, resulting in a 41 x
for current sheer. The program assumes 41 member depth array (1,681 data
the current at the vessel's center of points). At the close of each simula-
gravity is also the current affecting tion time interval (30 sec), a new depth
the entire hull. Rapid changes in is computed for each ship position.
depth or current are not modeled. The depth is computed by a two-dimen-

The structure of the Harbor Control sional linear interpolation of the four
Simulator is presented in the flow chart grid points surrounding any given ship
on the following page. In order to position in the harbor.
initiate the program, the operator spe- The model also accepts a steady-
cifies the number of ships in the s,ate current of specified heading and
simulation, andthe number of minutes speed. The correction to ship position
of real time to be s1-mulcte Iu r caused by this velocity field is made
to allocate storage space. The harbor continuously during the actual simula-
depth chart is loaded, and the input tion. The current direction is dis-
dimensions and characteristics of each played on the output trajectory plot.
vessel are stored. The coefficients of
the equations of motion are computed Auto-Pilot
and stored for each ship, and the main Each vessel's helm is controlled
simulation loop is then entered. As by a simulated proportional auto-pilot.
indicated, the decision cycle time is The auto-pilot receives an instruction
thirty seconds; that is, the simulation from the Traffic Controller in the
is interrupted every thirty seconds and form of a "desired heading", and also
the position, depth, speed, acceleration, knows the present heading and rate of
etc. of all the ships are passed to the yaw of the vessel. The auto-pilot then

. Traffic Controller. The Controller is "calls for" a rudder angle according to
allowed to change any desired headings the following relation.
or speeds, and the simulation then pro- 6* = rudder angle called for
ceeds for ano:her thirty seconds. The H = present heading
depth is also updated every thirty H* = desired heading
seconds. = present rate of yaw

As constructed, the program will x, ( H*) + o($) (I)
accept an unlimited number of ships
for an unlimited amount of time. How- The rudder angle called for is
ever, storage capacity and costs of the therefore proportional to both heading
computer may limit economic tests to error and yaw rate. The constants of
around three hours of simulated time. proportionality are given by:
In a sample test in which four ships
were run for thirty minutes of simulated Rudder ratio y =
time, 310,000 bytes of storage space 3 for normal course-keeping and
were required. Execution costs for this maneuvers

~ti test (excluding compilation) were approx - 4fo
imately $4.50. Por a one-ship run, the 14 for high-speed (panic) maneuvers

Swprogram requires 280,000 bytes of core.
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2context of simple, two-vessel encounters,
S0oo studying these in detail, before working

hlin the context of an entire harbor.
whereL - engt (m)Therefore, further development of the

V - design speed (m/sec) Harbor Traffic Controller was deferred
The rudder angle called for is in favor of simple vessel encounter

then passed to the steering mechanism, studies.
which is modeled by th For this purpose, a variant of

the basic hydrodynamic model known asRudder turning rate - 2.3 deg/sac (3) the Encounter Simulator was developed.
This program takes as input the physical

Maximum rudder decharacteristics of two ships and their
The desired throttle setting is made initial speed, heading, and separation.
directly and instantaneously upon com- The initial conditions are chosen so
mand. that in absence of a maneuver, a colli-

sion will occur. The program exercises
Traffic Controller these ships over twelve simple maneu-

At present, the Traffic Controller vers:
is treated as a black-box internal sub- la. Throttle setting to -100%
routine. Various simple maneuvers, (full astern),rudder hard over to port.
such as the one illustrated in Fig. 9, 1. Throttle setting to 0%, rud-
have been implemented. At each decision der hard to port.
interval (every thirty seconds), the 2. Throttle setting to 50%,
following data on all the ships in the rudder hard to port.
model is made available to the Control- 3. Throttle unchanged, rudder
ler: hard to port.

1. Position 4. Throttle setting to +100%, 4'
2. Depth rudder hard to port.
3. Running variables (speed, 5. Do nothing, mai.. ain course

acceleration, RPM, etc.) and throttle setting.
4. Control variables (throttle 5a. Throttle setting to full

setting, helm setting) astern, maintain course.
5. Last instructions received from 6. Throttle setting to +100%,

Controller. rudder hard to starboard.

On the basis of this information and its 7. Throttle unchanged, rudder
own internal traffic control logic, the hard to starboard.
Controller sends the following three 8. Throttle to 50%, rudder hard•"instructions to each ship: to starboard.

1. Desired throttle setting 9. Throttle to 0%, rudder hard
2. Desired heading to starboard.
3. If turn must be made, execute 9a. Throttle to -100%, rudder

as normal turn or high-speed (panic) hard to starboard.
turn All maneuvers are exercised under the
These instructions are transmitted to control of the auto-pilot described in
each ship, and the simulation then the last section operating in the panic
proceeds for another thirty seconds. mode. Strictly speaking, the order is
The auto-pilot aboard each ship carries not "rudder hard over" but rather "come
out these instructions as described to new course 110* to the right (left)
previously, of present course."

For each maneuver, the program
Avail determines whether or not a collision H

o r Control Simulator pro- occurs and if so, returns the particu-
gram, together with operating instruc- lars of that collision (who hits whom,
tions, may be obtained on deck or tape position of impact, relative speed at
by contacting the Department of Ocean impact, and relative angle of impact),
Engineering at MIT. If no collision occurs, the program

returns the closest point of approach.
5. SIMULATION OF SIMPLE In order to execute the above

VESSEL ENCOUNTERS orders involving astern throttle, a
modification of the auto-pilot was

Introduction required. Our original auto-pilot
In its present forr,, the Harbor became quite confused by the reversal

Traffic Controlle:- does itot really in rudder flow in hard astern
simulate collisions in the sense that maneuvers and began hunting wildly.
two ships could proceed right through This was corrected by changing the
each other without the program's being sign of the rudder movement when the

4 aware of it. The problem of efficiently rudder flow went negative. Once this
determining whethet or not a collision change was made, the auto-pilot was
has occurred is not completely trivial, able to steer the ship in propeller
Further, it was judoed that, at the astern, ship still going ahead situa- [
present stage of the game, more insight tions. Needless to say, no real-world
could be obtained by working in the auto-pilot has this capability, and
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even very experienced helmsmen have Minimum Separations At Which Collision-
a great deal of difficulty in determin- AvoidinguManeuver cam benitlated
ing when they should reverse the helm Following Kenan, the Vessel EnunGrImutor can
with the ship going ahead and the pro- be used to estimate the minimum sepera-
poller going astern. tion at which maneuvers can be initiated

for a given situation and a collision
Results of Vessel Encounter Simulations still be avoided and the maneuver which

The key result of our vessel leads to this minimum separation(S). This
encounter simulations can be expressed is done for given initial speeds and
in one sentence. Large ships, espe- reiative bearings which would result in
cially very large tankers, will not a collision in the absence of a maneuver,
only turn much more sharply but also by looping over initial separation.
will slow down more quickly if the The results for two large tankers in
throttle is advanced rather than retarded which one tanker is moving at 10 knots
during the maneuver. In general, crash and does not alter course and speed
astern appears to be an extremely inef- (the stand-on vessel) while the other,
fective means of avoiding collision the give-way vessel, is also at 10
once the ships are in close quurtevs. knots, are displayed in Fig. 12. The

This result is illustratod iLy ship use6 in these runs is the 193,000
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 which display ton tanker "Bernicia". The separation
the track speed and heading for a large decrement used in these studies was 100
tanker under eight hard-over maneuver m. The minimum separationn ranged from
with a range of charnges in throttle. 1800 m (bow on) to 0 m ("overtaking").
Note that full-ahead throttle resulted The minimum separations were achieved
in the sharpest turn and the sharpest by non-book maneuvers: throttle full
drop in speed. ahead and hard turn to starboard when

The fact that slowing down the initial relative bearings were less
engines is an ineffective maneuver than 50* (bow on to slightly overtaking)
once a ship is in trouble is not an and throttle full ahead and hard turn to
original observation. Tani in 1968 port when relative bearings were greater
gave a rather detailed comparison of than 50*.
head reach under hard-over and hard- The advantage of the unusual hard
astern maneuvers and cites references turn to port over the more obvious turn
going back to 1875 on the undesirable to starboard under the privileged
effectr of going astern (4). Recently, vessel's stern when "overtaking" is a
Crane displayed a series of full-scale product of stern swing. Turning into
trials on 191,000-ton tankers in which the privileged vessel rather than away
head reach uLidrr crash action was fLuu preventa the stern from swinging into
times that under hard-over at service the privileged vessel. The minimum
power (E). Interestingly enough, the separation in these cases is quite
side reach, for these single-screw small, one or two ship lengths.
ships, under the full-action ozder was Note the increase in minimumapproximate-ly the same as that under separation for the crossing cases with

hard-over. However, the fact that you decrease in throttle. Minimum separa-
not only turn sharper but also slow tion can be-increased by as much as a
down faster under advanced throttle has factor of two in some orientations by
not been sufficiez•tly emphasized. sharp reductions in throttle even if the

These basic hydrodynamic facts ship turns the right way. The end-on
seem to have had ro effect on the Rules cases are much less sensitive to throttle
of the Road or actual operator responses decreases as long as some turn is made.
in collision situations. (See first Maneuver A is the throttle astern,
section.) Discusslons with operators maintain Qourse alternative. As the
indicate that while they are quite figure indicates, this is not a particu-
aware of "the loss In rudder co~itrol" larly bad maneuver for the overtaking
associated with st'arp throttle decrease, cases but becomes progresiively worse
no one wants to go into court in a as the angle on the bow decreases.
collision which occured after he had These analyses were iterated over
called for full ahead. The operators a number of burdened ship maneuvers
claim that court policies effectively including hard astern, maintain course,
rule out this option. The recent a hard port turn (full ahead, port helm)
revision of the Rules of the Road is no and a hard starboard turn. The results
improvement in this regard. The new for the hard astern maneuver were quite
Rule 8(e) states specifically, "If similar to Fig. 12. There was very
necessary to avoid collision, a vessel little change in minimum separation and'
shall slacken her speed or take all no change in he optimal maneuver on
way off by stopping or reversing the the part of the burdened vessel. Fig.
means of propulsion." No mention is 13 indicates the results for a port
made of advancing throttle as a colli- turn on the part of the formerly
sion avoidance mechanism. Clearly, privileged vessel. A port turn with
we might do well to rethink our legal full ahead throttle on the part of the
attitude toward throttle changes in formerly privileged vessel results in
encounter situations. about a 25% reduction in minimum
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separation fox direct meeting situations initial speed of 10 knots. The tables
if combined with a hard Lqrt turn on show, as a function of initial separa-

""ear- o t-e-1ur-ned vesse-- Sere tion distance (range) and the time that
Is--no--o-aie-li m---muiseparation for the helm is held over (in thirty-second
the intermediate relative bearings even intervals) before being brought back,
if the moves aro coordinated and a either of two things. If no collision
drastic increase if they are not. A occurs, the program outputs CPA-xxx
`rWi-rort turn r 1etitn an Encrease of where xxx is closest point of approach

500 m or so in minimum separation dis- in meters. If a collision occurs, the
tance in overtaking situations over no computer prints out xx.yyzzs where xx
maneuver, even if the burdened vessel is relative speed at impact. yy are
does the best he can against this move. two letters which take one o' the
Most importantly, the burdened vessel's following forms:
optimal maneuver against a port turn is BB--bow of ship 1 collides with
quite different from that against no bow of ship 2
maneuver, for headings greater than 840 BM--bow of ship 1 collides with
(relative bearings less than 480). midsection of ship 2

Not surprisingly, the most attrac- BS--bow of ship 1 collides w3th
tive move on the part of the burdened stern of ship 2
vessel was a hard starboard turn. The MB--bow of ship 2 collides with
results for this maneuver are shown in midsection of ship 1
Fig. 14. The decrease in direct meeting SB--bow of ship 2 collides with
situations is again about 2!% over no stern of ship 1
maneuver and more importantly the SM--stern of ship 1 collides with
burdened vessel's optimum maneuver is midsection of ship 2
the-same ajsit-is if 2- visle ad MS--stern of ship 2 collides with
vesse--ai no m-aneuver. -inimum midsection of ship 1
separation for inter•aedlate relative SS--stern of ship 1 collides with
bearings are the same as no maneuver. tem of ahp 2.
However, by performing a hard starboard For the purposes of this analysis, bow
turn, the privileged vessel gaias some is defined to be the forward 10% of
separation if the burdened vessel does waterline length and stern the aftmost
something other than the optimum. The 10%.
overtaking cases are about the same. In Table 3, which refers to the
According to the program, the privileged situation when the throttle is advanced
vessel has nothing to lose and something to full ahead throughout the maneuver,
to gain by executing a starboard turn, the best maneuver shown is to hold thj
provided of course he has sufficient first turn for two half-minutes,
,)ea room. resulting in a miss distance of some-

In short, according to our calcula- thing over 1000 m. This compares
2 tions, for large tankers proceeding at favorably with the 1400 m when both

10 knots, allowing both vessels to ships were allowed to mar.euver once and
maneuver will decrease the minimum 1600 m when only one ship was allowed
separation at which a maneuver can be to maneuver once. Note that by holding
initiated from something like six ship the first maneuver for only one-half
lengths to five ship lengths for end-on minute, the minimum miss distaace
situations if the privileged vessel increases to something over 1100 ni.
makes the right move or the moves are Approximately the same miss distance is
explicitly coordinated. Allowing the obtained if he holds the first maneuver
privileged vessel to maneuver in cross- for four half-minutes. However, note
ing situations gains almost nothing as that in the latter case we have a
long as the burdened vessel makes the stern-swing collision at 17 knots, while
right move. It can have rather disas- in the former we have a bow-on collision
trous results if the privileged vessel at 20 knots.
Smakes the wrong move. Tables 4 through 6 show the similar

•m tresults for throttle setting of 50%, 0%,

Multi-Turn Maneuvers and -100% throughout the maneuver. The
In the above-analysis, each ship effect of reducing throttle is to

was allowed at most one maneuver, increase the minimum distance at which
Especially in end-on situations, the the maneuver can be initiated, with no
possibility arises that the ships could decrease in relative speed on impact,
do better if they were allowed a double if a collision does occur. Reducing
maneuver, i.e. first turn away and then throttle also leads to bow-on collisions
turn back toward each other in order to in situations where increasing throttle
swing their sterns out of the way. To leads to stern-swing collisions. In the
investigate this possibility, a variant final table, the throttle was initially
of the encounter simulator was con- set full astern but when the turn back
cocted in which two ships meeting end-on to original course was made, the
both turned to starboard and then, after throttle was moved back to full ahead.
a time, turned back to the original This resulted in a slight improvement
course. Some of the results are shown over the throttle full astern through- 't
in Tables 3 through 7. These tables are out but is still definitely inferior to
based on two 200,000-ton tankers each at throttle full ahead throughout.
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A word of caution is in order in F~r on Begrinsad Modellfamilj,"
interpreting these results. They are Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental
all deepwater runs of a model which Tank Report 1633-4, G1teborg, Sweden,
appears to underestimate yaw rates and 1971.
does not account for a hydrodynamic 4. Tani, H., "The Reverse
interaction between the two hulls.1 The Stopping-Ability of Supertankers,"
model has not been validated with the Journal of the Institutg of Navigation,propeller going astern and employs a Vol. 21, No. 2, spril 1968.
rather too clever auto-pi]ot vhich is 5. Crane, C. Lincoln, "Maneuver-
able to steer the ship with the propeller ing Safety of Large Tankers! Stopping
going astern. Nonetheless, we believe Turning and Speed Selection," Maritime
these results offer some interesting Reporterand Engineering Nws,-_-_-_"
insightu.' 1974.

We performed the same analysis for
the case of 5 %not approach speeda. In
this situation, the differences between
the alternitive throttle maneuvers 6. Kenan, G.. "Collision Avoidance Between Surface
becomes even more striking. Once again, Ship at Short••ange," paper remnted t Northern CO.
the optimal maneuver is full ahead and fomia Section, Sc'ciety of Naval Architects and Marine
hold the first turn for two half- Engfneers,.San Francisco, 1972,
minutes. The resulting minimum separa-
tion at which the maneuver can be ini-
tiated is something over 700 m, barely
two ship-lengths. Dropping the throttle
setting to 48% increase3 minimum
separation distance only about 100 m.
But dropping the throttle to 0% increases
the minimum separation distance to over
1•30 m and throwing the throttle astern
increases the distance to over 1600 m,
at which point the ships are practically
stopped. Under the sharply decreased
throttle settings, the optimum time to
hold the first maneuver increases, as
might be expected given the more
gradual turn.
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Table 3 Double Maneuver, Initial Spsoods 10 knots, both Ships Advance
Throttle to Full Ahead Throughout Maneuver

SEPARATION TIME HOLDING FIRST MANEUVER (SECONDS)
Win 30 60 90 120 150 IS0 210 240

1000 20.BB179 19.SB179 19.B5179 19.85179 19.B5179 19.85179 19.BS179 19.35179
1100 20.M81179 CPA-70 18.MS179 18.145179 18.M.S179 18.MS179 18.145179 16.MS179
1200 20.14B179 CPA-93 CPA-98 18.145179 1S.MS179 18.MS179 18.M4S179 18.MS179
1300 ?O.MB179 CPA-118 CPA-133 17.SS179 l7.SS179 17.SS179 17.SS179 17.SS179
1400 CPA-51 CPA-143 CPA-172 CPAwl7O CRA170 CPA-170 CPA-170 CPA-170

Table 4 Double Maneuver, Initial Speeds 10 knots, Both Ships
Use Half-Ahead Throttle Throughout Maneuver

SEPARATION TIME HOLDING FIRST MANEUVER (SECONDS)
C)30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

1000 19.88179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.88179 19.BB179 19.89179 19.BB179 19.38179
1100 19.88179 19.SB179 19.SB179 19.BS179 19.B8179 19.B5179 19.B8179 19.85179
1200 19.B8179 CPA-63 18.MS179 18.SM179 18.514179 18.S14179 18.SM179 18.514179
1300 19.MB179 CPA-80 Cg'A-88 18.145179 10.MS179 18.143179 18.14S09 18.14S179
1400 CPA-48 CPA-98 CPA-113 CPA-113 17.SS179 17.SS179 17.S8179 17.SS179
1500 CPA-53 CIPA-116 CPA-141 CPA-143 CPA-142 CPA-142 CPA-142 CPA-142

Table 5 Double Maneuver, Initial Speeds 10 knots, Both Ships
Stop Engines Throughout Maneuver

SEPARATION TIME HOLDING FIRST M4ANEUVER~ (SECONDS)
(Wn 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

1000 19.88179 19.88179 19.80179 19.88179 19.88179 19.98179 19.BB179 19.89179
1100 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.38179 19.BB179 19.98179 19.BB179 19.88179
1200 19.88179 19.143179 18.148179 18.148179 18.143179 18.143179 18.143179 18.149179
1300 19.88179 18.145179 18.MS179 18.146179 18.mS179 18.148179 18.145179 18.143179
1400 18.MB179 CPA-64 18.SS179 18.145179 18.MS179 18.145179 10.148179 18.148179
1500 18.SS179 CPA-77 CPA-85 CPA-85 CPA-85 CPA-85 CPA-85 CPA-85
1600 CPA-60 CrA-92 CPA-102 CPA-104 CPA-104 CPA-104 CPA-]04 CPA-104

-Table 6 Double Maneuver, Initial Speeds 10 knots, Both Ships
Use Full Astern Throttle Throughout Maneuver

SEPARATION TIME HOLDING FIRST MANEUVER (SECONDS)
(Wn 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

1000 19.11B1-79 19.88179 19.83179 19.BB179 19.88179 19.85179 19.88179 19.89179
1l0O 19.BB179 19.138179 19.88179 19.BB179 19.88179 19.88179 19.89179 19.88179
1200 19.88179 19.88179 19.88179 19.88179 19.BB179 19.38179 19.88179 19.BBI79
1300 19.88179 19.88179 18.BB179 18.88179 18.BB179 18.88179 18.BB179 18.88179
140C 18.98179 18.149179 1.8.148179 18.14B179 13.148179 18.148179 18.143179 18.143179
1500 18.88179 17.514179 17.MS179 17.14S179 17.S14179 17.SM179 17.S14179 17.SM179
1600 17.145179 17'.SS179 17.SS175 17.SS179 17.58179 17.S5179 17.SS179 17.SS179
1700 16.S5179 CPA-72 CPA-75 CPA-76 CPA-76 CPA-76 CPA-76 CPA-76
1800 CPA-.64 CPA-84 CPA-88 CPA-89 CPA-90 CPA-90 CPA-90 CPA-90

~Oil
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Table I Double Maneuver, Initial Speeds 10 knots, Both Ships Initially
Go ullAstrn nd henGo ullAhead on

Commencement of Second Turn

SEPARATION TIME HOLDING FIRST MANEUVER ýýECONDS)
(in) 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

1000 19.BB179 19.B13179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179
1100 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179
1200 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179 19.BB179
1300 19.BB179 19.BBJ.79 18.BB179 18.BB179 18.BB179 18.BB179 18.BB179 l8.PB179
1400 19.BBI.79 18.MB179 18.MB179 18.MB179 18.MB179 18.MB179 18.MB179 18.MB179
1500 19.BB179 CPA=50 18.MS179 18.MS179 17.SM179 17.S14179 17.SM179 17.SM1'19
1600 20.BB179 CPA-58 CPA-64 CPA=64 17.SS179 17.SS179 17.SS179 l7.SS179
1700 20.BB179 CPA=65 CPA=75 CPA=76 CPA=i6 CPA=76 CPA=76 CPA=76
1800 20.BB179 CPA=72 CPA=87 CPA=89 CPA=90 CPA=90 CPA=90 CPA=9n
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input:j update every 30 sec

STORAGE BLOCK
ship dimensions,
running variables,
c-.ntrol variables,
J-33ition, depth___

running var.
u control var.

position
COEFFICIENT depth
COMPUTATION1

SAND STORAGE- SI ~TRAPFIC
running vat. ON LE

control var.
position •
depth

desire heading
desire speed

do all ships

call
l HYDRODYNAMIC ........

SIMULATION
•o for 30 sec h UTOPL- T

return

running var.
piicontrol var.posit~ion I position

STORED CHAR~T -'

OF HARBOR -

depth

~1 DISPLAY

Fig. 8 Harbor Traffic Simulation Program
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THE ANALYSIS OF SAFETY MARGINS IN THE

MANEUVERING OF LARGE SHIPS IN
CONFINED WATERS

1. OLdankamo P. J. Payman4

Royat 7titution of Engineee.6 Etgonomicz Society
NezthetLands Nethetlandz

SUMMARY

In the present paper 3hip

manoeuvres are considered as the out-

put of a stochastic process. The main
reason for the process being stochastic

is the fact that the ship is steered by

a human contrcller. A mathematical

description of manoeuvres is derived

which shows resemblance with the

description of other irregular signals.
The analysis is applied to an experiment
excecuted on the manoeuvring simulator

of the Neth- lands Ship Model Basin. Fig. I *e bridge of the simulator
Results of these experiments are pre- during an approach manoeuvre

sented, showing the large influence the to a harbour entrance.
mariner has on handling capabilities of
the steered ship. The ship's characteristics as well as

the influences of wind, current and for

INTRODUCTION example bank suction are programmed on
a hybrid computer, so that the ship's

In the present paper the analysis reactions on for example a rudder call
of safety margins in the manceuvring of are the same as the reactions of the
large ships will be elucidated by real ship in a corresponding situation.
results of simulator studies. The same
type of analysiL can be performed for

-* actual manoeuvres when systematic

records are available of those

manoeuvres.

The ioimulator considered consists

of a ship's bridge with the instruments
t •usually found on board modern ships.

Fig. I shows the interior of the bridge.
The bridge is situated in the middle of

a cylindrical screen with a diameter of
60 ft. on which the outside view is

projected, Fig. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 Sectional perspective view

of the simulator.
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The ship responds to rudder calls with
PROJECTION OUSD IWa certain output (0). The hurtan operator

SYSTEMwhich may be the helms'mcan, the captain

PERCEPTION OUTSIDE VIEW or the pilot, compares this output with

CONTROL OF PROJECTION SYSTEM the input (I) which means that he

checks whether the ship is performing

the desired manoeuvre.
CONTROL OBRDEOn a discrepancy between the input and

output, called the error, the human
controller decides for corrective

ACTIONS OF BRIDGE CREW ratos

(ruder& ngie orer)The blocks shown in Fig. 4 have an in-

HYBRI and output. For the block representing
COMPUTERthe ship this is quite obvious.

(processing of input I. registration) In the example shown, the input is the

rudder angle set by the helmsman, calls

Fig. 3 icua blcdiga ofto a bow thruster or calls to tugboats.
the simulator The output is the reaction of the ship

These properties are used to investigate oind therinpt, band suton ditubacs ofe
the influences of external disturbances, wid curnbkscto et. th

ship's characteristics, navigational'' latter indicated as (D) in Fig. 4i.

aidsandthe ariersskil ontheThere is an important difference in

safety of the manoeuvres performed.thblcsrpenigtehun
controller and the ship. For the ship

THE SSTEMthere is a unique relation between the
7 I input plus the disturbance and the ow.-

Manouvrng shi ca beput. This means that a manoeuvre

schematized in its simplest form as a repeated under the same external con-

feed-back control system as shown in F'ig. dition and the sane rudder calls,

Fig. ~results in exactly the same manoeuvre.-
The human o'Derat or is quite different

in this respect, he generally will not '
nor can repeat the same manoeuvre under

DISTURBANCE (of wind, current etc.) tesm odtos

The fact that there is no unique
4ERROR ORDER relation between man's in- and output

makes that it is not possihle to predict

INUT(I UMNOUjT TPUT (0) exactly how a manoeuvre will be per-
(DESIRED CONTROLLER (ACTUAL formed. There can only be a prediction

MANOUVR) MAOEURE)with a certain probability that the
manoeuvre is executed between some

boundaries. For a better understanding

of the prediction a great deal of effort

has to be devoted to the description
and interpretation of recorded manoeu-~

vres.
Fig. 14Block diagram of a man-

steered ship.
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DESCRIPTION OF MANOEUVRES circumstances of wind, current etc.

were constant. This means that when

Consider a ship sailing through a number of canal transits are re-

a canal. This manoeuvre can be corded, the ship's trajectories will

described by registration of the deviate from each other. Different

distance of the centre of gravity of measures have been developed to des-

the ship to a reference line, for cribe the manoeuvres considered.

example the centre line of the canal, The average manoeuvre has been called

and furthermore by registration of the result of the procedure in which the

speed, heading, rudder angle and any ship's trajectory, the rudder angle,

further signal which may be of interest, the speed and any further signal for

The registration of the manoeuvre a set of manoeuvres have been averaged.

performed is also the registration of Fig. 5 shows how by this procedure the

the output (0) of the model presented average trajectory is accomplished.

in Fig. 4.

This output is a stochastic signal,

since the humen operator is unable to

reproduce a manoeuvre even if the

individual trajectories

100 average trajectory

z Y-
-J 0

0.

z

100

I IN

0 1 2 34

DISTANCE TRAVELLED ALONG CENTRE LINE (kin)

Fig. 5 Example of the determination of the average

i•.•, trajectory from N individual trajec:tories.
N

Y (average)j = Yij, j 1 .. .1 average ve'ue of YSi~i at cross section j.

0 . 224'4

........................
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The standard deviation of the signal the average trajectory, according to the

describes how signals of individual Gaussian distribution. The fact that

manoeuvres are spread around the the distribution has been identified,

average signal. Particularly important implicates that the deviation of the

is the standard deviation of a set of trajectories is fully defined by the

the ship's trajectories. The average standard deviation.

trajectory may be near the (Lentre of In Fig. 6 an example is given of the

the canal, safe manoeuvring requires distribution of individual trajectories

that during each individual run the around the average trajectory.

trajectory remains within the channel In this figure the distance to the

boundaries. As a result of experiments average track is plotted on the horizon-
carried out so far, it has been found tal axis on a linear scale, the fre-

that trajectories are spread around quency that the distance was below a

0.999 0.001

W
W
Wx 0.990 - 0010

Wz
-J

0 0.950- 0.050
z

W
-J

S0.750- O.250
I.-U

U) normal distribution

04
U

J co 0.500:- ,- 0.500

z
4W

a - 0.250- -0.750

w 0

Sdistribution found from experiment

3 U 0.050- 0.950
z

S. 0.010 /--0.990
>/

0 W
a. •- 0.001-. 1 II0.999

3/ -2 -1 0 1 2 3
DISTANCE TO THE REFERENCE LINE

STANDARD DEVIATION

Fig. 6 Cumulative distribution function of distance to the
reference line.
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certain level on the vertical axis on ends of the piers. If there were another

a non-linear scale. If the distribution pair of piers at another cross section,

is normal, a straight line appears. again the probability could be calcula-

* Here indeed this condition is satisfied. ted from the formula:

With this standard deviation, P (track lies between both pair of

however, the width of lane cannot be piers) = P (track lies between

determined directly yet. This can be piers A) x P (track lies between

illustrated as follows. Take for piers B under the condition that

example an average trajectory with the track was between piers A)

around it a collection of trajectories ... (1)

from individual runs, Fig. 7.

If now, as an experiment of mind, two This last probability cannot be cal-

piers would be placed at a certain culated if' we have the standard devia-

cross section, the standard deviation tion of the trajectories only. To

defines the probability that a track illustrate this, point I in Fig. 7

chosen at random passes between the should be considered where a trajectory

individual

avtrajectory

"% 100 piers A piers B
- (imaginary) (imaginary)
>-

<Q: reference 2 * standard

W" line deviationU0 L righ

Sextreme / extreme

i. ~z

100-

O 2 3

DISTANCE TRAVELLED ALONG CENTRE LINE (kin)

Fig. 7 Two times the standard deviation has been plotted

on both sides of the average trajectory as a function

/ I. of the distance travelled.

P (track goes between both pair of piers):

P (track goes between piers A)x P (track goes 4

between piers B under the condition that the

track went between piers A) ,
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intersects section A. The probability following properties:

that this trajectory passes between a h vrg ftesga szr

piers B depends on the nature of thean isdtrbed codngoth

oscillation around the average track.Gusindtrbioaondhs

If the number of oscillations per unit aeae

length is high, it will be less certain

that this trajectory passes betweenb.Tesgaisrgdc

piers B. So the ca.lculation of the c. If the signal is thought tc L.. u-

possibility that a track will pass posed of sine functions, the phase

between sets of piers or in the case of differences between the sine functions

an infinite nuuber of piers (a channel) should be random.

requires knowledge about the distribu-

tion of the amplitudes of the oscilla- Knowing these properties, the

tions around the average track and the distribution of the extremes of the

number of oscillations per unit length. signals is known; see Rice (1).

In Fig. 7 the track of a run is Condition (a) is satisfied if we deduct

given, together with a reference line, from the individual trajectcries the

The track oscillates more or less average trajectory. When enough

around this line if this line is the manoeuvring space is available the

average track of a number of runs. trajectories are distributed according

In the trajectory left snd right to the Gaussian distribution. Condition

extremes can be discerned. A left (b) is in general not satisfied since 4
extreme is defined to occur if the first of all the standard deviation is

distance of the track to the reference not constant over the manoeuvre.

line (in this case the average track) However, this can be overcome by

reaches an extreme value pointing to dividing the extremes by the local T
Port. In the same way a right extreme value of the standard deviation.
is defiiied. An essential and sufficient Consider a part of' the manoeuvre. The

condition for the requirement that the trajectories can be assumed to be
track does not exceed the sides of a composed of an infinite number of sine

channel with sides parallel to the functions. The expected number of

average track is that the extremes are extremes per trajectory will in general

smaller than half the channel width. be different from the expected number

The occurrence of an extreme is of extremes of another part of the

the result of a stochastic process; its manoeuvre of the same length. If the

size and its likelyhooa of occurrence difference is too large, a separate

therefore have to be given in the form calculation has to be made for both

of probability density functions de- parts of the manoeuvre. The condition

fining respectively the probability of (c) needs to be checked after each4

the occurrence of a certain size of an experiment.

extreme and the number of extremes per Some indications led to the

*unit of length of the cliannel, conclusion that this condition may not

For the calculation of the safety of be entirely satisfied when in a parti- i

manoeuvres the probabilityr density cular point of the manoeuvre the

function of the extremes has to be situation is different, such as near a

* known. The hypothesis is now that this location where the channel is narrowi.ng,
probability function is simular to that another ship is meeting or when a

of an irregular signal which has the different phase of the manoeuvre begins. 4 <
250



The distribution of the magnitude of distribution of the size of the extremes

the extremes is given in Fig. 8 in the can be calculated.

form of a cumulative distribution If the trajectories are compoeed of

function. Since for the present problem sine functions of nearly the same

one is only interested in the very large frequency, c equals zero and the dis-

extremes, which seldom appear, the tribution of the size of the extremes
vertical scale of Fig. 8 is logaritmic equals the Rayleigh distribution

to permit interpretation. function. When c equals unity it is

There appears another factor, the the Gaussian distribution. In this case

parameter e. It has been stated before sine functions of all frequencied are

that for a part of the manoeuvre the present. In the experiments carried

trajectories can be considered as out so far it has been found that the

being composed of an infinite number parameter e is close to the unity.

of sine functions of different From Fig. 8 the probability can
"frequency". It should be noted that be calculated that one extreme exceeds

the frequency here has the dimension a given magnitude. Since many more

of number of oscillations per unit of extremes are likely to appear during

length. From the distribution of the a number of manoeuvres a certain

frequencies of the sine functions probability has to be chosen that

which compose the trajectories, the sequential extremes do not exceed a

10-4

10

10

:.4

'.4

4W4

10~ j 1.00 .98 .80

iI
110-

3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.4 5.8

Fig. 8 The probability p that one extreme is larger than n

(The probability that n sequential extremes will be smaller

than q equals n x p, since for small values of p the

following approximately yields: 1 -(j-p)n n.p.)
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givel value. As the extremes are not lity that n sequential extremes do not

correlated the probability that exceed the given magnitude.
sequential extremes do not exceed the Fig. 9 shows the relation between

given value follows from the formulat P and p for some values of n.

As an example it is supposed that a

SP =-(,-p)l probability of .60 is required that no

accidents occur in a certain period of
P probability that n subsequent tine, say i0 years. From Fig. 9 the

extremes will not exceed a required value of p then can be de-

given magnitude termined. The total number of extremes

p =probability that one extreme during this period of time can be

exceeds a given magnitude estimated from the average number nf
extremes per manoeuvre and the expected

n number of extremes concerned, number of ships. Knowing the value of

n , n then follows from Fig. 8; the

It should be mentioned that the required width of lane then can be de-

number of manoeuvres is very large. termined by multiplying n with the

From the above formula it follows standard deviation. In the next section

that the probability p of one an illustration of the method is given

extreme exceeding a certain magnitude based on manoeuvres made on the

should be very close to zero to allow simulator during an experiment.

a reasonable value of P, the probabi-

~10~9r

C , ----0

Fig. 9. Probability P that no extreme exceeds the
give bondaiesduring n extremes

In heiurlines are given for n equals I

O0d10 300..10,000

X lo

S. .... .. ...



THE 'A.. -'-:RIMENT The entire experiment was composed or
64 runs.

Acanal was simulated with a width
or 400 m, see Fig. 10. RESULTS

The sides of the canal could be seeni

from the bridge, though not so Fig. 11 shows the average

sharply as in ordinary daylight due to trajectories and the standard deviations

some limitations of the projection for the conditions of the line to be

system. In the canal there were no followed and first eight runs of each

obstacles as meeting or overtaking subject and his last eight runs. It

ships. The ship was a tanker of 200.000 shows some very interesting results.

MIJT. The ship's particulars are shown With regard to the average

in Table 1. The subjects of the experi- trajectory in all conditions the

ment were four experienced Europoort reference line was followed very well
pilots aged between 55 and 63. During with deviations not larger than 20

t're experimental runs the ship's speed meters. The standard deviation shows,

was either 12 or 16 knots and the however, that individual runs deviated

subjects were asked to keep the ship much more than 20 mneter~s from the
either in the centv'e of the canal or reference line. At the start of the

on a line parallel to the centreline, manoeuvre the standard deviation is

100 meters to starboard. To investigate zero, since all manoeuvres started

what the influence was of~ bank suction precisely on the reference lines.

hal,' of the experimental runs were As the~ runs continue, the subjects L
carried out with bank suction, the start to make corrections which causes

other half without. Further the the phenomenon that the trajectories

schedule was arranged so that the deviate from each other. This is

im~provement in the performance of the sonething special for the human con-

subjects could be analysed. troller. If they had not used the rudder

Table 2 gives an outline of the at all, the ship would have sailed

experimental conditions, perfectly on the reference line, except

for those runs during which bank suction

CANAL WIDTH

Fig. 10 Dimensions of the simulated canal.

T =65'
D >3 times T

Canal width z400 ~r.

The length of the canal was inJrinite.
The simulator runs covered 12 kmi.
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AVERAGE TRAJECTORMES

0

first eight runs

Ix1 last eight runs
w
u
U S 100 - _. _- ,_ -- --- --

W

0 3 6 Q 12
DISTANCE COVERED (kin)

follow centre line of canal

first eight runs

E last eight runs

S0 3 6 9 '12

t DISTANCE COVERED (kin)

100
follow line 100 m SB centre line

fafirst eight runs
W- last eight runs

0 0 3 6 a 12
DISTANCE COVERED (kmn)

Fig. 11 Average trajectories and standard deviation as

function of the distance travelled.

was simulated and the reference line limited accuracy, so that they falsely

was 100 meters starboard from the believed to have sailed away from the
centve line. A plausible explanation reference line. Ancther (less obvious)
for 'his is that the subjects could reason could be that the subject liked
only estimate their position with a to use the rudder just to see if the
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ship responded as they expected her to centreline of thie channel had to be

respond. followed and reduces with a factor two

Once the subjects had introduced when the reference line 100 meters to

the first error, they had to use the starboard had to be followed.

rudder from time to time to correct Apparently, subjects could improve a

their subsequent errors. After 3ome lot as they got more acquainted with

four to five kiltseters the manoeuvre the ship and the manoeuvre. Also one

is completely "developed", which observes a striking difference in the

means that the standard deviation has factor with which the performance im-

reached a more or less stable level proves depending on which reference line

and the manoeuvre is not influenced had to be followed.

any more by the fact that the runs An explanation for this phenomenon

were started four to five kilometers is that in the beginning of the

ago on the reference line. experiment the subject needed a lot of

Great differences appear when the space to manoeuvre. In case the centre

first eight runs are compared with the line had to be followed more space was

last eight. The required width of lane available, than when the other reference

drops by a factor four in case the line had to be followed. With some

-J

X unsafe marginal

K 2 /0/
0 S~WSw 1

0.

safe

CW2 ;" Iii
_ _ _ _ I *

- I1
i0 w1 W2

ACTUAL CHANNEL WIDTH

Pig. 12 Illustration of finding the optimal channel

width.

When a too narrow channel is teeted, the

mariner has great difficulty to steer the ship, i
with the result that the scandard deviation of the

trajectories is large and therefore the computed

width of lane will be larger than the actual

channel width. When the actual channel width

is very large, the computed width of lane will

be small.
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extra effort the subject succeeded in this does not mean that the actual

using the smaller space available. As required width of lane has to be equal

the subjects got trained, the easier or larger than ow1 . When a channel with

task was performed better. This width w, is tested (w2 being larger I
phenomenon was also observed during than w1 ) the required width of lane ow 2

"other experiments. When the task to found will in general be smaller than

manoeuvre the ship becomes more ow1 . When optimizing the channel width

difficult, the steered ship behaves it is therefore necessary to perform

more unstable. This has some peculiar tests with the approximate final channel

consequences when designing a channel, width under conditions equally difficult

An illustration is given in Fig. 12. as those the channel is designed for.

If the channel with width w1 is The question what type of influences

tested and the computed width of lane have a great consequence is a very

cw1 is found to be larger than w1 , important one. The following results

without bank suction

-J~ 1.41

S 1.,00

H.--..-~---VELOCITY (knots)
12 16

a
W

a-

U0 with bank
: • W suction'

3.12

J

0

'5, - -i -VELOCITY 
(knots)

Fig. 13 Influence of forward speed and bank suction on

the computed width of lane.

The condition forward speed and no bank suction

has been set at 1.00
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of the experiment give some indication. meant in the broadest sence. Considering
See Fig. 13. the human operator, the following

The effect of tne 3hip's speed factors are found to be of importance:
and the presence or absence of bank

effects had a complex, but in - The skill with which the mariner
quantity not so large effect as the performs his task, which includes
effeot of training, his motivation to perform the
The presence of bank suction caused manoeuvre; his knowledge about

the task to be a little more difficult the local conditions as from
than without bank suction. Under the harbour layout and tidal current. :

firs coditon he equredchanel- Availability of navigational aids.
percet atThis means both instruments on

tHe g speed if 12 knosadatg board and ashore including land-

Highspee is disdvanagemarks. Essential again is to
when sailing through a channel, wa eretemrnri rie
especially when bank effect is i h s fhseupet

experienced. This finding is in The effect of navigational

accordance with findings of Bindel (2) eupeti eycmlx ra
A ship in a canal becomes course un-

many sources of information is
stale t icresedspeds.often undesirable no :iatter how

The increase in required channel acrt h nomto a eI ~ ~~~~width was more than 100 percent. Fwisrmnsgvn kuesn

When no bank suction was simulated, tial information is preferable.Hthe effect of the ship's speed was not Which information is given and the
so large. The required channel width

way in which it is presented is of
was 40 percent larger at 16 knots than importance.
at 12 knots.

P During other experiments it has -Disturbing conditions like those

been found that the ship dynamics have of current, wind, bank suction

no great influence on the ship's etc. Not o'nly the magnitude of

trajectories provided that the the disturbance, but also its A

manoeuvre is not too close to the vraind~igtemnevea
physical limits of the ship to makewela thdgre owic te
the manoeuvre. Usually this is a mrnri rfre bu t

requirement for safe manoeuvring. Much Naturally this summary is far from
more important is the influence of the complete, but it indicates some in-
human controller as was demonstrated portatrcos
here by the huge learning effect.

Also disturbing conditions like fromFIA REAS
wind, current, bank suction etc.FIARERK

influence the safety of manoeuvring I hsppramteaia
very much. If now the block diagram description of ship manoeuvres has been

of Fg. is cnsderd aginthegiven. It permits the calculation of
elements which have the greatest the probability that during a manoeuvre
influence on ship's trajectories arechne bonais reesdd.I

presntedwitha doble ine.Thethis way different conditions like the f

human controller and the external available navigational aids, trained or
disturbances working on the ship are untrained mariners etc. can be compared
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with respect to safety. conducted in which the results of

It iB recognized that the simulator tests will be compared with

mathematical description presented has maný,euvres made in reality.

up to now been applied to only a few The results of these studies will be

cases. The method has to be evaluated presented in the near future.

further. At present an experiment is
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TABLE 1. PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF THE SKIP.

Displacement 200.000 DWT

Length 290 m
Breadth 47 m

Draft 65 ft.

Number of propellers 1 (right turning)

Number of rudders 1

TABLE 2 PARTICULARS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Size of the experiment 64 runs

Effect Levels Remarks

Bank suction 2 with/without bank suction

Learning period 2 first 8/last 8 runs

Reference line to 2 centre line/line 100 m to
be followed starboard of centre line

Speed 2 12/16 knots

Subjects 4 Erropoort pilots

4I!

,I i

II
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SOME ASPECTS OF MANEUVERING IN COLLISION
SITUATIONS IN SHALLOW WATER

1. W. Pand
National PkhyZcat Laborato4y
Fettham, MiddtZ4ex, Engtand

ABSTRACT X overlap parameter xbow (ship B) -0bo (ship A)

Hydrodynamic effects which could contribute p (snip A)twee shps n sallw wter6x projected length of source panel onto a collision 'tween ships in shallow waterentreplane
are discussed. A numerical method for the
computation of interaction forces and moments Y Yu Y
is presented and it is used qualitatively in Y transverse Lagally force

the discussion of two particular types of col- s
lision which have b.en reproduced -n model Yu unsteady transverse force
scale. The effect of water depth on manoeu- Y transverse separation of centreplanes
vring and the crash stop are mentioned where 0 of ships A and B
they are relevant to collision situations in

shallow water. y ordinate of source panel in question

NOMENCLATURE Yo local half-beam of hull

a angle of UR to space axes
a length of major axis of ellipse 6 depression angle of camera

b maximum beam of ship 6 helm angle
CN moment coefficient N/pb2 U2  n ordinate of source panel other than

Cx longitudinal force coefficient X/pbU2  that in question

C,~ transverse force coefficient Y/pbU2  6 angle between directions of U3 and UBY R
h water depth • abscissa of source panel other than

I •~haý; in question !
1 longitudinal separation of centroids i o

of two ellipses P water density

LA, LB lengths of ships A and B a surface ýource distribution

N Nu N a. contribution to a from ith source panel

Ns steady Lagally moment ¢ velocity potential of undisturbed flow
N unsteady moment Ob velocity potential of body singularities

n outward-drawn normsal vector of 4j potential of source on jth source panel
magnitude n 4 potential of total flowv

r position vector of magnitude r P angle between course of Ship B and that

6s length of source panel of ship A

t time 1 INTRODUCTION Ii

6t time increment
Collisions at sea occur for a variety of

T draught of ship at rest reasons. They may be due, among other things,

UA, UB velocities of ships A and B to human error, mechanical failtre, weather and
UvyAsea conditions, or they may be 'assisted' by the
UR use of radar (ref 1). It is with none of these

U normal component of velocity on ith aspects that this paper is concerned, but ratherLI.

i source panel with the hydrodynamic interaction between two
ships and the effect of depth of water, both ofSu, v perturbation velocities in x and y which can change the manoeuvring characteristics

directions of body axes of ships in close proximitv and may in fact lead
X x+x to a collision where one might suppose none

X ..... , would occur.-- ,X longitudinal Lagnl~y force wol ocr
-_ s We consider collisions which occur in
X unsteady longitudinal force shallow water only, for it is often in confined
u waters of limited depth that ships find them-
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selves in conditions of close proximity where

the risk of collision is high. In water of
limited depth it seems reasonable to assume
that the flow becomes more nearly two-dimatsonal
and Weinblum has shown theoretically (ref 2) a THNtX ASSUMED TO j

that interaction forces are far larger in two-- EQUAL. 6
dimensional than three-dimensional flow. This,
coupled with deterioration in manoeuvring
characteristics in shallow water, makes the

Sproblem of navigating two ships in close prox- TV -
characteristics, in shlowwtrmks h SORE PANELimity all the greater, thereby increasing the . -oNCEST..TE

likelihood of a collision.

2 INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO SHIPS IN SHALLOW GENERAL ViEW t SQU EIIN

WATER .. FEES SURFACE

2.1 General SE 1o5

o fe-t to ships approach each other pn deep
or shallow water, some measure of hydrodynamic SEAL SHIP CEoS, SCTION UCUEL

interaction occurs which may cause one or bothof the ships to deviate from her course, pos- .

sibly resulting in a collision (ref 3). The HULL REPRESENTATION
vessels are subjected to interaction forces
in the longitudinal and transverse directions
which may cause either ship to be repelled from Ur

or attracted to the other, as well as a moment S LINEAR

in the horizontal plane which may cause either
ship to turn towards or away from the other. -- <h>

Such effects are intens-2ied in shallow UA WALLOW IER O CONSTANT
CC PTN.UA S US INVARLANT WITH

water and have been the subject of some model TIME NO SANEKRPNESE• T

studies (ref 4). However, such studies have
of necessity been restricted to particular TRAJECTORY REPRESINTATION

occurrences and have usually dealt with cases
where the models are constrained in some way
so that they pass on parallel courses with no
collision. Fig. 1 Main Assumptions of Computational Scheme

Model results have been used, however, to
deduce manoeuvring characteristics when passing 2.2 Theoretical Approach
in confined waters when the vessels are not
allowed to deviate too much from a parallel 2.2.1 Assumptions. In the calculation
course (refs 5,6,7). Furthermore, the types method, which isoutlined briefly below, the
of hull form to which such analytical studies following assumptions are made or implied (see
are applicable are restricted to those used in Fig 1):
the model experiments. Finally, such studies i) The flow is everywhere two-dimensional,
do not allow for the case where the ships are irrotational and possesses a velocity potential.
on converging courses. ii) Free surface effects are negligible.

It would therefore seem desirable to iii) Interaction forces may be represented
investigate interaction between ships from an by the potential flow field alone, ie frictional
entirely theoretical point of view and use this, forces aRd the effect of the wake and propeller
in conjunction with model tests, to investigate slipstream are neglected.
the likely behaviour of ships in danger of iv) The ship may be represented by a strut
collision. 4n early investigition of interac- whose plan form is the same as the load water-
tion, applicable to deep eater, was due to plane of the ship, but whose body sections are
Havelock (ref 8), and this was extended by everywhere rectangular. This implies that the
Silverstein (ref 9) who presented results of water is very shallow indeed.
calculated interactions experienced by two v) The ships move at constant, but not
deeply-submerged Rankine ovoids. More recently, necessarily equal, speeds on linear trajectories
Collatz (10) presented a solution of the two- which need not be parallel.
dimensional problem of two elliptical cylinders A computer program has been written to com-
moving on parallel courses, taking into account pute forces and moments according to these
unsteady terms in the calculation of interaction assumptions, but at its present stage of devel-
forces and moments, but neglecting any free opment it incorporates two further limitations:
surface effects. vi) The ships are sufficiently far away

The approach below follows Collatz but uses from any channel bank so that bank suction
a numerical rather than analytical solution 1o effects are negligible.
the problem to allow extension to the case of vii) The hull surface slopes are small
ships of more realistic plan form than an e1pse, enough to permit linearisation of the basic

'V moving on non-parall,.l courses at different hydrodynamic equations. This limitation is at
speeds. Calculated results are then compared present dictated by limits of computer size and
qualitatively with results of experiments using speed and it is intended to lift this limitation
free-running models, thereby enabling sample at a later stage of program development. 4
collisions to be analysed and discussed. 2
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equation (3) is given by

-.. oj - - (in r 6s. (5)
an 2ff an

where n is the outward-drawn normal for each
ship. We adopt a system of subscripts used by
Collatz to differentiate between the source

S"distributions. The surface source distribution
,9,L__. representing ship A is given the subscript A

while that representing ship B is given the sub-
script B. The distance r is given two sub-
"scripts; the first refers to the panel in ques-
tion while the second refers to the location of
the source panel inducing a velocity on the
first (see Fig 2).

Therefore the source distributions may be
Fig. 2 Axis Systems found from a solution of the following simul-

taneous equations
2.2.2 Axis Systems. Three axis systems

are used, one fixed in space, and two moving and OAi I a a r
body-centred in ship A and ship B, as in Fig 2. + • 0Aj - (n rjAA) 6 sA +
The position of ship B relative to ship A at any 2 2ff j-1 anA
instant of time is found from their relative I m a
velocity UR and the course * of ship B rela- - j oBj - (in rjBA) 'sB = UAn
tive to ship A. Ship A is assumed to have a 2t p1 anA
linear course which lies parallel to the x-axis (6)
of the space axes. Thus 0Bi 1 m a

(2- + - a oj - (in r.BB) 6
sB +

UR A2 + U 2 ABcos ) (1) 2 27 j=l anB ,B"B

with a direction a to the space axes where 1 m A
-. Aj - i jAB) "~A =UBn

a= 0 + 2ir j-=1 anB

SUA sin where the summations exclude the panel in

6 ssin (2) question.
I UR These equp ions are similar to those pre-

sented in ref LO as integral equations which

2.2.3 Computation of Source Distributions. Collatz solved using a Fourier Series method for

We represent each ship by a two-dimensional sur- the special case of two elliptic cylinders of

face source distribution a which is recalcu- the same size on parallel courses.

lated at each instant of time from the relative We now apply the simplifying assumptions

positions (f each ship. that the ships are sufficiently thin to allow

We consider the waterline of each ship to the substitutions
be subdivided into plane panels of length 6s, a a a a
upon each of which is a uniform source distri- ... ; 6s = 6x; -- -

bution of strength oi. In the absence of any an Dy as ax
other such source panels, the body boundary con-
dition is satisfied by and we have, for example, when the ships are on iN

°i parallel courses and using R
Un. ()r = (x - t)2 + (y -

where Uni is the local component of velocity a(m r) (y -

along the outward-drawn normal on the ith panel. (7) y
Equation (3) is modified, however, by the ay r2

presence of all the other source panels repre-
senting both the hull in question and the other 0 Ai 1 m (yA - hA)
hull which induce a normal component of velocity -X +
on the ith panel. We assume that these other 2 2i j-1 Aj 2 A

source panels may be adequately represented by ,-
point sources locatee at the centre of eich I I (YA - nB) yoAy
panel. The velocity potential of such a two- - o 6x8  U. 1  xA -

dimensional source is given by 2w j= A

'- in r. 6s (4) 0Bi 1 M (YB - nB)

3j 2i) 3 x +•. • 2• 7+ •'• j1 _Bj BB

where rj is the distance from the jth source 2 7 2BjB
panel to the centre of the panel under consider- 3-1 -nA
ation (see Fig 2), The normal component of 1 a (YB - A aA8B
velocity to be added or subt.acted from 2rJ j IAB 2  A B a
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,y0  where the ai and 6x are appropriate to the
where - • (Yo i +l Yoi)/16x ship in question and the local perturbation

velocities u and v are those induced-on the
ship in question by the other ship. For example,Syo " local half breadth of hull at sourcefo l w n o at th v lu s f u a d v f r

panel under consideration in body following Co latz the values of u and v for
axis system of each ship ship A, induced by ship B are given at the ith

y = ordinate of panel under considera- hull panel on ship A by
tion in body axis system of ship 1 m [ (ftn rBA) -A or B uAi j- .J 6xA axUA

n - ordinate of source panel other than 21T j J xA
that under consideration. (10)

Equations (8) are a set of 2m simultaneous 1(tn rA)
equations which were solved using pivotal con-
densation to yield sourcm distributions for Ai = OBj a IxA
each hull. Ajl [ aYA |

The equations were found to be well-behaved where
and typical results of calculated distributions
for m v 20 are shown in Fig 3. a(m r

It should be noted that the terms a(In r)/ay nBA) xA "&E
in equation (8) refer to the local body axes of XA (XA - ) 2 + n)2
each ship so that when considering two ships on 'B N -

non-parallel courses, account must be taken of
this in the numerical calculation of the a(In rBA) YA -nB
derivatives. =

ayA (xA -B + (YA
Ut U. A.oUUnILs 

adyL

Unsteady Forces and Moments. Unsteady
forces and moments are calculated according to
the extended Lagally Theorem given in ref 11 and
arise from the variation with time of the singu-
larity distributions representing the flow.

0• •For a ship moving at constant speed with no
• 'rotation the unsteady forces are given by

'*~>m aGAixu = -P j -- ~ x
Xu i-1 at -A

\\3 (11)
M BuAi0Yu >'Ai SXA

_m. ift0)U0.... w at

for ship A with similar expressions for ship B.
Fig. 3 Computed Source Distributions for Ship A In order to compute numerically the time

rate of change of the surface source strength on
2.2tion of Forces and Moments, one panel, the following expression was used at

To cal-ulate interaction forces and moments, use time t t
is made of Lagally's Theorem as generalised by J
Cummins (ref 11) to the case of non-steady flow. aci ai(tj + 6t) - ai(tý - St)
We consider the steady and unsteady or time- -. - (12)
dependent components separately, at t-t 2 6t

Steady Forces and Moments. It is shown in
ref•s 10"anal1 that )r a continuous distribution Thus tho computational method calculated
of sources and sinks the steady-state forces and source distributions and steady forces at some
moment may be written, using Lagally's Theorem instant in time t - tj whereas the unsteadyforces were calculated at t * tj only after the

-X = P s a u ds source distribution at t = tj + 6t was known.
For a ship on a linear trajectory, approximation

Y = a v ds (9a) (12) may be useJ as it stands, but in the caseis of more general motion involving curved trajec-
N - p o a (xv - yu) ds tories the problem would be more difficult as all

s s forces and moments must be knowa at t a t"
which in our simplified scheme become before the relative positions of the two s~ips at

m t - tu ÷ 6t can be projected.
X5 - a oi ui 6x •xpressions similar to (11) for the calcu-

Si=l lation of the unsteady woment were not obtained
by Curmmiins in ref 11. Instead the unsteady

m moment was left in the form
Y - oa v 6x (9b)

Ns Nu a t

Ns = - P Ol(Xli vi Yi ui) 6x
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for a continuous distribution III *X %a *j -31# w 9 00 *1 O COW"$I PANALLIL

N015 ELLIPSIS IbINTICAL; POXC9 4 MOWISA? 00 IMLIP04 'A' 5(0

where 0 is the potential of the total flow
r is a position vector -.

-A 
WRIA ~"To.I

n is the outward-drawn normal. 3.0

Resolving the vector terms into their com-
ponent parts, we find that (13.) becomes, for S'oI
this investigation, ItSIDIFOACK

IN PJ; u-u 1 o fa.* s y ,ooE

at[ax ay I
IN as asx ds (14) '

where the term in square brackets is evaluated MOMMENT

at the body surface. Applying our assumptions
that3x/s -1 and that By/as is negligible

in comparison with unity we have--
at

N p f- x dx
at _s:o~-.,so _17ooc 5.

or ..---

i.1 at 8t
for m source panels.

In order to compute ati/at use was made .1 . C
of a numerical approximation similar to that"
given in equation (12) above.A

Now 0 is given by Pig. 4 Interaction Forces and Moment s or,
5 * + btwo Ellipses

2.2.S Comparison with Colltz' Th!Er.
where 0 is the potential of the undisturbed A Fortran computer program has been written to

flow calculate interaction forces and moments using ~L
is the Dotential of the body the methods outlined above. Forces and moments

Ob singularities, per unit draft were non-dimensionalised Using

As the ships are assumed to have linear teshm
trajectories and velocities which are invariant X Y N
with time, we have C X -*-bU 2* - CN -

pbU2,bU2pb
2U2

as ~bwhere b - maxima bear. of ship
at at U - velocity Of ship

Values Of Obwere :.alculated at the hull sur- p w water density. I
aIfc fo x Although values of CXwere calculated,

£ t hese were in general very small and we cconcern
Obi -x I JI inx+2~u+In rj Sourselves only with Cy and CN values in the

It ax Jo dx discussion which follows.
The theory ;-ut lined above is to be used

initially to help gain an insight into trajec-
.~ f i o e se n qaltaiv rterthn~ Xi~n~x2)lJx i r 6 1 tories taken by models in collision situations.

2:1 jl (16) quantitative sense. Further, we are concerned

contibuionto te vlocty ptenialat present with only the overtaking type of

distributedn sources veoncheith sourenta of the that the unsteady Lagally force and moment terms
disriutd ouce onth ih oucepanel and are negligibly small1. This is probably not

*the stumation represents the contribution from unreasonable for the overtaking situation pro-
* ~all the other source panels (J 0 1) vided the relative velocity of the two ships is

not %igh.
With this further assumption a comparison

may be made with calculated results given in
ref 10 for the case of two identical ellipses
proceeding on parallel courses at the same spesd
but with different longitudinal separations, 1/a.
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This is the case treated by Collatt which most 2.3.2 Measurement of Model Trajectories.
closely resembles the overtaking case. The experiments were rum in the shallow water

The comparison is shown in Fig 4, where section of NPL No 2 towing tank which was sealed
each ellipse has been represtnted in the numeri- off from the main tank to give a working area
cal scheme by twenty source panels, ie u a 20. measuring 36.6 a x 6.1 a. The depth of water
It is seen that although qualitatively the was varied to give water depth/at rest draft
agreement between the two methods of calculation (hWT) values ranging from 1.1 to 7.7 with most
is reasonable, quantitative agreement is poor. of the shallow water interaction work done at a
This lack of quantitative agreement is probably water depth giving an h/T of 1.4 for the smaller
due in part to the treatment of the ends of the model and an h/T of 1.1 for the larger model.
ellipse in the numerical calculations and this The trajectories of each model were ma-
is borne out by the under-estimation of CN sured photographically using a motorised Canon
values. Values of dy/dx at the ends of an Fl camera. This was situated in the roof of
ellipse are infinite whereas a finite value is the tank and due to the comparatively low roof
assumed in the numvrical calculation. Further- height, was mounted with a depression angle of
more, each side of the ellipse is represented some 17i. Each photograph had therefore to
by only 10 source panels, so that under- be corrected for perspective and scaled. To
estimation of surface slopes at the ends is do this, two datum buoys were fixed in the water
greater, surface known vertical and horizontal distances

Clearly this could be overcome by the use from the centre of the camera lens. Further-
om more source panels near the ends, but it more, two vertical masts were fitted fore and
should be remembered that the numerical method aft on each model, the tops of each being in the
3s intended ultimately for use with ship-like same horizontal plane, so that the position of
forma where the surface slopes near the ends are each model at. any instant could be determined
in general finite. (see Fig 5).

2.3 Model EH.eriments
To investigate interaction between ships -

in collision situations, several experiments
have been made at Ship Division NFL using two
small radio-controlled free-running models. ".,.". , "
The use of free-ruraing models was preferred to
force miasurements on towed models for the
following reasons:

i) Both models were free to interact wvith
each other and not constrained to move on
prescribed and possibly unrealistic courses.

ii) The ultimate aim of this investigation .
is the prediction of the likely trajectories of
ships in close proxistity using a combination of ..... .
future developments of the theory out)ined in
section 2.2 and the known manoeuvring charac-
teristics of the ships in question. For this,
realistic model/ship trajectories must he known. Fig. 5 Experimental Arrangement for Model Tests

A disadvantage of using free-running models
is that it is very difficult not to impose some A computer program was written to accept
human element Into the trajectories due to con- data obtained from each photograph after projAc-
trol exerted by the operators. To attempt to tio o onto a digitiser. The program corrected• • minimise this, all trajectories of the mudels
m tt r hfor perspective, scaled and printed out trajec-
when in close proximity were obtained with the tories and other data such as trajectory curva-
helm sot amidships and no control was applied tIre, rate of turn, speed on the trajectory
dc paman- (obtained from a knowledge of the time-lapse of
oeuvre. This seemed to high-light the changes the motorised camera) and drift anglA.
of course due to interaction. Experiments were conducted not only into

collision situations but also into simulated
2.3.1 The Models. The models themselves crash-stop and sLeady-state turning manoeuvresSwere made of wood, were 1.524 m and 1.817 m in various depths of water. In all cases the

between perpendiculars and had block coefficients models were ru where posi le clset theof .7 ad .7 -esecivey. Thy er ech moel were run weepossible close to the
of 0.70 and 0.76 respectively. They were each longitudiftal centreline of the tank to minimise
powered by printed circuit motors running from bank suction effects.
"6 volt lead acid batteries. Two channels of

radio-control were provided, or.e enabling the 3 ThE 'OVERTAKING' COLLISION
R drive motor to be set at any one of three speeds, TAIS

ahead or astern, and the other enabling control We o di two ollis itto
over rudder movemint which was continuous from which were measured when the smaller, faster
5 port to 35 strarbard. ftog d-over-to-hard- model was allowed to overtake the larger. Both
over times were arranged to give scale values on mode's were on approximately parallel courses
each model, and we show how the theory outlined in 2.2 above

Before experiments commenced, the rotational can be used 1o explain some of the features of
radius of gyration cf each model was measured on the trajectories of each model.
a bifilar suspension which gave a value of about Interaction effects are more likely to pre-
23% of the length for both models after some dominate in the overtaking-type of collision for
adjustment of internal ballast.
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the s'Ips are :.n close proximity for are plotted against a non-dimensional
long periods of time, and course changes overlap parameter I /L 3 where 0 is
due to interaction may build up slowly given by
and then vepidly magnify.

Zo I hbow 'shlp 3) - bow (ship A)

IP Atl?. 1i7 and L, is the length of ship 3.
SNIP B Al,. I0U

Sen •TIIJRT•,cV It to seen in Fig 7 that for re-
ducing X /LW. an the faster ship begins

t of to overtlk: the interaction force@

cause a repulsion for Io/L > 0.78
and then change sign to cages an attrac-
tion between the two vessels for
-0.65 < X /L. < 0.78 with the maximum

PoINT 0 attractioR force occurring when the
bow@ of each vessel are very nearly
level. In company with this the inter-

1o action moments initially attain large
L positive values, particularly for shipB, then change sign for both ships in

ithe region of X /L - 0, subsequently
attain largt nefatlve values anO then
decrease as t;he overtaking ship moves
clear of its neighbour. The effects of
lateral separation are shown in Fig 8
which indicates the reduction in force

P-P OINTQ and moment to be obtained when the

lateral separation is increased by 50.
It should be noted that these calcula-
tions were made for ships on parallel

SHIP. I courses.

A o Therefore if Figs 7 and 8 can be
II taken to give a general picture of the

SI Ainteraction forces and moments during•'P• an overtaking manoeuvre, it nay be seen

that the overtaking ship may Qantr theStattraction zone' and be atttacted

SCollisin toward the larger ship while turning
L• toward It an its neighbour turns away.

Stern' Collision Because of this, the distance between
3wCthe vessels reduces, the forces and

S3.1 The 'Bow-to-Stern' Collision moments increase and a collision occurs.
The first type of overtaking col- It is perhaps relevant that most of the

lision occurred whea the bow of the bow-to-stern overtaking collisions
overtaking model collided with the stern observed in the model tests occurred
or aftbody of the slower model. As with the overtaking model striking the
shown in fig 6 the trajectories of both larger model in about the vicinity of
models are approximately parallel apart the beginning of the 'attraction zone'
from a slight tendency to turn to star- at X /Lt - 0.78.
board prior to collision which is dis- In the model experiments the
cussed in section 4 below, larger model had a depth/draught ratio

It was quite apparent when observ- of about 1.1 whereas that of the smaller
ing the behaviour of the models that, mwIel was about 1.4. This suggests
as the fester began to overhaul the that the larger model would be less
slower, -; suddenly sheered into its responsive to interaction forces and
neighbou- and a collision occurred at moments due to its increased inertia
point P. Both rudders remained amid- in very shallow water.
ships for the duration of the experi- A further point about interpreta-
ment. It is also of interest to note tion of Fig 6 is that both models had
that the models apparently experienced a tendency to turn to starboard with
some revulsion at point Q. helm amidships. This is apparent in

Calculations for two overtaking the trajectories prior to collision.
ships are shown in Yigs 7 and 8. These
results were obtained with the numeri- 3.2 The 'Stern to Stern' Collision
cal method outlined above using as in- If the courses and speeds of the
put data the load water lines of each two ships arQ such that the interaction
ship, each represented by 20 source forces and moments of Fig 7 do not give

panels. In the Figures the smaller, rise to a collision, it appears that
faster ship is designated ship A. both ships will begin to turn in the
Calculated force and moment coefficients same direction with the result that
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their trajectories may diverge. Further that obtained when each model experi-
calculations have shown that, when the anced 'rejection' by a steep bank.
trajectories diverge, the attraction Thus we see that discussion of
forces botoeen the ships diminish and both types of overtaking collision is
the positive turning moment of ship A illuminated by the calculated inter-
becomes negative before that of ship action forces and moments. It is of
3 indicating that she rill turn away interest to note that the calculated
from her nelshbour. 0oreove- the results wore obtained for ships on
inertia of ship 3 may be such that it parallel courses ie courses which, one
continues the turn to port Initiated by might suppose, would not lead to a
the large positive interaction moment collision. But, due to interaction,
of the earlier eta&e* of ovsztaking collisions did occur, at times very
regardless of any subsequent smaller violently. Clearly, as interaction
interaction moments applied as the forces and moments act on each ship
courses diverge. Such an occurrence their courses change and any exten-
is shown in Fig a where the models sions to the theory should take some
were seen to diverge violently from account of this, but it is apparent
each other, with the possibility of 4 that at this stage of development
stein-to-stern collision at point R. plausible qualitative results can be
The behaviour of both models during obtained.
the run shown in Fig 9 was similar to

SHIPS ON PARALLEL COUJRSRS

U,%IUN - 1391 LAILSýC&639 1 YoIL, 02303
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C , -S H IP A ~ I

S-1.0 -CS 0OS 1.0 I02

"-I-- -0-1 C, -SHIP S
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Fig. 7 Interaction Forces and Moments between two Overtaking Ships
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2 .. .... ..,
A feature also noted and mentioned above

4 THE bFFECT OF WATER DEPTH ON MKNOEUVRING was the tendency for each model to turn slightly
to starboard with helm amidships. This ten-Although we do not initend to discuss the dency was less pronouncod for very shallow water,

effect of water depth on manoeuvring in detail, whereas in deep water an iaitial tendency to
it is relevant to the collision problem in turn to port vias followed by a sheer to star-
shallow water to mention t'at manoeuvring board. The models were checked and no lateral
characteristics change with reducing water &symmetry was found.
depth (ref 12). This was confirmed in the
model experiments described above where turning 5 THE CRASH STOP
circle diameters were increased and rates of
turn and drift angles reduced as water depth A manoeuvre which may feature in same po-
reduced. tential collision situations in crowded and con-

A particular feature noted was that rates fined waters is the crash stop. Simulated crash
of turn for small rudder angles were sensitive stops were run on each model and the track of one
to water depth for the malleor model which gave for the larger, fuller model is shown in Fig 10.
rise to rapid rates of turn in moderately During this manoeuvre, at a depth/draft
shallow water. This is relevant to the col- ratio of 1.1, the model was brought up to speed
lision problem because, although both vessels on a straight course, the drive motor was stopped
are moving in the same depth of water, the depth/ and, after a short interval, put astern.
draft ratios will differ and therefore so will Throughout the whole manoeuivre, the helm remained
the manoeuvring characteristics. For the amidships.
experiments described above, the slow model was It is seen from Fig 10 that the results were
very close to the bottom wheress the smaller, quite dramatic. The ship's head falls away to
faster model was reasonably well clear, starboard with the stern simultaneously moving
Therefore, the slower model responded to the to port, causing change of heading of about 600
helm more sluggishly, unlike thy smaller, faster in th( example shown. Clearly if such a
msodel, and a collision situation could build up manoeuvre were used to avoid a head-on collision,
gradually before the final violent interaction it would make matters worse by exposing mist of
phase which may lead ultimately to collision, the ship's side to the oncoming ship.

A measure of the size of the interaction Further crash-ston cxperiments were carried
forces and moments may therefore be obtained out with this model, whereby attempts were made
from manoeuvres as in Fig 9 where interaction to reduce the change in head3.ng with appropriate
has caused a violent movement off-c~urse from use of helm before the model had lost all head-
the larger and apparently more sluggish model, way. The results showed that use of the helm

did little to alter the trajectory shown in
Fig 10.

6 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CON(LUSIONS

'The purpose of this paper has been to raise
some hydrodynamic issues relevant to collision

AIT_ Ioo situations. Where it has helped to illuminate
0 . 0, U.. *1 0 NCT the behaviour of models in close proximity, use

Im SHIP •4Go has been made of an interaction theory. This
+,: bwtheory, in spite of many approximations and

:R• : AeToR assumptions and a neglect of free surface con-
STEAIR" ditions, appears to produce, qualitatively at

SC.MANI OF HEAINOG %G-o

SI SHIP LtNGTH least, plausible forces and moments which may
occur when two ships interact, whilh one over-9 . i takes the other.

Discussion has centred on the overtaking
type of collision for this is perhaps the one
which builds up most slowly and inevitably.
To the ship'- officer, problems of perception
arise when overhauling ar cher ship, due to the

. .. difficulty of assessing distance off. Further,UOOf STOP-P"D as Figs 7 and 8 show, interaction forces act, low suddenly, by which time it may be too late or

impossible to take avoiding action. It would
appear that the vessels will also interact in
lifferent ways depending on their relative
velocities. It is interesting that for
four separato model runs, two had values of
UA/ND of about 1.4 and a stern-ti-'stern col-
lision resulted, whereas for the ocher two
values of UA/UB were about 1.2 and bow-to-
strn _0 lsions occurred.

Furthermore, interaction forces have been
shown to reduce with increasing lateral separa-
tion so it would appear that there is someFig. 10 Crash Stop Manoeuvre 'danger zone' round every ship, dependent on its

relative velocity, into which another ship strays
at its peril.
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It is also important to note that the tra- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
jectories shown were obtained with self-propelled
models and no discussion has been made of the This paper is published with the permission
effect of the propeller and its wake in manoeu- of the Director of the National Physical

vring prior to a collision. In Pigs 6 and Laboratory. The author is particularly grate-

s'ip A has to overhaul ship B by running along- ful to his colleagues Mr. G.L. Taylor and te

side the wake of B and in the type of collision Dr. G.E. Gadd for their invaluable assistance
shown in Fig 9 the final collision of sterns throughout the experimental and theoretical
could be magnified by the increasing proximity investigations described in the paper.
of the low-pressure regions around the propellers i

of each ship.
Recommendations for collision avoidance have

been made, basid on aircraft practice (ref 13).
Clearly when using such recommendations for
framing rules for the avoidance of collision at
sea, some account should be taken of the hydro-
dynamic behaviour of ships in close proximity.
Collisions can build up slowly and human reaction
to such a slow sequence of events may nnt be
adequate to deal with the potentially violent
manoeuvres which may follow.
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DISCUSSION
E. 0. TUCK PETER OLTMANN

As mentioneu in the paper by Prof- I would like to comment on one special point of this
essor Newman and myself, the work of very interesting paper, which gives a good insight into the
Collatz (ref.10) is of limited mechanics of pouible collision situtions in shallov water.
practical utility because of failure to
allow for circulation around the The Author follows Cofiatz in his theoretical approach
bodies, and a similar objection applies toward calculating the hydrodynamic interactions between
to the present paper by Dand. ships in close proximity to each other, and eriphasizes
Additional information bearing upon that the outlined theory is to be used rather in a qualita-
this question is contained in a paper tive than a quantitative sense. In a recent experimental
of my own (J. Fluid Mech., Vol.50, investigation an examination of the theoretical results ob-
1971, pp. 481-491) in which a numerical taned by Collatz, using two identical elliptical cylinders
analysis quite similar to that cf Dand with a ration of a/b - 8.0, had been undertaken, Rof. 1.
was carried out on thick bodies in The transverse force coefficient Cy - Pt and the moment
ground effect, but in which an coefficient CN - M* for a transverse ratio of Y0 /b - h/b
arbitrary circulation K was allowed. = 5.0 with UA - UB - U are given in two graphs, see Ref.
The analogy is with the steady problem I (Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a). There is good qualitative agree-
for two identical ships at zero stagger. ment between the experimental and theoretical results, but

quantitatively they are far apart. The discrepancy, es-
The resulting forie Y is a pecially in case of the transverse force coefficient, is due

quadratic expression in K, and a to the fact that Collatz only takes into consideration the
typical result (for an automobile-like displacement flow, although it is known that a vortex flow
shape of length L, moving at speed must exist. Furthermore, a pronounced asymmetry can be
U) i s noticed, which is not indicated by the theory of Collatz.

A quite plausible interpretation of this effect has been
Y - -0.21(½pUZL) given by Tuck and Newman in their paper at this sympouium.

+ 1.26(PUK) -0.69(½PK2 /L) . Collatz has also considered the case of unsteady motion,
i.e. when one body is at rest and the other moves with a

'qhe value of F at K = 0 corresponds constant velocity U on a parallel course. As can be seen
to the type of force to be expected from two graphs, Ref. 1 (Fig. 18a and Fig. 19a), the ex-
from the Collatz or !,and approaches perimental results for the condition UA - 0 and U5 - U
and for thin bouies will vary like the with y0 /b - 5.0 are in excellent agreement with the theo-
square of body thickness. On the other retical prediction. The explanation might be that in con-
hand, the circulation-dependent terms trast to the steady motion case of UA = UB = U here a
are numerially much larger, depending vortex flow can not develop and hence the hydrodynamiconly on the first power of body thick- forces and moments may be represented by displacement '

ness for thin bodies. For such bodies flow alone.
the circulation can be determined by
satisfying a Kutta condition, as in
the luck-Newman paper, and gives in Reference:
general a very much increased value for
the side force, but less effect on the 1. Oltmann, P.: Experimentelle Untersuchung der hydro-
nioent. dynamischen Wechselwirkung schiffsihnlicher Korper.

Schiff und Hafen, 22. Jahrg. (1970), S. 701-709
I am rather surprised by the large

discrepancy between the Dand and
Collatz estimates of the forces and M. SCHMIECHEN
moments in li6.4, and disturbed by Dr.
Land's explanation of this discrepancy Similar tests as those mentioned by Dr. Dand and Dr.
as due to numerical inaccuracy. The Muller have previously oeen carried out in the Berlin Model
discrepancy appears to be particularly Basin to establish limits for the size of passing ships in the
bad for the moment, so that circulation Kiel canal (1). These tests have been successfully simu-
is not to be blamed for this. I should lated on analogue computers using the simple relative
very much like to see this agreement motion concept mentioned in the contribution to Prof.
improved, since it seems to me that Dr. Tuck's and Prof. Newman's paper presented earlier at this
band' procedure is capable of being Symposium, and including bank effects (2). Some correc-
extended to include circulation. tions found necessary in the general theory of relative

motions as developed in the last reference will be published
Aside from the above critical comments, I should like shortly together with a contribution to the theory of

to commend Dr. Dand for a very interesting paper. I feel centrifuges (3).
that the experimental aspect of the paper is of especial in-
terest and importance in view of the appalling lack of such 1. Hoffmann, M.: Contribution to
measurements in the past. I hope that Dr. Dand will make Collatz, G.: Potentialtheoretiache Untersuchdng der
actual force measurements in any future experiments. hydrodynamischen Wechselwirkungen zweier
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Schlfftkorper. other, it 14 conceivable that viscous effects may be im-
STG 67 (1963) S. 281/329. portant, especially if the overtaken ship is of full form,
STG 57 (1963) S. 368/370. with a boundary layer flow in the stern region close to

separation. Then the additional pressure gradients induced
2. Schmiechen, M.: Fragen der Kurstabilitit und by the overtaking ship may give rise to an aymmetrical

Stauerfaigkeit von Schiffen. separation over the stem of the overtaken one. It would
WIG 58 (1964) S. 319/340. be of interest to look at the flow with tufts to see if any

such effects take place.
3. Schmiechen, M.: Relativkinetik von Schiffen.

To be published.

G. E. GADD

Regarding the interaction which occurs in the over.
taking case, when the bow of one ship comea close to the
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AUTHORS REPLY

'The author is particularly grateful to Professor Tuck Mr. Oltmann also mentions circulatory flow and re-
for his contribution to the discussion which contains much fers to his interesting ezperiments using ellipses. The asym-
useful and constructive criticism. It is fully appreciated metry in the for-es and momenta to which he refers has
that the computational method outlined in the paper is de- been noted and we intend to investigate this so well as any
ficlent in that circulation around the bodies is ignored and possible Froude number effects in the experimnts at NPL
steps are now being taken to include the effects of this in referred to above.
the computer program.

I am grateful to Dr. Schmiechen for providing some
The reason for the poor agreement between the useful additions to the references given in the paper and

Collatz calculations and my own as shown in Fig. 4 is due look forward to the publication of his paper on the general
to the fact that the computer program would only allow theory of relative motions and centrifuges.
the source panels to be of equal length dx. This meant
that the treatment of the ends of the ellipses was very ap- Dr. Gadd raises the important point of the effect of
proximate and this was reflected in the calculated inter- viscosity mentiont i also in the paper on interaction pre-
action moment. This has been confirmed recently by re- sented by Tuck and Newman at this conference. It is not
writing the program to accepz. a variabfr panel size and the known if the flow was separating on the overtaken ship in
results show that the moment is predicted well when the model tests described in the paper, but it is hoped to
smaller panel sizes are used at the ends of the ellipse. The investigate this further.
practical implementation of the numerical method still
suff-irs however from the small number of panels which can Finally the author thanks all the contributors for an
be used to repicsent the hull and this will be remedied in interesting and useful discussion.
the future.

We are at present actively engaged on an experimental
investigation of two-ship interaction in shallow water during
which it is intended to measure the forces and moments
arising. It is hoped to publish the results in due course.

It
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WHEN IS COLLISION UNAVOIDABLE?

WV. C. Webztet
UnJveuhty 06 CatZdo•nia

Se~ketey, L~tiot.ia

ABSTRACT rudder size and location, steerinq
machinery response, propeller design and

The motions of a large super tanker propulsion system response, etc. All
in response to varLous maneuvering com- of these can be prescribed during the
mands is computed using the non-linear design of the ship. If it were known
hydrodynamic coefficients presented by what effect they had on ship collision,
van Berlekom and Goddard (18). The a prescription of them based on colli-
results of the simulations were analyzed sion performancu might become anto determine the critical range (the important aspect of ship design.
range at which collision is unavoidable)
and the simple maneuvers necessary to Current designs are evaluated for
minimize this range. The study shows maneuvering performance by conducting
that the critical range depends strongly model tests (such as planar motion
on the two ships' headings and speeds, mechanism tests) and full-scale trials.
and on the permissible maneuvers. The In the latter, spiral tests and zig-zag
effect of design features, such as rud- tests are common. What is not known is
der size and radar accuracy does not the direct relation of these measure-
appear very significant. The effect of ments to the avoidance of collision.
operating procedures such as "Rules of The theoretical prediction of the
the Road" or the "Right Turn Rule" does maneuvering performance (such as
seem significant, measured in trials) to a given and un-

tested ship configuration is only
INTRODUCTION somewhat understood, which means that

the overall relation between ship con-
The collision of ships at sea has figuration and collision avoidance

recently and justly become a topic of performance is cloudy indeed.
great interest. A study by the Committee
on Oceanography of the National Academy Human factors. When two ships are on
of Science predicted the potential world a collision course, the master of each
losses from strandings and collisions vessel must make a decision of what
during the mid-nineteen seventies at command to give to avoid the impending
around $500 million a ycar (1). In 1970, catastrophe. Generally, these decisions
one out of every fourteen ships of 500 are uncoordinated (made independently of
gross tons or more was involved in a each other, without communication). The
collision. Of these involved in colli- pressure on these men is t-emendous. If
sion, one out of twenty-five result.d in a collision does occur, it s almost
total loss (2). That is, in 1970, one certain that one of them wi 1 be denied
out of 350 large ships sailing the ocean another command, perhaps shattering his
was conpletely lost. When one considers career. Maritime law does not have a
all of the ships at sea, it is easy to "no-fa'ilt" provision and one master
appreciate the magnitude of the problem. will almost inevitably be deemed

responsible.
Ship collision is one of those * -

problems which so intertwines diverse In order to cope with this difficult
disciplines that it is hard to develop decision making process, many ship
a good perspective of one facet without maneuvering simulation facilities have
at least an awareness of the whole pro- been developed in which masters can be
blem. For example, we must at least trained using either physical models or
consider the following factors: complicated, computer driven simulators.

This on-shore experience at least helps
Hydrodynamics. The ability of a the master know the abilities of his

ship to avo a collision, once a col- ship in a collision situation.
lision course has inadvertently been
attained, depends on its ability to The "Rules of the Road" (12). Thebe
change course and speed. This ability international maritime rules define the
is determined by the hull size and form, actions that masters should take in case
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of an impending collision. Unfortunately strive to maintain at least two nautical
these rules have the force of law and, miles separation between ships. The
accordingly, are written in a fuzzy way, density of shipping in the Dover Straits
wide open to interpretation. For is now so high that this objective is
exampli, nule 18 requires vessels meeting a practical impossibility. Projections
"end on, or nearly end on, so as to of the future great increases in traffic
involve risk of collision" to alter in this area can only lead to grave dif-
course to starb.oard. What does "nearly ficulties since "neat-misses" are
end on" mean in quantitative terms? already relatively conmmn place here.
What amount of risk is necessary in The question which arises here is how
order for this rule to apply? when the safe is the two mile separation figure?
ships are five miles apart? ten miles
apart?

When all of these factors are put
A close examination of these rules toqether, the picture which emerges is

indicates that almost all specificity one in which all of the burden is
of the required decision criteria has placed on the masters of the endangered
been eliminated, resulting in an extra ships. The guidance which he is given
burdeun for the master. The irony is is incL..lete, fuzzy, and, in the case
that, in a survey of court decisions, of radar, difficult to understand. It
99 percent of the cases of collision is perhaps a wonder that so few ships
were a result of the "failure to obey are involved in collisional Efforts
the Rules of the Road" (2). Of course, have been made recently to improve the
since there is no "no-fault" provision, situation in severa' ways. The advent
and the purpose of these court actions of small, inexpensive computers means
is to produce a culprit on the basis of that it is now possible for these
the single legal docunent, "The Rules electronic devices to help with the
of the Road", this is hardly a surprising interpretation of the radar signals,
conclusion, and to aid the master in determining a

safe, non-collision path. Many of
Sensing equipment. in addition to these collision avoidance, radar-

visual perception of impending collisions computer systems are now available. As
many masterm rely on other devices, a general rule, these devices are still
particularly radar. It is unfortunate limited to avoidance of collision when
that radar requires the user to acquire the ship ranges are large. The target
a significant amount of training to ship is treated as a point and course
interpret the situation from just the changes result in highly simplified
observation of the radar screen. The trajectories. There is no assurance
term "Radar-Assisted Collision" has that these devices will be significantly
become a synonym for misinterpretation helpful if the situation arises when
of data (6). A classical example is the collision is imminent, since neither
"Andrea Doria"-"Stockholm" disaster, ship can be considered a point, or for
where both radar equipped ships were that matter, any elementary geometric
aware of each other's position for 27 figure. Further, ships' trajectories
minutes before the collision! are very complicated and the usual

assuiiptions incorporated in these de-
The development of true-motion radar vices of instantaneous course change,

has eliminated some of the problems in- or of parabolic trajectory shape is
volved with the original, relative-motion not appropriate in the last few instants
devices, but interpretation of the before the time when collision is
display still requires skill. unavoidable. The shore-based ship

maneuvering simulators do give the
Environmental considerations. The mastezs (at least those in the more

"Torrey Canyon" case (although a affluent shipping lines) many lifetimes-
grounding) has played a major role in worth exposure to collision situations ;
transforming sea-borne disasters of without the danger of real loss.
tankers from little publicised insurance
statistics to a topic of international These advances have omitted from
public concern. In a recent case of consideration two other avenues of
collision between two tankers in San improvement: increasing ship maneuvering
Frarncisco Bay, the clean up costs due performance by means of design changes
to the resulting oil spill exceeded the and changes in the "Rules of the Road."
value of either ship. The cleanup of It is not hard to see why these aspects

the spillage of oil from, say, a 200,000 have been ignored (or overlooked).
DWT supertanker could easily be a First, direct knowledge of the relation
hundred million dollar, hurculean task between maneuvering performanze (as
[see (3), (4) and (5)]. -masurdd in a ship full-scale trial or

model test) and collision avoidance
Traffic. Increased shipping density, performance is not clearly known.

higher speeds, reduced turn-around times Second, a change in international
and increased ship sizes all lead to regulations, although not unknown, is
severe traffic problems. One often a terribly ponderous undertaking.
stated rule is that the master should
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THU OBJUCTIVX instructive to examine this ancient rule
as well in order to see the impact of

The objective here is to dufine the operating procedures on the collision
boundary between situations in which performance.
collision is avoidable and when it is
not. This boundary has significance to Finallyand most important for
many aspects of the ship collision the naval architect, is the i.pact of
problem mentioned in the Introduction. the details of the design of the ship on

the collision performance. It is rela-
This boundary will be expressed tively easy to assess the increased cost

here as a critical range. That is, the involved in, say, making the rudder
distance between the two ships at which larger, increasing the slewing speed of
collision just becomes unavoidable, the steering machinery, or decreasing
This range will depend on a variety of the reaction time required to reverse
things: each ship's speed, heading, the engines. It is witbin the technology
size, and maneuvering characteristics, to determine linear and non-linear motions
the governing operating procedure (for derivatives for a given hull form by use
instance, thi "Rules of the Road") and, of a planar motion mechanism. These
of course, whet/her or not the masters derivatives can be used to model quite
make good decisions. Nontheless, the adequately the results of standard
critical range does provide a %uanti- maneuvering tests (spiral and zig-zags).
tative measure of the collision _ What is missing in order to select the
merformance so that one can weigh all appropriate design features is a way to
of these factors and -.4ft out the most convert the maneuvering characteristics
important ones. into a rational metric of collision

performance, so that the added costs
Consider RulL 21 o0 the "Rules of involved in installing larger rudders

the Road." This rule states that the or more sophisticated machinery can be
"privili.,ed vessel" is required to main- balanced against improvements in the
tain course and speed as long as the ability to avoid a collision. The con-
"burdened vessel" by its action alone cept of critical range can provide this
can avoid collision. The master of the metric. If some improvement in the ship
privileged ship must rely on nothing design can lead to a measurable decrease
but experience to determine when this in the critical range then this means
criteria is met, and rnust rely on faith that the master will have a longer time
that the burdened master will not to sift out the facts and make the best
execute a disastrous maneuver, decision before collision is unavoidable.

When collision does become inevi- DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL RANGE
table both masters should abandon all
attempts at avoidance and join in to In order to determine the critical
make the collision as gentle as possible. range between two given ships on a col-
This normally means a set of maneuvers lision course it is necessary to know
approaching the ideal bow-to-bow in detail how each ship will react to
collision, where each vessel exposes any command of the master and to know
only the best damage-sustaining part of the ship's geometry. The reaction of
the hull. Determination by the master each ship to a given command is informsa-
that collision is unavoidable is rarely tion not usually available. During sea
early enough for him to introduce the trials the ship is subjected to
proper collision maneuvers. Again, the maneuvering tests which include spiral

k• master currently has no information on tests and zig-zag tests. The results of r
this subject to guide him and it is these tests are usually represented by
hoped that the critical range informa- global answers such as the turning radius
tion developed in this study will at for a given rudder angle or the overshoot
least lead to some insights J ,to this in a zig-zag test. In order to predict
decision process. The variation of the critical raige, one needs to know
-ritical range with the bearing of the the whole trajectory resulting from a

ouher ship delineates the bearings giveF command. Further, in an emergency,
which involve the greatest danger, that the master may elect to change speed as
is, the bearings with the greatest well as rudder angle, and it is unusual
critical range. to have such combinations tested in full-

scale trials. The prediction of trajec-
It is not clear that the current tories has been &ccomplished successfully

"Rules of the Road" are the best by the use of linear and non-linear
operating procedures for minimizing the hydrodynamic derivative dati measured in
possibility of collision, even if they a towing tank. The work of Strom-Tejsen
are stripped of their fuzziness. The (13) and van Berlekom and Goddard (18)
current "Rules of the Road" were pro- represent the advanced levels of
dated by a rather less codified rule trajectory prediction now available.
known as the "Right Turn Rule." This
V ule stated, in essence, that in case For the purposes of this studythe
of the danger of collision, neither characteristics of a super tanker were
ship is to make a left turn. It is chosen, since these ships are not only
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of high capital value but represent a form was a flat oval, a reotangle with
severe environmental hazard as well. a semicircular closure bow and stern
Van Berlekom and Goddard (10) present (see Figure 1).
detailed hydrodynamic coefficients for
a particular ship (an Es80 190,000 DWT
tanker). These coefficients are based
on nondimensional equations of motion
developed by Norrbin (19), the so-
called *biau system. The coefficients
include not only those required for
the equations of surge, sway, and yaw,
but also include equations for pro-
peller thrust and torque (together with
the dynamics of the propulsive system).
An important feature of this presenta-
tion is that it explicitly includes the
effect of the propeller race on the
forces developed by the rudder. The
"blanketingq' of the rudder during crash
astern maneuvers is a well known
phenomena and van Berlakom's coeffi-
cients reflect this.

As a preliminary to the computation
of critical range, a computer program
was written to determine the trajec-
tories of the tankers presented by van
Berlekom (including the geosium series

and the rudder variation series). Tht
programs were checked against the data
presented in his paper for standard
maneuvers. In the process of this
development it was discovered that,
although the coefficients referred to
the "bis" system, the notation appears
to be somewhat different from Norrbin
in that the (1/nl) factors arising from Figure 1. Definition of Coordinates
the Taylor's expansions of the forces
seem to be incorporated into the For two such forms, the algorithm
published hydrodynamic derivatives, to de'ermine the shortest distance, N,

between them is given by (see
As part of this numerical simula- Figure 2)

tion, two features were included which
were not in van Berlekom's work. First, N - max [(min{d~p1-R -R ),0.0]
the rudder angle deflection was assumed 1 2 K
to have a delay of two seconds (to where
reflect the time between the master's
command and the turning of the helm by d = min {D(IJ)},
the helmsman). Once the rudder did
respond, it was restricted to a rate of p - min {P(IJ)}, subject to the
three degrees per second, a typical requirement that the intersection
figure for a large ship. Second, the is within the line connecting the
change in power level was assumed to bow and stern centers..
have a delay of five seconds, repre-
senting the time between the initiation M is zero whenever the forms inter-
of the command, its transmission sect or touch. An additional algorithm
through the telegraph, and the reaction is required to detect the case of the
of the engine room watch officer. The ships overlapping one another. If the
subsequent change in engine RPM is intersection of the two ship centerlines
given by the dynamics presented hy van lies within the line connecting bow
Berlekom. stern centers for both ships then,

again, M is set equal to zero.
A second preliminary to the compu-

tation of critical range involved Consideration was given to many
developing a program to determine the other geometric forms, but this one
minimum distance between two ships of seems to be a good representation as v
arbitrary orientation. If the actual well as a simple one to analyze.
ship geometries were used, this would
be an exceptionally difficult task.
Instead, following Kenan (20), a
simplified furm was selected to repre-
sent the shape of the deckedge. The
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The hydrodyni'mic torms corresponding
to the steady state sway force and yai
moment due to the propaller', rotation
"which lead to a non-zero rudder angle
for a straight line course were omitted

so that a zero rudder aagle would cor-
1. respond to a straight course. It is

realized that a rudder angle of 36* is
a little bit larger than the usual 35*
maximum rudder angle, but this range
was selected so as to have a jonvenient,
equally spaced net of rudder commands.

- It was also assumed that the speed
* control was limited to two options, 1.6

knots and 8 knots. Because of the
"blankting" of the rudder by ;he pro-
peller, van Berlekom'r model virtually
makes the rudder ineffective for

I propeller RPM's less than or equal to
zero. As a result, if controllability
is desired to be maintained, the com
ma.ded RPM (equivalent to a commanded
steady speed) must remain positive.
Only two speeds were chosen so that the
number of combinatioaF of maneuvers was
minimized. It should be pointed out
that if a ship is at 16 knots and the

Figure ;. Definitions for Determining commanded speed is 8 knot', it will
the Minimum Distance. take a very long time for ýhis new

speed to be achieved. In fact, this
The Ships time is so long compared to the time.i

The ship assumed for this study is required for collision to occur, that.
a relatively conventional super tanker the commended speeds represent really
with the following specifications given a slow acceleration (or deceleration)
by van Berlekom (18): during the final moments beforn colli-

Length between perps. (ft.) 1000 sion. The simulation model shows that
Beam (ft.) 154. 7 the fAstest way to decrease forward
Draft (ft.) 60.56 speed is to execute a turn. This is
Total displacement (long tons) 222,000 in keeping with practical experience.

SShip's speed (knots) 16
hoip's sropeled (kno) 16 With seven rudder settings and two

Nominal propeller RPM 80 speed commands, there were fourteen
It is assuned that both ships involved different maneuvers investigated. It
in this collision have the same overall was assumed that once a given maneuver
dimensions as above. Of course, it was executed. it was matntip1injn• No
would be interesting to consider the sequential maneuvers were considered.
collision of ships of different sizes
It is hoped that this might be investi- The Search Procedure
gated at some future date. oar this The proceFss.o--aetermining the
ship the values of C, the distances critical range for a pair of maneuvers
between centers, and R, the radius of (one maneuver per ship) is straight-
the ends, was chosen as forward, but tedious. For the given

initial headings and speeds of each ship,C - 77.625 ft. and in assumed value of critical range,
cooý,inates of the centers of both

Tge Maneuvers ships were determined such that if no
It was awumed that both ships were maneuvers were executed by either

proceeding along a given course at a master, the ships would collide along a .. U
fixed speed. At time equal to zero,one path which would bring their centers
or both of the ships' masters perform a into coincidence. In other words, a
collision avoidance maneuver. The perfect collision course is assumed.
maneuver consists of two parts: a •udder The internal axes of Ship 1 were assumed
command, and a speed command. It is to be aligned initially with the geo-
•ssumed that the rudder commuand could graphic axes (X pointing North and Y to
be any of the seven following commands: the West). The locations of each ship

are determined in an earth-fixed
turn to starboard - coordinate system which coincides with

rudder angle - +120, +240 or +360 the ii-ternal coordinate system of Ship 1
no turn - at time t - 0. From their given initial

rudder angle 00 & conditions the motions were simulated by
turn to port - a stepwide integration of van Berlekom's

rudder angle -12*, -24* or -36* equations of motion. After the end of
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each time step, the distance between determine the optimum maneuver of
the two ships was computed. This pro- Ship 1.
cess continued until the ships
collided or until well after ýhe time Those three different procedures
of the minimum distance had passed. If yield an ordered set of critical ranges.
the ships collided, then the assinmed That is, the critical ranves determined
range between them was increased, if for 2 above must be larger than those
they did not collide, the assumed range determined for 3, which, in turn, are
was decreased. When a range was found larger than those for 1.
such that the ships just touched, this
was set equal to the critical range for Operating rocedures.
this specific maneuver pair. The o ferent operating procedures
search process was continued over all were considered. The first one allows
possible combinations of maneuver pairs course changes both port and st&*,board.
and over the complete range of rela- The second, the "Right-Turn Rule",
tive headings. assumes that only turns to starboardSare allowed.

It should be noted that any hydro- a

dynamic interaction '"etween the ships Time before Collision.
when they are in close proximity has Two different times were determined
been ignored. in association with each critical range.

The first is the "nominal" time before
Coordination of Maneuvers. collision. This is the time which

in a collisioWi-E-- tion we can would be required for the centers of
consider many possible groups of both ships to become coincident at the
maneuver. For instance, only one ship critical range if no avoidance maneuver
might perform a maneuver while the was adopted. The second time is the
other does not. In another case, both time required for the ships to just.
ships might simultaneously perform a touch, if the proper maneuver was
maneuver. The choice could, if selected selected just at the critival range. H
properly, improve the situation (de- Generally, this . ,tter time is somewhat
crease the critical range) or worsen the longer than the "nominal" time for
situation (increase the critical range) collision and represents the time after
over that which would occur if only one the maneuver is begun before it is known
ship maneuvered. The study presented that a collision will not occur.
her" presents fiva basic watiations.
These are: THE RESULTS

1. The bert maneuver of both ships. The evaluation of critical ranges
The critical ranges for each possible was made for several different cunzisia-
maneuver pair are examined. Selection tions of conditions. In these studies
of the minimum critical range amongst both ships were identically sized
these determines the best set of coor- tankers, as described above. These
dinaced maneuvers, studies were:

2. The best maneuver of one ship Both Tankers at 16 Knots.
coupled with the worst maneuver of the The critical ranges for this situa-
other. The purpose here is to deter- tion are tabulated in Table 1 and shown
mine the maneuver that one ship master in Figures 3 and 4.
must make in order that there will not
be a collision, irrespective of the 1. Unrestricted turning.
choice of maneuver of the other ship.
For this situation, for each maneuver a) Both Ships Maneuvering (Curve a
of Ship 1 the maneuver of Ship 2 which On Figure 3). The critical range
maximizes the critical range is dater- varies from 4164 ft. when the ships are
mined. The minimization of Lhese approaching end-on to 0 kt. when the
maximum critical ranges deteimines the ships are on the same heading. Only the
best maneuver of Ship 1. The corres- headings of Sh:'.p 2 which result in
ponding maneuver of Ship 2 represents bearings relative to Ship 1 between 00
its most disastrous maneuver. Again, and 900 are tabulated. The results forithe roles of Ship 1 and Ship 2 can be critical ranga for bearings between 00
reversed to obtain the best maneuvering and 270* are identical to those between
of Ship 2 coupled with the worst 00 and 900, from symmetry. However, the
maneuver of Ship 1. maneuvers foi the port bearings require

rudder angles which are the negative of
3. The best maneuver of just one ship. those for starboard bearings.
if it is assumed that.Ship 1 maintains
course arnd heading, then selection of Curve a on Figure 3 shows the varia-
the minimum critical range for the range tion of critical range with bearing as
of possible maneuvers of Sh. 2 deter- seen by Ship 1. This polar plot corres-
mines its best maneuver. By reversing ponds to what one might see on a radar
the roles of Ship 1 and Ship 2, one can screen on Ship 1. If the radar image
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BEARING BEARING N TIMECOMMAND-SHIP I COMMAND-SHIP2NONA
HEADING OF SHIP 2 OF SHIP 1 CRITICAL M S..OTIME UNTILM
SHIP 2 SEEN BY SEEN BY RANGE ED RuDDER SPEED RUDDEROBEFORE SHIP
DEGREES SHIP I I SHIP 2 COLLISION TOUCHES

a. Both Ships Maneuvering
180 0 0 4164 16 ±36 16 ±36 77.2 95.7
210 15 345 4037 16 ±36 16 ±36 77.2 94.5
240 30 330 4107 16 ±36 16 ±36 87.5 87.5
270 45 315 3464 13 -36 16 +36 90.5 145.4
300 60 300 2200 16 -36 16 +26 81.2 118.6
330 75 285 1095 16 -36 16 +36 78.3 91.1
360 90 270 0 -- -- -- --

b. Beat Maneuver of Ship 1 and Worst Maneuver of Ship 2
180 0 0 9070 16 ±36 8 ;24 167.9 274.8
210 15 345 8550 16 -36 8 +12 163.9 273.0
240 30 330 8275 16 -12 8 +12 176.6 271.3
270 45 315 5564 16 -36 8 -12 145.4 184.8
300 60 300 4404 16 -36 16 -J 2 162.7 182.3
330 75 285 2641 16 -36 16 -24 188.8 163.5
360 90 270 0 -- -- -- --..

c. Only Ship 1 Maneuvering
180 0 0 5602 16 ±36 16 0 103.8 107.2
210 15 345 4415 16 +36 16 0 84.7 99.1
240 30 330 4121 16 +36 16 0 88.2 85.9
270 45 315 3978 16 +36 16 0 102.6 96.5
300 60 300 2731 16 -36 16 0 100.9 148.4
330 75 285 1176 16 -36 16 0 84.1 106.9
360 90 270 0 -- -- --

d. Right Turn Rule - Both Ships Maneuvering
180 0 0 4164 16 +36 16 +36 77.2 95.7
210 15 345 4037 16 +36 16 +36 77.2 94..5
240 30 330 4107 16 +36 16 +36 87.5 87.5
270 45 315 3895 16 +36 16 +24 102.0 96.9
300 60 300 2731 16 0 16 +36 100.9 148.4
330 75 285 1176 16 0 8 +36 84.1 106.9
360 90 270 0 -- --- --.- ---

e. Right Turn Rule - Best Maneuver of Ship 1 and Worst Maneuver of Ship 2
0 270 90 0 .. ..-- --. .

30 285 75 2641 16 +36 16 +24 188.8 163.5
60 300 60 4404 16 +36 16 +12 162.7 182.3
90 315 15 5564 16 +36 8 +12 145.4 184.8

120 330 30 8032 16 +12 16 0 171.4 186.6
150 345 15 6709 15 36 16 0 128.6 140.1
180 0 0 5602 16 +36 16 0 103.8 107.2
210 15 345 4505 L6 +36 8 0 86.4 103.4
240 30 330 4188 2.6 +36 8 +36 89.3 90.6
270 45 315 4083 1i +36 8 0 106.7 100.8
300 60 300 3591 16 +36 8 0 132.7 114.1

S330 75 285 2702 16 +36 8 0 192.8 126.9

f. Right Turn Rule - Only Ship 1 Maneuvering

0 270 90 0 -- --- -- ---
30 285 75 1176 16 +'6 16 0 84.1 106.9
60 300 60 273L 16 +36 16 0 100.9 148.4
90 315 4! 5017 16 +36 16 0 131.2 202.3

120 330 30 8032 16 +12 16 0 171.4 186.6
150 345 15 6709 16 +36 16 0 128.6 140.1
180 0 0 5602 16 +36 16 0 103.8 107.2
210 15 345 4415 16 +36 16 0 84.7 99.1
240 30 330 4121 16 +3r 16 0 88.1 85.9
270 45 315 3978 16 +j6 16 0 104.1 96.6
300 60 300 3478 16 +36 16 0 128.7 108.9
330 75 285 2576 16 +36 16 0 184.2 120.1

Table 1. Critical Ranges for Two 190,000 Dwt. Tankers at 16 Knots.
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Figure 3. Critical Ranges for Two Figure 4. Critical Ranges for
190,000 DWT Tankers "Right Turn Rule" for
at 16 knots. 190,000 DWT Tankers

at 16 knots.

of Ship 2 lies within this curve and c) Only Ship I Maneuvering.
Ship 2 is on a collision course, tMhn (Curve C on Figure 3). If only Ship 1
collision is unavoidable, even if both maneuvers, then it is seen from Table 1
ships make the best evasive maneuvers, or Figure 3 that the critical ranges

are only somewhat larger than for the
Notice from Table 1 that the best cases of both shi8s maneuvering, except

maneuvers are those in which the ships for the case of the ships approaching
maintain the commanded speed (although end on (a bearing of 0"), in which the
the actual speed decreases as a result critical range in about 40 percent 1-i
of the added drag in the turn), and the larger. Again the best commands are
ships execute a maximum turn. For not quite the same as for both ships
Ship 2 bearings equal to or less than maneuvering. Tho avoidance maneuver
30", the best maneuver is for ooth must be executed about 90 seconds before
ships to execute the same turn either the predicted time of collision.
starboard or port. For bearings equal
to or greater than 45*, Ship 1 should An interesting conclusion is that
execute a port turn while Ship 2 should not too much is to be gained by com-
execute a starboard turn. This means munication between the ships in order
that the best strategy changes drama- to coordinate evasive maneuvers. The
tically for some heading between 300 comparison between the three curves in
and 45". Figure 4 shows that there is a much

greater increase in critical range if
The nominal time to collision is buth ships manenver but with one i

remarkably independent of bearing nven picking the wrong maneuver, than therei
though the critical ranges are not. is gained by both ships picking the
Unless action on the part of both ships best maneuver. Apparently, this is the
is taken about 80 seconds before the rationale behind the concept of "privi-
predicted time of collision, the colli- leged" and "buxdened" ships in the
sion is unavoidable. "Rules of the Road."

b) Best Maneuver of Ship 1 and 2. Right Turn Rule." Situations Olt"
Worst Maneuver of Ship 2. (Curve b on similar to those presented above wereFigure 3). If Ship 2 makes the worct computed for the case in which all port " t

possible maneuver, then Ship 1 must turns are excluded and these resultsmake its best maneuver soon enough to are tabulated in Table 1 and shown onavoid the collision. Table 1 shows Figure 4.

that these maneuvers of Ship 1 are not
always identical to those given for thc a) Both Ships Maniuv•£in. ,y.

best maneuver of both ships. In general, (Curve d in Figure 4., The restriction • lf•
the critical range and nominal time to to starboard turn,, only affects the
collision is doubled if Ship 2 makes critical ranges foi bearings between
a catastrophic maneuver. 45" and 90", and here it is increased
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only slightly. As before, the critical those for the 16 knot case but with tw'
range polar is symmetric about 00 major exceptions. First, although the
bearing. For bearings between 00 and critical ranges are much smaller, the
270, the maneuvers of Ship I and nominal time before collision is larger.
Ship 2 are to be interchanged. In the best of situations, in which both

ships maneuver, the decision to maneuver
b) Beatt Maneuver of Ship 1 and must be made fully two minutes befora

Worst Maneuver of Ship 2 (Curve e in the time of expected impact or else the
Figure 4.) It is assumed that Ship 2 collision is unavoidable. Second, the
makes the worst maneuver, but does not optimum maneuver appears to be most often
makw a port turn. In this situation, to speed up (to a commanded speed of
the polar criticai range plot is no 16 knots). This is just a reflection
longer aym'¶Ptric. When Ship 2 has a of the numerical model which shows that
bearing between 00 and 90*, the stric- the ship is more controllable when the
ture against starboard turns prevents propeller race is faster. It is pro-
it from making a very disastrous turn. bably rare indeed for a master to order
However, for bearings between 00 and full speed ahead in a collision emergency,
2700, it is possible to have Ship 2 however, these calculations show that it
make a bad decision and critical range is in his bt,,:t interest.
results are comparable tv l.a) abuve.
On the average, the critical ranies for Ship I Travelling at 8 knots and
this situation are greacly reduced ovcr Ship 2 at 16 knots.
those when turning is unrestricted. The reoults tor these calculations
Only in a narrow bearing range are they are tabulated in Table 3. The critical
excessively large, and if e. "Right Turn ranges for the case of both ships
Rule" were to be adopted, the master maneuvering lie in between those for
would know that shipn on his port both ships travelling at 16 knots and
quarter would represent his greatest both ships travelling at 8 knots. Notice
danger. that the bearings which Ship 1 appears

to Ship 2 are limited to ±300. For
c) Only Ship 1 Maneuvering. heading of Ship 2 near 0*, Ship 1 is in

(Curve f on Figure 4). similar to 2.b) front of and is being overtaken by
above, the critical range polar is not Ship 2. For headings of Ship 2 near 1800,
symmetric and bearings of Ship 2 on the Ship 1 and Ship 2 meet bow to bow. The
port quarter represer' the greatest optimum commands of each vessel vary
hazard. If the "Right Turn Rule" were considerably with bearinq. When Ship 2
expanded to include the concept of is overtaking Ship 1 the optimum speed
"burdened" and "privileged" vessels so command for Ship 1 (originally steaming
that the "burdened" vessel is the one at 8 knots) is 16 knots. In other words,
which lies on the port side of the speeding up appears to be a good stra-
other ship, then the critical ranges tegy in this situation. Also note that
for only onc ship maneuvering would be it is not always true that the best
the symmetric image of curve f from 00 atrategy is to put the rudder hard over.
to 900 shown as a dotted curve on
Figure 4. In this case for bearings of An investigation was muade for the
Ship 2 between 08 and 90o, Ship 1 would case of only one ship maneuvering. Here
maneuver. For bearings between 2700 lifferent results are obtained for
and 00 Ship 2 would maneuver. Examina- ihip 1 alone maneuvering and those for
tion of the results in Table 1 indicate Ship 2 alone maneuvering. It is shown
that for this situation the critical that the critical range for only Ship 1
ranges between the "Right Turn Rule" maneuvering is about twice that for
and unrestricted turning compare Ship 2 maneuvering. This means that the
favorably, master of Ship 2 has the ability to

avoid the collision by his maneuver at a
one can conclude that the "Right much later time than that of Ship 1. In

Turn Rule", if the concept of "burdened" othee words, if only one ship maneuvers
and "privileged" ships is adjoined to (which is generally the case following
it, produces similar results to the the "Rules of the Road"), the faster
current "Rules of the Road" except that ship is -the last one to avoid the
it produces less disastrous results if collision.
one ship chooses the wrong command. In
other words, the "Right Turn Rule" The Effect of Rudder Size.
eliminates a significant number of bad The situation in which the rudder
decision possibilities, of Ship 1 was increased 20 percent in

size over the standard tanker referred
Both Tankers at 8 Knots to above was considered for the case of

The calculations performed for the both ships travelling at 16 knots. The
16 knot case above were repeated for appropriate hydrodynamic derivatives for
the situation in which both tankers this case are given by van Berlekom. The
were at 8 knots, and the results are results of this calculation are shown in K
tabulated in Table 2. The features of Table 4. For both ships maneuvering and
the results are generally similar to for only Ship 1 maneuvering, the critical

range decreases marginally due to the
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BEARING DEARINGNOIA
HEADING OF SHIP 2 OF SHIP 1 CRITICAL TOIM-SI MO-IP2N
SHIP 2 SEEN BY SEEN BY RANGE SPEED RuDDER SPEED RUDDER BEFORE SHIP
DEGREES SHIP 1 SHIP 2 S C)LLISIO4 TOUCHES

a. Both Ships Maneuvering
190 0 0 3219 16 ±36 16 ±36 119.1 148.2
2±0 15 345 3117 16 ±36 16 ±36 119.7 149.6
240 30 330 2876 16 +36 16 +12 122.5 161.1
270 45 315 2370 16 -36 16 +36 124.3 179.5
300 60 300 1614 16 -36 16 +36 119.7 146.0
330 75 285 856 16 -36 16 0 122.0 125.9
360 90 270 0 -- -- -- --

b. Best Maneuver of Ship 1 and Worst Maneuver of Snip 2
190 0 0 6055 16 ±36 8 ;a4 223.7 329.4
210 15 345 5743 16 -36 8 +12 220.3 326.4
240 30 330 5988 16 -36 16 0 255.1 320.2
270 45 315 4028 16 -24 8 0 211.0 305.7
300 60 300 3263 16 -24 16 -12 241.1 202.0
33C 75 295 2382 16 -24 16 -12 340.5 268.0
360 90 270 0 -- -- -- --

c. Only Ship 1 Maneuvering
180 0 0 4617 16 ±36 8 0 170.5 165.5
210 15 345 3411 16 +36 8 0 130.7 146.0
240 30 330 2876 16 +36 8 0 122.5 118.3
270 45 315 2741 16 +36 8 0 143.4 120.7
300 60 300 1770 16 -36 8 0 131.2 173.2
330 75 285 856 16 -36 8 0 122.0 L25.9
360 90 270 0 .. ... .. .....

d. Right Turn Rule - Both Ships Maneuvering
180 0 0 3219 16 +36 16 +36 119.1 148.2
210 15 345 3117 16 +36 16 +36 119.7 148.6
240 30 330 2876 16 +36 16 + 8 122.5 116.3 I
270 45 315 2801 16 +36 16 + 8 146.3 123.4
300 60 300 1770 16 0 16 +36 131.2 173.2
330 75 285 856 ic 0 16 +36 122.0 125.9
360 90 270 0 .. ... .. ...

e. Right Turn Rule - Best Maneuver of Ship 1 and Worst Maneuver of Ship 2
0 270 90 0 -- --- -- ---. .

30 285 75 2382 16 +24 16 +12 340.5 168.0
60 300 60 3263 16 +24 16 +12 241.1 202.0
90 315 45 4028 16 +24 8 0 211.0 305.7

123 330 30 5988 16 +36 16 0 255.1 320.2
150 345 15 5637 16 +24 16 0 215.6 205.2
180 0 0 4617 16 +36 a 0 1701.5 161.5
210 15 345 3411 16 +36 8 0 130.7 146.0
240 30 330 3079 16 +36 8 +36 .31. 1 140.2
270 45 315 2945 16 +36 8 +36 154.4 136.4
300 60 300 2649 16 +36 8 +36 196.0 152.8
330 75 285 2101 16 +36 8 +36 300.0 172.0

f. Right Turn Rule - Only Ship 1 Maneuvering p
0 270 90 0 -- --- -- ---

30 285 75 856 16 +36 8 0 123.0 125.9
60 300 60 1770 16 +36 8 0 131.2 173.2
90 315 45 3232 16 +36 8 0 169.4 236.4

120 330 30 5988 16 +36 8 0 255.1 320.2
150 345 15 5637 16 +24 8 0 215.6 205.2 1
180 0 0 4617 16 +36 8 0 170.5 161.5
210 15 345 3411 16 +36 8 0 130.7 146.0
240 30 330 2876 16 +36 8 0 122.5 136.3
270 45 315 2741 16 +36 8 0 143.4 120.7
300 60 300 2446 16 +36 8 0 10l.0 134.7330 75 285 1886 16 +36 8 0 269.4 148.3

Table 2. Critical Ranges for Two 190,000 Dwt. Tankers at 8 Knots.
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BEARING J BEARING 2HEADING OF SHIP 2 OF SHIP 1 CRITICAL COMMAND-SHIP 1 COMMAND-SHIP 2S2I HI2RIIA
SHIP 2 SEEN BY SEEN BY RANGE

SHIPE I SHIP 2 SPEED RUDDER SPE RUDDER

a. Both Ships Maneuvexing
0 180 0 1430 16 ±36 16 ±36

30 234 24 1447 16 +12 16 -36
60 270 30 2063 16 +36 16 -36
90 297 27 2804 16 -36 16 +36

120 319 19 2883 16 -24 8 0
150 340 10 3352 8 -12 16 +36
180 0 0 3551 8 ±36 16 ±36

b. Only Ship 2 Maneuveri.ng
0 180 0 1527 8 0 16 ±36

30 234 24 1457 8 0 16 -36
50 270 30 2469 8 0 16 -36
90 297 27 3013 8 0 16 +36

120 319 19 3090 8 0 16 +36
150 340 10 3375 8 0 16 +36
180 0 0 4301 8 0 16 +36

v. Only Ship 1 Maneuvers
0 180 0 2941 16 +12 16 0

30 234 24 2174 16 +36 16 0
60 270 30 2970 16 +36 16 090 297 27 4585 16 -36 16 0120 319 19 4279 16 -36 160

150 340 10 5137 16 -36 16 +180 0 0 6516 16 +36 16 0
d. Right Turn Rule -Both Ships Maneuvering !

0 180 0 1430 16 +36 16 +36
30 234 24 1457 8 0 16 +36ktl1 60 270 30 2469 8 0 16 +36

HEDNO SH90 297 27 3642 16 +36 16 +36OCCC DU
120 319 19 3751 16 +36 16 +36

5150 340 0 3512 16 +36 16 +36 -14 -3180 0 0 3551 8 +36 16 +36

Table 3. Critical Ranges for Two 190,000 1Wt. Tankers
(Ship 1 = 8 kts., Ship 2 = 16 kts.)SBEARING BEARING COMN-HP COANGE IN CRITICALi ~ ~ HADING OF SHIP 2 OF SHIP 11 CRATNCA DUEADSHP COTAOHP

[ ;DEGREES SHIP 1 SHIP 2SPE

a. Both Ships Maneuvering
180 0 0 4117 16 ±36 16 ±36 -47 -1.1
210 15 345 3895 16 +36 16 +36 -147 -3.5
240 30 330 3864 16 +36 16 +12 -243 -5.9
270 45 315 3354 16 -36 16 +36 -230 -3.2
300 60 300 2153 16 -36 16 +36 -47 -2.1
330 75 285 1131 16 -36 16 +24 -14 -1.3
360 90 270 0 .. ... ..--- ---- 0

(Shipb. Only Ship 1 M0nlre,180 0 0 5539 16 ±36 16 0 -63 -1.1SL210 15 345 4339 16 +36 16 0 -73 -1.8"'240 30 330 3864 16 +36 16 0 -257 -6.2 i
i 270 45 3 15 3741 16 +36 16 0 -237 -6.0

300 60 300 2528 16 -36 16 0 -203 -7.4•!ii330 75 285 1119 16 -- 6 16 0 -57 -4.8
360 90 270 0 .. ... ..... ---

• Table 4. Critical Ranges For Two 190,000 Dwt. Tankers at 16 Knots. '
• ~(Ship 1 has a 20% larger rudder),
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increased rudder size. An average a hn g
critical range reduction is approxi- a. Both Ships Maneuvering:
mately 100 feet for both shipsShip1 mae_.rlng It s flt tat s~ft beaingcritcalchange i
maneuvering ,nd 150 feet for only bearing critical critical*Ship 1 mane--ering. It is felt that a error range range,ft.* this reduction in critical range is rangeft.
very marginal and probably is not
worth the added cost of the larger 0 0 3464 0K,0,±2001 ±1.60 3506rudder and steering machinery in this 0,±100' ±1.30 3520 56
case. It should be emr..asized,howevsr, 0,±200' ±2.60 3553 89
that the decrease in critical range 0,±3001 13.90 3586 122
does give the naval architect here a
useful metric to make this decision b. Orly Ship 1 Maneuvering:
of rudder size.

0 0 3968 0
The Effect of the Fadar Information. 0,±100' ±1.0" 4083 115

Unless extremely high resolution 0,±200' ±2.00 4172 204
radar is used, the image of a ship 0,±300' ±3.00 4200 234
on the radar screen is a circular or oval Table 5. Effect of Radar Inaccuracy
patch. Since the radar "sees" only (Ship 2 Heading ccuracy)
reflective surfaces such as the ship (Ship 2 Heading 270")
side and deckhouse front, the center of
this patch may not be and probably is Optimal Commands.
not the center of the ship. Determi- In a collision situation a typical
nation of whether an approaching ship command issued by a master might be:
is on a collisior course or not is full astern, rudder hard to starboard
somewhat difficult and it is improbable (or port). Although this seems at first
that one can differentiate to within glance to be a good course of action, the
200 feet what the collision situation results of this section do not substan-
is. In all of the above calculations tiate this. Full speed astern causes
it was assumed that the ship paths were the rudder to be ineffective, as
such that, without avoidance maneuve's, discussed above. It is also not always
the centers of each ship would become true that the maximum rudder commands
exactly coincident. Suppose the fol- (such as hard to port, hard to starboard)
lowing situation occurs. The paths of are the best commands. It is well known
the two ships cross, but when the that in simple mechanical systems,bang-
center of Ship 1 crosses the path of bang control systems using maximum
Ship 2, the center of Ship 2 is some commands are best. The major difference
distance, ds, from this. The inaccuracy here is that the two ships considered
in interpreting the radar signal is have great size and are not considered
equivalent to a variation in ds. to be points. For instance, consider

The following oct of variations the case of one ship overtaking ano'.aer
were performed for two tankers at 16 when both are on the same course and
knots and with the heading of Ship 2 track (see the first entry of Table 3a
at 270' (that is, for a bearing of for a Ship 2 heading of 0"). If Ship 2

Ship 2 relative to Ship 1 of 45"). In does not maneuver, then Ship 1 must, in
the first case, it was assumed that order to avoid the collision. DetailedShip 1 was either on a perfect collision examination of the trajectories indicated
course (d = 0 ft.) or ±100 feet from that a rudder angle of +360 (right turn)
the perfect collision course swings the stern quite far to the left
(a8 = ±100 ft.). The critical ranges before the ship gets out of its original
for each of these three Ship 1 initial track. As a result, the overtaking ship
situations was determined for each (Ship 2) collides with Ship 1 on the
maneuver pair. The maximum value of starboard side of the stern. For the
the three was set equal to the critical case of a 12" rudder angle, the leftward
range for the m&neuver pair under the swing of the stern is much less and,
uncertainty of d.. Variations assuming even though the ultimate turning radius
uncertainties of t200 ft. and ±300 ft. is larger, this command more rapidly
were also performed. The results are removes the whole ship from the path of
shown in Table 5. The bearing error Ship 2 than the maximum command of hard
presented in this table represents the right rudder.
variation in bearing caused by the
variation in d at the critical range. CONCLUSIONS

C •It can be seen that even relatively
large bearing errors do not change the Based on the above studies a number1. , critical range much. of conclusions can be reached. Of course

these conclusions are based on one ship
tvye and a ]_imited..numher of maneuvrst.
It is felt, however, that the trend of
these results is applicable to a wide
variety of ships and ship types.
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Coordinated Maneuvers Radar Information.
It is appealing-to think that if The uncertainty in detecting the

both endangered ships were in communi- exact nature of the collision situation
cation and co'ld thus coordinate their does not greatly affect the critical
maneuvers that collision would be range.
significantly reduced. The calculations
presented here do not bear this out. Optimum Commands.
The improvement in critical range when The optimuim command is not always
both ships execute the best maneuver the maximum command.
is not large compared to the case when
just one ship executes its best ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
maneuver. Further, if both ships
maneuver, it is possible that one will The author would like to extend
execute a disastrous maneuver and the his thanks to Mrs. Helen Strauch and
calculations show that this will lead Mrs. Marylou Newby of the University of
to a doubling of the critical range. California for their invaluable help in
In other words, there is a lot more to typing the manuscript, and to Ship
be lost by both ships maneuvering than Research, Incorporated, for help in
there is to be gained, preparing the figures.
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DISCUSSION

J.C. CARD "(a) When two power-driven vessels are meet-

ing on reciprocal or nearly reciprocal
I wish to thank the organizers of the Symposium and courses so as to involve risk of collision

Professo,ý Webster for the opportunity to comment on this each shall alter her course to starboard so
paper aoout collisions. The topic is one of great concern to that each shall pass on the port side of
those of us in the business of promoting maritime safety the other.
and environmental protection. While I find Professor t

Webster's paper thought provoking and I feel that he has "(b) Such a situation shall be deemed to exist
presented a method which could help evaluate the effects when a vesel sees the other ahead or
of vessel design on collision situations, I think the paper is nearly ahead and by night she could see

weak in practical marine application. I do not agree with the masthead lights of the other un a line

some of the assumptions made or conclusions drawn. My or nearly in a line and/or both sin elights

comments will be limited to the areas of "Rules of the an by da she o r th c espond-

Road" and communications between vessels. ing aspect of the other vessel.

sions ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~n atSa(uesoph od)aeoeitl rn el Ota t dof texs anoathe accodnl, .Professor Webster leaves us with the impression that
the International Regulations for the Prevention of Colli-

er such a situation exists she shall assumesion atSea(Rues f te Rad)areof itte o nohel tothat it does exist and act accordingly."
the mariner in avoiding collisions and that there is little
hope for improving these Rules. The Rules presently inforc ma no beclea inallares. owevr, heydo ep-The 1972 Rules will come into force on 1 January
force may not be clear in all areas. However, they do rep- 1976 provided 15 major maritime nations ratify the conven-resent an Internationally agreed upon set of regulations bywhich ships can safely navigate when in proximity of other

ships. Without the Rules, or if they did not have the force Professor Webster's conclusion that corr municationof law, safe navigation into and out of ports would be between ships would not reduce collisions is not supported

greatly impaired. by investigations into vessel collisions. A major cause of

collisions in the past twenty years has been failure of the
The Rules came into acceptance in 1895 and were vessels to understand each others intention&. Whistle signals

changed in 1948, 1960 and most recently in 1972. This of tho past just are not adequate in today's crowded and
latest change took place at a special international confer- ohstri ust ar e n ate in tday Ed and
ence of recognized experts in the maritime field. At the restricted waterways. The late Vice Admiral E. L. Cochrane
ciheaded a special comm;ttee which studied the colltsion of
conference consideration was given to the signi£cant changes the M/V STOCKHOLM and the S/S ANDREA DORIA. One
that have occurred in marine transportation since 1960 and of this committee's recommendations was the increased use
to the deficiencies in the 1960 Rules. The result of the of bridge-to-bridge radio communications as "an important
conference was an extensive rewrite of the Rules. The navigational safety tool." Several major collisions since
opinion of those experts associated with the rewrite of thd navgtionl safe tol. Severlmo i sionsesince
Rules is that they are substantially superior to the 1960had been
Rules. Ptisatrthey areaso s tim ll perrto the: in communication with eacn other and had established
SRules. Particular areas of improvement are: passing agreements. Recognizing the need for this avenue of

communication a joint committee of the Coast Guard and
a. Simplification of the individual rules which removed the Federal Communications Commission released in the

extraneous information and moved detailed techni- sumeeralfCommunicatiort advocating re leme nt he
cal nfomatin t ananne. Te nw laguae ~ summer of 1965 a report advocating requirements for

mioremeasiyounderstoo a y a xThe mariner thangthat bridge-to-bridge capabilities. After several delays in the.
found in the present Rules. Congress, the Vessel Bridge-to-Bridge Radio Telephone Act

was passed in August 1971. Coast Guard regulations which
t r dresulted from this law became effective on 1 January 1973.b. Recognition wsgiven t esl etitdi hi

ability to maneuver due to operational constraints. Putting a quantitative evaluation on the effectiveness ofl• ~ ~ ~~~~~~~Also recognition w as given to vessels restricted inPu t n a q a ti t ve v l aio on he f ec v n ss f
malsovere iong wecausgven tof veselsstricd ibridge-to-bridge radio telephone requirements is aot an easy
maneuvering because of draft limitations, task because of the complexity of the collision situation.

cviHowever, several studies conducted for the Coast Guard put•,•c. Recognition of vessel maneuverability when deter- the effectiveness in reducing collisions no lower than 25%
mining safe speed. and maybe as higL as 75%. In addition, the Great Lakes

and the Delaware Bay and River systems have had bridge-
d. Incorporation of traffic separation schemes. to-bridgecommunications in effect since 1954 and 1960

-;• respectively. Both areas reported a substantial decrease in
e. Clarification of old Rule 18 the "meeting situation." collisions after the implementation of bridge-to-bridge com-

The new Rule 14 "Head-on-Situation" is: municationE. On Delaware Bay during the 5 years and 10
months prior to the program's implementation there was an
average of 1.27 collisions per month. That average dropped
to 0.91 collisions per month during the first few years of

The opinions •xpressed in this paper are those of the author the program and in 1966 and 1967 the figures fell even
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Uhited States lower to 0.23 per month. The years 1968 and 1969 brought
Coast Guard. the program to fruition as no collisions were recorded
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involving vessel equipped with bridge-to-bridge capabilities.

I feel certain that the ports of the United States are
safer when pilots and masters of vessels are capable of di-
rectly communicating with one another. While my com-
ments have been somewhat critical, I do feel this paper ýs
an interesting study which adds to the knowledge of maneu-
vering safety. Moreover, I would encourage Professor
Webster and others in the field to pursue similar studies be-
cause the need exists to develop practical safety regulations
for ship maneuvering based on vessel designs, human factor%,
harbor configurations and environmental conditions.

S.D. SHARMA

The discusser considers this to be a paper of fundamen-
tal importance both for its underlying philosophy and the
results obtained. Within the framework of a "Special
Research Pool" a smill group at Hamburg and Hanover has
been working for some time on a similarly motivated pro-
ject entitled "Safety of Ships against Collisions" as part of a
broader effort to rationalize and reconcile the concepts of
economy and safety in shipping and shipbuilding. If safety
is understood as the probability of avoiding the occurrence
of certain undesirable events in the life of a ship of given
physical properties in .mn essentially stochastic environment,
it becomes evident that absolute safety cannot be achieved.
In fact an optimum level of finite safety can be determined
either from considerations of economy, if only material
values are at stake, or from the principle of minimum total
mortality, if human lives are also involved.

Like the Author, we think that a ratijunal evaluation of
design features for improving the maneuverability of ships is
impossihle as long as maneuverability is expressed only in
terms of physical properties such as advance and tactical
diameter in a turning circle test etc. We set out to find a
formal quantitative relationship between the cost of design
features and their ultimate economic benefit. It was shown
by Krappinger (1972) that the rate of collision is a suitable
concept for evaluating the economic benefits of maneuver-
ability. The problem then is to find how the rate of colli-
sion is affected by the physical properties of the ship and
the statistical properties of the environment. The solution
presupposes a mathematical model for ship collisions includ- J
Ang a basic concept for their causes. Here we have found the
Author's "critical range" under which collision becomes un-
avoidable between ships at steady bearing quite useful. How-
ever, in the ultimate analysis only human error and machine
failure seem to be the true causes of collisions. Poor maneu-
verability and evwn instrument errors can be overcome, at
least in the open sea, by an alpropriate strategy of anti-
collision maneuvers. Thus collisions are caused not so much
by poor hardware as by a poor assessment of the true maneu-
verability by the ship's master. Hence significant gains will
accrue from a better training of the ship's command and
from improved software rather than from better ship design, I
a somewhat disappointing result from the naval architect's
point of view!

Refegre
Krappinger, 0.: Die Kollisionsrate als Element des
Systemansatzes im Schiffbau. IfS-Bericht Nr. 289, Hamburg,
January 1972.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

The author would like to thank would have selected a bad maneuver
LCDR Card for his interesting reply without the communication.
to this paper. It is ";pparent that
LCDR Card sees a grea. disparity be- It is the author's thesis that
tween the results and proposals of the ambiguity of the "Rules of the
this paper and the experience of the Road" is a contributing factor in the
Coast Guard. The author would like selection of such bad maneuvers. The
to suggest that this difference is reader is invited to reread the new
illusory and deeper exi mination re- rule 14 presented by LCDR Card and to
veals a harmony between LCDR Card's judge the level of ambiguity for him-
comments and the results of this self.
paper.

The paper shows that little is The author would like to thank
to be gained in going from the sit- Dr. Sharma for his useful comments.
uation in which one ship performs the It is particularly important that his
best maneuver to the situation in group's research appears to come to
which both perform the best maneuver, the same conclusion as this paper,
For this purpose only does it appear that ship design improvements do not I
that communication between the ships appear to be the way to reduce collisions.
does not seem fruitful. The fact Since design improvements are easier
that experience shows that ship-to- to implement than improvements in
ship communication does reduce collisions human judgement, we can conclude that ii
dramatically, is prima facie evidence the subject of ship collisions still
that one or the other of these ships represents a significant challenge.
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SHIP MOTIONS AND CAPSIZING IN ASTERN SEAS

0. H. Oaktey, Jx. J. R. Pautting P. V. Wood
SUniuek 06 CaL.6oknia Untveu6ity o6 CaLtioua Univex4ity od Cati oxia

i efketey, CatLioAna aeketeg, Catio&ini•a Beketey, Calidorhia

ABSTRACT

An. analytical and experimental study Even though traditional empirical
of ship motions and capsizing in methods have apparently baen successful
extreme seas has been conducted. The ininsuring adequate stability of con-
analysis of linear and quasi-linear ventional ships built in the past, it is
one-dimensional roll models has expected that the future will see more
revealed motion anomalies not apparent rapid evolution in ship size, speed,
from the usualnonlinear ship motion geometry, and performance requirements.
theory. Extensive tests have been Some of the new, high performance ship I
conducted using a radio-controlled types may be expected to experience
model in the wind generated seas of motion, control, and even stability
San Francisco Bay. Directional spectra problems when operating in severe seas
were computed, using a variety of which are not susceptible to prediction
techniques, from the wave measurements or remedy by traditional empirical
by an array of wave gages. Comparisons methods. The more general goal of our
of the experimentally determined study, therefore, is to establish a
motions and a linear strip theory basis of understanding of phenomena
predictioh are presented. A time associated with the operation of ships
domain numerical simulation program in severe seas and to relate these ship
for motions and capsizing has been behavior phenomena to the geometrical1
used to investigati motions in a aid operational characteristics of the
variety of wave group configurations. ship.
The results show good agreement with
observed capsitirn phenomena and have Model experiments conducted under
revealed a number of important conditions which are as realistic as
characteristics associated with large possible in simulating a severe storm
geometry changes tn waves, sea environment offer the best means of

gaining this understanding. At the
I. INTRODUCTION present time, there are no towing tanks

which have the capability of producing
Stability against capsizing in realistic short-crested seas of

heavy seas is one of the most funda- sufficient severity. Further, the
mental requirements considered by the infrequent nature of the capsizing event
naval architect when designing a ship. indicates that experimental runs of
At the same time it is one of the least considerable length will be required,
understood phenomena in the realm of especially in following seas where the
ship motion theory. By its very nature, frequency of w e encounter is low. The
stability is concerned with extreme testing of fret--running radio-controlled
motion both of ship and waves. There- models in an open water area in natural
"fore, the linearized methods of wave wind generated waves is an alternative !A
and ship motion analysis which have to tank testing that has been successfully
received so much attention in recent used for this purpose in the past.
years cannot be applied here with any
expectation of obtaining direc.tly As is the case of all experiments
useable results, but may be used only c"iducted in a natural environment,
for general guidance. Statistically, there is the difficulty of controlling
capsizing falls into the category of the conditions of the test. However,
events of rare occurence, aoain calling the two principal requirements
for special techniques in studying its enumerated above: steep short-crested
probability distributions, waves and virtually unlimited length

of run are available only in this way.
The basic purpose of studying

capsizing is to establish prediction The first experiments of this type
techniques which may be used by naval were conducted by a group working under
architects during the design process. the direction of Professor Kurt Wendel
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at the universiti.es of Hamburg and of a voyage and tens of thousands or
Hannover in Germany. Their work hundreds of thousands of wave encounters,
clearly pointed out the value of open rather than the short intervals which
water testing as a means of studying tho ship spends in extremely severe seas.
capsizing. Partly as a result of the Pe. formance characteristics which have
success of Wendel, a ship capsizing Leen successfully described by linear
study was initiated at the University procedures are ship motion, structural
of California under sponsorship of the loads, stresses tnd even occurrence of
U.S. Coast Guard starting in 1969. seemingly nonlinear large-amplitude
This research started with a program of phenomena such as the frequency of
mode' testing in the open waters of slamming and bow immersion. Pre-
San Francisco Bay. Experiments have requisite to a study of performance but
now been completed with two models, one not nart of it is survivabil:'.ty. In
"a conventional cargo ship and _he other, contrast to the average conditions with
"a fast twin screw container ship. As which performance estimates are concerned,
"a result of these experiments, a great survivability addresses itself to the
deal has been learned about the extreme sea and motion conditions
mechanical process of capsizing. This having a very low probability of
has enabled the development of a occurrence. Thus, by definition, in
mathematical model to be initiated studying capsizing of ships in extreme
and good progress i, being made in that seas, we aie concerned with tht- larmest,
direction. r~nally the probability of steepest waves which the ship may
capsizing is ý'ound to be closely encounter during her lifetime (sometimes
assocAidted wich the probability ot the at its very endl), and with motions of
ship encountering a single especially large amplitude, usually well beyond the
steep wave or qroup of several range of a linear ship motion analysis.
especially steep and regular s.aves in Neverless, it is useful to review some
the random sea enviroi.ment. This ',s of the features of linear motion theory
led to the necessity of studying th- in hopes that its results may provide
statistics of wave gruups as thpy *-ome guidance and insight into nertain
relate to the over all chara t j.istius phenocena of concern in a se! 6y of
of the seaway. This Lubjec, apears capsizing. Firth-ir insight and new
to h,'ve received relative1 .y little phenomena may also be revealed by
attention in the literatujr- )f physical certain nonlinear theor .tcal procedures
oceanography. It, theretore, frrms a which have been levelopad to augment
subject of study under the prese:it linear ship motion theory.
program in order to roux~d out our
treatment of the capsiziny problem. .2iat results of concern in a study

of c-'r3,ý ng may be obtained from
II. LINEAR AND QUASI-LINEAR 1iO-1N 'inear motion theory? The firm. which

COMPUTATIONS siggests itself is resonant rolling.
Although a linear an-lysis of roll does

As noted in the :ntroduction, not accurately describe the details of
modern ship motion research has been the motion at large amplitudes, some of
mostly concerned with sma I amplitude the properties of this mode of motion
motion which is amenable t a may be revealed. For example, there is
linearized dynamic-hydrodynamic analysis. substantial evidence that rolling
The practical implementation of such motion in beam seas in the absence of
procedures has been most successfully other effects -s not likely to result in
obtained in the strip-method of danger to the ship. The vessel may toll
computation as exemplified by the work to very large angles if the frequency "
of Salvesen, Tuck, and Filtinsen (1970). content of the sea is in the right
It is safe to say that the strip relationship to the natural frequency of
calculation now provides a workable the ship, but in order for her to be
design tool for predicting the average placed in danger of capsizing,additiol
seakeeping performance of a ptopoced factors must be present. These may
ship early in the design process. include strong wind heeling moments,

damage to the watertight envelope
Performance predictions, however, resulting in the flooding of a portion

are usually concerned with the average of the ship, and the entrapment of large
behavior of the ship over long periods quantities of water on deck by bulwarks.
of time encompassing, e.g., the length J
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Tests of the range of applicability variables. Most com~monly, these haveof the linear ship motion technique been damping forces assumed to vary as

have been made by Dalzell, and some of the square of velocity or more general
his results for the Mariner-type ship forces which, by reason of symmetry,
were reported in a discussion to a behave as odd functions and may therefore
paper by Ochi (1964). Pitch and heave be expressed by cubic terms in al velocities
motions were measured in regular waves and accelerations. In principle, these terms
of various steepness. For waves more represent higher order terms in a Taylor
than 1.75 times the model length these series expansion of the total force on
nmtions show a linear behavior with the ship, assumed to depend in some
wave height for values of wave height unknown way on the relevant motion
to length ratio up to 1/12. In the variables. Many of the terms can, in
"shorter waves, the pitch motion fact, be related to specific physical
appeared to drop somewhat below a effects, e.g., the above noted viscous
straight line relationship for the drag which varies in a ,nlinear manner
higher waves, i.e. the graph of pitch with velocity.
versus wave height was concave downward
in these waves. The results of including nonlinear

terms in the equations of motion are
Figure I shows some results obtained twofold: First, behavior which might be

at the Univ. of Calif. from experiments obtained by a conventional linear
and corresponding calculations of the analysis is modified somewhat without
relative rolling motion between the charging its basic nature. Second,
ship model and the wave surface. The new phenomena may be revealed which are
experiments and calculations were aot present in the linear results. We
carried to moderately large angles shall look at examples of each of these
and show reasonably good correlation. cases and attempt to relate them to the
The important characteristic of this capsizing problem.
motion is its tendency to level off in
increasingly hijher sea states. 5ince In studying the large amplitude
the relative rolling motion is more rolling motion of shilps in beam seas,
important than the absolute roll in the method of equivalent linearization
relation to such effects as water has been utilized by several investi-
entrapment on deck, this suggests that gators, e.g. Vassilopoulos (1971) and
the effects of increasingly severe sea St. Denis (1967). Equivalent lineari-
states tends to level off. zation is a method which is generally

suitable for describing a dynamic
These calculation:i were made system in which large deviations from

using a linear approximation to the linear behavior are not anticipated,
ship righting arm curve equal to (weak nonlinearity). A reasonable
displacement times the initial approximation to the exact behavior of
metacentric height. The quadratic roll the real system,therefore, is given by
damping was approximated by an squiva- an equivalent linear system having
lent linear dampirg coefficient, The linear coefficients appropriately
trend of this curve illustrates the selected. The principal shortcomeing
degree of agreement that mnay be to the method, in common with most
expected in comparing linear calcula- approximation methods, is that the limits
tions with experiments. The maximum of applicability or degree of approxi-
wave steepness, however, is not in the mation are difficult to estimate.extreme or survival range. I

In applying equivalent linerization,
It is also useful, at this point, ore selects coefficients of the equation

to look at some results of nonlinear of motion such that their effect on the
ship motion theory. Two topics of behavior of the system is equivalent in
ship dynamius have been studied using some way to the exact system. Consider
nonlinear equations of motion: the simple uncoupled single degree of
maneuvering in calm water, and rolling freedom roll motion described by
in beam seas. In both cases, the
procedure has been to include terms in I ( ) (1I-1)
the equations of motion representing X
forces which depend in a nonlinear where D and R are the damping and
manner upon some of the unknown motion restoring moments respectively. Let us
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further restrict the problem by
assuming sinusoidal excitation and a / a7" OCq
damping moment which varies quadrati- (11-6)

cally with roll velocity Thus it is seen that the evaluation of
(11-5) leads to an equivalent linear

D(o)=C q*j•. (11-2) force coefficient for random motion
which, as in the case of sinusoidal

The equivalent linear damping coeffi- motion, is a function of the motion
cient, C , for this case has been amplitude itself, in this case, the

derived iy Blagoveshchensky and is RMS value of the motion.

8 Cj (11-3) Anplying the same reasoning to a
nonlinear restoring moment, let usL 3no-q represent the righting moment curve by a

where *a is the amplitude, and w the fifth-order, odd polynomial in the roll

frequency of the rolling motion. This angle *,
expression is obtained by requiring
that the linear damping results in the R(f)OC O+C q+C *s. (II-7)
same dissipation of energy per cycleof motion as the quadratic resisting

moment. De3igneting the equivalent linear
restorii.g moment by an error t-rm plus

In the case of random seas, the CE#, and again assuming the rýtl motion
concept of energy iniez~iuige "per to be a zero mean Gaussian proess
cycle" is not meaningful since the
motion is no longer periodic. Rather, having an RMS amplitude given by u•,
one must deal with time averages, but minimization of the error term, equation
the concept of equivalent energy inter- (11-5) leads to
change still applies. Both St. Denis
and Vassilopoulos estimated equivalent (11-a)
linear coefficients for roll motion in CE-C +3C a2 +15C U
random beam seas by the tollowing 1
procedure. Assume that the actual force By introducing equivalent linear forces
(moment) which is a function of motion and momentb for the "exact" nonlinear
variable X., is given by F.(X.) This an oetfrth"xc"nnler

n i ) Tterms, we see that we have obtained a
is to be approximated by an equivalent linear system in which these forces
force consisting of a linear term in depend on the mean amplitude of the
the appropriate motion variable plus motion. The solution, for a given
an error term, E amplitude of the excitation, must there-

fore be obtained by iteration. That is,
F (X.)-C.X.#E. (11-4) one begins with an estimate of co, and

computes the moment coefficients by
We shall require that C. be selected (11-6) and (11-8). These are thensuch that the time averige of the mean inserted into the roll equation of

ý4 square of the error term, E,will be a motion. The solution for roll amplitude[1 minimum. is then obtained and its RMS value
compared with the assumed a. Convergence

la! 0 (11-5) is usually quite rapid.

Now consider the nature of the
r adcoefficients appearing in (11-8) for aFor the case of quadratic damping typical ship. Referring to Figure 2 itthis leads to the following expression C1 will normally be

is noted tt
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positive and is, in fact, the product of Let us now assume that the ship is
the metacentric height and displacement, proceeding in regular head or following
C w411 be positive corresponding to the seas so that, by symmetry, the rolls excitation., K (t) is zero. In this
concave upward nature of the initial
part of the curve, and C is negative case, the heave motion is sinusoidal5 and is *given by y coo wt. Equation
corresponding to the reversal of the a
curvature beyond approximately 30'. (11-10) then becomes
Thus, it is seen that if the RMS roll is
in the medium range, the equivalent I X+1'L+ I+K # YooO at)WO (-
linear coefficient will be greater than
the small angle linear value (stiff For the time being, ignore the damping,
restoring spring) and the ship will C The resulting equation is known as
1.1.e maximum roll response to wave
component frequencies higner than the Mathieu's equation arid has solutions
small angle natural frequency. For expressible in the form of special
large average roll amplitude however, functions. It should be noted that this
C predominates resulting in a soft is a linear differential equation in 4.

The unique feature of the equation is
equivalent effective spring constant, the presence of a time-dependent
and the maximum response is to coefficient of the roll motion variable
frequencies lower than the small angle cr
natural frequency.

The solutions to Mathieu's equation

This, qualitatively, describes nave Z property oi considerable
a situation in which the consideration importance in ship rolling problems in
of certain nonlinear forces in the that for certain values of the freq'.ncy,
equations of motion has the effect of a, the solution is unstable. Physically,
imdlifyi.ny thc LesulLs thaL fidh. havu this implies that if the roll motion
been obtained by a linear analysis, but iescribed by (II-11) is taking place in
without introducing any radical changes an unstable region, the amplitude will
in the behavior. grow until limited by a physical

constraint not included in this
Let us now consider another kind equation. The unstable frequency may

of nonlinear term which may be included be found as follows.
in the roll equation of motion. Recall
that the higher order damping and Introducing the change of variable
restoring terms in (11-2) and (11-7) may t-at, equation (11-1l) (with CL
be considered as higher order derivatives
in a Taylor Series expansion of the neglected) may be rewritten
perturbation force about a mean state of
motion of the ship. In such an d2 +(6+CooOT)4.O (11-12)
expansion, there will be higher orderd T!
mixed derivatives as well, exemplified where
by a roll restoring moment term of the C 2

following form 6 I,/_w (wqn

This may be thought of as expressing the c
change in the linear restoring moment

Scoefficier , C , with changes in the aV -C7T - natural frequency in roll.
heave positionlof the ship designated by
y. The method of calculating K 4 , as

well as details of the analysis whose
results are given here, are found in a Figure 3 is a graph of e versus 6 for
pe-per by Paulling and Rosenberg (1959). the Mathieu equation in which regions
Including just this nonlinear term, the corresponding to stable solutions have
roll equation of motion (II-.) becomes been shaded. It is seen that for small

r ol on of values of E, corresponding to small
.IXCL++X,+K *e(t)" (11-10) heave motion, y,0 we have unstable
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solutions of Mathieu's equation and transient behavior in the region of
therefore, unstable rolling motion instability was quite sluggish and that
occurring for a large number of oscillations would be

experienced before the amplitude of roll,
6-1/4, 4/4, 9/4,... -(n/2) 2,n-1,2,3... starting from . small arbitrary distur-

bance, would grow to appreciable magni-
Since 6 is the square of the ratio of tude. This conclusion is not in accord
the natural frequency to exciting with obsexvations of the model behavior
frequency, this means that unstable roll during some of the experiments which
occurs when this frequency ratio takes form the subject of later parts of the
on half-integer valuen. The lowest and present paper and we shall return to
widest unstable region occurs at an this point.
exciting frequency of one-half the
natural frequency. Thus unstable roll The above discussions has described
will be excited if the ship encounters the phenomenon of parametrically induced
head or following seas with a frequency unstable roll motion. The excitation
of encounter equal to one-half the consists of the periodic variations in
natural frequency of roll. For usual static transvarse stability which result
ship-wave proportions of interest, this from the variation in geometry of the
cccuzs only in following seas. Note immersed hull during periodic heave
also that the instability may occur at oscillation of the ship. When the ship
an encounter frequency equal to the moves through head or following seas,
natural frequency of roll, 3/2 times the immersed geometry variations result
the natural frequency and so on. The from the changing water profile along
width of the unstable region for these the ship or wave surface, as well as
higher frequencies is less however than from the ship motion. The relationship
that at the lowest frequency with the between transverse stability and the
practical result that for unstable wave proportions in following seas has
motion to be excited at the higher been investigated by Paulling (1961).
frequency, the amplitude of the variable It is shown that significant variations
term, E, and t•ierefore y., must be in the righting arm curve are caused by
greater. For practical purposes. only the chazyes in the immersed geometry
the two loier frequencies have any as the ship is overtaken by successive
significance. crests and troughs in following or head

* seas. In general, for waves of length
The existence of this para- nearly equal to the ship length, the

metricalsy induced unstable motion has ordinates of the righting arm curve are
been investigated theoretically and increased if a wave trough is near
experimentally by Grim (1952), Kerwin amidships and decreased when a crest is
(1955), and Paulling and Rosenberg (1959). near amidships. The effect is more
The former two utilized a ship model pronounced in steep waves and for ships
equipped with a pair of weights which of low freeboard. Typical curves of
rotated at constant angular velocity in righting ar:s for these two conditions,the vertical E-lane. In this way, the creat amidships, ana trough aiaidshi~s• o"

vertical position of the center of gravity, are shomn in Figure 2.
thus the metacentric height was forced
to vary sinusoidally. The latter If the ship is moving through a
performed a constrained model experimeat following sea, it is, therefore,
in which the ship model was mechanicalil apparent that the ship will experience I
forced to oscillate vertically ill periodic variations in its transverse

N heave but with mechanical attachment to stability, and these variations will
the oscillating mechanism which allowed affect the roll motion of the ship.
freedom in roll. Thus the condition of Althouch the preceeding discussion was

Ssinusoidal heave was induced artificially concerned with regular waves, a somewhat
in calm wr.ter. In both types of similar phenomenon but perhaps of a
experiments, an unstable rolling motion transient nature might be expected if
was found to be set up at fLequencies the ship encounters a wave group having
predicted by the Mathieu instability sufficient regularit7 and steepness.
chart. Grim showed that the motio;: Such behavior has, in fact, been
would ultimately reach a steady state observed during some experiments to be
value determined by nonlinear damping, described in the next section and the
Ketwin, in addition to his experiments, nature of this observed motion suggests
carried out a numerical integration of
the equation of roll motion. He con.-
cluded from this solution that the
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that the wave induced stability changes Tidal currents are generally under one
and resulting parametrically induced knot and the test area is out i~d of the
"roll play an important role in extreme regular connercial traffic lanes.
motions and capsizing.

During the summer months, the
The examples just described overall wind pattern is axtremely

illustrate the point that contemporary stable and repeats itself day after day.
linear and nonlinear ship motion theory The hot air rising in the central valley
can reveal many features of ship draws the cooler ocean air through the
behavior of interest to a study of Golden Gate. The test site is located
capsizing, but it falls short of down wind and slightly off to one side.
describing all aspects of the problem. The fetch is between three and six
This suggests that experiments, con- nautical miles in the form of a diver-
ducted in conditions which are as ging funnel, two miles wide at the Gate
realistic as possible, offer the best &nd over four just before the test area.
possibility for an initial study of The overall geometry of the area is
capsizing. -he primary objective will shown in Figure 4. On a typical test
be to gain insight and ouderstanding of day, the winds would be light in the
the basic phenomena, A second purpose early morning and build gradually to
will be to gather some data upon which about fifteen knots, depending on
to base conclusions and to be used as location, by mid afternoon. The waves
calibration for a possible later are a typical "wind sea". Ocean swell
theoretical study. is rarely noticeable in the Bay and i"

of no consequence in the test area.
As noted in the Introduction,

experiments utilizing radio-controlled The waves were measured using an
free running ship models have been array nf step type wave gages. Three
conducted several times in the past to of the gages were mounted on arms
study aspects of ship behavior and !xtending from a wave buoy and the

control for which adequate theory is fourth gage was located at the center.
lacking or for which conventional towiný; The wave boy is of the tension leg

tanks are inadequate. In order to variety, each interconnected columi

conduct free running experiments, one being held down with its own anchor lire.

requires, in addition to a suitable The buoy is very stable and has virtually

test site, certain hardware items. no motion in heave and probably less
than ten degrees in yaw in extreme

These include the test model conditions. Since the support vessel
itself, complete with radio controls, supplied electrical power and carried

scaled autopilot steering systems, self- the tape recorder, it was necessary to

contained propulsion and monitoring anchor and connect with the buoy via a
instrumentation to record tie pertinent long electrical cable on the bottom.
motion variables, apparatus for record- The wave measurements were monitoxed
ing the wave conditions in the test with a strip chart recorder and the
area. and some kind of floating platform observed wind and sea conditions
from which to conduct the experiment. recorded. The analog records were :

Such experiments performed in San later digitized at 0.2 second intervals.
Francisco Bay during the past three The spectral analysis was conducted
years are described in the following using a fast Pourier analysis technique
section. with 2048 points and a 0.4 second time

interval. Smoothing was done by block

III. THE EXPERIMENTS averaging over eight or sixteen frequen-
_ _ __ cies.
Test Site and Sea Spectra Measurements
a nd A.nalysis The waves were recorded for fifteen

San Francisco Bay oci£rs a unique minutes approximately every hour and
combination of wind, sea, and topov- one ha!f or when there was a significant
raphy that makes it well suited for change in conditions. Figure 5 shows the
model experiments that could not be four spectra measured on 17 SEP 1973.

conducted in a laboratory. The test The grow'h of the spectrum appears to
area is a region of gradually shoalling follow the general description of a
water with an average depth of from fetch limited sea as reported by JONSWAP,
eight to twelve feet and a mud bottom. the Joint North Sea Wave Project
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[Hasselmann, et al (1973)]. A para- computed using the observed peak
meterized one-dimensional spectrum was frequency f and amplitude O BSi)
used to fit that data. The spectrum m

was given as the product of a Piersnn- and appears to agree reasonably well.
Moskowitz (1964) type spectrum with It may be possible to use such models
parameters a and f. as aids in interpolating for spectra

at times other than those measured.

S PM On one occasion, ten wave recordings

(l1-1) were made during a four hour period in

and a "peak enhancement" factor: order to investigate wave stationarity.
Consecutive records yield similar

y exp [_(f - f )a/2o2 f1 2] (111-2) spectra with amplitude and directional
m -m ' properties that correlate very well with

the observed values. Furthermore, the
wh e for f ý 1 changes appeared to be smooth functions

w e for f > zfispectral peak changes in the observed wind and wave

characteristics, it is therefore
probably reasonable to interpolate

fm =.frequency of the peak between consecutive measurements for an
estimate of intermediate sea conditions.

Y= sOBS (f)/SPM (f 5) At a scale ratio of X=30, the two

largest spectra of Figure 7 correspond
Typical values of the constants can be to Pierson-Moskowitz spectra with RMS
estimated from the non-dimensional fetch wave heights of 16 ft and 22.25 ft

respectively (based on the peak spectral
Xglu /ordinate). The miss-match in frequency

is of little concern since the actual
where x is fetch and U1 0 is the wind experimental spectra are to be used in

analyzing the results.
velocity at ten meters, using

fm =• 3.5 u o3 =0.076 x- 0.2All of the spectra peaked at
30 (10122) f = 0.38 Hz or above with one exception

10 (111-3) which peaks at approximately 0.32 Hs.

The large spectrum on that day is the

the (JONSWAP) estimates of y, oa, and only one with any energy at f - 0.3 Hx,
swhich corresponds to a deep water wave-

-7showed much scatter but were assumed legho5.9ft. vnathiblength of 56.9 feet. Even at this
to be approximately 3.3, 0.07, and 0.05, frequency there is only a nine percent
respectively. The fetch derived from decrease in the wavelength due to shallow
Equation (III-3), given the spectral water. Since this is still 3.1 times
peak f~l and the measured wind velocity longer than the models being tested,

u U /1.11, ranged from approximately the effect of the shallow water is not
5 0 considered to be significant.

one nautical miles at low wind speeds
to about seven nautical miles at the Some spectra exhibited a small
higher wind speeds. The scatter in the spike below f = 0.03 Hz peaking at
present data is due in part to in- zero frequency. These correlate well
accuracies in wind speed measurements with rapid changes in the tide at the
since these were not taken over the full time of recording.
fifteen minute wave recording period.
However, the derived fetch appears to The major reasin for experimenting
corre'ate with the direction of the in the open water of San Francisco Bay
current in the generating area The was the desire to investigate ship
peak ratio y, unlike JONSWAP, varied capsizing in more or less "reasonable
smoothly from approximately 3.3 for low extreme" sea conditions. This of
spectra to 0.98 for the highest. The course implies the possibility that the
fit of the parareterized model with the sea spectrum could be multi-directional.
experimental spectrum is also shown in A measure of the directionality was
Figure 5. The parameterized model was considered vital for the interpretation
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of the resulting motions so a number of buoy. The peak direction and relative
analysis techniques were evaluated. narrowness agree very well with obser-
The first method involved computing the vation. The narrowest peak corresponds
first few terms of a Fourier series to a cosine spreading function raised
expansion of the directional spreading to the 6.8 power. Resolution appears
function at each frequen~cy [Oakley to be acceptable for wave lengths up
(1973)]. This method has not proven to to an order of magnitude longer than
ba well suited to the analysis of a the average distance between gage pairs.
small number of gages. Spurious peaks Resolution is not unlimited, however,
and negative spectral estimates are with four gages. The filter is only
frequent problems. The peak direction able to resolve a pair of sine waves
can be accurately computed but not the unambiguously if they are separated by
amount of spreading. Knowing the peak at least 15 or more degrees in azimuth.

direction, 6 a cos n (a - 6 ) spreading Since the spectral estimate is given
0 by the inverse of a trigonometric series,

function could be assumed. The current there is a tendency to spread energy
literature on the subject of directional into all directions. The amount of
spreading advocates a cosine squared spreading increases with a decrease in
spreading function within the generating frequency or the number of gages.
area. A narrower spreading re).,tion is Spreading also increases with the
more appropriate the farther onxi, moves amplitude of the peak of the distri-
from the region of wave generation. bution with such a small array. Care
The test area appears to be within the must therefore be taken in applying the
wind wave generating region so a results. Small amounts of spurious
moderately broad spreading function energy, relative to the peak, going in
should be applicable. However, this the wrong direction may show up in the
does not appear to be the case from prediction of ship accelerations, for
observations. The waves appear to be example.
quite unidirectional and relatively
narrow band in character. Another Improved resolution is possible
analysis technique -investigated was Lhe using9 a linear programming approach
maxi.mum likelihood filter developed by [Oakley (1973)]. This technique
Capon (1969). This procedure requires attempts to minimize the largest
only the inverse of the cross-spectral deviation between the measured cross

matrix and is therefore rather simple spectrum and a parameterized estimate. 1
to use. The frequency-wavemaker The method is capable of ach-2~vinga
spectrum estimate is given by very high degree of resolution, even

K for a limited number of gages, by
S(k,f)= F, t.(f)exp(-ik.X.~V looking only at those directions

j,1= I containing energy. If pushed too far,
however, the directional distribution

where estimate begins to resemble a distri-
bution of spikes even if the actual
distribution is smooth. Some care in

Nil (P] =the inverse of the cross interpreting the results is therefore in
spectral matrix with order. If the spectrum is known to be
elements corresponding to "smooth", a smoother parameterization
the gage pair j-1 than the tent functions used in Oakley

(1973) should be considered. The
k = wave number (directional) linlear prbgramming technique was used

= ditanc beteen age air to check the results using Capon's
K itac etengaepi analysis. The results support the

j-1 in an array of K gages. previous observation that the direc-
tional distributions tend to be very

This method offers significantly narrow, especially for the higher
improved resolution over the Fourier seastates and lower frequencies.
series method arnd yields positive
definit. spectral estimates. Cross
p lots of the directional spectrum
S(6,f) sequence number (~3) , at selected
frequencies a - shown in Figure 6. The
directions .ahrvn are relative to the
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Model Experiments
The experiments were conducted The autopilot system was designed to

using two models of the same length. simulate a typical full scale system
The first was a medium speed, full form with a dead zone circuit. The error
hull (X-= 30 American Challenger Class) signal is the sum of the scaled yaw
of wood construction (Haddara, et al, and yaw rate signals.
1971). The second model repres tedj a
high speed, narrower hull form (X-55, The righting arm curves for the
Sealand-? Container Class). (Chou, et model in calm water and in waves are
al 1973). The latter was most fully given in Figure (2a,b).
instrumented and will be described
below, but comparisons will be made on After recording the waves, the
the basis of a X =30 scale ratio, wave buoy cable was disconnected and

left with the anchored dingy. The
The second model is a fiberglass model was then launched such that the

reinforced epoxy sandwich construction wave buoy would be passed close aboard
with a balsa core. Large hatches with at approximately half way through the
0-ring seals were provided for easy run. The compass heading of the model
access and proved to be completely was recorded but the heading charac-
watertight. Table I lists the terizations, i.e., following,quartering,
particulars of the model. The model is or beam, were selected strictly by eye.
self-propelled, using a 24 volt DC PM Duri:ng the course of the run the model
field motor, and radio controlled. The would occasionally deviate from the
rechargeable battery circuitry is desired heading due to initial heading
divided to provide power to the instru- errors during uncaging, drift of the
ments and propulsion separately. Four yaw gyro (small), or a change in the
batteries are also used as moving observed principal direction of the

TABLE I-

CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 1973 SL-7 MODEL I
CONDITION LIGHT HEAVY

Length Overall 17.12 ft
Length Between Perpendiculars 16.36 ft
Beam 23.125 in.
Depth 13.375 in.
Draft 7.000 in. 8.49 in. 4
Displacement 630 lb 814 lb i

Block Coeff. .535 .570
Midship Section Coeff. .940 .950
Water Plane Coeff. .669 .719
S9.827 in. 9.796 in.
6ZR(Six Steps) 0.113 in. 0.091 in.

SPosition 2 0.102 in. (.44%B) 0.090 m. ( .39%B) I
C Position 4 0.328 in. (1. 0.272 in. (1.18%B)
U- Position 6 0.554 in. ( 0.453 in. (1.97%B)
Speed Setting 1 4.65 fps (0.iopFn) 4.53 fps (.l8lFn)
Speed Setting 2 6.00 fps (0.240Fn) 6.10 fps (.244Fn)

Speed Setting 3 7.45 fps (0.298Fn) 7.58 fps (.303Fn)

ballast for GM changes, seas. Course corrections were radioed
to the model in the form of two degree

A tape recorder is available to steps in the yaw gyro heading angle.
record seven channels of data selected If the model was able to maintain
from the following: course, the realtive heading was held

substantially constant. Since the sea *
a.) pitch, roll, yaw, and yaw rate conditions were often extreme, the model

angles (gyros) would occasionally experience a broach
or a series of large yaw forces and be

Sb.) heave, sway & surge accelerations thrown off course into a large quarter-
(located as near to the CG as ing or even beam sea heading. At high
possible) speeds there was sufficient directional

control for the rudder (generally hard
c.) motor RPM, relative water speed, over) to bring the model slowly back on

and rudder angle. course as soon as large groupcorea ona the lregopof

waves had passed. At the lowest Froude
number and largest seas, the model on a
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number of occasions was unable to re- program using both the calm water speeds
cover for long periods and wallowed and the lower speeds ieported by the
in beam seas until a long lull arrived, speedometer. Due to the nature of the
The spectral analysis of these runs folding of the motion spectra for con-
generally show very lar-ge values at low version to the encounter domai., the
frequencies in the yaw and rudder frequency distribution is quiL. sensitive
angles. to speed changs. Good frequency agreement

was found for speeds close to the speedo-
If capsize occurred before the end meter readings, rather than the calm

of a fifteen minute run, the model was water values. This would suggest that
recovered, the yaw gyro re-caged, and the velocity did indeed decrease and
the procedure repeated until there was that in the main surging was not too
a noticeable change in sea conditions significant. This agrees with the
or approximately one hour had elapsed observations made in the Bay. An esti-
since the last wave measurements. mate of surging is possible by using the
Launching and recovery in high seas surge accelerometer data taken on about
was a tricky operation requiring both a third of the runs. The RMS surge
skill and time. Two long runs or three motion and RMS surge velocity was
to four short runs were generally all obtained by integrating the acceleration
that could be done between wave spectrum. Typical motion amplitudes
measurements. Nevertheless, a substan- were less than 0.5 feet and speed
tial number of experiments were con- deviation less than eight percent about
ducted in a variety of sea conditions, the mean in the larger seastates.
speeds, GM's, and headings.

At the completion of the day's test- decrease is presumably due to the largeingpricthe one o oarsee
ing the onboard model tape recorder was rudder deflections required to keep the
removed and the analog signal inspected model on course in the following and
on a strip chart recorder. The data quartering seas. A plot of the RMS
were digitized each week and the results rudder deflections versus significant
preserved in both analog and digitel wave height, speed, and headings showed
form. a large amount of scatter. This points

to the need for some further experiments
Many runs were too short to make expressly to evaluate the speed decre-

either a statistical or spectral ment due to rudder motions.
analysis meaningful. Only runs over
seven minutes have been selected for Motor RPM was not recorded due to
statistical analysis, the majority being channel limitations. It was checked,
over ten minutes. Many of these involve however, and found to be sufficiently
rather violent motions, especially in constant.
roll, yaw, and rudder deflections.
These are necessary conditions for a The heave and sway accelerometerscapsize to be likely, but this makes (+1.0g) were adjusted to have gains of
a comparison with a linear theory approximately two-thirds of a g. Sub-
analysis rather difficult, sequent analysis suggests inadequate

resolution may be a problem in the low
SThe mean relative speed between the seastates where the accelerations are

model and water was measured on numerous only a small percentage of full scale
runs using a paddle wheel type speedo- readings. The surge accelerometer
meter. Figure 7 is a plot of the (+0. 5 g) had a higher gain factor and is
mean speed versus significant wave believed to have worked well.
height (interpolated to the time of the
run) for the various headings. The Pitch and roll angle measurements
measured speed is seen to decrease with appear to be accurate. Since full scale
increasing significant wave height, even yaw range needs to be large, it should
in following seas. If there were signi- be remembered that very small yaw motions
ficant surge motions, the speedometer are only a small percentage of the
would be expected to read a lower value calibration figure.
due to the decrease relative velocity
between the model and water velocity on Observations
the face of the wave. Computations All capsizes observed in the course
were made with a linear ship motions of our experiments occurred in following
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or quartering seas, and these, as wus to encounter one or more very steep and
pointed out in an earlier section, are high waves and, with little or no pre-
the headings of ship relative to waves liminary rolling motion, simply loses
in which the stability is most strongly all stability when a crest moves into
affected by the waves. By observing the amidships position and "flops"

Sthe capsizes and the motion picture over. The essential prerequisite for
records of them, it became clear thatthe this to occur is a model speed nearly
attenuation of stability by the waves equal to the wave phase velocity so that
played a very important role in nearly the model remains almost statiOnary
all capsizes. Further, it was possible relative to the crest for a sufficient
to distinguish three distinct modes of length of time to capsize. The
capsizing which may be described as necessary wave would be of about the
follows, same length as the model and the height

would be sufficient to irmmerse the deck
Mode i: Low Cycle Resonance. This in the crest with the model upright.

refers to an oscillatory rolling mction This, of course, implies a high model
which builds up rapidly, i.e., in two speed since a Froude number of 0.4 is
to five cycles, to a very large amplitude, required for the model speed to be
culminating in a capsize. exactly equal to wave speed in waves of

length equal to model length. From
The phenomenon appears to occur in motion picture records of several cap-

approximately the following sequence. sizes of this nature, it appeared that
The model, while operating in following a model speed lying between the group
or quartering seas, encounters a group velocity (one-half the phase velocity)
of especially steep and regular waves, and the phase velocity could result in
When the crest of a wave is about amid- this mode of capsize.
ships, the stability of the model is
greatly reduced and it takes a large Mode 3: Broaching. This is the most
roll. This wave moves on past the dynamic mode, in appearance, and has
model and a trough comes into the amid- received the most attention in the pre-
ships position while the model is heeled vious literature. In this mode of cap-
over,resulting in sharply increased size, the model is struck from astern
stability. This causes the model to by three or four steep breaking seas
"snap" back upright, acquiring a high in succession, As each wave strikes
roll angular velocity by the time it it, the model is forced to yaw off
reaches the upright position. Another course to such an extent that the
wave crest, meanwhile, is moving into steering system is unable to correct
the amidships position, resulting in the heading in the time interval between
diminished stability once again as the waves. The breaking seas striking the
ship starts rolling past upright and to model and the dynamic
the other side. The ship then rolls heeling moment resulting from the turn
far over to the side against a dimin-- combine to cause capsizing, again with
ished restoring moment. If now another the crest of a wave amidships. The
trough moves into the amidships posi- essential features of broaching are
tion with the correct timing, the roll the breaking waves striking the model
will be stopped and the model snaps in series, and the large heading
upright again. This process continues deviation and associated angular velo-
until either the model capsizes or it city.
moves out of the wave group and the
motion dies down. This mode of capsize On several occasions, broaching
is seen to be related to the Mathieu was observed to occur without cap-
motion instability. It results directly sizing but with such total loss of
from the periodic stability variations directional control that the model
experienced by the ship moving through swung through ninety degrees from a
waves and in its most pronounced form following sea course to beam seas.
takes place at one-half the encounter This was observed to occur most fre-
frequency, thus at the first Mathieu quently in the light displacement
unstable frequency. condition where the rudder was less

deeply immersed and therefore less

Mode 2: Pure Loss Of Stability, effective. on several occasions, at

This usually occurs in a following sea low speed, the model was totally unable

at high speed. The model is observed to regain its original course, but
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remained in the beam sea condition even most serious concentration of energy.
with the rudder hard over. The situation could be serious if this

frequency is near the natural frequency
Wave Encounter Phenomena of rolling or in the neighborhood of the

A number of striking phenomena are frequency for low cycle resonance. It
observed in the wave pattern encountered has often been stated that the seaway
by a vessel moving in following seas. appears to be a confused collection of
None of these observations are new, yet waves with random phasing and the only
some discussion of waves in the encounter thing regular about the sea is its
domain is in order in light of the cap- irregularity. Intuition would therefore
size modes discussed above, suggest that extended excitation at a

single frequency or a very narrow fre-
The most dramatic event in the quency band is unlikely, especially

encounter domain occurs at zero fre- when the spectrum tends to be rather
quency. A vessel moving at or near the broad band. It is apparent, however,
velocity of a wave crest may experience that in following seas the picture is
a significant non-oscillating force radically altered.
and a critical loss of stability.
Capsizing due to broaching or to a pure Excitation by a series of large
loss of stability can result. The zero waves at or near a single frequency
occurs at an absolute wave frequency of appears to be a requirement for capsizing
g1/(UcooX) where U cos X is the ship due to low cycle resonance. These con- :1
velocity in the direction of wave travel. ditions may be a far more common event
A singularity appears at this frequency than might first be assiumed. For pur-
in the prediction of the unrestored poses of discussion, it will be conven-
motions using linear theory. Normally ient to consider a wave group or packet
few displacement vessels move at such formed by the superposition of two regular
large Froude numbers. Exceptions might wave components:
be forthcoming as the speed of contain-
erships increascs and fast vessels are n(x~t) = f {cos (k x - w t)
driven at their limit. Small craft,
such as fishing boats and tugs, can + o (k x - " t)}.
experience problems when they operate 2 2
in shallow water. The phase speed of
wave travel can be reduced to sufficient- The number of waves in a group at any
ly small values that such craft have no instant of time is given by
difficulty in running with a crest amid-
ships. For example, a modern tuna N[t=o] = k I-+.k
seiner 144 feet on the waterline with a 2(k - k
design speed of approximately 15 knots 1 2

travels at the phase speed of a 125-foot
wave. In thirty feet of water a deep and is the number that would be observed 1 -[ water wave of 160 feet will have a from a photograph or film. This is not

V length of approximately 140 feet, it the same group size obtained from a
will be steeper, and will run at this record made at a fixed point, however. A wave probe
same ship speed. located at x-O would observe

The folding of the wave spectrum
in the encounter domain is also familiar.
Figure 8 shows a typical experimental
wave spectrum in the absolute and in the 1 2
frequency of encounter domain for 4-wo N[x=O] f( - )1
speeds. The collapse of virtually all 2( z
of the energy to a narrow band of rather
low frequencies should be noted and is waves in each group. Figure 10a is a
potentially significant for purposes of plot of the sum of two waves of fre-
mathematical simulation. The frequency quency 0.433 and 0.601 rad/sec. The
collapse with respect to wave length is number of waves in each group therefore
dramatically shown in Figure 9 pre-
sented by Kastner (1973). It is evident rere ts ncrbe bya facl o of

1.9 over the number that would bethat, for a given ship speed U, aquartering situation may involve the observed at a fixed instant. This j
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discrepency is often overlooked when IV. LINEAR ANALYSIS & EXPERIMENTAL
comparing wave records with motion COMPARISONS
records.

This chapter is an attempt to
A dramatic change occurs with for- investigate the applicability of linear

ward speed in following seas. The ship motions theory to the case of
number of waves encountered by a vessel extreme following seas. There are a
moving a speed U oo8 X is number of obvious reasons for pursuing

(k +k )tioooX- (• + )a linear analysis. No other three-
1 2 1 2 dimensional theory is so well developed.

N. Utoo,]- Stri- theory has yielded surprisingly
2{(k -k )Ucoax-(w -o W} good comparisons with measurements

1 2 1 2 despite a flagrant disregard of the

restrictions on the input wave freq-
Here the observed wave frequency is uency, wavelength, and amplitude.

Capsizing is a rare event and should
fe=((k +k )UcosX- (w +w2 )}/(47T) be viewed in a probablistic sense. A"•8 1 2 1 2 spectral description of the motions is

which is zero when far more amenable to long term extreme
motion prediction thin a time series

WI+W2 derived from a nonlinear model.
U08X =(k +k On the other hand, there are num-

1 2 erous reasons why we should not expect

As note -lier, this is often a very particularly good agreement. Strip
theory requires the input wavelength

high spL_, or more dangerous waves ofsuffcie Lenth nd apliude.Theto be of the order of the beam. The
sufficien tength and amplitude. Thesouins nglrfrteuetrd
ratio of nuitber of waves encountered solution is singular for the unrestored

at forwarL .-eed to the number observed e

at any one instant is therefore important variations in the righting
arm curve discussed above are not

(41 +W )I+w, included since only linearized hydro-
U ov-+y- ) statics are available.

Ii( +k)
1 2 Any rudder-autopilot system is

-• ) likely to be quite nonlinear and it is
t 2

U008X(k-k not clear that an equivalent lineari-
U (k I-k 2 zation will be sufficient. Obtaining

a good linearized estimate of the roll
Figure 10b shows the same set of waves damping (including the viscous con-
pictured ab've but viewed in the tribution) and a measure of the waves
encounter doma., where UcooX-22.7 fps. actually encountered are also compli-
There is a gain by a factor of 4.5 in cations. ¶1
the number of waves in each group over
an observation at fixed time and a These are all potential problems.
gain of 3.1 over an observation at a The cignificance of each one must be
fixed point. These facts are well evaluated under actual tests conditions.
known but need to be repeated to ne The aim here is to see if there is

. appreciated. If the ship moves at or sufficient agreement between theory and
near the group velocity it will experiment to warrant further refine-
encounter a very large number of waves ments in the linear prediction pro-
even when the observed wave group or ceedure.
packet appears to be rather small.
This also implies that the frequency of The linear prediction of motions
encounter could be very pure during was made using the Salveson, Tuck,
such a wave group. If the wave group Faltinsen theory (1970). The computer
contains one or more large waves, their program, developed at U.C. Berkeley,
repeated encounter in the moving domain uses a modified version of the Frank
could become a favorable situation for close-fit method for calculating Uie
low cycle zesonance or a combination of two dimensional hydrodynamic coeffi-
resonance and large stability loss. cients. The first and second
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"irregular frequencies" have been A large number of computations
removed. Coefficients at the desired have been performed using the direc-
encounter frequencies are then obtained tional spectra computed by Capon's
by interpolation from the coefficient maximum likelihood filter. The com-
table. The program will generate a parisons of computations for all six
Pierson-Moskowitz sea spectrum or degrees of freedom with the measured
accept either a pointor a directional values has shown a large amount of
spectrum as input. The point spectrum scatter. No one experiment has yielded
can be spread using a cosine to the perfect agreement in all modes. In
power r distribution if desired. An fact, the agreement has in general been

additional feature is the Froude- poor. Much of this is attributable to
Krylov computation of surge motion, the effects of deck wetness, broaching,
Surge is assumed to be a second order and imperfect knowledge of the wave
quantity in most linear, head sea ship system actually encountered by the
motion predictions. This is not the model. Nevertheless, the linear com-
case, however, for long waves in putations often show the correct trends
following and quartering seas where and frequency bands. It is not obvious
the surge exciting force can be that the linear analysis should be
significant. rejected as a starting point for the

Nr e u i st hestimation of ship capsizing potentialSNo rudder-autopilot system has in extreme following and quartering ,
been included in the following calcula- seas. In order to indicate the degree
tions. The linear predictions for yaw of agreement, a few experimental runs
have in general been low. The lack of will be discussed in some detail,
a rudder is probably not too sexious
since the rudder-auto-pilot combination 'To days were devoted to head sea
acts as a course stabilizing device, experiments as a supplement to the 1973

test season with the model in the heavy
Viscous effects become apparent in condition. The righting arm curve is

roll in the neighborhood of reasonanci' given in Figure 2b. One of these
To account for this, e constant pro- suffered from very erratic wind, current,
portional to the significant roll and sea conditions. The moLions were
amplitude is added to the roll damping extremely violent. The model experienced
coefficient. The total roll damping large amounts of slamming and green
was computed from the results of roll water on deck due to the relatively
decay experiments conducted in calm high speeds. Surprisingly, the linear
water at both zero and forward speeds. motion estimates tended to underpredict
"The linear damning term showed a marked pitch RMS in most cases by about 20%.
increase with forward speed, approxi- Heave acceleration was not measured.
mately a factor of three over the Yaw, roll, and rudder experimental
zero sp-au estimate. The changes spectra had large values at low fre-
between the three Froude numbers, how- quencies. This low frequency energy
ever, wezenot gr'at and were not as results from the nonperiodic motion
Aignificant as the chanoes with GM. induced by large slamming or bow sub-
The additional constant term was taken mersion and the short term motions
as the difference between the total excited while the model is at reduced
damping and the computed wave or speed.
mechanical damping near resonance.

The secoad set of sea conditions
Virtually all of the experiments were not quite as extreme, however I

were conductedý in rather large follow- some slamming and deck wetness was
ing and quartering seas. For com- experienced. Unlike the following sea
pleteness a few tests were also made tests, the wave spectra were recorded
in head and beam waves. Comparisons during the model runs. A wave
with the linear computations in many directional distribution is shown in
cases are probably not valid or parti- Figure 11. It appears to ba quite
cularly fair. Large waves and motions broad, a characteristic of the com-

7 present a totally new geometry with paratively low amplitude waves. The
substantially altered stability significant wave height for this run
characteristics, both in the horizontal was only 0-61 feet. The predicted and
and vertical planes. experimental pitch RMS agreed well for

some runs and was low in others. The
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experimental motion spectra and the The motion spectra for a following
linear estimate, using the directional distribution ssa run at Froude number 0.244 and GM
shown in Figure 11, for one of the head sea tests are number 6 is shown in Figure 1.4. The

shown in Figure 12. Pitch shows good frequency wind shifted suddenly to the North prior

agreement but is somewhat low. Heave and sway to this run and only the spectrum

acceleration were also very good considering their measured immediately afterwards is

very low amplitude. only roll is poor. This may have distribution is shown in Figure 13 and

been caused by an increase in the effective righting is seen to be much narrower than the
arm in large waves at high frequencies of encountered. previous distribution. Roll, pitch, and
Most head sea runs showed good agreement in heave surge show reasonable agreement. Yaw

acceleration; reasonable surge and yaw zomparlsons, and way, not shown, agree nicely in
and somewhat erratic sway acceleration spectra. frequency content but not magnitude.
ayThe experimental spectral peak in yaw is

a factor of five over the predicted
value while the sway prediction is twice

Few head sea tests were conducted the experimental. The calculated heave
and a large number of uncertainties are acceleration spectrum differs willy from
involved in such complicated experi- the measured, however. This is sur-
mental and theoretical comparisons. prising since good agreement was obtained
Never-the-less, the above analysis for head seas. Part of the explaination
suggests that the overall experimental may be due to the relatively low amp-
and analytical procedures are sub- litude, resulting in experimental error.
stantially correct and might reasonably A more plausibhe explaination involves
be extended to following seas. the input directional spectrum. A signif-

cant amount of broadening of the direc-
As noted earlier, only a few of tional spectrum occurs using the maximum

the model runF. performed are likely to likelihood filter coupled with its
provide even a reasonable agreement approximation for input to the linear
with theory. In order to make a com- motions program. Thu head sea conponentS
parison of motion spectra valid, the were usually down by at least an order of
model should be expected to run with magnitude from the peak of the directional
only a small deviation from the mean distribution, yet there still appears to
speed and direction since the linear be enough ý_nergy to result in large
analysis assumes them constant. The heave accelerations. Truncating the
runs long enough for meaningful spectral input spectrum to a quadrant about the
analysis occasionally involved severe peak direction removes this large
rolling and varying degrees of broach- computed acceleration peak only if the
ing. It is also possible that some of ship sees nothing forward of the beam.
these long runs encountered somewhat As shown below, relatively better heave
different spectra than those observed acceleration agreement was obtained by
at the wave buoy before and after the using such a truncated spectrum. The
run. The analysis of many runs show other modes of motion showed only slight
rather erratic agreement with theory. changes and do not appear to be so
For purposes of discussion, a few sensitive to head and beam sea components.
examples having reasonable correlations
in pitch have been selected for Figure 16 shows the type of
presentation. agreement obtained using an input

spectrum truncated to a 120° sector
All model runs were bracketed by about the peak. The point spectra for H

Swave spectral measurements. Inter- this day are given in Figure 15. The
* .polation between wave spectra for the directional distributions were quite

time of the model run should be possible narrow and correspond to cosine spread-
for many of these experiments. However, ing to the power 19,, 10 , and 30 for
little is known about the changes in sequences 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
spectral shape and direction with time. The pitch spectrum agrees well. Yaw and
The following results, with one ex- sway were both underpredicted and the
ception, show the experimental motion roll spectra are smaller than the mea-
spectrum bracketed by the linear com- sured value. The calculated heave
putations using the two closest wave spectra have an order of magnitude
spectra measured before and after the larger pea%• than the experimental one
run. at high frequencies if the input spectrum
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is not truncated. The low frequency
peak at 0.25 Hz in Figure l6bis un-
afferted by truncation. Truncation
is not the complete answer, however.
A following sea run was made at speed
and GM position 4 between spectra
numbers (1) and (2) of September 17,
1973, Fioure 5. The linear computations
were made using both the untruncated and
truncated distributions of which
sequence 2 is given in Figure 6. Note
that the secondary peak is at a con-
siderably higher frequency than the i
primary direction. The motion spectra
are shown for the "truncated" run ir.
Figure 17. As before, only heave is TABLE II
materially altered by the input wave
truncation. Pitch and surge show CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
remarkably good agreement since the ex- AMERICAN CHALLENGER USED FOR TIMEperiment was conducted midway between DOMAIN SIMULATION
the two measured wave spectra. The
rather good agreement between the 5
measured surge and the Froude-Krylov L, for
computation in general indicates that or 5 f8
diffraction forces are small. ordes 5.0 ft 248 ftB,molded 75.0 ft 2.484 ft

The computed hsave acceleration Depth molded
spectra are far too small. Without to main deck
truncation of the wave input spectrum, at side 42.5 ft 16.894 in.
the computed spectral peak of heave is Depth molded a

to main deck 46.5 ft 18.484 in.too large by a factor of almost five. toaid 33.5 ft 13.48 in.
The frequenuy distribution, on the Draft,fwd 33.5 ft 13.318 inL.
other hand, is better in the latter 19652.5 tons 1600 lbs
case. Roll exhibits some anomalous Speed52.7 t/s 2.99 f/e
behavior in Figure 17c. Rolling appears Speed 27.7 ft/sec 2.99 ftIsec
to be taking place at three distinct
Frequencies, none of which agrees with Metacentric
the linear prediction. Figure 18 shows Heights:
a portion of the time series of both GM pos.1 0.257 ft 0.102 in.
p Fitch and roll for this run. The pitch GM pos.3 0.558 ft 0.222 in.
record appears to contain some noise
which can be ignored. F~r low fre-
quencies, pitch has been shown to follow aThis depth is greater then the depth
the wave slope and can therefore he of the actual ship because the model
used as a measure of the encounter was constructed up to the level of
f. equency. Much of the rolling does the top of the bulwark rathf. than

A occur at the pitch period which cor- the main deck level of the saip.
responds to the center peak of the
roll spectra. The roll time history
also shows what appears to be a low
frequency component, slightly less than
one-half the pitch frequency, super-
imposed on the higher roll frequency.
It is not clear whether this represents
intermittent low cycle resonance or
some sort of flopping, possibly due to
water on deck. The extreme low frequency
rules out the probability of a wave
system existing only at the time of the
run.
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V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE MOTION F - force vector,
IN ASTERN SEAS

- inertia matrix,

A complete analytical solution for
the motion of a ship in waves requires w - angular velocity vector, Lnd
first that the hydrodynamic forces
acting on th•e ship be found. Solutions M - moment oZ the force about; the hiass
of the hydrodynamic problems have here- center.
tofore been obtained only under the
assumiption of small motion amplitude.-, The force and moment result from the
in which case the forces acting on the gravitational force acting at the mass
ship are computed as though the instan- center and the interaction between
taneous position of the ship differs the ship and the sea. The f-z::ce and
but little from its mean position. moment, in general, depend on the time
Such an assumption cannot be used in history cf the position of the ship in
the present case where large deviations the sea. Under appropriate circumstances,
in position from the mean are an essen- however, this history may be characterized
tial feature of the phenomenon. Instead, by the instantaneous position, velocity,
we observe that at high speed in anJ acceleration of the ship. The
following and quartering seas tihe general problem is nonlinear in the
frequency of wave encounter will be low motion variables 4•n that the force and
and the ship motion will be determined moment are nonlinear functions of the
largely by the hydrostatic forces. This motion of the ship, and the rate of
enables us to retreat from the necessity change of angular momentum in equation
of determining the hydrodynamic forces (V-2) contains nonlinear terms. As
with great accuracy but to concentrate noted previously, we shall focus on an
instead on the hydrostatic forces which exact computation only of the hydro-
may be computed for the exact positioc, static part of t;ha force.
of ship and waves. These forces, plus
additional external forces representing, Coordinate Systems
e.g., the steering and controls, plus a Since large amplitude motions are
simplified approximati~on to the rela- to be computed, it is necessary to
tively unimportant hydrodynamic terms clearly define the relationships between
then are used as the right hand side of several coordinate systems to be used in
the rigid body equations of motion. A describing the ship and water motion.
standard numerical procedure is employed The coordinate systems described below
to integrate the equations of motion are right hand Cartesian systems.
leading to a step-by-step approximation
of the vessel's motion. A Newtonian reference frame is

formed by the 01ýi system which is fixed
Formulation of the Problem in space and so oriented that the -

The' ship is assumed to behave as a plane is the quili brium sea surface, and
rigid body having six degrees of freedom. the ý-axis is directed upwards.

i Newton's second law may be written for
Sthe body in the form A body coordinate system Gxz•, is

/ fixed in the ship euch that the origin,
d G, coincides with the cenr-er of gravity

i d- m u- F V-l) of the ship, In a ship of usual form,
the x-axis is parallel to the baseline

!•and and directed forward, the xy-plane is
parallel to the centerplane of the ship,

_d ¥(-) the y-axis ig directed upward and the
d• ~ x-axis to staiboard.

where The position of the ship mass cen-

timeter, G, may be specified in the fixed
t -tecoordinate system by

S=mass of the body (ship) • G

v velocity vector of the mace centsW Y YG .r

s" XG.
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This may be represented by the vector may be expressed in terms of the
Eulerian angles and their derivatives:

de di ,~ ~do- it sin •

Cf- • (V-3)d{E}aV3 q it cc a 0 Ov a + Ptsin 0 (V-6)

The velocity of the mass center is re- d 8

presented by the vector r t os 0 - tsin 6 col

d XG The notation is simplified by represen-

ting the angular velocities by the vector48 (V-7)d ]d

Any rotaticn of the ship coordinate If we define the matrix V
system is uniquely defined by the modi-
fied set of Eulerian angles described I ain 0 1Ibelow. These angles are similar to the
ones given by Blagoveshchen.ky (1962), B - coojeoo0 sinOe (V-8)

but differ from the ones used by Euler.The angles are defined as fol lows.,0 -sinOcosý CosOJ

Consider the ship coordinates in a
position before rotation with the x,_y, and note that
and a-axes parallel to the fixed x, y,
;-axes. This is the orientation of del
Gx y a in Figure 19. Rotate the 97
triad about the y axis to the yaw angle da

*. This positions the frame as Gx Y a t (V-9)

in the figure. Next, rotate about thea -axis to the pitch angle *J. The figure

shows the yawed and pitched orientation
as Gxy a - The final rotation is about, 2 then (quations (V-6) are represented
the x-axis to the roll angle 0. The by
orientation of the ship coordinates,
Gxya, is indicated in the figure.

da
The Eulerian angles *,• and O are B = . (V-10)

represented by the vector

6 The moments and products of inertia
in the angular momentum equation (V-2)

CV-5) are represented by the matrix

IaI Xx I - z,

The angular velocities about the ship 1
coordinate axes are denoted br p ,q. and -r YY Y (V-11)Sr corresponding to components )f the

angular velocity vector along the x, y, - -and x-axes. These angular velocities ra YX sa
c e d t o eh
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The moments of inertia are defined as lead to serious errors if the Froude-
Krylov force is dominant. This, as

I , m' (y2 + 2), noted, is expected to be the case in
the most severe capsizing situations in
following or quartering seas.E M ,' (a 2 + X2),

YY (V-12) Since large amplitude motions and
finite amplitude waves are assumed, the

and hydrostatic restoring and coupling
coefficients computed for the equilibrium

I = + m' ( + y2), position cannot be used. It has been
zs shown by Paulling (1961) and others that

there can he significant variations in

where the summations are taken over all the roll restoring moment as a wave pro-
particles of mass ni' comprising the gresses along the ship's length as well

ship. The products of inertia are as the change in this moment caused by
large amplitude roll angles. The Froude-

1 = m'x y, Krylov force that is computed by the
rY numerical simulator includes both the

motion exciting force and the restoring
I E M, X'z, (V-13) force and moment that result from the

situation of the ship in che system of

and waves at any time step during the
simulation.

I EM Z'Yz. The see surface elevation is given
YZ by the sum of sinusoidal waves in the

fixed, Ozym, coordinate system. The
These moments and products of inertia water surface is given by
arc constants in the moving ship N
coordinate system, Gxya. (t, ) ni(t,,)j-1 (V-15)

In the Gxyz coordinate system, the
rate of change of angular momentum is
given by where

the y coordinate of the surface,
d d

TF IW - I W + ( x IU, (V-14) and

N - the ,number of wave components
Computatiov o Force and Moment (in the present version of the

The present version of the computer program 0 < N < 20).
program for the time-domain simulation
of large amplitude ship motions assumes The component wave amplitude is:
t '- the force and moment acting on the
sh may be modeled using an accurate
conmputation of the hydrostatic or ni Ai coo (iki. oo 6,
Froude-Rrylov forces plus an approxi-
mation to the hydrodynamic forces. - ik. sin 6. + *" -0ot)
The hydrodynamic approximation consists 1

of using constant added mass coefficients,
and constant linear and quadratic damping where
coeff• ients for computing the forces
resU Liu!g from ship acceleration and A. - the amplitude of the i-th wave,
velocity. Also, constant two- t

dimensional added mass and linear
damping cuefficients are used with ai - the circular frequency,
"averages of the water acceleration and S7,
velc-7ity over each station to correct -i - initial phase angle,

t•• for the diffraction of the incident
waves by the ship. The hydrodynamic 2! wvnb
approximations are not expected to k i - i wave number,
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g the gravitational acceleration, the ship. Each time the sectional
Froude-Krylov forces are computed by

and integrating the pressure gradient over
a station of the ship, average values

6. = the direction of the wave of vertical, horizontal and "roll"
t propagation. water velocities and accelerations are

also evaluated for the station. The
The wave pressure is "roll" velocity and acceleration com-

ponents are the first and second time
N derivatives of the slopes of constant

p(t4x,yJ2) = -pqy + Pi(tX.Y,Z) pressure lines in the plane of the
station. The products of the average

(V-16) velocities and accelerations with

= pge iY Iii appropriate coeffients yield two-
dimensionnl diffraction forces which
are added to the two-dimentional Froude-

where Krylov forces before the longitudinal
integrations are performed.

pg = the soecific weight of the water.
The ship hull is approximated by a

The Froude-Kyrlov force and moment number of polygons representing theTheFrode-yrlv frceandmomnt_ stat-ions of the ship. Each polygon is
may be obtained by integrating the pres-
sure over the entire wetted surface of in a plane defined by a constant value

the ship. By applying Gauss' Theorem of x in the ship coordinate system. A

the force and moment are, given by m
integrals of the pressure gradient over for each closed polygon station in the

ship and a maximum of 25 stations may ithe submerged volume of the ship. The sed The stations may
components of the force and moment in rc and une stations pacinsyare
the ship coordinate system, Oxys, are rical and unequal station spacings are

permitted. The position of the center

F - of gravity may be in any fixed position
ax dVrelative to the ship.

FY - f/f ?' dV The integrals of the pressure gra-
dients, velocities and accelerations

Sdover each station made up with straight
as (V-17) line segments are evaluated exactly, but

with two restrictions on the angle of
/f f - yaa) dV pitch. First, the pitch angle must Pot

become so large as to cause the inter-
my - fif (xL - zý-) dV section of a station plane and the

f/ DX ~ instantaneous sea surface to define

multiple regions or a closed contour in
MZ = .1H (Yax - X2a) dV the station plane. Second, the magnitudeof a quantity like the product of the

In equation (IV-17) the volume element is pitch angle and the slope of all
dV; FX, F , and F are forces in the x, component waves must be "small". These

X Z two restrictions are satisfied for
y, and s-directions; and M , MN, and vessels of usual proportions in waves

5M are moments about these x, y, and z with realistic slopes.

axes. The integrals are taken over all The two-dimensional forces and
volume up to the instantaneous sea tioment at tach station are evaluated as
surface within the envelope of the ship. functions of the form

The hydrodynamic force resulting N
from the diffraction of the waves is f(x) = V7 + Z [Ci cos (ki'x)
i)proximated in the following manner.

n-dimensional added mass and damping (V-18)
t 'co ti-ýtnts for heave, sway, roll and + Si n (ki'n)]
roll-..way coupling are entered into the

rrram as constants for each station of
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where the rigid body elements of the inertia
matrix that is given in equation ( V-11).

V' is obtained from the static (pgy) Added masses in the linear momentum
part of the pressure, equation are included by modifying the

component of the force in each of the
Ci and Si result from the sinusoidal ship coordinate directions with an

pressure fluctuation for the i-th equation of the form
wave component, and P' - P/(l + U/M) (V-20)

k is a rojection of the wave number where
onto tie x-axis of the ship. P' = the force modified by the

added mass,
The relative magnitude of C: and S.

t P = the component of the forcc as
depends on the phase of the waves computed by (V-19),
relative to the center of ship coordi-
nates at each instant of time. The p = the added mass for the parti-

integrals and moments of the functions cular motion component, and
like (IV-18) along the length of the m = the mass of the ship.
ship are (,valuated with the assumption
that V',Ci, and Si vary linearly in x There is cne equation if the form of

e a (V-20) for each of the x, y, and z
between adjacent stations of the ship. direction.. in the ship coordinate

system. After the forces are computed
The velocity dependent damping by equation (V-"O) they are resolved

force is approximated in the following into the Newtonian coordinate directions
manner. Let P be one of the components x, g, and z for integration of the
of the force Formoment M in the ship linear romentum equation (V-15).
couidinate system, and let v be the
corresponding component of linear or Time Domain Integration
angular velocity. The force or moment The equations of motion are solved
is computed from by numerical integration t.n the time

domain. In order to perftrm the inte-
P = P - vL -vlvIQ (V-19) gration using stanCard algorithms, the

wave equations of motion are rewritten as
first order ordinary differential

where equations.

P = exciting force or moment due The position of the ship's centerwave to the wave, of gravity is determined by the linear

momentum equation (V-l). This equation
L = coefficient of linear damping and equation (V-4) are rewritten as

for the particular motion
component, d V F (V-21)

an d
and

Q = coefficient of quadratic damping
for the particular motion d
component. x = (V-22)

There are three force equations and
three moment equations in the form of In equations (V-21) and (V-22) the

(V-19). The equations are referred to vectors are referred to the Newtonian
the x, y, and z-directions in the ship reference frame, Oxyz.
coordinate system. Velocity dependent
coupling between the directions of The rotations of the ship are
motion are not included in the present governed by the angular momentum equa-
version c- 'he program. tion (V-2). Combining equations

(V-2) and (V-14) and rewritkng equa-
The constant added mass moments tion (V-10) give

and products of inertia are added to
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_d 1-1 (M - x X IW] (V-23) Three simulation runs for following
dt .. . . seas are shown in Figures 22 through 30.

The metacentric height for these runs is
and 0.55Cft. (GM position 3).

_d Q - (V-24) To initiate rolling, the waves ap-
dt - preach the ship from the direction of

ten degrees to starboard of dead astern.
In equation (V-23) the moment vector M The amplitude of each component wave is

is referred to the ship coordinate system, five feet making a twenty foot maximum

Gxyz. wave height in the group. The first
simulation begins with the two wave

The vector equations (V-21), components in phase rt the position of

(V-22), (V-23), and (V-24) form a the ships center of gravity. To decrease

system of twelve simultaneous first the effect of starting transients caused

order ordinary differential equations by the choice of initial conditions, all

which may be integrated by standard forces applied to the ship are multipled

numerical procedures. The current by a ramp function which increases lin-

version of the program uses a fifth-order early with time from zero to one for the

Adams type predictor-corrector algorithm first 60 seconds of the run. Figure 21

developed by Glauz (1960). shows the wave amplitude at the position
of the center of gravity of the ship.

Example3 of Numerical Simulations The roll record is displayed in Figure
Several examples of motions simu- 22. After about 120 seconds the rolling

lated by the numerical time domain begins to take place at one half of the

integration are presented here. These frequency of wave encounter. As the
computations were performed for the wave amplitude builds, the rolling be-
American ChaZlengar class of cargo comps erratic rollin, alternately with
ship for which a model was previously the encounter frequen y and one half of

tested on San Francisco Bay. Details that frequence. Figure 23 shows the ii!
of the experiments with this vessel are pitch record for this run. The ramp

given in the reports by Haddara, et al function used for startiug the simulation
(1971) and Paulling, at al (1972). caused the attenuation of the pitch ar
Characteristics of the ve5;sel and its the begining of the record. Note that
displacement condition for the simu- the pitch angle gives good indication of

lations are given in Table II, located the wave slope for these waves which areatiohs aren gi pen Vlonger than ship length. The pitch and
at the end of Chapter IV. The motion
calcula'ions were carried out at ship roll experiment records for the SL-7

model are shown in Figure 18 exhibit
scale rather than at the scale of the this same erratic rolling with the roll
model used for the experiments. The
ratio of ship length to model length is frequency occurring at the wave encounter

30.189, and the time scale for Froude frequency and then at one half of this
number similarity is about 5.5. Mete- frequency.
centric heights corresponding to model Figures 24, 25 and 26 show the wave,
ballast weight positions 2 and 3 were roll, and piton records for a simulation
used for the siu~ulations. The righting with the same initial conditions as be-
arm curves for the C*hallenqer are fe
shown in figure 20. In addition t ) the fore, except that the phase angles of the
curve for still water, the righting arm two waves are initially one half cycle

for the ship in a longitudinal wave apart causing the amplitudes to cincel.

with crest amidship and trough amidship The starting ramp was reduced to 30 sec-
e ed. onds. In this run the rolling is at the

same frequency as the wave encounter, and
The simulated wave system for these :he amplitude is less than half that of

examples was the sum of two sinusoidal che. previous example.

waves traveling in the same direction.
The circular fr of the waves .. The last example, for following seas,1requencies shows the wave, roll and pitch records inwere 0.s33 and 0.601 secn which cor-o Figures 27,28 and 29. The initial condi-
respond to wave longths of 1076 and tosaetesm sfrtepeiu558 ft. The amplitudes of both wave tions are the same as for the previous
components were equal in magnitude. example except that an initial roll angle
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of fifteen degrees to starboard has been An example of pure loss of stability
added. Rolling begins at one half the is shown Figures 35 through 37. The meta-
encounter frequency which is close to centric height was 0.557 ft. (GM position
the natural roll frequency for calm 3). The wave amplitude at the center of
water and this roll amplitude. As the gravity of the ship is shown in Figure
wave amplitude and roll exciting moment 35. Roll and pitch are in Figures 36
build up the ship is forced to roll at and 37. Rolling is at one half the fre-
the encourter frequency. quency of wave encounter between 40 and

110 seconds into the run. After that
Figure 30 shows a ChaZtenge model the wave Amplitude and the roll moment

experiment in following seas for the are so large that the ship is forced to
corresponding speed and GM condition. roll at the encounter frequency. The
Although the experiment ended in a cap- vessel finally capsizes with the combina-
size with low cycle resonance and these tion of a large port roll and a wave
simulations did not, both the experiment crest am-i6.iips.
and the first and last following sea
calculations show a tendency for the VI. CON,.US.fONS
roll frequency to switch back and forth
between the encounter frequency and one In this paper we have attempted to
half the encounter frequency. point out some of the difficulties in

using available theoretical means to
Two examples of capsize simulations predict ship capsizing in heavy seas.

in quartering seas are shown in Figures In addition, special attention has been
31 through 37. The waves are the same given to the usefulness of experiments
as used for the following sea runs, but conducted with radio-controlled free
the direction was such that the waves running'ship models in wind-generited
approach the ship from 35 degrees to waves on open water.
starboard of dead astern. At the begin-
ning of the runs the two wave components In Summar
are in phase. 1. Linear ship motion can only

broadly outline areas of speed, heading,
The first quartering example is and ship characteristics which may lead

for a metacentric height of 0.257 ft to trouble.
(GM position 2). The wave record for
this run is shown in Figure 31. The 2. Classical ship motion theor!'_s
starting ramp was 60 seconds in length, which are augmented by some nonlinear
and ended near the end of the first terms may reveal phenomena, not apparent
wave group. Roll and pitch records are in results of linear theory, which may
in Figures 32 and 33. Atabout forty lead to severe motion. The ability to
seconds from the start a wave crest comes predict capsizing is still not available
amidship and the vessel takes a 14 de- through such theories.
gree roll to port. The next wave crest
comes amidships at about sixty seconds 3. The open water experiments
and a starboard roll into the wave of mentioned above yield great insight into
. degrees is reached. The next roll the mechanics of capsizing. The phe-
is 22 degrees to port just after the nomenon is a "rare event" in the
next crest passes. The ship rolls to statistical sense, however, and very
starboard as the waves begin to build extensive experimental programs would be
in the second wave group. The mraximum required to adequately describe the
rtarboard roll of 23 degrees is reached probability of capsize of just one ship
as the next crest moves away. The roll configuration.
momentum imparted the ship by the i n-
creaaed righting arm of the next trough 4. An important side benefit of
coming amidship together with the reduced thes, experiments has been the develop-
stability in the crest that follows ment of methods of deducing the direc-
causes the ship to capsize to port, tional properties of wind generated waves
clearly an example of low cycle resonance, from measurements made by a sparse gage
Figure 34 shows the last two and a half array. These measurements show that
minutes of a model run corresponding to good similarity exists between the wave
the same speed, heading relative to the conditions in the model test area and
waves and GM condition. The experiment full scale storm waves at sea.
also ended with a capsize to port caused
by low cycle resonance.
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I
DISCUSSION

C.M. LEE L.L. MARTIN

This paper provides us valuable knowledge on ship It appears that the authors did not obtain broaching in
capsizing. The authors should be congratulated for thrir their simulations as they did in their experiments. Have
excellent work. they considered the effect the wind may have had in their

experiments? When moving with the wind a small change
One point still not clear to me is the large values of in heading, such as was caused by the waves striking the

the spectral density at the zero frequency which are shown vessel will require a large rudder angle to maintain control
in several figures, particularly, in Figures 16a and 16c. (the angle depending on the ratio of the speeds of wind and

ship). If this exceeds the maximum rudder angle available
For second-order d.c. effects, the -tno~ion spectral or is not applied in time control will be lost and the ship

dcn--.y ,N tbo zero frequency (Figures 16d and 16c) seem will broach as described by the authors.
to be extremely' large. I wonder if they were caused by
the difficulty of offsetting th• d.c. shifts of the recording
devices.
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We wish to thank Messrs. Lee and
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In regard to Dr. Lee's question,
the occasional large spectral density
values at and near zero frequency have
a number of possible causes. Smoothing
of the Fast Fourier Transform raw
spectral ordinates results in the
spreading of low frequency energy
(f<0.02 Hz) into the zero frequency
ordinate. Such low frequency energy
could represent signal or instrument
(rare) drift, second order effects,
and other nonlinear events that may
occur only rarely during the course of
an experiment. The low frequency
spike in the wave spectra is almost
entirely a tidal effect. Erratic
motions, e.g. broaching in the yaw
signal, stop-to-stop motions in the 'a
rudder angle, and intermittent low
cycle type roll often yield much low
frequency spectral energy outside the
rather narrow excitation encounter
band. Few experiments were conducted
in very low sea states where the low
frequency contribution could be
ascribed purely to second order d.c.
effects.

In regard to Mr. Martin's remarks,
steering and wind have not been
included for the results shown here.
The format of the simulation program
is such that they will be included in
the future. It is also probable that
the simplified model of some of the
hydrodynamic forces used in the jimu--
lation do not adequately represent some
forces of importance in broaching.
This is a topic to which continuing
improý-.ments will be made as experience
with the simulator accumulates.

Under certain conditions
inadequate rudder action, eithei in
time or maximum deflection, may con-
tribute to broaching. With proper
representation of the steering system,
including such effects as time lags,
rudder angle limits, and proper aixto- '.pilot gain coefficients, it is expected
that this behavior can be simulated. i
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DESIGN ACCELERATION AND SHIP MOTIONS
FOR LNG CARGO TANKS

A. E. 8Baiti S. L. Batea W. G. MeyezANSRIC NSR*C NSRVC

Beethehda, Maxytand 20034 Bgehezda, Matgyaed 20034 Sethe~da, Magetand 20034

ABSTRACT T - energy averaged wave period
-1

A procedure is developed to predict To W modal wave period, peak period
extreme accelerations and ship motions of frequency wave spectrum
for design of cargo tanks in LNG ships. T - observed wave period
The procedure is a building block ap- ea p
proach in which each of four stages ma v e
involves essentially independent pro- . mean apparent wave period, 4
fessional disciplines.

YT - most probable extreme value in

The first stage provides ship re- T hours of ship exposure

sponses to all combinations of headings RT extreme value for time T with a
and modal wave periods. probability of being exceeded

The second stage provides extreme pr bability that extreme value

seas that may be expected during a i

ship's lifetime on different trade c = bandwidth parameter (l-m 2 /m m
routes. - observed wave height 2

The third stage provides a proba- - mean wave height K
bilitY of exceeding the extreme acceler- ( =w significant wave height

- ship heading angle 4
The fourth stage provides design v short created spreading angle

values selected from extreme responae
surfaces which are the result of tho a - root mean square response
product of the first three stages. De- single amplitude, m0
sign values are selected by strategies
based on current operating procedures
in extreme seas. INTRODUCTION i4

Validity of the procedure is dis- The increasing importance of liqui- ,
custed by comparing results with model fied natural gas (LNG) as a source of
and full scale experiments and with energy in the U.S. and Japan as well as
current Chemical Transportation Industry Western Europe, has resulted in the de- -4
Advisory Committee (CTIAC) design rules. velopment of rather specialized ships to

transport this fuel from Algeria and
OELTEAlaska to the U.S. and Japan. It has

B - maximum waterline beam been found, as was the case with oil
tankers, that the best way to improve the

CT - confidence factor efficiency of these ships is to vastly
increase their cargo capacity. As a re-

K# m roll radius of gyration sult, ships are being built to classifi-
L - ship length cation rules that are currently under

revision as LNG tank construction experi-
si i ent w Sponse ence and research in LNG tank loads ex-

o S (wr d panda. The United States Coast Guard
(USCG) regulates the design safety of alln e o aships, including LNG carriers, entering

rms = root mean square remponse or leaving U.S. harbors. The USCG there-

S- wave spectrum fore contracted the Naval Ship Research
T a ship exposure time to extreme

sea 1
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and Development Center (NSRDC) [1]1 to PROCEDURE
explore procedures which may result in
nlassification or design rules for LNG The procedure used to develop the
cargo tanks that are more realistic than extreme response surface from which the
the ones specified in the current Code design accelerations are to be determined
of Federal Regulations [2]. is divided into four distinct stages. It

is felt that this building block approach
At present, the Code of Federal to the development of design accelera-

Regulations [2) states that cargo tanks tions is flexible and suited to the
in large LNG vessels must be designed rapidly varying technologies represented
to withstand, simultaneously, the by the individual stages of the extreme
following dynamic loadings: response surface.

a) Rolling 300 each side, 10 Stage one (see Figure la) consists
second period; of the determination of the rms ship

unit response surface. This surface
b) Pitching 60 single amplitud.,, respresents the unit wave height rms ship

7 second period; and response, c, for all combinations of
headings and modal wave periods. A

c) Heaving L/80' single amplitude, unique surface is computed for each ship
8 second period. speed, load condition, and location on

the ship.
This rule imposes requirements which

may be inappropriate for larger vessels Stage two consists of the determi-
such as many of the proposed LNG carri- nation uf the extreme seas on the differ-
ers. Recently, foreign classification ent trade routes of interest in the de-
societies have adopted rules which are sign. The extreme accelerations are
reputed to be more realistic for the new zomputed by using a sLa representation
lurge vessels. This paper presents a based on visual wave heights and periods
bullding block procedure for determining collected over a period of many years.
realistic extreme accelerations based on The extreme sea conditions are used to
hull geometry and the operating proce- compute the extreme cargo tank accelera-
dures of the ship in extreme seawsyR. ticns that may be expected over the life

of the ship. The short-term Rayleigh
The accelerations, computed at vari- amplitude distribution is then used to

ous ship locations, consist solely of
the rigid body accelerations due to ship
motions; the effect of slamming is not
considered. The NSRDC Ship Motion and V Ig

Sea Load Computer Program [3] and the WTI, fir - "W7AS a!

NSRDC Irregular Sea Response Prediction -- "
Computer Program [4] provide predicted .0
values of the root mean square (rms) ac-
celeration in the longitudinal, lateral, A
and vertical directions for specified
sea conditions. By applying short-term
statistics to these predictions, the re-
quired extreme accelerations are found.

The seaways are analytically repre- P. .Now"
sented by short crested, two-parameter WITW.AW,,WIFIAWNSAPAC, 4

wave spectra of the form developed by
Bretschneider [5). Defining yarameters SIAO_2.

of the spectra, i.e., mean wave height
and mean wave period, are taken from
published observations on specified j !
trade routes.

The results of a pilot study on a , 1. 011 , ,,

typical, large LNG tanker, called SHIP D ,N,,,:NOMAITPA,,Pofe
for purposes of this pap-.,', are used as ..
a detailed example for deterring LNG - ---- j1
cargo tank extreme acceleration values.

*Y 404 F013 2 TU~tALIIUThese are compared to the proposed 1
October 1972 CTIAC rules for cargo tank
accelerations [6]. The procedure to _______

determine these extreme accelerations is ".'n, ,*
outlined in the following section. 6101,1,1 l"',*

F ure - D*V ou nt Of L,3i .am. Rtspo.l&e Surtace.
] Numberi In brackets refer to refer- (sP, Ruldi tBi,.)

ences listed on pages
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predict the extreme accelerations at It is considered that at each stage
various probability levels. The short- different professions enter into the de-
term prediction is used for the pre- termination of the design accelerations.diction of these extremes because the For example, in stage one the evaluation
ship will be exposed to the extreme seas of the rms unit ship response is made
generally for a very short perioC (on primarily by naval architects. In stage
the order of few days) over its lifetlaie. two the interpretation of various observ-

ed sea conditions is best made by ocean-
Stage three consists of the deter- ographers. Also in stage two the selec-

mination of the confidence factor, CT, tion of the trade routes for which the
required to predict ship motions which ship is to be designed is best made bywill not be exceeded at various proba- the ship owner and the regulatory agen-

bility levels. This confidence factor cies. The selection of the confidence
is a function of the ship exposure time factor in stage three is best made Joint-
to the seas, the probability of the ly by the naval architect/designer, the
response not being exceeded, and the ship owner, and the regulatory agencies.
individual ship motions and sea con- Finally, the selection of the design ac-
ditions. celeration from the extreme response

surface in stage four Is made by the
The fourth stage is the determina- regulatory agencies in consultation with

tion of the extreme response surface the ship owners. The owners in turn de-
which consists entirely of the product cide on the design trade routes and the
of the previous three stages. operating instructions for the ships'

masters. It is recognized, of course,
Figure 1 presents a graphic repre- that the USCO bears the final responsi- I

sentation of the development of a sample bility for the selection of the design
extreme response surface. The results values. The extreme ship cargo acceler-
from these stages, see Figure la, are ationi experienced in a ship's life are
multiplied by one another to yield the regarded as being significantly influ-
extreme response surface shown in Figure enced by the operating procedures for
lb. A detailed explanation of the varn- the ship in extreme seas as well as by
ous components of Figure I follows in the trade routes on which the ship is
the next three sections. employed.

RMS Response Surface for Unit Wave Height
The rms ship unit response surface

illustrated in Figure la is computed
using the NSRDC Ship Motion and Sea Loadx ".C.h.¢ Computer Program (3] and the NSRDC Ir-
regular Sea Response Prediction Computer

Program [4]. This surface consists of
&779 O' 7•w,(mou.0 mthe collection of the rms ship responses

0.70 all computed for all possible modal wave
periods and headings for a specific ship

iwo', \t•load, speed, and location on the ship.
The individual rms responses which com"-
pose the surface are determined :rom the
products of the ship response amplitude
operators and wave spectra with one foot

of significant wave height.

U The use of the rms ship unit re-
0.121 6, sponse surface presupposes that the ship

0...so responses are linear, an assumption
c: ......t00G~ *'.which has been demonstrated for certain,/ ship types in recent years by model ex-

'1 periments and full scale ship motion
Strials. The question of the validity of

1ODALWVE PRIOD. ISECND$ the linearity assumption for ship roll

for SHIP D is not very important since
A roll does not seriously influence the

extreme ship acceleration for this larg-?
ship.

flfwre lb- Doevelopse)it of Extreme weapons* Surface. (Sample Detailed investigations into the
Extreme Response Surface for the LNO Carrier SHIP D. significance of load variations on the
Mot Probable Extra. Vertioa. Accelerations over acceleration response have been carried
3 Days at 20 Knots. Pull ead. on the North Atlantic ou aen
Trade Route for Point 1. Near O.) out and are presented in Appendix A.

This Appendix also presents resulta of
the investigation into the sensitivity
of the acceleration responses to position
along the ship or alternately into the
influence of specific motion componentsi
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such as pitch on the predicted acceler-
ations. In addition, the validity of 70 l -- OBSERVED

the ship motion prediction programs is -IN& LUMIS 11107,CORRLATIO
examined by comparing predicted results 60 -f'50 | AERMAMUI4N 1967 CORRELATION P p .
with measured model results for SHIP D CARWRGH WCORRILATIOO W~ 4n ulsaersl.frteUSGA .~ge.and full scale results for the USS GUAM ..50 .Mso
(LPH-9). RX"M•

It should be noted that the modal s0
period of the wave spectrum (peak of the
wave spectrum) or equivalently the shapeof the wave spectrum and its locatlon on 1 13 I I I
the frequency axis is another major in- MODEL WAVE PERIOD. T. SECONDS

fluence on the ship response. The de- MY OP NISCAY

tails of this variable will be discussed
In the following section. U.S. EUROPE .- 3,.

COASTAL I*D.OrAN k*A= kmV f
Extreme Seas TERSADI...

The proposed procedure for the 0 A IR- AI o 1.

accelerations differs from long-term F

bending moment prediction procedures pro-
posed by Abrahamsen of Norske Veritas 120[a

[7), Mansour of MIT [8], and Lewis of 4 AREA2 RA 9 OUTE II 7

Webb [9]. The distribution of extrome ASDRT

sea conditions for the trade route .n 6i TIM PER , nO ICT
question is taken directly for all wave I WAS COLECTEDTIN ,&k
periods. Thus, the design results are 1, a LUNDbased directly on the observed extreme 940i • IAT1W K "I#& ww,,

wave height and period combinations T..3 ao.
rather than on long-term distribution / -. TARRIfunctions (e.g. Welbull or log-normal)'" 0AE O-
fitted to these observations. The ex- THER P ;E
treme conditions thus derived are shown Isos s s S 6 A n072
for the North' Atlantic (Trade Route 1) YEAR

in Figure 2.2 The variability of the
extreme sea conditions is shown in Figure
3 which is discussed in detail in Ap- Figure 3 - Variability of Extreme Sea
pendix B. Conditions on Trade Route 1

No long-term distribution for wave
heights and periods is assumed. Neither
has a fixed significant wave height to
mean wave period relation such as the one
represented by the single-parameter
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum been employed.
The observations based on results from
"Hogben and Lumb [10], see Figure 2,
clearly show that the extreme seas do not
follow, as expected, a fixed height/

,,0he figure .llus-

trates that only for modal wave periods
_ _ __ ranging from 14 to 16 seconds will the

height/period relationship indicated by
Sthe single-parameter Pierson-Moskowitz

, ,,, . . , ,, ,, spectra agree with observations.
NODAL WAYS KNRIOO., tS. CQ0110

Because of this rather obvious dis-
7igure 2 - Comparison Between Modal crepancy between an "average" and the

Period Wave Heigt, Relation observed height/periad relationship 0
Required by Singie Parameter (height or wind speed), the two-parameterPierson-Moskowitz Sea Spectrum (height and period) Bretschneider spec-
and Observed Modal Period to trum [5] was selected.

S€(.)= w- exp [-B/w• (1)

27he significant wave height i F 2 should be 49.5 rather
than32.1 feet. (Hogben and Lumb). Accordingly, Figure la where
(Stage 2), 1b, 3, and 6 should have values plotted at T, 11.3 A 5356.7 1f4 (2)
seconds increased by a factor of 49.5/32.1 1.5.
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:and To - 1.166 T/0.83 - 1.4 T (12)
B *1052 T/ (3 It should be noted that Cartwright [13)
S•) W I the wave spectrum derived his relationship between observ-

ed and measured wave periods for the mean J
Zw is mean wave height and apparent wave period

'F is mean wave period - . + 0.32 Tobs (13)

The mean wave height is related to the so that
significant wave height byi , To - 1.4 (4.7 + 0.32 To)

Sw "0.625 (jw)1/,3 - 0.625 (4 me.) - ( 6 .5 8 + 0. 4 8 Tobs) (9)
2.5 m. (4) The procedure for the selection of

The mean wave period is the crest to sea conditions, on the trade routes
trough period used by Bretschneider/Putz specified by the USCO, the validity of
S[11). This period is related to the the Bretschneider spectral representation
wave xpectrum by for extreme seas, the variability in

extreuie seas due to the correlation un-
'F - 2w m_ / m° (5) certainties between observed and actual

1 wave heights, the variability in extreme
where seas due to geography constraints of

f I •trade routes, as well as the long-term
mi W S (,)dw (6) (18 years) variability in extreme seas

0 for the North Atlantic Trade Route are
Although many etpressions have been all treated in Appendix B.

proposed by various authors to describe CConfidence Level and Exposure Time
Ihe dircctional spread of the waves,
cosine squared spreading was selected In oextrense i dillt the ship motionseforthi inesigaion i~.,in extreme seas which will not be ex-
for this investigation, i.e.,

ceeded at various levels of probability,
(a, v) . - ) two elements are required. The first is

the expected length of time that the
where u is the heading angle of the ship ship will be exposed to the seas, i.e.,

v is the spreading angle. This the ship exposure time; and the second
spreading is the most frequently observed is the probebility distribution function
function describing the data of Rudnick of the wave heights.
[12).

The prediction of extreme, ship
Observed wave heights, c , and responses is here regarded as designing

periods, 'robs, were converted into the for ship responses during a single severe
parameters required (Zw, T) for the storm or for a relatively short time
Bretschneider spectral representation period for a eries of storms. The seaof the sea. Cart~right's [13) corrcla- conditions are considered to be station-on th e sen. easu-*reds an3d oserved - ary, i.e., statistically unchanging fortions between measured and observed the time period for which response pre-
wave heights and periods were used fordiiosaeae. ycniernathisconvrsin, ie.,dictions are made. By considering aship lifetime of 20 years, a total down-

(w)I " 2.55 + 0.66 • meters (8) time of 25 percent (5 years) for theship, a loading and unloading turnaround
and time in port of 1.5 days, it can be shown

that the ship may be expected to be
TO - 6.58 + 0.448 Tobs seconds (9) exposed to any particular extreme nea

condition characterized by a givenThe relationship between the modal, T , modal wave period and significant wave
and mean, 7, period for the BretschneTder height for a rather short time. It is
spectrum, i.e., assumed, for this calculation, that the

ship will spend its entire 4210 days atTo - 1.166 T (10) sea on Trade Route 1 (North Atlantic).
o The days at sea are derived from an

and the relation between the mean apparent assumed sustained ship speed of 20 knots,
(or zero crossing period, T, and Bret- and a trade route length of 4800 nauti-
schneider/Putz [i) mean crest to trough cal miles. 421 separate ocean crossings
period ', I.e., on Trade Route 1 are thus expected from

the above assumptions. During these
* FT /0-83 (11) 421 ocean crossings the ship is certain

to encounter a large number of storms.
was used to relate the mean apparent However, only a few storms are likely
period T with the modal period of the to be encountered which have extreme
Bretschneider spectrum. This gives seas on the order of the ones presented

by the most extreme seas observed at
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various modal wave periods tabulated in distribution assumes that the wave height
reference 10, see Figure 2. The expo- and linear ship responses are narrow-
sure times of the ship to the extreme band processew, Based on these charac-
seas may be computed directly from the teristics of wave height and ship respon-
percentage of occurrence of the extreme see Cartwright and Longuet-Higgine dis-
seas, see Appendix B (Table 3). If this cuss in reference 15, the most probable
is done, very short exposure times extreme value, 7T'
ranging from 0.0126 to 0.50 days are
obtained. These times, in general, (14)
correspond to the persistence of extreme
waves in a single storm, see Reference where the confidence factor CT is
14. To account for the occurrence of

several extreme storms in the lifetime CT= [2 Un n]) (15)
of a ship, it is considered appropriate
to use longer exposure times than those and
for a single storm. A total ship expo- T C (16)
sure time of three days, corresponding T T
to several such storms, has been selected
as being an appropriately conservative ahere
design exposure time. The significance CT U [2 tn (17)
of variations in exposure times is shown
in Figure 4. It can be seen from this for the extreme vplue, IT, having a prob-figure that once the ship exposure time ability a (where a is small) of being
exceeds three days, reiatively little exceeded, see Reference 16. n is defined
increase in the confidence factor CT as the number of observations. It should
occurs. be noted that Ochi [16] extended this

concept to include the more realistic
case of wide-banded processes, i.e.,

< 0.9, whereM 2
$410 0 FU•LL LOAD DI•P•ID 30NOT NTI 2

Ochi also defined extreme values as a
function of tine T, in hours, by using

n- (60)2 .()4 (19)

. for the case c = 0. Therefore,

T-3 CT= (A.-)(2 ]n [60 ( 1)'4 (20)

for the most probable extreme value and

C {2 Zn [(60)2 T (1) 4] (21)CT

- -4 - , for the case where the extreme value has
a-,w 'x-' ,,•' a probability (a sinall) of being ex-

ceeded. Therefore,

XT - CT • a (22)
Figure 4 - CT Versus Ship Exposure Time

for Most Probable Extreme using equation (20)
Va2ue and Extreme Values not
to be Exceeded 90, 99, and and
99.5S of the Time C (23)

using equation (21).

The most probable extreme value, XT,
has been selected for the calculations
of the pilot stidy presented in this paper.
Due to other large uncertainties in the
extreme response surface, the most prob-

Por short-term predictions of ship able value was considered appropriate
statistically uhi seas, hereA A more conservative extreme value,motions in sttsial nchanging sa, syY ihaa005(95pretlvl

it has been repeatedly shown by various say XT with ci 0.005 (99.5 percent level)
oceanographers and naval architects in causes approximately a 24 percent increase

the past 20 years that the wave height in predicted extreme accelerations.
* and ship motions are distributed accord- The relative significance of various

ing to the Rayleigh distribution. This i levels in comparison to variations due
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to diffarent proposed wave height and select ing design values from the extreme
period oorrelation procedures can be de- respoise surfaces. Several such pi~ocedures
termined by comparing the percentage will es discussed briefly in the follow-
variation in CT due to more coi servative ing R4 suits Section of the paper.
design * levels than the most probable
extreme, and the percentage variation in RESULI S
(tw)i/ due to a change in the correla-
tion etluation. This comparison, made on ~ hree figures summarize the main
the basis of Figures 3 and 14, indicates reu~s of this work. Figure 1 presents
quite clearly that they are of comparable the Iediction process in graphical form;
Importance. That in, both types of vari- Figue 5 preosents the significance 0of
ations can Independently vary the _r spat .al variations along the ship on pre-
dicted extreme values up to 214 or 22 per- dicted extreme responses; and Figure 6
cent. A far more significant influence presents a coiliparison between the pre-
on the predicted extreme accelerations dicted extreme accelerations for two
is the variation in the extreme heights different selection strategies and the
reported for the different modal wave OTIAC proposed rules of 1 October 1972.
periods. This variation is reflected
directly in tine contours of the extreme
response surface.

Extrem Response Surface

~e xtreme response sraeis the r'
product of unit response surface, the QSTANCL Fir 1XITAMCt Fell

extreme sea conditions, and the confidence I..
factor, see Figure 1. The irregularity LAmMLACCELFATON 01 o .

(across modal period) of this surface is 2-4. LONOIGAUOIN ACCLKNT

diie primarily to variations of up to 71 j. 01
percent in the observed extreme wavej
2. The "Jaggedness" of the observed ex-
treme wave height to period curve of FgrS.?ltV.riatift in Vertical DIT.ttim.

Figure 2 is also apparent in the extreme 4- OA CTDI ACCIUMADON
response surface (product with unit wave 4-3
height surface and CT) of Figure lb. VtiIUAL ACCSLRlkTWM

Until a great deal more extreme wave
height/period data is collected, it is m.IAN 1"0 aM 0.2 MANWM 04"
not clear whether or not this l~rge 71
percent variation in wave heights for I
different wave periods can be either 3I
neglected or smoothed over in some fash- IcomoupaL k , I"u
ion, e.g. the average extreme over modaltoit.0 o _ _ -
period. It should be noted that the 71 Fi". A ta Varieties is Lateral. Diractioa

percent vsr'iat .)n in wave height does maccunNAIOLCUAIQ
not mean th-at there is 71 percent un- -*
certainty in the selected design accel- Z, O.
erations. The selection procedure could *£ .

delete, for example, this extreme vani- ..... .
I. *.*4

ation In design wave conditions. However,
the variations due to varying a level -01 1`
or wave height correlation do indicate
up to 214 percent uncertainty in the 0 Q , 1 0~ A ~C 40S

selected design accelerations. AP Pg,,o pon er& in Lo4iudsl Diecio

Once the extreme response surface Figure 5 -Variations In Point Rtsponse, Predictions with Variations
of the ship is determined for the design In Point Locations for SH4IP D. Fuill Load, Shiv Spe~eds 10

range of speeds and load conditions, the and2.0 SenondSipsg10DreMolWvePid
task is to select from this group of

surfaces a realistic value that can be
regarded as an adequately safe design
value. For the particular example rhown

#tion of a design value is to take the .

largest value, or the average of the
three largest values, or a similar scheme.
The main point, however, is that a ra-
tional procidur,, for~ electing the design All other results are regarded as

4value fro& a group of extreme response being of secondary Importance and are
Burfaceb is required. It is considered thus presented only briefly In the Appen-
essential that the regulatory agencies, dices. It should be noted, however, that
the ship owners, as well as research for shorter ships the significance of
naval architects, participate In the load variations, modal wave periods, and
development of a rational procedure for roll is expected to increase.
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Interpretation of Extreme Aoc leratiores
"The predicted extreme accelerations IUIMI ACCRIN•,IOS 0. FR SHIP 0 FUULLLOAD.,,11. 1 bAY

are the result of a multiplication of - ,,
three separate terms, as shown in Figure
1. Each term has associated with it a I ....____

given uncertainty. The rme response,
for example, ran be considered to be _

accurate witnin the 10 percent range
dictated by the worst spectral fit of a
Bretschneider spectrum to true extreme
sea conditions, see Appendix B. The \ ..
extreme significant wave height has as- "
sociated with it the 20 to 22 percent \
difference that can be obtained by using "
the various height correlation relations
of Cartwright, Hogben and Lumb, Norden-
str8m and Abrahamsen and the up to 71
percent variation over modal period.
Finally, it is clear that the individual
designers can readily influence the
design by selecting design values that
are based on a more conservative probab-
ility level (up to 24 percent more) than
the most probable extreme value. Thus,
It is important to note that the process i
of developing an extreme response surface I 1Pconsists of the multiplication of three Ji
variables each of which has associated f jwith it variations which can independently • "

vary the predicted extreme responses byor 24 (due tc CT) percent. , •10 (due to a), 22 to 71 (due to (•w•/,--•"•

A ppication of Extremes to Desi n
Figure5 illustrates the accelera- ,1

tion response variations that may beexpected when changes of location In the _• , ,_ ___
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical di- MODAL WAVE PEmRO. 1. SEONDS MO0L WAVE PENI0,. SICONKs
rections occur on or in the ship. It Figure 6 - Comparison of Predicted Extreme Accelerations (Most

is evident that significant response Probable), Point 1, SHIP D, Ship Speed 10 and 20 Knots.
variations occur only when very large ECTIAC (1 Oct 1972).Worst Heading, Most Likely Heading)

13cation changes are made. In the con-
text of ship design, this means only the
longitudinal location of a point on the
ship has a significant bearing on the these predictions, the captain will con-
magnitude of the acceleration response. sider these storms as seas which signi-
The verification of this conclusion for ficantly endanger his ship. As a con-
other ships and additional ship speeds sequence, it is expected that the tried
and headings is required. It should and true "head directly into the wind
also be pointed out that only the verti- and sea" will be followed. It is simi-
cal accelerations and, to a lesser ex- larly considered unlikely that the
tent, the lateral accelerations vary visual estimate of the sea will be off
substantially with location on the ship. from the true predominant sea direction

by more than 30 degrees. The "Most
A comparison Is made at both 10 Likely heading" strategy thus consists

and 20 knots between the predicted ex- of selecting the largest predicted
treme longitudinal, lateral, and verti- response for headings between 180 and
cal most probable accelerations and the 150 degrees at each modal wave period.
cocDarabate values based on the proposed It should be noted at this time that
1 October 1972 CTIAC rules. Figure 6 both surategies select the largest values
shows the results of this comparison, for a particular acceleration, such as

N! Tdo different strategies for selecting lateral or vertical, independently.
entreme values from the extreme response Thus, the longitudinal, lateral, and
surface ar, shown. The first is desig- vertical accelerations shown do not
mated na the "Worst Heading" strategy. correspond to the same identical heading.
This strategy selects from the extreme In this connection, the realism intro-
response surface the largest predicted duced by the use of spreading function
response at each modal wave period. The for the waves is evident in the realism
second strategy is regarded as being diuplayed in the results. Clearly,
more realistic and is desi~ rated as he extreme wind driven seas are not long
"Most Likely Heading" stratdgy. It is crested. Unlike the unrealistic case of
considered that when a ship encounters long crested seas, longitudinal acceler-
the extreme seas which are the basis for ations do not go to zero in beam seas,
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nor do lateral accelerations go to zero tne involuntary speed loss ic less
in head seas, nor do vertical accelera- variable with operator actions than
tions necessarily reach a maximum value voluntary speed loss.
directly in head seas, see Appendix B.

I Th extemevertcal cceeratons CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The extreme vertical accelerations
(most probable) for both tLe "Worst The CTIAC lateral acceleration rule
Heading" and the "Most Likely Heading" (proposed 1 October 1972) may be too low
o: Figure 6 reflect tne strong variation for LNG cargo tank design. For example,

in respDnse with modal wave period. It for SHIP D the proposed rule is notice-
is evident that at modal periods somewhat ably lower than both the "Worst; eading"
above 11 seconds, both strategies result and "Most Likely Heading" values. An
in essentially the samp extreme values, investigation into this phenomenon foi-
Below 1I seconds the :sore realnetic the entire range of actual and proposed
"Most Likely Heading" strategy results LNG shipa is therefore recommended. Sub-
in substantially jower predicted ex- ject to the resulting fIrdings, modifi-
tremes, i.e., approximately 20 percent, cations to the proposed I October 1972
than the "Worst Heading" strategy. In CTIAC rules should be considered to
general, the predicted extreme vertical improve the design lateral accelerations--
acceleraticns vary above and below the if these values are to be adopted.
proposed CTIAC rule value. The predicted
extreme longitudinal accelerations are It is reconmended that the USCG
much less sensit ve to the variations adopt the building block procedure
in che extreme seas with modal period, developed here as an interim - indard in
The agreement between both strategies specifying design acneleratio,. , e.g.
and the proposed CTIAC 2ule for longitu- the average extreme across modal wave
dinal acceleration is very good. period could be readily used. Th, use

of this interim standard should be
L,.teral acceleration predictions un- encouraged until sufficient ships have

fortunately reflect the sea variations been designed to the stcndcrd that a
much more strongly than longitudinal simpler rule can be deduced from an ad-
accele-.;t )ns. The differences in the equately large data/experience base. The
resul.-. v the two strategies are interim standard could then be retained
greater roan was the ca-si for vertical as an option for the design rule, at the
accelerations and also these dffferences discrei:icn of the owner/designer. This
appear to be independent of modal period, process should be preferred over the one
It is significant here to note that the which specifies the design accelerations
highest lateral acceleration predictions by very simple rules which do not take
o; at the smaller modal perlods. ship geometry or trade route into account.
Th. ., for lateral acceleratIons the
significance of extreme spas which are In the above context, it is also
properly related to wave period is evi- recommended that an effort be made toS'dent. Unlike both longitudinal and adopt a realistic strategy for the selec-
vertical accelerations, the lateral tion of design accelerations from the
acceleration predictions are much greater extreme response surface, This refine-

han ýhose required by the proposed ment effort should include the ship

C'.!AC rules. Clearly, the disoret ncy owners, designers, the research naval
between the pi-esent lateral acceleration architects, and the regulatory agencies.
rule and the predi-ted extremes is large
an,o sigrnificant. The collection of more realistic

wave height and period data (joint din-Further, it iFs conbidered essential tributlons as presented in Reference 10)

to adopt a realistic speed limit'ing for the Pacific is also strongly recom-
e-crategy In the determination of LNG mended. This is based on the rather
cargFo tank design values. One such speed strong influence that short modal period
.Imiting criterlon accually employed by extreme seas have on lateral accelera-
the operators of the present LNG tankers tions. It may be expected that the ýn'lu-
POLAR ALASKA anA ARCTZ3 TOKYO [17) limits ence of modal period will be much more

speed by avoiding pitch angles In excess pronounced for smaller LNG tankers than
of 3 degrees. rhis ts considered a vol- was the case for SHIP D.
ur.xary speed liss criterion. Another
speed limitiag criterion considers cnly ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

.4.. the added drag (resistance) in extreme
seas. This Is considered an involuntary The authors wish to express their
speed loss, Although ideally a combfna- app: ;ctation to Mr Joseph 2. Ricci, Jr.
';ion of veluntnrý and involuntary sp,:ed o: NSRDC, for his assistance in the corn-
limiting 3riteria might be used, it is putation of load response variations and
considered that a more conservative ant the validity checrs of two-parairuter
safe approach is to use only the invol- spectrum representation, an6 to ir.
untary speed loss. This involuntary Terrence Applebee and Mrs. Paula Thorn-zon, E

speed loss due to the added drag in both of NSRDC, for tleir assistance in
waves is less than the voluntary speed preparation of the manuscript.
reductions in extreme seas. In addition, It
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which indicate that -oll is not a problem
for these ships. In this connection, it

DEFI4NINGPASRAI9115(GOMERY) 9OF SHP0(UL O should be noted that a precise specifica-
SHIP LENGTH (LEM L 83t." FIT LINON4/6RAM 6. tion of the roll radius of gy~oation is
AAX M DSAAT* 1 34 .37 PERT DE4AFA AM therefore not necessary for such a large

VETCAEOWK 07 1T 'a~I~~ ship..3 The draft/displacement effect on
ILOPIGITIJ o..LO.. P12 I LCO/LFNOTH .0 accelerations is shdfwn in Table 2.
PITCH OYRADIUS Poo 520.7 FEET PRoLEO/HA 2lthough rms roll increased up to0fr

- ~ ~ ~ J IS.me n 09.2 1lT YOL~OH . the light draft condition, the largest
$1. IOU PERIO T . ST.4 ROLL .12O kA difference in rms acceleration due to

WATIERPAFI AREA AV#P 93221 So. fil1 AWP/[LMN .124 realistic draft changes dis 0.005 g's. It
04.1FE E W*$ 1240 SO. FEET SWS/J S is therefore concluded that the investi-

ILOPIOITUD. Cr' ics wn0.FEET01 CH/ISINGTH -. 02 gated draft variations do not significant-
LOG A.C" LCI _02 PEET ICF/IONOTHH

V ESTOICP** CI 17.89 FEET KE/1ElA# "133 ly influence the acceleration responses
METACENTER EM 59.40 FEET KN/HA.M .441 for as large a ship as SHIP D. It is
SCION COWP. CR X expected that the load variation will be
PRSMCTIOC COUPF. CX .99

FSATC SOHA. C.0 FT. ~ OF MIDSHIPS much more significant for shorter ships.

COPTRP P SHIP D (FULL LOADI SODY PLAN

. T Effect of Location
IA . .0 In o,7der to Ixamine the acceleration

- .$ .* *response variations that may be expected
20 . .. . . . 20 when location is changed in the longitu-
30 34 :. -2 dinal, lateral, or vertical direction

0 . ...... 4 on or in the ship, the responses were
computed at ten distinct points, see

so ,o Figure 8. Six of these points correspond
STATION SPACING .42.0 FETto the centers of the six LNG tanks.

70 1. LNG tank and serve to define the impor-
70 40DO4 30 20 10 0 10 W0 30 40 '06 0tance of lateral and vertical position

on acceleration responses. The tenth
Figue 7- Sip artiulas o SHP Dpoint, point 0, is at the origin of the

FiFull Lohi ad)claso SI calculation procedure, as defined in
(FullLoad)Reference :1.

An examp3e of the results is shown
in graphical form in Figure 5. The
scales or both the response and the

Although rms roll response varied from position axes of the graphs are the same
0.20 to 3.7* for the sea states investl- and the extremities of the ship are also
gated, the lateral accelerat:.'ons varied located on the scales. The results of
by less than two percent, and the verti- this position investigation indicate
cal and longitudinal accelerations varied that the most significant variations in
by even less. The conclusion is that acceleration responses (vertical and
roll is not a significant factor in the lateral) occur with shifts along the
determination of extreme design acceler- length of the ship rather than with
ations for this ship. This conclusion shifts in the lateral or vertical
is borne out by LN~G ship operator reports direction.

TABLE I - EFFECT OF VARYING K,/B ON ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS AT POINT 1, SHIP 0, FULL LOAD,

20 KNOTS, LONG CRESTED BEAM SEAS

Sea Roll (Deg) Longitudinal kcc. (g's Lateral kcc. (g's) Vertical Acc. (gs)

Condition I ___________ ___________

T K. B A/B F4 /B ___ _

(P) (SEC) .32 .36 .40 .44 .321 .36'[.40 _.44 .32 .36 1.40 .44 .32 .36' .401 .44

23.8 7.3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .001 .001 .001 .001 .050 .049 .349 .048 .046 .046 .046 .047

23.9 12.24 .9 .4 .3 .2 .001 .001 .001 .001 .045 .044 .044 .044 .061 .061 .061 .061

23.8 13.9 2.7 2.0 1*.3 .8 .001 .001 .001 .001 .041 .0)40 .040 .040 .056 .056 .056 .056

32,4 13.9 3.7 12.8 11. 8 1. 1 .0.001 .001 .001 1.056,.054 .054 .0,54 .076 .076 .0761.076
L- 32_ ......... I... - - ___ - - __
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I= 7

TABLE 2 -EFFECT OF DRAFT VARIATION ON ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS, SHIP D, POINT 1, 20 KNOTS,

LONG CRESTED SEAS

Codiio Roll (Deg) Longitudinal Acc. (ga) Lateral Acc. (9gs) Vertical Acc. Ws~)

Head Beam Head Beam Head Beam Head Bearn

_____ (SEC) _Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full Lt Full

23.8 7.3 0 0 .2 .2 .001 .001 .001 .001 0 0 .046 .049 .020 .015 .056 .046

23.9 12.24 0 0 3.0 .3 .o10 o011 .001 .001 0 0 .040 .044 .094 .090 .065 .061

23.8 139 0 0 4.4 1.3 .013 .014 . 001 .001 0 0 .036 040 .i106 .104 .059 .056

32.4 139 0 0 5.9 1.8 .017 .018 .001 .001 0 0 .049 .054 LI144 .142 .081 .076

_______________________________Displacement

Load K &/B GM/B Draft (rFr) (Ions)

Li ght .44 .14 32.2 75159

Full .40 .06 34.4 83667

It should be noted that: c) vertical ship response is con-
a) lngitdina shp repons isstant along any vertical line
a) lngitdina shp repons isthrough the ship, for example,

constant along any longitudinal the vertical acceleration is
line through the ship, for ex- the same for points 2 and ~4 in
ample, the longitudinal accel- Figure 8.
eration is the same for points
4I through 9 in Figure 8; VALIDITY OF ACCELERATION PREDICTIONS

b) lateral ship response is con- Comparison With Model Experiments
stant along any lateral line The regular wave response predic-

through the ship, for example, tions output by the computer programns,
the lateral acceleration is see References 3 and 4I, have been comn-
the same for points 3 and 4i in pared at three speeds with the results
Figure 8; and of model experiments for SHIP D conduct-~ - ed at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin,

"... .1 ...- A.Wageningen, Holland [18]. This experi-
,,*I W~ P* PE mental verification of the computer -

program involves pitch, heave, and roll
I-A. ~Ot I . I- A~~0OEP40 Ii O in addition to vertical acceleration at

.1 0-1O IAV . 1 the center of t-he forward tank. The
PEOlE P OOVIY O POWOE O~S PE ~ "~ship model was ballasted to a condition

111 .1 ::1 l M1 very close to the full load co-ndition
0* .P tin*~. p "ogiven in Figure 7.

C..O -CPEOOO~f .*IPPP.0 The heave displacement and verti-
C." cal bow acceleration comparisons are

shown in Figure 9, with pitch and roll
comparisons sho':m in Figure 10. Compari-I. sons are made on the basis of response
transfer functions, i.e., the square

-A root of the ship response amplitude
operators. One of the components of thle

AMvertical acceleration, heave, does not
compare very well with meriniured model
results. However, the remaining comn-

AM ponents (pitch an'd roll) and most
importantly the resultant vertical ac-

~PI celerat ion (at the center of the forward
LNG tank), agree satisfactorily wi~th
the measured results. It is therefore
concluded~. that the computer programs

Figure 8 Point Locations for Prediction~ adequately predict the vertical acceler-j
of Extreme Accelerations for ations which are under investigation.

SHIPDAdditional experimental verification
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*1 A
of ship motions predicted by the program vertical acceleration ratios on the
can be found in Referetnce 19. order of 0.6 were obtained. In this

connection, it should be noted that even
large lateral acceleration response
ratios were measured on board the SS

Boston, see Reference 20, although there
is some question as to the measurement
process employed on this ship. It is

- "--- ... concluded from these results that the
-....... computer programs predict reasonably... accurate values of longitudinal and

il lateral accelerations.

APPENDIX R~
REPRESENTATION AND VARIABILITY OF

EXTREME SEA CONDITIONS

SOURCES OF EXTREME SEA CONDITIONS

Because the extreme accelerations
- •developed in this paper dcpend on oh-

X servations of the actual sea for the
"" - extreme seas, a literature search for

''

WAVE EREOJ5*•Y, -, ROO4AVWCO$OI. 9 J

Figure 9 - onmparison of Predicted (Theory) and Mleasured (E~p.)
Responses in Regular Waves or SHIP D, Full Load

WAVE FRQUElNCY. R, D OIANSISICOND

t i... . .Im

Comparison With Full Scale Trials
Experimentel -verification for the

lateral and longitudinal accelerations
is somewhat more difficult to obtain.
Only limited experimental data on lateral
motions and accelerations is available.
Reference 3 shows limited sway motion
comparisons. To develop some basis for .1
broadly verifying the predicted lateral
and longitudinal acceleration levels,
full siale values measured by NSRDC in
2.972 and 1973 on the USS GUAM (LPH-9)
were examined. Figure 11 shows a con- WAVE FRI§•u.CY. ,•0, ,,ANS/SCOND
parison of the relative magn1 tudes of Figure 10 - Comparison of Predicted (Theory) and Measured (Pxp.)
longitudinal, iatezal, and vertical Responses in Regular Waves of SHIP D, Full Load
accelerations. These accelerations were
all leferenced to the vertical accelera-.
tion. It should be noted that rather

-sh large lateral accelerations were obtained.
Both measured and predicted lateral to
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bution which is essential for the pre-
diction of extreme accelerations.

0 MSAMJ5,O The reports of the Environmental
PS• •e4CTO Committee of the International Ship

Structures Congress [13), [22], [23]
were also examined in order to locate
extreme sea data (height and period)
which would be representative of the
Pacific. Only two extreme wave height/
wave period observations were located
in Reference 13. These are the observa-
tiones, shown in Figure 12b, made in 1963

Igo 2000 aboard two Japanese freighters. It
HEAD Sow BEAM should be noted that other reported

extreme wave height/wave period sets
ADVOCOASONOFML A O oNGIP"N"t were essentially subsets of the Atlantic

trade route data [23]. Figure 13 pre-
sents the extreme sea conditions located

1.0 thus far. b

0 ~ The conclusion that the North Pacific
may be regarded as a subset of the North
Atlantic cannot, at this time, be drawn

0.5 10W n 40 40 of

""MAISN SI HII WOTESI P | ATH 'SH I 20 ii.I I

70 ?a N4I o120 90 0 W1EATHERSI

SHIP HEADING s
COFAlFASON CIFP MEASUIAI AND FONDICIED LAJEAt AND

VmWiCAL ACCELERATION MAGNITUDES/ 61

40 ~40
Figure 11 -Comnparison of Measured and Predicted 30 1 30

Acceleration Magnitudes, near the Stern 20 WATHERSHIP K 20
of LPH-9, Ship Speed Of 5 Knots 20 - WFATHERSHI E 10

20 0
30 30

such measured or observed sea data has 40 40 S

been conducted. Of particular interest in so 40 0 40 10

was the joint compilation of wave heights Figure 127. North Atlantic, Trade Rouw 1
and periods over eight years given by
hogben and Lumb [10]. These data were
compiled in a format directly applicable 0 L 30 1 , sow

to the use of two-parameter wave apectra.
In addition, the rather wide geographic .. y "I'j•
area covered by Hogben and Lumb simpli-
fied the search for extreme sea condi- 10 N
tions for the Atlantic Trade Route,
designated as Trade Route 1 in Figure12a. The USCG specified the areas
observnaed rmasuTrede octea dat for thgue 20 •_.

shaded in Figure 12a as representing the / -50
most realistic, foreseeable trade route 40 -

in the Atlantic. 40

Attempts at locating equally good 20 A0/

observed or meqasured ocean data for the 1 ,0
other most realistic, foreseeable tr&de , / -
route in the Pacific failed. The mas- ,o .0
sive oceanographic data compiled by 2 0 .
Yamanouchi and Ogawa [21], see large 30 38A.shaded area Figure 12b, were unsuitable.. . . _

for the prediction process developed. W4 in •0l "
The method of presentation and data Ru IM Nor* Ped, Truk Rmit d
reduction chosen by Yamanouchi and Ogawa . d

makes it impossible to reconstruct the Figure 12 - Assumed Trade Itoutes for North M

joint wave height/wave period distri- Atlantic and North Pacific
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in the Bretschneider spectrum correspon-
ding to the measured Station India
spectrum is

S- T_1 a 2w m_ /m (P4)

Similarly, the height parameter, Zw, for
the Bretachneider spectrum was computed
from the significant wave height, (Z )1/3
of the measured spectra by

w 0. 625 (iw)z,/3 - 0.625 (mn )a2.5 m°

flouts 1o COND M Longitudinal, lateral, and vertical

- .• accelerations were computed in head and S' ,,;,•=; ;,,:, •: beam seas at three ship locations using

the Bretschneider (B) and Station India
(SI) spectra. An example of the results
is shown for three different measured
wave spectra in Figure 14. These results

I represent the worst comparisons between
ship accelerations In the measured and

- - the Bretschneider fit sea spectra. Dif-
ferences between B and SI longitudinal
and lateral root mean square accelera-
tions were less than 0.003 g's. The

PIOUII 533. SEITSCHI'WIOII 8tIPttIINIATflN Dr SIIKCSIO• ISSUIMI SEAS~dp~~.SNO

COMPAP14SON OF
RESULTING RESPONSE

r SCOMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS FOR
Figure 13 - Extreme Sea Conditions PEVITEO SULLILOAP,

Selected for the North 1EASPECIRA 20 KNOTS
Atlantic and the North I I I
Pacific POINT ,

I (AT, INDI M I ,ms a'.

["~~ 
26 t F-To.•

since far too little extreme Joint wave 0. .02

height/wave period data have been col- 
L " 10.82

lected or located and reduced in a
suitable format for the North Pacific. 0
;It can only be concluded at •his time 2 )00 26.6 FT. HEAS EA
that more suitablY reduced oceanographic HEAD6 SE Ms4

data for the Pacific are required. To 12.03 SEC.

REPRESENTATION OF EXTREME SEAS .

Validity of Two-Parameter Spectral
Representation

The effect of using the idealized
two-parameter Bretachneider spectral
formulation to represent realistic, PO T
extreme sea spectra was investigated. 37.7FT. POINT 5
A series of measured wave spectra of 400 - " . "- ..,.,
very high seas was used to examine the To 16.-31 SEC a 05m"V ;,adequacy of the Bretschneider spectral >
fit to real, extreme seas. These meas-
ured spectra were recorded (see Figure 200 .02

12a) on weatherships at Station India
in the North Atlantic [24]. As a measure

Sof the adequacy of the spectral fit, "

differences in computed ship responses 0 g0 /

based on the measured spectra and thL. 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 ~
Bretschneider spectral fit to these WAVE FREQUEICY, w, PADIANS/SECOHDS
measurements were computed.

The energy-averaged period, T Figure 14 - Comparison Between Predicted
and the significant wave height ( , Bretschneider Spectra and

of the measured spectra were used ýo Wave Spectra Measured at

calculate the corresponding Bretschneider Station India and Resulting

spectra. Thus, the period parameter, ,Response Predictions



differences between B and SI vertical In general, the short crested predictions
acceleration rms values range from 0.0036 do not exhibit the sharp resonances of
to 0.0067 g's and are less than 10 per- the long crested form at certain head-
cent of the SI values. It is therefore ings. In addition, they show significant
concluded that the Bretschneider spectral increases in the lateral and vertical
formulation provides an adequate repre- accelerations in head and following seas.
sentation for the extreme sea conditions It is concluded that the more realistic
investigated, short crested seas be used in the pre-

diction of extreme accelerations.
Short Crested versus Long Crested
Representaion VARIABILITY IN OBSERVED EXTREME SEAS

The effect of assuming a more real-
istic short crested rather than a long Three specific questions regarding
crested seaway is shown in Figure 15. the variability of the observed seas
Characteristics of each acceleration were examined to establish to some ex-
are as follows: tent, the validity of the extreme accel-

erations calculated on the basis of
a) the short crested longitudinal these sea observations. The results

acceleration remains fairly are shown in graphic form in Figure 3.
constant across heading, whereas
the long crested prediction is Height Correlation for Observed Wave
zero in beam seas; Heights

'everal different wave height cor-
b) the short crested lateral accel- relation equations have been proposed by

i •ration is greater in head and various authors to relate the visually
following seas but less in beam observed wave heights and periods to
seas than the long crested lat- characteristic wave heights and periods
eral acceleration; and that will describe the spectral distri-

bution of the waves. The wave height
c) the short crested vertical ac- variability that results from the use

celeration does not exhibit the of different "correlation equations" is
double peak characteristic of demonstrated in Figure 3a. The visually
the long crested prediction; observed wave heights, also shown in
the short crested value ii this figure, illustrate the eignificance
greater in head, quartering, of this "correlation variability." A
and following seas and less in similar effort was not conducted for
bow seas than the lcng crested wave perlods.
value.

All height correlation equations
tend to reduce the most extreme wave

17 heights observed. The Hogben and Lumb

_ __ correlation was made between weathership

SVIobservations (i.e., observations by
, , ,I(.I,.. ,. , . ,. , trained pr3fessionals), and measured

"- ......... .... cft.... results [10]. This correlation appears
SO....... to result in only slight reductions

between the observed heights and the .
i h hscharacteristic measured significant wave

heights.

t. It is interesting to note another
group of correlation relations due to
Nordenstr~m [131, Abrahamsen (73, and

____ _ ..._ ._' ..... N Cartwright 113], rasult in .ubstantially
lower wave heights than the ones based

-• ' on Hogben and Lumb [10]. The results
from all three sets of cerrelation
relaticrs are quite similar. Cartwright's

I ... correlation 113] was selected for this
work because it explicitly related the ",- ,,,•.• -o-,. ... .0,• .. .. wave heights and periods observed by I.

.11 WG ""°'"voluntarily cooperating ships with wave
measurements. Cartwright's correlation

Figure 15 -Comparison Beteen Long Crested was considered to be the most realistic
and Short Crested Predictions one to use because, by far the majority

of all observations come from voluntar-
ily cooperative ships with relativeiy
untrained observers rather than weather-
ships with trained observers.

Since the use of different wave
height correlation results in variations
in extreme significant heights of more
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than 10 feet, it is considered that the interesting to note that the relatively h
extreme observed heights are not likely sheltered coastal waters (areas 4, 8,
to be much more accurate than this value. 12, 15 and 9, see Figure 12) contain the
This large uncertainty in the actual highest reported wave height in the trade
reported wave height must, therefore, be route. The very large difference of
determination of the design accelerations. Biscay) and area 15 (Caribbean) demon-

strates the strong influence of geography
Table 3 presents a tabulation of the on this trade route.

correlated (Cartwright) observed data
from Hogben and Lumb l0] for the North Long-Term Vgriatlon in Largest Observed
Atlantic Trade Route of Figure 12a. The Wave Heights
table includes the frequency of occurrence The question of the applicabilityof each height/period combination accumu- of the extreme sea conditions reported

lated over the entire trade route for the by Hogben and Lumb [10), for use in
years 1953-61. The curve denoted lifetime extreme or design determination
"Cartwright 1967 Correlation" in Figure was examined, see Figure 3c. The yearly
3a is taken as the highest signift.cant extreme wave height, observed by three
wave height occurring In each modal period weatherships which are located on the
range in Table 3. The influence of Atlantic trade routes (noted on F.4.gure
geography on the highest observed height 12a) were plotted for 18 consecutive
over all wave periods as well as the years. Figure 3c clearly shows th:l
variation of highest observed heights the largest yearly extreme occurred ."n
with time are discussed in the follow- 1959. Thus, it can be tentatively con-
ing sections. cluded that the extremes on Trade Routi

1 are realistic representations of sea
Geo0raphic Influence on Largest Observed conditions that might be expected to be

ve Heights encountered over a ship's 20-year life
The variability in the reported on the specified North Atlantic trade

extreme height for the various areas in route. It is not posvible to reach a
Trade Route 1 is examined in Figure 3b. similar conclusion with regard to the
Only the largest height for all wave North Pacific trade route due to the
periods in a particular area of the scarcity of suitrb]e long-term wave
trade route is considered. It is data.

TABLE 3 - SIUNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT AND NODAL WAVE PERIODS
PROM OBSERVATIONS: TRADE ROUTE I (NORTH ATLANTIC)

Scalm 137 4.- 1. >1. Toa

Undeter] g.8 9.2 - 10.2- 11.1 - 11.9 -112.9 - 13.7- 14.7- 15.5 >15.0 Total

mined 9.7 10.6 11.5 12.5 13.3 14.1 15.1 16.0 .

8.92 3.29 3.88 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.01 * * * 0.07 0.05 7.47
9.45 0.19 9.23 0.,1 0.20 0.08 0.03 0.01 * * U.02 0.34 11.01

10.53 0.32 14.28 1.77 1.19 0.35 0.13 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.13 22.28
11.61 0.34 6.17 ',.32 3.11 0.82 0.26 0.09 0.03 0.01 * 0.02 18.17
12.69 0.25 1.56 S.63 4.02 1.28 0.33 3.09 0.03 * * * 13.1910.78 0,17 0,i9 2.84 3.15 1.54 0.46 0.15 0.04 0.01 *'- .95-9s

14.86 0.12 0.21 1.29 1.95 1.26 0.33 0.15 0.04 * * 5.35
15.94 0.10 0.M 2 0.71 1.28 0.97 0.48 0.16 0.05 0.02 * * 3.89
17.02 0.05 0.05 0.36 0 1 0.63 0.35 0.14 0.05 0.01 * * 2.34
18.10 0,A6 0.04 0.27 0. -5 0.56 0.31 0.15 0.06 0.02 * * 2.02
19.19 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.66 0.02 * * * * 0.94
20.27 0,01 0 0.03 0,08 0.10 0.06 0,03 0,01 * 0*.
21- 35 - 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.04 0.01 * * * 0.50
22.43 * 0.01 0.05 0.I0 0.14 0.08 0.04 0.01 * * * 0.43
23.53 * * 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.01 * * * * 0.15
24.57 * * 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.02 * * * * 0.18
25.65 * * 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.02 * * * * 0.14
26.73 0. 0,01 0°0 0.02 0.01 * * * 0.07
27.81 * * * 0.01 0. 02 0.02 * * * * * 0.05
28.89 *(22) *(3) * 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 D.01(45) *(26) * *(7) 0.12
32.13 *(2) *(2) *(2) *(3) *(1)

_ _ : 34.29 *(1) 8(1) *(3)
38.61 *(4) *(1)

Totl .9 3.17 25.42 16.75 .4 37 1.20 0.6 .0 0.12 [05 75

S•*Less than 0. 01%

Number of observations listed for the highest wave height for each range of periods and for wave heights 19.9 feet

or greater. Total number of observations 373,952.
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DISCUSSION

EDWARD V. LEWIS than those for a single storm". Appar-
ently a single Rayleigh distribution is
used over a time period of three days,

There are two approaches to tho prob- covering several storms. Such a proced-
l" of predicting extreme ship responses ure requires justification, since the
to ocean waves. One is to developa continuous exposure to a single storm ismathematical model covering the ship's not the same statistically as the separate
response to all sea conditions and hence exposure to several different storms.
to obtain a cumulative distribution of
all responses. The value to be exceeded On the basis of the above it appears
in the lifetime of the ship -- or of a to this discusser that, although the pro-
fleet of ships -- can then be read off. posed proceduze for establishing rational
The other approach is to deal only with standards for accelerations on LNG ships
the extreme values of response, which are is sound in principle, further steps are
presumably associated with the most se- needed to make it more rigorous and ac-
vere wave conditions. ceptable. In particular, it is felt that

the wave data (Table 3) -.hould be fit to vIThe first approach has advantages a suitable distribution function in orderin simplicity and easy full-scale verif- to obtain a more reliable maximum height
ication. The second -- which is used in for each period group. A more ri orous
this paper -- is appealing because it is procedure should then be to de-
not encumbered with a large quantity of termine the ',ighest expected accelera-
low-value data. However, there are some tions, considering exposure time not only idangers that show up in the treatment to the maximum expected seas, but to the
given here, and these will be pointed out. other severe seas near to the maximum.

First, the highest wave spectrum of It is recognized that the paper rep-a given characteristic period may not pro- resents a pilot study, but it is impor-

duce the largest response. There are two tant that, once the basic procedure is
reasons: (a) spectral shapes vary con- decided upon, systematic calculations be
siderably, and (b) exposure time will be carrie-d out over a range of ship sizes
gr.eater for the not-quite-highest waves, as recommended in the paper. It is also

felt that the whole problem is so impor-
Second, the final answer depends tant that it is essential for independ-greatly on the extreme sea conditions se- ent calculations to be carried out by the

lected. It is bard to be satisfied that other well-established approach men-
the five shown in Figure 13 (from Table tioned in this discussion, and results
3) are the real lifetime maxima to be ex- compared. See [7] [8d [9 a

pected. If three times as many observa-
tions had been made over the same period, The authors have rightly given con-
or if the observations had continued over siderable attention (Appendix B) to the
three times as long a period, one would effects of variability of wave spectral
expect that some more severe seas would shapes. Current work by Dr. Dan Hoffman
have been reported. at Webb Institute has a bearing on thissubject. He is also analyzing spectral

Third, the determination of exposure data obtained by the Sea Use Council un-
time is a problem: "To account for the der MarAd sponsorship for Station Ppap
Occurrence of several extreme storms in in the North Pacific. This work sn-ouTd A
the lifetime of a ship, it is considered help to fill in some of our gaps in
appropriate to use longer exposure times knowledge of the Pacific Ocean. 4

N

4."

:k.
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D.L. FOIUSCM The action which the Coast Guard takes on
LNG tank design criteria must consider this
work and the criteria reccnmended by the

The authors of th buicongatlock Inte~rational Association of Qassiicationtedevelopment aoe th beilcongratlaeforkkadtecieiarcmntdb h
theue f o f this budeingn ckl. Societies as well as the criteria reccmmended
procedure for dete amining sign cea tionby the Chemical Transportation Inruitry
itdsentfjthod stagies aof wi the proeaduewiy Adv-isory Committee. One step that has been
identify the stages of the poceduire n taken by these groups, that is not taken In
will require further study and decisions by this paper, is to provide a means to ccirbine

the accelerations into a resultant mnaxi=n

acceleration vector. T1hey accorplish this by
Certainly it is clear that there is a simply adding the maxinums. I would like to

need for an improved wave data base, just as 'aw if the authors agree with this procedure
there is for any procedure which requires ship or do they have a more rational procedure for
motion information. determining the resultant acceleration vector.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

We wish to thank Professor Lewis and CT aMd (jw)i43 in our building block
LCDR Folsom for their penetrating approach to the prediction of design
comments on our paper. We agree with accelerations.
Professor Lewis that additional work is
required in order to establish valid We agree with Professor Lewis' point
standards for the design of LNG cargo that larger design accelerations than
tanks. We believe that the emphasis in the ones given in this paper are possible,
the next steps should be to improve the if tLese accelerations were based on
accuracy of the predicted design accel- extreme wave data selected from a larger
erations. In short, we believe that wave data base than the one emp) ed.
more physics or real data is required to That is of course, as noted by LCDR
improve design acceleration predictions. Folsom, the reason for an improved wave
We do net believe that more rigorous data base.
mathematics or statistics would improve
the realism of the predicted design We have considered that the highest
accelerations. measured or vit:ually recorded wove

height/period combination is a valid
extreme storm condition on which to base

In reply to Professor Lewis' caution- design acceleration predictions. We
ary statement that the largest responses have employed only the visual data from
do not necessarily occur in the seas ioghen and Lumb. Tt is considered es-
with the highest waves, the following sentia! to update ,egularly (yearly) the
comments are offered. First, we are wave data base from which the extreme
aware that there is full scale container

shipdat, sch a frm te ~ OSTNdesign accelerations are calculated.ship data, such as from the SS BOSTON, Thus, it is intended that the design
which appear to confirm Professor Lewis' accelerations be improved yearly as more
observation. However, the reason for' extreme sea measurements and observa-
this apparent confirmation is that the tions become available. We do not con-ships' masters employ operating strata.
ships'himhsters epoyredu operationgtate cur with the approach which fits distri-
gies which tend to reduce objectionable bution functions to the measured or
ship responses, i.e., they voluntarily observed wave data base and then "extra-
reduce speed or alter course. However, polates' the extremely rare events to
it is not considered to be appropiiate sone convenient level of statistical

for regulatory or design purposes to confidence. We do not lonsider that the

depend on voluntary operator strategies added layer of sophistication in trehth

to reduce extreme ship responses. Thus. ing rare, extreme sea data adds any con-
our use of the highest wave heights to fidence to the predicted level of the
define sea conditions in which thedefie sa coditonsin wichtheextreme seas and the extreme sea ship

largest accelerations occur rests on the responses.
conservative assumption that involuntary
factors, such as involuntary speed loss, It has been concluded that results
reduce the design accelerations in ex- "i th be conservative when exposare times

treme seas. greater than the ones for a single storm
are usad along with the associated assump-

The influence of spectral shape vari- tion that a single Rayleigh distribution
ations in extreme seas on ship responses is valid over this entire exposure time
is treated by our use of the wave spectra at a constant wave condition. Results
at different modal periods. We are indicate that predictions of extreme
pleased to hear that Professor Hoffman wave heights, and thus ship responses,
is also analyzing Station Papa North based on the above, assumptions may be as
Pacific wave data. We are using Station much as 20 percert larger than values
Papa extreme wave data to compare accel- that may he expected f,'m measuremerits
eration variations due to ditferent based on a large series of 1/2 hour wave
measured wave spectra with acceleration height me,,surements.
variations that result when our series or
wave spectra at different modal wave In raspoese to LCDR Folaom's ques-
periods are employed. tie regarding our opinion of the present

IAX and CTIAC ac:eleration combination
When the ship exposure times for the rule, le, me state that we have as yet

not-quite-highesc waves are considered not formed on opinion. However, we are
(see Table 3) in the calculation uf presently examining the validity of the
extreme ship responses, the largest ship present aule by us ng predicted, corre-
reaponsos still occur in the highest lated time histories of all three accel-
seas. Wu have verified this by simple eration components, i.e., vertical,
calculations using Table 3 and varying lateral, and longi tudinal. 4
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LIQUID SLOSH IN LNG CARRIERS

H. N, Abiamaox R. L. 8a4 0. Fattim~en H. A. OL•en
Soaut'hwet Southweht Vet No'Ake V.titah Pet Nouke Vektt4a

ReheaAeh Intitte e6eakeh Tn4.titte 061o, NvAway Oto, No4~wY
San Antoni-o, Text4 San Antonio, TexaA

ABSTRACT cargo tank. These slosh generated loads have
a considerable influence on the tank and support

Results of several research programs structure design. Accounting for liquid impact
to Investigate sloshing in Liquid Natural Gas loads in cargo tanks it not restricted to LNG
(LNG) Carriers are presented. The history of carriers since similar problems have been
slosh-related problems in LNG carriers is experienced in other types of liquid transport
discussed includinga listing of recorded tank ships such as bulk oil ca-riers. However,
damages from LNG sloshing. Sloshing conside.r- several factors make slosh loads more impor-
ations for different tankdesigns are alsopre- tant with regard to LNG ship design. A tank
sented. In addition theoretical and experimental failure in a LNG ship merits spcial considera-
studies for determining liquid response charac- tion because of 1) the risk of brittle fracture of
teristics for different tank geometries and lill the primary structure (low temperature shock),
levels are delineated. The scaling of LNG 2) the expensive repair cost of the complicated
slosh loads from model data to full scale is tank designs, 3) the high out-of-service costsalso discussed and available full scale load and 4) a potentially explosive cargo. In addition,
measurements are presented. Areas requiring special requirements result in LNG tanks being
further investigation are also enumerated as well partially full; a condition creating the highest
as design implications from the studies to date. impact leeds from liquid sloshing. Partial

filled conditions occur because I) chili-down
INTRODUCTION liquid is needed to maintain cold tanks on return

trips, 2) higher specific gravity liquids than
History of Slosh Problem LNG are transported in tanks designed for LNG

The initial attempt at LNG transport by weight, 3) partial unloading is desirable when
water was accomplished in the early 1950's multi-port stops are made and 4) loading or
when a barge called "Methane" was constructed unloading at sea creates significant time periods
with five cylindrical balsa lined tanks with a at undesirable fill depths. Also, the complexi y
total capacity of 6000 cubic meters. In spite of of the tank design in LNG carriers is such that
s-veral technical problems with the balsa insu- at least somne LNG tanks are more susceptible
lation the project was considered a success but to damage fr; m &losh loading than tanks fox
was abandoned for economic reasons. In suu- transporting oil or other petroleum products.
sequent years increasing gas shor, tgem and
energy demands in Europe and Japan mnade LNG There are presently over 10 designs of
transport economically feasible, and by the LNG týnks (1) that are either currently in usa or
early 1960's commercial transport of LNG was under major consideration. These tanks gen-
occurring in ships with cargo capacitioe of erally fall into two categories; namely, fret-
approximately 25, 000 cubic meters. Since the standing (independent) and non-freestanding
mid 1960's, LNG ship technology has advanced (membrane) tanks (Figure 2). Integral tanks
considerably and ships of numerous designs ujed for LPG transport are not acceptable for
and capacities have evolved (Figure 1). At LNG s.nce their use is restricted to tempera-
present, LNG carriers are under construction tures greater than -10°C. The freestanding or
with capacities of 125, 000 cubic meters with independent tank is usually of the spherical or
ships as large as 150-200, 000 cubic meters cylindrical design and because of its geometry
anticipated for use in the near future, it is amenable to stress analysis and oth,'r co.a-

vontional analytical techniques. Because the
As the various LNG uhip designs have stresses can be calculated, a secondary bar-

evolved, several important types of unique ship rier system is not required as is the case of
loads have been considered by the designers of the non-freestanding tanks. An exception is the
SLNG carriers. One of the mast importani ship prismatic freestanding tank which does require
loads results from sloshing of the LNG in the a secondary barrier. Freestanding tanks arc
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(a) ARISrOTLE( EX-METHANE PIONEER) (h P DESCARTES

W b PY1HIAGORE F t..Ef(P A Ri (i) 75, 0cu m SHIP FOR SHELL

0c) METHANE PRINCESS

a .. a...4 j I 87,60 cu m KVAERNER-MOSS SHIP

1KI(d) JULES VERNE!'E

Itk) 125. 000 Cu M GAZ-TRANSPORT SHIP FOR EL PASO

(e) ESSO BREGA

F' - ~1i) 12D0O0OcumKVAERNER-MOSS SHIP

(f) POLAR ALASKA

ELn.) PROJECTED 1,W0,O00 cu m SHIP WITH FRE-STANDING•( g )EUCLIDES OR MEMBRANE TANKS

Fig. I LNG Carriers: The Current State of the Art

also easier to fabricate, and the insulation is pressure on structural requirements were not

easier to install than on other systems. One studied to any extent. Further, the excitation

drawback to the freestanding design is the disad- amplitudes ccnsidered in space applications

vantage of requiring a larger ship per given were too small for rhip motion simulation.

cargo volume. Since freestanding tank walls

can be derigned to withstand large impact preo- The second general tank type, the non-

sures, the primary problem aqnociated with freestanding or membrane tank, affords the

LNG slowhiiig in freestanding tanks result- from maximum utilization of space as the tanks are

the slosh loads on internal components and on essentially built into the ship's hold making i

use of the ship's structure for support. The

the tanlk support structure, membrane tanks use a thin internal lasyer of

Sloshing Considerations vs Tank Design metal to act as a liquid barrier and are directly

Liquid sloshing in spherlcal and cylindri- supported by insulation material. The insula-

cal containers has been studied In the past for tion is applied directly to the null with no

space applications, both analytically and experi- accebs space which makes this type of tank

Smentally (Z). The nature of slosh loading in difficult to repair after material fracture or

these types of tat,ks and its prediction Is prob- other darmage. Because of the conmplex struc-

ably better understood than for prismatic tanks. ture, membrane tanks are not amenable to

but analytical techniques fo.' p-eealcting large analysis. In addition, because of this and ;he

Samplitude sloshiag -re still not fully developed, thinness of the membrane, a . ,.-_opete second-

and such loads are extremely important in de- ary liquid barrier is required, !'he primary

S. signing the tank support structure and internal problem associated with sloshing in membrane

tank components. In addition, much of the tanks is the potential dLmage to the tank wails

Ssloshing technology developed for space appli- from peak impact slosh pressures. Since this

cations is not useful because emphasis was type of tank cannot iNe analyzed to determine its

placed on frequencies and total forces an they failure strength, special load tests must be

•( relatc I to control system requirements and, performed on representa0Ive segments of the

I therefore, the effects of local peak impact structutre to determine its load bearing strength.
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1- An estimate of the slosh loads timt occur in
Insulating Box ehese types of tanks is than utilized to deter-

Water Ballast T mine if the structure has the required strength.

Severe slosh loads in the membrane tank can

occur at small fill depths resulting from large
I amplitude traveling wave impact which is not

Tenon amenable to analysis. Also, severe slosh loads
Pin can occur on or near the tank top as a conse-

Insulation Bulkhead quence of standing slosh waves in partiallyIns ulatlon - BlhdI
or Linr I mfilled tanks. Therefo,-e, tests with geomet c

or Liner scale models of LNG membrane tanks are
A Hull

needed to obtain liquid impact pressure data
CARGO TANK Plating for tank design.

WooenRecorded Damage From Sloshing

r=Frame As of 1973 over fifty years of experience
has been gained with numerous ships of various

We asank designs. During these years, several
structural problems have been recorded which

GAZ-TRANSPORT have resulted from slosh loads on LNG cargo
MEMBRANE TANK DETAIL "A" tanks. Slosh related loads causing tank damage

-Primary have occurred on two whips with membrane
Secondary Insulating tanks, the "Polar Alaska" and the "Arctic
Barrier Box Tokyo". On the "Polar Alaska", supports of

the electric cables supplying the cargo pumps
,Primary were broken by liquid sloshing loads. This

Sliding Tongue rier occurred when the tank was approximately 15 -
SSln 20% full. The broken cable supports resulted in

In ulatin Fixed Tongue damage to the bottom of the membrane tank.
Box •On the "Arctic Tokyo", a leak in the number I

ali i g 
3 SheetsSlidieam tank was caused from liquid sloshing when the

Primary Welded tank was about 20% full. Inspection revealed
Fixed Insulating that the leak was located, along with four de-

Tongue Box formed points in the membranes, in the aft
corners of the transverse and lognitudinal

DETAIL "B" bulkheads at about the liquid surface level.
Subsequent model tests (3,4) performed on

Fig. Za Non-Freestanding (Membrane) scale models of the damaged "Arctic Tokyo"

Tank Design tank revealed that a 15 - 30% fill depth with
respect to tank length resulted inappreciable
impact loads from sloshing. As a result of

Prtective Steel Dome these studies operations with partially filled

tanks other than nearly full or nearly empty
Polyurethane Foam have been prohibited, and no additional prob-

lems have been reported. The model tests
Tank Shell-were not successful, however, in establishing

Insulation peak impact pressures (5) which could have

9% Nickel I caused the damage. As a result, additional

CARGO Steel rank work has been undertaken to investigate more

TANK A Support Skirt thoroughly all aspects of modeling LNG slosh-
Tn e. ing and to provide a greater urderstanding of

Spray Shield the slosh generated loads and their implications
to tank .nd ship design.

DETAIL "A"
In this paper a description of recent

activities in studying liquid slosh in LNG car-
-insulation riers is presented. Fundamental, analytical

Water Ballast and experimental studies in this area are dis-
Drip Tray cussed as well as the implications this research

KVAERNER-MOSS has for LNG ship design.
SPHERICAL TANK

Fig. 2b Freestanding (Spherical) Tank Design MODELING OF LNG SLOSH BEHAVIOR

Scaling Criteria
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The important loads associated with a surface tension
sloshing of LNG in transport ship tanks
are not well understood and at present EL bulk modulus of liquid
cannot be adequately described mathemati-
cally. To circumvent this problem, studies Es tank elastic modulus
have been performed utilizi'.y. scale models of
LNG cargo tanks to 1) determine the nature of AP Po - Pv, where
She slosh phenomena for various fill depths and
tank geometries, 2) provide loads data for use P0 pressure at frce surface
in estimatir.g prototype reactions and 3) help
determine the factors responsible for damage Pv liquid vapor pressure
to full scale tanks. In order to utilize model
test results, the scaling criteria to convert Using the PiTheorem and choosing impact pres-
model test data to full scale loads need to be sure a. the dependent variable results n the
established. following functional relationship-

In general, modeling requires a selec-
tion of a set, of significant parameters and the Y T

combining of these parameters into pi terms
using the principles of similitude. A test pro- P F [ PL (LIT)
gram is then designed so the model size is p(L/F7 LF , ti

properly scaled for whatever parameters are
chosen. If a proper simulation is obtained, the ry T1 Ta TO7

results from model tests can be scaled directly
to full scale conditions without significant error. 2(L/¶f L p(L/T) AP rs

On the other hand, if tests have been performed , EL , ,(LI77 -P(L/,
out of simulation, then enough test information
must be obtained so correction factors can be
applied to the data to indicate full scale condi- 9 TY T05 5 10
tions. In examining modeling requirements for
LNG slosh studies, the following questions must X S,
be answered. 1) What are thn appropriate o h (1)
scaling criteria? 2) Have previous model tests L , L, Li
been performed in or out of scale, and if out of
scale, what can be done with the data to relate
it to prototype conditions'? 3) If tests were per-
formed in scale, was enough data compiled to
draw any conclusions and allow meaningful ex- The first pi term represents a pressure coef-
pressions to be developed to predict prototyp- ficient (Euler number) which is a function of the
behavior? In an attempt to answer these ques- remaining pi terms. Pi terms 2 - 6 represent
t-_ons the following important parameters are Froude, Reynolds, Weber, Cauchy and cavita-
considered in modeling the liquid motions in a tion number, respectively. Pi term 7 accounts
typical LNG tank geometry. for wall elasticity with the remaining pi terms

accounting for geometric similitude.
P pressure exerted on tank by liquid

In all model testing to date, only Froude
g gravitational acceleration and geometric scaling have been considered im-

portant. Therefore, no attempt to simulate pi

L tank length or diameter (selected terms 3 - 7 has been uwdertaken. Since for any
characteristic dimension) free surface condition Froude scaling is always

important, considering this pi term is a must.
h liquid height The importance of the remaining terms is now

evaluated by comparing magnitudes of each
S1 other pertinent tank dimension dimensionless group using typical model and

(i = 1,2.... n) prototype values for the parameters. A sum-
Se t mmary of comparisons is given in Table I.

S, : Xo excitation amplitude .

Surface Tension Effects
T excitation period The surface tension parametsr, ,

appears in the Weber number or Tr4 term. The

ý± liquid viscosity product of the Froude and the Weber number
forms the Bond number

p liquid density 2
Bo = pgL/0 () r
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Tabie I. Model to Prototype Scaling Comparisons

Model - m Prototype - p

Length (meters) 1.0 30

Scale (Lm/Lp) 1/30

Liquid 1-120 LNG

Density - P (kg/m
3

) 1000 474

Viscosity -L (CP) 1.0 0. 139

Kinematic Viscosity v (cmz/sec) 0.01 0.00290

Surface Tension -oa(Dynea/cm) 72.8 496*

Speed of Sound - C(m/s) 1505 1700

Bulk Modulus - EL (Dynes/cm
2 ) 20.6 x 10

9  13.8 x l09

Wave Speed - V (m/s) 1.0 8.0

Re = 0VL// I x 10
6  8.3 x 108

Re o L L3/Zgl1/Z/I 3. 1 x i0 6  1.7 x 109

Bo 0 g L Z/a 1.35x 105 8.4ix 106

Ca og L/EL 4.75 x 10-
6  101 x 10-6

0 CV/g (kg/cm ) 15.3 65.7

AP/ o RL 10 - 0

Maximum value for liquids, LNG value unknown

The Bond number represents the ratio of inertia mated in (3). The resulting Reynolds numbers

to surface tension forces, and if greater thin 1, are -106 and 109 for the model and prototype.

surface tension can be neglected when modeling While the magnitude of these numbers is large,

a free surface. The estimated Bond numbers the importance of viscosity cannot be determined

(Table I) are 1.35 x 105 and 8.43 x 106 for the on this basis alone. Previous slosh studies,

model (m) and prototype (p), respectively. The (2) showed that viscosity affects the K,ýagnitude

magnitude of these numbers indicate that sur- of the peak pressures and forces exerted

face tension effects can be neglected and one pi tank walls at resonant conditions but only

term eliminated. slightly alters the slosh frequency at resonance.
These results indicate that viscous scaling may

viscous Effects be important in predicting prototype LNG slosh
The viscosity of the fluid appears in the impact loads.

Reynolds number (wr3) given by
A new parameter, formed by combining

Froude and Reynolds number, is given by

R e z P V L / u ( 3 ) 'e
Re p L312gl IZ/, (4)

In most fluid mechanics applicationa viscous

effects become morL important with decreasing For both Reynolds and Froude number scaling
values of Reynolds number. An estimate of the to be satisfied, the model scale is given by

Reynolds number for both the model and proto-

type was made utilizing the values given in 2/3
L V

Table I, with the characteristic velocity V Lr _ Im
taken to be the longitudinal liquid velocity of LR-L vJ for i p (5)

the order of magnitude as measured or esti- P p
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This equatlu is plotted in Figure 3 which shows face, the &mount of gas bubbles entrained in the
that the kinematic viscosity ratio of the model liquid and the environmental pressure. For
(HZO) to prototype fluid (LNG) is about 3 orders K = 1. 0, impact pressures (Table I) are 14.6
of magnitude too high even for the largest model kg/cm2 and 66 kg/cmZ for the model and proto-
tested. Conversely, for proper viscouc scal- type, respectively, compared to reported crush-
ing a model liquid would have to be found whose ing strengths of 5-7 kg/cmZ for typical LNG
kinematic viscosity was approximately I/100th membrane tanks. Th!s would indicate that the
that of LNG. and no such liquid exists. Unfortu- proportionality constant, K, must be consider-
nately since the kinerratic viscosity of water is ably less than 1, (i.e. , as low as .005) if com-
tliher than that of LNG, if viscosity is an im- pressibility scaling is pertinent.
pnrtant factor, thfn the data obtained in model
tests to date are nonconservative since out of Impact pressure traces recorded in
scale danmping is p.resent. previous LNG slosh modeling studies (3,4) are

similar in wave form to slamming pressure
traces given in (6). Since the pressure traces
indicate that a slanm'ag type pressure is pre-

S... sent, the effects of compressibility and the
appropriate scaling criteria for these type of

pressures still remain in doubt.

Test data obtained in previouw model

studies were scaled with the dimensionless
ratio represented by wi or Euler scaling. This
approach results in pressure scaling propor-
tional to the length and density ratio. If

"-- ,., ,, s - P/ P CV is the proper scaling parameter, then

the addition of Froude scaling requires that
Fig. 3 Froude and Reynolds Number Scaling

Some data and discussion relating to the p = P P L_ (7)
effects of viscosity on measured impact pres- p m 0m C m L
sures, as pertinent to LNG sloshing, are given
in a later section of this paper. or pressure scale as a square root of the length

ratio. Therefore, the current scaling ofrmodel

Compressibility Effects pressures by L /Lm resulta in a conservative

"The Cauchy or T5 term accounts for the estimate of peairimpact pressures.

compressibility of the liquid. After introduc-
ing Froude scaling, the Cauchy number is Cavitation Effects

given by Since the vapor pressure of LNG is
approximately equal to the tank static pressure,

(6 PaLthe cavitation parameter, w6- has a value near
-E• (6) zero. Model testing of HZO at P = I atm has a

L~ much larger value of the cavitation parameter

The Cauchy number given by equation (6) (Table 10) and therefore cavitation scaling is not

1) for the model and prototype is 4.75 x 10-6 achieved in model tests with HZO. Tests have

and 100 x 13-6, respectively, indicating that been performed at Det Norske Veritas with

previous model tests have also been performed iso-pentane ana boiling HZO to simulate LNG.

out of scale with respect to compressibility The preliminary results indicate little differ-

effects. An alternate technique for evaluating ence between non-boiling H 2 0 and boiling HzO

compressibility effects is to scale pressures by and iso-pentane test results; i-)wever, addition-

the method used it, (6). For this type of loading, al tests with cavitation scalinL hould be con-

impact pressuresI are proportional to the im- ducted. It is possible that the vapors produced
pact velocity V,,liquid ced nf nnd C. and by boiling will affect impact pressures byallow-
liquid density p, or P K 0 CV. The propor- ing more entraind] ma. AL, the. .. a -i "g

tionality constant, K, assumes a maximum val- Thus, boiling (or cavitation) can in essence '

ue of I at the stagnation point, but numerous affect scaling from a compressibility standpoint

factors in actual situation result in K being so that the interaction of these two scaling cri-

much smaller, usually on the order of 0. 1 to 1. teria should therefore be considered.

The final value of K is dependent on tlee relative
slope of the impact surface, the amount of gas Wall Elasticity
entrapped between the impacting liquid and sur- Another potentially important parameter

"_ _ _in modeling liquid sloshing is the rigidity of the
For predicting ship slamming pressures, liquid container. If the wall is highly elastic
the relationship P-Kn V2 is normally used.
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terms can be neglected a,4 that the scaling prob-
then liquid and structural motions can couple 1gm ntay be simrified. Ones the important
and drastically alter the slosh pressures and terms ^re established then the test can be per-
forces, formed to account for the important parameters

and allow data to be converted to full-scale.
No attempt has been made to simulate Such testing in currently underway at SwRI and

the tank wall (membrane, insulatian, boxes, DnV and some of the initial tent results are
hull) i; previous maodel testing. To determine presented herein.
if the elasticity of the wall can be neglected, the
natural frequency of typical plywood boxes of

membrane tanks was computed and compared to
the slosh frequency. The plywood segments
were assumed to act as clamped plates yielding

a natural wall frequency of f, 250 Hz . The
more rigid freestanding tank. will exhibit even
larger natural frequencies. Since typical slosh
periods are on the order of I to 10 seconds 0.3 0., IWO
(0.1 to 1.0 Hz), it is unlikely that the wall will \ 1,-ý .1.1

be excited to resonance by sloshing. However,
it should be noted thr. the. duration of the pres-
sure pulse is of the order of the natural period
of the wall response so that dynamic amplifica-
tion is possible.

Conclusions from Modeling Considerations "0. IQ

The previous discussion indicates that
surface tension and wall elasticity effects can
be neglected for purposes of scaling. However,
viscous, compressibility and cavitation contri- Fig. 4 Simulation Plot for Simultaneous
butions cannot be neglected until additLonal tests Viscous, Cavitation and Com-
are performed to ascertain their effects. Elir- preesibility Scaling
inating the iwo appropriate pi terms and includ-
ing Froude scaling in the others results in: LIQUID RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

p Fa /LS 1• Background
The liquid motion inside a tank has an

infinite number of natural periods, but it is the
lowest mode that is most likely to be excited by

.LP , L the motions of a ship, Studies have therefore
pgl , EL concentrated on investigating forced harmonic

oscillations in the vicinity of the lowest natural1 period where the natural period is defined as
Geometry (8) that predicted by linear theory. Nonlinear

effects result in the frequency of maximum
response being slightly different from the natu-

Figure 4 is a plot of reasonable ranges which ral frequency and dependent on amplitude. The
can be obtained for the first three parameters mode corresponding to the lowest natural periodin the functional forth of the above equatione is asymmetric so studies consider only forced

The region where the ranges for each pi term surge, sway, roll and pitch oscillation since
o indicatesrl ha t re re simultaneous wheral the via- yaw oscillation is normally of no iaterest. The
overlap represents the area where all three pi LNG tarks are also assumed to be rigid and
terms can be scaled simultaneously. This figure without baffles and tank geometry, liquid level

indicates, tho toressimultanes scaitiong off s -and excitation waveform dictate whether two-
cous copresibiity ~d avittio effctsdimensional or three-dimensional flow effectswould require about a 3/4 scale model which is, dibenonsidered.

of course, unreasonable. Therefore, addition- should be considered.

al experimental testing needs to be undertaken
to determine which, if any, of these three pi Two-Dimensional FlowTanks with two dimensional flow are

divided into two cases; shallow and non-shallow
liquid depbns. The shallow depth case is repre-This value is computed in freo air. The sented by h/b ý 0. Z where h is the still liquid

presence of liquid will add an apparent mass depth and b is the tank lengthinthediruction of
reducing the natural frequency, but not moion. The shallow depth case is characterized
appreciablys when compared to the smali by the formation of hydraulic jumps and travel-
slosh frequency. ing waves for excitation periods around the
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natural period. OCh the other hand, in the non- excitation for existence of a hydraulic jump is
shallow depth came large standing waves are
formed in the resonance frequency range, 1(I- C2)_ ( )l (12)

The natural periods for any two-dimen- where w is the forced oscillation frequency and
sional tank-shape can be determined by u~e of w0 is the natural frequency. In the case of
a modified Frank close-fit method (7). This forced sway oscillations the condition is
method has been shown to give very good results -for tank shapes with trapezoidal cross sections 11 (I- t) <1 (13)
(8). The method consists of finding a Green's j 0 1  b
function G [X, Z; F(s), n(s), t) for the where n is the forced sway amplitude.
problem and writing the velocity potential as

X ]The velocity of the hydraulic jurrp is
0 Q(s) G [X, Z; '(),1n(s) t] ds (9) approximately

where the integration is over the average wetted V g (14)
surface of the tank and .(s), r)(s) are thc coordi-
nates of points on the wetted surface. Q(s) is The fluid velocity and the surface elevation are
found by satisfyingthe tank bolindarycondition, of the order e , and are nonlinear functions of
and (X, Z) is the coordinate of a point in the fluid, the oscillation amplitude. Comparisons of this
Since there is no damping fora potential flow pro- theory with experiments performed with small
blem inside a tank, the linear theory predicts excitation amplitudes reveal reasonable agree-
an infinite response for the natural periods. To ment.
predict a reasonable responr- near resonance
one has to rely on nonlinear theory. This theory was utilized to predict slosh

impact forces for comparison to forces mnea-
An estimate of the lowest natural slosh sured on a typical LNG model-tankform. A

frequency for rectangular tanks is given by cross-section of the experimental model tank is
shown in Figure 5. The liquid depth in the tests

1) (gtr/b) - tanh (It h/b) (10) was h = 0. IZ b and forced harmonic sway exci-
tation amplitudes were r = 0. 01 b and 0. 1 b.

Similar equations for other tank shapes are The r = 0. 1 b condition corresponds to a
given in (2). realistic extreme sway motion of a ship. Liq-

uid slosh impact pressure was measured at
Shallow Liquid Depth. In the shallow point P1 (see Figure 5) in the center of the aft

depth came, hydraulic jumps are formed tank wall. In addition, the total horizontal
around resonance. The hydraulic jumps can sloshing force was measured.
result in very high impact pressures at the end

walls and for a general tank shape there exists NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
no adequate theory to describe the hydraulic 295
jump. However, for a rectangular tank Verhag- ]7
en and van Wijngaarden (9) derived an analyti- ,
cal solution for forced harmonic roll oscillation

of small amplitude 6 and with frequency w near
the lowest resonance frequency. The case of
forced harmonic sway oscillation can easily be
obtained by letting the distance H between the h STATIC LIQUID LEVEL) I1
axis of roll and mean liquid level go to infinity J 0-
and 6 go to zero, so that 6 multiplied by H
approaches the fnrced sway amplitude. This -0

theory is based on the nonlinear "shallow liquid
theory" [Wehausenand Laitone (10', Stoker -

( 1)] , where the only assumptions are poten-
L flow, and the hydrodynamic pressure is 690
static below the instantaneous free surface. b-380
Verhagen and van Wijngaarden wrote their solu- Fig. 5 Prismatic Tank Model for LNG
tion as a power series in Slosh Studies

S(1W) During the testing, several sloshing

modes were observed. When n /b = 0. 01 and
where c is assumed to be a small quantity. 1.99 sec < T < Z.3 sec, where T is the exci-
When a solution exists, it represents a hydraul- tation period, a single traveling wave was pre-

-• ic jump traveltng back and forth between the "iva bsent (Figure 6). For the larger oscillation
walls of the container. The condition with roll amplitude, 71 /b 0. 1, and 1. 6 sec <T< 2.95
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particular interest. Experimetuts show that
even under harmonic oscillations, the pressure
variation is neither harmonic nor periodic since
the magnitude and duration of the pressure
peaks vary from cycle to cycle. A typical
histogram for the distribution of peaks is shown
in Figure 8. The most frequently occurring
pressure peaks will reach 0.4 times the pres-
sure level exceeded by 10 percent of all peaks,
The 1 percent exceedence limit is twoto three
times the 10 percent exceedence limit. The test
data samples obtained so far are of too smalla
size for a reliable prediction of extreme values.
However, a study of the data available seems to
indicate thata three parameter Weibull distribu-
tion maybe used to describe the peak pressure

probability distribution. f

a joID MxUDAlec MTAt PIFI
Fig. 6 Traveling Wave Profile for
h/b 0.12 & YT/b = +0.01 @ T = 2.0 secs

sec there exists a strong shock traveling wave I F
(figure 7). When Z-.95 sec < T < 3.25 and
71 /b = 0. 1, there was a single traveling wave
present. According to the nonlinear rectangu- 04 .oP|0
lar tank theory, hydraulic jumps occur for Fig. 8 Distribution (P. D. F.) of
r /b = 0. 01 and 0. 1 when 1.86 sec< I < 2.5 Impact Pressure Peaks
sec, and 1.5 sec < T < 3.7 sec, respectively. Experimental values for the ton per-These values are in reasonable agreement with
experiment. cent exceedance level of impact pressures as a

function of excitation period, are shown in
Fipureo 9 and 10 for excitation amplitudes
S/b = 0.01 and 0.1. respectively, and Rhal-

low fill deptls of h/b = 0. 12. The pressures
are nondimensionalized by yb where y = Pg.
Several liquids (fresh water, 63% glycerol/water,
85% glycerol/water and reginol oil) were used
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SAVE ST~~g ~ SLOSH TRATLIMG T TMII

Fig. 7 Hydraulic Jump Wave Profile for Fig. 9 Impact Pressures (10% Exceedance
h/b 0. 12 & n/hb +0. 1 @ T -- 2. 0 secs Limit) With Shallow Fill Depth and

Thet impact pressures occurring when Small Excitation Amplitude

the wave front hits the vertical bulkhead are of
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in the exp3riments. The excitation periods
were approached both by starting at high periods 14.0.rand at low periods with no effect on the results NonSL A A' FKsEI WAS• OM,

SMnd atSW~ lowEHWAE
(see Figure 9) which is contrary to theory for 12,0 VA...IA.. 43 [ A 0SCULM IWARA, PC

the case of non-shallow liquid depth (Faltin- 0 "as% G0YtPaIWAIER. •C
sen (12)). The test results show that the fre- 10.0 KINO. Olt ,WC

X O Y•V-KCTANGULAR TANK .
quency of maximum response depends some- X I WVS .,400IAND
what on the test liquid. Further for the same • ' VANIWAAROLOI

TEST C0011(Wliquid, but different excitation amplitudes, the ",. hI,,,
frequency of maximum response differs. The ,.Il

~I~01
3.1 4

I NP UIF L I ( W O F V I S C O S I T Y L O C A TI ON O F4 0'
KEY~ TOSM% PMESIJKTM3 E 2.0

0 FRESH WATER .2eC

&I 02,YEMIWTR 0C 1i- _ f0 21S!.-'
0 4-5 CAYCEC* IIN Alt0, IfC $LOS"I PERIOD. TI $aI

N 2.0 - . 0 P!lka11 OIL of C

TEoST CONDITION.
0iS0.1? Fig. I I Lateral Hydrodynamic Force

I -'s W•-*0.1o With Small Fill Depth

1.o - and Excitation Amplitude
I 8

0 A

"1.6 2.o 2.4 2.1 1.2 3.6 o K YIy TO SYMBOLS.
SLOSH KNIrt. T(w:) 0 FRESH WA TER ,ZC

WAVE PROFILE: HYORAULIC JUMP IAVILLING STANDINP 0 85% GLYCEROL IWA3R, it C

Fig. 10 Impact Pressures (10% Exceedance x 0 REGINO OL ,Ac

Limit) With Shallow Depth and 0. a (aEINAGEN aN00-c 61

Large Excitation Amplitude

higher the excitation amplitude, the lower the v - 0.10

period of maximum response. This is opposite
to the behavior for larger filling depths. When ____

-n /b = 0. 1 all the liquids seem to give approxi- to
mately the same rnaximum value for the 10% 0
exceedance limit. For a full scale ship with "
tankbreadth b = 40 m, this maximum value S0LSH FE0IO. 01Iw I

would correspond to a pressure of approximate-
ly 8 atmospheres, which is the same order of Fig. 12 Lateral Hydrodynamic Force
magnitude as in ship slamming. With Small Fill Depth

and Large Excitation Amplitude

For n /b = 0.01 the maximum impact

pressure value for fresh water and 63% glycerol/ forces are very small and the measured values
water is approximately 1/10 of the maximum appear to depend on viscosity. When Ti/b = 0. 1
value for -n /b = 0. 1. But the maximum val-es viscusity does not affect the measured forces.
for 85% glycerol/water and reginol oil, for

/b lb 0. 01, are approximately 1/20 of their Non-Shallow Liquid Depth. Ir the non-
maximum values for 1 /b =0. 1. An explanation shallow liquid case large standing waves can
might be due to differences in wave-forms be- cause very high impact pressures against the
:ause of viscous effects. When 1 /b = 0. 1 the tank top. This is possibly the most important
rave or shock has maximum steepness for all problem from a design point of view, but the

liquids. However, whea n /b r 0.01 the steep- horizontal forces and moments are also import-
ness is not large and appears to be influenced ant.

!: •. ~by the viscosity of the fluid. 'btvssyfhfiTheze exists no adequate theory that can

The horizontal sloshing forces were also be used to describe the liquid motion for any
measured in these model tests. The horizontal arbitrary tank shape and filling depth. In the
force predicted by the Verhagen and van Wijn- case of a rectangular open tank, Faltinsen (1Z)
gaarden-theory (9) is compared to experiment has derived an analytical solution based on the
in Figures 11 and 12 for l/b = 0.01 and 0.1, general procedure proposed by Moieeyev (13)

respectively. Fair agreement is observed, for any tank shape. The excitation is assumed
W'hen Ti /b = 0. 01 both measured and calculated to be harmonic with small sway or roll ampli-
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tudes. The breadth of the tank b and the period for the fluid inside the tank. For w =
depth of the fluid h is assumed to be of the 0 < a I there are three different mathematical
order of unity, O(1). Th?,oxcitatioa is 0( C) solutions. The correct solution for the physical
and the response is 0( c / ). 1 /3he solution is system will depend on how the frequency 0 is
found as a power series in C correctly to approached. If one starts to oscillate a tank
o (C ). The response variable as a function of with a much lower frequency than 0 and then
excitation frequency for h/b >0. 34 is shown approach 0, the solution will be yj. If one
in Figure 13 where a 1 is the lowest natural does the opposite and approaches 0 from above,

the solution will be Y3 . The physical system
MAXIMUM WAVE will never select y2, as it is an unstable solu-
AMPLITUDE tion. If C J is approached from below with

increasing w , the solution will suddenly jump
from Y4 to Y5, On the other hand, if one starts

with a high irequency and decrease., the mathe-
Y6  matical solution vdill follow the upper branch.

There are obviousiy limitations (provided by
Y3Y3 damping) on how large a response can be, and

5 in reality the solution will jump down from Y6
to Y7 ior some frequency a . Due to the poten-

1Y2  tial flow assumptions in theltheory one cannot
I predict CH. This kind of jump phenomena has

I been observed in experiments. The jump fre-
,, i Jquency .71 will depend on the excitation ampli-

~y~l Ytude. The higher the excitation amplitude, the

)ower the jump frequency, C 1, which wil
"always be lower than the natural frequency.[ f • ' l u( EX( iTATION When h/b<O. 34 the response characteristicsFREQUENCY) are similar to a hard spring response. There-

Fig. 13a Possible Solutions From Theory fore, the higher the excitation amplitude, the

of Faltinsen (12) at h/b > 0.34 higher the jump frequency and in this case aj
will always be higher than t,. natural frequency.
In the vicinity of h/b = 0. 34 and close to the

0.7 i s natural period, the theory is not applicable.
This ks illustrated in Figure 13b, %.here maxi-
mum wave ainplitade at thc natural_ periodw TO

0.6 - in shown as a function of h/b, A separate

expansion is needed for h/b = 0. 34 which will

probably require that the lowest order term
0.5- be o (e1/)

Reasonable agreement between theory
0.4 - and experiments was found for a rectangular

<max T/T0 tank with h/b = 0.5. When the fluid impacted
b 0 the tank top the agreement between theory and

0.3 experiment became poor due to violations of
the basic assumptions in the theory.

0.2 The theory of Faltinsen (IZ) was used
to predict lateral hydrodynamic force for the
model tapk shown in Figure 5 with results com-

0.1 pared to experimental values fo- a still water
level of h = 0.4 b. The forced sway amplitudes
wore r /b =0.01 and 0. 1. In addftion. experi-
mental impact pressure was .neasured at point

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 pZ (see Figure 5). The tcst liquids used were
hlb the same as for the shallow lijuiu case with the

addition of 74% glycerol/water. Experimental
Fig. 13b ML-,ximum Surface Elevation, rnax', results of 10% exceedance limit for impact

as a Function of Water Depth at pressures are shown as a furcti-n of ýxcitatior
Resonance Frequency (Roll Ampli- period in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 16 shows
tude. W = 0. 01 Radians, Axis of impact pressure as a function if exceedance

Roll Position, C = 0.2) limit for T = 1.48 sec and 11 /b = 0. 1. The
1% exceedance value is 1 7 times the 10%
exceedance value. The data of Figure 16
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11MMNC OF.... .. Lo .. .2.0
I tUI3, t 0VISv.osfY 0 1. 0 2.0

TV;T C0AMITION,2,

1 sio- 0 USMYCEOLIWAEIR, CfC 0.01
of., MRO L 0 OIL ,pec

It 3.8
~o~r ~0.1 - %EXCE DA C 1.0
i I oLEVEL

S_.uI •tc 0 I / 20.520

SI I ,PRSSR TRNDC t-P,5 T'1NS J 71 0.2

113 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.?7. 0.40
__________ k WSm PERIOD. I ISK

•o_ • . ... __ ,,____ e->

W AV 'ILU: STA ,ING WAVE 0.50 h/b - 1. 100.0b - 01
Fig. 14 Impact Pressures (10% Exceed- ,./0.0.10

ance Limit) With Large :Fill T 1.48 sec
Depth and Small Excitation 0.70 -1.0

Amplitude

6.0I 0.80 ... . .... -
PRESSURE TRANSDUCEI 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 10.0

, , ,I UR,• IWATIe^0.C IPRESSURE, 10 x P/yb
4.0 a 6I %GLYC[ROLIWATTR, dC

TEST CiONglgc%. - . arc_ hl boS / 0 PI --•S.AWHI 01 Fig. 16 Probability of Exceedance vs
3.0 V -0.10 Peak Impact PressureS0 T SCoe.fficient

__ _ _ _ _II

Fe T1 /b = 0.01 impact (resonance) occurs when
1.39 sec <T< 1.54 sec compared to 1.38 sec

WAVE CAM MON. T<T 1.53 sec as predicted by I'aitinsen (I1).

4.0 ,.5 . 0 s 5 The measured horizontal forces are01 Z 1.2 1:6 1 .n . . . 2 s S" !V¢ n in F: ig u r e s 1 7 a n d 1 8 fo r ?i / b = 0. 0 1 a n i !

SLOSH P•lOD, TIs% IWAVE PWIL, STANDINGWAV ....... ,/b = 0. 1, respectively. For 71 /b = 0. 01
theoretical values for rectangular tanks are

plotted. To obtain the theoretical horizontal

Impact Pressures (0% Exceed- force, the pressures from the theory of
ancg Limit) Large Fill Depth
and Excitation Amplitude

will fit to the probability rnction T MSTCOI!IM

1.l 0 0. 85 A ,,.A.,
O(T):exp(-( . ) (15) .iA• W

so OFRESH WARAR .#cCwhere P = P/ yb As in the shallow liquid a A3% [3CE0 o IwATR. dc

case, the frequevn:y of maximum response de- 0 0 45%I•MUICERWAkt. if c

pends on the liquid used aud for the same liquid 0 A IO 014,-IaCTAIIAI I

the freqaency of nmxLnum response is depend- I ,_LTNS• _ I

ent on excitation amplitade. The hAgher the
excitation amplitude, the :idgher the period of , I
maAimum response, which Is opposite the be- .
havior for the shallow liquid case. All teit "'J-mia.
liquids give approximately the same mnaxa[num E.- ,
value for the 10% exceedance-limit which is SLOW K1100, TIM)

roughly iwice as larje as the shallow liquid
case. When T /b ý 0.01 the maximiun value Fig. 17 Lateral Hydrodynamic Force

depends on the lUquid used, with the highly With Large Fill Depth

viscous reginol oil pressures being significantly and Small Excitation
lower than the other test liquids. When Amplitude
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The most common LNG tank with three-

InI C401, dimensional flow is the spherical tank. For am •es.,s spherical tank the moet important load is the

resulting hydrodynarmic force, the predominant

M a myucom~ponent of which is the lateral force. Rots-i C tional motion of tlt liquid occurs readily so

a sa awclAtirnr, of r there is In general a forcti component normal
0 "IIM 00L if to the oscillation direction, Abramson, Chu

and Kana (14) did experiments for a spherical
tank that was half filled. A vertical splitter
plate was installed in the spherical tank (paral.-
lel to the direction of excitat~on) in order to

- .------. ,-.suppress the liquid swirl mode. The experi-
1.4 I., 4 2 1.4 mental results show the Jump phenomena dis-

cussed earlier for rectangular tanks with non-

shallow liquid depth. Further, the larger the

excitation amplitude, the larger the period of

Fig. 18 Lateral Hlydrudynamic Force maximum response.
With Large Fill Depthand Excitation ALr plitude In experiments performed at Dot NorskeVeritas in 1972 for Moss - Rosenberg Verft A/S

Faltinsen (IZ) ware integrated by the procedure the liquid swirl mode was not suppressed thus

used by Abramson, Chu and Kana (14) for verti- changing the response characteristics descri*bed

cal cylindrical tanks. The integration was per- in (14). The excitation in the# e"rimentm

formed over the actual wetted rurface of the was harmonic sway oscillation with amplitudes

tank. As long as the wave does not hit the tank t Id = i e. 0278, 0. p5 r and 0. 167 where d is
top there is good agreement between theory and the diameter od the sphere. Th/ maxi9u.n
experiment. Howe',er, when T = 1.5 sec the still water depths were h/d = 0.ar89, 0.5 p nd
exporlment revealed wave impact on the tank 0.65. Representative results are presented in
top and the theoretical soltlon is more than Figures 19 and ZO for the transverse and longi-
twice the experimental vaLte. One reason for tudinal force components. The swirling prevents

this disagreement could be the suppression I -.,
effect of the tank top on the liquid motion.
Figure 18 shows the experimental values for -- - NEO-Y

T) /6 = 0. 1 which appear aimilar to the rea- EXPERIMENT
pease of a highly-damped eysteni. Wave im-pact on the tank top was observed for all ex- TRANSVERSE SWAY EXCITATION

n AMPLo aThI 11)
perimental conditions and the theory did not . I
agree well with experiments as it consistently AID-

gave values too high. 111d -0.161

Three-Dimensional Flow 150 d.

To determine the natural pcriods for
any three-dimensional tank, one may general- -0d - 0.0)55
ize the procedure used for two-dimentional . 100

tanks. Faltinsen and Michelsen (15) have de- t. - 0. 0278

veloped a computer program to compute added v0 - 002
mass and dawping coefficients for three- so-

dimensional bodins oscillating in a fluid. The LINEAR
procedu~re which is a generalization of the NATURALPERIO
Frank close-fit method (7) for two-dimensional 3.0 4.0 to 6.0

bodies has been a.apted to the three-dimenetion- DIMINSIONLESS SLOSH PERIOD, T'49-IT
at slosh problem. For a general tank -hape Fig. 19 Spherical Tank Horiaontal Force
there exists no adequate theory to describe the in Transverse Direction '
nonlinear fluid behavior around resonance.
SHowever, for a vertical cylkndrical tank shape
Ihutton (16) has derived an analytical solution
Sbased on the general procedure proposed b easy observation of the resonance phenomena,

especially for the largest excitation amplitude.
Moiseyev (13). Abramson, Chu and Kana The maximum re(14)rka occurs for much small-
have shown good agreement between theoretical er periods than the range of periods whereand experimental values of horizontal force for mr r es pon se is ex pete d whe rling
small excitation amplitudes of a vertical cylin- i m suppressed.

der using an extension of Hutton's method, u se
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subsequent model test program, recorded roll
FILLNGMIGHT, hId.O.30 motions of the ship were imposed on a tank

(RAJtS"IRSE WAY AMPtlI101.,, model (scale I : 30), and the pressLres at cor-
)id - 0. 161
1d. - 0.039 responding locations measured. Extremely

-Iid,.0ttIS high imp,~tt pressures were recorded at the
underside of the top wingtank. Generally it

ti was found that fewer impacts occurred in the

, I I model than in the prototype. However, the
imagnitudes of the pressure peaks were quite1,similarly distributed. An example (for tPie

100- condition which could best be simulated on the
model) is given in Table II. The pressures

I obtained in model scale, have been scaled
SC \\ according to Froudes Law of similarity, i.e.,

in proportion to the linear scale ratio. Tabu-
lated is the percentage of all peaks in a sample
that lie within different pressure intervals.

34 6

0IMENSIONLESS SLOSH PERIOD, TN-97'
Fig. 20 Spherical Tank Horizontal Force Percent o? Peakss •-

in Longitudinal Direction PRESSURE Pressure Range TEST CONDITION
(ATM) OL TY

The linear theory described in Faltisen MODEL PROTOTYPEs

and Michelsen (15)was used to predict spherical
tank transverse forces. For excitation periods 0 - 6 83. 86.0 h/b - 0.215

T sufficiently larger than the natural period it 6 12 13.6 10.0 Random rolling
agrees well with the experiments. In thim
period range, however, there is not much 12 - 18 3.1 2.5 (Max. roll angle
swirling. No swirling is predicted by .he 7o4 dog.)
theory and at lower pariods where swirling 18 - 24 1.5 RMS of roll angl.
occurs, theory does net agree well with expert- 2.9 doe.)
nient. The linear natural period calcul-tted by 'R /To0 " 1.0

the theory has been plotted and agrees well
with experience formulas which may be found Table IT - Comparison of Model to
in Abramson (Z). Prototype 0O0 Impact

FULL SCALE MEASUREMENTS Pressures

Full scale data on LNG slshing are A long as the number of actual impacts

very scarce. The data that exists have been (i.e., the probability of occurrence) in model
baffd seriously ahe mo tha edel teae r sanobtained during a short period of time under and prototype is of the same order of magni-

moderate se conditions, rendering no ostude, the prediction of extreme values will not
bility to predict long-term effects of sloshing. he aken sabis for s pdictis. It

he taken &R a basis for such predictions. It

Some stress measurements on hon-, should be noted that both model and prototype

lolStnl girders wn a rudt. oil carrier have been liquids weru water and therefore the question
antird arrie (1 heeen of modeling LNG with H 2 O is not resolved. Itprevented by Hagiwara will he noticed that tho high. st measured full

results might have some relevance to Conch
LNG tanks, but the amount of data is very small. scale pressures exceeded corresponding high-

•1 esi aressures measured on the model. How..

Mev.r, Figure ZI indicates this perhaps is moreSM ore recently (197 2) som e m easure-a q u s i n o d ta m pl s ze
ments war. carried out at Dot Norake Veritas a question of data sample size.
for The International Chamber of Shipping

In00 crrie hods. he esuls fom tese pul e s ma tbcoe magnitimportant parameter.(ICS) wbh has sponsored an investigation into Besides the magnitude of the peak prer-
Sthe conditions around a nuimber of explosions sure, the width of duration of the pressureth codtos...danubro epoin pulse may becomr•e an important parameter. A-• in OBO carrier holds. The results from these

e n lh etypical pressure pulse obtained in the full scale-• •:experiments are also limited; however, some

interesting and useful information was obtained. measurements is illustrited in Figure ZZ and
t A rumber of pressure gauges were installed at has a very short rise time and a somewhat

: different locations in an 050 tank carrying slower decay tine. NormaDy in ship slamming""water ballast and simultaneous recordings of terminology the time at 0 elapsed between thewaerblls..dsiutaeusrcodng zero-upcrossing and the zero-downtcrossirfL in
pressures and the ship's roll motion were taken ter an d the per w idth Is-- ••+taken as a measure for the pulse width. In the
with different filing heights during a voyage
fpresent case of slosh-induced pulses, however,
Sfrom Japan to the Persian Oulf. As part of a the width At at the half-height of the peak was
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on . . . . .. 1.O Figure 23 presents some comparisons
between model and full scale results for dif-

0.010 F ferent depths under hnrmonic roil excitation.

Values corrsponding tn the 1% exceedance
0 level have been used as a reference. It appears

from Figure 23 that the pressures do not vary
significantly in the range h/K 0 '-0.6 - O 9, but

t 104 outside this range they drop rapidly. For the
best simulation of full scale conditions, fairly

0 KPa SCA IIATA good agreement has been achieved; however,
STA not enough motion data was obtained to sitnu-

I ga 0I`ITIj. -1.e late all conditions.

. ~ -0.2111

AE ROL 4100AI Tp*-9. 5 M

-2.0
0.11L - I , ' i * I

0.4 0.6 10 2.0 4.0 6.0 1W0 J30O IL h iR,

Fig. ZI Distribution of Peak Pressures GAUGE
h0U-Recorded at Underside of Top 0.4 6AU O,

Wingtank 0.2 , 2.ImT

adopted, as it was found to offer a much more 0.2 0.6
precise definition. The pressure data indicateo
(Figure 22) that the higher peaks will have T
smaller width (smaller At). The total pulse 75 ./."0'O
d u ration ( - 2 tim es A t) va ried in a range of T R tT0  -0 5O .W5 - -I - 10 milliseconds for the measured data, /
which is significantly shorter than normally. .1R I ROLL Ms.Z.R•qR Mi

t 10 dq i 3S-?0qconsidered in, ship's slamming (18). ,,,, ,.lT l OdlL,.S' d . I

S•/ PRANDIN ROLL AIMS.•.d 2|

FULL SCALE MEASUREMENTS,
MESSURES RECORDED AT

1MERSIK OF TOP WINGTANK 0 5
"IMPACT PRiSSURE, ( atm I

N •Fig. 23 Miasured Impact Pressures
Underneath Top Wingtankl
(1% Proba'Ality of Exceedance)

SAs a measure of the degree of resonaace

Z a 0\ ("tuning") in the experirnents with random
0 (field measured) motions, the ratio between

the average roll period TR and the (theoreti-P-AtO - 10 0cal) natural piriod of liquid motions (TO) has
t been used. In reading Figure 23. attentio.i

should be given to the fact that the change in

0 0' T /T 0 from 1. 0 to 0. 8 or 1.2Z will theoreti-
10 ~ cally bring the slos'aing liquid oit of a reso-

0. nant state. Another important feature whicht should be noticed is that within the range of

P/ -- measured data there appears to be no trend
Ptowards an ultimate linmit of pressure.

I-.-At0 -4 Finally it is admitted that the simula-

tions made are by no meano complete. For
00.5 1.0 example, they include only one mode of motion

TIME, AUtmsK) (rolling) which for the present case was be-
lieved to govern the response to be studied.

Fig. 22 Correlation Between Height and

Wkdth of Pressure Peak
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DESIGN IMPLICATIONS ties and pertinent motion spectra.

General

The tht-oretical jnd laboratory research DMENSIONS

previously conducted and currently underway L- 20m
• d- 40M

is pointed at establishing meth,:ds for predicting CO.0.7
pressures and forces resulting from LNG slosh T: AVERAGE APPEARED WAVE

impact. This information will be extremely PERIOD OF SEA SPECTRUM T'- 9$

beneficial to the design of LNG ships. Out of

these studies reasenable tank loading criteria 1 7s

can be established to insure that realistic

methods are available to design safe LNG cargo T-5s~
tanks. These studies can also be of use in uni-

fying current rules and criteria regarding LNG
tank design.

6 8 10 12 I< 16 18

The work to date has shown that LNG T{so)
sloshing and the resultant loads are highly de-

pendent on numerous parameters. In general, Fig. 24a Ship Acceleration Spectra

the slosh loads are determined by tank acceler- (Sway)

ation, liquid fill depth, and tank geometry.

Tank Acceleration and Fill Depth
Resonant sloshing creates the largest F STANK DIME.NSIONS

impact loads in LNG tanks. Studies to date -b40m
have indicated that model test results as wel _ .M
as calculations, can be successfully used to blb.204

estimate the lowest frequency resonant condi-

tions through Froude scaling(Ulp=)w -VL; I). Lp,

The question arises, can thi- ,iude be excited

by the ships motion. The spectrumr of each

mode of ship motion is a time-dependent func- ._._____O____ '8___.___
tion of the sea state as well as the ships loading 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

condition, speed and course. Also, the motion T(sec)

spectra for the different modes will be located

differently, and the spectral density distributed

differently along the frequency axis. Consider-. In a partially filled prisriietic tank thating that each of the modes uf ship motion is a is basically rectangular in form, the standing

random variable iepresented by a spectrum w•,ve liquid motion response is particularly

composed of contributions over a wide range violent in a fill depth range 0. Z0 Z h/b Z 0.50,

of frequencies, the possibility exists for excit- with a theoretical maximum severity at

ing the lowest frequency mode regardless of the h/b = 0.35. Below this range, say 0.05< h/b

tank design. Practically, this indicates that it < 0. 20, a traveling slosh wave can easily occur.
is impossible to avoid all resonance conditions,

This implies that all of the following loads may
For example, Figure 24a illustrates a f, mily

be relevant:
o! sway acceleration spectra, corresponding to

several sea state conditions, which may occur. Impacts on tank and intervals in the

Figure 24b shows that different sized tanks with lower on the ank due to e
lower region of the tank, due to a

different filling levels yield peak response traveling wave (shallow liquid, h/b <0. 2).

amplitudes within the range of sway periods to

be expected. Impacts on tank and intervals in the

The designer has to accept that iLne tank upper region, due to a standing type
of wave (non- shallow depth).

will bi subjecteo to the 'hip's motions and ac-

celerations. Therefore, the designer's problem Tntegrated (total) hydrodynamic forces
cannot be limited to a determination of tank antegrate tal) drodynamic fore

geometry and fill depths whnre resonance will aveinon-shallow depth).of wave (non-shallow depth).

,,1 not occur. In principle, the determination of

loads should follow a probalistic procedure For other tank geometries, e.g., the

involving the response at different conditions

and their pr--bability of occurrence. However, will also dapend on filling depth. Therefore,•i", goodestimate of the possibility of resonance

agood estte of hepsbi ofhrese the resulting sloshing loads at different filling

slos prblem tooccu ca be chiveddepths muet be established for each basic tank
through consideration of natural slosh frequen- detrs In estatinhes loa th design-geomretry. In estimating these loads the design-
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er must turn to model test data for setting Also, special appreciation is extended to the
prototype structural requirements, following SwRI and DnV personnel who aided

either in conducting the research or in pre-
The impact loads require consideration paring the manuscript;

for local scantlings, while integrated loads are
needed in the design of tank supporting structure. V. Hernandez

S. Hyden
Tank Geometry T. Hysing

The cver-all geometry of a tank will be K. Rygg Johnsen
selected primarily on other criteria than the M. Sissung
prevention of liquid slosh. However, it may
well be advantageous to adjust tank shape and REFERENCES
dimensions to improve tank characteristics
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THE HYDRODYNAMIC INFLUENCE ON THE
NON-LINEAR MOTION OF AN ACV OVER WAVES

L. J. Vorton6
Univxzhity oj New South Waote

Sydney, Auhtratia

ABSTRACT V = volume under the free surface, and
above the datum

The nonlinear behavior of an air- w,= longitudinal and transverse wave-
cushion vehicle (ACV) during coupled u numbers
heave and pitch motion over a sinusoidal x,= right-handed orthogonal system, with
wave is studied. The vehicle is of the y, x in the forward direction, and z
plenum-chamber type with a transverse z vertically upwards. Craft position
stability skirt, which greatly contri- relative to datum also given by x
butes to the nonlinearity of the response. and z
Nonlinearity also results from the con-
tact of the flexible skirt with the water a = local wave slope, or amplitude of
surface. Linearized potential flow wave slope
theory is used to compute the elevation = angle between skirt hem and x axis,
o0 the free surface induced by the press- as seen in p.an view,
ure distribution under the air cushion. i.e. cos 0 = dx/d%
The air flow is considered to be incom- e = longitudinal position of transverse
pressible. skirt, ahead of midpoint, as a frac-

Numerical computations were made for tion of L
the craft response in regular head seas. C = free-surface elevation induced by the
The compliance of the water is found to pressure
increasc the damping of the heave motion n - skirt-force deflection constant
and it greatly modifies the effective 0 = craft pitch angle, or wave angle
mass of the ACV. However, as the motion X = x0cos i I
is strongly damped, the heave amplitude Xo= speed-frequency parameter = 4ac/g
is only increased by up to 1-en percent 1 = coefficient of friction between skirt
when the effect of the wate.r is consider- and the operating surface, or Rayleigh
ed. On the other hand, it increases the viscosity
pitch motion by as much as one third, and p = density (of water, usually)
is therefore an important feature of ACV a = radian frequency of pressure distri-
motion. bution I

= potential function (fluid perturbation

NOMENCLATURE velocity being its positive gradient;
w= wave-enco.unter radian frequency

A = discharge area
B = beam of craft measured at skirt Subscripts
c = forward velocity of craft a = air
C = coefficient c = out-of-phase (cosine) component
e = skirt hem clearance d = discharge
P = Froude number = c/6Vi e = escape
g = acceleration of gravity f = fan
h = height g = center of gravity
I = second moment of mass of craft about h = horizontal

transverse axis through the c.g. i = inlet
k = wavenumber k = skirt
k0 = fundamental wavenumber = g/c 2  max= maximum
X distance measured around skirt hem min= minimum
"L = length of craft measured at skirt rms= root mean square
w = mass of craft r = craft
M = moment s = in-phase (siae) component
N = number of terms in the cushion-press- v = vertical

ure Fourier series which are used w = wave
p - pressure = induced by pressure acting on water
Q = volune flow surface
R = reaction 1,= forward, aft and stability regions
S = cushion planform area 2&3
"t = time
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Superscripts about 0.25. Some results were also giv-
average en for a craft fitted with finger skirts.
a/at These indicated a higher damping ratio

* - indicates a variable related to its (of the order of 0.75) compared to the
n ale variahe reafte mtion annular-jet-skirt case. Thus the craftmeanivalueb during thecraft motion, motion was measurably improved ýy the

divided bl h and nondimensionalized fitting of finger skirts. Jones also
with L, g a p. However, craft noted that the unit response was less in
pitch angle is divided by aw, instead, higher waves, and that this would be a

measure of the nonlinearity in the sys-
INTRODUCTION tem.

Previous Work Theoretical Work. In the theoreti-
p ntal Results. The motion cal field, Lin [7] computed the dynamic

of an air-cushion vehicie (ACV) was stu- heave and pitch behavior of an unskirted
died by Swaan and Wahab [1]. They con- annular-jet craft fitted with a transverse
ducted towing-tank tests on a peripheral- stability jet. The equations of motion
jet model and tested it both with, and were linearized. Comparisons were made
without, flexible skirts. The model was with model tests and good agreement was
run in regular waves of various direction. found, particularly as the natural fre-
The curves which displayed craft heave quencies and general magnitudes of the
and pitch response as a function of for- pitch and heave response were well pre-
ward speed (for a particular wavelength) dicted. The spring constants for both
were fairly flat indicating a high level the static and dynamic cases for a peri-
of damping. Results were also presented pheral-jet ACV executing a simple heav-
for waveheights varying up to about one ing motion were calculated by Ozawa [8],
tenth of the craft length, and these in- and then used to predict the linear heave
dicated some nonlinearity in that the motion due to a sinusoidal input.
response was not proportional to the Hogben [9], in his review of the
height of the waves, behavior of ACVs over water, also gave

Dyne [2] restricted his model tests the basic theories for simple heave motion,
(also on a peripheral-jet craft) to regu- and linearized these for both annular-jet
lar head seas. The air cushion was com- and plenum-chamber craft. In addition,
partmented into six sectiond. The model he covered various empirical approaches
was excited on a flat surface and the in his article.
stiffness and damping factors were mea- The heaving response of an ACV mov-
sured and found to be in agreement with ing over regular waves was studied by
his theory. From these rebults, a pre- Reynolds [10], and later extended to in-
diction for the motion over a regular clude pitching by Reynolds, West and
wavy surface was made, using a linear Brooks [11]. The vehicle considered is
theory. shown in Fig. 1. In both cases the

Van den Brug and Van Staveren [3,4] equations of motion were linearized.
also perforned model tests on an essent- In the latter paper, the plenum-chamber
ially plenum-chamber design. Forced vehicle considered had a single lift fan
oscillation tests in heave, pitch and feeding an intermediate chamber (corres-
roll above ground without forward veloc- ponding to the ducting and flexible supply
ity, and above water with forward veloc- bag utilized by many ACVs). The air was
ity were carried out with a view to deter- then fed to the fore and aft compartments
mine the coefficients in the linearized of the cushion, which had a transverse
equations oi motion. The manner in which stability skirt. The incompressible
these coefficients vary with forward speed Bernoulli equation and the usual equat-
and encounter frequency was displayed ions of continuity were used in this an-
graphically. In particular, the added alysis, and the coupled heave and pitch
mass of the water was found to be nega- motion for a particular vehicle was com-
tive - in sharp contradistinction to a puted as a function of the ratio of craft
ship, where it is positive, and of the length to wavelength.
order of the ship mass. One aspect of the problem which ren-

A method of "equivalent linearizat- ders this linearization questionable is
ion" was suggested by Murthy [5] for the that the daylight clearance under the
determination of the response spectrum skirt is usually quite small, so that
of an ACV travelling in an irregular wind- skirt contact and deflection occur in
generated seaway. He gave an example of most situations, and this is ignored -
the technique which requires a knowledge as pointed out by Reynolds et alia.
of the craft response to a regular wave. This would be a very strong nonlinear

The practical operation of ACVs in effect. A second point of concern is
realistic waves has been entirely due to related to the crossflow under the trans-
the development of the flexible skirt, verse stability skirt. The pressure

oad a review of the history of this work drop across the skirt is proportional to
war given by Jones [6]. Jones quoted the square of the flow and has the same
model tests on a skirted annular-jet craft sign. Consequently, the linearization
which indicated that the damping ratio in process is only valid, if there is a
heave was approximately 0.5, and for the crossflow in the equilibrium condition,
pitch moti'rn was somewhat lower, being and if the changes during motion are
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a constant value (a suggestit,. of line-

.L .arity), but the unit pitch response be-
came unbounded (thus indicating nonline-
arity).Yamamoto (13] studied nonlinear
pure heaving motion of a plenum-chamberA .. ACV, including the effect of air com-"a1 pressibility.

C~ornressibilit Other workers
who have considered the compressibility
of air for simple heaving motion include
Leatherwood, Dixon and Stephens (14],

Q _Guienne [15], Leatherwood [16' and Genin,
Ginsberg and Ting (17]. All of these

Xg employed linearized equations, which
would be valid, since their main interest
lies in the application to high-speed
tracked ACVs and no contact with the

Z track will then be permitted. Incident-
ally, all of these reports except the02 fp, hk last, while assuming the air within the
cushion obeys the polytropic process,

0.2used the ncompressibe Bernoulli equat-
Sion for the disc-arge of the cushion air

to atmospheric conditions.
Coupled pitch and heave motion of a

- w-- Datum multiple-skirt ACV was analysed by Bick-
ford and Olson (18], utilizing the above-
mentioned assumptions, and solving theequations on an analog computer.

Other aspects of the mechanics of
ACV motion over waves were considered by

Fig- 1. General Layout of Croft and Breslin [19], Richardson (20] and Trillo
Notation [21]. It was noted that if compress-

ibility is to be represented correctly
on a model ACV, then one must scale the

small compared to it. In fact, the atmospheric pressure accordingly.
equilibrium crossflow itself is usually
very small in practice (the equilibrium Hydrodynamic Influence. The effect
pressures in the fore and aft compart- of the ACV on the water can be most log-
ments are virtually identical). Hence ically represented by a pressure distri-
the changes in crossflow during the heave bution acting on the free surface. If
and pitch cycle swamp it entirely, so we consider periodic coupled heave and
that this physical mechanism is essenti- pitch motion of angular speed w, over
ally nonlinear to the first order. regular waves, then this pressure can be

decomposed into a Fourlr series. Fur-
Nonlinearity. These objections to thermore, if one linea: izes the hydro-

linearized theory were considered recent- dynamic aspect of the problem, it is only

ly by Doctors [12], who used the various necessary to consider the effect of a
nonlinear equations describing the air pressure patch with a simple-harmonic '1
flow. He also took into account the timewise variation. This problem is
effect of skirt contact with the wave very simi"ar to that for the disturbance
surface. This was found to be of major created by an oscillating point source, ¶
importance, since the usual air clearance studied by Brard [22,23], Haski~d [24],
under the skirt is a fraction of both the Hanaoka [25], Sretenskii [26], Eggers
encountered waveheights and the skirt [27], Becker [28,29] and Wehausen and
depth. The equations were solved iter- Laitone [30]. These all pointed out the
atively. singularity in the solution for the flow

It was found that both the heave when the parameter Xo = 40c/g = 1, where
and pitch response per unit waveheight a is the radian frequency of the source,
at low frequencies %ere essentially in- c its speed of translation and g is
dependent of waveheight, and the harmonic the acceleration due to gravity. As a
content of the motion was low. However, consequence, the damping of a ship, for
at higher frequencies, the unit response example, also changes markedly at this
was a strong function of wavehaight, be- point, as pointed out by Havelock [31]
ing either an increasing, or a decreasing and Newman [32].
function, depending on the craft speed, The problem of the oscillating press-
skirt configuration, etc. Only cases in ure appears to have been examined in two
which the equilibrium cross flow was zero dimensions only. Kaplan [33] and Wu
were considered. The calculations show- [34] considered the forward motion of
ed that for asymptotically snqall wave- twodimensional oscillatury pressure dis-
heights, the unit heave response approached tributions over deep water. Debnath
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and Rosenblat (351 extended this work to is infinitely deep, then we may also im-
include the effect of finite depth, de- pose
ri,,ing an expression relating 0, c, g
and the water depth for which the above- L - 0. (4)
mentioned singularity occurs. Ogilvie I
[361 solved the problem of a stationary The combined free-surface condition is
pulsating pressure band contained within obtained from Eqs (2) and (3) by elimin-
sidewalls. This problem was used prin- ating 4:
cipally to model a pneumatic wave maker,
but Ogilvie also applied it to a captured t+ - 2 Cxt - C4 x + z +
air bubble ACV. + I' (ot - Cox) = (CPx - pt)/P on z-0. (5)
Present Work

This paper is directed at computing The set of equations (1), (4) and
the effect of the compliance of the water (5) may be solved using the Fourier trans-
surface - as opposed to a solid one - on form pair:
the coupled heave and pitch motion of an
ACV. We shall assume the water to be1
inviscid and incompressible so that the #(w,u;z,t) =-jj f O(x,y,z,t)
potential function, o , may be used.

First the problem of a travelling
oscillating pressure distribution will .exp[-i(wx+uy)]dx dy
be solved. This is just a generalizat-
ion to three dimensions of the results and (6)
given by Wu (34]. From the resulting 1 .
free-surface elevation, the added mass, o(x,y,z,t) D (w,u;z,t)
damping and spring constant due to the
water may be found.

Then these resalts will be applied .exp[i(wx+uy)]dw du
to a rectangular ACV, and its response
over a sinusoidal wave will be det-:rmin- Here w and u are the longitudinal and
ed. These results will be compared to transverse wavenumbers and are. related to
those in a previous paper by the writer the circular wavenumber k and the wave
[12], in which the hydrodynamic effect angle e by
was neglected.

w = k cose (7)
HYDRODYNAMIC REPRESENTATION and u = k sin 0

The Velocity Potential The solution to Eqs (1) and (4) is then
We consider a timewise oscillating

pressure distrihbtionA (8)i " @ = A(w,u;t)"ckz

p(x,y) = •(x,y) cos at-H(t),
in which A satisfies the transformedacting on the free surface, and travel- free-surfac. condition (5):

ling with a velocity c. Here t is the
time, and H is the Heaviside step func- - 2cw + A(gk - c2w 2 

- icw) + p(A-icwA)
tion. The coordinate system x,y,z
moves with the pressure, in the x di- = (icwcos at + a sinat), (9)
rection, and z is measured vertically i + s
upwards from the undisturbed free surface. where P is the Fourier transform of •.
Under the usual assumptions of linearized This may be simplified by the substitution
potential flow (see Stoker [37]), o
satisfies the Laplace equation, A = X exp[iws(t)], (10)

,, + o yy + ozz = 0, (1) where s is the distance travelled bythe craft from rest. Thus we obtain
the kinematic free-surface condition,

Lzlz~~~o ]- +cx=(2 1j~ + gk X P(icw cos at + aosin at)I zlz + c 
D0

and the dynamic free-surface condition, "exp[-iws(t)]. .

We now take the Laplace transform
- c + oz=0 + p/p + gC 0. (3) defined by

Here z is the free-surface elevation
and p is the water density. The radi- L(x) = X exp(-qt) dt. (ii}
ation condition is satisfied by employing
the Rayleigh viscosity v, which is made
to approach zero from the positive direc- Assuming the craft starts from rest with
tion at a later stage. Some discussion a constant velocity, then we obtain
of this technique is given by De Prima
"and Wu [38], for example. If the water
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(q 2 + pq + gk) L(X) - L{exp(-iwct)

The convolution theorem is now employed

to obtain the inverse Laplace transform, - - k
and Eq. (10) is used to give

x t_ t
I A = I (icwcos r + o sin ot) -

A<
"exp[(-p + Xig-k + iwc) (t - )] dt k3

t mm m u m m k

T= T 'P'w- to) exp[mioar +L,m=±l - 4pi• " 0 0r
+ (-Vi + tivg-). + iwc)(t - r)] d. L>

Partial integration with respect to T
yields

__ _ _r r.

A = exp[(icw-P+1iV g k)t] - k
i~=l4ip79KXk

- exp(miot) + (p - kg) x !)

p+ d] Fig. 2. Path of Integration in the
0 k Plane

FCr large values of t, one is left
only with the steady-state solution,
which comes from the integral term in gration are given by the zeroes of Eq.
this expression. This is integrated to (13). This results in the imaginary
give part of ki and k2 being negative and

of order p. For X < 1, the imaginary
part of k3 is positive and that of k4

A = X exp(miot), negative, again being of order V. This
Zm=+l suggests we deform the path of integrat-

ion around the poles as indicated in
4. _ expji(cw + ill + ),k - mo)t] Fig. 2, as pi 0. The poles are there-
L - (cw + il + i/ ) + m j fore given by

Now we substitute Eq. (8) and take ki = 1 kosec 2  (1/ + - + T 1)2

the inverse Fourier transform (6): (14)
.,1 and k3 = 1 kosec'0 11 ,rl/ - X-- )- 2

f' ads' dO dk 7
1671ip - 0 where k0 = g/c 2  (15) ý

k- exp[i w(x - x') + u(y - y')} + kz]. and 4 = 4 0Ac 0 cos c. (16)
rl [I 'e + 1 e + If X0 > 1, then for part of the 0

"(i" ii integration, namely 0 < 6 < 61, where :i

+ e~tL el)t+ 1 (12) csi 1A,(7S3 W4? Cos 0, , (7

the two poles k3  and k4 are complexwhere cw conjugate (see Fig. 2). In this case
01 (13) the path of the contour integral need not

"and w= cw + ig- + a + ip be deformed.
"The i g oThe consequence of this path select-
The integration t'f the peak pressure, ion is that the integrals of the express-
p(x',y') is taken over the surface on ions containing the exp(iWot), exp(iWzt),
which it acts, namely S'. etc. factors contribute nothing in the

Finally, the limit of this express- limit as t . Thus
"ion is required as t - . The locat-
ions of the four poles in the k inte-
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!If 2

*(xfyrzft) - Jf.1 dSu dO dk n ( U + k2 UO) dO,16TrZiP Tr

Sexp[i owtx - x'i + u(y - y)i + kz]. U P Cos wx Cos uy + P sin wx sin uy
.r~~ io l . i1 +esin wx cosuY + cos wx sin uy'

[ _ , i• ) e 1 t •;+•• Jdk. (22 0

V -Pe sin wx cos uy - PoCs wx sin uy .

(The path of integration for each of the - e Cos wX Cos uy + Qo0 sin wx sin uy,,
four terms is interpreted as previously
indicated.) Pe o, cos ) cos(uy)
Free-Surface Response - sin(WX) sin(Uy) dS

The elevation of the free surface is P0
given by Eq. (3). We substitute the
potential from Eq. (18) and simplify the and (23)
expression using the relations t.3):

SPe =J (xy) sin(wx) cosrn
1 r cos sec2O dO dk 0o

Tr 0 (The subscripts on U and V in Eq.(21)

kexp[ifw(x - x') + u(y -y')1]" (19) refer to the four poles in Eq. (14).)x uTo simplify computation, we shall
,eiat( ki k2] e-it k3 k now limit our consideration to a space-

2 + kwise constant pressure po acting on atk-k2LR--VR R - 4 [W -3 rectangular area defined by lxI < a
and ly < b. Hence

It is now convenient to reduce the sin aw sin bu
range of the e integration to Pe ' 4 po w u
0 < 6 < R/2, and to perform the contour (24)
integration in the k plane. We make and Pc = Qe ' 00 = 0
use of the even and odd properties of the
trigonometrical functions, and obtair the The free-surface response given by
following expressions after some reduct-- Eq. (21) can now be simplified. The
ion: usual rules for combining products of

trigonometric functions allow us to write
Cos at + Cs sinOt, (20) the k integral in terms of the sine-C s and cosine-integral auxiliary functions

where gff2 qivcn by Abra-nowitz and Stegun [39]i

=c dO dk kU" f(z) si dt
2 0 t + z

(25)

.- _k ) + 1 an d,.- Cos
,L- -X -k" i '•' - k7 "'-X. k-k iýk and g(z) = dt .:

T12 1 2 2 0

- = I J Vi - k2 V2) dO - The results for the in-phase and out-of-
L 0 phase components of the free-surface

elevation are
- (ks V3 + ke V4) d1] , se

I, l- c TMP._ • Jsec 0 cosec 3.
61 4Tr g £,m,n ±i

and 7/2 - (21) 0

a 1r2pg0  0 -[yv n 11-g2-ri-1f15t2+9'VTr(Si-S 2)1 + .
2 0 0

+ 12 -- -(k, UU, d k••U)dO + 4 g __cosec .
-~~~ 1 ]/ -s9 , ~ " ±

(cont.) (cont.)
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p.,

A7
- -

in which the follow ing shorthand notat- V3  -A 3
ion has been used: A

f = firki , f2 = firkl, etc., As

gi - glrkil, etc.,

ci = cosirkil, etc., (27) Y V2

• - sinirkil, etc.,

and v - sgn(r),
where r - (a + £x) cos 0 + ,(b + my) sin e. 5
The underlined terms in Eq. (26) should
be omitted for 0 < 0,, as given by
Eq. (17).

The case of a nonvarying pressure A,
distribution, corresponding to a + 0, V,
may be recovered from Eq. (26). We use
the fact that

f(z) ÷ •' and g(z) + -y-ln(z) as z-0, (28)

y being the Euler constant. Ta.+ing the

limit, one can show that
n/2

=--.P--_ [ sec 0 cosec 0- Fig. 3. Notation for Escape Areas and2•pg t,m,n=±l0Voue

•n[-glrkoseC2 0j+ff(l-iv, sin rkosec ±11] -

7T/2and f gjzj dz - sgn(z)[,l fjzj], (30)

- 1 2• Jm e Lcsc0 (29) which may be derived from Eq. (25). The
2w~pg £,m,n=±i 0 result for these three areas (for both• inrk~s•:28 dO, sides) is

and s 0. P= AcOS Ot + A sin ot, (31)

The second integral can be s' awn zo where
equal the depresuion of the frne surface ff/2
rohydrostatic considerations aloone: A+c Po sec CoSe,_. a.2AT 2 pg , ,=± !

- t P sgn(a+t..-sgn(b+my) 0

Induced Free-Surface Escape Arearc -d 11+
Volumes - n(ci/ki - cz/k2)1 +

The motion of the ACV over wa-er 's
edified by two effects. These a- the 1 IhC3-fc-ir/2 _c___ -/2___
nange in the clearance under the skirt, + k k

given by Eq. (26), and the volume under 4

the free surface relative to the datum,iSas this alters the cushion-p mping effect. +7(3k 4k) d

The notation used for number .i these
terms is presented in Fig. 3. In this and (32)
way an ACV with a forward and an aft com- i22
partment may be modelled. Many of the A = .P sec 2 cosecO 0
terms indicated influence cross coupling Cs 27Tpg i,£,n ±i f
between the two cushions. i0
sidesThe escape areas corrrsponding to FL+

1sides , 2 or 3 are obtained by integra- 1k kI
ting Eq. (26) with respect to x. This L+x

process requires the formulas + £vin(s,/kl- sB2 /k) 1
fsgn(z) flzldz - gizj + lnlzIJ(cont.) ;
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1f r3 9+L4-Vs4 + n(cs/k 3
2 + c4 /k,, )J d , f

-vir(ss/k3 + s4/k]) dO in which M, - Irkil, M2 - Irkaj,etc.
and r is given by Eq. (27), but with

The notation used here is y b and x - x4 •
Finally, frok Eqs (34), the induced

Li = lnlrkil, L2 - inirkal, etc., (33) volune flux under the free surface is

as wel l. as tnat given in Eq. (27) with Q = (OV ) cos (t+ (-Vcc ) sin at . (36)
the changes:
my - b, x X , Numerical Evaluation

The results To-r the induced free-
where xi and x2 are the endpoints ofthe interval under consideration, surface elevation, escape areas and vol-umes, Eqs (26), (29), (32) and (35), were

In a similar way, one can obtain the computed by use of the trapezoidal rule
areas along sides 4, 5, 6 and 7, by inte- in the 0 integration. The change of
grating Eq. (26) with respect to y. The variable given by
result is the same as that in Eq. (32),
but with i e "i" sumnation replaced by an 8' - sin 8/cos 28 (37)"m" summation, and with an additionalat sunsatio4nan d with anaedi idthiona was also made. This results in a fairly
factor "iRlmn cot 6" placed inside the in- uniform oscillation in the various inta-tegral. Also different is r, which is uiomoclaini h aiu ue
tegrae. Also differet wish = r, whihe i grals, instead of an infinite accumulation
now given by Eq. (27) with x - xi (the na r2 h ag fte8
position of the transverse side) and with near a i 0/2. The range of the wa

y .integration is 0 to -, but it was
y v b. found that less than 1% error was involvedThe volume between the datum plane bytuctn t8', 4(o )
z 0 and the free •urface z c(x'yt) by truncating at 61- 64 (for 0 < Xo < 6).
may be obtained by a double integratio For X0 - 0, the steady-state case, 512

points were needed, but for 0.2 < Xo < 6,of Eq. (26) with respect to x and y only 256 points were required.
over the particular area of interest, or For the supercritical part of the
more directly, by integracing Eq. (32) integral U•0cos0> 1 or 6 < 0,), whichintgra reseX to ys o>e 1h orangewic
with respect to y over the range only occurs if X0 > the underlined

Sb 5. y 5 b. The result, after using terms are to be omitt , Furthermore,
the formulas 3 s the remaining terms _ich are functions

of k3  and k4  become complex. It wasV• = VcCOS (3t + V s sin (it, (34) found convenient to combine these (they
where do so into a purely real result), and to

leave them in the form of the k integral,
n/2 and perform this integration numerically,

since there are nu pule6 on the real axis
V = i [ m n sec 28 cosec 28• in this case. About 1% error was incur-
V;c 2 2pg i9,£,m,n=±l f red by truncating this integration at

ka = 16 and by using 64 points.
F i Tsi-gi-Li-IMi ns2-g2-L?- 2 M2 Wave profiles for a - 0 and P = 1.5• ilm|.. were found to agree with the steady-motion

I+HX k, k22 results of Huang and Wong [40], whosenumerical technique was different. Anoth-
-•(s,/k,• 82/k?) + er check involved comparing the induced

escape areas with those obtained by numer-
• -Trs3-9-L3-2M3 Ws4-g4-L4-2M4 ically integrating the free-surface elev-

+ -+ aticn.71-_ k? k• 4'
+ £v•s•/k• + •/k~) d@Results'sRe Some numerical calculations are shown

in Figs 4 to 7. These all pertain to a
apressure acting on a square area (b/a -f ),

so that this would model either the fore
1r2 or aft cushion. of a rectangular ACV with

29•_[[ sec 20 Cosec20, a beam-to-length ratio B/L - 0.5, and '
with a central transverse skirt. The

Zi~p ii~~n±l0 Froude number based on the craft length
1f+L -f+M2L _ foris 0.5. Calculations were.performed

l~ca-f -for Xa - 0(0.2)0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.1,".ilr{. v k - 2 1.2(0.2)2.0(0.5)3.0(1.0)6.0.

Fig. 4a depicts the cosine, or in-
)i(c1/k1

2 - c2/k - phase components of the longitudinal free- '
2 surface profiles along the sides of the

1- c s-f a+M3L rc~fTr M r craft, for various values of the speed-
- i~~f +fiequency parameter Xo. The steady

k3
2  k2 case (X0 - 0) shows the usual rise of the K

water at the bow of the cushion (x/a - 1),
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L o n g it u d in a L . . o n li e rn e

Transverse

0-2 - -- - -

3 p0 L 0 3/3

p0 L \2

0'iot4oncrvsidiaedO Cre
0o 2,L 2 22 6

•-05/

/")In -Ph se Copnn"(),sa Pae opnn

." B/L =0'5 B!L =0-5,-0 , • 0, 5\5-08F =0-5 -0,75 LF 0,

wh aL/o pin downstr eam(e4
th aaek tumbmermr0

A sAmea oNohumc indicated on curves

cuvs cus s~ indcrases, bnutve the0

-1, 2• -160 2 4

0 7A 0

uptemefeto/ > ) det teo

Figr 6. induced Freea-Surface Escape Areas Fig. 6. InJucd Free-Surface Escape Areas

as) In-Phase Component g Out - of -Phase Component

with a wave developing downstream (due tothe ki, k2 and k4 terms in Eq. (26)). 0.1
A smooth change in the character of thecurves occurs as Xo increases, but the gill••-- ""

upstream effect (x/a > a), due to the ka
term, is always small. The sine, or out-
of-phase components are given in Fig. 4b.
The case of 3 X - 0 is not shown as thisse p L ' -

is identically zero. Again there is 0clittle upstream effect and a downstream k/ •"'
i ~ ~wave profile ir developed in all cases. • \,

Transverse wave profiles are shown po 222
in Fig. 5. Transverse cuts correspond- • \ • • • r. . .
ing to x/a - 3 are not shown as thssee 0Et
are so small. As in Fig. 4, t.he char-
acter of the in-phase components (Fig. 5a) • '
and that of the out-of-phase compolents -...- •
(Fig. 5b) are quite similar.

The induced areas under the wave
"profiles are shown in Fig. 6. These,
of course, only have relevance in a line- 2 pha .e (V._)
ar theory which negates skirt contact.
For both the cosine and sine components, -0-tI I-of-Phs(V
the square-root singularity produced by 2
the linear theory at X0 - 1 is evident B/L a0"5
in varying degrees. The curves tend to F 0 5
follow the same direction as one passes .Li =
tnrough the singularity, this being inter-

I rupted by a break in either the positive VoLume Number
4j or negative direction. (The tendency of indicated on curves

the departure appears to be the same on -. .
both sides of the singular point, although 0 2 4 6
there are not enough computed points in A0 H
all cases to illustrate this feature.)
At high value of Xo the curves display Fig. 7. Induced Froi - Surface VoLumes I .
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iI
oscillations, and presumably they eventu- of the water surface compliance 0 can
ally approach zero. be obtained if the vehicle motion in peri-

The induced volumes under the free odic (with angular frequency w) and the
surface are depicted in Fig. 7. The Fourier series cosine and sine Uo n
varying degrees of localization of the (an and bn, say) of the two cushion
singular effect are agai, to be noted, pressures pt and p, are known. Since

a linear theory for the water flow is am-
AP"LICATION TO ACV MOTION ployed, we may sum the eZfect of eachfretquency component using Eq. (36). One
Theoretical Model must als,) consider the interference be-

The craft under consideration in tween the t-to cushions. The result is

shown An Fig. 1. The vehicle executes N-1
planar motion, so that its center of graY- t nw' (44)
ity, which is at (X•,5q) relative to the n-l
longitudinal midpoifit Ind above the base-
line, is defined by the heave and pitch, .L{a V (nw) + b V (ný) +
z and 0 . The air from the lift fan(s) ni ts2 ni 4ca

discharges into an intezmediate chamber + an2 V s(nw) + bn VCc (nw)) cos(nwt) +
before feeding the forvard and aft cush-
ions through the equi',alent areas Ail + {bnV sl(nw) - an V ca(nw) +
and Aig, respectively.

We assume that tzhe total pressure in + b V (nw) - a V (n)) sln(nt)
the intermediate chamber is given by n2 ta, ni tc$

+ CfQ 4 C (38) The expression for OQC is the same,
"f C +f2 Cf3, but with the subscipts of VCc and VCs•iwhere Q is the inlet flow, end the Cf the first N terms in the Fourier series:whr..ste ne lw en h f reduced by 1. Here we are considering

are constants which incorporate the fan
characteristics as well as those of the
intake duct. p = C[a cos(nwt) + bn sin(nwt)],(45)n n n

Volume Flow Terms
The fan flow equals the sum of the The first term (n - 0) does not contri-

cushion inlet flows: buts to the fluxes.
+ + (39) The volume fluxes due to wave pum-

ii " -- ping are given by

The cushion inlet flows, and escapei:flowsQ are given in terms of the ap- ow = Z () BWx dx, (46)

propriate differences: d

po iain which B is the local craft beam1i -l agn(pf-p I) Ail Cdii Ailpf-p I /pa, (constant here) and zw is the forcing

A C /2 / (40) wave which we define asSQil - gn (Pf-P,) Ai Cdl

/zw - hw cos[kw,(xw - ct),
agn(p,) A Pa"V a zw - - c

where hw, kw and cw are respectively
e 2= sgn(o2 ) Ae C de2/21pa/pa and (41) the amplitude, wavenumber and velocity of

the wave, and Xw is measured in a stat-
ionary referonce frame. We reexpress

The stability cross flow Q03 can clear- this as

ly have either sign. The other four ao;iflows are normally positive, but as point- wz - hw cos(kwx - wt), (47)
eoubyDcos12 , ca e eatv

for high encounter frequencies. These where u is the encounter frequency, andSforhig enountr fequncie. Tese substitute in Eq. (46) to give
flows are interrelated, by continuity,as follows:i!. % hwBW

J 01, - Oeý + Qr , - ()w, + Qe, - Qc, = - -- (48)
• ^ (~42) w

-JoC ' and Q12 - On2 + Or-w: -w. - Q1 Q 2"
The flux terms due to craft pumping under [Lo
the two compartments, or, and Qr, are {sin(½kw) + sin(ckwL)} sin(•t)]

-given byT+e(scag ets
SOr I;• + (i - xg) 6] S (43)

!r ' The Escape Areas
-- ASsumi-n-g the craft position to beSS being the area of either compartnk-t, known, then the clearance under the hem

Sand X its centroid, of the skirt may be calculated:
The flux terms due to pumping because
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e zh z (49) the mechanics of the skirt contact with
k w the water surface. The horizontal force

askirt depth, and is also partly due to the pressure acting
where hk is the local on the skirt wall. That component in
z• is the induced free surface elevation the x direction is given by
due to the action of the cushion pressure
on the water surface. It may be calcul- dRh" = pe H(-e) sin 0 di, (56)
ated in a way similar to the flux terms
iii Eq. (44) using the same Fourier where a is the angle betweer the skirt
series components of the pressure. For and the x direction. (Thus the sides
example, the pressure-.induced elevation of the rectangular ACV in our problem do
on side 1 is: not contribute to Fq. (56)). We use

N-l Eqs (53), (54) and (56) to give the lon-

n0 Cn (50) gitudinal horizontal skirt force on the
Sn=0 nAV

*[• an ,Ccl(nw) - bn i~ si(nw) + (57)

+ a n C2(nw) -b 2 (nw)} cos(nwt) + p i 1 w e (57)

+ anisl (nw) + bniýci (nw) +

(nw) + ( and the bow-up moment on the vehicle about+ n2 S2n) +n2 C2()}snnt . the center of gravity

The escape area along the appropri- p
ate segment of the skirt is ottained by M = p [(z + hk + ½el sinO - (58)
integration with respect to the distance
along the skirt hem, Z: - n{x - Xg + (Zg+hk+e) ýw.)]eH(-e) di.

Ae = f e H(e) d£, (51)

Equations of Motion
Newton's laws of motion for hea

where H i.s the Heavisile step function. and pitch give
The escape area under the stability skirt
is simply m(z 4 g) = pISI + P2S2 + Rv (59)

A = e H(e), (52) and 16 PIS(xI-x ) + P2 S2 -x)-X + M +
g g

e being eva•'ated at £ = x CL. p )(z + (

Skirt Contact Forces and Moments + p2 B(hk 3 -hk,)[Zg + h(hk + hk)],
We consider each element 'o4 skirt uo

act independently, so that the vertical (60)
force on the craft due to skirt defl.ec- where m and I are the vehicle mass
tion is anO its second moment about the trans-

verse axis through the center of gravity,
R = - p r eH(-e) dZ. (53) respectively.
v

Thus we assume the local force is pro- Numerical Solution
portional to the cushion pressure. The The motion of the ACV was computed
constant n is essentially the tangent numerically from initial conditions of
of the angle between the skirt and the
vertical. z=Zg = + h

The horizontal component of the (61)
skirt force can be decomposed into two and z = z = 8=8=0 = 0,
causes. The first, being frictional,
is due to the relationship between a hori- with a forward velocity of c, over the
zontal and vertical force moving over a waves travelling at a speed cw.
surfacer The time t was incremented in

steps, with the new crqft position z
dh '/dRv = (a + 0/ ., - i) , (54) and 0 and velocity z and 0 compu-

h• " ted from a simple extrapolation, using
where 5 w is the slope of the water sur- z, z, • and 0 from the previous point in
"face, time. Thus, at each time step, it was

first necessary to solve the set of equa-
w zw + Az•)/ex , (55) tions •38) to (42). It is possible toS. ,"reduce this set to a pair of nonlinear

and p it the equivalent coefficient of algebraic equations in pi and 92 which
friction, a concept admittedly rather are soluble by the Newton-Raphson tech-
tenuous in our situation, considering nique. The skirt forces given by
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Eqs (53), (57) and (58) can then be ob- 1/L 0.5
tained, leading to values of the acceler-
ation from Eqs (59) and (66). C 0.0

The vehicle was run over a suffici- m/pL3 0.006
ent number of cycles until a stable peri- 4odic motion resulted. Details of the I/pL5  3.25x10
procedure and numerical information per-
taining to the computer program may be x /L 0.0

found in Doctors 112], where the hydro- z /L = 0.1
dynamic effect (namely the calculation
of z; in Eq. (50) and Qý in Eq. (44)) hkil/L = 0.08

was neglected. The technique implies hk 2 /L = 0.08
that the values of zý and Qý will al- 0.08
ways be those corresponding to the previ- hk3!L =

ous cycle, since a Fourier analysis of a n= 1.0
complete cycle is required for their 1.0
evaluation. This possibly explains why
the number of periods required for a = 0.0
repetitive motion to result typically in-
creased from 3 to 4 or 5. i = 0.0

CfV/ pgL 0.04
Encounter Frequency Cf = 0.0

We consider the frequency resulting C2 4/p 30.0
from waves, whose wavenumber is C 3

Ai./Lt = 0.005
kw = 21r/Lw = I/L.Fw

2
, (62) Ai2 /L2 0.005

where Lw is the wavelength. If the Cdii = 1.0
craft Froude number is F = c/g/gL- , then
the wave speed mav be found for a particu- Cdi 2  1.0

lar frequency w: Cdei = 0.55

Fw = [- A ± / + 4F (wV"/L7g)]/2(w,'L/g). (63) Cde2  = 0.55

C= 0.6
In general, there are four possible val-
ues of Fw satisfying Eq. (63), if posi- Pa/__= 0.00125

tive or negative values of w are allow-
ed. If = 4 wF > 1, there are oi.ly Table 1. Craft Particulars
two possible wave speeds.

In this paper we shall restrict our
interest to head waves (Fw < 0), for incident wave, of the fundamentals of
which there is always just one solution, the heave and pitch motion are plotted

in Figs 8c and 8d. As the frequency
R L increases from zero, the heave phase be-

comes negative (i.e. lags the input wave).
On the other hand, if the wave is consid-

Calculations were carried out for ered solid, then the opposite trend is
the ACV whose particulars are presented predicted. The pitch phase angle, in
in Table 1. The craft response in the
low frequency range in head seas is shown Fig. 8d, also ic moe e negative when the

in Fg. .Te hdrodnamc efec is hydrodynamic effect is included.
in Fig. 8. The hydrodynamic effect is Nonlinearity is evident in Fig. 8 by
considered to the extent of two terms the noncoincidence of the various curves
(N = 2 in Eqs (44) and (50)), and the for different waveheights. This effect
results are compared to those in which is more clearly displayed in Fig. 9. For
the hydrodynamic effect is ignored (N = 0). a solid wave (N = 0), the maximum, mini-
Root-mean-square heave response is given
in Fig. Ba. For a dimensionless fre- mum and root-mean-square heave responses
quency greater than 1.5, it is seen that (the latter is multiplied by /2) are seen

queny grate tha 1., itis een hat to approach each other, and become cons-the compliance of the water increases
the response by 5 or 10%. However, the tant, as hw/L ÷ 0, in Fig. 9a. Thus
pitch of the craft (Fig. 8b) is affected the heave motion would appear linear in
pitoa oche greater degree, being inra sed this limit. The pitch response as ato a miuch greater degree, being increased function of waveheight appears in Fig. 9b,by as much as 30% in the frequency range where the strong nonlinearity (with, or
considered. A series of peaks are ap- without water compliance) is evident.

• ~~parnfo -g 2, but these are notparenate for the 2,ibutathesedareo n ot At larger waveheights, the difference in
related to the critical condition ofthrepnedeotewarcmpi.eSI0 I, hic occrs a •/-/g 0.5for the response due to the water compliance
X0= 1, which occurs at w/L-7g = 0.5 for become relatively less important.

a Froude number of 0.5. Surprisingly, The heave and it acratiin fact, none of the calculations showed The heave and pitch accelerations
iany peas near the critical condition, are shown in Figs 10a ana 10b respective-
an t i dly. The accelerations are only approx-
so that one must assume that the singu- imately related by a factor of W 2L/g to
larity is highly localized.

Taethe motions in Figs 8a and 8b - due to4The phase angles, ahead of the
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the harmonic content in the motion. In waveheights over a solid wave, the op-
the vicinity of i7L/ = 1 in Fig. l0b, posite is true when the water compliance
the hydrodynamic effect results in a sub- is considered.
stantial reduction of the pitch motion. Finally, the skirt contact forces
It may be, coincidentally, that the sing- and moment are shown in Fig. 13. The
ular effect near A0 = 1 i.s such as to forces are always greater, typically by
oppos•e the aerodynamic forcing, a factor of 2, when the compliance is

The acceleration response for heave included. In Fig. 13a, it is seen that
and pitch again appears in Fig. 11, as a there is no skirt contact for s•'L/g < 2I
function of waveheight. Here, a compar- over a solid wave, but ther'e is over wat-
ison is made for N = 0 (a solid wave), er, due to the distortion of the latter.
N = 1 (just the hydrodynamic effect due As the waveheight increases (Fig. 13b),
to the mean pressure under the ACV), the differences between the forces during
N = 2 (the first two terms of the Fourier motion over a solid wave, and over a
series) and N -- 2 with Q¢ = 0 (the water wave are seen to become relativelySfirst two terms, but with the pumping due less. This is not unexpected, as the

to the induced free surface neglected), depression of the water is almost inde-
It is evident that the greateszt influence pendent of waveheight (i.e. it is basic-
is due to the static term (the step from ally a steady effect) and becomes less
N = 0 to N = 1). A relatively much important for higher waves.
smaller increase in the same direction

S~occurs if the fundamental frequency com-
ponent is included (the step from N = 1 LINEARIZED HEAVE THEORYiSto N = 2). The pumping effect from the 2
fundamental (the step from N = 2 with It was pointed out in the Introduc-

Qr = 0 tco N = 2) is also minor. tion that one may not properly apply a"Fig.The second harmonics in the craft linear theory to the 1,rotion of the ACV

response and in the cushion pressures are due to the behavion of the air flow under

pothed inrm Fig. 12.en inthe reltive. Ic- tahesailityve s oirid Nevertheles this

rease when the water compliance is ic- only affects pitch stability. It is

luded is particularly large for the for- possible to appreciate some of the effectward cushion (P 1 ) at large waveheights, of the hydrodynamics by considering the
but for the aft cushion (P2) at small heave motinl alone (without the presence
waveheights. While the second harmonics of the stabiliry skirt) The linear
Sseem to practically disappear for small theory is then, to some extent, analogous
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to that of Reync Lds [10], except that we [3 + (0.00400Ar - 0.002744)W2 
+

may o.nly consider harmonic motion. The + 0.00166V 3]

final result for the equation of pure
heave motion is and (65)

mA•e e} emLV s3 [-0"0692tw+ 0.00400 A w2

___epQ - J PgBQ - 0.00166V c V °3S[ ] respectively.

•zcos(wt+4) + The induced es.,ape areas and volumes

+3 em.Nc3  here pertain tc the whole craft, so that+ I~ew mACs(A em c sin (wt+fl 7
+ Oe + ~pgB- P 'g iniQ

2 (64) Ac = A(64)+ A.

[B cos (½kwL) + Kwsin(½kwL)] 7
Wh + --- hcos(wt) - A = As+ X P.i

B+Lw9 t2il -S (66)
2e B sin (½kwL) 3

Q k hwsin (wt) V 1 +v
e w CC il

Here e is the clearance urder the skirt 3
and p0  is the slope of the fan curve, anc V = V 2s+ Výsi
both evaluated at the equilibrium ccn- i
dition, and k is the skirt perimeter. The damping term is the second one
The amplitude of the heave motion is i, in Eq. (65). One must extract the fac-
and this is ahead of the encountered wave tor "-w" to determine the effect on the
by the phase angle ý' purely aerodynamic heave damping of

The equilibrium clearance e/L may ratio0.0692 (corresponding to a dampin_9 ai
be shown to be 0.003844 for the craft of 0.660). In the range 0 < wL/g < 3
studied. From this one may evaluate the (see Figs 5 to 7) both A~s and V~c
coefficients of the cosine and sine terms are negative. Thus the area effect in-

on the left-hand side of Eq. (64). are negathe
ecreaees the damping, but the volume4These are0
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effect decreases it. The magnitude of possible to derive simplified expressions
the former is larger than the second here, for the free-surface response, valid for
so that one may conclude that water com- large values of the parameter AX . This
pliance increases the heave damping of would greatly reduce the computational
this ACV. At w/L/g = 1, 2 and 3 the effort, which is centered on this aspect -

percentage increase of damping is respec- rather than on the calculation of the
tively 3.8, 7.1 and 11.7. motion itself. However, it should be

The first term in Eq. (65) actually pointed out, that one would expect the
combines the added mass and spring con- greatest hydrodynamic effect to occur
stant effect due to the water, and could near Xo = 1. Thus, a negligible influ-
be split into these two components by ence at the greater frequencies would not
studying the compliance of the air/water be surprising.
system at zero frequency - assuming the A second line of extension would in-
second component to be frequency indepen- clude the effect of compressibility of
dent. Instead, we shall just consider air. This could be adequately repre-
A~c and VCs, both of which are negative sented by the polytropic ideal-gas equa-
for the range of frequency examined - tions. Compressibility would probably
except that the former does become posi- be more important at large encounter
tive just before w-L/g = 3. Eq. (65) frequencies.
has been nondimensionalized so that,
without the water, the added mass is re-
presented by the "0.002744" term, and the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
spring constant by the "i".
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DISCUSSION

N. KING In the author's discussion of linearized

It has been my experience to study the heave theory, the developed Eqns. (64) and (65)
papers of L. J. Doctors with interest. The in- relating to heave motion are highly dependent

terest is generated by the author's ability to on the induced free-surface escape areas and
investigate areas which are both difficult aiX volumes given by Eq. (66). [it is to be noted
relevant in ACV technology. This paper is that the presented heave theory does not con-
typical of the author's work. It is well re- tain the midship transverse stability skirt, a

searched, it continues on where earlier irves- craft component not applicable to 8ES.J The
tigations have stopped and, most important, it heave damping is shown to be quite sensitive to
is a theoretical investigation that has strong the values of the escape areas and volumes

Savenues to experimental studies. given in the frequency range studied for a

My major regrets with the author are two- F = 0.5.

fold. One regret is that the paper leaves me It is my experience that the induced free-
wishing to see more results. Tne second regret surface elevations for ACV and SES traveling
is that the author has not found time to direct over calm water, regardless of an imposed
his work more towards a captured air bubble sinusoidal wave, are highly speed dependent.
ACV, as a former mentor, Prof. T. F. Ogilvie, The cushion pressure region alone will change
did. The latter regret results from the fact the escaped area and volume values as a func-
that my interests lay primarily in the side- tion of craft speed. In addition, the induced
walled ACV which is better known as the surface free-surface elevation is such that the magni-
effect ship (SES). tude of the skirt contact forces will be a

This paper cannot be overlooked with function of speed.

respect to SES and I will now direct my dis- Thus, it is suggested that the author in
cussion from such a viewpoint, future work consider craft speeds associated

Since a SES has rigid sidewalls, it was with the highest two wave-making drag hump

comforting to see that the sides of the rec- speeds and post-hump speeds. rhe wave-making

tangular ACV considered in this paper did not drag hump speeds at approximately F : 0.35 and

contribute to Eq. (56) which is used in the F -0.65 for B/b = 0.5 are where one might

development of skirt contact forces and me- expect the most pronounced free-surface dis-

ments. The author's conclusion that the major tortions .and therefore where one may expect the

hydrodynamic effect is due simply to the steady greatest fluctuations of escape areas and

depression of the water surface (X = u), re- volumes as .el] as +.he largest. amount of skirt

sulting from the average cushion p~essure is contact with the free-surface. The post drag

encouraging when I attempt to correlate some hump speeds of say F = 1.0 or greater are sug-

of the results of this paper to SES data. gested since such speeds are included in the
optimum operational speed area of ACV's.

Experimental investigations of SES in reg-
ular waves have also shown strong nonlinearil- I wish to commend the author again on
responses that are not proportional to the this excellent paper. More investigations such

height of waves -- as well as strong dampening as contained in this paper are needed in ad- ¼

of the heave responses. vancing ACV technology.

A preliminary look at SES data [data for a ALLEN MAGNUSON

rectangular SES of similar B/b, in the same 7

hw/b and frequency ranges for F = 0.6] has pro- To this discusser's knowledge this is the first time

vided results comparable to results for the Lhe linear hydrodynamic boundary value problem (the

N = 2 case given in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) which moving oscillatory pressure patch) has been solved in con-

give the craft's heave and pitch responses, junction with the nonlinear craft dynamics, and for which

respectively, as a function of encounter fre- corresponding numerical results have been obtained for

quency. Although the majority of available SES the motions of a typical ACV design. The author is to be
data are at higher frequencies and for higher congratulated on presenting a valuable contribution to a

speeds, the trends indicated in the cited very complex and difficult problem.
figures for N 2 2 have tantalizing similarities
to the SES data trends. I thus encourage The author's analysis is similar in many respects to a

strongly that future work be extended to higher linearized heave analysis developed by the discusser. A

frequencies -- a direction the author is con- condensed treatment of this analysis and a discussion of

¾ sidering. the results will be civen. A comparison of the two anal-

yses and appropriate comments reflecting the discusser'sS; ~~Higher speed data are not directly appli- :S•-•'opinions may be appropriate:
cable due to thb fact that SES heave and pitch

_responses shzw a strong speed dependency as onie 1. The general nature of the interaction of the free I
might expect. This brings up the last point surface disturbance and the craft/cushion dynamics is
that I wish to make.
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essentially the same. That is, the craft dynsro,ics is affect- and
ed by the increment in cushion volume and leakage area

resutting from the free surface depression, which is in turn ; - A(0114 QO ) (4)tcaused by the ýinsteady component of the pressure. The m 4
details of computing the effecta of the interaction differ.S~Doctors applies a frequency domain approach that is a

logical extension of his earlier work ot. the accelerating where z, Ac, PA, P, mc, Q ar the heave displacement,
pressure patch. The discusser's approach is based on a time- cushion area, absolute atinospheric pressure, air density,
domain interpretation of linear systems theory (Equations cushion air mass and volume flow rate, respectively. The
6 and 7 below), which reduces the problem to the evalu- inlet flow rate QIN is related to the differential cushion
ation of a kernel function associated with a generalization pressure through the lift fan characteristic curve, and the
of the classical iGauchy-Poisson problem. The discusser is leakage QOUT is governed by the orifice flow relation.
presently developing a solution to the hvdrodynsn.c prob- Both of these relations are highly nonlinear, as the gas law.
lem along these lines. In the absence uf a direct solution,
the kernel function was estimated using plausible physical We linearize these equations so that insight may be
arguments. The results agree with Doctors at lpast to the obtained by use of frequency domain techniques. The
extent that the hydrodynamic interaction was found to be linearization is performed by separating each variable into
an important first order effect, a mean and a perturbation component, as was done inEquation (1) for the cushion pressure. The linearization

2. The discusser has relied (to date) on a linearized results in a set nf two coupled linear differential equations,
analysis because of the obvious ease in computation. In one foi the heave equation and another governing the air
addition, model data and the recently-obtained trial data niaq, flow. The differential equations are supplemented
on the 50 ton ACV imply that the heave and pitch be- by i linearized pressure relation obtained by expanding
havior of the craft in the frequency domain is similar to Equation (3). The linearized equations contain terms in-
the simple damped oscillator. In this respect the linearized volving the perturbations in cushion volume (AV) and
frequency-domain heave equations are similar in form leakage area (AAL) may be set to zero on the assumption
(Doctors' Equation 64 and the discusser's Equation 8 given that the flexible skirt follows the water surface perfectly
below). Both analyses exhibit the frequenc3 dependence for frequencies of pracCcal interest. The volume pertur-
of the dissipative and the reactive (added-mass) components bation (AV) can be separated into three components: one
of the response. At any rate, the issue of the importance due to the heave motion, one due to the undeformed wave
of the nonlinearities on the response can only he satisfac- profile encountered by the craft and a term describing the
torily resolved by carefully designed and executed model- interaction of the craft with the water surface, One may
scale experiments in the towing tank. write 1
ANALYSIS OF HEAVE DYNAMICS AV(t) - -Az + AV+ AVFS' (

This simplified analysis treats the problem of an air
cushion supported vehicle running with a constant speed The wave term AVw may be computed in regular waves
and heading in a seaway. The cushion pressure force is as a function of wavelength X for a given geometry. The
assumed to dominate the heave dynamics, so forces pro- interaction term AVFS may be related to the cushion
duced by the skirt and/or seal system and sidewalls are pressure fluctuation Apc.
neglected.

Linear systems theory tell& us that one may express

One may separate the dynamic variables into a con- the output or response of a system as a convolution in-

stant component or mean value and a time dependent or tegral containing a kernel function and the input or stim-
fluctuating component; e.g., for the cushion pressure we ulus. In this case the response is the ,:olume chang? and
write the input is the pressure fluctuation, so we may write

Pc(t) " Pc0 o Ap(t). )AVps(t) 5 K ('c)Ap (t - 0 d-r, (6)

The heave motion is governed by the usual force equa- where A
tion and two equations describing the air cushion dynamics:
the adiabatic gas law and the continuity or flow equation.
These three equations nay he written as follows: Kv(T) ""0 for -r < 0.

"" AAEquation (6) states that the response is computed by in-
-nz -A Ap(t) (2) tegrating the weighted past history of the pressure. The

kernel function is caesal, or zero for negative values of
1.4 the argument to ensure that the response does not antici-

pc/pA - / ) (3) pate the stimulus. If the pressure is impulsive, one sees
from the sifting property of the Dirac delta function that
the kernel function represents the volume change due to ,A
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an impulsive pressure, or n 2 ()• (W) , (8)

where cn and • are the frequency dependent natural fre-
AV W x (7) quency and damping, respectively. The wave height is tw

FS v and ,he fl(X) factor is a normalized function of wavelength
for that describes the cushion volume pumping due to the un-

deformed wave train. The riJit hand side represents the
heave force excitation. Equalion (8) has the form of a

ap(t) - 6(t) second order damped oscillator, except for the frequency
dependence of the natural frequency and damping. The

One may separate the free. surface distrbance into frequency dependence arises from the free surface inter-Onemaysearae te reesurac diturane itoaction through Kv(w), the Fourier transform of the kernel •
two components: the steady-state wave pattern associated actiont
with the wavemaking drag and the time dependent diffrac- fco
ted wave pattern created by the cushion pressure fluctu-
alions. For small disturbances the two components will COMPARISON WITH FULL SCALE DATA
be independent of each other; i.e., if each wave pattern is

:insidered to have an infinitesimal amplitude the linear- Heave response amplitude operators (RAOs) for a 50
ized potential fluid theory can be used to analyze each ton hovercraft were computed from the linearized analysis
component separately. From Equation (7) one sees that (Equation 8) using published engineering data. Experi-
the kernel function Kv(t) may be obtained by computing mental RAOs obtained from full scale seakeeping trials de-
the volume change due to an impulsive pressure. This scribed elsewhere( 2 ) were available for the same craft.
means Jiat we do not have to concern ourselves with the Sin5 e the boundary value problem has not been solved it
steady Froude number dependent wave patterns: all one was necessary to estimate the kernel function associated
has to do is compute the interaction volume change from with the water surface interaction. The kernel function
Equation (6). This, in turn, reduces to finding an ex- was assumed to have the form of an exponential decay.
prestion for the kernel Kv(r) appearing in the convolution The speed dependence was taken into account by estima-
integral. Since the kernel function is associated with an ting the extent to which the craft transates relative to the
impulsive surface pressure disturbance, the problem is es- free surface depression. The resulting kernel function may
sentially a generalization of the Cauchy-Poisson prcblem(l). be written in the frequency domain as a s.mplA time lag:
This surface disturbance or radiated wave pattern may be
calculated most congeniently in a fixed referenc- frame
due to the impulsive time dependence of the surface pres- Ka(w) -
sure. That is, the wave pattern will be the same regard- 1 + iW (9)I
less of whether the vessel creating the impulsive pressure is
moving or not, The craft translates relative to the fixed
point where the impulse was applied. This translation lThe effective time constant (re) takes into account the re.

must be taken into account when the volume change for laxation time of the free surface (r) and the speed depend-
the moving craft is computed by integrating the water sur- ence. This is the simplest non-trivial qualitative representa-

face depression over the cushion area. tion of the effect of the pressure on the free surface, and
requires the specification of only one time constant.

The evaluation of the kernel function by analytical
meais requires, then, a near field solution of a generalized The results are shown in the three figures. The first
Cauchy.Poisson radiation problem whereby an impulsive figure is a linear plot of heave RAO as a function to en-
pressure ie applied over a finite area having the same shape counter frequency in head seas. Predicted RAC, are shown
as the cushieo. planform. One sees from Equation (6) that for two time constants. One sees that correlation with
the solution to the motions (diffraction) problem is ob- trial data is good at high frequencies for the 110 second
tained by superptAition of solutions to the radiation time constant. The low frequency correlation is better for
Sproblem. the 70 second time constant. The calculatod heave RAO

with the free surface interaction suppressed (AVFS - 0) is
To obtain a frequency domain soluton we iestrict shown in the second figure. The corresponoence is not

ourselves to regular sinusoidal waves nid a specific heading. particularly good in either frequency range. The third fig.
In tLie linearized equations we replace time differentiation ure shows the RAO plotted against a log-log scale with and
Sby an io, where w is thi encounter frequency. The con- without the water surface interaction. The r - 70 second
,volulion integral (6) becomes a multiplication in the e- curve exhibits the resonant behavior at the low frequencies
quency domain. One may solve directly for the heave seen in the trial data as well as the straight line dropoff at
motion by elimination of the otcer two dynamic variables, high frequencies. The "no interaction" curve does not ex-the fluctuations in air cushion mas and pressure. The re- hibit low frequency resonanco and the high frequincy be-
suiting heave dynamics equation may be written in the havior is characterized by null points at wawlengths where
following form: the volume pumping is zero, i.e., at X/L - 1, 1/2, 1/f, etc.

The high frequency behavior appears to be Ftrticularly un.
realistic, as one would not expect significant response in

2 2 this frequency range.
(W ) W W + iw2t(w)w (WI)]z(u) -n rk These results show that the inclusion of pressure-freesurface interaction improves correlation with experimental
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data. The overall behavior in similar to the simple under- then reduces to solving a generalized Cauchy-Poisson radi-
damped oecillator whereby the existence of a natura: fre- ation problem in order to find the kernel function in the
quency is indicated by the resonant behavior of the heave convolution integral. The boundary value problem has not
RAO. The linearised frequency kesponse function In heave been solved to date, so the kernel function was estimated
(Equation 8) takes the form of an oscillator with frequency using simple physical arguments. Good qualitative agree-
dependent damping and reactive components. By contrast, ment with trial data has been obtained with the estimated
the response with interaction suppressed appears to be kernel functions.
dominated by geometrical effeets (the volume pumping).
The generally applied assumption that dynamic free sur-
face interaction effects are unimportant appears to be er- REFERENCE2
roneous. One must include this effect to obtain even qual-
itative agreement with reality. 1. Lamb, H. "On Deep-Water Waves," Proceedins of the

London Mathematical Society, Second Series, Vol. 2,
These results are intended to iliust.ate in a qualitative 1905.

way the nature of the dynamic interaction of the craft
with the water surface. One sees that the free surface at- 2. Fein, J.A., Magnuson, A.HI. and Moran, D.D., "Dy-
fects the heave dynamics through the perturbation in vol- namic Performance of an Air Cushion Vehicle in a
ume of the air cushion (Equation 5). The volume inter- Marine Fnvironment,"AIAA Paper No. 74-3.3, Pre-
action is characterized by a convolution integral (Equation sented at AIAA/SNAME Advanced Marine Vehicles
6) involving the past history of the pressure. The problem Conference, San Diego, California, February 1974.
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T. T. HUANG cushion seal system on an air-cushion-
supportLedvehicle is a dynamic system
with responses coupled to the craft

The author Is to be congratulated for hMs motions, surface conditions, and
Sfine work. It would be very Interesting to cushion characteristics. The dynamic

consider a practical case while Equation (4 1) behavior of the support system has been

Is Lpproxlmated by neglected in this analysis (see equation
49). This is comparable to assuming an
instantaneous skirt or seal response to
exaernal excitation. 'l.is assumption

ae 1 = S•1. - ALe" can be valid only for heavily loaded
light cushion seals.

-j~ ; 1 -£,i 0  The nonlinear (discontinuous)
behaviour of the leakage properties of

Gel= • (p - P. Cd e . skirts included in this analysis again
shows excellent insight by the author.

""- ,I-- P••)I/J• It would be of interest to pursue the
2 Abenefits or limitations of matching the

where CA (y) depends upon geometry of the linear wave-perturbation profiles to the
vehicle and wake pressure P w(y) may be nonlinear geometric functions for exit
slightly negative. *area.

The section of the paper conceined

DR. DAVID D. MORAN with skirt-contact forces may require
refinement. First, it would appear that

The author has obviously succeeded in the vertical forcu on the craft due to
the difficult task of constructing a skirt deflection is more properly a
solution to the ACV dynamics problem function of skirt bag or seal pressure
from sources of varying degrees of non- than cushicn pressure. The value of
linearity. The linear free surface vertical force computed by equation 53
boundary-value problem has bsen handled will proba.ly be negligible unless the
well,following the classical technique skirt is inclined at a rather large
employing an artific41 (Rayleigh) angle. Under normal conditions forl.1
viscosity. The resui.&.ant free surface realistic ACV designs, the angle tan n
perturbation solution has been incor- (angle between the skirt element and
porated into a nonlinear model for the the vertical) will approach zero.
cushion flow dynamics in a way which Perhaps a clarification of the geonetri-

prompts only minor comments from this cal conditions assumed in the author's
discusser. analysis would suffice to answer this

The discharge functions presented
beginning with equation 39 reveal a The horizontal skirt drag given by
good insight by the author on the non- equation 54 should include viscous and
linear behavior of the air flow in the wave making contributions as well as the
cushion. It is especially encouraging induced drag included in the author's
to see that the stability cross flow formulation. If this is don- properly,
Qe and the forward discharge QeI are the the sides of the ACV support sy'ntem
al~owed the freedom of changing sign. will also contribute to the longitudinal

horizontal skirt forces on the ACV,
The author may find the fan-duct perhaps with magnitude comparable to the

characteristic equation 38 presented, transverse sections.
presumably as an examplein this study The author is also to be congratu-
limiting in future work. Although this lated for the suwntary of previous efforts
steady flow equation is presented in in this area of research. It is most
nonlinear form, its applicability in a encouraging to see a complete summary of
dynamic context may be questioned. the significant efforts of previous
Depending upon fan characteristics, scale, researchers. The references to studies
and cushion ducting the fan-duct char- on compressibility and scaling were of
acteristic equation ma] show increased special interest to this discusser. It
deviation from the steady flow form is unfortunate that the magnitude of the
given by equation 38 as the freqdency effects of scale on the vertical plane
of excitation is increased. This point dynamics of air-cushion-supported vehicles
is discussed further in a subsequent is still unresolved. There have been
paragraph. published indications of scaling effects

of both major and minor proportion but
The dývelopment of a model for skirt- to thiq discusser's knowledge a formal

contact forces and moments may also need comparison of the dynamic behavior of
elaboration by the author in his con- well-scaled, air-cushion-supported
tinued research. The skirt support or vehicles is still lacking. Although
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scale effects may be identified where the water density p, mean cushion
analytically for several portions of the depth h,and static water deflection 6
air-cushion-support system these effects are included in the denominator.
have not received a thorough experimental Neglecting all hydrodynamic effects and
verification. There is a definite need assuming a rigid free surface corresponds
to establish the full scale craft dynamics to setting P 0 in equation 1 . It is
predictions based upon model scale sea- obvious from the first equation that
keeping studies. This verification is parity in cushion stiffness can be main-
vital for the determination of the sea- tained only if the product of the
keeping characteristics of the proposed thermodynamic constant and absolute
2000-ton, surface effect ships currently cushion pressure are scaled by the model
in design for the U.S. Navy. scale ratio. This can be done by perform-

ing model dynamics studies in i variable
The identifiable problems associated pressure towing tank as noted by the

with the dynamic scaling of ACVs author in his reference to previous work.
are first that the RMS values of vertical A more novel technique which may
accelerations appear to be under pre- possibly be employed is to substitute
dicted by model tests. This is in cushion media during a sea'eeping test,
contradiction to the intuitive hypothesis eg., y (Argon, Helium) = 1.66,
that the stiffer cushion (aerodynamically) y (Air) ý 1.40, y (Carbon Dioxide) ý 1.28.

of the model should yield conservative Although the resultant scale ratios are
estimates of craft accelerations. The small, changes in the cushion medium may
second visible problem in a m-croscopic prove u:aeful in some experimental studies.
sense is that the natural frequency of
the craft in heave is over predicted The second mechanism associated with
through model tests. These two char- scaling errors involves the fan dynamic
acteristics both resultb from the basic response to transient loadings. It is
)roblem that the total craft-dynamics not sufficient to model the lift-fan

response as characterized by the systems character in terms of steady load pressure-
response amplitude operators for various discharge function. The unsteady loading
modes of motion is not directly Froude on a lift-fan system,produced hy the
scaled. craft motions as it responds to sea

The three mechanisms contributing excitation results in a frequency
to the difficulty in scaling the heave dependent stage-discharge hysterisis
and pitch dynamics of air-cushion- function which m y differ dramatically
supported vehicles may be identified as between full scal, and model. An ideal
follows. First, the stiffness of the experimental solution would be to
cushion volume (often called aerodynamic model the prototype lift-fan response
or sometimes thermodynamic stiffness) exactly through an electro-mechanical
of the craft is no, modeled correctly feedback system.I
cn the model scale. The cushion pressure-
heave gradient jE which should be the The third obvious source of scaling
same for both 3z model and prototype is errors is associated with the mechanical
given for a perturbed static model as properties and material dynamics of the

skirt or seal system of an air-cushion-
(-2), -1 pr + 1 (1) supported vehicle. The difficulty

in scaling a model according to both
P + 1 inertial and elastic criteria oftenresults in either a distortion in

where the subscript r denotes a pro- skirt material thickness or modulus of
totype-to model ratio of the property, elasticity. The dynamic response of
p is the absclute cushion pressure which this structural system can under
is the sum of the atmospheric and cushion certainconditiono charactcristically, aif'ect
gauge pressures, k is a characteristic the overall craft seakeeping response.
length scale, and y is the ratio of
thermodynamic specific heats at constant The overall approach to .he study
pressure and volume, respectively, for of dynamic scaling in air-cushion-
th" iushion medium. The static deflection supported vehicles underway by several
of ae free surface is incoporated in :he investigators (without specific citations)
variable P in the form. includes on the theoretical level three

different approaches and on the exper-
Sd(2) mental level two approaches. These

P9 T T)Full-Scale Conditio p nns include:
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1. Solution of the hydrodynamic- around the various methods for modifying
aerodynamric, free-surface interaction cushion stiffness. Besides those methods
problem in closed form. This analysis already listed,we should include changes
when complete will. constitute a total in stiffness through modifications of
solution to the dynamic behavior of the mechanical system, such as adding a
air-cushion-supported vehicles in both spring-mass-damping system in series
the vertical and horizontal planes. with the cushion system.
The author of the paper under discussion
has made a significant contribution to RODERCK A. BARR
the ultimate complete solution as was
previously noted. I would like to comment on the author's treatment of

2. Numerical solutions of motion the fans. He has used a purely static representation of the
equations for simulation. This effort fan (equation (38)). It seems probable, however, that fan
is proceeding on various levels of dynamics or the dynamics of the fan-intermediate chamber
sophistication by several investigations. cannot be neglected.

3. Stochastic behavior of craft in I would also be interested in knowing the basis for thewaves. The dynamic behavior of an air- fan chsmacter~s: coefficients, Cfl. Cf2 and Cf3 given incush Ton-suporte vehic in av ay Table 1, an .c'owing whether these are representativecushion-supported vehicle in waves may values or v,.- -; aioropriate to a particular design.
be examined statistically, independently
from other analytic considerations. More rigorous analysis of ACV and SES dynamics are
The craft response may thereby be needed and the author's contribution is thus ali the more
characterized without a knowledge of valuable.
the detailed nature of wave-eacited

0, motion mechanisms.
DR. PAUL KAPLA N

--- and on the experimental level:
This paper by Doctors is a very fine job, treating a

4. Full-scale to model correlation. • complicated problem with the aid of a number os simplifi-
The dynamic characteristics of two cations. However there are some points that have been ne-
geometrically similar ships of different. glected and also certain effects that may have been ovci-
scale can be compared directly to emphasized in regard to their extent of applicability. 'Nhe
illustrate total system scaling major problem in ACV motions over waves is due to heavedifficulties. The dynamic characteristics accelerations, which affect habitability. Since the largest
under consideration must include response accelerations occur at high speeds, which is the intended
amplitude operators for motion freedom, repine of operation of ACV craft, emphasis should be put
e.g., heave, pitch, and roll and similar on that area.
operators for craft dynamic characteristics
such as pressure. The craft in question In that case compressibility will definitely be import-
are ideally a full-scale vessel and its ant, and the pressures must be found using differential
model; however, any two geometrically equation relations rather than algebraic solutions as used
similar models with a sufficient difference here. That increases the computational complexity of the
in scale sould serve this purpose. system, demands smaller time steps in digital integration

with attendant increase in computer time, etc. Also, in
Full-scale to model correlation work which we have carred out at Oceanics and presented

tesults in an evaluation of total system only recently this year, we have ignored the effccL of un-
response, including cushion stiffness, eteady wave formation. This is based upon our emphasis
fan dynamic characteristics and the on the high speed case for ACV craft, which reduces the
effect of the skirt on seal structural free surface to a conitant pressure surface limit condition
response on the dynamic behavior of the of the potential function, i.e. 0 = 0. It would certainly
craft. Experience with full-scale model have been more elucidating to have seen the results of
correlation may result in techniques computations of the influence of the surface compliance of
for tuning model characteristics so that the water at Froude numbers in the range of 1.0-2.0 in
the model and full-scale responses match, order to determine the significance of the water surface in
Ideally this approach should result in this more practical speed regime. I hope that the author
matching techniques applicable to all can i ovide such computations in the future, or at least
craft design-modt l experiments. comment on his expectations for these conditions.

5. Since the stiffness of the Another point, perhaps of smaller significance, con-
cushion medium is the most significant cerns the effect of skirt forces. The simplified representa-
identifiable nonscalable item necessary tions given in the paper do not account for effects that are
to characterize the dynamics of an ACV, known to be significant for different types of craft that
most experimental work has centered employ different types of skirt systems. Whenever a bag
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on a skirt makes contact with the water, as well as develops ment due to a shift of the craft center of pressure. While
frictional forces during lateral (or longitudinal) displace- such effects are certainly configuration-dependent, their
ment, the bag shape deforms and hence the bag pressure influence should still be considered as one proceeds with
changes. This effect interacts with the cushion pressure (de- more detailed consideration of the many features that
pendent of course on the details of the configuration) fand affect ACV motions in waves.
causes changes in the vertical force as well as the pitch mo-
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

I would firstly like to thank those Dr. Huang suggested a modification
who discussed my paper for their very to the equations for the discharge of the
kind comments. Most of the contributors cushion air to the surrounding air - on
suggested refinements of the physical the basis that this air is not at static
model used to represent the ACV. These atmospheric pressure. The idea includes &
ideas are most welcome as they will ram effect due to the velocity head of
assist in the development of this work. the airthrough which the craft moves (at
The theoretical model employed in the the bow) and a wake effect (in the stern
present calculations was deliberately region). This suggestion is most welcome,
kept simple, so that the effect of com- as it is certain to improve the physical
pliance of the free surface could be modelling of the craft.
more aesily studied. The author had originally thought

Referring firstly to Mr. King's re- the inertia ot the fan and engine/gear-
marks, the author agrees that the work box system to be so high that one could
should be extended to cover the case of assume it ran at a constant speed. How-
the SES. This would involve an addi- ever, he is now inclined to agree with
tional study - that of the interactions Dr. Moran that the unsteady effects of
between the sidewalls, water and the variable fan speed should be included.
cushion. This could possibly be done by assuming

Furthermore, most of the pitch sta- the fan performance curves are still
bility of an SES is derived from water valid - but in a quasi-steady manner.
contact with the planing fore and aft There are many ways in which the
seals which are themselves complicated modelling of the skirt behavior could be
mechanisms. On the other hand, the ACV improved. The only limitation here is
studied here acnieves stability by use computer time. The skirt on the ACV
of the athwarships skirt. Thus there are tnder study was assumed to consist of
inherent differences between these two separate segments independently sus-
craft. pended (like a "finger" skirt). Such

It is pleasing to leam that a pre- skirts typically have an inclination of
liminary comparison of the theoretical 45 to the vertical, and this value was
resultswith practical data reveals some used. No deflection of the upper por-
similarities. Much more correlation is tion of the skirt system, known as the
required to advance the computation of bag on some designs, was considered.
ACV motions. The skirt along the sides of the

It would be worthwhile to study the craft do contribute to the total drao
theoretical response at both, higher on the craft, as given by Eq. (54). The
speeds and frequencies. These were de- sides just don't contribute to one as-
liberately kept low in the present study pect of this force, in Eq. (56).
in order to examine the expected singu- Tn practice the skirt/water inter-
larity in the craft motion when the action gives rise to viscous forces and
speed-frequency parameter passes through wavemtakkng, as indicated by Dr. Moran.
unity. As noted, this did not occur. However, the author sees no way of in-
The next stage is to compute cases corres- cluding these realistically in a com-
ponding to the usual (much higher) values puter model at present. Empirical
of this parameter techniques would be necessary, instead.

The author read Dr. Magnuson's ana- The contribution of Dr. Moran about
lysis with great interest, and agrees SES model scaling is appreciated by the
with the general approach he followed author.
within the limitations of the linearised Dr. Barr commented on the treat-
heave theory used. However, it is sus- ment of the fans. As noted before,
pected that linearised theory for the this aspect of the total system should
cushion aerodynamics, etc. is a poor sub- be considered dynamic, so that the fan
stitute for the actual phenomeno That speed would vary in time. The three
is, the brute-force technique o' solving coefficients of the fan characteristics,
the craft motion by an initial-value re- used in Eq. (38) and referred to in
presentation must be employed. This is Table 1, were obtained by fitting to the
particularly so when pitch motion is actual characteristics of the fans of a
included. 150-ton AALC under study by the U.S.

The idea of representing the hydro-- Navy. These coefficients may therefore
dynamic effect by using a kernel function be considered to be representative.
with a timewise exponential decay has no The author agrees with or. Kaplan
precise basis, of course. On the other with regard to compressibility of the
hand, it does introduce the compliance air within the craft. This is certain-
of the water into the equations of the ly an important factor at higher fre-
motion in a realistic manner, and ;zppears quencies. In this case, every feature
to improve the fit with experimental data of the aerodynamic system of the craft
provided by Dr. Magnuson in his dis- will have to be considered to be unstea-
cussion. One wonders if this concept dy and compressible. Incidentally,
could be expanded in order to eliminate within the range of frequencies studied,
the large amount of computing effort re- the author found that fewer time steps
quired to evaluate the free-surface res- were required per cycle as the frequency
ponse. increased. (This is because the actual
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maximum time step, for stable computation,

was sensibly independent of frequency.)
It is not entirely clear whether the

compliance of the water surface is less
impGrtant at higher speeds and fre-
quencies, or not. It is knownthat the
surface response per unit of pressure
will be reduced. On the other hand,
the magnitude of the unsteady pressure
fluctuations under the cushion also

6• greatly increase as shown in previous
work E121 . Thus the product of
these two factors is the important thing.

Dr. Kaplan's comments about skirts
are, of course, accepted. Such refine-
ments can be included at the expense of
computer time.
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SEMI-SUBMERGED AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
(SSACV)

T. K. S. Maxthy
Po.1t•honuth Potytechnic

Port~mouth, U. K.

ABSTRACT rough seas by retaining a steady mean height
and level trim over the mean water surface with-

A new concept of the air cushion vehicle is out undesirable motions or accelerations even in
presented which shows some promise in ful- the high speed role. In addition, the vehicle
vehicle with a degree of operational flexibility in rability.

open water not possessedby conventional types A conventional type of displa, ýment vessel
of ACVs or displacement vessels. The proposed operating on the irregular interface betwecn air
concept comprises the use of a composite type of and water does not possess this exacting type
vehicle whichwill take advantage of :•he high speed of capability. Even in calm water the vessel
capability of an ACV and combine with this the in- has a very high resistance to motion comprising
herent stability and course keeping ability cf a wave resistance, form drag and skin friction,
pair of submerged hulls. and propulsion beyond moderate speeds is

Some tentative calculations have shown impractical without an in( 1inate expenditure of
that the total power requirements of the SSACV power which roughly follows the speed-c bed
are likely to be less than those of ACVs or semi- taw. Also, the vessel will undergo very severe
submerged ships of comparable size up to a motions and accelerations at high speeds in
speed of 60 or 65 knots. Above this speed the waves as it is very much subject to the adverse
drag of the submer",•, hulls increases excess- effect oi the rough water surface with which it is
lvily and the economic advantages of the in intimate contact. It is therefore obvious thatSSACV are not p-, nless oon,-derations of the hull should be kept away from tlhe disturbed
habitability o, . ot ssive power water surtace in order to travel at a high speed
rrquirement with a minimum of motions and accelerations.

A dual con.•- ,.tion is therefore proposed Thus, the fully skirted amphibious air cushion
for the SSACV by 'iggesting the use of cushion vehicle (ACV) has its hard structure raised well
power to raise the hulls to the water surface for above the mean water surface so that it is clear-short bur-.is of high speed of the order of 100 of the crests of all but the highest waves and it
knots with ýhe available power and reverting to has been demonstrated in recent years that this
the semi-submerged configuration after the type of vehicle is capable of high speeds in
mission is corrmpleted. moderate sea states as the resistance to motion

over water is now only that due to the generation
INTRODUCTION of surface waves (the so-called wave 7esistance

which is very small indeed at speeds well above
A requirement exists for a hiah perfo,- -:e the hump) apart from the momentum drag, if the

vehicle with a degree of '" fle), form drag and skin friction of the immersed part
in open water not posseb.... - _j onve: _,nai of the flexible extensions is ignored. This means
types of ACVs or displacement vessels. Thus, a considerable improvement over the conventional
in terms of military applications, such as in type of interface vehicle. It will be remembered, ,
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), the vehicle however., that the elevation of the hard structure
should be capable of sustained all-weather of the ACV above the water surface, i.e. the
operation in the open ocean with a long en(* increase of the potential energy of the vehicle
ance at relatively low or moderate speeds, which also enables the increase of its kinetic
for initial search and detection, and with energy may call for the expenditure of a great
additional capability of bursts of very hign deal of power. This may, however, be considered
speed operation of the order of 100 knots at worthwhile if the speed is the main objective.
least for short periods during interception and But it has been shown () that this type of ACV
attack. The vehicle should also possess a high is subject to severe motions even if the vehicle
degree of seakeeping, particularly in the attack is ideally assumed to be free from water contact
rule, capable of "platforming" the waves in at all stages of its motions and oscillations.
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There is inadequate damping available if no part A new design concept is therefore necessary
of the vehicle is immersed in the water, apart in order to satisfy the very stringent and con-
from the damping characteristics of the air flicting requirements of a very high speed and a
cushion itself, smooth ride which are separately satisfied by

An alternative method would be to immerse the above two types of vehicles. As it appears
the hull of the vehicle well below the free that the satisfaction of each of the two separate
surface so that it will not be subject to the requirements is mutually exclusive in the case
pressure fluctuations caused by the orbitRl of each type, it may be expected that a combin-
velocities of the water particles due to tLie sur- ation of the two will produce a type of vehicleface waves or sub-surface waves. Ideally, the which may also hopefully combine the merits of
depth of immersion should be at least one-half each without attracting too many of the dis-
of the length of the longest wave on the surface, advantages.
but a depth equal to one-half of the length of It is suggested that the new concept of the
the hull may be found adequate. In the case of Semi-Submerged Air Cushion Vehicle (SSACV) to
a very long hull this depth of immersion will be des,iLbed presently may provide a true com-
be structurally impractical and a depth equal to promise between the above two conflicting
two or three times the diameter of the hull is requirements of a high speed and a smooth ride.
actually used in practice with the hope that the Starting with a conventional surface ship
wave effect will be very much smaller at this such as a destroyer, Lewis and Breslin (U) have
depth than at the surface. Semi-submerged indicated three directions for seeking higher
ships of this type have been built and Lang ship speed: firstly going well below the surface
(2) has described the small motions exhibited and thereby eliminating surface wavemaking
by this type of vessel in waves compared with resistance: secondly staying on the surface
surface vehicles. However, the use of this
type of submerged hull (or hulls) will still
entail a large expenditure of power for propul-
sion at high speeds, for although wave resist-
ance may be considered to have been nearly THE Lo C" No co Z S Co~rIGu,•o0
eliminated and form drag reduced to a minimum
by a proper streamlining of the hulls, the skin
friction will be ccnsiderable as the area of the H -- t•

wetted surface will now be very much larger
than in the case of surface vehicles. But, PUNNING HULL

although these types of vehicles may not be
economical for very high specd operation, they
have an inherent static and dynamic stability.
The submerged hulls will have zero stiffness by,. S,-N,,IALNGtD MR ýUTINoMcu

themselves and the stiffness of the semi-
submerged ship is limited to that appropriate to
the small waterplane area of the surface- LM~r-fUL,,S,,

piercing struts which carry the platform above_
the water. However, the submerged hulls will ,Z2 ,-,UM,-oHP
provide a large measure of damping due to
vortex shedding in all modes of oscillation and
particularly i; heave. SrMI,-sUutW.miD HULL

It appears to be a law of nature that the
faster the ride over an irregular surface, such SMIUS"M.
as in a seaway, the rougher the ride will be. A

An amphibious ACV or an ACV with rigý I side- ----- "RUIG"1-
walls can be made to attain an arbitraiy value
of high speed If sufficient power is installed I
although there is no guarantee that the habit- ts.pu. RUN.,;,SuBmAmRIN
ability, i.e. the oscillatory motions and
accelerations in various degrees of freedom,
will be within acceptable bounds. In fact, the
ride quality will invariably deteriorate with
increasing speed exactly as in the case of
planing boats, hydrofoils and displacement
vessels in general. On the other hand, a semi-
submerged ship may provide a very stable Fig. I Possible directions in which to seek
platform, but the speed is not likely to be very higher speeds at sea (Reproduced from
high without an inordinate and impractical Reference 2)
expenditure of power.
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and reducing wavemaking drastically by making
the hull longer and more slender; and thirdly,
raising the hull above the surface. Fig. I , •
is reproduced from their work (3) and also
now includes the new concept of the SSACV
which involves movement in all three direct-
ions, namely, raising the deck and buoyancy
chamber well above the water surface, length-
ening the vehicle and submerging the hull
well below the water surface.

THE SSACV CONCEPT

The proposed Semi-Submerged Air Cushion
Vehicle (SSACV) concept comprises the use of A
a composite type of vehicle which will take
advantage of the high speed capability of an
air cushion vehicle and combine with this the
inherent stability and course-keeping of a pair
of submerged hulls. For this purpose, the hard Fig. 2 General Configuration of the SSACV
structure of an ACV of the conventional type is
supported well above the water surface by a small amount due to the lightly immersed side-
pair of long, thin, streamlined struts along the walls.
sides of the vehicle which carry at the lower Aso is always less than unity in the case of
end a pair of long, slender torpedo-shaped the SSACV the cushion pressure, pc will be
hulls immersed at an adequate depth well less than that of an amphW;i'P- ACV of the same
below the water surface. Flexible seals extend total weight and cushion area. The power
below the base of the vehicle down to the required for the generation of the air cushion
water surface at the bow and at the stern (a pc3/2 ), the wave 5eslstance (a pc 2') and the
enabling the retention of the air cushion. The momentum drag (a pcl) will all therefore be less.
sustention of the vehicle above the water However, the power required for the propulsion
surface is therefore partly due to the pressure through water of the surface-piercing struts and
of air generated in the cushion and partly due the submerged hulls whose displacement is
to the buoyancy of the submergcd hulls and the (I- i) times the total weight of the vehicle will
immersed part of the surface-piercing side have the value D(l-c-)2/3 where D is a constant 1
struts. The mass flow of air into and out of obtained by theoretical calculation or from tests. '
the cushion, the size of the side struts and of This power is an additional item, although since
the submerged hulls are all determined for an o is always greater than zero in the case of the
arbitrary ratio of cushion lift to buoyancy SSACV, this will be less than that for the equiv-
which can be optimised from consideratior, 'il alent semi-submerged ship.
(a) maximum speed that can be ichieved foi a It may be possible to optimise the a- value
given total installed power (lift and propulsion); from considerations of (a) maximum speed achie-
and (b) habitability, i.e. minimum of motions vable for a ttal installed power (lift and prop-
and accelerations. It is realised that these ulsion); and (b) habitability (motions and accel-
requirements may be conflicting and that a erations). So far as (G0 is concerned a may be
compromise may therefore be necessary. obtained by the minimisation of an expression of

A general configuration of the SSACV is the form.
shown in Fig. 2. A 23/'+Bc 2 +Coz+ D(l- a)2/3 where the

constants depend upon the characteristics of the

POWER REQUIREMENTS air cushion, the side struts and the submerged
hulls. A similar optimisation may be carried out

If c is the proportion of,air cushion lift in in respect of (b). The two values of c so derived
the total sustention of the ISACV above the may be different and a compromise may therefore
water surface, (1- a) denotes the proportimn of have to be reached in regard to the above two
buoyancy lift due to the immersed portion of the conflicting requirements.
side struts and the two submerged hulls. It may be pointed out that the true optimum
When a = 1, the SSACV becomes simply the to be sought for the SSACV whether designed for
"familiar amphibious ACV and when a. = 0 the civil or military applications is not so much a
vehicle degenerates to the case of a semi- minimisation of the total installed power with a
submerged ship such as that described by further optimum subdivision into lift and propul-
Lang (2). In the case of a sidewall hovercruft sive powers, but more in the nature of optimis-
ai takes a value slightly less than unity. Tte ation of performance and ride quality. The latter

buoyancy contribution in this case is only the may be very important for certain types of military
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operations, such as weapons deploymont in Table I 2000-ton SSACV
anti-submarine warfare and other tactical General Particulars
operations, for helicopter and V/STOL aircraft
operations on deck, etc. The rid- comfort is Weight, W 2000 tons = 4.4e x 106 lb
equally important for the carriage of fire paying Cushion length, L 220 ft
passengers in the civil transport role. Cushioa width, B 80 ft

A preliminary analysis of the power ,equir&- Cushion height, H 8 ft
ments of the SSACV has been made in some Side strut length 220 ft
very simple terms. The following character- Side strut width 3 ft (average)
isitics of the vehicle have been assumed or Hull length 220 ft
derived. (Tables 1 and 2) Hull diameter 6 ft - 10 ft

(uniform)

Depth of immn.rsion of Aiulls 12 ft along
longitudinal axis p

Table 2 Va!ues of o for Various Hull Sizes

DIAMETER Or HULL BUOYANCY CUSHION LIFT CUSHION PRESSURE
ft lb lb lb/ft2

6 1.56 x 10 6  2.92 x 10 6  166 0.65
7 1.80 x 10 6  2.68 x 10 6  152 0.60
8 2.09 x 106 2.39 x 1O6  136 0.53
9 2.42 x10 6  2.06 xlO 117 0.46

1O 2.80 x10 6  1.68 x 106 9! 0.37

The power required to >,.onel the SSACV at weight all lie within a narrow band and that the
wvrious speeds has been calculated for diffe- curves cross at a speed of approximately
rent values of a , the ratio of cushion lift to 60 knots. Above this speed, the SSACV power
the total weight (2000 tont) of the vehicle, requirement,: appear very excessive.
The method of prediction recommended ir!
reference (4) has ,-een used so far .ýs the al,
cushion is concerned. As for the side scruts M 4and the submerged hulls it has been assumed ..............

S~~~~~~theat....."' " "...
S~power =CD V 2 PNvv/ 1

as suggested ')y Lan,ý 2(ý for his semi-submerged •° •/• _

"ship. A strict assessment of the drag ccef-
ficient, CD, is difficult wihhout controll td
model tests for the present configuration.
Chapman (a) has indeed made a theoretic,d-:ii ~~~~~~study of the wave drag and spray- drag of surface-.i• /.••-••r , •:,
piercing struts as well as hull drag includin. .
"various interactions, but he considers the ue of
two struts of fatrly large thickness/chord ratio o_,- ..
in andm cn each side of the vessel. We are how-
ev'r, considering the use of a very long continuous
strut of very low thickness/chord ratio and our
hulls are also of smaller diametAr than that of the
semi-submerged ship. Lang has useda CD value
of 0.05, but we may use a much lower value,
"say, 0.02 as appropriate to our case. Fig. 3 2000-ton SIACV Power Requirements

The estimhated power requirements of a Curves for Hydrofoil, Destroyer, S1 id SES
2000 ton SSACV are shown in Fig. 3 trw ethel relate to 3000-ton ships and are repr ducedwith the curves given by Lang for other types from Reference (2)
of 3000 ton vehicles including the Surface

;-, Effect Ship. It will be seen that the curves for Even after allowing for a proper scaling
the SSACV with the air cushion providing a lift down of the ordinates of the curves for the 3000-
of about one-third to two-thirds of the total ton ships to represent the power requirements
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for 2000 tons, it will be seen that the SSACV hulls on contact with the water will have con-
will require generally much less power than the siderable stiffness against immersion due to the
hydrofoil, the semi-submerged ship, the ds- buoyancy which is developed. A steady posi-
troyer and even, possibly, the SES of compar- tion will, soon be reached and this position is
able size up to a speed of 60 or 65 knots, obviously a stable one.
although the power may slightly be higher than
that of the destroyer or the semi-submerged WAVE PUMPING AND WAVE EXCITATION
ship at very low speeds, say, below 25 knots.
This is because the resistance of the air cushion The principal merit of the SSACV concept
is very high at low speeds up to and slightly lies in the possibility of a mathematical design
beyond the so-called *hump speed" compared to of the size and geometry of the submerged hulls
the resistance of the hulls. The reverse is true to match the characteristics of the air cushion.
at higher speeds when the resistance of the air Wrhen traversing waves in a seaway, the surface
cushion becomes very small whilst the resist- waves will pass through the air cushion under
ance of the hulls ir.creases steadily, following the flexible extensions in more or less undis-
roughly the speed-cubed low in terms of power torted form and will act in the nature of a piston
requirements. A dual configuration is therefore causing alternatively compression and rare-
proposed below for the SSACV. faction of the air contained in the cushion.

This "wave pumping" has the effect of intro-
THE HIGH SPEED SSACV ducing a fluctuating component to the steady

design cushion pressure.
Although the semi-sub,,.erged feature of the The result will be an undesirable vertical

SSACV can provide a smooth ride with an heaving motion and also pitching and rolling of
economy of power at speeds up to 60 or 65 knots, the vehicle. The frequency of the oscillatory
the submerged hulls will cause an excessive nr.otions will be the frequency of encounter of
resistance to motion at higher speeds of the the waves which depends upon the forward speed
order of 100 knots and provision of the necessary of the vehicle and the length of the incident
power is neither economical nor practical. waves,
However, if the hulls are raised above the water The surface waves will also induce orbital
so that the vehicle is just skimming the water velocities of the water particles below the
surface, they will still provide a lateral boun- surface and the effect will be a variation of the
dary for the air cushion and the skin friction steady hydrostatic pressure around the hulls to
will now be simply that due to the small area of which a fluctuating component will be added
contact of the lower surfanes of the hulls with also with a frequency equal to the frequency of
the water surface. This could be less than that encounter. This again will produce a vertical
of the immersed part of the sidewalls of the fluctuating force on the hulls and a fluctuating
SES and the power required for the high speed pitching moment and, possibly, a rolling moment.
SSACV could be therefore less than the equiva- This is a hydrodynamic effect as compared with
lent SES. "wave pumping" which is simply a pneumatic

Fig. 3 shows that the power required for effect.
the high speed SSACV at high speeds does not The mechanisms producing pressure fluct-
greatly exceed that at about 60 knots provided uations due to wave pumping of the air cushion
the hulls are raised above the water. It is and wave excitation of the submerged hulls are
therefore perfectly possible to reach a speed of different in the two cases. The former is simply
100 knots with a little more than the power a pneumatic effect dependent upon the depth of
required to propel the SSACV in the semi- the air cushion, i.e. the height of the base of
submerged oondition. It is, however, true that the vehicle above the water, whilst the latter
the inherent stability of the semi-submaerged arises from hydrodynamic reasons and depends

condition is now lost, but as stated above, the upon the depth of submergence of the hulls.
power required may now be less than that of the It appears therefore possible by designing

rigid boundaries of the air cushion, as complementary systems in a suitable manner,
The raising of the hulls above the water is to balance the adverse effects of the surface

simply effected by lowering the hemline of the waves in the ocean on the two systems taken
flexible extensions at the bow and at the stern together so that the overall effect on the vehicle,

3 and increasing the mass flow o• air through the considered as a rigid body, may be negligible
lift fans. The hulls will have zero stiffness to and thus enabling a true "platforming" of the
being raised through the water surface and if waves to be achieved in rough seas, subject to
they come up too high air will escape from the alight modification by the drag and lift forces on
cushion along the entire side-boundaries under- the flexible extensions which are likely to con-
neath the hull si'rfaces. This will cause the tact and get immersed in the rough water surface.
cushion pressure to drop and the vehicle will The ideal response would be with the SSACV
settle down on the water surface. However, the piatforming the waves although contouring all
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the longer waves may be acceptable without It must, however, be amphastsed that the
detriment to the habitability of the vehicle as above results are based entirely on the basis of
the accelerations in the oscillatory motions a linearised theory of an inviscid fluid and
d( -i.J upon the square of the frequency of separate account should therefore be taken of
evcountir which is fairly small over the long such non-linear and viscoits effects such as
waves. A comparatively smooth ride is thus wave pumping,spray drag, skin friction resist-
possible in heavy seas. ance, etc. in empirical form or on the basis of

A simple analysis of the two effects is tests as they are not easily amendable to
carried out in Appendix I. This analysis over- mathematical treatment.
estimates the effect of wave pumping as it is
assumed that the air does not escape out of GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SSACV
the cushion during the adiabatic compression.
In actual practice, air will escape out of the The SSACV is a stable high-speed marine
cushion through the lift fan air intake end vehicle which combines the advantages of the
through the fluid seals under the flexible low resistance to motion of an air cushion
extensions at the front and the rear. A strict vehicle with the inherent static and dynamic
analysis would involve fan characteristics and stability as well as course-keeping and sea-
the actual response of the vehicle to the pres- keeping qualities of a pair of submerged hulls.
sure fluctuations in the cushion due to wave The propulsion of the SSACV may be
pumping and around the hulls due to wave (a) air propulsion from the deck; a&.,d/or
excitation. Also, tVe wave form has been (b) water-screw or water-pump prpulsion from
assumed to travel through the cushion without the hulls.
distortion and that it is also not modified by Air propulsion will naturae ,' be required for
the motion cf the hulls through the water. The the high speed configuration when the hulls are
results are therefore based on the so-called raised above the water. In the semi-submerged
Fronde-Krylov hypothesis which postulates condition it may be found to be more economical
that the waves affe,ýt the vehicle but that the to use water screw or water pump propulsion but

vehicle does not affact the waves, the air propulsion units may have to be used for
It is shown in Appendix I that the vertical control purposes.

forces due to wave pumping in the air cushion The submerged hulls will have zero stiffness
and wave excitation of the hulls are nxactly in when displaced in the vertical or-horizontal
anti-phase when the wave length exceeds a directions, but they will have considerable
certain minimum value. As short waves are damping, particularly due to vortex shedding in
unlikely to produce much effect as regards all modes of oscillation except, perhaps, in
wave pumping or wave excitation it is clear surge. The small waterpiane areas of the
that it is possible to balanria out the two immersed parts of -he two side struts will pro-
effects over a range of wave lengths of prac- duce a certain measure of stiffness for static
tical significance. Similar calculations can stability. Their stiffness may be increased by
also be made in respect of the pitching moment, shaping the cross-section in the form of an

inverted triangle within the limits of the require-

MOTIONS IN A SEAWAY ments of streamlining. There is also a consid-
erable amount of stiffness available from the

The linearized problem of the motions and air cushion.
osc'llations of a sidewall hovercraft in a sea- The submerged hulls should be designed for
Sway ias been formulated and the velocity pot- laminar flow over their entire length as far as
ential derived in 1972 (ý) by the use of Green's possible in longitudiral motion at all speeds.
theorem and appropriate Green's functions. They should b6 designed to be " non-lifting"
The separate potentials due to the motion of the even at small angles of attack in the horizontal

Sair cushion and of the sidewalls can be directly and vertical planes. It is important not to build
applied to the SSACV configuration, but it is up circulation around thoen with the possibility
now necessatiy to derive also the potential due of incipient separation and cavitation at high

* to the motion of the submerged hulls. This speeds causing instability, In other words, the S
derivation is indicated in Appendix IU. submerged hulls are to be designed solely from

The velocity potential can be used to study considerations of hydrostatic buoyancy. No
the steady motion of the SSACV in calm water, hydrodynamic forces are to be expected to be
For exemp.e, the resistance to motion including produced, nor are these forces desirable on
all interference effects between the air cushion, account of possibly adverse effects at high
the side struts and the submerged hulls can be speeds.
calculated together with the steady trim and The side struts and immersed hulls will
sinkage in calm water. The added mass and provide a great deal of directional stability a:,d
damping of water during forced oscillation in course-keeping ability. Directional control is

calm water and the response amplitude oper- available from swivelling air propellers or contra-
atc'-s for free oscillation in waves can also be rotating water screws (or variable flow water •.
calculatediy the methods previously established, pump systems) in the hulls. The use of stabi-
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lUsers or rudders on the submerged hulls or side The SSACV combines the technologies of the
strv*ts will present a difficult problem at high air cushion vehicle and the semi-submerged
speeds due to cavitation and separation, ship whose individual development is proceed-
Reliance will therefore have to be placed on the ing bt a rapid pace.
well-established methods of control by aero- The spray drag of the SSACV in the high
dynamic forces from above the deck as in the speed configuration with the hulls lightly
case of amphibious ACV's. The air cushion may skimming the water surface need not be unduly
be ýised as an active stabilising device although high as the hulls do not produce any hydro-
this involves the generation of large volumes of dynamic lift like a planing surface but simply
low pressure air very quickly and at frequent constitute the 'lower edge of the lateral bound-
intervals depending upon the frequency of aries of the air c,,shion. In any case it is very
encounter of the waves. The lift fan speed can likely that air will escape from the cushion
be suitably adjusted to counteract heave under part of the hulls keeping them dry
motion. locally and eliminating the generation of spray.

The geometry of the flexible extensions at
the bow and at the stern can also be varied to CONCLUSIONS
provide trim control and thus obviating the need
for ballast in the hulls which is very necessary A new concept of a high speed marine
in the case of purely semi -submerged ships, vehicle is presented for flexible operation in
When swivelling air propellers are used there open water with a high speed and a considerable
is adequate control in the horizontal plane, degree of habitability. At moderate speeds up

The hulls are very suitable for housing to 60 or 65 knots, the vehicle will be in the
machinery and fuel and for mounting sonar or normal configuration of a sidewall ACV with a
other equipment. Compressed air can also be pair of submeiged hulls, the latter contributing
produced and stored in the hulls during" slack to the sustention of the vehicle and providing
periods" when che powe. plants are not being sea-keeping ability and overall economy of
used to their full capacity. The air can then power. The "legs and feet" of the SSACV need
be bled to the cushion in a suitable manner not constitute an embarrassment to the unique
for taking corrective action to control the characteristics of an air cushion vehicle but
motions of the vehicle in rough weather. may well be the means of steadying the vehicle

It has to be borne in mind that there may be in rough seas as it is very necessary to seek
an increased structural weight due to the the damping of the motions from the water
dispersal of the structural members and having itself.
considerable buoyancy at a great depth below In the high speed role the hulls are raised
the base of the vehicle. But the problems can Just above the water by depressing the hemline
be overcome. The minimum width of the side of the flexible extensions at the bow and sternstruts may have to be determined mainly from and by a Judicious adjustment of lift fan speed.

structural considerations. Although the advantages of the submerged hulls
The side struts and submerged hulls may be arc now lost, it is possible for the SSACV to

considered to be the "legs and feet" supporting attain very high speeds with the available power
the SSACV above the water surface with the air for specific missions of short duration before
cushion system and the propulsion units const- reverting to the normal configuration.
ituting the muscular power for counteracting The dual configuration proposed for the
undesirable motions. The immersion of theso SSACV is very necessary as the resistance of
appendages in the water need not constitute an the air cushion is very high and the hull drag
embarrassment tothe unique characteristics of low at moderate speeds. At high speeds the
an air cushion vehicle, for it may well be the air cushion drag is negligible but the hull
only means of enabling the vehicle to steady drag becomes excessive. This dual configura-
itself in rough seas. It will be remembered that tion also enables the draught of the SSACV to
it is very necessary to seek the considerable be reduced as necessary in very shallow waters.
damping of the motions available from the water The economy in power demonstrated for the
itself. SSAC" in the submerged condition at moderate

It is to be expected that the SSACV is speeds is worthy of attention when designing *
likely to require considerable power and be of vehicles for passenger-carrying ý;ansport. It
complex design, but it may well be the only is thus possible to achievea fast and smooth
"answer when a high speed and habitability are ride.
to be simultaneously satisfied as the desired It is realised that considerabli.• effort and

A' objectives for all weather operations in the expenditure mainly in the area of the zretical
open ocean where a large draught is not z, dis- studies and model tests will be involved in the
advantage. The SSACV concept also poses successful evolution of the SSACV concept
some very difficult structural problems, parti- which shows great promise for tactical military
cularly in respect of a suitable strengthening operations and for civil transport applications.
of the hulls to withstand wave impact in the The SSACV concept has been registered with
high speed configuration, the U.K. Patent Office under Provisional
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APPENDIX I Bkhw Y (P 7TL t ±+A- - 21Pa) sin (- )Cos (we2 7r Va
WAVE PUMPING AND WAVE EXCITATION so that the vertical force on the base of the
Wave Pumpingj SSACV in the upward direction is the heave

The Instantaneous wave elevation may be force.
writteh, Ic t = (cushion area) x 6 pc

hw Cos (2Tx + w t+
"X, o BXhw Y (p. + pa) sL

2- sin--)cos( Wt +2 Tr HX e

-= -½ C(t) (--) Ap + Pa)sin

where '0(t) is the wave elevation at the centre
of the cushion.

7---- - We have assumed in the above simple
analysis that the air pumped by the wave does
not escape out of the cushion and also that the
vehicle does not respond in heave, pitch or
roll and take up an attitude appropriate to the
modified cushion pressure. These are d&astlc

SZ assumptions and a stricter analysis will be

necessary taking into account the stiffness and

where hw is the wave height, X the wave demping of the air cushion ant. the added mass

length, w e the frequency of encounter and and damping of the submerged hu's wlHich will
naturally have an important effect on the motion

c the phase angle.
If H is the height of the base of the of the vehicle as a rigid body.

SSACV above the mear water level, the
instantaneous cushion volume is
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Wave Excitation ITr- a-. ( -PCS
We will now obtain an approximate expres- - (0 ecos A )

sion for the heaving force on a submerged hull ]-NX

at the lower end of a surface-piercing strut due -2 1T D ) s d

to the passage of a surface wave along th(. e X (I- cos J) cos ,Pd t

length of the hull. For the purposes of a simple 0

analysis we may use the Froude-Krylov hypo-
thesis mentioned above and neglecting hull- e-2 -. - sin-T _.[62-bb - J]

wave interaction, the pressure on the hull due 2 2P-",
to the orbital motion of the water particles

"below the surface of the wave is in the usual

notation 2 Tz i.e. the downward force
hw - Tr 2- L/2

pp=-g -=) e Cos( + Wet +

assuming that the water is deep. This shows H+ w 2P

that the pressure is increased abov;e the hydro- - L/2

static head p~z directly below the crest of a b b_ Yfhw -- 4 .. J

wave ( ) - -- ) and decreased below a 2 4a .
h P (x) cos -, e t + k )dx

troug h (A e L--)

Considering an element of area Pd Ddx If we now assume that the hull is of uniform

of the cross-section of the hull and integrating coss-section throughout Uts length, i.e. that

it is in the form of a circular cylinder we may "

set

--.....----- - o(x) = p. a constant

DI and integrating along the length of the cylinder

Flwe get u I'
S "' L x _-sinI b

1-22. Ti sin (LLý os W •t + F.
I2P b/b•X

2
e

-2~~~ ~ -L,_in(l~~2T

2 ON sin ()C( t

along the entirE length of the hull we have for sin 2P 2 4o-2
the heaving force on both hulls

L/2 i,-- This is only an a 'p-ox.ime expression. A
rH 4 dx oX,) p cos d + stricter analysis would take into account the

-L/2 0 response of the vehicle to wave excitation when
where b the added mass and damping of the hulls would

• ; - arc sin 2p he pertinent.

and settin9 It :s clear that the integral force on the hulls

:D cos i, is zero where the wave le,'gth is such that
L/2we may write L2• ,2 ........

PHf - 2rwghw n (x)cos (! !-x- t+ and also when X o givc'n by

-L/22 I b
P 0 _sin-lb b

- (D+ P cos os A 0 2 2 42

Scos Cd > When the waves are longer than'P, he heave
force is i.e. in the same direction

Iif wiJ assume that cs the cushion heave force, but ove. shorter
0 ; waves (\ •, )o) the heave excitation of the hulls

we may set is in the opposite direction, thus reducing the

- 2n 2  c 2"o , effect of wava pumping.e, 2 co I 1-~- con, t

so that
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APPENDIX II D.H = -
- Ydx sin C-cos • cos 0

DERIVATION OF THE VELOGITl POTENTIAL H -- = x s c +
and ~Y- dx sin 0 Cs -( +~O hG'

The derivation of the veolicty ootential .-,r - [x/ - z ±

the motion of sidewall hovercraft through the - x z

water surface has been derived In 1972 (6) so thmt

bv the use of Green's theorem vlth appropriate IVH I + 14 y d,

Green's functions. The separate potentials due and dx

to the air cushion and the sidewalls derived - H _ H __ f
previously can be directly applied to the air -n
cushion and side struts of the SSACV but it is I VH

now necessary to derive in addition the poten- 0,- - - - e] ce.$
tial due to the submerged hulls. x^

A part of the domain of i.itegration in r c ' hG) c

Green's theorem is the surface of the immersed I L os- G - sn +)+Vo
part of the surface-piercing struts and the + 0 (y 2
submerged hulls. The former has already been 0
dealt with in the earlier work and in the case The expression for the normal velocity on the
of the submerged hulls we will have to evaluate port hull is identical.

in addition This expression may be directly used for
the evaluation of the first term in the surface

S(G P ds integral
4-nj U n a 1
HI+H2  G- U d.n

taken over the surface of the hulls with the
normal cerivatives taken into the hulls. FI+H2

It has bee~n shown earlier (6-) that th2 kine-
mtc condien shown teasider s)truts kafter expanding G from the hull surface to thematic condition on the side struts lniuia xsadsbtttnlongitudinal axis and substituting

is +b 5h1 (2) (x Z') dS = YP dý dx'

co6 in- 'G 4 It will be noted that this integral is of 0 (y)

Sn oz+ h +which is exactly the order of the potential due
to the motion of the hulls.

The second term

- x siu c- x +1sn

where xyz and 0 are the small displacements 1+H 2

in surge. heave and pitch. may be ignored in evaluating the lowest order

A similar boundary cordition may be potential for 'P is of 0 (Y ) as is also dS so

derived for the submerged hulls whose surface that the integrand becomes of 0 (y 2 ).

may be represented by an equation of the formH(xyzt = ypx) F )ýzL)ý=0
where yP is the small radius of cross-section
"wh'ch may vary along the longitudinal 3xis

y/ = + b, zd = d

Thus, !n 'he case of the starbourd hull, H
we may wrl'e

y - b yp sin
Z' - d yp cos 'b

where I is the angle made by the radius vector

to the point (y/, z) on the surface with the
z- axis which is taken verlically downwards.

It can be shown that

• •x =Y ' c, -c c ° cos €' sin

2H dy'
- d- . .. sin4
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"DISCUSSION

PAUL KAPLAN

This paper is very disturbing to me, and represents a 1-deg. slope, that would depress the water approximately
publication of a concept that has previously been discussed 4 ft. at the stem of the craft relative to that at the bow.
with the author by the present discuasor as well as In order for the craft to properly seal the cushion, the
personnel at the U.S. Navy SESPO office. In each case circular hulls must be submerged into the watir at least
the negative impressions of the concept have been provided this much. Comparing the actual shape of the sidewalls
to the author, based upon the judgment of all the rolviewers, associcted with SES craft, which usually have very sharp
but now my comments will deal with precise facts related leading edges and a gradual increase toward the stern where
to the proposed vehicle. The original concept initially the propulsion system is located, it appears that there would
looked impractical since the inclusion of simple appendages. be much more area of cylindrical hulls in the water than
such as propulsion pods for use of submerged propellers, for an SES craft. In addition I would certainly expect a
was not considered practical for SES craft due to the more significant spray problem to be associated with such
large resistence associated with appendages. If such an a ship having cylinders in the surface, which lead to much
addition seemed impractical, then the inclusion of the greater restrictions for the proposed configuration as
submerged hulls, large struts, etc. of the present concept compared to any SES design I have ever seen.
implies a greater impracticality. Rather than discuss the
concept generally, the various analyses provided by the Another practical consideration for an SES type of
author are considered with an appropriate critical engineer- craft is the necessity to have a sufficient submergence at
ing evaluatioi. the stern so that the watar propellers can operate properly.

The alternative proposal for use of air propulsion is not
Examining the drag estimates first, it seems that the presently being considered for any practical multi-thousand

basis for a much lower drag coefficient, as compared to ton SES craft under U.S. Navy oevelopment. This is due
that of the semi-submerged ship of Lang, is not a practical to the low efficiency, noise, and habitability problems
choice. The spray drag is not the largest factor for this associated with such an air propulsion system for the
particular design, especially in view of the small slenderness maximum speed range of 80-100 kt. Thus the inference
7atio of the strut thickness-to-length ratio proposed for this of an air propulsion system for this range is counter-design. The major component of drag for the submerged productive. Furthermore, no dual propulsion system

portions of struts and hulls is due to Liction drag, and (separate water and air propulsion systems ) is envisioned
computations have been made of the necessary power to for any functional ship system. Such a redundancy in
overcome the frictional drag alone (based on use of total power plants is not practical from the points of view of
wetted surface area, for a 9 ft. diamuter hull, 3 ft. strut engineering, cost and payload reason.. After all, that
width, and use of the Schoenherr friction coefficient applied (i.e. payload) is the function of any vehicle, which will
to the total wetted surface, at the appropriate Reynolds be compromised by any such design suggestions.

number), assuming a propulsion efficiency of approximately
85%. On that basis the power requirements, just to The author's statement regarding a lack of hydro-
overcome friction drag, are 36,000 hp at a speed of 50 kt. dynamic forces acting on the hulls in any configuration he
and 60,000 hp at a speed of 60 kt. Additional power is en.ision- is an unreal and ridiculous expectation. Effects
required to overcome the following drag compenents that due to circulation, near surface forces, turbulent drag, etc.
have not been considered in the above evaluation: -nz, are certainly present and cannot be dispensed with by
form drag of all the submerged hulls and struts, spray drag desire, in accordance with the physical principles I am
of the struts, wave drag of the struts, wave drag of the aware of. The hydrodynamic forces on a hull near the surface
submerged hulls, momentum drag of the air cushiun, wave running at high speed, which is similar to the problem of
drag of the air cushion, and also the power recInired fcý-. submarines near the surface, result in difficulties in main.
generation of the air cushion. Without going inLo any taining appropriate depth control. That sort of operation
(.?tailed computations of all of these effects, and noticing requires the use of continuous active controls to maintain
by comparison with Figure 3 of the paper that the friction a desired depth, even in smooth water, and this problem
drag power requirement alone is about the same value as has not :ven been considered by the author.
that proposed by the author, it can be seen that the total
drag for the proposed system can easily be twice as much A number of the statements about SES craft subsystems
(if not more) as the author's tabulated values. There is just such as the action of adjusting the fars, varying the
no physical reason for eN Lecting this vehicle to have characteristics of the bow and stern seals, etc. are made
reduced drag in cr.,np.Aris,,.i with, other craft that will be without any consideration of the actual behavior of such

competitive with it in its operating speed range, so that real systems. Ext"-sive wo-k has been carried 1ut to deal
the author's power requirements seem to be severely with those particular problems for a number of years, and
underestimated, they represent important problems for the development of

SES craft. There is obviously a lack of appreciation and
It is even more obvious that the computations of understanding associated with the operation of these various

power provided by the author are erroneous when exam- subsystems, together with their effect on the craft, when
ination is made of the drag associated with his so-called considering fhe subsystem behavior as pazt of an SES
"high speed configuration". In that case his vehicle then craft.
operates in the same w ty as a full SES craft. Since the
water level wihin the cushion is depressed by the action However, the most important point made in the
of the cushion wave generation, which is of the order of paper, which is indicated to be the most significant virtue
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of .he craft, is the ability to obtain better k, )ave motion rather than leaving expressions in mathematical or integral
characteristics in a seaway. The author presents an foxin without any numerical evaluation that can indicate
analysis comparing the effects of the vertical forcing feasibility, or otherwise. While all of the above represents
function due to the "wave pumping" action and that due my opinion regarding this concept, at least a choice can
to the action of the waves on the submerged hulls. While be made (when cosidering this proposed design) which
it is ihdicated that there is a definite range of wavelengths is based on perhaps more rational reasoning than has been
wherein the vertical force on the hulls reduces the forcing presented in the paper itself.
action of the pressure fluctuations, no consideration has
been given to determine their relative magnitudes, i.e.
nowhere in the paper is there any numerical evaluation of R.A. BARR
the magnitudes of these two components.

Interest in hybrid ship concepts 's growing rapidly.
In order to determine where the wave forces on Any contribution to the meager literature in this area is

the submerged hulls are significant in achieving a benefit therefore welcome, although I think the present paper is
for the craft motion in waves I carried out some computa- technically not well founded. I would like to make a
tions to determine the force magnitudes, based upon the number of comments on the paper.
formulas given in Appendix I. The computations were
carried out for cases that would be expected to be 1. The use of a drag coefficient of 0.02 seems opt'nis-
conditions with significant craft motions. The first case tic. Using the authors dimensions and a representative Cf
chosen was that of a wavelength of 150 ft. which is of 0.0024, the drag due to friction alone is approximately
approximately 2/3 of the craft cushion length, a condition 0.02.
that is known to result in large vertical accelerations of 2. It does not appear feasible to make the hulls
SES craft at high speedl. The relative magnitude of the non-lifting bodies or to achieve laminar flow over a large
force due to the wave pumping, as compared to that of portion of the hull length given in nature of the near-
the hull forces, is 227:11!11 While it is expected that the surfice environment.
formula given for the force due to wave pumping, based
'pon the model of an enclosed box, is known to be too 3. It seems likely that cavitation at or near the hull-

larje, we have carried out model studies together with a strut inteisection will present a difficult problem at speeds

theoretical analysis that has been verified by the model test of 60 knots or greater.

data (thereby overcoming an objection to the use of model 4 Configurations with equal hull and strut lengths,
values which do not scale) which indicates that the wave and with no stabilizing appendages, as proposed by the
pumping effect is too large by a factor of the order of 10. author, seem likely to be directionally unstable.
Even in that case, the wave pumping effect is so much 5. The use of Gwiveling CRT propellers at high speedslarger than the force on the submerged hulls that they is not practical.
cannot be expected to have any significant effect on the
craft. An actual evaluation of the hull forces for this 6. There is likely to be a significant drag peak or

particular wavelength results in a value of 3265 lb./ft. of hump associated with the hulls breaking the surface as

wave amplitude, which is quite small when considering its required to achieve the h'gh speed configuration.

influence on a 2000 ton craft. This is not surprising to 7. At high speeds, with the hulls "planing", both
any hydrodynamist who is aware that a submerged body spray drag and frictional drag will be significant. A
near the surface does not generate any significant wave significant hull "submergence" will be required to maintain
force until the waves are somewhat longer than 1/2 the a satisfactory leakage rate and to account for the differen-
length of the body. Thus it is obvious that one cannot tial waterlines created by the pressure difference of about
gain any benefit from the forces generated on the sub- 250 pst.
merged form in this case. 8. The "lowering of the skirt of seal hemline", is

far from simple since the sals must be lowered 15 feet or
Another computation was made for the case of a more . It is likely that such seals will not perform

i00 ft. wavelength which results in the wave pumping adequ'-tely in waves.
effect to be 59 times as large as the force on the sub-
merged hulls. Even accounting for the deficiency of the Many of the question raised here can only be
box model used by the author, the relative magnitudes are answered by model tests or detailed engineering studies.
such that the benefits to be gained in heave motion are There is little doubt in my mind, however, that the authors
marginal. his is even more obvious when considering drag estimates, particularly for the high s&eed
the fact t•,,; the craft motions themselves do not result configuration, are highly optimistic.
in large accelerations for such a large wavelength, with the
craft heave tending to follow the wave elevation like a
particle, in the limit (i.e. close to vertical contouring).

In conclusion, my own opinion is that this concept has
no engineering utility as a replacement for an SES craft
in the high speed operating regime. .n a lower speed
range there may be some benefit for a particular restrictive
operating range, but I cannot see one based on the exam-
ination given above. There is always en opportunity to
investigate the practicality of this concept, or any other
concept, by use of some deta'led numerical computations
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L.J. DOCTORS

Regarding the power related to (a) the ai" cushion choice of drag coefficient, CD, of 0.02 instead of 0.05
4supply, (b) the wave 'tance of the air cushion and seems rather arbitrary.

(c) the momentu!y .'s,.,,er tends to be in
agreement. Hov•,,,' the submarine/ Secondly, could the author explain qualitatively the
sidewall drag is d, wo .•o,.erstwid. Approximating nature of the curves in Fig. 3? Why is there so littlethese :.y circular oyiý ,.ers, one can obtain their volume difference between the cases given by 0.37 < a < 0.65,and the -- ýo drive them through the water: while there J.s a big change for 0.66 <a•- 1?

The technique of the high-speed dash mode appar
V =-ir D 2 

L X 2 appears impractical to the discusser. One problem here
and 4 would be the vevy high wave forces due to slamming,

since the lower sutfaces of the sidewalls are horizantal.AS1 V --2 V
2 

- CD •rDL X 2, Also therp would be excessive venting under these

sidewalls in anything but clean water, due to their zeroin the usual notation (neslcecting free surface effects),.oia imrin
Thus immersion.

p _V1/ 2 
V

3 
and not P The last paragraph before the conclusion concerning

the spray, appears to be incorrect. Where there is a gap
a e a na under the skirt or sidev',4 il, the escaping air will generate• as assumed by the author in his Eq .( 1•). In addition, .a spray n• t elim inate it.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

I must thank Dr. Kaplan for his lengthy favourable or otherwise, in the concept.

comments. The printed commpnts occupy a As regards the propulsion system for the
space almost as much as my paper itself and SSACV it was not the intention to specify any

they are all invariably of an adverse nature. particular type. Air propulsion was only indi-

This type of criticism was probably directed cated as a possibility, particularly as control

against the hoveruraft principle itself when from the deck may be preferred to control sur-

first Introduced to the engineering public some faces in the water which may not be very effi-

fifteen years ago. However, ACVs are now cient at high speeds. However, there may be

well-established no doubt due to the consider- other considerations dictating the choice of

able amount of research and development of water screw or water jet propu)i ,•nm.

the basic principle over the years. I do not I agree that hydrodynamic forces o the hulls

think there is any need for Dr. Kaplan to be will arise particularly when running at a high

"disturbed" by the SSACV concept which speed near the free surface and these will have

simply attempts to combine the advantages of to be contended with. However, there may be

two established technologies, namely those of considerable stiffness available from the air

the ACV and the semi-submerged ship. This cushion which may make depth control easier.

concept has been prompted by the simple idea, This is the particular advantage of the SSACV

nemely that if you mus, have sidewalls immer- which is not available in the case of submarines

sed in the water as obviously envisaged for or semi-submerged ships.

the SES craft, let us make the sidewalls pay As regards the relative magnitudes of the

for the added resistance by providing contri- effects of wave pumping and wave excitation, it

bution to the sustention of the vehicl Plan- was mentioned during the presentation that the

ing surfaces are out of the question as they simple formula given for adiabatic compression

cause instability at high speeds and it is there- in a closed container gives unrealistic values

fore necessary to rely entirely on the hydro- for the increase in pressure. I tentatively dec-

static buoyancy of the immersed hulls. ided to use a scaling down factor of 100:1 to

With regard to the specific comments made reduce the level of the forces due to wave pump-

by Dr. Kaplan, there are some very good ing to that observed in the actual operation of

reasons for choosing a lower CD than that used hovercraft. This is also supported by Mantle's
by Lang for his semi-submerged ship. The drag (7) statement in a recent paper that the simple

coefficient is a function of the prismatic coef- one-dimensional theory correctly predicts the

ficient, Cp, and the L/D ratio. Lang's hulls trends but over-estimated the actual experienced
are 14 ft in diameter, but the diameter proposed accelerations by an order of magnitude. Mantle's
for the 2000 ton SSACV could well be only 6 or Fig. 4 would indicate that a scaling down factor
8 ft. Also, our struts are continuous and the of, say, 25:1 may be more appiopriate. Dr.
drag will be less than in the case of a pair of Kaplan is prepared to settle for a factor of 10:1.
struts in tandem used in the semi-submerged It is also to be noted that forward speed effects
ship. In addition, the wetted surface of the are not included in the simple formula for wave
hulls in the case of the SSACV will be less on excitation which considers the situation when a
account of the induced wave formation in the surface wave travels over a stationary hull.
air cushion which will cause reduced wetting on I am glad to note that Dr. Kaplan concedes
the inboard side of the hulls and struts. How- at least that there may be some benefit to be
ever, the power requirements for the SSACV gained by the use of the SSACV concept in some
given in Fig. 3 appear to be on the low side as particular operating range although he cannot
surmised by Dr. Kaplan. Further calculations readily see one. Fortunately, the comments
have since been made on a stricter basis which received from a number of other sources and in
show that although a correction is required, the other countries indicate that they have an open
SSACV will still require less power (lift and mind in the matter.
propulsion) than other types of marine vehicles
at least up to a speed of 60 knots. This may Dr. Barr also queries the use of a drag co-
be sufficient for most types of operation, but it efficient of 0.02 and I would refer him to the
appears that the advantage may also be extend- explanation given above. The skin friction has
ed to the high speed configuration. It is not been calculated from the ITTC (1957) formula and
practical to set down the lengthy calculations actually works out to 0. 0016 at 20 knots for Cf to
here, but it is proposed to cir-ulate separately 0.0013 at 100 knots. Also, as stated above, the
a technical document containing a stricter ana- wetted surface of the struts and hulls has to be
lysis of the predicted p'irformance of the SSACV suitably calculated taking into account the dep-
to those who have expres.•ed a critical interest, ression of the water surface on the inboard side.
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Hydrodynamic forces on the hull and the possib- range. They Also appear to cross each other
ility of cavitation have indeed to be studied in et a speed of about 60 knots and It was there-
detail but these may be hopefully overcome, fore suggested that the hulls may be taken out
The other points referred to by Mr. Barr also of the water at this speed, beyond which the
require serious consideration and I fully agree hull resistance inlcreases very steeply. The
with him that r.ýodel tests and detailed engineer- siriqle curve for the high speed SSACV beyond
Ing studies have to be carried out before serious Gf) kn~ots assumes only -a nominal contact of the
developmrnt of the concept can be considered vith the water surface.

Dr. Doctors quer:Ies the use of the expres- ragree that the hulls have to be suitably
sion 4'trcngthened to withstand the very high wave

.,-rces. As regards the venting of the air cushion
dhe situation is no worse that in the case of the

Dra =3 amphibious ACV which the SSACV now resembles.
pwr D Dr. Doctors has also raised the point that

This is in conformity with similar expressions air escaping under. the hulls will generate spray
used in ship resistance studies and is strictly and not eliminate it. I should like to keep an
correct for V has dimensions of 03 and V 3open mind about this. Experience with amphi-
has therefore the dimensions of wetted surface bious ACVs seems to indicate that spray is essen-
area, i.e. L2 . It should of course be remem- tially a low speed problem there being a signifi-
bered that CD is a function of the prismatic cant absence of spray at high speeds.
coefficient, Cp, and t/D ratio, so that the
resistance of long slender hulls of similar
shape may be compared by using the above
formula. Reference 7. Mantle, P.J. "Large High-Speed

Referring to the query regarding Fig. 3 1 Surface Effect Ship Technology".
wonder whether Dr. Doctors has misinter- Paper presented at the International Hovering

preted the situation. The cluster of curves Craft, Hydrofoil and Advanced Transit Systems
relates to 0. 37< a < 0. 65 and the curves are Conference, Brighton, England ,
closely spaced indeed throughout the speed May 1974
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SMALL PARAMETER EXPANSIVES IN
SHIP HYDRODYNAMICS

R. Timman

Petit Unueh,44ite oi Tecknotogy
Petit, The Net e4ande,

ABSTRACT

The flow pattern at the bow of a ship is round a horizontal circular cylinder, perpendicular

considered from the exact solution for the flow to the incoming flow,

round a three axa elipsoid. For a vertical In this paper a synthesis between the two

ellipsoid the slender body solution is shown approaches will be tried, based upon an analysis

to be similar to Ogilvie's wedge flow. for a of the infinite fluid flow ro.und the ship, which

horizontal ellipsoid the pattern is similar to will be replaced by a three axial ellipsoid.

the pattern calculated by Hermans for the
twodim i flow round a cylinder. The THE FLOW PATTERN ROUND A THREE-AXIAL ELLIPSOID

equations for the two cases are shown to be The flow round a three-axial ellipsoid in

simil'tr. translational motion was first calculated by
( reen ( 1833, Lamb, Chap. V). If the half axis

INTRODUCTION of the ellipsoid are a,b,c (a • b ' c) the

The theory of ship hydrodynsmies is so disturbance velocity potential for a flow in the

complicated, that an exact analytical (or even direction of the x axis with velocity U is

numerical) theory is still far from a completion,

so the only wayi to obtain a tractible set of (Ký Z A 4r_____

results is to introduce asymptotic methods. So
i.s a sequence to the classical Michell pajr the
slender body theory was introduced, which where

assumed that everywhere the tangent plane to

the ship hull makes a small angle with the axis

oof the ship. The theory has been worked out i
and applied to a greet number of cases and and

several reviews are available (Newman 1 , ¶

The hypothesis that the slope of tangent plane

is small, however, gives a sev-r,! restriction

to its applicability. Essentially, as in which can be reduced to an elliptic integral.

supersonic aerodynamics, where the theory is ) ,/., 1 are confocal coordinates, defined as

much simpler, it is only valid for a conical the roots of the equation _4

bow, where the condition of small slope is

fulfilled. Even a wedge shaped bow requires X , ----..----- -1 - -

a modification, which was given by Ogilvie (3). 3 92
For a round bow the conditions are quite with the domains

different. Another extreme was considered in a
recent paper by Hermans (4). ) _ -.),/ )_4>

H( considered the two dimensional forward flow
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0 corresponds to the ellipscid. THE FLOW AMOUND AN ELLIPSOID WITH FREE SURFACE
I The preceeding calculation3 for an

For a slender ellipsoid the stream patte •'n is e p o in an iin t flu id fav a r
l • ellipsoid in an infinite fluid gave a result

calculated by asymptotic expansions. (Appendix with - w 0ontheplanez 0.Wenow

SA). consider the case of a semi submerged ellipsoid
O hmiddle part - x +a of the ellipsoid and we have to take account of the free surface

weon tiptigb -,c- the reutwe obtain, putting b = Eb, c =E the results condition. An analytic solution to this problem

of slender body theory, two dimensional flow is, because of the non-lineair character of this

in a plane perpendicular to the x axis with a condition not possible. So we have to take

source distribution along the axis. For our recourse to a case where a linearized free
purpose, however the behaviour at the forward surface condition is admissablo.

stagnation point is of primary interest. The Bernoulli law is valid on the free surface

We do not consider an ellipsoid of revolution z

but the opposite case: a>> b, b )) c, a "

flattened three axial ellipsoid. / 4 VC'),'o "- ca .SS.

At the forward stagnation point the stream lines

Now at x o -p the flow has velocity U in the

x direction and the elevation of the free

surface is zero, at the stagnation point

u = v a 0. This gives for the elevation •(0,O)

a length, which must be compared to the
Fig. 1. characteristic length of the configuration:

i.e. the half axis b or c of the ellipsoid.

form a nodal point (Fig. 1). They travel alorhg the ie.te f an accptble the e s
t Hence for an acceptable theory

equator of the ellipsoid and at a certain
Swe require

point leave this equator and change into nearly

"straight" lines parallel to the x axis o- r the U c /

surface of the ellipsoid. (fig. 2). "94

(For e tanker with length 300 m and beam 50 m

at a speed of 10 knots - = 0,05, the c

slenderness parameter is 5- 0.07 at

20 knots the velocity parameter is 0,20).

The basic flow pattern is different for the case

where the middle axis is vertical and for the

case where it is horizontal.

In the first case the beam of the ship at the

bows is small and, the stream lines will, except

for a very small vertical region, follow the

main flow, i.e. the flow pattern will resemble

a wedge flow* as considered by Ogilvie.

'} 1, In the case, where the middle axis is horizontal
•' ~Fig. 2. •:

Fig..2. the free surface meets Lne bow over a relatively

"Tnhi behaviour 4.s the basis for the following
broad part of the front.Here again the stream

considerations. .
i•'i~i!consideationslines will Ctollow the direction of the x axis,",•'

projected on the msrface. The flow pattern now

will resemble the two dimensional flow as con-
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sidered by Hermans. There is one difference, in Since b - 1-fS4) and I -OA+#)Lwe can assume

the purely two dimensional flow there is a line the condition on the plane y - 0.

of stagnation points along the front, here Comparison of the terms of lowest order gives

however there is only one stagnation point and because of I - 1"-oc,'-1 ando-dB- 1 > -1

the velocity increases along the equator. 0 -,

OGILVIE'S SOLUTION FOR A WEDGE-SHAPED BOW -hich leads to the boundary condition

For a wedge shaped bow

With these simplifications we attack the free

with the condition 0(r). boundary condition, again following Ogilvielp

Ogilvie has given the correction to the slender reasoning:

body theory. The vertical ellipsoid has a stream /.

line pattern which is similar to this case, but 0 • 4' " -

although the vertical streamline is only limited

to a narrow ship and the horizontal streamline rc41 2-wa-. 1 -e0Z

starts very closely to the symmetry plane, the

crucial condition - 0O(W) is not satisfied. ., ' /

Hence we must extend Ogilvie's analysis to theý)b x-/l)
case, where O(£ X ),'which is allowed together with

since a small region near x = 0 is excluded,

where we assume 0_< < 1. For the ellipsoid

Following his derivatior., we put for the f ) "

potential

consider the region near the front x = 0(1" The first equation leads to

0 <ve < 1. Then the estimation, of the orders of 2- - e/' - OC

magnitude in/

Z and in the second equation we must have

gives -

or•- [.
with the result This leads to Ogilvie's boundary conditions

where the approximation is worse if P is closed 0 Z -

to 1. The boundary condition on the hull gives; OP

since b , O(£I/1+) F ' =

on the undisturbed free surface z = 0.

Since b - O(T we have (in h rulgh

approximation) the conditions in the ya plane

on the line y -0. z > -H(x).

4
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.* •j 4' /In the case of the ellipsoid this basic, solution
'C along the front part does not have a pure two-

Apparently the problem is reduced to Ogilvie's dCmensional character. Hence in writing down

problem. In Appendix B the results are derived the perturbation conditions we use the basic

in our case ii, a lightly different way. solution t(x,y,Z), where z is the coordinate
along the equator. The free surface condition

HERMANS' SOLUTION FOR A HORIZONTAL CYLINDFR takes the form

If the ellipsoid is horizontal the 2 • ;4¾' c'i t

streamlines in infinite flow a!3 follow the

equator in a, region near the stagnation point 9 / t
* and suddenly break away and follow the main flow

over the surfacc. This behaviour is similar to

the behaviour of the flow round an elliptic

cylinder at right angle to the uncoming flow Elimination of*ý gives the condition

direction with the difference that here onlyj ,-j /;
the point x - -a, y" - = 0 is a stagnation . 7
point and the other points on the equator havesi'

a steadily increasing velocity. _2 Y t 4 ~ 4zU2

In this analysis it is essential, that 2g , i.e.

the heigth of the stagnation point in the free on (xz).

stirface above thne original stagnation point is Hermans introduces the perturbation potential

small with respect to the radius of the cylinder. is o(O) if U - 0 in coordinates along the

The total solution is written as equator streamline, which are stretched with the

{47- r , length U/g in the field

oweref°(A.y) tne uuter solution of the z - - a
problem, as a solution of

.6 /7: ~ I =Then

for which z

li S band p satisfies the 21D Laplace equation

together with the condition on the wall
"__a _ js;,#, ty,: °

and the non-linear free surface condition In these coordinates the non-linear surface

condition for is linearized With respect
ii "• ' 4 7 1 , to. We putf - U.X(xy,z) and xsmark that X1 if of order U2 . So with U small, we retain only

j The basic solution for the determination of ,

is the infinite fluid solution, with rigid
free surface, which can be perturbed by a series Remark, that in the 2D case fore x 0 a' :
in the small paralmeter. It does not, however, XK r 0. but in &,. cseX,( andy do not

represent the correct wave character of the vanish.

flow. Anyhow, compared to the 'lave length' /g Xis
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a slowly varying quantity with Yx 0(/. APPENDIX A

Hence we follow Hermaris in putting as the free The flow round a three axial ellipsoid.

surface condition for rin the stretched The transformation formulae to ellipsoidal

coordinates at y' -0 coordinates are

Xa' 0 ,•'•) ý'Q

Remark, that in ou case, in contrast to the D' ______ "___ -__"___

case XvI . k can be considered as a slowly z I/ " " ý /Ile

varying function because of the absence of a ",4 4 i

stagnation point, Hence with a reasonable

approximation we can write the boundary value , X " A , &

problem forV in the stretched coordinates
•:z • . e.1.•.c

for x'(0 y' <0 0 }

X '. z, L6/ 2 64

7 2 Z

ye
and the perturbation potential is

The solution is given in the paper of Hermans •/ • 6 0i

and is reprod-oced in a simplified version in Z a,Appendix C.

Appendi C. 1This gives the velocity components at the surface

, 1, IJ.N. Newman, "Applications of slender body

thLory in ship hydrodynamics" Annual Review Fluid
Mechanics. 1970. 2, 67-942

i• ~~~~2. T. F. Ogilvie. "Singular Perturbation problems ••-• 2•.&-

in ship hydrodynamics", 8th o.-N,.. Symposium,
Pasedeiua.

3. T.F. Ogilvie. "The waves generated by a ~ ~~
tine ship bow" I 9th Symposium on Naval Hydrodyna- pv 2 a4 V
mice", Paris 1972.

4~. A.J. Hexuens," A matching principle in
.non linear ship wave theory at low Froude number" 2 U " z a.
Delft Progress Reports, Series F. Vol.1 (1974) .... 2 Z

5. H. Lamb, "Hydrodynemics 8th ed." 2 - o. 4a I t

6. J.V. Wehauien and E.V. Laitone, "Handbuch
Springer Verlag, p. 489. The productS Qýis found from the fact, that the

equation
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These expansions are only valid for

and

has one root, : O. The result i i.e. for small values of S and moderate values

of _ there is only a small band along the
) 6? 6"-' e ' l ,Q 2C7 6/y Jequator where this behaviour is representative.

The behaviour of the streamlines close to the

-ac origin follows from

7-1 '.2 oe

We now put
or

then /Ti /

Near the forward stagnation point -gives for the streamli he equation
we have for small values of %nd (61

2 Fu-r muderate values -.f bl/c th streaml& nes" -- -- follow closely the equator, dependent on C.
.- �.' / -�A s soon as reaches a value where the

approximation is no longer valid, there is

_________/_____ -•"a rapid change in behaviour and the stream-.; 2-•o /'+ -'/ { '-t) {'•t '7l:ines fol'icw the middle region, to which we

now turn our attention.

"_ W we assume

-- C-

We introduce coordinates Y- and Z

-,,- >' -_ _and remark that

"V --< --j --/ -• r- el ,2.

- 44 2 a

y

~.. ~ ]'"~Jy/ --,/Te hevlct fieldi I is

KI
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., ,'o . . . ... f i. ,

-2 _ We try tn obtain the solution by a superposition
6- a # Ž'Y 7 of sources of strength Ubx along the negative

z axis, but in order to avoid differentiation

_-- i •of the intensity with respect to x (x is a
- ÷parameter in the problen.) we add a set of

Snegative sources in the upper half plane.

Bence we assueol, with Z Z

i.e. the perturbation on the x component is Ž(4°i )•- / 2 / • Z4 ' / r; =/-
2

of order . but the y and z components are

or order~ C~

They correspond exactly to the result of the

slender body theory, except for the factor %, + 
1  

2)

which can be shown to be of order f- E

APPENDIX L

Solution of the boundary value problem for the where9k(;x) is regular in the neighbourhood of

vertical ellipsoid, izp and -izp

For the vertical ellipsoid (Ogilvie's The boundary condition for z = 0 becomes:

pro-lemj we have to determine a function '/ 1 0 X 4

((y.z.ij froma the conditions 2 ' x ' -J 0

or

with

onz 0.

i \The function

_~ 2*

is regular in the entire plane and is real for

z 0, hence it is identically zero and Tis the

solution of the non-homogeneous diffusion

equation

From the condition that for x--)-the solut:ion

-must LsC into the ordinarv slender body

solution we derive that F-.70 for x--

The theory of the diffusion equal..cn give5 fur

the Green's function
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S/•_ •)iSuch a source Potential G has a logarithmic

ell_______ singularity in a point z ( Zp 5 0) and
- =satisfies the boundary condition at z = 0.

Hence we put, with y + iz

and so the solution of the non-homogeneous

equation is: which has to satisfy the condition

r ,- Consider now

• a l

<z -,I 1:6-<"-, )-_--#.

For the function + '.d& _ /(

=J•crr'v- y(- ½Y" c- -< •ic=' d' "

0A Iwhich has a singularity near,', = iz. f(4) is

an analytic function which assumes real values

we obtain the representation on the real axis and from Schwartz's principle

2< _of symmetry

77
- H fence f(•) must also have a singularity near

- = -iz . This leads to put

Apltlication of h1L method of stationary phase where f i1• is holomerphic in the complete

shows that for x p J( p, x-p ) approaches plane including inf'inity and hence can be taken
the ordinary slender body theory result. to vanish.

This leads to te equation or G
APPENDIX C

Solution of the boundary value problem for the, t• -a'-• -- .L 2 •-

horizontal ellipsoid. d•.- ;V z/ S• t I
The boundary value problem is We now put

with and obtain the following equation for

-' k - ,)

We solve this proolem by a superposition of

source potentials on the negative z axis.
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With the function the well known formula for a moving point

/ -,source. (e.g. Wehausen p. 489).

____/ -About the function

we obtain the solution for this function K

- tswe remark that the integral diverges and hence
28 _____ / s(4) is infinite if k(s) Oat the lower end

of the path of integration, i.e. if we have

a stagnation point of ,he firs, approximation.

where the contour avoids the singular point. In this case the integral K(•) does noA exist.

The function In the 2D case the whole equator is a line of

g the stagnation points but for the ellipsoid

- __ _ 2 e /_ed " this is only the case in the forward point,

""__ - now along the equator k(O) has a finite value,

- -- so here we have a wave travelling from thed4O

ellipsoid, i.e. a bow wave. More accurate

gives the velocity distribution of the calculations, based on a second approximation

source potential. for the undisturbed non-wave flow should be

if k(5) has a constant value we find back carried out.

1I
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EXTENSION, ANALYSIS, AND IMPROVEMENT OF
PERTURBATION SERIES

M. Van •yke
Stan6ord (lniversity

Stanfotd, CatUfornia 94305

ABSTRACT more terms.
Fortunately, both these difficulties can be

A three-step program is described for enlarging alleviatel. The labor of calculating higher t-)rms can
the range of utility of the power-series solution of a be delegated to a digital computer, which executes it
regular-perturbation problem. First, the number of not only thousands of times faster than a human com-
ternts is extended by delegating the arithmetic labor puter, but without error. Then analysis of a suffi-
to a computer. Second, the coefficients are examined ciently large number of coefficients will reveal at
to reveal the analytic structure of the solut'on. Third, least the main analyti , nt ucture of the solution.
transformations suggested by that structure are Finally, that knowledge often 8ee•ves to suggest one or
applied to improve the accurtcy and extend the range more of a battery of transformations that can be
of convergence. The potentialities of this approach applied to improve and en•lrrge the convergence of the
are illustr.ted by four examples from various series.
branches of fluid mechanics, including gas dynamics, The combination of these three steps is essential:
laminar viscous flow, and water waves. extE. lion, analysis, and improvement - each is of

INTRODUCTION little value without the other two. Together, in
favorable problems they can produce dramatic results.

Most perturbation solutions are based on This three-step program has so far been signif-
sya3tematic expansion procedure, so that in principle icantly developed only for regular perturbations -

the approximation can be continued to indefinitely high approximations where the solution is found as a
order. If the scheme proves successful, however, formal series in integral powers of the perturbation

the first or second approximation is usually adequate quantity, For singular perturbations, where the
for practical purposes. This happens when the per- series may involve fractional powers and logarithms,
turbation quantity, which has been regarded as infini- neither extension, analysis, nor improvement has yet
tesimal in the formal expansion, actually assumes been systematically developed to any useful extent.
only small values in practice. In this paper we illustrate the potentialities of

This happy situation does not prevail, however, this program by applying it to four problems in fluid
when the perturbation quantity is not naturally small, mechanics. Our examples necessarily date only
but has been assumed small only out of desperation, from the age of mass computers, which began in the
in order to open a chink in an intractable problem. 1950's; but each has its roots in an older hand corn-
Then one wants to apply the results to values of the putation. Other examples are. discussed in reference
perturbation quantity that are large -- perhaps even 1, which presents a general survey of computer
infinite. Under these circumstances one might hope extension; and a more detailed discussion of the
to extend the range of utility of the approximation by analysis and improvement of perturbation series,
calculating a great many terms, based on a set oi examples from viscous flow theory,

Two major difficulties stand in the way of thus is given in reference 2.
enlargiug the range of a perturbation series. First,
the labor involved -- and hence also the possibility of COMPUTER EXTENSION OF SERIES
error in hand calculation - grows rapidly with the
number if terms. Thus, although a great variety of Principles of computer application
problems in fluid mechanics has been treated in this We are not concerned here with programming the
way, the writer knows of no expansion for a significant computer to do our algebra. Non-numerical computer
problem that has been carried beyond ten terms by languages have been developed that carry out the
hand; and it is typical that many of those calculations literal operations of algebra and trigonometry, and
turn out to suffer from errors in the last few they have been used to calculate the succebsive terms
coefficients. of a perturbation series in symbolic form. (Refer-

Second, if a few tLrms prove inadequate, it is once 3 gives an excellent survey of this subject.
likely that the series is being used close to (or even However, that technique is typically applied to
beyond) its limit of convergence. If so, its utility problems so complicated that only a few terms can be
cannot be appreciably improved simply by adding calculated even by machine. Thn ny case, there
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remains the task of numerically evaluating the 3x7 51 8
symblicresuts.+ 8. 628 293 x10 x -8. 047653Xl0 x

symbolic results.850216l•

We consider instead problems sufficiently
simple that recursion relations for successive terms + 7. 85604240 x - 7. 979608x107_10

in the perturbation series can be conveniently derived 8 1 9 12
by hand, but the arithmetic labor mounts so rapidly + 8. 359180x08 x - 8. 9 7 9 0 1 5x10 x
that no more than five or ten terms can be evaluated 1013 1214
by hand. When this arithmetic is delegated to the + 9. 845871040 x - 1. 098497410 x
computer, dozens or even hundreds of terms can be + ... .(2)
calculated in a few seconds or minutes. The limiting
factor is usually storage or loss of significance, r
rather than cost in computing time. 'I

Thus the extension can be carried out using a
standard language such as Fortran. A program
typically consists mainly of nested "do" loops. In
principle the coefficients, which are usually rational

fractions, could be calculated precisely using integer X
arithmetic. However, it ordinarily seem6 preferable
to accept the gradual erosion of significance that
results from floating-point -trithmetic; for integer
arithmetic complicates the program, the integers
quickly become enormous, and the unwieldly fractions
must ultimately be evaluated as floating-point
numbers in order to be comprehended. Repeating the Fig. 1 Cylindrical (above) and sheared (below)
calculations with single- and double-precision coordinates for axisymmetric shock wave
arithmetic appears to provide an adequate if not
rigorous estimate of accuracy. Transonic Flow Through a Nozzle

In 1908 Meyer (9) calculated the potential flow
Flow Behind a Detached Bow Shock Wave near the throat of a symmetric plane Laval nozzle

The earliest computer extensions were made in (Fig. 2). Assuming a linear velocity distribution
gas dynamics. The first appears to be Richtmyer's along the axis: u(x, 0) = 1 +x in dimensionless terms,
attempt (4) in 1957 to calculate axisymmetric super- he expanded the velocity potential in a double Taylor
sonic flow past a blunt body using the Inverse series in Cartesian coordinates, and coi ýputed the
approach of supposing the bow shock wave known, and coefficients of terms up to sixth order in x and y.
expanding the flow downstream in a double Taylor
series. This approximation, introduced in 1948 by
Lin and Rubinov (5), had been carried furthest by v
hand by Cabannes, who used cylindrical coordinates
and calculated the coefficients of the fifth approxima-
tion (6) for adiabatic exponent - = 7/5 and arbitrary
free-stream Mach number M, and the seventh
approximation (7) for M = 2. Richtmyer programmed
the Univac computer to calculate the 15th approxima- M< I M>I
tion for a hyperboloidal shock wp.ve at M = 12, using
sheared coordinates with origin on the shock wave
(Fig. 1). These calculations weze later extended by - #
Moran (8) and others. J*

As an example, we consider a paraboloidal shock -

wave of unit nose radius at M = = with y = 7/5. A r

Cabannec's series gives tfie dimensionless Stokes

stream function as Fig. 2 Flow near throat of symmetrical nozzle

2 2 550 3 15,55 4
2q=r (l-10x-5x +--x - 54- + "'") Fifty years later Martensen and von Seagbusch (10)

4 75 2 6 25 programmed the G,•ttingen G2 computer to extend that
+ r (5+20x+L-'x +...)4+r (--- +. .. )+.... series (and its axisymmetric counterpart) to 23rd(1) order. Thus, for example, they find the axial

If for simplicity we restrict attention to the neighbox- velocity component as

hood of the axis r = 0, Moran's computer extension i+2j=22
of this series gives u(x,y) = E Eal(8x)i( 4 y)21. (3)

1i=0 J=O" ii:

2 -lOx-5x2  550 3 1 4 (The scale factors 8 and 4 were inserted to suppress
2 54 excessive growth of the coefficients.)

3 5 3 6+ 1.289877 xlO0x - 9. t;ý236410 x
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For simplicity, we consider conditions at the (ma0o l(n) n+3m+3
section x 0. There only 23 of the 144 coefficients R F(f
remain, giving for -y = 7/5 n-0 mrn, n-2,... k=l i=1, 3,...

3 2 141 4 6453 6 i
u(0, y) = 1 + ;(4y) +6 (4y) + , 0 An (6)

S6. 0 -4 (4y)8+ 2.096460x10-4(4y) 10 where F" is a two-dimensional array with elements
.9that depd on f through its first n derivatives,

+7.76981X10
5 (4y)12 +3.02114x-5 (4y)14 and K(n) is the number of distinct ways that n

+7y) indistinguishable objects can be placed in n indistin-
+1.2155610-5 (4y)16+5. 0183x0-6 (4y)18 guishable boxes. He programmed the IBM 360/67

S ( .computer, using the PL/1 programming language,
-6 20 -7 y)22 and in 23 minutes of execution time calculated the

227, 018 coefficients of this series through e12. He
+ (4) also extended the series to higher order for special

channel shapes and specific values of Reynolds
Laminar Flow Through Slowly Varying Channel number.

In 1910 Blasius (11) calculated the steady viscous We quote one of his results for the exponential
flow through a symmetrical plane channel (Fig. 3) by channel, dez.cribed by f(ex) = eex, at R = 17. 5.
perturbing the Poiseuille solution for constant width. The dimensionless skin friction on the wall is given

by the series in X = eecx
393_ 234

3-6X- --9X +10. 274X3+10. 938X4

-17. 568X 5+23. 511iX-43. 083X'

+105. 11X3-489. 76X9+2574, 6X"0'

-17,074Xl11+ .. (71

S-2.0999X10172+.5 'lX1O1X24-....

Steady Periodic Waves In Deep Water
In 1849 Stokes (14) Approxinmted the steady

motion of plane periodic surface waves in deep water

by expanding for small amplitude. Thus, for
example, he found for the free surface (Fig. 4), the

Fig. 3 Laminar flow through slowly varying channel series

1 2
It is convenient to describe a slowly varying channel y = a cos x + i a (1+cod 2x)
by y = +,f(ex). Then expanaing the stream function in
powers of e gives + 1  (9cos x + 3 cos 3x) +.... (8)

3133 3 57q,=(7n-ji7)+ 2-Rf'(5?7 -11• +7n -ii ) :

+ 4 2 -ff 0-4f, )(-y + +271 _ )

3
+ 431, 200 ff'(-1213n+ 3279q -3234T,

7 9 11 2 3
+1518n -385,1 +35n1 )+f' (2875,-8222,1 " K 1
+8778)5-4488t7+1155y9-811) + A. + 3) ".

(5)...

Here R is the Reynolds number based on half the . .| ! ~ ~~~~~. .f... .: . . . . .... : . : : .'., .
volumetric flow rate, and i = y/f Is the fractional .......... .* ft

distance across the channel Pt any station. The
first term is due to Poiseuille, the second to Blasius,
and part of the third was given by Abramowitz (12). Fig. 4 Steady gravity waves

Lucas (13) observes that this series has the t "4general form Evidently this is an expansion in powers of the
amplitude of the infinitesimal wave. The higher

terms tend to sharpen the crests and flatten the
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troughs; and Stokes oonjeotured that his series If a power series has a finite radius of conver-
would converge up to a highest wave havlng the sharp genc.e, fixed signs Indicate that the nearest singular-
12v-degree cresi implied by a local analysis. ity Hoe. on the positive real axis, am for the model

Thirty-one years later, while preparing his function
col-lected papers for pobli-ation, Stokes noticed that 1 2 3 4
the calculations could be simplified by taking the 1+ IL+ e + E + f + (10)
velocity potential and stream function as independent
rather than dependent variables; and he thus extended whereas alternating signs mean that it lies on the
his series to fifth order. In 1914 Wilton (15) carried negative axis, as for
the computation to tenth order.

' Schwartz (16) has programmed the EBM 360/67 +1 C3 4E
computer in the Fortran IV language to extend

Stokes's series, and calculated the 70th approxlma- If the radius of convergence is infinite, fixed signs
tion in less than a minute. He findo that Wilton',s mean that the function grows most rapidly along the
hand computation Is erroneous beyond the seventh positive real axis and most slowly along the negative
order. A significant derived quantity is the wave axis, and conversely for alternating signs. If the
height, for which Schwartz finds radius of convergence is zero, the signs usually

1 3 3 163 5 62047 7 alternate in a physical problem, though not always.
h .2jy(0)-y(7)] = a+ia +-"a +-1-4 a

A Graphical Ratio Test

+ 12_106,343 9 + 2607438 a 11 Our most useful analytical device is a graphical
37,800 version of the D'Alembert ratio test, according to

which the radius of convergence R of the power
+ 2,.2515364104a + ... +5.4141 7 8X10,1a69 series ECnen Is

n
4 5.868697X103a 7 1 +. . (9) R = lira nc 1/C 1 (12)

'Parameter and Coordinate Expansions Domb and Sykes (17) observed that this limit is most
A perturbation series is usefully classified as to accrteyestim at te number o saccurately estimated from a finite number of

wether the small quantity is a parameter in theprobem r acoorinae. e se tht bth pramter coefficients by plotting the inverse ratio c./cn_1
problem or a coordinate. We see that both parameterto find
and coordinate perturbations have been extended by 1/. The reason is that in many physical problems
computer. Stokes's series (8) for water waves is a the nearest singularity is of the form
parameter expansion, whereas the series for flow
behind a detached shock wave and Meyer's series (3) { a j
for transonic flow in a nozzle are both double (R, E) f 0,1,2...
coordinate expansions. The Blasius series for aenet. (13)(R ± i)• logiR± .E), a• 0, 1, 2....
laminar flow in a channel Is a quadruple expansion 2,...
(6), double in coordinates and parameters; but for the ap
skin friction on an exponential channel at fixed precise linear:
Reynolds number (7) it reduces to a single coordinate p s nexpansion.

This distinction it of physical significance, and c 1 n. (14)affects the details of computer extension. It is c R a

irrelevant, however, for the analysis and iniprove-
ment that we discuss next. The nature of the nearest singularity can be

ANALYSIS OF COEFFICIENTS estimated at the same time, since Eq. (14) shows
that the exponent ac is related to the ultimate slope

: ~~of cn/c,_1 versus 1/n. Hence In making the linear r
A great deal of information lies concealed in the v

extra.olation one naturally tends to favor slopes that"multiple digits of the many coefficientq in each of the
preceding examples. In particular, the analytic ca

*' structure of the solution awaits unveiling. We tihow o c
how an analysis of the coefficients reveals that Weosnal ou four eape u tsd
structure to a greater or lesser extent in each F e flow ow r f amplosdeci shock i
problem.For the flow downstream of a paraboloidl shockproblem wave, the alternation of signs in Eq. (2) means that
, The Pattern o1 athe singularity that limits convergence does not lie

in the region of physical interest, but rather in itsIn each of our four examples a regular pattern of esltclcniuto ptemtrehtesokS. aulytical conUtnuation upstream through the shock,
signs Is established no later than the fifth term of the Toe
series. The signs ultimately alternate in the series The d ies of Fige 5. Ae s ome intia
for the blunt body (Eq. 2) and the viscous channel tsi lon, the rtos bec ome ra byinetar

:• •"(Eq. 7), and become fixed for the transonic nozzle oscillation, the ratios become remarkably linear;
( a oo t nand it seems clear that the slope corresponds to a

: q ~(Eq. 4) and the gravity waves (Eq. 9).,.•(.)dtgatwe(.)3/2-power singularity. On that k •tis the intercept is
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square-root singularity located at (4y)2.(O. 4 9 5 )"i.

or y -0.356. This singularityi. again symptomatio
of a limit line, since the dependent variable Is now a

S12 velocity component.

Wnl
cn-i

8-

4.44 3€ n•

. 0 I .3

0 .0 .2 .34

r stis of paraholofdal shock wave 0 t ic

found as 13 6 to three figures, so that the radius of 0 .2 be4enconvergence is 0.0O74. I ;

These results agree with the writere a conclusion I
(18) in 1958 that a limit lne, or envelope of charaot Fig. a Domb-Syke s plot for u across throat of

teristics, lies ahead of the shock wave In the analytic transonic nozzle 3hoontinuation of the disturbed flow upstream (Fig. 6). i
For at a limit line the velocity has square-root No analog of the Domb-Sykes plot has beenhu
behavior, so that its integral the stream function invented for double Taylor oefies. Weecan however .

must show a 3/2-power singularity Accurate locate ot hes contath ondary of convergence ponumerical solutions (19) have shown that In this the full series (Eq. 3) by examining the single series
problem the nose of the body lies at x = 0. 09897. to which it reduces along various other rays through
Thus the shock wave is closer to the limit line than the origin. These contain odd as well am even powers

body in its radius of convergence. However, the ratios become incremsingly erratic as
the slope decreases. The absence of odd powers
from Eq. (4) suggests plotting the ratios of alternate
terms. This gives a smoother variation, as shown
in Fig. 8 for the 45-degree ray. The extrapolation
must then be reinterpreted, according to

f/ n !1(2_'+a, + ) (15)
On2 R2 "

-- In this way we have traced out the domain of con-
vergence of Meyer's double series, which is bounded
by a doubly symmetric set of limit lines, as shown •n
Fig. 9. This may be compared with the result of

Martansen and von Sengbusch, who made ingenious
application of the classical method of majorsnts to
"calculate a finite region within which convergence is
certain. That bound is seen to give roughly the

-•=i •i"proper shape, but to be very conservative.
Fig. 6 Analytic continuation of disturbed flow up- p-• "• stream through shock wave I

srmtohscwvLaminar Flow In Exponential Channel

Tranoni"NozleLucas observed that his series (Eq. 7) for
,ThensofixNed sini q.() nakin friction in sn exponential channol appears to have.- MT e fixed signs in Eq . (4) m ean that the nearest zer ra iu of c n er e c . e t•i•!• sN~drit lie inthephyica fied fr tansniczero radius of convergence. He therefore reinverted

singularity lies in the physical field for transonic
flow In a nozzle. Again the Domb-Syka plot (Fig, 7) the ratios, plotting the classical on-i/% versus
lis remarkably straight;an th e arl-Sykes poits to .a ) 1/n, as shown in Fig. 10. This yields a linear plot-•,•L•is remarkably straight; and it clearly points to a
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In the familiar situation of an asymptotio series whose
coefficients grow like wt, and it seems plausible that .
this to the came here.

C-.2

1.0 52 n

CCL
Fig. lin 8vroDm-ye ltfrsi rcini

p p

0. 01 .2.
Fig. a1 plotSke forhigh of gravity wavesra trm
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plane of the perturbation quantity, however, it has no Extraction of Singularity

direct physical significance; and we then want to When the nearest singularity has physical reality,

perform analytic continuation of the solution as far as it can usefully be extracted from the series to

possible along the real axis. accelerate the convergence. We consider the series

We describe fourof the most generally useful (Eq. 4) for u across the throat of a transonic nozzle.

transformations, as applied to our four computer- Figure 4 shows that It has a square-root singularity,

extended series. Further examples, details, and corresponding to a limit line, at (4y)2 = (0. 495)-1.

discussion of other techniques are given in Ref. 2, If u vanished there, we could either st.ppress
the singularity by forming the series for u2 or

Reversion of Series extract it by dividing out a factor [l-. 495(4y)2]Y/2,
Stokes's series for water waves is an exception and then examine the new series for additional

to our remark that a singularity on the positive real singularities. An example from boundary-layer

axis usually represents a physical limit. Schwartz theory is given in reference 2. However, here the

(16) recognized that the square root indicated by new Domb-Sykes plots indicate a square root remain-

Fig. 11 simply means that the wave height h is a ing at the same location in the series for u2 , and an

double-valued function of the parameter a. At inverse square root in the series from which the

first a and h iucrease together, but a reaches a original square root has been extracted. This means

maximum about ten per cent short of the highest wave that the square root is not the leading term, but that

(Fig. 12). near the limit line u behaves like

u = A+Brl-. 495(4y) 2]/2 +.... (17)

highest wave Under these circumstances the singularity has to
- - - -be extracted by subtracting it rather than dividing it

.4 out. This is less accurate, because it requires an

estimate rNf the coefficient B. Gaunt and Guttmann,
in a useful survey of techniques for analyzing coeffi-
cients (20), describe several systematic ways of
making that estimate. However, In our example It 2 2t
suffices to choose B so that the coefficient of (4y)
in Eq. (17) agrees with that in the original series
(Eq. 4). This gives

0 . .2 .H(O y -0 254[ I 9(y .45
o-o" 1.13x(47 

2 (y2  + 7. .. 4xI (18)4

( +5. 76x 0 -5 (4y/)6 + 2. 91X10-B (4y) 8

-3, 5y10-7 (4y) 10 -2. 66xl0-7 (4y) 12

F 1Vrito waeeghwihtoe perturbation parameter -. llX10-7(4y)14-3.97x10~8(4y)1

The shtgularity can thierefoi'e be eliminated -1. 22X10 -8 (4y)18s-2. 9x10 -9 (4y) 20

Eimply by tnterchwnging the roles of the independent 2
and dependent variables, for a is a single-valued -0x(47)2-. . (18)

function of h up to die highest wave. Schwartz thus

reverted the series (Eq. 9), and at the same time The later coefficients are new several hundred
extended it to order 117. (This required 15 minutes times smaller than before. Moreover, a new Domb-
on a CDC comnputer.) The result has the form Sykes plot suggests tthough the new coefficients are

too small to be certain) that the radius of convergence
-h I 33007.7 1 6 1 7 3 19 h 9  Is now infinite. In any case, this recast series

=h - 2 - _h4- 1-4-• - 302,400 converges very rapidly out to and including the limit

line.
-19. 16197h -70. 55874h ...

6 26Euler Transformation

-1. 461613410 h -6. 365499X10 h _. When the nearest singularity les off the axis of
1Ohysical significance, we are not ordinarily interested

-O( )-... (16) in its details. Then the simplest method of analytic
continuation is to map that singularity away to infinity.

The signs are still fixed, corresponding to a singu- This is easily accomplished by applying an Euler
larity on the real axis; and Schwartz has confirmed transformation: recasting the series in cowers of the

that it now corresponds to the corner in the highest new perturbation quantity e/(e+( for a singularity

wave. located at e = -Eo. The range of convergaince is thus
extended to some other singularity - the nearest one
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in the plane of e/(e+co), which oft'en has physical
significance.

We apply this transformation to the aeriets of
Eq. (2) for the parabuloid4 shook wave. Figure 5
indicates A singularity at x =-(13. 6) -t Recasting
in powers of X - x/(x+ 1/13.86) given

1. 73694X -.7623273?-. 1350668

Th atr n 2 ~ sosta h ors iglr i.1 l rcinaogep niicanla
it~ th boy6hsi vdztyams75198X .,72482 691218

noseof he ody t X0.54. hus he urfce Golsten's/0thannverarysympeu4, o b

four60 de-ma 6802 f 953

Trom patpoerno series sows ordter Nones ciguanr-

it ao ratimona fationpowithv nuea tor, of degralee tha
atnd isdeointor bofdegreei Ns e zthat alprodcs th antt~eo
peowetri series to t order radiu whe expndegned. an5i.1 knfito logepn lcanla
cthvenient notatio thi use now ofrthen imalled Ithe uEM/N) BeRn Cuvo 17.5 "Jora f eAat

-: IHowever, wh eis osfi ientby acurt asI

sapnrds an. I tgiethe appro tmantswitheMpandst Nh Goyldste Vl.n , a -l o. anivrsr -Juymoi , to4 pp be51

noearlythequalyhave especially .Tusefl thoug stillc 6f publisheeid.Eeruinlo T~riu
shome ,what h myseriouts, d pro erti ges of anltheic ia .VnDkMlo,"nlssadIpoe
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J. M. Witting finding the "direction of singularitie-`
in a complex plhne. As van Dyke has

Van Dyke has given us clear pointed out, most physical problems
examples of how the combination of result in coefficients A with the same
numerical analysis and the high speed or with alternating signg. In the soli-
digital computer can generate n~w ideas tary wAve problem the signs of An were
In certain problems in fluid mechanics. found to be periodic at particular
Another example should be added to values of a parameter, but with periods
van Dyke's list, that of a solitary greater than two. If the periodic sign
wave in water.'' 2 ' 8  In reference i an structure behaves so that rotation by
expansion which is valid to the ninth an angle -8 results in the signs of all
order in wave amplitude was derived, real parts of A > N being the same,
By using a method which extracts the then the closesR singularity to the
limit of well-behaved sequences of expansion point must lie at an angle of
partial sums, 4 Fenton was able to esti- 0 from the real axis of the original
mate properties of the highest wave in problum.5 This fact was used to deduce
water. Very recently, Longuet-Higgins with some reservations) the fact that
and Fenton2 and Witting3 have applied the amplitude of the highest solitary
several of the techniques described by wave is exactly ý/'/2r = 0.82699...,
van Dyke to the solitary wave problem, which agrees perfectly with the result
with marked success. Both conclude of Longuet-Higgins and Fenton of 0.827.
that expansions in powers of wave ampli- By employing the Domb-Sykes tests
tude, e.g. reference 1, are asymptotic described by van Dyke for a non-highest
and, indeed, yield a highest wave amp- wave, one can conclude that the approach
litude that is a few percent too high. to near-breaking periodic waves token f

by Havelockf and others is probably
In reference 2 the reversion of better than recently thought. 7

the series from powers of wave ampli-
tude to one in powers of a parameter
closely related to the fluid speed at 'Fenton, J. A ninth-order solution for
the wave crest (in laboratory, not wave the solitary wave. J. Fluid Mech.
coordinates) yields results which are Q3, 257-271 (1972).
analogous to those of Schwartz for 2 Longuet-iiggins,M.S. and Fenton, J.D.
Sto1es waves. Liberal use of diagonal On the mass, momentum, energy and
Pade approximants is employed to deduce circulation of a solitary wave. II.
many important properties of solitary To appear in Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond.
waves up to and including the highest A.
wave. One of the most significant 5 WittTng, J. The highest solitary wave,
results of this research is that the and others. Presented at "Modern
highest wave is not the most energetic. developments in fluid dynamics--
Longuet-Higgins and Fenton are able to an international symposium in
conclude that something drastic must honour of the 70th birthday of
happen to solitary waves propaga'ing up Sydney Goldstein" (December 1973).
a gently sloping beach before the high- 4 Shanks, D. Nonlinear transformations
est wave is reached. This is an example of divergent and slowly convergent
of a qualitativs discovery born out of sequences. J. Math. Phys. 34,
some of the techniques described by 1-42 (1955).-
van Dyke. 5Hille, E. Analytic Function Theor

Blaisdell Publishing Co., New r

In reference 3 an expansion about p. 133 and 136 (1959).
the point at the extreme flank of the aHavelock, T.H. Periodic irrotatienal
solitary wave is employed which facili- waves of finite height. Proc. Roy. '
tates computation to very high order noc. Lond. A 9., 38-51. .,

(551 for the highest wave--apparently 7 Gran, .TA7.Thke slngularity at the
Ai. A record at this date). Except possibly crest of a finite amplitude pro- A,
for the highest wave, the expansion is gressive Stoke- wave. J. Fluid V
shown to result in a non-solitary wave, Mech. -262 (1973). 7
and Witting conciuded that perturbation 1 5
expansions in powers of amplitude are
"incomplete at all amplitudes except M. S. Longuet -Higgins
infinitesimal, and, therefore, that
such expansions are asymptotic. The In addition to the computations of
analysis relies to somn extent upon the solitary wave by Loitguet-Higgins
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and Fenton which have already been convergence right up to the limiting
mentioned by Dr. Witting, I would like value w = 1 (see Figure 1). In fact
to mention that I have carried out fur- with the quadratic precision (31 deci-
ther computations on the speed of peri- mal places) available on the IBM 36U,
odic waves in deep water by methods and at the 30th order in w, (i.e., the
similar to those outlined by Professor 60th order ir. h) the wave speed c con-
Van I)yke. The reqults arc remarkable. vergjes numerically to better than one

part in 105 for all 0 < w < 0.98 and
In the 3tokes expansion outlined better than one in 104 for

by Professco van Dyke, the complex G.98 < W < 1.
velocity (u + iv) is expanded as a
power series in the complex potential From Figure 1, however, it wi.ll be
• in fact seen that while h incretses monotonic-

ally wi th .), the wave speed c appears
1 a to nave a maximum of about w = 0.95,

u-iv (l+a 1 2+a22+ '+ n similar to the apparent miximum in the
solitary wave speed found by Longuet-
Higgins and Fenton.

The coefficients a,,...an,.., and the Should one believe in the exist-
phase velocity -c are then expanded in ance of this maximum? The author
powers of somu small parameter. knows of no rigorous argiuktent either
Schwartz took as his parameter the for or against. The apparent values
wave amplitude h (= half the crest-to- of c 2 and h2 at w = 1 are respectively
trough wave height). 1.1931 and 0.19CIl for a wavelength

normalized to 27r kco = 1), giving a
However in some respects it is maximnum wave steepness

re convenient to take as the expan-
sion parameter

2h _ h = 0.14107
.2 X q

W crest _ 1qi rou-h
0c~c This compares with Schwartz's preferred
o value of 0.14118 derived from the

poles of EN,N]. The two values are in-
where q and ttrough are the parti- distinguishable graphically, Schwartz
cle speeds at the crest and the trough calculated a few values of c at

y(in th steady flow seen values of h near the maximum, therespectively teady w see nearest being c' = 1.1930 at A/L = 0.14.
byHe suggested that the tangent to c
wave). co denotes the speed of waves msgete h at the t angn uo.
of infinitasimal ampli.,ud . For waves ight be horizontal at the maximum.
wita a sharp angle at the crest q By a quite different method Yamada

ie crest found a limiting value c? = 1.1932.
vanishes, giving a = 1 precisely. In
general, 0 < a < 1. Moreover u can be In conclusion we may say that re-
expanded as a power series in hl (not sults obtained in this way can be high-
h), and on reversion both h and c 2 can ly interesting and suggestive. At the
k- expressed as power series in w. sane time it is appropriate to regard

them as being provisional, until con-
Using the ,N~,i Pad6 approximant firmation is available by otherto stur chis series I obtained excellent methods.
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Figure 1. The squares of the wave amplutude h and
wave speed c, as functions of w, computed
by Pad6 approximants.
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CALCULATION OF VORTEX SHEETS IN UNSTEADY
FLOW AND APPLICATIONS IN

SHIP HYDRODYNAMICS

P.T. Fink W.K. Soh
University o4 New South Wales University o6 New South Wales

Sydney, Australia Sydney, Austratia

ABSTRACT

The numerical calculation of the
movement of free shear layers in two-
dimensional and quasi-three-dimensional
flow has been in vogue since Rosenhead
published his method of discretisation
of vortex sheets into elemental vortices
of constant strength in 1931. The many
writers to use the technique in the next
42 years have met more or less severe
difficulties in applying the method to a
variety of problems involving memory
effects. These troubles were due to
Rosenhead's incomplete consideration of
the principal value integrals which are
implicit in the calculation. Fig. 1 Vortex Separation at Bilge Keel:

A new method is put forward here in Segmented Model in Uniform
which numerical error associated with Vertical Motion following
principal value integrals is much reduc- Impulsive Start
ed. New sets of equivalent vortices are
created at each time step in the comput- This procedure appears to be justified
ation, giving rather better simulation for high Reynolds number steady flows
of the behaviour of vortex sheets. We and for many unsteady flow situations of
review the most important of the earlier practical importance during periods in
papers and recalculate some of their res- which inertial effects predominate.
ults. Solutions for vortex sheet develop- Rosenhead was the first worker to
ment for several other problems of replace a vortex sheet by an equivalent A
interest are also presented. distribution of discrete vortices. He

used this method to consider the non-
I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF EARLIER linear Helmholtz instability of a two-

WORK dimensional vortex sheet of initially
constant strength in a paper published

1.1 Introduction over forty years ago. The results were
T'e prafiFTl importance of plausible and the method has been used

boundary-layer separation and the forma- repeatedly by research workers to the
tion of shear layers in two and throe present day.
dimensions is so great that approximate Unfortunately the method is unsound.
calculations have been attempted by very After 1959, criticisms of Rosenhead's
many workers. These cover such areas as work were made by Birkhoff and Fisher,
the self-induced movement of sheer lay- Hama arid Burke and others. It was
ers; the rolling up of vortex sheecs pointed out that groups of discrete
behind wings, propellers and other lift- vortices moving under their own influence
ing bodies; lee vortices above slender in two-dimensional flow will inevitably
wings, bodies and wing-body combinations; tend to a random distribution. However,
two-dimensional starting flows past all there is no proof that this will also
manner of bodies, particularly those with happen to potential flow models of con-
sharp edges such as ships' keels, Fig.l. tinuou.6 vortex sheets. It seems certain-

Although the viscosity of the fluid ly to be the case that experimentally
is responsible for the formation of all observed starting flow situations are
the shear liyers mentioned above, it is free Df randomness. Thus it can be
neglected in potential flow caliulatiors, expected that Rosenhead's device of
save indirectly by the imposition of following a system of discrete vortices,
Kutta-type conditions on the solutions of chosen to represent some initial distrib-
the Laplace equation which is always in- ution of continuous vorticity, will lead
volved, at any rate for subsonic flow. to increasing irregularity in equivalent
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vortex position and must finally make it vortix sheet is replaced by a distribu-
impossible to reconstitute a coherent tion of finite elemental vortices along
vortex sheet. A careful reading of the its trace, and the paths of these vort-
many papers using Rosenhead's discretis- ices are determined by a numerical step-
ation, written between 1931 and the by-step method. The line joining these
present day shows this to be the case. vortices at any instant is assumed to be
In many of these, the phenomenon of in- an approximation to the actual shape of
creasing randomisation has been brushed the surface at that time. It is shown
aside or ascribed to numerical error that the effect of instability upon a
with an inference that better numerical surface of discontinuity of some form is
accuracy would prevent the emernence of to produce concentrations of vorticity
a random arrangement of equivalent vort- at equal intervals along the surface,
ices. In others, the randomisation was and it is also shown that the surface of
suppressed by arbitrary smoothing tech- discontinuity tends to roll up round
niques. these points of concentration with an

In the present work a different accompanying increase in the amplitude
process of discretisation is recommended of the displacement. For comparison,
which appears to improve the situation the effect of putting 2, 4, 8, 12
considerably. This is an extension to elemental vortices of equal strength in-
free vorticity of the care normally itially equally spaced along the sur-
taken with principal value integrals face, is investigated, but the results
occurring in bound vortex theory. Some are of the same nature". Fig. 2 is
of the nost important applications pub- copied from Rosenhead's paper and shows
lished since 1931 have been reworked both the abovementioned concentrations
using the new procedure and rather more of vorticity and the increasing amplit-
consistent results have been arrived at. ude of the disturbance as calculated
Several new results involving memory when 12 elemental vortices are used to
effects have also been obtained, represent one wavelength of the sheet.

The present section is intended to
be a critical survey of some of the most
significant published papers relevent to

the subject of vortex sheet development C.)- t-040,•
in unsteady two-dimensional potential
flow and of the allied subject of vortex - L
separation from slender wings and ,ther

slender three-dimensional bodies.

and Planar Surfaces of Discontinuity

Rosenhead's Treatment of Helmholtz
Instability. The reader will recall
that Helmholtz instability [ll refers to jt-0-35

the situation when adjacent portions of
fluid of the same density move with --

different speeds. Rosenhead [2] invest- -

igated perturbations of a basic case of ', , i
two initially uniform streams in two I
dimensions flowing over one another with
equal speeds in opposite directions. k
Thus he was concerned with the self-
induced distortion of an initially plane Fig. 2 Rosenhead calculation:
vortex sheet of constant strength. Initial vorticity
Rayleigh's method of applying small density constant and
oscillation theory was used; i.e. the (n)t = 0. lsin2vý
surface of discontinuity was given a
sinusoidal displacement of small amplit- Rosenhead gave an estimate of the
ude and arbitrary length. The work was error introduced at each step of the
extended by the incluzion of a second calculation. He supposed this to arise
order term for the disturbance potential merely from the truncation of the Taylor *

which ycnprated disturbances anhi- series for the displacement of his
symmetrical about the crests of the in- elemental vortices during each step. He
itial sine-waves. The method was only also mentioned that the method could
claimed to be applicable for the very not be used for a large number of steps
early stages of the development of since "the accumulation of the errors
instability. It appeared that within introduced at each step may become
the assumptions of the analysis all wave- large enough to destroy the value of
lengths were unstable, the approximation". Further, he specul-

A most significant part of ated that "an increased accuracy in
Rosenhead's work is his subsequent num- determining the shape of the surface
erical treatment of the instability would be obtained by taking ...... (more
phenomenon for longer durations. To vortices)...... than eight it
quote the original paper, "the ......... appears that Rosenhead s caicuiations
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were not performed in sufficient detail of Abernathy and Kronauer was generalis-
to exhibit the tendency towards random- ed by Michalke [4] to include the effect
isation of vortex position which was of thickness of a shear layer - at any
brought out in recalculations of this rate for a simple Rayleigh type linear
now classical work, by later authors as velocity profile. Michalke also began
discussed below, with a linearised treatment of his prob-

In fact the question of the lem. This led to the discovery that the
accuracy of calculations, in which vor- presence of the additional dimension in
tex sheets are represented by elemental the analysis removed the arbitraryness
vortices, is rather more subtle and the

* criticisms ot Birkhoff and his co- t' r
workers (see later) have to be consid- jL_ a T
ered when judging the merits of any of li oox : .. o
the investigations using that represen- T' W •. W
tation. Rosenhead's results are re- -I
calculated later, using the technique 1 kW2k3
recommended in this paper.

Abernathy and Kronauer's Treatment *

of Vortex Sheets. The purpose of [0384; 0"71o
Abernathy and Kronauer's [3] contribu-
tion was to explain the essential
features of the mechanism of the forma-
tion of vortey streets from two initially
parallel uniform vortex sheets of oppos-
ite sign. The paper includes a small &584; 0357i
perturbation analysis and it was found
that no argument based - lel on a lin-
earised theory of dis ances was able
to generate the asymi.... , commonly
associated with the interaction of the
two sheets.-

Their non-linear analysis of this
configuration employed the same "umeric- 0784;04935
al discretization of vortex sheets as r
Rosenhead's. Fig. 3 shows a typical %
outcome of the calculation. The non-
linear calculation proceeded from a
swill amplitude sinusoidal disturbance
in the same manner as Rosenhead's - as
is evident from the positions of the
equivalent elemental vortices shown for :"'294; 0,,447
zero value of the time parameter. The
method appears to be successful in cal- .
culating the subsequent distortion of .'
the sheets for the next three values of
the time parameter shown at the right Fig. 3 Abernathy & Kronauer calculation:
side of the figure. For greater times, Initial vorticity density
a degree of randomness appears to enter constant and initial
into the computation of the coordinates amplitude = 0.0125a
of the equivalent elemental vortices
which finally becomes so pronounced of disturbance wavel,.ngth stipulated in
t.at ..... .. there was no longer suffic- the earlier papers and that it was poss-
ient evidence to suggest the existence ible to fins a wavelength for maximum
of varte:- sheets". However,, Abernathy amplification of disturbance.
and Kronauer consider it reasonable to The non-linear calculation proceeded
draw solid lines around so-called clouds in similar fashion to Rosenhead's except
of vorticity, as shown at the bottom of that the constant surface distribution
Fig. 3. In fact the major concentra- of vorticity representing the initially
tions of vorticity of one sign or lin.ear velocity profile of the shear
another shown there, do include a few layer was represented by a discrete "
elemental vortices of opposite sign. number of surfaces of discontinuity -

Abernathy and Kronauer conclude that the each of which was simulated by a finite
concentrated clouds of vorticity have number of elemental vortices. The
S"a net strength diminished by the initial, disturbance was chosen to have
vorticity swept into the cloud by the the wavelength which suffered maximum
opposite vortex row". We have not re- amplification according to the author's
calculated these results but it may be linearised theory. Fig. 4 shows a
worthwhile repeating them using the typical development of a disturbed shear
method of this paper. layer when the latter is represented bythree sheets of 24 elemental vortices per

Michalke'e Treatment of the Effect wavelength. No very great irregularity
of Thickness. The work of Rosenhead and of vortex position appears to have
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developed for the interval shown but of Rosenhead's work was made in 1959 by
some licence has had to be used to draw Birkhoff and Fisher [5) in a little known
the vortex spirals shown due to the publicationi entitled 'Do vortex sheets
relatively small number of elemental roll up?' Their grounds for criticism
vortices used. The number of apparent were further examined by Hama and Burke
vortex cores developing in the layer with [6]. The present writers learned a great
time seems to equal the initial number deal respecting the computation of the
of surfaces of discontinuity. Thus it is motion of clusters of vortices from these
unlikely that one can conclude anything papers but we would dispute the inference
detailed about the concentrations of that conclusions about such motions are
vorticity which occur as time goes on. immediately relevant to the later develcp-
It appears that the surfaces of discon- ment of vortex sheets which were initial-
tinuity used to represent a thick shear ly represented by earlier configuration

of the same discrete vortices.
Birkhoff and Fisher pointed out that

any decrease of distances between pairs
of vortices would be accompanied by
increases for other pairs.This conclusior
is based on the theorem that a system of
"vortex filaments in two-dimensional in-

_ _- viscid fluid flow has an energy invari-
ant, see also Lamb [1), Batchelor (7),

A -which is determined - when all vortices
""eek-_ - are of equal strength - by the product of

Sall initial distances. Uence, no two vor-
tex lines can coalesce unless some otherF -----''•-pair has its separation increased indef-
initely. Thus, Birkhoff and Fisher, having*am "9 w seized on a concept of rolling up which

suggests an infinite concentration,
asymptotically, assert their "Theorem I.:
the vorticity in a periodic array of

A A_ point vortice' cannot tend to become con-
centrated". The inference in the paper
that a similar conclusion may be applied
in relation to the rolling up of vortex
she(ýts; i.e. as represented in a poten-

wt.A,.r tial flow model, derives from their
persistence - after all! - with Rosenhead's

Fig. 4 M4ichalke calculation: assumption that such a continuous sheet of
Initial conditions are, vorticity can be modelled by an approp-

sheets parallel, riately chosen but unchanging set of dis-
vorticity density has crete elemental vortices.
sinusoidal initial On recalculating Rosenhead's recults I

perturbation they found that the motion of the element-
al vortices became very complicated in

layer retain a degree of independence, domains ''here some concentration took
To the extent that this is true, the place thus making it impossible to recon-conclusions following from our recabul- stitute smooth vortex sheets. Their
culation of Rosenhead's problem may also re-examination aliso showed that the
have application here. One might also results were sensitive with respect to
criticise Michalke's assumption that the the assumed initial conditions. Further-
development of a shear layer of finite more, they tried a method in which local
thickness may be represented by the equality of arc length between elemen'tal
development of a number of elemental vortices was mainteined. However this '

surfaces of discontinuity, each Aeta4n- still led to irregular results as shown
ing the same circulation per unit wave- in Fig. 5.
length of initial disturbance. The These circumstances led Birkhoff and
improvements recommended later relate Fisher to look for - and find, subject to .
only to the calculation of surfaces of a plausible assumption - arguments that
discontinuity. Corresponding improvement discrete vortex arrays might exhibit a
to the calculation of the development of tendency towards randomisation of posi-
surface rather than line distributions tion. Given that expectation, Poincare's
of vorticity; i.e. shear layers with recurrence theorem was then invoked to U
thickness, remains to be worked out in prove that any "rolling up must be
detail. followed by unrolling with probability

Cone". ('Rolling up' of vortex arrays was
Others. Rosenheadb rhlow patterns for _____

.Helmholtz instability were so realistic •,
that the validity of his calculations 1 We are indebted to Professor John W.
appears to have remained unsuspected for Miles for drawing our attention to '
nearly thirty years. The first criticism Birkhoff's work.
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correct vorticity density.
A step-by-step calculation was used

to trace the movements of these vortices
- and the shape of the vortex sheet at any

instant was taken to be the smooth line
joining the discrete vortices. A typical
result is shown as a solid line in rig.o.
"Westwater stated that the spiral portion
of the vortex sheet could not be rep-
resented accurately by a small niunbe= of
discrete vortices. "On the other hand,

+, ____there are strong grounds for supposing
that the approximate method gives a good
representation of the form of the sheet

Fig. 5 Birkhoff calculation of near the centre and, in fact, anywhere
Helmholtz instability: except near the edges. Presumably these
Development of half 'strong grounds' related to experimental

wavelength observation rather than any more exact
theoretical formulation.

not defined.) The build-up of randomness
in Birkhoff and Fisher's recalculation
of Rosenhead's work, and also in similar
and earlier recomputation by Birkhoff
and Carter [8) was such as lead these
writers to the conclusioxi that eftective
randomisation had taken place in a few
wavelengths of relative motion.

The validity of Rosenhead's results I iand Birkhoff and Fisher's work were u:/•/• ••. LI-.•-I.. ..... •••.!i
further considered by Hama and Burke [61 __ )
in a paper inspired by the wish to com-pute the affect of background vorticity r-- -... i-.

on the roiling up process. A number of J - - -------

parameters were varied but the paper
persists with Rosenhead's representation
of the development of a vortex sheet bythe motion of a given set of discrete i I o, • I I! i ",.,
elemental vortices, llama and Burke's -
final conclusions are that ..... "this ........... ... ... .
result does not necessarily exclude the -------
conoentration (of vorticity) in a
certain area" and that ..... .."the stab- - It-
ility problem ..... with background ... .-.".---------
vorticity still remains open."

1.3 The Rolling up of Trailing Edge """".L.i.

Westwa-er's Calculations. In 1935 4

Westwater I attempted to calculate the ... L.L..L..A..-- -•,

rolling up of a trailing edge vortex
sheet using the same numerical technique
as Rosenhead. He considered the wing to Fig. 6 Westwater calculation of
have an elliptic span loading giving a development of trailing
corresponding strength of the trailing vortex sheet from
vortex sheet. The effect of the bound elliptically loaded wingi
vorticity on the flow direction was neg- elemental vortices ,
lected. Thus the problem was reduced to identical in strength
a two-dimensional one such that the
region of interest would be a crops- He found that initially the discrep-
section plane normal to the direction of ancy between the velocity of a point on I ,
travel of the wing. The time parameter the sheet and that of the equivalent
involved would be the time interval from vortex at this point was small even for
the instant the wing had passed this the relitively few vortices used in his
normal plane. Initially the trace of the representation. In fact if only one vor-
vortex sheet was taken to be straight tex is used to represent the trailing j
and coincident with the wing span. Its vortex sheet from each half wing and is
vorticity density was of the well-known placed at the centroid of the shed vor-
cotangent form appropriate to an ellip- ticity as required in Westwater's scheme,
tically loaded bound vortex line. the velocity at the position of that
Westwater replaced the sheet by 20 vortex will be error by a factor of only "
unevenly spaced discrete vortices of 8/W2 . Of course this favourable state of
equal strength in order to simulate the affairs applies only at the beginning of
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the calculation. Westwater: believed that smaller number of elemental vortices was
the error was due not so much to the dis- used. Thus it appears that Takami's use
cretisatior. of the sheet but to the step- of a better method of numerical integra-
by-step process of time integration tion was enough to remove a feature which
- especially where the velocities of the Westwater felt to be a reproduction of
vortices undergo rapid changes as in the experimental observation.
spiral portions. He suggested that this Takami also attempted to calculate
calculated spiral portion could well be the development of trailing vortex sheets
replaced by a matched spiral of the kind springing from wings with loadings other
derived by Kaden's theory [10] for a two- than the elliptic loading treated by
dimensional infinite spiral sheet. Westwater. He considered spanwise load-
Westwater shows this as a dotted line in ing curves which were square and cube of
Fig. 6. this - so reducing the strength of the

A little time after the start of the trailing vortex sheet at the wing tip to
motion, a kink appeared in Weatwater's constant and zero values respectively.
representation of the trailing vortex He clearly expected greater regularity of
sheet, as shown in Fig. 6. Westwater'n flow near the ends of the sheet but
paper reproduced some flow pictures of appears not to have appreciated that his
Kaden's which seemed to have similar intermediate case was bound to require a
kinks. Yet, the photographs are not logarithmic velocity distribution near
clear and it is debatable whether they the ends and he confesses that"..., we
really substantiate the existence of such still end up with a random distribution
kinks. However the general appearance of near the tip". Indeed this randomness
Kaden's photographs is similar to became more pronounced as the number of
Westwater's prediction of the development elemental vortices was increased from
of the sheet and he is confident that they eight to twenty-four. For the elliptical
"appear to give confirmation to the view loading 'cubed' we quote Takami's graphic
that the numerical method gives a good words ".... At first thought, we would ex-
approximation to the motion". pect the vortices to have more regular dis-

Later workers shed more doubt on his tribution because the initial distribu-
n'imerical approximation. The error anal- tion is the least singular in this case.
ysis of the representation of a vortex
sheet by a series of discrete vortices as
given by Westwater is far from complete.
It will be shown in the next chapter that
Rosenhead's discretisation, as implement-
ed by Westwater, must lead to an ever U - -

less coherent description of the movement
of the sheet as time goes on.

Takami and Moore's Numerical Experi- A
ments. Takami [11] re-examined
Westwater's calculations in light of the
criticisms of Rosennead's work by
Birkhoff and others. He used a better 0*.
numerical, method, he employed a modern
digital computer and he represented the
trailing vortex sheet by rather more dis-
crete vortices than the number used by
Weatwater. A Runge-Kutta integration was 1 0
employed with much smaller time steps.
The truncation error was small and a 0
check of the coordinates of each element-
al vortex computed for different values 0.5
of tOe time step revealed that they dif-
fered only in the third significant
figure. Fig.7 gives nne of Takami's res-
ults using twice th number of elemental
vortices used by Westwater. The vortices•:: •moved in complicated orbits around each

other so that the sheet they were
supposed to represent would have had to ,1
cross itself repeatedly. He ascribed this
to the rapid circling motions arising 1.0
from the strong interaction among vortices 1.0

which had come inLo close proximity. He
found that the'-detailed picture of this
region could not be improved by increas-
ing the number of elemental vortices. Fig. 7 Takami's recalculation of

Yl It is wotth remarking that the Westwatei: case;
characteristic kinks observed in 40 elemental vortices of
W.stwater's representation of the sheet identical strength.
were not present in any of Takami's cal- Black spot is centroid of
culations, i.e not exen when Westwater's vorticity for half span
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On the contrary, however, vortices move digital computer power became more widely
i•'regularly on a larger portion of the available. This led to an increase in
sheet than in the preceding cases, and the number 3f papers attempting to use
we clear?.y see that the increase of the Rosenhead's discretisation for those
number of vortices makes the approxima- aerodynamic (vortex) interference calcul-
tion rmeaningless". It is believed that ations for which non-linearity was
the inethod developed in this paper res- important. We mention now merely some of
olves these difficulties - as demonstrated those writers who had some particular
later when the method is applied to comment to make regarding the shortcom-
several of the problems tackled by Takami. ings of the method.

In his conclusion, Takami disagrees Rogers [14) applied two-dimensional
with Birkhoff's argument concerning the non-linear vortex theory to the predic-
significance of the random distribution tion of flow fields behind wings of wing-
of elemental vortices as follgws: " .. body combinations at subsonic and super-
the randomness which we encountered in sonic speeds in 1954. He found a number
our computation is no more t9an an indic-, of interesting trends, including
ation of the instability of the equation qualitative agreement with experimental
of motion and has nothing to do with the findings that the trailing vorticity shed
randomness in the statistical sense - it from a particular wing panel in super-
would take far longer time for this sonic flow distorted into an S-shape on
randomness to develop". The proposition the way to rolling up into a pair of
that the equations are always unstable cores rotating about each other. In rea-
is not borne out by the results obtained pect of discretisation, Rogers found
in later sections of this work. that a relatively small number cf

Moore [12) recalculated Takami's elemental vortices was needed for com-
work using even larger numbers of putation of downwash in region 02o
elemental vortices to represent the interest for missile designers. He used
vortex sheet for the Westwater case - of elemental vortices of equal strength
an elliptically loaded wing - and he spaced as necessary arn1 he commented that
further reduced the time steps. However, care had to be taken to avoid what he
he found no improvement in the randomness called ' ..... the loss of a vortex
which developed in Takami's calculations, caused by excessive induced velocity' due
Following on a careful numerical analysis, to close proximity to neighbouring
Moore ruled out the possibility of numer- elemental vortices. In view of the limit-
ical error as the cause of this random- ed range of parameters considered and,
ness and he concluded that Rosenhead's particularly, because he did not wish to
discretisation of vortex sheets was use fine sub-division of his sheets, the
inappropriate. He claimed that " ... it 'loss-of-vortex' phenomenon proved to beis shown by examination of a special case no great embarrassment.

that the approximation of replacing a In 1968 D.E. Cummings [15] published

finite vortex sheet by an array of line an M.I.T. report on a preliminary study
vortices can be unreliable, however many of vortex interaction in the wake of
" vortices are used". We agree with this heavily loaded marine propellars. He
statement and show later how the above began with a re-examLnation or tne case
randomness can, in principle, be avoided of an elliptically loaded lifting line
for periods of time which are significant- using a discrete vortex approximation to
ly long in relation to many of the prob- the sheet, modified by analytic calcula-
lems reviewed here. tion near the ends. The latter natural-

ly led him to use a Cauchy principal
Other Contributions. Many other work- value integral and he recognised that

ers have considered a variety of problems this may be important in the numerical
involving the rolling up of trailing calculation also. He suggested that in-
vortex sheets shed from wings and, partic- duced velocities should only be detenzin-
ulerly, wing-body combinations. The posi- ed at points midway between discrete
tion up to 1950 was summarised in an vortices. However, consideration of the
important paper by Spreiter and Sacks [13). segments of the continuous distrithation
They were concerned to find "...the represented by these vortices along the
proper vortex distribution to be used for lines of the theory given in the next
1A..jwnwash calculations'" and they used a section, shows that this procedure cannot
similarity argument to show now very much eliminate errors associated with Cauchy
more rapidly a trailing vortex sheet principal value integrals.
rolled up for a wing of small aspect ratio Hackett and Evans' paper of 1971 on
than for one of larger aspect ratio. Thus vortex wakes behind high lift wings [16)
they pinpointed areas for application of attempts to use the Westwater method and

ýj the Rosenhead/Westwater method which they discusses some of the difficulties. They
reported without criticism. However, they wished to achieve grea1~er accuracy than
did not advocate its widespread use for had been sought before and they also
downwash calculations behind low aspect wished to investigate the effect of
ratio wings, presumably because the poten- height above ground on the development
tial of electronic digital computers had of the sheets when non-linear effects
hardly been, tapped at that time. In the were important. They found that small
intervening years aerodynamic interference time steps in the integration led to
problems assumed greater importance and 'tighter vortex grouping'; i.e. near the
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edges of the sheet, but that " ..... the structure very similar to the well-known
vortex sheet had crossed itself, which solution given by Kaden [0l is expected
is physically impossible in real flow", to form.
It was also noted that there waF "osten- The first calculation of vorticity
sibly quite a wide choice of (elemental) shedding from a sharp edge is that of
vortex arrangements ..... ranging from the flow round a semi-infinite plate
equal strength vortices ..... to which was made by Anton [19) in 1939
(initially) equal spaced vortices of following on much earlier work by Prandtl.
differing strength". They show signifi- This system does not have a character-
cantly different development of sheet istic length and so a similarity solution
geometry with time for these two forms exists. Anton found that the total
of initial discretisation and express a vorticity shed is proportional to a one
preference for the latter while warning third power of time and that the distance
the reader about " ..... the dangers of from the edge to a marked point on the
looking in too much detail near the vortex sheet is proportional to the two
singularities (cores)". They felt that thirds power of time. The similarity law
there might be ' kinematic optimum bet- does not give enough information to des-
ween the two extremes". cribe the entire shape and vorticity

Butter and Hancock [17], also in distribution of the sheet but Anton
1971, published an investigation of the devised a numerical method to find the
effect of sweep-back angle on the roll- necessary constants. The existence of
ino up process of the trailing vortex the similarity law allows the time
sheet behind a wing. Thus, they had to dependent movements of the vortex sheet
generalise Westwater's work by includ- to be reduced to a steady state config-
ing the effects of bound vorticity. We uration by appropriate scaling in the
note the paper here because of this and time parameter. Anton divided the vortex
also because of their recognition that sheet into two sections: an inner core
some of their more useful results were and an outer loop linking it to the
obtained "...more by good fortune shedding edge. The inner core was approx-
than numerical isight. "; i.e. by imated by . Kaden-type spiral. For
use of relatively few initially equi- smooth matching, the two portions were
spaced elemental vortices of unequal arranged to have a common tangent and
strength. They also reported that " ... continuous vorticity at the join. This
if too great a number of vortices is determined-the centroid of the inner
chosen, numerical difficulties may core in relation to the sharp edge. The
arise ... ,. core portion was then replaced by a dis-

The most recent paper, 1973, crete vortex at this centroid having the
relating purely to wing trailing vortex same strength as the core which it re-
sheet development appears to be placed. The problem having been reduced
Clements' and Maull's [18) attempt to to the steady state, it became possible
find wing load distriblitions "which to find the shape of the vorLex sheet by
alter the rolling-up characteristics of an interative process. The constraints
the sheet in such a way as to ..... de- for this iteration were that the vortex
crease the vorticity finally contained sheet must convect with the surrtuiding
in ..... (any of the several resulting) fluid and that a Kutta condition was
vortex cores". They continue to follow applied at the shedding edge. WedemeyerWestwater and use elemental vortices of [20) published a recalculation of Anton's
constant strength. This led to un- result in 1961 using a different form of
acceptably large induced velocities ite~ation and this gave 8 per cenL more
near the edges of the sheets. Clements vorticity in the sheet plus core combin-
and Maull therefore placed an upper ation. Despite the use of iterative
bound on the initial velocity of the procedures, neither solution can be
vortices n~ar the edges ..... 'and if viewed as exact because of the over-
these velocities were exceeded at the simplified representation of the core
first time step, the two tip vortices region.
were amalgamated' ....... This arrange- Both Anton and Wedemeyer suggested
ment aever resulted in more than two use of the semi-infinite plate solution
vortices being amalgamated. as a starting point for similar calcola- A

tions for an impulsively started plate
1.4 The Shddi of Vortex Sheets from of finite width moving with uniform vel-

Two-Dimensionah les! ocity transversely to its width. Step-
by-step integrations were peiformed

Anton and Wedemeyer's Treatments graphically. Wedemeyer's results are more j!

of Flow Separation from Impulfively complete and include useful information
Started Plates. The potential modelling on the growth and distribution of vor-
of flow round a sharp edge requires ticity density in the fluid as well as
that vorticity is shed from it in order on the shape and total circulation of
to prevent a velocity infinity. This the shed vcotex sheets, at any rate when
assumes a spiral form covering increas- there is a symmetric pair.
ing area as more vorticity is added. It It is worth noting that Anton's
follows from the conservation of energy, similarity solution for the starting
that this vorticity cannot be concen- flow near a semi-infinite plate was
trated into a point but that a core recently generalised by Blendermann F21)
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to include convex corners of any angle at the sides of slender wings and bodies
moving with velocity equal to time rais- even for angles of incidence which are
ed to any power in fluid otherwise at not very large. Boundary layer fluid is
rest, Blendermann's results may scrve as fed into the flow on the lee sides of
useful starting solutions in fuller anal- the bodies, as is usual at separation,
yses of vortex shedding from more but it is also convected downstream.
complicated boundaries in more general Thus coherent vortex sheets are formed
motion, and these lend themselves to analysis

within the framework of slender body
Some Other Contributions. We refer theory. The non-linear and memory effects

to thFur-tge r-lwters whose work associated with this so-called vortex
relates to the shedding of vorticity in separation are of significance in aero-
two-dimensional flow. Giesing has used nautics, with respect to non-linear lift.
non-linear (vortex) representations for nature of roll-up of shed vorticity etc;
the study of two-dimensional aerofoils ship hydrodynamics, with respect to non-
in unsteady motion in a number of pa per linear force and moment in Phip man-
published from 1968. His discussion [22) oeuvrability, action of bilge keels,
of the kinematics of vortex shedding is fins, etc; and other areas. The reader
noteworthy in that he claimed that the is referred to Kichemann's excellent
Kutta condition could be approximated as report [25] of the I.U.T.A.M. symposium
requiring zero velocity difference at on concentrated vortex motions in fluids
non-cusped trailing edges and he showed held at Ann Arbor in 1964 and to his
that the surface velocity distribution important survey [26] publ 'hed in 1966.
is in error only in the immediate vicin- We now refer more particularly to work
ity of the edge. We have not felu which contributes to the numerical treat-
obliged to approximate conditions at ment of such ye. •ex sheets and associated
shedding edges in this way. forces.

Clements' model of the starting
flow in the near wake of a bluff-based Slender Wings and Wing-BodX Combin-
body, 1973, [23) exhibits some new ation. The[phenonenon i leading edge
features in the treatment of shedding separation from slender wings and
conditions, when only discrete elemental particularly delta wiiugs, is now very
vortices are used. It will be appreciated well-known. Major contributions were
that for that case the velocity at a made to the understanding of the subject
shedding edge must be infinite or zero; -y Roy and T Jgendre in France in the
there is no scope for non-zero finite early 1950s but much remained to be done
velocity unless a continuous sheet is and many workers were attracted by the
used in the immediate vicinity of the good prospects for theoretical treatment
edge. Clements dealt with the problem by implied in the experimentally observed
letting the shed vortices travel with a coherence of leading edge vortex sheets.
velocity evaluated a small distance away The most successful attempt to create a
from the shedding point. This appears to purely analytical model was published by
have replaced the Kutta condition with a Brown and Michael [27] in 1954. Each
*aix measur, of Buo0eea. Some interebt- sheet was represented in the crosaflow
ing results were obtained for the rate plane by a point vortex ant' a cut join-
of shedding of vorticity into shear lay- ing the vortex to its shedding point.
ers from two separution points - but the Neither was force-free alone but the
validity of these results must be condition of zero force on a vortex
subject to the general criticism made sheet was approximated by arranging for
here of the Rosenhead model, the forces on cut and point vortex to be

We also refer to Gerrard's numeric- equal and opposite. Although Brown and
al computation of 1961 of the magnitude Michael's results for vortex position,
and frequency of the lift on a circular pressure distribution, etc, were only in
cylinder [24]. This paper confronts the qualitative agreement with experiments,
difficult problem of separation from a the method has been used in many attempts
body without sharp edges by introducing to include the effects of non-conical
d pair of elemental vortices into the planform, thickness and even those of
flow some distance downstream at each unsteady motion for the calculation of
time step. The - constant - strengths of stability derivatives. A number of the
these vortices were derived from papers on leadi.ng edge separation review
experimentally obtained shedding rates. earlier work and a useful review of this
Despite the appearance of irregularity kind is included in a recent paper by
of elEmental vortex position, see earli- Pullin [28].
er discussion of Birkhoff's criticisms, The major numerical methoda avail-
the calculated values of lift force and able hithe.,to were Smith's iteration
scale of formation region agree well technique [29] a.i the multivortex model
with experiment for a range of Reynolds of Sacks, Lundbesg and Hanson [30].
number. Vai.idation of any new models would in--

volve comparison with these techniques -
1.5 Vortex Separation from Slender both of which are in moderate to good

-iWn• s d Bodies agreement with experiment. Smith's meth-'• iBoundary layer 'separation of an od is not easy to generalise for non-
interestirg kind is found co take place conical geometries although the attempt
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hms been made. Sacks' method is very predicted shapes of vortex sheets
,adaptable but suffers from the shortcom-- exhibited the considerable irregularity
inga of multivortex, representation as to be expected in applications of the
discussed later. Both these methods have Rosenhead method as t:he number of vortic-
been used by other writer. who have ex- es representing a sheet was increased,
tended The work to cvver vortex separa- see Fig. 8. Surface pressure distribu-
tion from slender bodies alone and from tions were not presented but estimates
wing-body combinations as discussed of normal force for delta wings were in
below. faic agreement with experiment. The

Smith's is perhaps the most soph- adaptability of the method enabled the
Jsticated model published so far. In authors to obtain results for various
developing his conical flow theory for double delta wing arrangements and also
a slender delta wing of zero thickness, for some elementary wing-body combina-
he considered the trace of the separa- tions. Alternative results were also der-
tion vortex sheet in a transformed plane ived using a semi-empirical procedure to
as being composed of two parts; the determine local shedding rates. These
outer part, joining the leading edge was were ir better agreement with experiment
divided into an arbitrary number of than those using the above mentioned
segments while the remainder was repres- model of the shedding process.
anted by a Brown aod Michael type force-
free combination of isolated vortex plus
cut connecting to the outer part. A
procedure involving three nested itera-
tions was used to enmure this, to sat-
isfy boundary conditions at points on ______

twrthe part pointermediate - - --___

to the pirota~l points at which the shape
the outer part which weeine1eite-
and strength of the sheet were defined - -- "
and, thirdly, to satisfy a smooth out-flow condition. It would appear that the - --
pressure continuity condition was satis-
edge. Convergence was very satisfactory

for many quantities of interest, such as
pressure distribution and normal force
which agreed quite well with experiment. -
However, the proportion of total citcul-
ation carried by the isolated vortex Fig. 8 Sacks, Lundberg and Hansor's
("core") depended strongly on the number result for delta wing of
of pivotal points chosen to reptesent unit aspect ratio at
-the outer part of the spiral. Smith angle of incidence
states that ...... "the only evidence foc 150 (a/K - 1.07)
the existence and uniqueness of a solu-
tion ..... is the success of caluula- Finkl.eman [32] extenaed the Sacks
tions ...... ". It in worth noting that nrethod in his work on non-linear vortex
Smith's success in modelling the flow is interactions on wing-canard configura-
probably due to his avoidance of the tions. He corrected the expression for
Rosenheid-type of eliscretisation. tempt- pressure continuity at leading edges
ing though that must have been, At the used in [30] by including the effect of
same time, this makes it harder to sweep and he analysed the vorticity shed
extend Smith's procedure for more general from the trailing edge of the forward
wing geometries. Such attempts'have been wihg. Finkle:.an gave a frank description
Y)ublished, see for example Levinsky, Wei of the difficulties involved in his
and Maki [31]. Successfol as they have application of the Sacks method: "

J been, they have not as yet been extended 'old' vortices near the vortex centroid
to the important problem of sheet roll-up become quite confused and cannot logic-
behind wings, ally be connected. "; when elemental

Sacks, Lundberg and Nanson did use vortices were sufficiently close to the
a Rosenhead discretisation in their model surface, components of velocity normal
of leading edge vorcex separation from to the surface had to be suppressed;
wings alone or in combination with fuse- Rogers' 'loss of vortex' phenomenon was
lags type bodies. Neither wings nor bod- also found and treated by amalgamating
ies were constrained to have conical any pair of elemental vortices whose
geometry. Elemental vortices were shed separation had become less than an arbit-
from each edge at successive chordwise rary proportion of the local span.
crossflow planes. These vortices ,e Finkleman's critical approach to these
allowed to convect with the stream, their problems is exemplified by his comment
strength remaining unaltered. Kutta con- that "...Westwater's original fig-
ditions were satisfied exactly. but the ures reveal considerable imagination on
shedding process was modelled only the author's part when he connected the
approximately in that the effect of fin- vortices . "
ite sweep angle was neglected in the The Sacks method was alno used by
"equation expresiing the pressure contin- Angelucci [33) in his multi-vortex
uity condition at the leading ed'ýs. The method for axisymmetric bodi.ýs at incid-
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ence (1971). Empirical separation lines quickly encountered the random vortex

were included to enable the analysis Lo arrangements discussed by Birkhoff and
proceed and agreement between predicted his collaborators. The use of constant.
force and experiment was good. At the time steps promoted early onset of break-
same time Angelucci reported that ".... down of the calculation in the sense of
internal spirals s:art- to show signific- crossing vortex sheets. Considerable
ant irregularity when more than 30 to 40 improvement was obtained by allowing the
vortices have been shed........- thus time steps to vary so as to ensure that
indicating the need for an improved the shedding point and the last two
model for this geometry as well as for elemental vortices to be shed formed an
the wings and wing-body combinations equi-spaced set of points. This discovery
discussed previously. led us to the more thorough analysis

given in the next section from which it
Some Contributions from Ship Hydro- appears that error is least when element-

idna -ca. Usually, ships are more o3 less al vortices are equi-spaced for the
sslanderbodies and boundary layer separ- entire sheet at every instant for which
ation leading to the formation of the motion is calculated.
coherent shear layers would not be an
unexpected phenomenon in normal straight II. COMPLEX POTENTIAL TREATMENT OF
ahead motion for many practical hull VORTEX SHEETS IN UNSTEADY TWO-
shapes. Also, much of the non-linear DIMENSIONAL FLOW OF INCOMPRESSIBLE
force and moment met in ship manoeuvrab- FLUID
ility is due to such vortex separation
effects and we are currently using 2.1 Introduction
vortex sheet analysis to investigate The use of vortex sheets to help
these effects for appropriate geometries represent some of the effects of viscos-
in order to improve on existing cross ity in otherwise inviscid flow theory is
flow drag theories. We are Sreceded in well-xnown. The technique is particular- K
this endeavour by Henrig [34] whose ly valuable for two-dimensional situa-
paper (1970) reported use of a single tions and those many three--dimensional
pair of discrete vortices to represent cases which are quasi-two-dimensional.
the non-linear side force due to sides- It will generally be necessary to
way on slerder ships with Lewis form calculata the movement of the vortex
cross sections. The theory required sheets and this invariably leads to the
experimental input. Professor K.Nomoto problem of evaluating singular integrals.
recently supplied us with an advance In this section we tecall and set
copy of a paper by Fuwa [35] which down the necessary complex funotions to
appears to refine Hennig's work by using the point where numerical methods may -be
a multiv-rtex model somewhat along the applied. That is done in Section III inSlines of Angelucci's work for the bilge which a new numerical scheme is develop-

vortex separation an a ship in oblique ed for the calculation of the movement of
towing. At the time of writing we have vortex sheets in unsteady motion. The
been unable to obtain a translation but distribution of pressure and the force on
it appears that experimental inputs nodies in the vicinity ot vortex sheets
were required for the solutions, that are often of interest and the method of
bilge keels were not modelled and that calculation is then described. Proof of
some good agreement with experiment was uniqueness of solution is perhaps too
repotted. much to hope for at present but some as-

Bilge vortices produced near the pects of the accuracy of the approximate
bows of full sh4ps have been descri.bed method of solution proposed here, are
by several writers and an approximate examined in Section 3.4.
semi-empirical treatment of the corres-
ponding increment in ship resistance, or 2.2 C Velocit Field Associated
vortex drag, is due to Tatincleux [36]. wit a Vortex Sheet
The roll damping due to bilge keels has In two-dimensional flow, a vortex
been the subject of a, useful semi- sheet is a line of discontinuity of vel-
empirical analysis by Xartin [37] and ocity and we require a notation such as
others; a later review was published is shown in Fig. 9. For a free vnrtex
by Gadd [38]. To our knowledge, vortex sheet which convects with the fluid, we
sheet models have not yet been applied follow Helmholtz in defining the complex
o any of these problems. velocity as

ofaypointsonoblessheetisvs
During 1971 we became interested in the mean of the complex velocity

potential flow modelling of vortex sep- vectors q+,q_ immediately on either side !
aration at ships' bilge keels in the of the sheet at that point. Thus

theaving mode - see Fig. 1 - and we pres-
ented a discrete vortex approximation qvs -= (q4 + q) (1)
for the sheets [39] which we took to be
standard practice in aerodynamics; i.e. The vorticity density Y(s),tVken to Le
we used the Rosenhead method. The prob- positive in the counter-clockwise sense,
lem was simplified into the study of the is defined in terms of the distance s
motion of a plate normal to itself. At along the sh(et measu'---' from some ref-
that stage we were unaware of most of erence point.
the work reviewed in this section and we
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w = J ln(z-z )ye' o1

Za (5)

- We shall require the time derivative T.
This is obtained as

() b q(z)y(z )e dz1Sf ZZ aw __qvs

(6)

by invoking Kelvin's theorem for
dr = y(sl)ds, - constant and by taking

+ care with (usually vanishin> terms aris-
ing from variability of the limits of

Fig. 9 Notation integration. It can be shown that the
expression (6) is valid at points on

The complex conjugate velocity q(z) boundaries from which vorticity is shed.
at some point z induced by a segment of Equations (3), (6) may also be used
vortex sheet extending from a is i)
usually given as, a to 5b to demonstrate the continuity of pressure

"on free vortex sheets as follows. The
Sb Y(s,)dsl appropriate Bernoulli equation is

q (z) = Y7T- j z- z -(,- 1i - (b) II ('+- _ ) + !(q+l'hS +
a (2) ( _

Whenever the field point z lies on the -qja (7)

vortex sheet 5 z a z(s) and for S bp and continuity of pressure is assured if
the Cauchy principal value has the right side of (7) vanishes. The
to be taken for the integral. Converting relevant Plemelj formula yields
to integration with respect to the. om-
plex variable z,, we write dz1 = e 1 ddsi
where 8, is the inclination of the tang- + - =Re (qvye ') (8)
ent to the sheet at z (s,) to the real vs
axis. Equation (2) tAen becomes

and this result together with equation
I ye dz(4) is easily shown to cause the right

7e)Z-i z, side of (7) to vanish, as required forq(z) - 7WZ Jz- z? the continuity of pressure condition

za (3) which is an important constraint on the
calculation of motion of vortex sheets.

Where ne assary we assume that the func- For the sake of simplicity we have
tion ye-'I satisfies the H61der condi- omitted all mention of the effects of a
tion for the existence of a principal free stream or of boundaries. The same
value integral. When the point z lies on argunents will apply when these are pres-
the vortex sheet, the velocity is to be ent.
interpreted in the sense of Plemelj, viz 2.3 Nature of Vortex Sheet at Shedding

-. Point

{1 b ye-'4dz In potential flow theory, separa-
TIT z- = ? c +(z)+q_(z) vs from sharp edges is usually

a modelled by means of vortex sheets sheda (4) from those edges - or points for flow in
two dimensions. Kutta's well-known con-

ye-i 6  - (z) q (z)] dition ensures finite velocity at suchye +points but it is not sufficient to
determine other details of the shedding

Thur it appears that the velocity of process. The static pressure must be
points on the vortex sheet given by the continuous across a vortex sheet at the
above formulation agrees with Helmholtz's shedding point as much as at any other
definition, see equation (1). For point on the sheet. Reference to equation
details of Hb1der's condition and the (8) then indicates how the rate of

-:' Plemelj formulae, see e.g. L.C. Woods,•i [403.
Consistently with equation (3), the This equation was derived differently

velocity potential is given by by Cooper [41)
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. change r of circulation3 of the total point z is taken to lie not in the vortex
shed vorticity is related to the vor- sheet.
ticity density and velocity at the shd- When the point under consideration
ding point. Generally that point may z does lie in the vortex sheet, the
have a vector velocity V and the iAtegration over the segment containing
pressure continuity condition at the that point will require special treat-
shedding edge then becomes ment. If the segment is short enough to

warrant the assumptions that its radius
of curvature is large compared with its

r -V ReI - 10  (9) length and that the vorticity density way
be taken as constant, then the appropri-
ate Cauchy erincipal value will be well

This form of the condition is particul- represented in the second term of the
arly convenient for application of following _ýquation,
numerical methods.

Mangler and Smith [42] give an 1 n r
interesting argument to determine the q(zj) = 1 j z-Z
orientation of the vortex sheet shed in k'j j k
the flow past a convex corner. In order
to avoid the infinite velocity at the 1 r e In
corner which would violate Kutta's con- - 27nisj+ _sj1zI.
dition or zero velocity which would in- i j-i j-zj-i
fer zero vorticity generation at the (11)
corner, the sheet is recognised as
leaving the corner tangentially to one Equation (11) resembles the equation
of the sides. The local vorticity for the induced velocity field due to a
density then reduces to the finite series of n discrete vortices - or point
speed parallel to the appropriate arm singularities - except for the logarith-
of the corner. mic term. When the equivalent vortex r

is placed at the mid-point of its segment;
III. NUMERICAL METHOD i.e. zj = (zj _+zj+k) that term vanishes.

3.1 Discretisation of Vortex Sheets It is understandable that much of the pre-
Here we first consider the discret- vious work reviewed in this paper makes

isation of the continuous distribution that assumption - perhaps intuitively!of vorticity density in a vortex sheeti Thus it would appear that sufficiently

i.e. the manner in which the corres- fine subdivision of an initial vortex
ponding line singularity is treated sheet would be likely to lead to indefin-
numerically. Time integrations involved itely small error in the predicted veloc-

are ity field. Certainly Rosenhead satisfied
in following the convecting sheet ahimself that his calculation tended to
considered next and the section is con-
cluded with discussion of the numerical converge with increasing subdivision -

representation of the shedding condi- coarse though that was in terms of modern
tions mentioned previously, computing power - in the limited number of

Clearly, vortex sheets are made subsequent steps used to follow the motion

amenable to numerical calculation by of his perturbed vortex sheet. Powever,

breakina them up into simple segments the reader will recall Birkhoff's alA
whose movements are traced as a means of Hama's experience that finer subdivision of
representing the motion of the sheets, an initial sheet leads to earlier failure
We split a sheet into n segments, lett- of the representation.
ing the boundaries lie at s with Fine subdivision is clearly desirable
integral values of k, l<k<n-±i for accuracy of calculation of flow quan-
Equation (2) for the induced velocity tities at a given instant but this is not
then becomes, to say that the r. and their associated

a coordinates z caA continue to represent
n k+I Y(s,)ds, a given vorte4 sheet as it distorts and

(z) convects with time. This is because eachis-l J Z - z1  segment of the original sheet will suffer

1 k- its own distortion and change of lenguh.
Thus a set of mid-points of segments will

Y k () generally not remain mid-points as time" k=l z -k (0) goes on and each of the logarithmic termsk associated in principle with each of the
segments may become significant. Hence

The point zk lies within the segment the predictud velocity at any point on the
sheet will need to include an increasing

(Sk- S+ rk = (s)dsi is the number of logarithmic error terms as therkthe
k1 sthsubdivision of the initial sheet is refin-
k-j ed. Thus the process of discretisation us-

circulation round the segment and the ing Rosenhead'smultivortex representation is

3 Clearly at a fixed shedding point 4 See error analysis at end of this sec-
A -(t) r and ýO(t+ft) = r+6r tion.
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inconsistent. Coarse subdivision is condition and the pressure continuity con-
also undesirable - for obvious reasons - dition, equation (9) wnich then becomes
but some earlier work gave the appear-v-
ance of success by using this for short r n/At = ('/As)Re i
enough times to avoid evident failure of vsedge
the calculation. Thus, the difficulties (13)
encountered by the writers reviewed earl- The determination of C'n from Kutta's con-
ier appear to be explained. It is not dition has been found straight forward
possible to calculate the motion of a in all cases examined in this paper.
vortex sheet from the motion of the ser- Although equation (13) is available,
ies of discrete vortices used to repres- together with the Kutta condition for all
ent that sheet for more than infinites- values of n, we have to give special
imal intervals of time. attention to the manner in which the cal-

culation is started. The single vortex
3.2 Method of Stepwise Rediscretisation representation of the 3egment of sheet

of Vorticit shed initially, i.e. for n-1, is unlikely
In general it would appear that to be satisfactory. However if the cal-

equation (11) for the convection of culation converges to a solution of known
points on a vortex sheet requires compu- character for increasing n, we may have
tation of a logarithmic term at every some confidence in the details predicted
segment in the sheet for each time step as n becomes large, It will be shown
as well as the velocity induced by the that this is the case for a number of
multivortex system used to represent the corner flows, including the special case
rest of the sheet. However, we have of zero included angle, viz. that of flow
already shown that the bgarithmic term past a semi-infinite flat plate in uni-
vanishes when the z, are placed at the form motion normal to itself following on
mid-points of the ] jth segments. We an impulsive -tart. These all have simil-
ensure that this is done by a simple pro- arity solutions for the time dependence
cedure. At some arbitrary time we have of the parameters describing the shed
a series of discrete vortices at points vorticity - but for unknown constants.
predicted by an appropriate time integra- These constants emerge in our calculatians
tion of the velocity field existing one as n increases; i.e. the present method
time step earlier. This movement will may also be viewed as an iteration tech-
generally lead to a new set of coordinat- nique for finding all the details of
es of the equivalent vortices which no such flows. Thus, if an accurate repres-
longer bisect the segments of the sheet entation of the shed vorticity is re-
they are intended to represent. Rather quired for small times, or even at the
than calculate the logarithmic term of first time ster, we may begin with an
equation (11) at each time step, we rep- arbitrarily large number of elemental
resent the vorticity density by an vortices obtained from the appropriateentirely new set of equi-distant discrete similarity solution. Hence, the similar-vortices whose strengths are adjusted to ity solutions for semi-infinite corners

give a good representation of that dens- serve to represent vorticitv shed from
ity. Thus we are no longer interestec in points on quite general bodies with
the self-convection of a particular group corners for srall time. These solutions
of discrete vortices. Of course the time provide the starting configurations for
steps need to be reasonably small to the present method.
ensure success of even this procedure for
subdueing the logarithmic terms. Other- 3.3 Calculation of Pressure and Force
wise they will make themselves evident The calculation of pressure in the
again. flow using the Bernoulli equation is

Thus the numerical integrations to almost trivial but some points require
be performed need not be particularly attention. A numerical expression !or
sophisticated. The loss of computing the velocity is available in equation
efficiency involved in using small time (10). The unsteady term of the Bernoulli
steps is compensated here by using a equation is the real part of aw/at, equa-
simple method of numerical integration, tion (6). This is represented numerically,
viz. in line with previous procedui as

zj(t+At) f z.(t) + q(zj)At aw - 1 n q (z()

qz Y't 2W1kIl z - Zk (
+ ý ý (At) 2  (12)

Generally we will need to evaluate
We now consider how to incorporate the pressure at points in flows with

the various conditions applying at a boundaries. In this work we consider only
shedding point. An additional segment As those boundaries which can be readily
of vortex sheet will need to be introduced transformed on to the real axis of a
at the shedding point at each time step r(z,t) plane. The shed vorticity will
At. It will be oriented as described then appear in the upper half plane
earlier. The strength of the circulation Im(C)>0 together with its image in Im(1)<0.
r and the values of As, At are related Also, there will often be a stream with
because of the need to satisfy the Kutta velocity U(M) parallel to the real axis at
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4 - . In place of the numerical equa- This equation is compatible with results
tions (10), (14) - neither of which apply obtained by Sacks 1431 for discrete
at points on vortex sheets - we then have vortex systems. The numexical treatment

of the equation follows the method of the

q(c) I_ nr_ r previous sub-section. However, it is
- k - I clear that special care must be taken in

1 _2_,T k-1 the neighbourhood of the shedding points
z - +ih as was the case in the determina-(15) tion-of pressure in the same region. Thesegmentation and representation of the

aw(c) I n d~k rk vortex sheet by equivalent elemental vor-
at = at t I tices is not taken right up to the shedd-at 3tlTik.,l td Cck ing points. Instead, the contribution to

the integral of the final segment is
1 nk dr rk obtained analytically with the plausible

"-la-t - -T_ assumptions that -y (z.), q.(z ) and 0 (Z)
are constant and equai to e values per-IV

(16) taining at the shedding points. We found
that it was necessary to treat the

It will be noted that this pair of ex- integrals in this way in order to obtain
pressions allows the boundary to change close agreement with the normal force ob-
its geometry with time. Evidently this tained from integration of pressure.
will be useful in applications of the
theory to the flow past slender wings and 3.4 Accuracy of Calculations
bodies with non-linear force and moment The predictions of our work will be
arising from vortex separation. in error due to the manner in which exact

The calculation of the distribution integrals occurring in equations (2), (6)
of pressure over a boundary from which as well as the condition (9) are approxim-
vortex sheets are shed, will require ated. Errors will arise from the dis-
attention for points z(;,t) close to the cretisaticn and also from the technique
shedding edges/points because a discrete of time integration. Comment will be made
vortex representation of the segment in this section on both these sources of
which is attached to the shedding point inaccuracy. Fortunately there are a few
- as suggested by equations (15), (16) - similarity solutions for flows of interest
must misre.present conditions in the with which the results of this paper agree
immediate vicinity of that point. We well when the appropriate vortex sheets
improve the representa~ion by approximat- are sufficiently subdivided.
ing the attached segment by a straight The error in inducad velocity q at a
short length of sheet with constant vor- point z. on a vortex sheet is treated in
ticity density and, by assuming that q,,s two paris: error in induced velocity
within the segment is (qvs) .de ThuX, arising from discretisation of all of the
the segment is used in e-g place of sheet excepting the jth element and its
the nth elemental vortex referred to in immediate neighbours together with the
equations (ib1), (16). 6ole rebults of error arising from the latter, we rewrite
usinq this procedure are aiven later. equation (1O)

The force on a body may be obtained n
by direct integration of pressure or by q(z) = ( jk (18)application of Blasius' teorem for un- k-l

steady motion. The latter is generally ýSk+•
preferred since it involves less calcul-
ation and the former 3erves as a useful where 2- j- 119)
check. The expression for force, kk z7zl i
derived from Blasius' theorem will con-
sist of the sum of an inertia term
associated with the added mass of the and the integral of equation (19) is taken
body and of a further term associated as a Cauchy principal value for k=j. When
with the memory effect of the shed vor- k#j, we expand the denominator (z,-z 1 ) of
ticity. Consider for example a flat (19) in terms of (z -z,), we exprass the
plate lying between z = +ih(t) moving vorticity density at y y -k + Y'(S -Sk) +
with velocity U(t) normal to itself. The and the infinil limal arc length
normal force X(t) is readily determined "'"a d th al arc th
by use of contour integration, when it ds. ei~kdz we also assdme that 8 is
is found that the memory term takes the constant with n each segment. Equation
form of line integrals along the vortex (19) then becomes
sheets shed into the flow:

X(t) d (vhU) Aqjk i2ii zj-zk L
-21m [ad h + '41 ik (8 -'2 ik~t l+h t Yrj ds I + e ~ 2 1+-ej +

sheet J Y k
(17) (20)
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The firat term of (20) arises from the more and more from their original mid'-
discretisation of (3.0) as given in (11) element positions, see equation (11),
with error of order The simple Euler integration (12) is

1k+ y - 'k-'k free of this severe handicap.
We should also mention the method

Zj -k used to translate the unequally spaced
This error is small for most of the ele- elemental vortex coordinates, which
ments in the sheet and is perhaps only occur at every time step in the calcul-
of significance for a few values of k in ation, into a new - and different - set
the neighbourhood of the jth element, of equi-spaced elemental vortices. The

The error produced by discretisa- Lagrangian interpolation formula was
tion at and near the jth element becomes used throughout for this purpc';e. For
irportant not only for the above reason small steps, the error will bu small
but also because the induced velocity at since the deviations of the elemental
z. of the elemental vortices rjI,, vortices from their mid-segment posi-
differs significantly from that induced tions will then also remain small.

Increasingly fine segmentation of aby the corresponding portion sj_• 49'5j+4f vortex sh.iet will evidently improve the
of the original sheet due to the effects accuracy of the discrete vortex repres-
of local curvature, We demonstrate this entation of a continuous distribution of
by considering the sheet to have a linear vorticity at the instant of subdivision.
vorticity density as before, viz. It will also ensure that the radius of
Y' " Y +y s and constant radius of curv- curvature of the sheet is large cfd. the

i ilength of the segment.s. This implies
ature R for the three segments under con- that the time steps in the integration
sideration. With these approximations we need to be small in our method because
easily integrate (19) to give th:,* ensures that in each time step the

j+ e-iB 3 deviation per unit segment length from
I s + equi-spacing of the equivalent elementalq1+ i 0[a) vortices is kept small. We explained

the vital importance of this matter
i s. (21) earlier.

where Re is the vectorial distance of Perhaps we should point out that,
z. from the centre of curvature, As is like all other writers in the field, we
tPe arc length of each of the three seg- have not produced a fully satisfactory
ments and 2aR = 3As. The approximate numerical treatment of regions close to
answer obtained from consideration of the the centres of vortex spirals. Mostly,
effects of the corresp3nding elemental it is satisfactory to represent these
vortices ri', Ij+' follows readily as regions by relatively few elemental

j+l ri r.. vortices despite inaccuracy due to curv-
S( cjk~approx j ) 21ZJ-1- ature and proximity of neighbouring

j-l -j il P z turns. Where more precision is rnces-
sAry, wQ invoko the now ajeftc, ! ý i

-i arity solutions which give all the
e j[.. necessary information except for coun-- -j+2 isyj+0] stauts used to match these inner regions

to our solutions. Our method throws
(22) these up readill.

Hence, the principal error due to dis- Finally we refer to the use of
cretisation in our calculations will certain invariants to check the accur-
arise from the discrepancy in the leading acy of our calculations. The energy in-
terms in the parentheses in (21), (22). variant for a vorticity distribution has
Thus, the contribution of the immediately already been referred to. However,
adjacent elements to the velocity at z. where we use approximate treatments of
as given in (22) must be increased by Cne the inner regions of vortex spirals we
half even for small curvature of the replace infinite lengths of vortex sheet
sheet. by a relatively few discrete vortices and

The error in the time integration we cannot expect the relevant
may be estimated in the normal way but it Ha...iltonians to remain constant. To this
must be remembered that the velocity field extent we agree with Birkhoff's observa-
being integrated is itself in approximated tions [5). The moment of vorticity is in-
form due to discretisation of the vortex variant with time in many flow situations
sheets. In fact this leads to the conclu- involving shed vorticity. All of the work
sion that sophisticated procedures of the reviewed in the first part of this paper
Runge-Kutti type are best avoided. In a used multivortex representation in which
Runge-Kutta integration the velocities of the strength of the elemental vortices re-
the elemental vortex coordinates are cal- mamned unchanged. Thus, a running check
culated at several intermediate' times on the moment of vorticity would have been
within each time step and there are as little more than trivial. However, in the
many additional opportunities for the present method elemental vortices of
creation of further logarithmic error in different strengths are generated at every
tha induced velocity field since the ele- time step and observation of any change of
mental vortices will generally deviate moment oi vorticity provides a worthwhile
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check of overall accuracy. seen that increasing the number of
elemental vortices no longer promotes

TV. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD breakdown of calculation, see Fig. 5, but
our finer subdivision of the sheet has

4.1 Introduction revealed the appearance of a shorter
soeIn this section we give a survey of wavelength. It is possible that more
some of the results we have obtained with detailed investigation of this inviscid
our stepwise red±icratisation method, model might indicate instability for all
more detailed accounts to be published wavelengths.
elsewhere. We thought it worthwhile to
recalculate some of the more critical
results obtained in the papers which
were reviewed earlier. These include a ]
further attack on Rosenhead's and other ,on ".".•

free vortex sheet problems such as cal- .P'
culation of rolling up of trailing vortex
sheets behind lifting surfaces with .e., . lAJ
different loadings. We also recalculated-
the development of vortex sheets which
grow with time for several cases, includ- _ _ _ ._ _ __

ing those shed from edges at impulsively
started plates and corners. Our method Fig. 10 Helmholtz instability
appears to give generally more satisfact-
ory results - although this needs to be Poll-up of Trailing Vortex Sheet.
qualified wivh respect to the recalcula- Application of the stepwise rediscretisa-
tion of Helmholtz instability for which we tion method to the problem of trailing
too &re unable to present reliable con- vortex sheet roll-up behind an elliptic-
clusions. ally loaded wing - ignorinq the contribu-

We also reprrt some of the results of tion of wing bound vorticity following
our investigation of cases which have not Westwater (Fig. 6) and Takami (Fig. 7) -
been solved, or fully solved hitherto. The gave results such as the configuration
initial stimulus for much of that work fors t - 0.5 s/U show~i in Fig. 11.
followed on our review and revision of
eý-lier calculations of the shape and vor-
ticity distribution of vortex sheets shed
from impulsively started plates moving at
uniform speed. We extended these Anton/
Wedemeyer calculations to include surface
pressure distributions and force-time
curves and then jeneralised the calcula- 1 tiot positio of
ions to include the effect of time varia- votex "at
tion of both velocity and dimension of the
plate itself? i.e. we obtained recultc N,.120,40,
which were immediately applicable for the
estimation of stirfece pressure iistrihu-
tion and normal force on small aspect ratio
lifting surfaces of arbitrary camber and
planform - at any rate within the frame- -
work of slender wing theory. At time of
writing we have not completed extensions Fig. 11 Roll-up of trailing vorticity
to include the effects of thickness for behind elliptically loaded wing
lifting svrfaces but we present some cal-
culations of lee vortex development It is seen that increase in the number of
behind rectangular and other sections segments from 10 to 40 per half wing
which have application in ship hydrodynam- indicates improvement rather than deterior-
ics. In principle, the method lends ation of results. The patterns should be
itself to consideration of much more compared with the final arrangements of
realistic boundaries and some of these discrete vortices shown in Figs. 6,7. It
applications are the subject of current is interesting to note that our time steps
work. were set at At - 5x10-3 s/U, a rather

coarser value than the range Sx10-4 < U-t
4.2 Free Vortex Sheets < lxl0-s used by Takami in his Runge-

Kutta method.
Helmholtz Instability. The result of The calculation could have been made

repetition of one of Rosenhead's calcula- more accurate by a more careful initial
tions using 16 and 32 elements per half approximation to the singular vorticity
wavelength of vortex sheet, as against
Rosenhead's use of six discrete vortices
of permanent strength is shown in Fig. 10. The conventional notation of wing theory
This development is for the same initial is used:
disturbance as for the case shown in s a semi-span
Fig. 2 at the time t 0.4 A/U, i.e. for U - wing velocity relative to
the lowest record shown there. It is stationary fluid.
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density near the tip. This was revealed 4.3 Vortex Sheddina from Two-Dimensional
by testing our result for constancy of Bodies
the spanwise dosition of the centroid of

the distribution of trailing vorticity Vortex Shedding in Similarity Flows.
from each semi-span. Our very first The sa rity solutions of-Anton [i9J,
discretisation removed that centroid Wedemeyer (20) and Blendermann [21) for
from its theoretical position at r/4s. starting flows near the tips of plates
The reader may feel that the abandonment and convex corners involve the compute-
of the popular concept of following a tion of constants of proportionality,
particular group of discrete vortices e.g. in the power law for the growth of
might of itself lead to considerable in- circulation of shed vorticity with time.
accuracy because a curve fitting error It is important to have these available
is incurred in the process of interpol- as near-field solutions, valid early in
ation at every time step. However, we the shedding process, for patching into
found that the centroid remained at the computation of vortex separation
0.7915s +0.0008 tduring the interval of from finite bodies for longer times.
interes- 0.1 < _- < 0.5, the deviation The analysis of the previous section
of 3/4% from thetheoretical value, hay- is easily adapted to include the presence.
ing occurred at theinitial time of cal- of boundaries. For the case of the semi-
culation t - 0+. Of course, the initial infinite plate we move to a ;-plane with
subdivision may be made less coarse, the transformation

We also recalculated Takami's res-
ults [11] for vortex sheet roll-up z =H•2
behind a distribution for which the (23)
values of local load were proportional d7 f ,
to the cube of the values for elliptic
loading; i.e. a trailig vorticity dis- a eq
tribution of the form-"(as2-_x2)1/ in place and equation (11) for the velocity of the i

t o tx ith vortex point in the shed sheet be-

of d -(s 2-x ) in Takami's notation. This comes n
was the case for which Takami found that-1 r rk
even the absence of a singularity at the q() = U k k

edge of the sheet x-s did not prevent j 3k

the tendency to random vortex position- p f(_)
ing when using the Rosenhead method at - , • - 2-.- 2 i
times t ) 0.4 s/U. Fig. 12 shows the . •"'j
result of applying the present method,
using 24 segments in place of Takami's (24)

24 discrete vortices of constant strengt where the logarithmic error term has
at time t - 0.4 siU. It is evident that bn taken to vanish due to use of our
no irregularity was found. discretised vorticity method, the vari-

able [ arises from the image system, the
penult mate term in parentheses arises
from distorticn of elemental lengthgq in

Press Whadthe transformation and U, is the f luici
speed at the arbitrary point z - -iH in
steady flow with no vortex shedding.
In our method the computation beVins with
the shedding of one segment of vortex
sheet, which we generally represent by
one 3quivalent vortex. Additional equiv- A
alent vortex points arise as the compute- Fr

(Ut/8):O 4tion progresses, see Fig. 13 in which
results for a semi-infinite plate are
scaled for Ut/H - 1 to enable the con-
vergence of the calculation to be exhib-
ited as the number of segments increases

Tih"mCm ARsult from n-5 to n=70 in steps of 5. The
-- •- similarity law is z/H-(Ut/H)2A for this

case. i
Anton's similarity law for thedevelopment of the total circulation I(t)

I(Ut/ O- 0 1•%of the vorticity shed into the fluid intime t is r(t)/21TUH - C(Ut/H)• n w
,Ut found that our solution converged rapidly

i•to the value C-0.611, viz. f

n 1 10 25 40 55 70
0.241 0.539 0.595 0.609 0.610 0.611

Fig. 12 Development of trailing tmt|w
vorticity distribution This may be compared with values of 0.587,
d:' 0.635, 0.586 obtained respectively by I

a•x(-X) -from t-0 to Anton, Wedemeyer and Blendermann. The •i,
•,.., t-0.4 s/U
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the elementary transformation z - H(ý2-1)h
to obtain results for a plate of width
2H moving normal to itself - initially at
constant speed - following on an impuls-
ive start. Our vortex sheet devulopmlint
was of the same general character as

Sr IWedemeyer's except for our rather greater
E= IE E . definition of the core region. Fig. 14

shows the development for (U/tH) - 1.924
and (Ut/H) - 2.814, the corresponding
number of segments in the sheet being
55, 70.

gF,4 .r 1.- n i I :

plate: Scaled representation
of sheet by 5,10, -... 65,70 Fig. 14 Starting flow for finite plate:

segments Onset of irregularity due toinsffiienly inesubdivision i

first two of these writers used approx-
imately one turn of outer spiral together The pattern shown at the left has a smooth
with one discrete vortex to represent the appearance but it is clear that there are
inner turns. Anton's lumped central vor- several points for which the separation
tex accounted for 54% of the total circul- between turns of the spiral has become

. ation, Blendermann's accounted for 61% less than the chosen length of segments.
although he used 2k turns for the outer Thus we find growing disturbances and the
winding. However, the innermost segment pattern at the right is the last for which
of our 70 segment representation carried no serious irregularity was observed. The
only 1.6% of the total circulation. Thus sequence illustrates that the present
we appear to come rather closer to the method is not foolproof but that it gives
character of the Kaden spiral which must adcquate warning of danger so that the
obtain in the core and it is quite poss- con.puting 3cheme may be adjusted. The
ible that our solution is the most accur- development of circulation r(t) shed into
ate of the four discussed above, the stream at each edge is almost identic-

The constant velocity starting flow al with that calculated by Wedemeyer as
near a right angled corner with vortex shown in Fig. 15.
separation is handled in like manner, the
transformation2 and similarity laws being
given by z - . z/1I(Ut/I)8

F(t)/2TtUH - B(Ut/H). We again found
quite rapid convergence for the constant
B to a value of 0.429, viz.

n 1 10 25 40 55 69 - -

B 0.248 0.389 0.441 0.432 0.430 0.429 24UN

This may be compared with a value of O"S -

B = 0.474 obtained by Blendermann. Our
previous remark in respect of comparative
"accuracy of the methods may apply here
also. Corners with included angles other & - ,
than zero and w/2 have not been examined
but they are not thought to present any
special difficulty. --

! Vortex Shedding from Finite Plate. 0 O'. 0. 1-2 16 20
The similarity solutions for starting
flow past semi-infinite plates were used Fig. 15 Finite plate: Time development
by Anton and Wedemeyer as starting points of circulation
for iterative solutions of the finite Wedemeyer's solution
plate problem. In principle we should 9 Present method
have done likewise but this proved to be
not necessary for our purposes. We used We extended the work of earlier
the previously described procedure with writers by also caldulating surface pres-
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sure distribution and normal force on the useful range of Ut/H in correspond-
platen oC constant and time-varying inqiy reduced. I': might be noted that
finite width - the latter te..ving as the application of these results to slender
unsteady two-dimensional flow which may lifting surfaces of rectangular planform
be incorporated into the theory of of aspect ratio /1 at incidence will in-
slender lifting surfaces with leading volve values of Ut/H a 2a/A. This would
edge or "fortex separation - with time- normally leave us with values of Ut/Hvarying stream U(t) which, incidentally, rather loes thn the range shovi in rig.
provides the means to include the effect 17 except perhaps when modelling the

of camber on the above slender lifting action of very small aspect ratio fins
surfmces. A typical set of pressure an ships' hulls.
,listributions is shown in Fig. 16. This
is for the special case U(t) - conet and
shows both the decay and the inward
movement of the surface suction peak in C,

YIN so

- -U--1

004

Fil. 16 rressure distribution on half , 0 to 24 44 14 6 1*0 I'

width of finite plate in uni- Fig. 17 Normal force coefficient for
fcrm motion after impulsive finite plate, U-constant.

start Elff t of increasing sub-
division of sheet

the interval 0.2 ( Ut/H ( 2.7. The
daulincof th front stagnation prooeuro
coefficient tow-rds its steady state We also examined cases in which U(t)
value c - +1." ".y also be noted, was not constant, including uniform
Integration ol these pressure distribu- acceleration a~d the simple harmonic
tions yielded normal force coefficients motion U - sin t, which we pursued as
C which were within one percent of val- part of an attLpt to investigate the
uls obtained by careful application of effect of bilge keel vortex separation on
Blasius' theorem, as explained previously, heave damping •93• see also Fig. 1. A
when 70 segments were used to represent specimen result is given in Fig. 18 which
a sheet. The discrepancy increased with indicates the interaction of portions of
reducing number of segments reaching shed vorticity of opposite sign. Towards
nearly 5% when only 15 segments were em- the end of the first cycle a finer seg-
played in the representation. Fig. 17 mentation of the sheet is required for
shows an early result of using the accuracy than we provided for. In Fig.
Blasius-based method for 0.01 &( Ut/H 19 we present a normal force/displacement
7.5, the present vorticity discretisation diagram in which some overlap of the
being used after 25 time steps'. This is sheets durirng the final eighth of th•i
a difficult case for the method since CN cycle has been ignored. The values of
tends to infinity at ta0. If aiy sort C (t) plotted exclude added mass contribu-

o prcsoni o re dslinme,

of precision is required for small tine, tfons defined in the first term of
the segmentation of the sheet has to be equation (17). It is clear that the non-
fine, even for small Ut/H. Three curves linear force is not in phase with the
are drawn for increasingly short final motion of the plate, as is evidnnt from
segments An of the sheets. Since only the disposition of the shed vortex sheets.
70 time steps were employed in each case The net area eaiclosed within the curve

• represents the woý"k done in generating
the vortex system during the first cycle.

It will be seen that every curve suffers We aim to extend this analysis when more
a correspondiiig kink at the sixth point computer power becomes available to us.
after the start, i.e. when 30 time Gadd (38) has drcwn attention to the need
steps have elapsed. for this type of analysis for an approxim-
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Li.
&to the--ry of the action of bilge keels We give a typical example of separa-

when their 'span' is small compared with tion vortex sheet development in Fig. 20the local bilge radius. together with Smith's prediction for the
$am@ value of the incidence parameter
yIK - 1.00, for a delta wing of zero
thickness, K being thv tangent of theS2.0 uemi-apex angle. The sheet was represent-
ed by 70 segments in this example, the
central segment carrying 3 percent of the
total circulation. The reader is referr-
ed back to Fig. 8 for Sacks, Lundberg &
Hanson's prediction for the nearly equal
value a/K - 1.07. Smith's result is
based on the use of 2! pivotal points to
define the outer spiral together with a
cut joining a concentrated vortex carry-
ing 50% of the total circulation. Thus
one could no. expect close agreement
between the predicted shapes of the vor-
tex 5heets. Despite the difference in
shape of sheet, the two methods give

"U (t) $asin t almost identical pressure distributions,
t a 2.92S as shown in Fig. 21.

-1.0 / ÷10 O U-" +--,

Fig. 18 Vortex sheet configuration in
first cycle of simple

harmonic motion

0 00

0.2

•Fig. 20 Vortex Separation cn
•/////Slender Delta:

I, a/K-1.00* ... Smith,

-- Present Method
-Is-

Fig. 19 Non-linear force on
oscillating plate

Vortex Sheddirn from Slender Lifting
Surfaces. We have ilready stated that
our discretised vorticity method,
together with our extension of the Anton/ , t ,
Wedemeyer/Blendermann work to finite
plates of time-varyirig width is applic-
able, in respect of vortex separation, to
the calculatLon of aero/hydrodynamic / .
properties of lifting surfaces of
arbitrary slender planform with camber.
Initially, we applied the method to some
slender delta wing configuration for which

lit the well reputed solutions of Smith [29)
and Sacks [30] already existed. We next l i stc e ng___-

A investigated lee vortex disposition above
lifting surfaces with curved leading -% 0.2 0.4 016 0a le
edges. We also obtained some results for
non-conical lifting surfaces for which Fig. 21 Pressure Coefficient across
the local span was constant or of linearly Semi-span: Delta, a/K-1.00
decreasing amount downstream of a maximum Smith,
value. Present Method
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Perhaps not: surprisingly, our predictioc'n
for non-linear force is closer to Sacks _

et al. than to Smith's as shown in Fig.
22. Further reference to Fig. 8 would
seem to show that a fair degree of dis-
organisation of sheet shape can be tol-

erated in respect of estimation of non-
linear normal force on slender delta
plan foi-nS.

TAiaearised theory has it that no
lift is found downstream of the maximum
span of a plane slender wing and that 0.3-
trailing vorticity shed from the retreat-
ing edges remains coplanar with the wing
ahead of the trailing edge. We were
interested in the effect of roll-up of Trailing point
the retreating edge vorticity on the
above near-classical result. Fig. 23 .-shows the extent of this roll-up at the 0 0"5 0 .'
rear apex of a diamond shaped slender _

wing operating at the same angle of SM
incidence 21.80 as the semi-apex angle of
the diamond (F/K-l.06). Flow over the Fig. 23 Roll-up of Trailing Vortex
front half wing was arranged to be un- Sheet aft Rear Apex of
separated. The number of segments used Slender Diamond Wing:
to represent the sheet was 47. Roll-up a/K-l.06, Front Half
appeared to be significant for the entire with Attached Flowextent of the retreating edges at the
substantial angle of incidence chosen
for this example. We also considered
the same wing for a/K-i bt with flow sop-
aration from the front apox. A few
examples of the development of the shed
vorticity, for this case, downstream of
the maximum span are shown in Fig. 24.
Immediately downstream of the maximum J.

span, the retreating edge vorticity is .
of opposite sign to the vorticity shed
from the leading edge. In the example
shown, this changes back to the original kig. 24 Roll-up of Trailing Vortex Sheet
sign at a stetion distant '69 o3f the half at Retreating Edge of Slender

, chord downstream of the m_ iimum span. Diamond Wing: a/KR-.00, Front
This accounts for the mushroom appear- Half with Separated Flow

ance of part of the sheet. Thus it appears
that the now well-known bound vortex
pattern associated with leading edge sep-

.CWI•21 at/ K aratiouk of slender lifting surfaces merges
i 3 back into a conventional pattern when a

--- •contracting rear portion is fitted down-
SSmith's resutts-• stream of the maximum span. We have con-• Sacks' risuits structed plausible bound vortex patt6•nsPsent resutts but we prefer to await the outcome of

S• Present resulcurrent calculations of surface pressure
distribution for non-conical wings before

2 committing tile pattelin. to paper.The chorduise distributions of local1load coefficient C for the non-conical
cases discussed above and also for a deltashape followed by a portion of constantspan s are shown in Fig. 25 incidence I
now beTA set to 0.1 radian. The linear-

I ised slender wing theory attached flow
result is shown for reference as a heavy
dashed line. Our non-linear theory has
perforce to predict infinite Cn when free
vorticity is first shed; i.e. at the

o__ at/ station immediately downstream of the max-0 - imum span. The chordwise loading falls tc'
1 2 3 zero as shown by the light dashed line.

The effect of roll-up is to induce lift atFig. 22 Non-linear nosmal force increment all stations upstream of the rear apex.
for slender delta
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When leading edge separation occurs on
the front half of the lifting surface
the loading As of course increased. It
appears to decay quite rapidly but not
smonotonically for the diamond wing, the
latter feature presumably being assoc-
iated with the abovementioned changes of
sign of the retreating edge vorticity.
When the rear portion is parallel-sided,
the local load coefficient decays even
less rapidly, as might bt expected since
the ahed vorticity then passes much
closer to the lifting surface. For this
geometry we have not shown a prediction
for attached flow over the delta portion
followed by separation over the parallel-
sided portion since the latter would be
expected to show a C (x) distribution Fig. 26 Vortex Shedding from Rectangular
equivalent to the twB-dimensional flat Section: B/D-2.09, OUt/.l.80
plate solution for CN(t), Fig. 17. In any
case the slenderness assumptions made culation was started with 15 segments per
here do not apply near the discontinuity sheet, disposed according to our own simil-
in ds/dx. It is planned to investigate arity solution for vortex separation &t a
these matters in greater detail, right-angled corner. The spirals assumed

different shapes after relatively few time
steps. Fig. 27 gives first results for
the dependence of the non-linear side-
force couificient C (t) on beam/draft ratioeB/D. It \,i!l be no~iced how incresuing B/D

S_04" ___ reduces non-linear force, perhaps due to
--- the straightening of the flow component

across the hull and also because the singul-
arities at the shedding edges are less

_strong for rectangular sections than for a
flat plate so that all curves other than

-- t-ftd - .... B/D - 0 (see Fig. 17) have a finite starting
value. This work is being extended to
check resuILs of oblique tot.ing experiments,

--- on a lenticular model with constant draft,
recently made by a student of Pi.ofessor
Nomoto's at Osaka University. The method

Fig. 25 Chordwise Loading for Two
Non-Conical Lifting

Surfaces: a/K-I.00 for
front delta

Vortex SheddigiShpanerabil_ t The present method is applic-
abe to the calculation of zero-Froude
number values of non-linear force and
moment on slender ships in manoeuvre k - . T1 -
situations. As a start we have consider- -
ed the development of bilge vortex sheets h
and non-linear force for rectangular - -
sections of beam/draft ratios 0.11, 0.60,
0.83, 1.23, 2.09, the geometry of the ' -- .. ..
sections remaining invariant with time in
the first instance. In Pig. 26 we show AIL .4 * 4 • • . , * , ** ,4
the two dissimilar separation vortex
sheets - each modelled by 65 segments - Fig. 27 Sideforce due to Sidesway
shed from the square bilges of the beami- for Rectangular Sections
est of these sections at time t - 1.80D/0U.
The drift (sideslip) velocity OU is is also being developed for more general
written in terms of the sway angle 8. If sections. The zero frequency effect of
we replace the time t by distance x/U, rate of yaw r on bilge vortex shedding on
this may be taken as an approximate rep- a ship of length L travelling with speed
resentation of the state of affairs at the V, may be studied by setting the two-
aft end of a box-shaped vess 8 l of length/ dimensional stream velocity to (L/2-Vt)r.
draft ratio 10:1 wden -10. The cal-
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4 ,DISCUSSION

L. LANDWEBER b k(f-ff(x--J) d~x- Ax k" k A + f ].
Fink and Soh have refined previous treat- X 3 k#j x [ -x

ments of the problem of calculating the motion a

of vortex sheets. In performing these calcu- j-e b
lations, it appears to be necessary to assume + _i_. + f.d {i, j+ dx 3 d , e even,
a distribution of vorticity strength on the x-xj f X-x. 2, j odd
sheet. The basis for this selection,and, in- a x. -shee. Te bais or tis elecion and in a j+e
deed, the varin 9 distributiom employed in the
examples prese;-.d in the paper are not given.
It is requested that the authors discuss this the remainder of the Cauchy-principal-value
question. integral vanishing because of symmetry. It is

now seen that the terms of the above sum con-
The improvement in the numerical treatment taining fj are either canceled when the last

ccnsists of evalutting the Cnchy-principal- pair of integral are discretized by Simpsonts
value integral (2) more carefully in the rule, or vanish because of symmetry. The
neighborhood of the singularity. The contribu- resulting rule is then
tion to the velocity at a point of the vortex
sheet from other elements of the sheet is
treated by means of the trapezoidal quadrature b Af
formu'a, as was also done by previous investiga- f(x-)dx = t [ k" k + (3)
tors. 3 f j Xk - +k j(

Discussor suggests that the integral (2)
may be discretized almost as simply, but much
more accurately, by using a form of the Simpson
quadrature rule suitable for treating Cauchy-
principal-value integrals, which yields,
instead of (11),

n x rq~)= f-Aq[k •-----k+ .r. ] (1) :•

k~j *
5
k 3 3

where i = = 1, n an odd number; for other
1 n

values of k, A = 2 or 4 according as k is even
k

or odd; and P. = yAs. A proof of this rule

which is due to the discussor, was given by j
Kobus (with due credit) in Appendix 1 of
"Examination of Eogers' Relationship Between
Transverse Wave Profiles and Wave Resistance,"
Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 11, No. 4, Dec.
1967. The result is valid for j even or odd,
although the proof is given only for j even in
the foregoing reference. Since Simpson's rule
takes into account the curvature of the curve
representing the integrand, the discretization
errors should be much smaller and it should be
possible to continue the calculations closer to
the centers of vortex spirals.

A simple proof of the Cauchy-principal-
value quadrature rule, valid for j either even
or odd, is as follows. lor a<c<b, and f(x)
a contiiaous function with a derivative
V (c) at c, we may write

b b b
; f(x) d, f(x)-f(c) dxf+ f(c) dx (2)

a a a

We now divide the interval a<x<b into sub-
intervals Ax at points x= a, x2 , ... x. =

x = b. Applying Simpson's rule, we obtain
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K. WIEGHARDT L, J. DOCTORS

To this valuable review with an The discusser would like to raise a question concern-
ing computing eflort, as the time (t) becomes large. It

improvement of the calculation method, seems that the computation time will not be proportional

just two supplementary remarks, to the time of development of the vortex sheet - due to
the increasing number of vortices. Could the authors give

1) The finite pressure in the core of an indication of the relationship - either as found in

an edge vortex might become interest- theory, or based on theory?

ing for cavitation inception. Blender- Should the computing time be dependent on a power

mann /1/ calculated e.g. the vortex of t not too much greater than unity, then the results
shown in Fig. 19 could be extended to give the steady-

sheet when a thin vertical plate (2B3 state response due to a simple-harmonic motion of the

breadth) is accelerated horizontally fiat plate (or ship section).

with constant acceleration a in a
fluid at rest (density f). As long as G.E.GADD

the vortex spiral is small the press- The authors have demonstrated that their numerical

ure minimum in the core is, for time techniques have increased the stability of the computed

t<p< a , p - Poo - 7 q (a2Bt)2/3. results as compared with those obtained by earlier workers.

2) For the plane motion of vortices in In the case of the problem of Fig. 18, an oscillating
plate, presumably after many oscillations the influence of

unbounded fluid (without shedding of the vorticity shed in the earliest oscillations must become

new vorticity) Hamilton's principle negligible, and a quasi-steady picture should be obtained,
dependent only on the phase of the oscillation in its

might perhaps be used to check numeri- present cycle, and not on the number of previous oscilla-
cal computations. The generalised pot- tions that has taken place. Would it help to achieve such

a result numerically if an artificial damping were intro-
ential U of the Kutta-Joukowsky forces duced, so that the shed vortices slowly decayed with time?

on the vortices, which are proportio-
nal to their velocity, is
or, in the notation used here, theimaginary part of r•k 7_. Then U=

•.W•=k•k~-Xkk)and the force X

~rk(X~kky-NXk~k
"aXk b k and Yk=-q'Zrkk1

The kinetic energy due to the vortices

is E = T ir rlln/zk-Zl/ + E, where4
k1 kI CO, where

E0* (energy of the vortex cores) is in-
finite, yet independent of position of
the vortices. The variational princip-
le J(E-U) dt = 0 gives e.g. Prandtls
equation for the down wash far behind
a lifting line /2/.
/1/Blendermann,W.Schiffstechn.20,1973,

pp. 76-80
/2/Wieghardt,K. ZAMM 22, 194 2,p.59- 6 0.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY
We thank our discussors for their function at the ends of the segments

comments and suggestions. whexeas our method yields information at
The answer to Professor Landweber's midpoints of segments. Thus we would

question is that the method of stepwise need to extrapolate at the ends of'the
rediscretisation does not involve sheet in addition to interpolating with-
explicit computation of the vortic&ty in it for each time step.
y(st). Instead, we use the circula- We wrote the above reply after
tion of each segment attempting to recalculate the semi-in-I /Sk+%finite plate case of section 4.3 using

an adaption of Professor Landweber's
ri y~~. We the vortexas fntpltcaeosein4.uigk s .eform of Simpson's rule for evaluation of

Sk_½ the velocity of pivotal points. We
immediately encountered irregularity of

sheet is not attached to a boundary, as shape of sheet near the shedding point
3n Rosenhead/Westwater/Moore type and then arrived at the above conclusions.
calculations, the discretisation proceeds
from a given initiaZ distribution of In reply to Professor Wieghardt we
vorticity. The pivotal points zk move are happy to acknowledge that we found
in accordance with the equation (2) so Blendermann's work helpful - see our
that Kelvin's theorem applies and the ref. 21 - and the additional reference
Fk do not change with time. To achieve is also useful. Estimations of cavita-
equi-spacing of pivotal points before tion nu•ber should be possible for two-
the next step is undertaken,rediscretisa- dimensional situations. However, when
tion is used and a new set of rk emerges our theory is adapted to slender three-
in an interpolation process which dimensional !low v_'tuations, there may
conserves the partial circulation func- be problems in respect of pressure
tion K(s); i.e. the circulation of the calculations since we are unable to
portion of the sheet of length s measured model the strong axial velocities
from a reference point on the sheet, usually found in these circumstances.
such as the midpoint in Westwater type In principle we agree with Professor
calculations. Thus Wieghardt's comment that the energy

Is k-l principle is not violat , for exact
K(sk) = (s)ds = ::Fk + d im solutions and we have ourselves commented

m=o in section 3.4 on the use of the rel-
evant Hamiltonians. That statement was

When the sheet is attached to a boundary, based on a limited number of checks we
the calculation is similar but additional had made ourselves. For example our
vorticity is shed into the fluid in recalculation of Westwater's computation
accordance with conditions described in of trailing vortex roll-up behind an
the paper; otherwise the interpolation elliptically loaded lifting surface
process is the same. (section 4.2) gave changes of the

We believe that Professor Land- Hamiltonian, in arbitrary units which
weber's equation (3) is strictly app- were typically as follows for the case
licable only to situations for which when N=40.
curvature of the vortex sheets is Ut/s Hamiltonian
negligible. When the trace of the
sheet is n)t a straight line, an addi- 0.05 -4.09
tional factor appears in the last term 0.1 -4.10
on the right side: 0.2 -3.99

0.3 -3.91
0.4 -3.85

-2ni q(zj) = Z(s)-z. 0.5 -3.79

a 3It is seen that the form of inter-
polation used in our stepwise rediq-

- jcretisation of vorticity leads to changesAs Xkyk ,in the Hamiltonian but that the varia-

T - kj Zk-Zj tion is not large in the examples tested
so far.

where Oj is the inclination of the
tangent to the vortex sheet at z We There are several aspects to Dr.
believe that this use of a form 9f Doctors question re computing time.
Simpson's rule is not particularly' Ordinarily, tha time increases with the
advantageous. Both Yk and y' are needed number of segments n as n(n+l). How-
in the calculation although our method ever, as explained in section 4.3, it
does not throw chese quantities up in will be necessary to adopt increasingly
explicit form. Since y = Kl(s), the fine segmentation when the separation
above formula becomes sensitive to error between neighbouring loops of vortex
in numerical differentiation of the sheet is of the same order as the length
function y 1 (s) = K"(s). A further of the chosen segments and computing
difficulty arises from the fact that time will increase at a greater rate.
application of Simpson's rule requ: res It may of course be possible to coalesce
knowledge of the value of the integrated elemental vortices for certain purposes
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and thus save computing time. A care-
fully executed example of this procedure
is given in a recent paper by Moore [44]
which was not available to us when
writing the review section of our paper.
Computing effort must also depend on the
magnitude of time step chosen. In our
examples the stepwise rediscretisation
method was found to be stable so that
time steps were made large and only
limited by considerationa of accuracy
as described in relation to the recal-
culation of Takami's computation of
trailing vortex sheet roll up in section
4.2.

We agree that it would be desirable
to approach the steady state for an
oscillating plate rather more closely
than in the calculations presonted in
section 4.3.

Dr. Gadd's interesting suggestion
would force us to declare something like
a half life for a portion of vorticity!
We would prefer to find asymptotic condi-
tions for the oscillating plate by
plotting some appropriate quantity such
as the work done per cycle against the
numuer of cycles. Presumably it will
be satisfactory to represent distant
vortex sheets by single equivalent
vortices and to apply obvious approxima-
tions for the effect of vortices which
have become very remote.

li
44. Moore, D.W., "A Numerical

Study of the Roll-Up of a Finite Vortex
Sheet", Journal of Fluid Mechanics,
Vol. 63, Part 2. 1974, pp. 225-235
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THE FORCE AND MOMENT ON A TWIN-HULL SHIP
IN A STEADY POTENTIAL FLOW*

by

Won-Chin Lin

Naval Ship Research and Devetopment Center
Bethesda, Maryland

ABSTRACT to the ship centerplane). The normal-doublet distribution
is also extended into the infinite downstream in the wakeThe linearized problem of potential flow around a

twin-Iso)' ship is solved by two sheet distributions of regions which trail each hull. Hence, the so-called "lifting"
effect is also included in the present analysis. The mathe-sourcesd normal d oublets. e hic e poe is maiical problem is formulated within the context of the

solved by thee thin-ship approximation, while the lifting linearized thin-ship theory. Therefore, the "thickness
poroblemas solvthesteadby ahsleder- mip apromatn. Genel problem," i.e., the determination of the source density, may

be solve immediately upon application of the boundary
acting on a hull are obtained as an extended form of conditions. For tle "lifting problem." i.e., the determina-
Lagally's theorem for two floating lifting bodies. T[his tion of the doublet density, an integral equation is initially
theory is applied to the prediction of wave resistance of derived with the fu, expression of the Havelock doublet as
Smal!-Waterplane-Arca Twin-Hull (SWATH) ships. Com- its kerne'.
puted and experimental results are compared and

presented. As a first zpproximation, the kernel function of the I
1. INTRODUCTION original integral equation is replaced by the so-called "zero-

Froude-number" Green's function. This equation is further
Recently, there has been a considerable amount of reduced to a singular integral equation of one variable by

interest in developing a particular type of twin-hull con- introducing low draft-to-length ratio and small hull separa-
figuration, namely, the Small-Waterplane-Area Twin-Hull tion distance-to-length ratio approximations. For this i
(SWATH) ship, as a new design concept for a number of reduced prcblem, both the source density and doublet
specific Navy applications. As part of the initial effort to density of the distributions have been obtained. General
investigate the hydrodynamic performance of SWATH formulas for force and moment expressed in terms of these
ships, an analytical tool for predicting wave resistance was singularity-distribution densities have been derived. The
developed. This paper presents the results of subsequent result, as might be expected, is an extended form of
efforts to extend the scope of analysis to include an inves- Lagally's theorem for thin lifting bodies making a uniform
tigation of the steady hydrodynamic force and moment on motion in the free surface. In addition to the expressions
a twin-hull ship of a more general shape. ob~ained by Cunimins (1957) for the steady case, terms

involving integrati,.ns along the waterline and the trailing
The wave resistance problem of catamarans has been edge of a hull now appear in these formulas. The signi-

investigated by Lunde (1951) and Eggers (1955). In both ficance of these additional terms for making better predic-
papers, a catamaran was treated as two separate but identi- tions of force and moment on a floating lifting hody is
cal thin ships, and the velocity potential of the problem b'ing assessed b,, actual computations and by comparison
was obtained from two sheet distributions of simple sources of the computed results wi~h experimental data.
(or, more precisely, Havelock sources). However, since each
hull is in proximity to the other, and since each will gener- As an example of the application of the theory
ally experience an asymmetrical flow field around it, dis- presented in this paper, the wave resistance of two SWATH
tributions of simple sources alone are insufficient for solving ships has bewn investigated. The results of computations
the problem. To account for the asymmetric flow field together with their comparisons with experimental results
arounJ each hull, distributions of doublets normal to the are presented. Unfortunately, the entire scope of the
sheets shoulo be simultaneously considered. Fortunately, investigation of force and moment on a twin-hull ship is
by virtue of linearization, the effects of doublet distribu- not covered in this paper since the work is still in progress
tions may always be superimposed to refine the results and further computations are being made. We shall con-
initially obtained from source distributions without jeop- tinue to report the results of such investigations as they
ardizing the initial results, become available.

"In this paper, the twin hulls are represented by two 2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
distributions of sources and nornml doublets on their plan- Consider a twin-hull ship movi:sg with constant forward
forms (which, in the case of a symmetric ship, correspond speed U into otherwise calm water of infinite depth. Tse

Read Wt the Tenth Symaposiums on Naval
lHydrodynamics, June 24-28, 1974, M.I.T.,

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 493



NOMENCLATURE
(Additional nomenclature are defined ar they appear in the text)

C(x,z) = mean camber surface of a demihull A A B = vector product of two vectors

t(x,z) = half thickness of a demihull 2 = bounding surface of a control volume excluding ship

2b = hull-separaticn distance wetted surface 4

Stotal velocity potential control volume bounded by •2 and the wetted
surface of Hull IS

= disturbance potential

q = total fluid velocity relative to the ship - the displacement of Hull I

i n v i = (0,1,0) = the unit normal to S(°)V = disturl~ance velocity l b

p o fl= tangential component of q with respect to S(0)S('0) = planforin: of' |lull I

qetai=tnormal component of q with respect to •(O)
S(,01 = wake sheet trailing Hlull lb

0" = disturbance potential due to source distribution = - the difference in qt at both sides of
= disturbance potential due to normal doublet sIb)

distribtion q = averaged value of the fluid velocities at both sides

o = local dersity of the source distribution of the singularity distribution

p = local density of the normal doublet distribution F = hydrodynamic force acting on Hull I

H = ship draft N0  = hydrodynamic moment acting on Hull I with
reference to tlie origin of the Oxyz-frameL = ship length

Rw = total wave resistance
B = ship beamr

A 0 B = scalar product of two vectors ± = Cauchy principal value integral

two hulls will be referred to as Hull I and Hull 2, respectively. C(x,z) = _ f4 (x~z) + f-(x,z)} (2.2a)
Let Oxyz be a right-hand Cartesian coordinate system moving
together with the ship, with Oz directed upward (against gray-
ity), Ox in the direction of motion, Oy to port, and Oxy coin-
ciding with the undisturbed free surface. t(x,z) 7I f+(x,z) -f (xZ)) . (2.2b)

As usual, we shall assume that each hull is "thin" and has Ihlen.

small camber, and that the two hulls are mirror images of each I' (x,z) = C(x,z) + t(x,z),i

other. We shall further assume that Hull . is situated approxi- (2.3)
mately in the Oxz plane, and Hull 2 is situated approximately f (x,z) = C(x,z) t(x,z).)
in the plane y = 2b. Thus, the hull separation distance is 2b,
and the plane y = b is a plane of symmetry for the whole flow

field. Finally, we shall assume that the draft of the ship is H and the
ship length is L, extending from -L/2 to L/2.

Using this coordinate system, the ship geometry may be
described as follows: We shall now develop a potential flow of an inviscid fluid

for a twin-hull ship. This development will be based upon the
linearized theory of ship waves using the thin-ship approximation.

Y = f+ (x,z),,
110lull 1: (2.Ia) Let the total velocity potential 4F be given by

yis f (x, z), .1
¢= Ux*¢e

Y2P -f- (x, z) + 2b,

Hull 2: P (2. 1 b) so that its gradient gives the total fluid velocity relative to the I
(Y2 s -t* (x, z' + 2b,21ship as follows: '

where the subscript S and P indizate the starboard and port q U - I + V7. (2.4)
sides of the hull, respectively, where

For convenience, let us define the mean camber surface = (u,v, A) = V2.5)

and the half-thickness function, respectively, as follows: ~
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which represents the disturbance velocity due to the ship. We Since both the differential equation and the boundary con-
shall use the notation ý,, i = 1,2,3 to represent the three base ditions (2.6) and (2.7) are linear, we may consider the effect of
vectors of the Oxyz coordinate system. Then, by a systematic thickness and the effect of the position of the mean cambci
perturbation expansion based on the thin-ship assumption, we line (which now includes the incidence) separately. This can be
may obtain the following boundary-value problem appropriate done by assuming C(x,y) = 0 and t(x,z) - 0 in (2.7), respectively,
for the first-order approximation of the disturbance and superimposing the results. Thus, for example, the flow
potential 0. around Hull I may be decomposed into two problems as follows:

(I) the flow around a symmetric hull (with respect to the plane
y = 0) without the presence of Hull 2, and (2) the flow around

a 0 a20 8 20  a very thin hull (zero thicknes::), with or without camber, in the
+ - + - 0, for / <0, presence of Hull 2. Subsequently, these two problems will be

Bx2  BY2  a72 referred to as the "thickness" and the "lifting" problems, respec-

tively. The flow around Hull 2 may be similarly decomposed.

310 This suggests that the disturbance potential 0 may have the
2+ k0  =0, atz =0 following decomposition:Bx2  B,

where k0  g/U 2 , = 0 + 014 + 02a + 02M' (2.8) .

/ 1 such that
0 I ,tor x> 0

lOt), for x < 0 ,j.Lx2 +Y2--'°x±0"z),T

ir 0. B-0y ox for

az ((x,O,E)ES (1 ),

8 (x a0, ac Z0) (2+)

In addition, 0 is required to satisfy the following approximate Y By ax By

kinematic conditions at the ship:

a02,1a
-(x_2h±0,z) =U11

(x+ L- a+ ac l ay ax j for80,, + ac B = I -i_ay ayx la 71 12

Bf lay" t tt0,7.leSVt~ -• tx,2h,z)+ + = 8 -
do (X, AZ = , =._U L(,a y ay ox Dy

U -y W -a a) ByBy a

and (2.7) In view of these boundary conditions and the corresponding

80 ac at / flow problem each component potential represents, we may
-(x,2b+0,z) = U - U - -_ L expect the potentials 0,, and 0,, to be symmetrical about they Bfor planes y = 0 and y-- 2b, respectively, while 0, and 02, should

Bt .BC 8th (x 2tz)CSW°) be antisymmetrical about these two planes. Hence,
- (x,2b 0, z)u- U l-+ I

Bx x 1(x,y,z) =O(x, y,z). (2.1,) 11
where S(0) and S(°1 represent projections of the wetted surfaces 01,/x'y'Z) = -0 1 p(x,-y.z)
of Hull I and Hull 2 onto the vertical planes y= 0 and y = 2b,
respectively, when the ship is at rest. In wing theory termi- and

nology, S(0) and S(%) are the planforms of Hulls I and 2, 02, (x,yZ) = 02 o(x, *y+4b,z), (2.12),: , ~~~re sp e c tiv e ly .( 2 1 ) •
2 respectively.02 (x,y,z) = .0l(x-y+4b~z).J

Before proceeding further, let us observe the flow situa-

tion around the ship. Because each hull is now cambered and
is situated in proximity to the other, each will expe ence a Our next task is to find solutions to the boundary-value
uniform flow coming from an angle. Hence, in addition to problems given by (2.6), (2.9), a A (2.10). We shall try to find
the usual thickness effect of a sy; .,., tric monohull ship, the the respective solutions by the method of Green's functions.
so-called cross-flow effect must also be considered. This is true
even if the camber is reduced to zero since, for two identical 2.1 Solution to the Thickness Problem
monohull ships sailing abreast, the flow around each ship will¢:still be asymmetric with respect to its centerplane. L.et us first find thle solution to 1owhich is required to ,2
still satisfy the requirements in (2.6) and the first equation in (2.9).
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Since #,, is expected to be symmetrical with respect to the From (2,16) and the first equation of (2.9), the local surface
planeý y - 0 (see 2.11), it suggests that 01, may be. obtained by density, o(x0 ,z,), of the distribution is found to be related to the
a distribution of sources and sinks over the planform of Hull I, half-thickns.ýss function of a hull as follows:
S(11). Thus t

a (x,z)- = -- (2.17)

o(x,y,z) =_JJ (Xo, Zo)G (x,y,z;xo0 ,O0 ) dxodzo, (2.13)

b S10) In a similar manner, we may conclude that

where o(x0,,r) is the local surface density of the distribution,
and G (x,y,z; x0 ,yo,zb) is known as a Green's function. This IT
function satisfies all the requirements in (2.6), except at f2 1(\,y'z) J o(x 0 'z°)G(xfY'Z;X0,2h'z 0 )dXodz 0.
(x,y,z) - (xoyo,2ý), and has thp form (o.0)

G(x~y,z:XoYoZo)= -7- + l(x -xoY y-y 0 ,z+z 0 ). (2.14)

where S(O) is the planform of Hull 2. Since we assume that

r . 1/2 Hull 2 is a mirror image of Hull I, the local surface density of
In this expression r L(x - xo) + (y - Y0 )2 + (L --- z,09 the source distribution for Hull 2 in (2.18) will still be given by
and H is harmonic everywhere in the lower half space. Te (2.17).
explicit expression of the function G is well known (see, for
example, page 149 of Wehausen (i973)), and may be written Thus, both olu and 02, are now completely determined.
in the following form: Our next task is to determine 0,, and 0,

2.2 Solution to the Lifting Problem

I I Suppose that Hull I is of zero thickness, but cambered, and
(x~y,,: x0 ,y0 ,z0 ) - + r is situated in close proximity to Hull 2 whih has finite thick-

ness. As was previously discussed, 01u describes this portion of

4 /2 f exp k(z+zo) the low field around Hull 1. By (2.11), 01,, is antisymnetrical

dO with respect to the plane y = 0. This suggests that 0,.',an be
dkk k k0 seC2  represented by a distribution of doublets of surface density p in

the x,z-plane. To satisfy the antisymmetrical property of (2.11),

x cos [k(x -x )cos0l cus[k(y-yo) the orientation of the doublet distribution should be normal to
si 01 (2, I 5) the x,z-plane. Analogous to the situation of an incident flow

past a finite thin wings, we shall assunie that there is now a
steady vortex wake trailing the stern of Hull I and remaining in

U .-4k0  tI0ec2 0 0 expiko(Z+Z0 ) the x,z-plane. We shall also assume a similar physical picture for
Hull 2. Fui-thermore, since the wake is now a sheet of disconti-(0 s sec 2 01 nuity, the doublet distribution extends over the wake St0) as

S" •~!W a

well as over the planform S(O) of Hull 1. Thus,
X sinlk 0ox xo)sec0" coslk 0 (y Y0 )

~ xsin 0sec 2 01,

~ .... Iwhere r, = (x - xi' + (y -- y + (z + 1/2 k0  g/u 2 , 41/(x"y~z) = J M(x0 ,Zo) (;(x,y 0:xoOz0 )dxodZo. ,.
"and the integral with respect to k is a Cauchy principal-value s•1 +sl ° 1
integral. G2.19)

The function G for this specific case is called a "Havelock

source" and, in addition to having the properties of a source where the suffix S(°) + S(0)indicates that the integral is taken
potential, satisfies the linearized free-surface condition in (2.6). over the planformn of Hull I and the wake trailing behind it.
Thus, ii is obvious from (2.13) and (2.14) that 01, has the
properties of a single-layer potential, and, in particular, has the Similaily, for Hull 2, we have A

following jump property at the surface of distribution, S(0 6

):.Ax,y,(X,) -I yd ((xyjz)2b,z2)ldx 0 dz,,.

(x, ±0,Z) 2ro(x, z). ..... S(2 0
ay 1w (2.20)
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where the distribution is now extending over the planform of in the wake S(t° That is, M is constant along lines which are

Hull 2 and its wake. The minus sign in (2.20) is due to the parallel to the direction of flow inthe wake. Similarly, we ma

assumption that Hull 2 is a mirror image of Hull 1; hince, the also set ai/ax = 0 along the keel if we assume continuity of

doublet density for Hull I is equal In magnitude and opposite oressure. At the keel we shall further assume that the function
in orientation from that of Hull 2. From (2.14), (2.19), and O1• is continuous. This means that
(2.20), it is clear that both 01,and 02, have the properties of a
double-layer potential. In particular, we have:

1 1(x ) = 0, (2.28-

€|(xo),+O,z,,) -0,| (x, O,z,) = 41rP(xo~zo
(2.21) everywhere.

for (x0 ,0,z0 ) f 0 +St0)
Since gA(Xozo) is no longer related directly to the local

geometry of the ship, it is more difficult to determine 0, 4'

and However, the secovd equation of (2.9) may now be used. If
we substitute expressions in (2.15), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20)
into (2.9), we may write

0i(x0,2b+ rZo)--O (x. 2)--0,z0 )=+4nrJ(x0,z0 (2.22)

S r o 2, we ShO) + S() a2forXo2bzo)e b w'ln Mt(x0,70) - (G.(x'y'z;X11o,0Zo)
1' 0 Jo f"3Y2

Since, by (2.11) $ is an odd function of y. (2.2 1) gives

( G(x,y,z;x 0,2b,zo) }dXodz0
d is f(2.29)e (Xp o Zo) a - • ol (x fo +0,zo). (2.23) ktth sy aled

a x a ( , )-y
s (0))

Similarly, for Hull 2, we have fro(t (2.22) lb

I × (x,0, z;x0, 2bz z0) dx0 dzo
ji(x°'z°) 0= 2-•¢/(x°'2b+0 z,,). (2.24)

A few more observations can be made for the doublet Theis is a integral equation to be solved for the unknown

densityM. T) ,- express'on for the pressure appropriate for tile doublb t density p. The right-hand sidwe of (2.2to) involves only

I t'-order app~roximation may be obtained from Bernoutli's known quantities, since the source density a(xo,zo0 is be already

law as related to the local slope by (2.17). However, this equation
becomes extremely complex if the complete expression of the

ss of tkernel funct; )n G is to be substituted from (2,15). A closed-
1) = pU x - pU {1 + 01M + 6"a + 02M)." (2, 25 i forv solution of this cc-nplette integral equation appeas s to be

beyond our resourc.-s. Althiouglh wNe may try to solve this equa-
tion nmimetically iL is not advisable to tail'e a brute-force approach

Since, in (2.25€), a)€l /fax is tile enI, .fu.,ction which suffey it W evaluate tire function G in the Ufr.in gr.'n by (2, 15) without i'
iump discontinuity across the shieet S,'' + S(w,•° the pressure further reduction. Since. in tnifs expre-,ion, G contains a double-,
difference on both sides of this ý,heet is integral term with a highly oscillating integrand, a direct numer-

ical evaluation of this term is not only tinme-consuming butt i

prone to inaccuracy.

Hu (19ol) has shown that for a simpler case, i.e., forj y = 0 and y0 = 0, the k-integral of the double-integial term in
_ p1' (x,+O"z) X- x, . (2.15) may be expressed in terms of t,:: exponential integral

P X function. Since the exoonential integral function is well behaved
and is also extensively tabulated, the degree of numerical diffi-

= 3ax (2.26) culty appears to be co.-siderably reduced.

To fill the need of the problem here, Hu's approach has
been extended to a general cas" -f G. It is shown in Appendix

Tise assun.pt'on that the pressure is continuous across the wake A '.at (2.15) may be written in the following form:
implies that

ap(x,.izo) /u A

ax 0, or, 2( 0 ID/)= u ( 1.'1) (2.27)
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squared, the expansion (2.31) is valid only for low Froude
numbers.G~xY~z .. ...0 +

r rt -

In fact, G(°) in (2.31) corresponds to the limiting case of
- f d.eLd8 • e'-iZ setting ieroude number equal to zero, and is referred to a- the

-r w "zero-Froude-number" approximation of G. Pu further reasoned
Sthat G(0) and G(w) represent the lowest- and highest-order tenrsE 1 ( ~i~)(2.30))

in the expantion, respectively, and pursued the iterative approxi-

mations accordingly.

S dO •In flu's report, the computational results so obtained corn-

.- /2 pared favorably with corresponding experimental data. Tiiere-

fore, it may be inferred that a similar technique may be applied
•*sin [vp cos (0 -3)], here to solve the integral Equation (2.29). On the other hand,

where a =z+z0 pV . X0)2/ + (y y0)2 some investigators have experienced difficulty in using the iter-
ative technique based on a perturbation expansion which has the

P= tan- [(Y -Y0)/(x--Xo)I, c= (x- xo) cos 6 zero-Froude-number approximation as its first term in the series,
and have warned that such a technique may not be valid, In

+(Y Y0 )sino any case, the information available in this regard seems incosiclu-

and v=k0 .c
2 

,sive in proving or disproving the validity of such a technique.

Continuing efforts are being made to solve the integral Equation
(2.29) both by a direct numerical scheme and by the iterative

the rest of the variables are already defined in (2.15). The perturbation technique. It is felt that, short of rigorous mathe-
special function E, is the "exponential integral function" ac matical proof, one can draw a conclusion about the validity of
defined by Equation (A.4) of Appendix A. the iterative perturbation technique only after a careful examina-

tion of the computed results obtained by different methods,

In (2.30), the double-integral term has been reduced to a such as those mentioned above, and by comparison between the

single integral. Since the function El is extensively tabulated computed results and experimental data.
and its method of computation well studied, an efficient
numerical scheme for evaluating G may be developed from 2.3 Zero-Order Solution

(2.30).
In the following we shall attempt to derive an approximate

As an alternate approach, we may also try to solve the solution to the integral Equotiun (2.29) by replacing the com-
integanEquernateapproachweit ayat lsotryttobation tchnqe plete expression of G by G(°). Such a solution is equivalent to

integral Equation (2.29) by an iterative perturbation technique. the zero-order approximation in the asymptotic expansion (2.31).
In fact, for a yawed-ship problem, Hu (1961) assumed pertur-

bation expansions for both G and the doublet density ju, wid The problem will be further simplified by adding three more

Ssolved the integral equation of the problem by an iterative assumptions concerning ship geometry: (1) that each hull has a
sroledure, irectangular planform, (2) that the draft-to-length ratio is small,
procedure. of(.0,teepninfr0sdinHnay tdastedatt-eghai.

and (3) that the ratio between the hull separation distance and
ship length is also small and is of a comparable order of magni-In terms of (2.30), the expansion for G used in Hu maybe witte asfollws:tude as the draft-to-length• ratio.

be written as follows:

Thus, (2.29) shall now be written as
S(; ;(0)_(1tw)} -G1  

C G~2 1C(3) + (2.31)

where

SI I finll P(X0 aZ0 ( XO ,Zx(' 0.ZoO
2

r= -+ - (2.32), i p y2
r [W y (Il ay

and
a d"(;(°i(xY, ýX0) 2b 'z0)} dx dz'

(;(w) = 4 d~oe" sinjvpcos(O -0)1. ,
If2 =-U-' Oac)•

s(O)
2b "tie remaining terms of (2.31), G("), it 1,2,3.... are,

obtained by making use of the asymptotic expansion of the 01 ( xz ,2b.z0 )dx5 dzo, (2.34)

1E function. Their explicit expressions aie given by Equations

(A. 18) and (A.19) of Appendix A. Since the asymptotic
expansion of the E, function is valid only for large arguments,
and since the argument of the E, function in .2.30) is now
v(a + iG) which is related to the inverse of the Froude number
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In the above equation, G( is to be substituted from d s;- dl9$dK t0)'
(2,32), After such a substitution, however, each term in (2.34) f x
must be further manipulated into a form suitable for taking the (2.38)
limit as Indicated. Thus, the first term on the left side of (2.34) L/2 N88

becomes /j2 • • 1A (x - xo)(z zo)
-IG =f (i 0  d 0 aa O '- +0 +y' rf, o' o o. -L12 o_

5 1 ( b 42 and

x(x,y,z;x,O, 0zo )dxo dzo ./2
dL/ dzO )A (..

S12 .2

= dx o dZoM(xo,zo) ayx ( ,L o(

0zo L0 y
2 + (z-z) (2.39)

( Xx )+y 2 +(i t)r HI
IL'2  f1 )2 (x x0)(Z-Zo)

_ __ 0__x__ bXa-zt, ly' +(z +zo)2r

+ V x x )+y" i+z )2 + "- 1,2 + I

L112 a Tho algebraic details for deriving these results may be found .n
-- X 0 a2 Robinson and Laurmann (1956, pp. 232--2371,. After substitu-Lf tion from (2.38) and (2.39) into (2.37), we obtain

x ( X D y Z OY (Z•JX'y 'z l d Yo d z0  a x o. - -

I I 2 I+

(- xdo •+ y2  y 1+(z
if we assume

S(r xo) (z-ZO)
; p(Xo, Zo) l,'1(Xo . Zo). .3b) t X

14 - Xo)2 + y 2 + (z.zo,),
Since r = ( + y + satisfies Laplace's il all

equation, (2,35) may be replaced by d y(z 7d)o

62 2 + +z ti,3Z11 )

0 y

+(Xy) dzO )A (X. o(Z2)) a z -zo

, 2I + (z -z+))2

3 (xYl x 1" d -17... .
I•~ ~ PZ 0 ("xo (X-O)2 + Y2 z-o

,~~-, U-/ %•(xxo + v'* I

Next we adapt the usual assumptions made for a rectaii
gular wing (for example, Robinson and Laurmann, p. 232) z-Zi
that: (I) i.(x 0,z,) = 0 along the finite boundaries of + dz + ,22

S(b) + S(O); (2) ap/az, = 0 along the bow profile and its rflec-,
t~fx -L/2; and, (3) 8M/8x,- 0 along the keel and its

reflection, z., %H. Then, by making use of these assumed x /2 a y2  L
boundary conditions, of integration by parts, and of the fact J,1 azo
that ap/lao 0 in the wake, the following reults may beestablished:

Equation (2.40) (Continued)
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( X -O~ . 2

dz° azo . I (y 2b)
2  2

(2.40) L? I
The integrals in (.2.40) are singular for y 0.O It can be f dx z a(°z)"y•

shown that in this case the correct limiting value is obtained
nby taking the principal vahles e the integrals. Thus, upon

,x ) (y _ 2h)2 + (z--,0)2

H L/2 w2e L/2 in

vi /A(x'.)Z) dzaa dxe= dxoe dzon (Xo.Z0)
, H L/2 /2 f

x (X-XO) (z- zO) 1Xz x d0  dz 0 a a.42)

ie a ( l i where we have again madeHuse of (2t36) andptipe fact that /rt+ d p '2" z° 0 satisfies Laplace's equation.

of2. (240 rean) ~ x) (-b 2 +zz

H 'A
Following a similar manipulation as in the case of vscA, weIt L2obtain •

t ll f( 12 C a ti t
v t norl to 0

o duo drx -If L/2

o(x Xth + (y -- abn (y 2b)0 + (z-- z .)2'
Note that upon taking the limit y-0•, the second double (2.43) :

integral in (2.40) tends to zero, HenceS onlt the principal (x i xo)(z o) a
values of the bidat double integral and the last single integral xt
of (2.40) remain. x-- 0 )2 + )2+ (z 2

L/2~~~ý( Y0 a+ \ (x-x -2
+4b

2 )'. + (z -- ?)2 1

Nexv, let us derive. a similar result for the second term on•,

( gZ 0 0 )?)

the left of (2.34). Clearly, this term represent& the componente H "0) • z- z
velocity normal to S(o) + S(O) due to ..de doublet distribution) dzo -

over the planform and its wake of Hull 2. Hence, we shall it 0Y2) +(~

Si write

! Since there is no longer any singularity at y =0 in (2.43),

U 4
!,q at v ( o(x, 0z) may be obtained i+ mediately from (2.43) as

tl2P!] v2(X'Y'Z)=- J P(XoZo)

d')+ 'tO) L/2 H 0h i
,' ! •b "lv21(xO,z)=_ dxo dz° .

a 2G(O)(x,y,z; xo,2b,zo,) f ,/2 f 4•
i' x -0-0~

ay 2 (X-,:_) 2 + 8l" + (z ,0)2 ,
L/2 •lx \{xx) b •1b ZZ)}(2.44) F

0 _dxo dzo #A(xO,zo) -y(-o)( l

f o= (x ,O (--'o) z--o Z,,
l x VVGx-x0)2 + 4b2 + (z-'z0)2 4Q2 + (z-z0)•

• ~Equation (2.42) (Continued) •
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The remaining term to be similaily manipulated is the

last term on the right side of the equal sign in (2.34). This 21, (
term represents the component velocity normal to S(o) + +(o) )2 +4h 2 +tz )°lb lwj. f it [~?( x •)2 4 2 ( X,)

contributed by the source distribution over the planform of . dx 0 dz0.

Hull 2, Hence, let us write (2.47)

This is an integral equation of the first kind for 2p/a0xizo.

0(;to• Althotwli: we may try to solve this equation numerically, itSv2 0 (x,0,z) = JJ o(xozo) - (x,0,z;xo,2b,z,,) dx, dzo appears that, for the problem considt.red nes ý, further simplify-

s(O) ing assumptions may be introduced. To do this, we observe that

2b the draft of a ship is generally much smaller than its length.

.,2 olFurthermore, for tihe steady forward motion of a twin-hull ship,

dxO dI, ot(xotZ) the cross-flow effect becomes a problem of concern only when

f L the two hulls are sufficiently close to each other. Hence, the
two assumptions introduced earlier concerning the draft-to-

2hb length ratio and separation distance-to -length ratio will now be
3/2 used. they may be stated as

__ __,45h<<I 
and-2b << . (2.48)

+ 
L L

Sx•) +1 41) + Z"zl /

That is, H/L and 2b/L are both small aad their orders ot

1,L/2 ii magnitude are comparable, so that the usual approximalions

d dxO z "(t7 0'10.')~ made for low-aspect ratio wings may be applied here. Thus the

I.!i Jradicals I(x--xo) 2 
+ (Z-Z) and [(X-x) + 02

21) 2t+ (z-Zo),]1/2 may both be replaced by Ix-xol in (2.47). For

. 31 example, two of the terms in (2.47) will he approximated as
\•(x--x0) +4b 2 +(z zo J/ follows:

where we have assumed
lx ao) 2 + (t Z) Ix Xo1 __4_

(xoZo (o, --Zo). (2.46) (x x,)) (z 70) (x xo) (z-zo)

Becsusc, f the r .- ,ionship between the source-distribution

density and the local ship-hull slope as given by (2.17), the (X Xo) + 81b2 + (z 7z)-2 (X X0) (z Zo)

assumption (2.46) means that the %hip geometry is also an

even function of z, i.e., symmetric with respect to the Oxy- lix x1 )2+4b"I 4h-+tz Zo)- -I- 4b-2 + (z-Zo)2

plane, so that aC(x 0,z0)/ax aC(xo,-Zo)/ax.
(IX x) z ZO

The integral equation for the doublet-distribution density - (21.50)
appropriate for the flow around a ship with two thin hlwls Ix xol 4b2 -(z -z.)' (.)

may now be obtained by substituting the results obtained in

,(2.41), (2.44), and (2.45)into (2.34). Hence, After making substitutions from (2.49) and (2.50) and carrying

out the integration with respect to x., the left side of the equal
sign in (2.47) becomes:

Jax~az(j (x - 4O (z z7 ) a-A( 8js
"I ) 'I

2 H dz, a z_.0 0 (.-Z2

- (X x,)2+4b21-14b2+1z z,)21 To treLt tile last double-integral term in (2.47) similarly,

we integrate by parts with respect to xo tirst before replacing

zZ11 1  \l(d the radical [(x-y,)2  
b zz)]12wt hs

4b2 + ) dx1 dz1  this term becomes:

allU Equation (2.47) (Continued)
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P(", [(;;iý-IogV4(y-77o -(-z-2)

dzu dx0 o(x 0oz 0) Y-0.... z .y dz2bJfn n.f /2 K-"

2b U W a (y zo)
k(x xo) 2 +4b 2 

+(z z0 )213? 2 x y J H

(log I ( 2+tjV Z.- )2 j2bdzo'

2b f dz(J ,, 4b 2 + (Z z,)- 2 at y = 0. (2.53a)

-ix) 0(X 0 ,z0 ) - ~i°l/2 In the cross-sectional plane, x = consta:-t, the left side of the
( (,equal sign in (2.53a) represents the net y-component velocity

x I x2+. .,,2 contsibuted by the two line-distributions of horizontal doubleLs,x o ) -+ 4 1 b- ( z Z o ) 2 [
Lx ? 2located at y. = 0 and y. = 2b and extending from z0 = -H to

z0 = H. On the other hand, th, right side of this equation

L/2 represents the cross-flow velocity due to both the camber ofS d .ao X x0 Hull I and the source distribution representing Hull 2. Thus
d ax0  )2 + 4b 2 J (2.53a) states that the double, density p may be determined

I 1tXby equating these two velocities when evaluated at y = 0

N 02(which corresoonds to the planform of Hull 1). Hence, ; is
lixo NOOX0(X now to be determined two-dimensionally at each cross-section.

2b1) ... This is in agreement with one of the familiar conclusions
f 1 4b2+(z Z)2 :x x 01 L12 obtained from the slender-body approximation.

112 (x x,) I To find the doublet density u, we note first that (2.53) is
f o(X0 .Z0 ) . d0 dz,, a complete singular integral equation. Except for some particu-l X 01' lar types (see, for examplie, Gakhov, § 51) for which closed-form

solutions may be obtained, the solution of such an equation is
11 at XzD) generally carried out by a reduction to a Fredholm itifegral

4h f - d10 . equation. A number of techniques are available. Hr , we shall
J 4h2 + (z Zo)2 use the method of Carleman-Vekua. Namely, we shall eliminate

(2.52) the singular integral by solving the corresponding dominant

equation (for example, Gakhov, pp. 186-194).
Substituting (2.51) and (2.52) into (2.47), we obtain an

anproximate integral equation for am/az0 as follows: Morgan (1962) derived an integral equation of this type for

a ducted propeller problem, and used the same method to solve
the equation. A similar approach will be ..pplieu here to solve
(2.53). First, let us rewrite (2.53) in the following form:ai-lx'Zo))( Z z z1

f az (.z-o 4h 2 + (z Za) 2  
whr Z )

= + * t d2.3) - • dz 0 =Fo,(x;z), (2.54)

7 7.

+ 4 b -z~ Li f 0

one in (2.47), has an interesting physical significance which D a ax 4 J
shall he discussed here. It can be shown, by integrating by 4b

parts and by making use of the fact that log

[yy) 2 + (z-eZa)2 11/2 satisfies Laplace's equation in the plane U" bU " (2.55)+ I dz0. (2.55)
perpendicular to the x-axis (i.e., in y- and z-variables), that + 2+(Z
(2.53) is precisely the same equation as -

Note that in (2.55) we have made a subst~tution for a fromn
(2.17).
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•By making use of a known inversion formula, (2.54) mey where
! be solved in a closed form if' F0 is regarded temporarily as a

known function. Thus, according to this formula, (2.54) may ii (z0_z,) ,,i/•' d'z_,n__
yield the following result: K(zz) zz 4 2 +( 5z') 2

=I I 2.3

a xz)- IF 0(x~z0}) VH z5 l-z) 'dz 0  VF(x7z)=if F1(x~z0)-- -- dz0 .z0- (2.64)
az ~ 2,j7r3/(t z)(+z) It isf tJ-

+ I I~t a~~° dz 0 . (2.56) Thle kernel function K(z,z') and the known function
+ ~(IN/ -z)(Ht z)'!_ 3Z--"0 - F2 (x,z) are both defined by Cauchy principal-value integrals. In

general, for a given ship geometry, (2.62) may be solved for

But apz*/az by a numerical suheme without much difficulty. Finally,
the doublet density M(x,z) may be completely determined from

It #x % the solution for ap*/az.

n .5 z (,)#(,-)=0 27 3. HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT

Thus far, bothl the thickness and lifting problems previously ,
since we have assumed that p is even in z and also vanishes formulated have been solved. That is, both the corresponding
along the keel. Hence, upon substitution from (2.55) for F0 , source and doublet densities may now be determined explicitly
(2.56) becomes: for a given ship geometry. The logical next step is to find the

hydrodynamic force and moment acting on the ship in terms of
these known singularity densities. Formulas derived for such

I•(~) x/ - z._ alK0 ( X,z') tlxz'__•)z z' purposes are generally referred to as Lagally's theoreml.

3z \/r~2 it .Recall that we have obtained thse flow field of our problem

(2.58) by two sheet-distributions of sources and normal (or transverse)
Ii -/ -!2 doublets. Across such surface distributions of singularities, two

1 -t tl(X,Zo) di, important properties of the fluid velocity are of priua

interest to our investigation, namely: (I) that part of the velo-
city generated by a source distribution which has a jump discon-

where tinuity in its component normal to the surface, and (2) that pa-t

i generated by a normal doublet distribution which has a jump

t! z0 ) [b2+1(0 .50) tw properties shall now be used to derive general expressions

II ,)t~xz~i)Ill ilesubsequent development, we shall derive fornmulas
U1 (~0  bt' ___._d__frorc____mmenacin on fhull 1 alone. Let S1 and S2

3X xz° ax dn a 4b2 + (z0 z')2 be the wetted surface of illull 1 and Hull 2, respectively. Let

(2.60) S~ niSwrpeettl lsand minus sides of thle wake
shee ofHul 1,resectvel. Nxtconsider a volume of fluid,

Vc hc sbounded by tile wetted surface SI and a control
Note that (2.58) is a Fredhiolm equatuion of thle second surface Z2 enclosing IHull 1 sand its wake shleet. Thus, part of Z

kind for )ap/az. However, it may not be solved ill tihis form consists of the free surface and both sides of thle wake shleet.
since there are singularities at z = -+tt. Instead, let us define Hence, the combinedl surface Sland Z bounds only fluid. As

before, we shall define tile positive direction of the unit nonrmal
~p)z LX)to thlis hounding surface Sl + Z to he pointing away from tile

_____ ll" V11 ,2-''2.(,I) fluid volume Ve. We sall assm thU11 ia) Vt. contains 10osinglilari-
z 3z ties, and therefore Hull 2 lies outside of V•. For a steady-state,

problenm we shalhl assume that1 tihe control surface E moves withs
Thell, ill terils of tl1,s new unlknown function, (2.58) may be tile shlip.

written as

II.. The total Ilomen~ltumll of tile fluid ill tile volume V is

$/*xz__) K(z,z') p(i"/i •li. dz'1 fP~

+ Fixi). 1dV, 3.1)
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where p is the mass density of the fluid, and q is the total
fluid velocity relative to thle ship as defined by (2.4). Then, V o(*bt0 35
by making use of thle momentum theorem (see, for example,
Wehausen (1973), p. 102), we may obtain an expression f * F~rom (3.5) and (3.4) it is clear that the first surface-integral

the orc acing n Hll asterm in (3.3) vanishes identically. Hence, the express for the

force, (3.3), becomes simply:

i = Jjf1PQ,+Pq (,.,n,1 s. (3.2)

) F~ JJf [pnz+pqt q.n•)1jds

in which p is thle pressure, anid n is the unit normal to ).. ,tS) +,to~),
Next, recall that the generating singularities representing Hull I 3.,
are distributed only on its planl'ormn S,3. Let (S]° ))+ ands 0c f Fl qno ( I 1• n)

(l sn _ represent the plus and minus sides of S•°),' rcspective- = [T~ 2~ q tq .n+ p U2 ni2ds,

ly. To simplify our derivation, we shall assume that the plan-(Sb+{ b

form of Hull I lies entirely within S1 , thc wetted surface of
ltull I. Then, the volume bounded by the combined surface
N, (SO1'• and (S•O)) also contains no singularities. Let in which a substitution has been made from Bernoulli's equationl

\il + _ for the pressure p.
this volume be denoted by Vc'. Note that the difference
bitween 'v'' and Vcin this case is the displacement of Hull I. Let us now define the unit normal vector to thse planform

lt)ob e scIh that it is pointing in thle positive y-direction.
Let us now rewrite (3.2) as follows: Then, according to our convention, the normal vector n in .
F = lf IP ni-p q ((1.11)l da n! = 2.' on (S111 )

+ f tpnzpq(q.,nids. 13.3) -,l

(s0) I s0, Recognizing tile plansforln S1O) to be a sheet of discontinuity,
let us also deCfine

p -) p(x,.+Ot)z), q(j+1 = (I(x,+Oz) Oil IS1
(
1

)+,

Applying Guass' theorenm to thle first s~uface integral in (3.3) ' l.8)

results illn38

fffl17p p q ° 7 ),]l]dV,(3.4) Furthermore, we shall decompose the fluid velocity q on either

v• side of St°) into thse normal and tangential componen'ts as

follows: '

where we have used a variant of Gauss' theorem, q± 'l'+'"+£ (- ')
S11 (± +, (3.9)

[ffABds fIT I(B.V)A+A(V7°B)],dV Substituting (3.9), (3.8), and (3.7) into (3.6) and working

•, (Bns d v o tencsayalgebraic manipulations, we may obtain an

• : expression of F as

iiand thle fact lilat V " q =0 for an inconmpressi bilei flid. Note

';that Euler's equation of motion may be written with reference 1" + 1 ~~)T ~ q

aq I I It,
--- +(°17q p ---•)X

i!!iIf we neglect tile externial body force X, then for steady-flow d

"•;problems we hlave (3.10)
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In view of the decomposition (2.8), let us write With substitutations of the results obtained in (i), (ii), and (iii),
the expression for the force in (3,10) becomes:

where A A

= V( Ux + 02a + 021) 47rp o a (IV (IN

(3.11) S(o)

- u e , + v 2 + 1 A 'q

Y0 = V0 i = V' it

= 47rp f Ads
Thus, qe represents tlse uniform stream and tile disturbance Sl)
velocity due to Hull 2. On tlse other hand, VI, and Vio is)

represent tile disturbance velocities due to the normal doublet I I A

and source distributions oil S(o) respectively. If we now + J J q•A(A 1)ds

decompose Vt, and V,, into the normal and tangential com- still (3.15)lIb
poaents according to (3.9), then from (2.16) and (3.11) we
have

(•¢io/+ ( where = t+ vrepresentsthe average value of thevelcities

(1(+) )1( ) 4 o. (3.12) on both sides of Stll. The first term of (3.15) is exactly the
familiar foinm of Lagally's theorem for the force acting oil a
source distribution. However, (3,15) states that for a continuous
sheet distribution, across which the velocity suffers a jump dis-

On the other hand, tile discontinuity in the tangential Lom- continuity, the average value of tile velocities on both sides of

ponent will be written as the sheet should be used when applying Lagally's theorem to
compute the force.

+q q) = yt (3.13)
SSince (3.15) represents tlse force due to a simultaneous

distribution of sources and normal doublets, the second integral

In terms of (3.12) and (3.13), the three terms in the integradI must represent the force on the doublet distribution. Neverthe-

of (3.10) become: less, it is not in the familiar form of Lagally's theorem since it
is now expressed in terms of vorticity ratlher than explicitly
related to the density of the doublet distribution.

(i) qI,+) qI qM )i = (q )+ ) (_(M'+)~ I) It will be shown next that the second integral in (3.15) can

indeed be brought into tise familiar forns of Lagally's theorem
)I for doublets. However, because the singularity distribution now+ -T (luI J tl )) ~q~ r + •.q i)rep resents a lifting b o dy , ad d itio n al term s m ust b e add ed to tile

usual form of Lagally's theorem for doublets. To derive thisA AIV " t + 4 ir o qt result, we shall make use of the properties of the potential of

normal-doublet distribution. Since the subsequent analysis
involves integration by partts, in order to simplify our derivation

(ii) --- ( +'I( ))(q'IM (II) )I - 4 7r o •I we shiall assume that Hull i has a rectangular planforn. Hence,
"2 the boundary conditions imnposed, following (2.37), oni the

doublet density . bervatives for a rectangular planform
(A will still be use. ixtension to a planform of a more ship-( ii) M(1+ +(lI I ) ((I(+' l ) (I (il"t )

-2) like shape is straightforward but adds additional complications

to the final result.

in which we have defined To begin with, let us write the second integral of (3.15) as

ýy A I
q T lt" + L( I,)

P+ A
A( }3.141 -' p f JqA(VA 'YlILI. (3.16)

(IV
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Recall that in (3.13) we defined -i as tile jump discontinuity Jf ,
in that component of q which is tangential to STO). Thus fromji~ l 4nfp ,f - dx dz

(3.13), (3.11), and (2.21) we have Sn
(It0

4,rp f 'A./' x2 L/2 dz. (3.21)

-Y q` q i li It-t • 1 Pt l tt

47r . 0. (3.17) Tile first term of (3.21) is the standard form of Lagally's
3 theorem for a distribution of doublets with its axis in the

positive y-direction. Tuie second term of (3.21), on the other
hand, can be identified with the induced drag of a wing. As is

Substituting (3.17) into (3.16) and noting that P (0,1,0) indicated in (3.2 1), the doublet density jM and tile "averaged"
and ^'I = (, '2' ^(11)' til expression for becones velocity normal to Stý° are both tc be evaluated at x - L/2,

which is tile trailing edge (i.e., the stern) of tise planform of

(AHull 1. Note also that (3.21) appears to provide an interesting

LA A at A aP A a_ insight into the differenc '.,tween a lifting and a nonlifting
=41Tp 2 .-. ' - -q 3 T-,q 2  ds. (3.18) body.

lb
For simplicity, let us consider the i Ise of a thin asym-

metric body making a uniform motion in an infinite fluid
Let us now examine each component of F in (3.18). (which is incompressible and inviscid). So long as the flow

After integration by paris, tile x-component gives field is to be generated by a distribution of singularities on the
planform of the body, both sources and normal doublets will be
required. Since in the wake the doublet density remains con-
stant along the direction of the unifonn stream, i.e.,

1'J |=4rp J ds -t(x,z) = p(---L/2,z), if we assume /(x 0 ,z) = 0 for any x 0 <.-L/2,

50) then there will be no wake trailing the thin asymmetric body.
"lb• In this case thie induced-drag term in (3.21) vanishes. Thus the

flow problem is solved as a nonlifting potential problem which
[ L,2

^" A ,has its velocity field continuous everywhere outside the body.
j4l t12 - ix dz Oil the other hand, if p is nonzero at the trailing edge, then

it 2 .. 12JJ ,dthere will be both a wake trailing behind the body and induced
drag due to the wake. Clearly, in this case, the flow problem

0 A is solved as a lifting problem.

=41rp ( /, dz 41rp JA t- dx dz.- L2 3Applying a similar analysis to tile two remaining components
It, of Fin (3.18), we may obtain the following results:

But if we define 4i r di

41=-rp Pj•-- dx dz,

q, (x =iz) All ( )

ay y-O ay (3.19) A A
+4irpj ( pq2 ,.Tp oA,.' tI, / dz

3 1/A~~)+ __10 ___ Y iI
alia ax ax

1.12 (3.22)r ~AA
that is, tile limit y-*0 is to be taken after the partial difleren- f4ro J (0L .1 3, 2t =0 dx,

tiation with respect to y, thenL/2

A Ah
a2 - - on .1  

(3.20) in which the second term is to be integrated along the trailing

ax by b• edge, and the third term is to be integrated along tlhe waterline.

In summary, let uts write the force act,tLg on Hull I as
With substitution from (3,20), tl;e last expression for Flf
becomes

+ (3.23)
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where Again, in this expression, the first two integrals represent the
well known result of Lagally's theorem. The last two integrals

((A in (3.27) are required only if the flow problem is being solved
.- 47rp J oqdxd/. (3.24) as a lifting-surface problem. In particular, the last integrals in

S so) (3.22) and (3.27) appear only for surface ship problems since
they are to be evaluated along the undisturbeu waterline, z = 0.

and F has already been given by (3.22). These integrals are obtained as the result of integration by parts.
Their physical meaning and numerical importance to a better

3.2 Moment prediction of the force and moment are not yet well understood.
Hence. further investigations are required to assess their

To obtain formulas for the hydrodynamic moment acting contributions.
on Hull 1, we may use an analysis similar to that used for
deriving the force expression. However, moment of momentum 4. APPLICATION TO SWATH SHIPS
will be used rather than momentum. We shall use the origin
of the Oxyz frame as the point of reference for the moment With the source density u(x 0 ,zc) and doublet density
expression. Thus, in place of (3.1), the momentum, we shall M(x0 ,z0 ) obtained in Chapter 2, ant, the general formulas for
consider the moment of momentum with respect to the origin force and moment derived in Chapter 3, we may now proceed

0 = (0,0,0) in the control volume V, as follows: to compute all three components of force and moment. How-
ever, since this work is still in progress and further computations
are being made, we shall not be able to cover the entire scope

K J = px.,Aqd V, (3.25) of this investigation here, but shall continue to report the results
as they become available. In this paper, we shall present the
results of our specific application of the theory, namely: the
prediction of wave resistance of the Smhll-Waterplane-Area Twin-

in which x = (x,y,z) is th., position vector of a point Hull (SWATH) ships.
P = (x,y,z) in the control volume.

A SWATH demihull is characterized by having a combina-
Then, by a similar analysis applied to Kl, we may obtain tion of an elongated, slender, round body which is totally sub-

the expression for the moment acting on Hull I with refer- merged, and a thin strut which joins the submerged main body
ence to tile origin of the Oxyz frame as follows: and extends above the free surface. There has been a consider-

able amount of interest in developing such configurations as a
A new design concept. As a part of the effort to investigate the

0 JJ P X An .1(s =-41rp JJ 0 - Q A Q) dIS hydrodynamnic performance of SWATH ships, an analytical tool
for predicting the wave resistance was developed. Such a toolmay be obtained by applying the theory presented in this paper.

+ " IAl A(VA t) ds = N~o + No, .To begin with, observe that the main body of a SWATH
stOl demihuil has a round shape, and its transverse dimension is

Slb wider than that of the strut. Such a configuration tends to

prevent the flow from going around the keel. Hence, a SWATH

where N., and N0 . represent the first and second integrals in demihull is less likely to behave a- a lifting surface as compared

(3.26), respectively. to a conventional catamaran. Thus, in applying the theory to I
SWATH ships, it was assumed that wake may be neglected in

By a similar analysis following (3.16) we may obtain the the initial investigation. Such an approach does not represent
final expression for N0/ as follows: a serious compromise in accuracy since, as a consequence of

linearization, the effect of the wake may be superimposed on
the results of the initial investigation as a later refinement, ifH a• necessary.

S7 4f'p .. xIA/ dxdz To obtain the wave resistance formula, we only have to be
-ay

s ,lb concerned with the x-component of Equation (3.23). Since we
cc have assumed that Hull 2 is the mirror image of Hull 1, the

-4irp JJ(/V)A dxdz resultant wave resistance of the twin-hull ship is twice that
experienced by Hull 1. Thus, with the effect of wake neglected,

s we may obtain from (3.23):

+41rp {j/×A( A^(,''0) 1 dz

L/2 (4.1)
+41rp f 9 A { (0, 123 ,)1}lq)dx. (3.27) =2(R(o IR/,o +RUM R 'U)

4/2
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where Then, since the right side of Equation (2.34) vanishes, we may
conclude that !

xz0) = 0, (4.8)

Roo 161rpK 2 dOsec 3 0 I[ + cos(2bK Osec20sin0)1

X fP2 + (4.2) if the integral equation has a unique solution. Thus, if the
condition (4.7) is satisfied, then the force and moment associated
with IA vanish. In particular (4.1), the wave resistance formula,
simplifies to merely

7r]2

Rpj+Rop=327rpK' f dOsec3 Osin(2bKVjsec 2 OsinO) =2 Ro. (4.q)

t' [1ýoQm +I'mQ" 1 (4.3)

Thus, the relationship (4.7) represents an interesting design
application. If we apply the low draft-to-length ratio and the
small separation-distance-tc-length ratio approximations used in

RC 1 T1" S 2 scc30o1 I obtaining (2.52), the relationship (4.7) may be further simphi-
I (,rp K f do sc-3Q( cos(2bK(1 sec sin0)I fied as follows:

xIP 2 +Q121 (4.4)
l t(x,. 0 )

(Nx,z) = - dz0 , (4.10)
S4b2 + (z z) 2

with the boundary condition t(-L/2,z) = 0 and C(-L/2,z) = 0.
'1 5/ fcos', According to (4.10), the no-cross-flow camber varies with z as

{~xd:o(x,:z)e Jsin (Kxsec0), (4.5) well as with x. In practice, however, it would be more con-

Q o 0) venient and sufficiently accurate to use an averaged value of
C(x,z) so that it would be constant along the draft and would
vary only along the length. If we let C be such an averaged
value, then from (4.10) we have:

{Qp } Koscc 2
0sino 0 f dxdzA(xz) C(x) - Clx,z) dz

K5 ZC 2o1
x -. Sil (K 0 xsuco), (4.6)

_ 1 x• H-z_____ I.2br 111,1 t(x~z)1tan 10 --Z tail Idz+.))(

g/2 (b 2b tan
K0 = g/U2, and S()) is the projection of S(O) and S(o°) o theok
Oxz plane. (4.11)

The quantity R, 0 represents the wave resistance expert- Thus, the averaged no-cross-flow camber may now be deter-

enced by one hull contributed by the source distribution alone, mined for each station by using (4.11).

Similarly, R PM is that due to the transverse dipole distribution
and Ro + R is due to the interaction between the 4.2 Results of Computations and Comparison with

sources and the transverse doublets,Experimental Data
In making wave resistance computations for SWATH ships,

4.1 No-Cross-Flow Assumption and Its Consequence we have assumed that the ship either has camber which satisfies
the no-cross-flow requirement of (4.11), or a low beam-to-

Here we shall discuss a special condition on camber, separation-distance ratio. Under such an assumption, the simpli-
Under such a condition, each demihull will experience no fled fornula (4.9) may he considered an acceptable afiedforula(4.) my b conideed n acepabl approxima-
cross-flow effect. Recall the integral Equation (2.34) which is tion. Thus, with this simplification, only the source distributionston T h u s w ithe t h i s si p if c ti n u n k n o w tou le d e n s it y d i.S u p p s eti o n s
to be solved for tie unknown doublet density p. Suppose are now involved. Nevertheless, as can be seen from (4.2) and
now that a demihull is so designed that its camber satisfies thefollwingrelaionsip:(4.5), the actual computation is still quite involved foi an
following relationship: arbitrarily given ship geometry.

To take advantage of SWATH geometry, the source dis-
:,7•,f( ' a f(t'•• a(;110) tribution is further simplified to the sum of a sheet distribution

(x.,O,z;x5 ,2b~z) ,\0dz0. (4.7) representing the thin strut, and a line distribution representing

8X 2 s 1)- the body. With this simplification, only tise thickness of the

strut and the cross-sectional area of the body appear explicitly
in the wave-resistance formula. However, carrying out the
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computation still requires the strut thickness and body section- procedure developed in Lin, Webster, and Wehausen (1963) may

al area to be described analytically. This may present problems be easily adapted to the present formulation. The computerSsiiil,-'- ull geometry is usually given in terms of offsets. program developed on the basis of the present analytical work

has been applied to most of tie SWATH models investigated at
To solve this problem, a special curve-fitting technique has NSRDC. Only the results of two SWATH models will be report-

been developed. This technique employs the Chebyshev series, ed in this paper as typical examples. Since no experiment was
utilizes the offsets of strut thickness and area curve of the conducted to measure wave resistance directly, comparison of
body, and provides analytical expressions for the strut- theoretical predictions can be made only against residuary
thickness function and the body area curve. Analytical devel- resistance. Despite the fact that residuary resistance consists of
opment of this technique is presented in Appendix B. the so-called "form drag" as well as wave resistance, good quali-

tative agreement between residuary resistance and theoretical
With two Chebyshev-series representations, one for the wave resistance was observed.

strut thickness function and one for the body area curve, the
expression for wave resistance may be put in the following Schematic diagrams and ge metric characteristics of the
final form: two SWATH models are given in Figurs I and 2 and Table I,

respectively. The demihulls of both models have similar cross.
Rw 2(Rs+RB+RsB) (4.12) sectional shapes, the major difference being thet SWATH II has

two "straight" (i.e., zero camber) demilhulls, while SWATH IV
has a slight camber on each demihull intended to minimize the

where Rs, RB, and RsH represent the wave resistance of one cross-flow effect. Another distin-tion is in the waterplane
strut, one body, and the interaction between strut and body, shapes, as can be seen from the diagrams.
respectively. Furthermore, each of the three components is
now expressed as a finite sum of the products of Chebyshev
coe" mnts and auxiliary functions. For example, Rs is given - - - -

as follows:

S, ~ ~~l ii I i -II TT !i

R 2 s70s) t V1 --4 , 4

x ff (A {Asm As,, 5sn +I B5 , Wsn}, (4.13)

n1Il 
nil

Figure 1 - Reduced Scale Drawing of SWATH IlI

where T - are the maximum thickness and length of the Rep~esented by Model 5276
strut, rt" 'y, and -y. is a dimensionless number related to
ship spece. equations for Rn and RsH have a similar
structure r, gi,,en by Equations (B.9) through (B.17) in - . --- •--&-4 - -
Appendix B Pe stucur a, i'enby *[ •~--'iq• -•- '-- I .... -

A computational program has been developed on the basis " ']of those final sets "equations. Since the three principal equa- ::I [! ,,!!

tions for Rs,, R 8.ald R have a similar structure, we shall use
the one for Rs as an example for discussing some of the corn- , , ,

putational asp. f tile program. In the above equation for
Rs, the Chebyshc, coefficients, A sm and B sm, are determined
solely by strut thickness offsets, while the auxiliary functions, Figure 2 Reduced Scale Drawing of SWATH IV
Tslnn and Winn, are determined by the draft-to-length ratio and Represented by Model 5287
the speed (or, to be precise, the Froude number); that is, the
auxiliary functions do not vary with changes in strut shape.
Thus, s case there .several alternate designs to be investi- A number of test cases have been devised to investigate the
gated, the auxiliary functions need to be computed only once merits of this theoretical tool in making resistance predictions.provided those designs have the same draft-to-length ratio. First, to test its ability to reflect the effect of a small change in

hull geometry, the demihull of SWATH III with different strut
In making the wave resistance computations, tile major shapes was used. Results of theoretical predictions and the

portion of computer time is takeni up by tse auxiliary func- corresponding residuary resistance coefficients are presented in
tions, while the Chebyshev coeffficients require only a minor Figure 3. In this figure, the same main body was used for both
amount of effort. Hence, the present development is especially cases. Although the only difference is in the strut shape, experi-
suitable for investigating the effect of hull-form variations on mental data show marked differences in the residuary -resistance
"wave resistance. In particular, it would be a straightforward characteristics at lower speeds. This trend is very well predicted
extension to formulate an optimization problem to investigate by the theory. However, at the higher speed range, the compari-
Sthle theoretical hull form of "minimum" resistance. Thle son between theory and experiment is not as favorable for this

specific example. Although both theory and experiment indicate
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TABLE I SHIP DIMENSIONS AND COEFFICIENTS resistance characteristics of the twin-hull (i.e., SWATH 111) form

FOR SWATH DEMIHULLS and its demihull, respectively. For most speeds, the twin-hull
interference effect amounts to an increase in resistance. How-
ever, at ccrtain speed ranges (for example, the speed-lengtlh ratio

NSRDC Model Number 5,276 5,287 between 1.3 and 1.5), the interference effect becomes favorable.
Length of Body (ft) (L,) 287 288 In this case, the twin-hull ship would have less resistance than

would two demihulls traveling individually. The experimental
Length of Strut (ft) (L,) 226 227 data appear to substantiate this predicted trend very well.

Diameter of Body (ft) (D) 17.3 18.0

Beam of Strut (ft) (T) 8.0 8.0
Depth of Submergence to Ck Body (ft) 19.4 19.0

Total Draft of Demihull (ft) 28.0 28.0 _ ('Ctlt)

Displacement (tons, sw.) 3,760. 3,960. SWATH Z -
=1 "" DEMIULL OP SWATH " Q

Wetted Surface (sq ft) (S) 17,350 17,540 .O4.o

LCB/LOA 0,479 o0 oo6
Length/Diameter of Body 16.55 16.02 6 ,
Cp (Body) 0.758 0.758 0 I o 0000 0

Cw (Strut) 0.709 0.740,5,, 0 o .. ..

T/Ls (Strut) 0.035 0.035 1.0 00

(Depth to Ij Bodyl/lDiameter of Body) 1.12 1.06 00.6 0.6 1.0 '12 1.4 1.6 i.a 9.0 La a.4
SPEED-LENGTH RATIO V/LS••

Design Speed in Knots 32.0 32.0 V/\IE UT

Scale Ratio 20.4 20.4 Figure 4 -- Effect of Twin-Hull Interference on Resistance
Characteristics

NOTE: For a twin hull configuration the separation distance between demi-
hull centerline is 3.68 tee., mndel scale. This corresponds to a beamiseparation
distance ratio of 0.106.

Figure 5 shows the theoretical prediction and its compari-
son with experimentad data for SWATH IV. Data front two
model-experiment techniques, one with the model captive and
the other with the model free to trim and heave, are presented.

SWATH Z DEMIHULL In contrast with SWATH Ill, SWATH IV has camber which
STHEO" EXPERIMENT makes the flow field more closely satisfy the no-cross-flow

JR L• SHAPE• assumption of the present theory. Thus, the agreement between
V" O ZMe O theory and experiment in this case is the most striking among

a •ATD J" - . all the cases investigated. It is also evident from this figure thatthe theory agrees better with the data from the captive-model

a o 0 uxperiments.
•:< o 4 o p o 0o o 0 o

zo 0

0 o0 - SWATH NtCAMBEED DEMIHULLS)
"' FT, DRAFTS T5FT, SSMPCING FOR PROTOTYPE

1.4 .-- 1 RESIDUARY RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS FROM EXPERIMENT
0.6 o.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 I.6 Ii 2.0 2.2 2.4 0 MOODEL FREE TO TRIM S 1EAVE

- I-- •4 P•. P . •O 22 2 .4 .6 s260 ap s4 3s•SPEED-LENGTH RATIO V/VL`STRU;T S.b~ OE ATV
-0. PROTOTYPE SP99DO IN KNOTS (22. FT. W tr. LENGTH

Figure 3 Effect of Strut Variations--Comparison OTT
between Theory and Experiment STRUT SHAPE 0

2.0 0

that differences in the resistance characteristics will be small at - . 0

higher speeds, theory predicts a different trend. One thing that SO H
may help explain this reversed trend is the fact that the to THEORETICAL PREDICTION Of, /
"original" strut possessing a "Coke-bottle" shape may have a 0 * RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT
higher-than-usual percentage of "form drag" and therefore a0 o 9 g o o RSA OPE
higher residuary resistance. The theory, on the other hand, is 0.6 0 1.0 t.E 1.4 IA IJ t2.o 2.5 2.4

', ,SPEED-LENGTH RATIO V/• i•

intended to predict only wave resistance and does not account .4T
"for the viscous form drag of the Coke-bottle effect. o.a 0.2'0i. 0i.4 0.8 0,6 0.?

FROIJDE NUMBER /47T,
Figure 4 shows a comparison between single- and twin-

hull ships. Since the demihulls of SWATH III are "straight," Figure 5 -- Comparison between Theoretical Prediction
each is exactly one half of a twin-hull ship. In this figure, and Data from Two Experimental Techniques

the solid- and dotted-line curves show the predicted w-,v -
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Comparison of the computed and experimental data ,Ihows Landweber, L. and C. S. Yih, "Forces, Moments, and
that, for SWATH ships, we may expect generally good correla. Added Masses for Rankine Bodies," J. Fluid Mech. Vol I (Sep
tion between theoretical wave resistance and residuary resistance.. 1956), pp. 319-336.

A number of reasons which are rather obvious may explain Landweber, L., 'Lagally's Theorem for Multipoles,"
such good agreement. First, the SWATH ships have thin and La n d . 14 (heorem pp. 19-21.

$ slender demihulls which well satisfy the assumptions of the Schiffstechnik Bd. 14 (1967), pp. 19-21.
theory. Second, the traditional method of estimating viscous Lin, W. C. and W. G. Day, Jr., "The Still-Water Resistance
drag (i.e., Froude's method) must be quite satisfactory, at and Propulsion Characteristics of Small-Waterplane-Area Twin-
least qualitatively, for SWATH ships so that residuary resistance Hull (SWATH) Ships," AIAA/SNAME Adv. Marine Vehicles
consists mostly of wavemaking resistance. Third, tile speeds of Conf. (1974), San Diego, Calif., 14 pp.
interest for SWATHl ships fall in a higher Froude number range
for which tile theory is known to be more reliable. As was Lin, Wen-Chin, W. C. Webster, and J. V. Wehausen, "Ships
previously mentioned, lifting effect seems to be less important of Minimum Total Resistance," Int. Sem. Theoret. Wave
to SWATH configurations. For a conventional catamaran, Resistance, Ann Arbor (1963), pp. 007--948; disc. 949-9`13.

however, lifting effect may become rather significant. In this Lunde, J. K., "On the Linearized Theory of Wave Resist-
case, the dipole distributions as well as the source distributions ance for Displacement Ships in Steady and Accelerated Motion,"
must be considered simultaneously. Trans. Soc. Nay. Archs. and Mar. Engrs, Vol. 59 (1951), pp.
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APPENDIX A

"EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL FUNCTION AND HAVELOCK SOURCE POTENTIAL

The lHavelock source potential given in (2.15) may be The special functions El and E, in (A.3) are known as
expressed in terms of the well tabulated exponcns al irtegrA' exponential integral functions and are defined as follows:
function. To this end, we first rewrite (2.15) in the fcllowing
form:

1F(w) adt, largw <i" ,f t
(;(x,y,.;xo0 yo) - + }I, (AA)

I t kl(z+z11 )÷iC.l El(U) =- J t -dl • Ok_ • e J d t>0
dO dkk k v

4f d Further information concerning these functions may be found
in Abramowitz and Stegun (l164, pp. 228-252).

x sin ik,)(x x0 )sec0 ] *coslk11 (y Y0 )sin0sec 2 0l
Next, we substitute (A.3) into the double-integral term ofI (A. I). However, since the 0 integral ranges from -w to +it,S- + Kl•

A r and variable Z4' changes sign in this interval, care is required inl

nif emaking the substitution. Let us introduce the plane polar

rdo - dk coordinates p and ý such that
It

x x0 =pcos, y•-y 0 =p sintl'

4 (to doe" sinlv(x -X x))cos 01
af cos I (y -Y11) i , Tlen, the variable • may be written as

.A.I) •=(x xt ).:os0+(y Y,)sinO=pcos(0 0). (A.5)

Thus, the double-integral term in (A. I) becomes
where a z +z 0 <0, v ko sec 2 0 >0, and
W= (x x0 ) cos 0+ (y - y0 ) sin 0.

The third term in (A.1) involves a double integration and (r ekdk+iZ_)
thus presents the major computational difficulty. lience, our : dO 1 tk3 k i'

primary concern is to express the k-integral in terms of a 17
well-known function for which computations may be perform- i ekta+ipeos(o0)]

ed efficiently. f do d A.6)

Let us first introduce the following change of variable:

t (k v)(a+iW ). (A. 2) f k ldi.tpumo

k v

Then, by making use of the definitions of exponential integral P
functions, the Cauchy integral theorem, and a suitable choice
of the paths of integration in a complex plane, the following where
identity may be established:

0' 0 3,am, v1 =k, sec 2 (0+01. (A.7) I
ek(a+iw) Since p = V(X -- x0 )2 

+ (y " YO)2 > 0, co; 0' 0 for I,
J k -1/2 - 0' < r/2, and cos 0' ;; 0 for -w %. 0' < - w/2 and

w12 < 0' < 7, correct substitutions may .naw be made fromn

(v(a$ )) tiw if (A.3) (A.3) according to the values of 0'. After a straightforward but
.} t)i ; somewhat lengthy manipulation involving a change of integra-

f i (-a), it" =O. tion variables, tile final result becomes
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rT 7 ~Note that the argument of E1 in (A.9) is given by t

F = dO ev•+i•l E (L~a+i~o))

w v(a+io)
n1/2

--4dr 0 e'~ -sin lv(x Xo)cos 01 coslv(y y0 ) sin 0] (A.8) =kosec' 0 1r+ro +ilix x0 )cos0+(Y Yo)Sin ]1)

sf21
or,

41r21 dO e'" sin vp cos(0 gfl. iwi IkoSC2 o T• +;x Y2+ + (y yo) 2 I

fr/2 (A.l I)

The result obtained in (A.8) is now substituted into U )\ ,

(A.l) in place of the double integration. n doing this, we
note that the second term on the right side of (A.8) cancels

with the last term of (A. I) after the substitution. Thus, the
linnl result gives: where r, = z + z)2 + (x - x0)2 + (y - y0)2 ; L and Fn are

the ship length and the Froude number based on ship length,
respectively. Hence, unless r, is very small, it may generally be

I I said that &(a + iZ) assumes large values for low Froude numbers.
=-(xy Z;xwyoz() + -G( 'Y Z ;° "°'Z ) r r,

Thus, for low Froude numbers, the first integral on the

right side of (A,9) admits the following asymptotic expansion: V
--- dO ev`O E1(za-i iwj))Tr aall'

(A.9) gl (x x, - No) z + zO)

+4..- dO e` sinir p cos(O 3)],3a o2 1 fn f a~•

IT

where 13=tan'- 1(y -y 0 )/(x - xO)i and it)r ~
, = (x x0)

2 
+ (y - v0 )

2, the polar coordinates of the ' )

field point (x,y) relative to the singulanty point (x0 ,Yo) in the
plane z = constant. The rest of the variables appearing in fl 1 N n 01 W
(A.9) are defined in (A.1). - -a d0 ( all -17 lvtjPa+iZý)l"

Since the double integral has now been reduced to single
integrals, (A.9) may provide a more efficient basis for numeri- + O(Iv(a+i •)i tN*I))1

cal integration. However, we should attempt to reduce (A.9)
even further (especially the last integral on the right side of 01) + 0(2) +---+ G(N) + O( IP(a +i ')1 -tN+i)). (A. 12)

(A.9)) before actually proceeding with numerical evaluations
of the function G.

,' ~~Tile individual' G-(n)• in (A.2) may be evaluated in closed form ,I
Next, let us investigate a series expansion of G based on Th aindvual o in ue tma be evl at ilosed f

the asymptotic expansion of the function E,. It is a known bro•, i be evaluated as follows:
property of the exponential integral function (Abramowitz b a f
and Stegun, 1964, p. 231) that, for large w, I

iGOI) = - dO

ew I 21 3. 21 I
E, (w)-w I-- + +---- 8 I+'" ,•" d0 (A. 13)

(A. 10) it Da k0 (a+ibcosO+icsin0)
••• + -! + 0(Iw r -1)•

(-w)n

where b =(x xO) and c = (y- y0 ). By making change of
variables,
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Similarly, from (A.12) we may write
C e0 - cos0 + isin 0 1 (A. 14)

C--1e0 -.cos0 isin A G(2) I(;() . . . dO - cos4

the integration in (A. 3) may be transformed into complex k2(8+ibCOS0 +icsin 0)2

integration over a unit circle as follows: (A. N')

G(N) -. dO k (- I s ( . ,g2N0- Ta 04~o) (a +ib cos0 + ic sin 0)N
,s d cos2 0

k0 (a+ib cos 6 +ic sin0)

S(t + 1)2 dr In principle, each G(n) in (A. 19) may be integrated in closed= ._L~t(•. ÷ ta d . A. 15)

-k0 ' +ib). 2 -I 2 (c i A.I ) form by using the same algebraic operation as that used for
i02 k0 I I evaluating G(l). However, the complexity of the algebra

required to find the residues escalates rapidly with the index n.
Hence, for G(n)'s with higher itadices, the algebraic operation
may become too complex to be practical. In this case, some

The integrand has two poles within the unit circle. The other numerical scheme must be developed.

residues at these poles are found to be
In summary, let us write

6=(c ib)2 
, at 0 = O; G (xY, Z; XIYo) yo + GO) + (;(2) +.. + G(w), (A.20)

anod where

I(r, +a)
2  +(C+,ib)

2  2d•l =(AIt) I ___1

2t++ ib)2 (r1 +a) 2 • ri (t) +r 
r,-

(A.21)(a + r ),t , :

at (c +ib) G(w) =4 f /2 e snv cs(

Hence, by the residue theorem, the integral in (A15) is equal ( g A--

to (I) (';2• GIN) are given in (AIX1) an L (A. lI i. :to . . .+ i

I - 2iri 16{0 +6?,

I 22 k

i 2ko (I,

Substituting (A. 17) into (A. 13) and performing the partial
differentiation with respect to "a," we finally obtain

(;t I OrIa) 'I •

(i + (b 2  c2 ) (. A. 18)
k) T3 77a)
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APPENDtX B

EVALUATION OF THE WAVE RESISTANCE INTEGRAL FOR SWATH SHIPS

A typical demihull of a SWATH ship is characterizcd by
having a combination of an elongated main body and a thin M
strut. The main body is totally submerged and represents the A(x)= I Am In B. V.)+BB I

bulk of total ship displacement. The strut extends above the .. 'f)B m
free surface and usually has a uniform thickness vertically. m
Thus, we shall assume that the relationship between hull
geometry and the corresponding source strength, Equation M
(2.17), may be approximated as follows: (_ A n m cos (2ni l)0++Bmsin2;0n I (B.0

In - I
(I.t. dt (x.)

.) d x) (B The quantities ASIR, Bm, and A DM , Bam ihall be called the

IU) dA(x) Cbebyshev coefficients for strut and main body, respectively.
i= d- (B.2)

By making use of the orthogonality of the series, the
following inversion fornulas may be obtained:

where t(x) is the half thickness of the strut, A(x) is the cross-
sectional area of the main body, and the subscripts "S" and
"B" indicate the strut and body, respectively. t t(x) Ut, (X)

In principle, we may substitute Equations (B.I) and A IT1 -• dx

(B.2) into Equations (4.5) and (4.2), and then find the wave
resistance from (4.9) provided the strut thickness t(x) and the r /2

area A(x) of the main body are given analytically. In practice, dO t(sin0)cos(2n 1W)0 , (B.7)
however, hull geometry is usually given in terms of offset 'rr1/2
tables.

One way of solving this problem is by representing the
hull as a series in some fundamental set of functions. A
special foxi of Chcbyshicv series has been devised for the t(x)V0 (x)
present application. This series has been proven to be both Bs . In dx

effective and efficient in reproducing a faired ship line by .
making use of its usual offset table.

2

The Chebyshev series representation of the hull geometry (

will be developed below, Let 71/2

x~sin0, 1 •x ,I & < -- I-t-3-

If the half-thickness of the strut t(x) is replaced by the area I
curve A(x) of the main body in Equations (B.7) and (B.8), theyDefine a fundamental set of Chebyshev series as follows: beoeasto qain oreautn h anbdSbecome a set of equations for evaluating the mnain-body i

Chebyshev coefficients, Aam and BarnUM(x)=cos(2ni l)O=cosl(2ni Isin 'fl,

xl. (B,4) The maximum number of terms required in the series to
(x) usin 2niO=inI2i sin (BA) represent a faired ship line depends on the shape of the specific

lines and the degree of accuracy desired. For a typical ship
line, twelve to fifteen terms will be able to graphically produce
smooth curves with good accuracy. On the other h-nd, if the

"roresented by finite sums of the series in (B.4) as follows: primary objective is to evaluate the wave-resistance integrals for

M a given ship geometry, then a series of six terms seems to give
t l U )B lanswers with satisfactory accuracy. A!ttX) I (ASRI U. (x) + B s. V, (X)]

m-t Note that in Equations (B.5) through (L•.8) the coordinate

M variables are normalized (i.e., made dimensionless). Fur example,
--" • [ sm os 2 m I) + sm in m l , (B.5) in Equations (B.5), (B.7), and (B.8), values of x now vary from1 -1 to +1 instead of from --L/2 to +L/2. The half-thickness

t(x) now varies from 0 to I instead of from 0 to (T/2), where
T is the maximum thickness of the strut.
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Tie final form of the wave resistanct integrals suitable for (2m- 1• 1 -1)
numerical computation may now be developed. Let us first 2 2b rd 2b
de'. ipose the domain of integration in Equation (4.5) into Y da D , To
.v.,i parts, one for tile strut ald one for the main body, and W(1, -s i ( I
make substitutions from (B.Ib and (B.2). Nuxt, in Equation (2m)(2n) (B.14)

(4.5), we. integrate by parts with respect to x once, then sub- J2,n-- ( ('6 )I
sti.ute the resulting expressions for the P and Q functions into E z(g) [ J (
Equations (4.2). 1 1

Finally, with substitutions fiom (B.5) and (B.6), we may
write the wave resistance integrals in the following form:

R =( - gT2 Ls's) 'to P gL-
s (2U2 ) (B.15)

M M

x 2 As, 'Sn TS . + Bs m BSn Wsn.. (03.9) -= B
S.... l \ s/

III I n 1  n

(2m1 . )(2n-I) d IU(2I.pgA, \1 , I = d ) 2-._. o_

,1 n-1 (2m)(2n) (B3.16)
Bn W III

(B. 10) 

12in

~~~~~ W~ n '( .! )2n, 1(a) J 2n 1(0) /

R×=2pgO) rs(Asl!"(•) J H1J - !

. 12J m(a) = 7r cos (u sin t I cos (2not) Lit,
Bsm B, ln W S BII n) (B . 1I)

w here .2 m 1 (a ) = 2 - sin (ot s in sin l(2m I)t ti .( t

(2mn l)(2n 1)

S} s T Ls, and hs are the maximum thickness, length, and draft
of the strut, respectively; A0 , I a, and hI, are the maximum

J2. -i (00J2n I (CO section area, length, and depth of submergence of the axis of
T (c) J n (B) J ' Bj2) tile body. Tise special functions appearing in the above equa-
"21, (C) J2tions, ,M and J2m are Bessel functiois of tie first kind

with integer orders. For further information concerning these
functions, one may consult, for example, page 79 of Magnus,
Oberhettinger, and Soni.

I(= L~c s~yj..~ 'Y S In the above equations, Rs, RB, and R511 represent the
L\ s/ wave resistance due to one strut, one main body, and the

interaction between strut and main body, respectively. Hence,
-Es = e 2(l/L,)(a2/Y0 ) (B.13) tile wave resistance of a SWATH ship becomes:

gLs

"•-'.( 2=2 R w 2 ( R s + R t + R s id). ( B .1 8 )
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SECOND-ORDER HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES DUE
TO STOCHASTIC EXCITATION*

I by

Eddie Neal

Naval Ship Research and Developmenit Center
Bethesda, Maryland

ABSTRACT stance, the added resistance f a ship is related to wave
height in a nonlinear manner and has been modeled as a

This paper treat.s the problems of synthesizing and pre- wave-height-squared relation. Also, the rolling motion of
dieting second-order forces in hydrodynamic systems excited ships is strongly nonlinear and has been modeled by a non-
by stochastic forcing functions. Immediate applications are linear Duffing's equation. In general, information sufficient
to second-order forces on naval vessels operating in or be- to characterize the nonlinear response cannot be obtained
neath an irregular wave system. The concept of transfer from the linear theory concepts of covariances and energy
functions for nonlinear hydrodynamic systems is outlined, spectra which are computed in terms of the first two
An analytical technique is developed for identifying the moments of the response. Here, it becomes necessary to
transfer function from wave and force time histories. The introduce higher-order moments, which implies higher-order
relative merits of tl~e identification technique are discussed, covariances and higher-order spectra.
and application to digitally simulated ship-wave systems is
shown. The probability density function for hydrodynamic The objective of this paper is to treat two aspects of
forces is derived to second order under the assumption that the nonlinear ship response problem. First, the problem of
the wave excitation is a stationary Gaussian stochastic characterizing the nonlinear response in terms of random
process. Statistical properties of the resulting hydrodynamic samples of excitation and response time histories is con-
forces are given in terms of physical characteristics of the sidered, then the probability structure of the response is in-
input wa\Q field. The notions of slowly varying and vestigated. The detailed emphasis is on nonlinearities
rapidly varying components of the total second-order hydro- through sccond order. This restriction keeps both the ex-
dynamic force are introduced and the methodology position rtd the calculations within manageable bounds.
required for their synthesis and prediction is discussed. The characterization problem entails the estimation of non-

linear transfer functions, whose application to ship problems
S1. INTRODUCTION was outlined by Hasselmann (1966). His approach is

Recently, increased attention has been focused on the essentially that applied in the present study. However it is

prediction of the nonlinear response of surface ships and shown in Chapter 3 that, by generalizing Hasselmann's

submerged vessels in waves. The present study was unt:er- Fourier series approach into a continous energy spectrum

taken in an -rfort to develop computational tools for the wave representation, the resulting form of the response yields

analysis and prediction of nonlinear ship response to a a simple and explicit physical interpretation. The fourth

random or irregular wave system. chapter addresses the transfer fu ction estimation problem.
It is shown that a third.-order moment function, the cross-bi-

Thr linear statistical theory of a ship's response covariance, and its Fourier transform, the cross-bi-spectrum,

(motions or force) to an irregular wave system is well known can be employed to obtain a relation for the second-order

and has had many applications to ship performance pre- transfer function. An efficient algorithm for computing the

diction and design. The fundamental assumptions that form transfer function is described. Typical computc.1 results are

a basis for the use of linear statistical theory are that: shown in Section 4.2.

1) the first-order free-surface wave elevatior, cen be modeled
as a stationary normal (Gaussian) function of time, and Finally, the probability structure of the nonlinear
(2) the ship response to thfe Gaussian wave system can be response is considered in Chapter 5. To the author's know-

modeled as a time-invariant linear dynamical system. These ledge, this problem has not received any attention in the ship

two assumptions imply that the linear ship response will literature. Thus, application is made of two approximations

also be a Gaussian random time function which can be to the probability density function, and an approach is
easily characterized in terms of its first two moments. The described for determining the exact probability density
essential features of the linear theory are summarized in function to second order.

Chapter 2 for immediate reference and to motivate the sub- 2. OVERVIEW OF LINEAR STATISTICAL SHIP
sequent development. RESPONSE THEORY

Some ship responses are inherently nonlinear and can- The statistical theory of linear ship motions and forces in a

not be adequately approximated by a linear model. For in- seaway is well known and has had many applications to ship per-
formance prediction and design. Rudnick (195 1) 5nitially

*Read at the Tenth Naval Hydrodynamics
Symposium, June 24-28, 1974, 517
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NOMENCLATURE

a(t) Weighting function defined by S5(W) One-sided spectral density function for
(5.7) process X

Co(W) Co-spectrum Sx (W) One-sided cross-spectral density for
Ci Parameter defined by (5.12) processes X and Y

ES (WI ) Physically realizable cross-bi-spectral
EExpected value 2) density function defined by (4.7)

E(-) Even part of cross-covariance T Sample length or wave period

FOn) Term n in functional series t Time
V Velocityf (W) Two-sided spectral density function for

process X X(t) Excitation function
f." (W) Two-sided cross-spectral density for Xi(t) Independent Gaussian variate

X and Y X*(t) Least mean square estimator of X
w y .,2) Two-sided cross-bi-spectral density Y(t) Response function

function between X and Y
yin) N tti order response

g Gravitational constant

H(w) First-order (linear) transfer function P Ganmma function
H(,ui ,'W2 ) Second-order transfer function .. Sampling interval
h First-order impulse response function 6 Dirac delta function
hn N tit-order impulse response function 5ij Kronecker delta function
m Imaginary part %n Phase component of a Fourier series

e(W) Random phase angleK Kernel of integral equation (5.31) r(t) First-order free-surface elevation

M(t) Time-varying linear ship response X Eigenvalue
N Total number of terms 1A Mean value

0(7) Odd part of cross-covariance ir 3.14159 ...
02 VarianceQu(co) Quadrature spectrum Q(w) Phase of first-order system

Re Real part v(w1 ,W2 ) Phase of second-order system
R,(r) Covariance function for process X ýn(t) Time domain eigenfunction
Rx (7) Cross-covariance function for processesX n nc)Frequency domain eigenfunction

X and Y

Rxxy(rl,r 2 ) Cross-covariance function for processes w Radian frequency
X and Y wo Encounter frequency "

expressed the idea of modeling the sea surface as a stationary 1910 by Einstein in h. investigation of black-body radiation.
normal (Gaussian) function of time at a fixed point. Birkhoff Also, Fourier series moucls with deterministic coefficients but
and Kotig (1952) indicated the potential use of random uniformly distributed phase angles have been used to obtain
function (stochastic proccss) theory in modeling the sea as a periodic Gaussian processes. For real valued processes, this
Gaussian process, but they expressed concern over the non- model takes the form
linear effects which tended to distort the Gaussian probability
distribution function. Pierson (1952) advocated the use of the
Gaussian wave surface model despite minor nonlinear effects
and treated problems in the analysis of wave records and the 71(t) = , an Cos (Con t - en). (2.1)
propagation of waves. St. Denis and Pierson (1953) used
linear system theory to model ship responses to the Gaussian
wave system and initiated a new era of ship-response-to-waves Here the w. are related to the period T of oscillation by
research that ;s still in progress.

2.1 Specification of the Gaussian Seaway and w 2 = , (2.2)Ship Responses T
Many representa:ions of stationary Gaussian processes are where a. is the deterministic amplitude corresponding to con,

possible which probably accounts for the arious equations and the en are independently and uniformly distributed over
for random ocean surfaces that may be observed in the (0, 27). The Gaussian character of this model is guaranteed by
literature. The earliest Gaussian process representation was the central limit theorem provided certain general regularity
fith-ungh the use of Fourier series expansions with normally conditions are satisfied. The theory of Fourier series random
di tibuted coefficients. Such models were used as early as processes is discussed in detail in a classic paper by Rice (1944-45).
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Because of their periodic nature, Fourier series models of
randor.i processes may be too restrictive in sonic instances. The

random phase model (Equation 2.1) may be generalized into
the Gaussian stochastic integral representation M(t) = f h(r) r7(t - r) dr. (2.6)

77(t) f cos (cot - C(M)) V2 S77(-) d- . (2.3)

0 If the linear system is causal, the response at any time t will be

This 'tochastic integral can be well defined as the limit in quad- unaffected by the excitation at any future time t'>t. In this

ratic .ean of a sequence of random partial sums. Here the case the linear system can be written as

uniformly distributed phase angles on (0, 21r) are indexed over
continuous frequency, and the amplitudes are selected from a
continuous energy spectral density function, S0 (co), oefined M(t) = N h() rn(t - r) dr. (2.7)
over the frequency interval (0, .). It should be noted that this
model represents an infinite ensemble of sea surface time histories.
Each wave surface time history represents but one realization
from this infinite collection. This model was used implicitly by The question of whether ship-wave systems are causal is unre-
Rice (1944) and was formally introduced by Levy (1948). The solv. J in the literature (see, e.g., Ogilvie, 1964, p. 57), or
model's Gaussian structure and related statistical properties were Dalzell, 1972, p. 32). Therefore (2.6) will be used in what
recently derived by Neal and Hurwitz (1974). The model may follows. Of course, if a causality assumption applies, h(r) will
be viewed as the real Gaussian form of the spectral repre- equal zero for r < 0 and (2.7) will be satisfied automatically.
sentation theorem, and it may be written without the square- Fo, v..: olicity we take i7(t) to be the unidirectional Gaussian
root symbol as wa .ys,, ý, (2.3); generalization to short-crested seas is

straightforward as indicated by St. Denis arid Pierson (1953).

For Gaussian excitation, (2.6) must then be interpreted as aJ ~ stochastic integral and, assuming the existence of the integrals
r?(t) Re e dZ(wo), (2.4) involved, may be written as

-oo

where Z(w) is a complex valued process with orthogonal incre- M(t) f h(r) Re e ecot -7 - e(W)!

merits. The model may b- written equivalently as J f

r7(t) = cos (cot) dU(co) x /2 S (c) dw dr (2.8)

(2.5)

+ sin (cot)dV(co), = Re f H(co) e lwr - Etwfl

0 0

where U(wo) and V(co) are real processes with orthogonal x -/2 S,,(-) d-,

Gaussian increments. The form (2.3) will be used in the sequel
as it admits a straightforward physical interpretation. with

St. Denis and Pierson (1953) introduced the random phase 00

model into the ship research field, and they interpreted the ( e ieit 2
model as ihe time varying, unidirectional wave surface elevation H(fa) = J h(T) e dr. (2.9)
at the origin of a statistically stationary wave field. In their now ,0
classic paper, St. Denis and Pierson also extended the random
phase model to include a superposition of unidirectional waves 14(w) is a complex valued function called the frequency response
in order to model realistic short crested seas. Finally, their function or transfer function of the linear system. The latter
paper was highlighted by the introduction of linear system term is more commonly used in ship hydrodynamics. If we
theory to model ship motions in a seaway as a linear, time- denote
invariant dynamical system.

Let M(t) deno.e any arbitrary ship response at a point iJe(2

fixed in some coordinate system. If the response is related by a H(w) IH(w)I e (2.10)
linear, time-invariant dynamical system to a wave system, t?(t),
also fixed at some point in the coordinate system, then the
relation can be expressed by then (2.6) takes the form
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It should be noticed that the above wave system is defined
at a fixed point in space. When a ship experiences forward

00 speed the wave process is usually expressed in a moving coordi-

M(t) = cos t -- e(o) + ( nate system relative tU tile mioan speed, V, of the ship. The fre-
MM f squency in the new coordinate system is called the encounter
0 (2.11) frequency (w. ) and is relateo to the or;:'Jal frequency by

02

×/21H(to)l Sn(c,) do, = (.0 + - V. (2.15)g

where Ilt(co)l and 0(w) are tile amplitude and phase gain
functions of the linear system, respectively. In ship hydro- The frequency notation, w, is used throughout this paper with

dynamics the function IH(co)12 is cailed the response amplitude the under.!anding that encounter frequency will be implied

operator (RAO). Equation (2.11) demonstrates the intimate whenever the ship has forward speed.

connection between the time-domain linear response and the
wave spectrum and transfer function which are both frequency- 2.2 Statistical Estimation in Linear

domain functions. Ship Systems
Various theoretical spectral forms are available for modeling

Because (2.11) is of the same form as (2.3), it follows that the energy spectrum of the seaway. However, these represent
the motion process will also have a Gaussian distribution for idealizations, such as the assumption of a fully developed sea,
each t. This fact is extremely important for the study of ship which may not be realized exactly in a given application. It

performance in a seaway. It implies that the ship response can has therefore been necessary to seek more realistic wave spectra
be statistically characterized from knowledge of its first two from wave measurements. The determination of the spectral
statistical moients, i.e., its mean and variance. Because the density functions of a stationary stochastic process from a

mean value of M(t) is 2ero, the variance of M(t) is realization (time history) is a problem of statistical spectral

analysis. This field has developed a comprehensive literature
which was pioneered by Tukey (1949) and Blackman and

Oi 2 
= E M2 (t) Tukey (1958). Let 77(t) be a weakly stationary stochastic pro-

cess with zero mean value which represents a real valued wave or

(2.12) force system. PHre the stationarity asnumption is used in the

sense that the product moment

J IH(w)l2 S77(w).

0

Rr7(r) = E { (-q(t + T) -- E rj(t + r))

Thus the response process will be Gaussian, with mean zero and (2.16)
variance determined by the sea spectrum and the reeponse x (i7(t) - E(t))
aml)litutde operator. The time varying motion can be determined
from (2.11) ao, requires knowledge of both the amplitude and is a function only of r. RI?(r) is defined as the covariance
phase of the tIi,.: fer function as well as knowledge of the sea fun-tion of the process. For real processes the covariance I
spectrum. The Gaussian structure of the linear ship motion function is real and symmetric. If Rr 7(r) is absolutely inte-

system also simplifies the statistical analysis of extreme values grable, then a continuous non-negative spectral density function
and force or wave amplitudes in a seaway. All of these ft(t) exists and satisfies
quantities can be determined as functions of the variance of the
response process as treated, for example, by Lonqutet-Higgins
(1952) and Cartwright and Longuet-fliggins (1956). (r) W f eo ft17 (o) dto, (2.17)

Upon comparing the spectral representations (2.3) and -o

(2.1 I) for the Gaussian wave and response processes, and upon

recalling that S17 (w) is the wave energy spectrum. (spectral
density function), it follows from the uniqueness of the I W

spectral representation that the motion spectrum, SM (M), muIt f17(o ) = - e- R dr. (2.18)

be given by 21r f

SM (W) = Ill(co)12 S 7(w) (2.13) These are tile celebrated Wiener-Khintchine relations. In ship
applications it is convenient to express the Wiener-Khintchine
relations as real cosine transforms. By using the fact that both

for each non-negative frequency, w. Conversely, if the wave R (r) and f (wo) are even for real processes, these relations may

and response spectra fe known, tile response aiplitude be r t

operator can be obtained as

Sl•W1 (2.14)
It(t)12  S (2.14) R(7)= f cos (wr) Sr77(() dw, (2.19)

provided S (w) :# 0. 0
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smoothing the estimators using time domain "lag windows" or
frequency domain "spectral windows" to reduce the variance of

S cos (2i) R"(r) dr, (2.20) the spectral estimators. lHowever, the use of dta windows in-
7r evitably leads to the introduction of bias so that trade-offs be-

0 tween variance and bias become crucial. These methods have
been applied to ocean wave and ship motion problems by many

where S,2 (w) is the physically realizable spectral density investigators, and reasonably good results have been obtained for
function defined over non-negative frequencies by wave and motion spectra and for tie response amplitude

operators (see Yamanouchi, 1974 for a comprehensive review).
Alternative estimation methods that have not been widely

2 fl,(cu) if w t [10, Wo) applied in ship problems include prewhitening (transforming) the
St(7) = (2.21) data to obtain spectra that are relatively flat and thus reducing

S0 otherwise. the estimation bias (Blackman-Tukey, 1958). Similar pro-
cedures may be applied using the autoregressive spectral esti-
mation procedure as given by Parzen (1969) or Akaike (1969).

Thus, knowledge of the covariance function is sufficient to
determine the energy spectral density exactly by (2.20). In The response amplitude operator obtained from some
order to determine the covariances from the product moments method of spectral estimation together with the wave spectrum
in (2.16), the indicated averages are evaluated over tlse process can be used to compute the motion variance from (2.12) and
ensemble. However, if the process is ergodic, these mean hence characterize in a probabilistic fashion the Gaussian
products can be calculated from a single (infinite) time history response process. However, the phase gain function, O(w), must
as be determined in order to completely specify the transfer

function (2.10). To determine phase information from irregular
I T (random) wave time histories, the cross-spectrum must be used.

R im I? ( i(t) tq(t + IT!) dr. (2.22) Consider the time domain stochastic relation between the
R Tfr) motion and wave in (2.6) and forn the mean product

0

It is known from stochastic process theory (Doob, 1952, E i1(t) M(t + a) i h(r) E .q(t) r?(t + a -r) dr
p. 494) that a Gaussian process is ergodic, if its spectral distri- f
bution function is everywhere continuous, or, equivalently, if
the memory of the process dies out for arbitrarily large time
lags. Practically all of the Gaussian processes useful in ship

performance studies would seem to have this property. J h(r) R17 (a -- r) dr (2.25)

Since only a finite sample of a process realization can be
observed in practice, tile limiting operation in (2.22) cannot be
performed. Thus as a practical procedure, a sample of length T by (2.16) and the fact that the order of expectation and inte-
is observed and the covariance function is approximated by tlse gration can be interchanged in the stochastic integr,,l. The mnan(biased) estimator product is then a function of a alone and wc deline

T - 17l
R,2M(a) = E 0(t) M(t + at) (2.26)

R (r) f " 77r(t) 71(t + IrI) dT, (2,23)
t0 (as the cross-covariance function between the zero mean

processes 0(t) and M(t). Note that the cross-covariance function

or by the (unbiased) estimator, is not an even function but satisfies

T- T Rn.m(- a) = R5 ,1 (a). (2.27)
R 7(r) I 0(t) i7(t 1 71)) dr. (2.24)

T - I 0 f If RtM (a) admits a Fourier transform, then (2.11) can be
written in the frequency domain as

Parzen (1961, p. 175) has shown that the biased estimator ffhasa sallr man quar eror nd husmayf,?M (wo) =H(w) f,?(o, - o< Wo < ,• (2.28) *''(2.28) geeal
(2.23) generally has a smaller mean square error and thus may 7 w-()77 - C

be preferable to the unbiased estimator (2.24). The sub-
stitution of (2.23) or (2.24) into (2.20) yields an estimate of with

the spectral density function. The extent of error and bias
this estimating Qroccdure may introduce into tlse resulting I -wr

;)ectra, and the means by which these errors may be reduced, 2IM ( - R7 M (n) e dr. (2.29) f
are topics that have been studied intensively by researchersdur!ng the past two decades, Extensive literature exists

(Parten, 1967) and several textbooks are currently available In practice (2.28) is usually written over non-negative frequencies
(see eg. Jenkins-Watts, 1968). The basic approach involves as
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ISnM (w) = H(w) S (M), (2.30) iC(2)W = QU2())/2 (2.37)

where S (wo) is the physically realizable cross-spectrum defined

analogously to (2.2 1) by

Sow) tan-' (- Qu(w)/Co(wo)). (2.38)

2 ftM(w) if we [0, )
As in the case of scalar spectra, the cross-spectral relations

SM( (w) = (2.31) must in practice be approximated from finite time histories of

0 otherwise. the input-output processes; thus the problem of obtaining esti-
mators in (2.37) and (2.38) that have minimal variability andThen if S (w) 0 0, the complete transfer function is obtained bias remains. In fact, increased bias is introduced into the cross-

from (2 .3 A) as spectrum estimators due to the phase differences between the in-
put and output signals, Pierson and Dalzell (1960) discovered

=SrM (W)( that improved cross-spectral estimators could be obtained by
SH(7) () shifting the output signal relative to the input such that the

effective phase shift would be reduced. This procedure was

In applications, it is convenient to express (2.31) as a one-sided placed on a rigorous statistical basis by Akaike et al. (1964), and
Fourier transform. Let us decompose R,7, (r) in (2.29) into a detailed discussion of the procedure is given by Yamanouchi
the sum of an even and odd function (1964).

The above methods for estimating thc frequency response of
R.IM (r) = E(r) + 0(r) , (2.33) linear ship-wave systems are essentially frequency-domain system

with E(r) and 0(r) defined by -identification procedures in the temtinology of modem control
theory. System identification methods may be developed either
in the frequency or time domain. In the time domain the im-

1 Ipulse response function can be estimated directly from (2.6) byE(r) = •- (o )+R/( )
2 +using the sampled-data representation

(2.34)
1 n

2 (R•M(r) + RM (r)), M(t)= h(kA) ?(t -kA) A, (2.39)

k=-nI

S (-where A denotes the constant sampling interval. Then the least
2 squares estimates of the h(kA) satisfy the matrix equation

(2.35)
n

- (R1M(r) -- RM (rT)). R.,(nA) = h(kA) - A R• (k -nA). (2.40)= 2 Z 1 M(A

kw-n

Then upon substituting (2.34), (2.35) into (2.29) it is seen that
(2.31) may be written Yamanouchi (1964) used this method to obtain the impulse

response for ship roll motions.

( 2 1:(T)Cos(wr)dr I 3. NONLINEAR HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES
7r Nonlinearities play such -a key role in ship hydrodynamics

0
that a linear model of ship response to waves may not be
acceptable in many instances. For example, the rolling motion

2i of a ship is often modeled by a Duffing's equation whose non-
i 0(r) sin (wr) dr (2.36) linear behavior has been well studied in mechanics. Maruo (1957)Vr f S0 investigated the added resistance of a ship due to waves and

developed a theory in which the mean added drag is proportional
to the square of the wave height. Verhagen (1970) conducted

Co(wo) - i Qu(m). extensive model tess on slow drift oscillations of moored vessels
in irregular (random) seas and coý.cluded that the long-period

Co(co) and Qu(co) are called the cospectrum and quadrature- amplitude motion is proportional to the ratio of significant wave
spectrum, respectively. It then follows from (2.10), (2.32), and height squared and mean wave period.

(2.36) that H(w) can be written as
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Various analytical techniques exist for nonlinear dynamical
problems. For instance, the method of equivalent linearization
and the method of perturbations provide approximate solutions C
for simple types of nonlinearities but are not easily generalized Y(t) = go + ? (t,t 1 ) U(t') dt,
to more complex systems. Yamanouchi (1964) applied the -f

perturbation method to ship rolling motions, whereas Kaplan
(1966) and Vassilopoulos (1970) studied the rolling problem
using the equivalent linearization procedure. When the non- -
linearity involves displacement and not velocity in the system + f + j j g,(t'tl' to) X(tt)
differential equation, solutions can be obtained via the Fokker- --00

Planck equation provided the excitation has a flat frequency
spectrum, i.e., white noise. However, this assumption may be
too restrictive for practical ship problems which are subject both " X(tn) dt ' dtn +' (3.2)
to non-white wave excitation and nonlinear damping forces.
The Volterra functional series approach to nonlinear system The series will have some radius of convergence within which the
analysis is a very general method that has shown promise for series will converge uniformly. If the series represents a causal
application to realistic ship problems. This methoa entails ex- physical system, then the kernel functions satisfy
pansion of the ship response in a functional Taylor's series
relative to the given wave or force excitation. The n th term in
such an expansion gives the response component resulting from g,,(t, t1 , %tn) = 0. if t! > t. (3.3)
n th order interactions of the excitation. This makes the
method easily adaptable to the physical interpretation associated
with the usual perturbation expansion solutions to ship hydro- Series satisfying this property were studied by Volterra (1930)

dynamics problems. In addition, the method admits an explicit early in this century, and series of the form (3.2) that satisfy

development of the probability structure of nonlinear ship (3.3) are called Volterra series. Functional -;eries expansions

response in a seaway. Hasselmann (1966) outlined the have also beer, studied by Frechet (1910). Wiener (1942) used

functional series approach to ship motions and showed that the an orthogonal series version of (3.2) to study the response of
nonlinear transfer functions were related to higher-order nonlinear devices to Gaussian noise. Barrett (1963) has dis-

moments of ship motions. Vassilopoulis (1966) outlined cussed application of functional series to physical problems.

essentially the same approach and showed that the formula due
to Maruo (1957) for the time averaged added drag on a ship in Let us assume that the nonlinear system is time invariant so
waves could be derived from nonlinear system theory, that the kernel functions n (3.2) can depend only on time

Dalzell (1974) formulated the added drag in waves problem as differences. Thus,

i quadratic functional series and estimated the mean added drag
transfer function from irregular wave data. 00

The theory of lui,:ional power series models is briefly Y(t) = h + h(t - t) X(t) dt +

summarized in ,' !ter, and a detailed analysis of second-
order hydr- . :. -s in a -'ay is given. Computational,

methods . ,i: non res',. given for the problems of + .(

estimating ond-order transfer function from irregular wave + J • J h5 (t - tf, , t - tn) X(t 1 )

test data. -00 --

3.1 Theory .X(t) dt. dt + (3.4)

Let Y(t) denote the nonlinear rcsponse of a ship at some
fixed point to an excitation JX(t)I--o<t<o} . Because Y(t) 4-
may respond to the entire time hsitory of X(t), we call Y(t) a = h0 + Ith1 (r) X(t - r) dr +
functional defined on a class of excitation functions X(t) and .,-
we denote

(3.1) + $ hn (r, •r,) X(tr 1 ) 7 •1

If F is a continuous functional of X in the function space sense,
then F can be expanded in a functional power series such that X(t - rn) dr, . . .drln + (3.5)

.= Fn) (t, x), (3.6)

-1.0

where
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series can then be used to analyze those ship responses that are
proportional to either the wave height or the wave height

FtO))(t,x) =ho (a constant) (3.7) squared. The term ho is a constant which denotes the d.c. or
* steady-state component of the response. If ho and It, are

and identically zero, the series reduces to the time-invariant linear
00 system (2.6) with a first-order impulse response function, It1i(7).

r $If h0, and It, are identically z'.ro, the series represents the pure
Ftn)(t,X) J h0(rl rd X(t r)second-oi-der response

N (21 (t) 1271T)Xt r)Xt r)ddX(t -- rd) dr1 ,(8 . 2 1 . 2 .~ dip r) >~ -f 2 f,' d 2,

In general, the kernels in (3.8) may not be svmmoitric
functions of thei- arguments. However, since a permutation of withs the second-order impulse response h2(r 1, I-r). Tick (1961)

indices in any kernel only affects the order in which the inte- hiss called (3. O) a time-invariant quadratic system since it in-
gration is carried out but does not affect the re.,ponse, the cludes both a first-order and second-order ternu. Our main em-
keinels may be symimetrized by defining phasis will be on the second-order term (3.1 t); however, results

will be included for the mnore general system (3.10).

Is' , i, .r) ~ 'h~ 1 5 , *, ~)The excitation X(t) inl (3. 10) and (3. 11 ) may be either
(,r, 72 i) determ sistic or stochastic. In the lattec case, the integrals are

to be interpreted as stocbaF'iC 1ntegralr which have mean
(3,9) square convergeace properties. Assume that X(t) is 'he

*nere the summation is over all possible per~iutations of sub- Gau,"ian wave system (2.3); then the pore second-order response

sciipts. Thus, for the purpose of analysis, symmetric keinels (31) c s*
may be assumeut without loss of generality. In practice,
symmetry cannot be assumed a priori, and 'iie operation (3.9) 00 00

may have to be empt')yed if symmetric ke~nels are desired. Yt2 (r) -epiw w
Note also that symmetry of the kernel functions is e-quivalent 2 Re I-I(W' 2 ) PXP,1'W+2)

to symmetry of their Fourier transforms, In application to 0 0

physical problems, the question of con-iergence of the functional -1 (E(W1) + EWl)
power series is not of primary importance. The series is
truncated after n terms to yield a funictional polynomial, and it__________
is merely assumed that additional terms will provide a more - C2S,,wý) 2 Sq(012) d.,1 dw,

* I realistic model, Clearly, the resulting response for a finite
number of ter-is will be mathematically meaningful if the input 0

is bounded amid evch kernel used is absolutely integrable. flow- + I ReHww)epiwC2
eve , these conditions are not sufficient for convergence of the 2 f ~ w f- 2  x~~. 1 o 2infinite seri-s (3.6). Here, in addition, it will be necessary that 0 0
the '.ontribution fiom terms of order n decrease to zero as - 5o

The continuity assumption of the fuinctional relationship - F~S~1  S,?(,,)d(JI d. 2 , (3.12)
between the e; Atation and response i-nay also hr important,
This assumption ineans that two time histories of the' excitation
that are arbitrarily close together will yield responses that &:e weeHc 1  2  stescn-re rnfrdfndb
arbitrarily close together. Th-.s, foý e;,,ample, systems contain-00 0

* ~ ~ ~ n hys'resis loops would not admnit this ty eof expansion. C r1rl*Tl
ig y H(o)1 ,c 2) f h(r 1,-r2) e da'1 dr2.

We shall limeit our analysis to include excitation effects
through second order. Thtus (3.6) is truncated at n = 2 and (.3
takes the form

00 00If the transfer foniction is written in terms of amplitude anu

Y(t) =ho + II h(T) X(t T) dr + 3 J h(,~) paecmomsa

H(w 1 Mw2  l1(wc.I ,"2)1 e , (3.14)
X(t - r1) X(t - ( r1 drý2. (3.10)

then the second-order response may he written as

where X(t) is identified as the wave eycitption. This quadratic
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we obtain

Y(2 )(t). = cos ((W1 +w2 )t-(e(Wto )+e(W2 )) COV(yt2)(t), Y(2)(t+r)) = IH(• 1 ,• 2 )l cs[(Wt

S 00 0

S0 S (W2 ) d 1 ow 2, (3.20)

+ F cos ((tel -_W2 )t-(C(W1 )--e(. 2 )) (3.15)

0 0 which can bewritten as

+ ! ,--to2)) H(to1 ,-to 2)I Sn(o 1 ) S1 (o 2 ) dw 1 dw 2 . COV(Y(2)(t), Yt 2 )(t + r)) R( 2) (r), (3,21)

The first term in (3.15) represents the contribution of sums of since the right side of (3.20) is independent of t. In particular,
wave frequency pairs to the second-order ship response, whereas the variance of the second-order response is
the second term gives the contribution of differences of wave
frequency pairs. Hasselmann (1966) and Newman (1974) both
considered discrete analogues of Equation (3.15), and the 0 Y(2) = Rt(2) (0)
latter author defined the second term as the slowly varying
second-order force. Continuing this analogy, we will refer to W {0
the first tern- in (3.15) as the rapidly varying second-order , W2)12
response. f {

0 0
Using the fact that the e(w) are statistically independent, S,1(w2 ) do,! dw 2 . (3.22)

it is easy to verify that the expected value (mean) of the rapidly
varying sum frequency term is zero. Thus the mean of the
second-order response is contributed by the slowly varying The relations (3.20) and (3.16) jointly imply that the second-
difference frequency component which can be computed from order force is stationary in the statistical sense. The physically
(3.15) or from (3.11) together with (2.19) as realizable spectral density function of the second-orJer

response is the Fourier transform of Ry (r) and is computed
2

from (2.18) and (2.21) as
EY(t)(t) Re j H(W,-oW)} S (w) dw. (3.16)

Of
Sy ()(Wo) --. It(WW,•-WJ) )2 S (1w, 1) S (Ow -11! ) dwoI•

If fl(w 1 ,W2 ) is symmetric then I-(w,--w) will be real and the -)

mean value becomes (3.23)

Ey(2)(t) = Htu)6(wo) dw. (3.17) 3.2 Simulted Seon-Order Force

0 Digital simulation techniques can be used to illustrate typical
characteris,ýcs of second-order hydrodynamic forces in a seaway,

The form (3.17) is independent of t and matches the form used For conveniknce, we assume that the stationary seaway is
by Maruo (1957) and Gerritsma etal. (1961) to obtain tby the 30-knot Pierson-Moskowitz (1961) wave
mean added resistance in waves. The coyariance of the second- energy spectrum shown in Figure 1. Then a digital
order response is given by ,. .

C t Y2) (2)(2
COV (Y� (t), Y (t+r)) E (t2) (-----

(2) (2) (~
2
) , ---.- -i

-EY (t+)(Y (t) - ...(0) (3.18)...

Then using; (3.11) and the factorization relation for higher-order .. .
moments of Gaussian processes 1_I

EX(td) X(t 2 ) X(t 3 ) X(t 4 ) Rx(t 2 tt) 00 0

x Rx (t4 -t 3 ) + Rx (t 3 -t 1 ) (3.19) Figure I - 30 Knot Pierson-Moskowitz Wave Spectrum

x Rx (t 4 -t 2 ) + Rx(t 4 -t!) Rx(t 3 tt)d
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approximation to the random phase model (2.3) can be used to Figures 3a-3d show computed spectral density functions
generate a Gaussian wave surface. For this purpose, n equally for the four time histories shown in Figures 2a-2d. These
spaced subintervals of the frequency interval (0.2, 1.5) radians spectra were computed using 30-minute segments of the four
per second are specified, and a wave frequency component is records and the autoregressive spectral estimation technique
randomly selected from each subinterval in orde: to evaluate discussed in Appendix A,. Figure 3a is an approximation to the
the Pierson-Moskowitz amplitudes F(wk)" The uniformly dis- 30-knot Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum which has peak energy near
tributed phase angles e(k) are then computed as 2 rfk, where 0,55 radians per second and tape-s off to zero for larger and
the fk are obtained from a digital random number genera~or. smaller frequencies. Figure 3t shows the sum frequency effect
This wave generation technique avoids the use of Fou.-er series on the spectral density in that the peak is sifted to approxi-
models whose periods may be too short The use of the indi- mately twice the frequency of the wave spectrum. The
cated procedure can be shown to increase the wave period difference frequency effect in the slowly varying response compo-
indefinitely. The details of the method are given by Neal and nent is shown in Figure 3c where the peak energy oCcurs near
tlurwitz (1974). A segment of a typical wave time history zero frequency and is rapidly attenuated for positive fre-
based on the 30-knot Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is shown in quencies. Finally, the sp etrum of the total second-order
Figure 2a. The curve shown is based on a sampling rate of I response shows the combined effects of the sum and difference
sample pet- second and 50 randomly selected frequency conpo- frequency contributions. Here, peaks occur both near zero fre-
nents. quency and near twice the peak frequency of the wave spectrum.

Verhagýn (1970) obtained qua'itatively similar bimodal spectra
Second-order hydrodvnamic forces can be simulated from for the slowly varying surge .an( sway motions of moored

(3.15) provided the second-order transfer function is available, vessels in waves; Figure 4 is a spectral density of sway taken
Since very little is known from hydordynamics theory concern- from the Verhagen paper. It shows a peak response near zero
ing the actual shapes of nonlinear ship-wave transfer functions, frequency, respresenting the dominating slowly varying response
the following transfer function form was assumed for the simu- and a minor peak at a higher frequency which can be interpreted
lation: as a rapidly varying or sum frequency effect.

2  2  4. TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIMATION I..

(3.24) In the previous section we have shown that knowledge of

the two-dimensional transfer function is required in order to oh-
-0.

9 3 32 
w, 2 -0.9332 w 2 ) tain the second-order hydrodynamic r,,sponse of bodies in wrves.

Sw2 ) =-T - e . .) Only limited knowledge of this transfer function is available in

the literature. Lee (1970) calculated the second-order transfer
#W1 ~2)=--~ ( -

0 .9332 2J + 0.9332 w 2).( 6 function for forced oscillations of two-dimensional cylinders
(Wl,-W2) • .(0,26) floating on the free surface. However, results apparently are not

available for the determination of the general second-order
transfer function of an arbitrary ship by hyd udyiimuic theory. r ,

this is a bell-shaped curve centered at bi-frequency (0.55, 0.55). Recently, Newman (1974) suggested that the slowly varying
The present form was chosen partially fur math matical con- transfer function, H(no ) might be approximated
venience. It does seem physically reasonable that the amplitude throughout the bi-frequency plane by its diagonal value
gain of such a system should peak at sonic point in the bi- H(Wn.-on). This diagonal value may then be obtained from
frequency plane and decay in regions far away irom the peak. model experiments involving monochromatic waves. In general
Here the peak is assumed to occur at the bi-frequency point however, the error resulting from this approximation cannot be
corresponding , the single frequency peak of tile wave rigorously established. Further, the approximation applies only
spectrum. The phase gain function is assumed V) be represent- to the difference frequency component and does not lead to
ative of a typical linear ship-wave system in eacl component the identification of the total second-order force.
and to be zero along the diagonal line w = W2., The latter
assumption assures that the transfer function will be real in the In this chapter, we discuss a known procedure, the cross-hi-
portion of the bi-frequency plane that contribute,, to the mean spectrum analysis technique, for estimating (identifying) the
ship response. second-order transfer function from irregula, (random) wave and

response time records. Dahzell (1974) applied this method to
The substitution of the assumed transfer functi)n and the estimate the mean added resistance in waves. The mean

Gaussian wave system into (3.15) results in the ramitly varying response is determined by the diagonal portion, H(w,-w), of
m.d slowly varying second-order response shown in Figures 2b the second order transfer function which is real for symmetric
and 2c, respectively. The higher frequency oscillators of the systems. Dalzell concluded from detailed analysis of simulated
rapidly varying response component in 2b as compared to the and experimental data, that the mean added resistance operator
lower frequency oscillations of the slowly varying response in could be identified from irregular wave da~a but that sample
2c are noted. The rapidly varying response component is seen lengths may have to be 10-12 times longer than those required
to have a zero mean value, while the slowly varying component in linear seakeeping problems, in order to obtain comparable
is non-negative and is asymmetrically distributed about its mean accuracyA
value. If the two second-order response components shown in
Figures 2b and 2c are summed, the total second-order response, In the present work, a prefiltering or prewhitening techniquL , :
Yt2 )(t), shown in Figure 2d is obtained. Because the transfer is developed and applied to the cross-bi-spectral estimators in
function employed is non-negative definite, the total second- order to improve the quality of estimation and possibly reduce
order response is everywhere non-negative, the record length required. The prefiltering technique is
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combined with the cross-bl-spectrum analysis technique to fomi
an algorithm to compute transfer functions for the complete
second order response. The method is applied to time fT) (uo, ,
histories of simulated wave-force systems. H(c.. ,tW2 ) 2W,-00<CotW 2 <0

4.1 CrowU-CISpectral Analysis

Tick (1961) developed a procedure for estimating the provided the denominator is not zero. This is Tick'- result. Be-
second-order transfer function of a time invariant quadratic cause of the Gaussian assumption, the second-order transfer
system under the excitation of a Gaussian forcing function with function in (4.5) is independent of the first-order transfer
zero mean. Specifically, he studied a system of the form function. The first-order function may be obtained exactly as

in the linear case.

Y(t)M= h 1(r) ?(t -) dr + f f h2 (r",r 2 ) Note that (4.5) is deined in terms of the two-sided spectral
f f f density function, fv (wo ,w2 ), and that all quantities in the

relation are defined over the real frequency axis. Because one-
sided wave spectra are usually employed in ship applications,

sl(t-r1 ) t/it-r 2 ) drt drŽ, (4.1) may be written as

which he defined as a quadratic system. He then defined the 2 fnv?(cW1 ,IW2 )
Fourier transforms of hI and h2 jointly as the quadiatic H( ,t 2 ) = O. OW (4.6)
system transfer function. The model (4.1) may be viewed as S77 2 1)
the functional polynomial (3. 10) in which the constant steady-
state term ho has been subtracted from the total esponse. where Sqtu) is the one-sided, physically realizable wave

Then by invoking the Gaussian process property $,. i9) and
using the fact that central moments of odd orer ?or -as
Gaussian pro'~ess are zero, it follows that a third.ni.oment >
function about the mean is independent of t and S,1r1y(o)1 .'t 2 ) = 4 fmtv(w 1 ,W2). (4.7)

,Iqy(rl ,r2) = Elq(t-ri) 17(t-r 2)(Y(t) - EYtt))J Tick's form of the second-order transfer function is obtained in
terms of physically realizable spectra as

-2 J *f n(•i)f 1 (•x) | 2 (-l ý"2) ll(w, ,w2 ) 2 S•-"cr( I) (4.8)

Note that, by its definition, the cross-bi-covariance finctiot.,

Xe I OWr+"2 ra) dw1 tl 2, (4.2) R72.Y('r r2), is a symmetric function of ;is arg•ments. Thus,

its ourier traasform, the cross-bi-spectrum, will also be symme-
whiere f (w) and H2(cu1, wo2) are defined by (2.18) and (3.13), tricý anc the transfer function in (4.8) will nccesarily satisfy
respectively. Rmv (r,, r,) is called tile cross-bi-covailance
function. H(e 2 , ) " ( i ,2 ) (4.9)

Define the Fourier transforpt of Rv (t, r12) by Therefore, the cross-bi-spectrum analysis technique cannot be

00 directly used to obtain nonsymmetric transfer functions from
( = . (4.8).

2) (2Yr)' f f In practice (4.6) or (4.8) becomes the basis for an identifi-
cation procedure for Lstimating symmetric second-order transfer
slinctions. Samples of length T are observed for the excitation

and ý.esponse, and the required spectral functions are then esti-
.... i(W ir I+W272) dr, dr•. (4.3) mated as finite Fourier transforms of moment functions.

Then, if the transform (4.3) exists, we may substitute (4.2) into To facilitate ccmputations, tate cross-bi-spectrum in (4,6) or
(4.3) to obtain (4.8) may be expressed in terms of one-dimensional Fourier

transforms computed over the interval (0,0). Then, we'l
developed computation algorithms used for evaluating the one-

1 frY(WI ,t2) =2 fl?(Wl) fl(to2 ) H(Wtto2 ), (.4.4) ýariable Fourier transform (2.36) can be adapted to the calcu-
latioit uf cioss-bi-spectra. In (4.3) let

where ft.(w, w,) is defined as the cross-bi-spectrum. The
second-order transfer function is obtained from (4.4) as
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G (r 2 ,w ,) e 171 ReY (r1 ,72 ) d ri - 2i f 0( 72 ,0o0 )+ ,- r2 ,W

0r 2
0

= GR(r 2 ,wl) - i Gl(r,,w1 ), (4.10)
where Cos ((J 2 72) dT2-2"• Ir {G~: I-R-2•)2

0

G R(r2 ,cu01) R 7= (I'2 -r- R71 2 _i' sin (w f2 2  2) dr 2 . (4.16)

0

x cos (WI r) dr 1, (4.11)

2R )R _ ) The cross-bi-spectrum is now expressed in terms of one-
G = 22 f R)7(" 1  2 12I dimensional Fourier transforms involving even and odd compo-

12' t 1 I 2 nents of the transform (4.10). These one-dimensional transforms

0 may be -omputed very efficiently using a suitable algorithm. In

present work, an algorithm given by Jenkins and Watts (1968,

x sin (w, r,) dr,. (4., 2) p. 311) was adopted. This method which evaluates the trans-
forms through the Rolution of a difference equation requires
only one cosine-sine pair computation for schh transform value,

Then, he form of cross-bi-spectrum used in (4.8) may be but requires an explicit caiculation of the cross-bi-covariances.
written as These covariances were desired in order to gain some insight

into their properties.
S177Y (W , = 17 fy(w ,02),

Unfortunately, moment functions and their Fourier trans-
forms required for estimating the second-order transfer functionC -iw 2 r 2 d (4.13 must be computed from finite records. The estimators will

G(r 2 w1 ) I C 2. ( inevitably be subject to variability and bias errors, similar to the
-- 0 situation that occurs in linear spectral analysis. To overcome

this problem or, at least to reduce its effect, a prefiltering tech-
Then, by substituting (4.10) into (4.13), we obtain nique for cross-bi-spectrum estimation is developed in

Appendix A.

S771Y ((Aol,0o2) = Re S7?Ty (Wo1,02) + lM Sr/.7qy(WI ,'w2), Thie usý:,ulness of prefiltering or prewhitening in scalar

spectral analysis has become well-known since its introduction
(4.14) by Blackman and Tukey (1958). More recently, Tukey (1967)

where and Parzen (1969) discussed the use of autoregressive model
fitting as a means of improving spectral estimators, and the
second author suggested that optimal bias and vaiiance

2 GR (r2' W I )+GR (-r 2, 1W)1  reduction in cross-spectra could also be obtained by this method.
Re S,,,y(0ot, o 2 ) ir J 2 Akaike (1969) showed that the autoregressive spectral estimates

0 may be less variable than the usual smoothed covariance esti-

00 mators in many instances. In Appendix A, we extend Parzen's

2 GI(r 2 ,wt )-G1(- 2 ,wl) autoregressive cross-spectrum analysis technique to the esti-
cos (W2 r2 ) dr 2  - f 1 2 mation of cross-bi-spectra. The resulting estimation procedure

0 may be viewed as a formal approach to prefiltering for cross-bi-
spectrum analysis. Essentially, the procedure entails the app!i-

sin (w2 r2) dr 2  (4.15) cation of separate time-domain transformations to th2 exci-
tation and response functions which resalt in transformed scalar
spectra that are flat or nearly flat in the frequency cgion of

and interest. Cross-bi-spectra are obtained for the transformed time
histories, and the cross-bi-spectrum of the raw data is obtained
as an inverse frequency-domain transformation.

4.2 Application V) Simulated Second-
Order Systems

Simulated wave and second-order response time histories
were used to evaluate the described transfer function estimation
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procedure. The transfer function (3.24)-(3.26) was used toI generate the second-order response function from (3.15), and a - Theory
30-knot Pierson-Moskowitz spectrunm was used to generate the - - - - Computed (averaged)
wave surface excitation as described in Section 3.2. Three 60- 1.0
minute segments of the wave and second-order response were
computed. The three 60-minute record pairs correspond to
additional and longer versions of tise time histories shown in 0.8
Figures 2a-2d. The autoregressive fitting procedure was
applied and the transformned cross-bi-spectra were computed -0. 6
using tlse usual lagged covariance approach. Tise final crcss-bi-
spectra were then obtained u~ sing the inverse relation (A. 16).0.

Figure 5 shsows the probability density function for the
wave surface computed from a typical 30-minute record. It is 0.2
seen that the sample record closely approximates the Gaussian
distribution, which is required for use of the cross-bi-spectrum
approach. The estimsated transfer function corresponding to
Daizell's mean response operator is shown in Figlire 6 for each 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ~0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
of the three time history pairs. It is seen that the re.iult Figure 7 - Estimated Transfer Function

oscillate around the true curve, but thA~ cons~dclrable ica,ter for Mean Resp~onse, Average

exists in the individual estimators. The mean responsf operator of Three Samples

is real in this case since the transfer function is symmetric in
its arguments. Figure 7 shows the average values of tLe three .1. 2 - Te
curves shsown in Figure 6. The averages approximate tse true Ter
curve quite well and show very little effect of variability or - - -- Computed (averaged)
bias errors. Figures 8 and 9 show the mean estimated ainpli- -1 .0

rude and phase cornpcnents respectively, of the transfer function -r
considered along the line w, 0.55 in the bi-frequency plane. . 08A

%n 6
S0.6

.08o

.06 04

.04 0.2

.02 . ...1
-i0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

-12 -9 -6 -3 Figure 8 - Estimated Amplitude Gain,
-3 1 3 6 12Average of Three Samsples

Figure 5 *-Sample Proitability Density
for Wave, 30 Minute Record

___________________________ - Theory

-- Theory 60 -- Computed (averaged)¶

1.0 -- -- Computed .6

0.6 8 noooo.

0.4 40

0.2/

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
0 0.2 0.4 W 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 Fgr a 1,istdPm an

Figure 6 -- Computed Transfekr Function Three Sample Average
for Moan Response, 3 Samples
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240 .07 ii
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Figure 9b - Estimated Phase Gain, -48 -24 -12 0 12 24 48

Three Sample Avc.age Figure 10a -- Gaussian Approximation to
Rapidly Varying Response

Reasonably good agreement is shown for both the mean ampli-

tudes and phases. The raw amplitudes and phases for the indi-
vidual runs are not shown, however, considerable run to run
variation was also observed in each of the components. The .07
error in the averaged transfer function estimates for the three
runs is of the same order of magnitude as was observed for
estimates (nct shown) of linear transfer functions based on a .06

30-minute time history. Thus, it would appear that roughly
six times as much data as for linear spectral analysis may be .05
sufficient to estimate the second order transfer function. How-
ever, more computation experience is required in order to draw .04-

strong conclusions concerning the variability of the autore-
gressive cross-bi-spectrum estimates. .03

5. PROBABILITY STRUCTURE TO SECOND
ORDER OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS .0_

The probability structure of nonlinear systems is needed in A

order to extend to the nonlinear domain the various prediction .0
techniques that are widely used in the theory an(. practice -.f L ___

linear ship performance prediciion. In this section, "o . . ...
approaches to the determination of the second-order ship 0 8 16 24 32
response to a Gaussian seaway are discussed. First, approxi- ligiui lOb - Gaussian Approximation to
mations to the probability density function for the xvcond- Slowly Varyiug Response
order response are discussed and comparison with simulated
data is shown Then, the exact form ot the probit.{ ;,ty
density functii. for the general quadratic model (3.10) is
derived.

5.1 Approximaei Probability Density . 10
Functions

An obvious approximation to the second-order response .08

(3.15) is tihe Gaussian distributiLc with its mean and variancL
based on the nonlinear system, according to Equations (3. i6) .06
and (3.22). This approximation was applied to the 60-minute
samples of the simulated series previously discussed, and the
results are shown in Figures 1Oa through , Oc. It is readily seen .04
from these figures that the rapidly varying respo:sse componer t
is fairly well represented by the Gausý:Fn density function. H-l. w- .02

ever, neidter the slowly varying nor els total response are well

approximated.
3 9 15 21 27 39

Alternatively, an approximation based on a Type-Ill distri- Figure 10c Gaussian Approximation to
bution was suggested by Rice (1944, p. 92) for non-negative Total Second-Order Response
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definite quadratic forms in Gaussian variables. This density 5.2 Exact Probability Density Function
function has the form We shall consider the distribution of the time-invariant quad-

ratic system (3.10) subject to a stationary Gaussian forcing

y2 function, X(t), having zero mean value, covariance function Rx (r),
p(y)=(-) Y- e-IYlu( and two-sided spectral density function, fx(w). The probability

G 2 F(r), density function of the second-order term (3.11) will then be ob-
tained as a special case of the general rt.sult.

where 1A and C2 are the mean and variance of the nonlinear
response, respectively. P is the gamma function, and We rewrite (3.10) as

r = P2 /o2 . (5.2) Y(t) y(0 ) + Y (It) + Y,)(), (53)

This approximation was found to better fit the slowly varying where
and total second-order response data. Typical comparisons for
the slowly-varying and total second-order response based on a y 0)
60-minute record are shown in Figures II and 12, respectively. h' (54)

.12

.10 Y ( (t) f hl(T) X(t-r) dr, (5.5)

.08 and

.06
.04 (2) = h 7h2(r ) X(t-r 1 X(t-Tr2 dr1 dr 2 ,

f ft
-.04 (5.6)

.02
• 2 (0) is a constant and Y(2)(t) is a linear functional of the

0 ,,Gaussian wave field and hence will have a Gaussian distribution.
3 9 15 21 27 33 39 45 Therefore, we expect the major task associated with the distri-

(2)
Figure II Type-Ill Approximation bution of (5.3) to be related to the nonlinear term, Y (t). This

to Total Response term is a continuous quadratic fonn in Gaussian variables which
has been studied, principally in the communications field, by
several authors. The probability density function of the entire

.08 series (5.3) will be obtained by a method first used by Kac and
Siegert (1947a, 1947b) to study quadratic forms related to
noise in nonlinear receivers, and which is apparently well-known

.07 in the communications field. The development given below

follows the outline stated by Bedrosian and Rice (1971).

.06
Let X(t) be an equivalent filtered white noise process, or

.05 0

.04 X(t) f a(r) N(t-r) dr, (5.7)

03 �ywhere a(t) is the weighting function and N(t) is unit white noise

satisfying
.02-

EN(t) N(t - r-) 5 (T), (5.8)

1624 32 (T) being .ale Dirac delta function. Then following Kac and
0 8 1 24 3 40 Siegert ( 1947b), weexpand thle white noise process in a sto-

chastic series of orthionormal functions as
Figure 12 Typc-Ill IApproximation

to Slowly Varying Response 0

N(t-r-) = X1(t) Oi(W, (5.9)
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• with the normalization We can now obtain the probability density fy(Y) of Y(t) as the
inverse Fourier transform of its characteristic function. The
characteristic function is

-oo F(k) E eiy

where the Xt(t) are standardized Gaussian variatks that are in

mutually independent, Then, in terms of the series expansion, - fy (y) eK dy
the terms in (5.3) become df

Yimt) = C X(t), (5.11) iK2Y +C X M + ,X I (0 (5.19)

Hwith

wtt where we have used the fact that the X1(t) are mutually inde-
pendent. The Gaussian density function of X. isf f.. =C { = h1 (r) a(e0 44'r + ci) dcs dr, (5.12) I 2

' -00 - fx.(X) W e (5.20)

and

This fact, plus the identity (Cramer, 1946, p. 99)
(t)= N X'X (t) t) Xjc(0 op)1p) fx - - hx2

I2 -lt212h I '

ii=e .. .. e dX = I e (5.21) "

K(a,ý) do doi, (5.13) f
with AI1

allows the characteristic function to be written as

00 K 2

K(j,43) a(cx-r7) a(O--r 2 ) h(T, ,T2) dT1 dr 2 . eik Y (0) - 2V Cf',e ' 2(0 2ik Xj)

-oo o0 F(k) = e (5,22)
(5.14) H (l-2ikX-)

jot

Then, since the orthonormal functions in (5.10) have only
been arbitrarily rl)ecified, we now require them to be the eigen- The probability density function of Y(t) then becwn-sfunctions of rite integral equation hprbbitdesyfutonf¥t)hnbeo s

; --•-"1 f• F0 k e-Iky ; 527,i

K(OO) Oj/O) dO = Xj @•(a). (5.15) fy(y) f F(k) 5.23)

From the normalizaton (5.10), it follows that with F obtained from (5.22). In general, this integral cannot be

,0 obtained in closed form and must therefore be conll,LY numerically. The determination of the p:nrametcrs in (5,22)
Y (t) Xi Xp(t), (5.16) requires the solution of the integral Equation (5.15). The kernel

K(ap) of this equation depends on the function a(t) which is A

not uniquely specified by the relation (5.7). Its evaluation can
so that be avoided by defining

SY(t) = y( + ~ Cl X1(t) +- X X ), (5.11) 0,(t) M a(,,-t) p1n(u) du. (5.24)

with
The integral equation can then be written as

E Xt(t) X(t) = 6 (5,18)

, -
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H(w,,w') is the transfer function of the second-Drder response

and is defined by (3.13). In terms of the new eigenfunctions
K(t,u) ý'n(u) du = 1nin(t)' (5.25) T1n(w), the orthogonality relation becomes

with| l (WI) *,(Wo2) H(-W1 ,-W2) dw, dcj2

K(t,u) f f a(v-r) a(v- i) h2((r,u) dv dr =) 5.mn. (5.33)

Then, using the symmetry of the spectral density function,
f0 X(w), and (5.31), the normalization may be written as

= J. h 2(ru) Rx(t--r) dr, (5.26)
. fx(.Ol) dw, = 5,,n (5.34)

where R, '., .- v;tai• function of X and is computed
from (5.7). lie no:ralization relation for the eigenfunctions Finally, the parameter C, in (5.28) becomes simply
in (5 ',5) is obtained from (5.10) and (5.13) as

f f v ,l(rl n(r2 ) h 2 (r1 ,r2 ) dr, dr, =7nC mn, C = f H1(w) '1'1 (o) dw. (5.35)

(5.27)

The eigenfunctions in the integral Equations (5.15), (5.25)
and the parameter C0 in (5.12) becomes or (5.31) are needed only for the purpose of evaluating t0e

parameter Cn, which is obtained ii terms of the first-order term
0Y(t)(t) in (5.3). Hence, determination of the eigerifunctions

C f = ls(r) ý'n(r) dr. (5.28) can be avoided if one desires only the second-order component
f of the total response.

Methods for efficiently evaluating both the eigenvalues and
The integral Fquation (5.25) may be solved for eigenvalues eigenfunctions of the derived integral equations for realistic

and cigenfunctionis subject to the normalization (5.27), provided kernel functions are currently under investigation.
the time domain kernels, hj (r) and 112(TI ,r2 ) are available.
Because these kernels are usually obtained as transfer functions ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Alexander Roper and Mr. Willie Fitzpatrick, Jr. provided

Then since the kernel K(t,u) in (5.26) may be written as special support during the preparation of the manuscript, and Ms.
Betty Byrne and Ms. Claire Wright provided assistance in typing

00 p 'trand editing the final product. Finally, Dr. Wen-Chin Lin pro-

K(t.u) - fj(w) h2 (r,u) e ~l dr dw 1  vided overall guidance and maintained an atmosphere in which
f f tie work could be performed.

(5.30)
The work was performed under the Naval Ship Research and

we obtain from (5.25) Development Center's General Hydromechanics Research Pro-
gram and was funded by the Naval Ship Systems Command *

under Task Area SR 023 0101. q
*n(W 2 ) f 5(w) H(o,--wo2 ) dw 2 = Xn (wn(), (5.31)

which is a frequency-domain integral equation with kernel

K( f0w') f.(w) H(o,-c1 '). (5.32)
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APPENDIX A. AUTOR'-GRESSIVE SPECTRAL
. ~ESTIMATIONI

In this Appendix, we outline the autoregressive series (uncorrelated) sequence, i.e., white noise. We then compute
approach to spectral analysis in three parts: first, it is shown the spectrum of X(t) in terms of the white noise process, which
how this method leads to a direct estimate of the scalar by definition will have a constant (flat) spectrum.
spectrum of a time series. Then, following Parzen (1969) we
show how the autoregressive series approach can be used as a It follows directly from (A.3) that
formal approach to prefiltering for cross-spectral estimation.
Finally, it is shown how the prefiltering technique can be ex- N

tended to the estimation of cross-bi-spectra. Re(r) Rx() R(jA)

A-1. Scalar Spectrum Estimation i-I

Let X(t) be a real wide sense stationary process that N N

possesses both a covariance function, Rx(r), and a (two-sided) [ .A] Rx (r+iA) + [ax A] [aA]
spectral density function, fx(o). Without loss of generality, s,

the mean value EX(t), may be taken to be zero. Assume that J-1 J,k-I

A >0 and
Rx(,-('-K)A). (A.6)

te J 0, ± A, ± 2 A, • . (A. I) Then assuming that the roots of the exponential polynomial in

(A.6) do not lie on the unit circle, it follows using Equations
Then, according to Masani (1966, p. 376), it is sufficient that (2.18) and (2.17) that
the spectral density function be bounded in order that the
process admit a one-sided moving average representation ON 2 N -2

_fx (W) = ~ i- , fa1 AJ ei(i(~~

X(t) [bgA e(t-KA), (A.2) I

K-0 ir
< W << (A.7)A A'

where e(t) is a sequence of mutually uncorrelated random
variables, i.e., white noise. Becausc linear combinations in the The white noise variance may be estimated in a least mean
set of random variables, X(t), are equivalent to linear combi- square sense from
nations in the set of white noise variables, we can approximate
X(t) arbitrarily closely for large N by N

N ON2 = Rx(0) - [a, A] Rx(UA). (A.8)

X(t) = [aKA] X(t-KA) + e(t) (A.3)

K-1 This is the autoregressive spectral estimation procedure. It
gives a continuous frequency representation of the spectrum and
avoids the use of the usual spectral or lag windows associated

= X*(t) + e(t), (A.4) with spectral estimators of the Blackman-Tukey type. The esti-

mator should be bias free if the process under consideration is a
N th order autoregressive process. Akaike (1969) has proved

where X*(t) is the least mean square estimator of X(t), given a that the estimator generally has smaller variability than the
finite number of its past values. The argument leading to (A.3) classical estimates.
can be made precise by developing least mean square theory in
a geometric (Hilbert space) setting as indicated, for example, by Two important problems in the application of the auto-
Doob (1952). Then X*(t) in (A.4) becomes the projection of regressive estimation procedur- are the determination of the

I-• (rX(t) on a closed linear manifold.
SX aorder, N, in (A.3) and the least squares estimation of the

Note t .coefficients. With respect to the required order, it was found
Note that (A.3) is an autoregressive series of finite order in practical application to wave-ship data that good estimatesS.....and that :and that were obtained by choosing N based on the rate at which the

covariance function of the physical process died out. No
S, effort was made to compare this procedure with more rigorous

"e(t) = X(t) - z [a A] X(t-KA). (A.5) selection procedures. The coefficients in the autoregressiv
K.'1 Equation (A.3) are required to satisfy

, It then follows from the Hilbert space projection theorem that EIX(t) - X*(t)12 = MIN, (A.9)
X*(t) is the proje,ýtion of X(t) on the subspace generated by its
finite past and c,,iisequently that e(t) is an orthogonal which results in the matrix equation
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A.3 Crosa-i-Spectrum Estimation
N

Rx(nA) JaiA] R×((-nA), n 0. 1, •N. By using the same assumptions and procedures as that em-
ployed for spectrum and cross-spectrum estimation above, it

-I" follows that an autoregressive prefiltering approach to crows-bi-
(A. 1 0) spectrum estimation is

This equation may be inverted directly to obtain the Nx
coefficients. However, in practice N may be quite large due to -l
the long memory of the process. In this case, it may be more fxxY(0l ,w2 ) -

efficient to solve Equation (A.10) recursively and obtain only I -,
those terms that contribute significantly to the quality of fit in
the relation (A.7). For this purpose the stop-wise regression Nx
procedure of Efroymson (1960) was employed in the present (a- AA.16)study. I -- [aA eK 2 (A. 16)

K-1
A.2 Cross-Spectrum Estimation

Let X(t), Y(t) be two processes that satisfy the assumptions N Y~
stated in the previous section. Let X*(t) and Y*(t) be the x 1 - ' e 2
respective linear least mean square estimators such that ,(

Nx

X*(t) = , ' [aiA] X(t-jA) (A.II) 1x1)y

For the special diagonal case used for mean ship response esti-

and mation, the transformation is real and yields

SNy Ny NX

Y*(t): [bKA] Y(t-KA). (A.12) fxxv(wi,-w I)= I - 37 bk 11-

K-1 R-i K-I

Then forming flic diffeiences

ex(t) = X(t) - X*(t), (A. 13) [aKA e fexexey( (A.17)

CO(t) = Y(t) - Yo(t) (A. 14)

and computing cross-spectra analogously to the scalar spectrumcomptatin, e obainIn the results for simulated wave-force systems given in the
computation, we obtain text of this paper, cross-bi-spectrum for the filterfd procýesses

j N_ were computed using the usual Blackman-Tukey method with a
) [I two-dimensional hanning window. Application of the prefil-

I= -tering procedure was found to significantly reduce the esti.-. :' l (A.15) mation bias as compared to estimation based on unfiltered series.

!~ !!

The filtered cross-spectrum on the right side of (A. 15) must
then be obtained by some method of cross-spectrum estimation.
The expression (A. IS) may thus Ue viewed as a prewhitening
filter applied to the original process pair. J

Parzen (1968) hypothesized that *his prefiltering operation
should lead to reduced bias and variability in the estimated
cross-spectrum. Limited application of the procedure to simu-
lated wave-ship response data in the present study tended to
support Parzen's hypothesis. Additional theoretical investigation
and practical experience is requi.ed in order to more fully

* ev~dluate this estimation method.
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WAVE PATTERNS OF NON-THIN OR
FULL-BODIED SHIPS*

Joseph B. Keller
Couoant !,tttUu oe o6 Ma.hematiatL Sc.tenee6

New Vo4k Unvveu.ty
New Yo4k, New Vo4k 10012

ABSTRACT at speed U. Therefore the waves in it must have
phase velocities of order U. Consequently their

A method is presented for determining the wavelengths are of order U0/ 8 . This is small
wave pattern produced by the motion of a non- compared to the ship length L since the ratio
thin or full-bodied ship. It is based upon the 112 /gL is just F, which we assume to be small.
assumption that the Frouds number F -• U1/gL is Because the wavelength ia small compared to L,
small, where U is the ship speed, L is the ship the wave motion can be treated by rny methods,
length and g is the acceleration of gravity, like those of geometrical optics. Therefore wc
In this case the wavelength of the resulting shall develop an appropriate ray theory, tid •3ee
waves is small compared to L. Therefore, the it to find the ship wave pattern.
waves can be described by a theory like gee- We shall begin by considering the phase
metrical optics, In which rays, a phase fucc- function s of the wave pattern. In terms of s,
t•on and an amplitude function play a role. the wavefronts are just the curves a - constant.
The waves are superposed on the double body In section 2 we shall derive a first trder par-
flow, which is the potential flow about the *ial differential equation satisfied by s. Iu
ship rnd its image in the undisturbed free sur- section 3 we shall consider the equation for s
face. They are producud at the bow and stern, in the neighborhoods of the bow and the stern.and travel outward and rearward from tese Isection 4 we shall •ntroduce rays, which are
points along curved rays, which become straight Ihe ct ershall Intrhducequays, whc are

fai romtheship Inaddtio som waes romthe characterintics of this equation, and showtar frow the ship. In addition sote waves from hew they can be used to solve for s. We havethe bow travel along the surface at th water- used thase %ettLf-ds to illu.itrate the results byline and leave IL tangentially toward rho rear finding s foi a point sh,', and for a thin saip.along slvilar rays. Thus the ship wave pattern We shall see that the -.esult for a point ship
consists primarily of the waves from two sources, agrees with that of Kelvin, and the result for a
one at the bow and one at the stern. The results agrees with th'oaeli a t reult whe hare onfrmedLy ompaiso wit th smal Fthin ship agreeo with Hir.bell's result when his

are onfr~e byc~aarlon ~ththesnel Fresult is evaluated '..r 1.ow Frouds nmbetr [1]. Re-
asymptotic evaluation of Michell's solution for 4u-lts for re~listen e~tapea require similar, but
thin ships, more complicated, calt-' ations.

1. Into_ utio
Kelvin initiated the theory of ship waves

by determining the wave pattern produced by a
point disturbance moving with constant velocity
along the surface of water of infinits depth.
Michell advanced the theory by obtaining an eX-
preesion for the wave pattern produced by a thin The next step in the dw(elopment of the
or slender ship moving with constant velocity, theory is the determination of the smplitudc of
No corresponding result for ships which are not the wave motion 121. By %u", thtM appropriate 0on-
thin or slender hau yet been found. The servat!o lae: .ur raves )n a narrow tube of rays,
present work is a step toward obtaining such a it iL, poesible to calculoee the .aplitude along a
result. ra: in terms of its initial value at some point

The beais for our theory is the ascumption on the ray. The determinAelon of the initial
that the ship *otion is slow. I, diatnancnlase vAlue involves the deteraination of the flow in
terms this mesni thaac the Frooide number r '/2IgL t:mi neighborhood of i.'La waterline qf the ship,
is small, where V is the ship ap-mod, L -a the from- which .he rays origii'ate. The flow in that
ihiy length an4 g is the aceel,!ratloa of graviýy. neighboicood -an be found by boundary layer

When F is zero, the flow about the ship In the jmethods, but it kA not yat been dens in peneral. Them-
well-known douhie body flow wit:' poteunial I,. fort,. we shal., iiot d7al with the imaplitude in
This is the porvltial ilow about the al.ip and .Xh, h A.aspvr.
image in the uniiaturbed fr.,, vurfacii. lt do,%
not coutain any wave motion, Therafor sie aosime 2. . onrjt,_A • j•c.i• funtinthat for F at all, tba flrwv consists of tht dolhl%! in irder" to dettz.--ino Cho ph&,o fution 6

body flow plus a oeciUlstury flow hthic:' xeprt- o, thh waves, produced by a hbig, we %baLl first
gants the wave motion. derree a differential eqvation for s,, ;t) to so

To detertline the otoillatcry flow, v'e first ue rarcll. that in leep waVer ac lkbto t•. frv.-
observe that the tave psattoc movss with thin ship qtuancy w and the wave vector k of i ,eve a.ee

1'



L

related by the disrersion equation w a glki. Therefore we must make a more precise calcula-
In water moving with the horisontal veloci7ty tion of . near these points in order to impose
VO, the actual frequency of a wave is w - VO k, the radiatio% condition near them, and we shall now do this.
vhere w is the apparent frequency. Upon using
this frequency instead of ui in the 'dispersion 3. Bow and Stern Stagnation Points
equation, we get (w - VO • 2 - g[ as the dia- Let us denote by 2a the interior angle made
persion equation for waves in moving water, by the waterline C at the stern. (Sea Fig. 1).

Now lot s(x,y,t) be the phase function of a We assume that C is symietric about the x-axis.
wuve, where x and y are coordinates in the un- If the hull is vertical at Ole stern then the be-
disturbed free surface z - o. Then the frequency havior of 0 there is
is W - - at and the wave vector is k - Vd, where
V is the horizontal gradient. We now use these 0(r,6.o) - hrv coo Ve, V - i/(i-c). 9.
exprescionp for w and k in the dispersion equa-
tion, and square both sides to avoid writing Here r is distance from the stern, e is the angle
lVsl. In this way we obtain measured from the x-axis, and h is a positive

(a + V$ . Vs)4 - g2 (Vs)2 I. constant proportional to the ship speed U. The
t value oi. V is the smallest positive number for

This is a first order partial differential equa- which $0 - o at the hull 0 ii - t.
tion for s. In it the velocity VO is evaluated We now use (9) in (2) to get
on z " o from the double body potential 4
P(x,y,z,t) corresponding to the instantaneous (Vhr cos rOn + vhr sin vOus)
po.ýsition and velocity of the ship. 0

For a ship which moves with constant
velocity-U along the x-axis, it is convenient to - 2 ( 2 + 10.
introduce coordinates fixed with respect to the We shall seek s in the form
ship. In this coordinate system the flow is
steady, so both 0 and s are independent of t. .
Then (1) becomes X ' '

(V$ . Vs) 4 _ gl Vs) 2  2. Substitution of (11) into (10) yields the value
The potential $ is the solution of the followingn equation for w:prob).em: •• ,

p b := 12.
0- , z<o , 3.

H'a-o. E on B ,4. (VPi Wcos ye + V w sin VO)4 - ~ 2 +2  13
z at o, 5. If tha ship is syimmet'ic about the x-axis thou a
4 Ux at . 6. must be symmetric ulso. This yields the bound.ry

In (4) B denotes the ship surface, condition

Tn obtain a boundary condition on a, we note wo(o) - o. 14.
that the horizontal velocity of the water due to
the wave motion is proportional to Vs. If the From (11) and (12) we see that iv > o and s - o
ship is vertical at the waterline C, the compo- at the stern if a < ff/3, while P < o and s - - at
nent of horizontal velocity normal to C must the stern if a > 7T/3. The func'ion w(O) must A
vanish. This yields the boundary condition satisfy (13) and (14), but these equations do not

= o , on C . must7satiy determine it uniquely. i

We now use (9) and '-,I) in (8) tc calculate
Another condition wiha mutstsyis cailcmoeti

the radiation condition, which requires that the en
wave energy flow awry from the ohip. Now the (
wave energy propagates with the group velocity S%)radial - (v... + w77T

= (au/3k, , aw/3k 2 ) where k, and k2 are the x
and y components of the wave vector k. From the + 0 co VO] Vol. r.h
first paracwaph of this section we see that By using (14) in (13) and solving• for w(o), we •
w - (glkl) + V§ • k. Differentiation of w find w(o) . ±(V2iY 1 . both solutions make the

yright side of (15) positive at 9 f o, so this
+ gVs . condition does not select a particular solution.

Y2[(VS) 2]1/ At the bow a similar analysis can be made,
with 2ee denoting the interior angle included by

C hr.Then Instead of (9) %#,A have
•. ~ ~~~Thus the radiation condition is that c , given thr. heineaof()ehve[

by (8), he directed away from the shir Cos VT -).From (4) and (7) we see that the normal (,o)~hr os1(-,

i components of VO and Vs are zero on C. Then (8) 1
shows that is tangent to C, and therefore V1

direvted awtf frum it provided that C is convex. Here r' is distance from the bow and h' is a
However, at the bow and stern there are stagna- negative constant. We again find that s is of
tAn Doints of the flowwhereVO - o, and where the form (11) with hW instead of h, with wa(O)
Vs is either zero or infinite. At these points, instead of wa with w((8)

as (3) ,vhowa, c is aloc either zero or infini,e. %eation sat d wt  i i to (13).
i• ~~equation satisfied by wI in similar t 1)

5.4
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4. w
To solve (2) for a we introduce the char-

acteristic curves x(a),y(u) where Y is a pars-
meter. We also write ki(a) - s [x(O),y(a)],
k2(M) - Sy[X(0),y(G)1, @(a) - efx(o),y(a)] and
we introduce f defined by

f(xyki,k 2 ) - g2 (k' + kj) - (kil- + k20 )4. 17.
x y

Then (2) is just

f(x,y,ki,k 2 ) - o 18.

The characteristic equations of (18) are

x - fkj, " fk 2, k1 - • k - -.fy, kf

+ k2fh2 19.

* 22g k1 - 4' (k 1 0x + k 2 0y) 20.

- 2g2k- 4 y(k,O + kaly) 21.

. 4(kixx + k2$, y)(kDx + k2 (P) 22.

kt2 - 4(k1Vxy + k 2 yy )(k1 x + k 20y)3 23.

a-= - 2S
2 (ki + ki). 24.

To find a solution s with the behavior (11)
near the stern, we introduce rays x(a,8), y(o,8)
which start at the stern in the direction 8.
If the stern is at (L,o), the initial values of
x and y are x(o,O) - Ly(o.0? - o and eheinitial slope of theryiyoe/xo) f ig I
tan 0. If n < V/1, then 11 ý o and the initial "'
value of 9(c,0) - o. However, if a > 1T/3 then
a - - • at the stern, so only the asymptotic
behavior (11) can be specified. The initial
values of kj and k2 can be found by differen-
tiating (11), and they are both infinite at the
stern. Therefore only their behavior near the
stern can be specified.
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DISCUSSION

T.F. OGILVIE 3) Double-body tests or calculations are often used

as the starting point for studies of ship-wave phenomena.

The naval architect is likely to dismiss short-wave I would guess that at least 80% of such studies have been
problems as uninteresting because "short waves" implies fundamentally wrong, because the investigators did not
very low speed, and wave resistance is of little interest understand that this is a singular perturbation problem.

under such conditions. Even in problems involving am-
bient waves, "short waver" implies small motions and Professor Keller's approach may be a significant
small loads - although the latter is perhaps no longer advance toward resolving the third aspect mentioned above.
true in the practical problems that involve the so-called In using "geometrical optics" waves superposed on the
"springing" phenomenon. nonuniform double-body flow, he obviously understands

very well the nature of the singular perturbation problem.
However, there still remain several important reasons The same is true for Professor Timman and Dr. Hermans,

for investigating such problems. I shall mention only those as well as for Dr. Dagan and others.
that relate to the steady-motion problem.

1) In most theoretical treatments of ship waves, an But if Professor Keller believes that he may be able
assumption is made, either implicitly or explicitly, that all to predict the waves in practical situations involving full-
waves of interest have wavelengths that are comparable o bodied ships, I think that he is mistaken. In such cases,
ship length. If this assumption is not made, one cannot the waves are not nearly short enough to satisfy the
use thin-ship theory, for example, because one can then conditions of his analysis. de requires explicitly only
not transfer the body boundary condition to the center- that the wavelength should be short compared with ship
plane. This does not seem to be generally recognized by length. However, in order to use his ray techniques, one
people who work extensively with the thin-ship idealiza- must have wavelengths short compared with all ship
tion. One loses all effects caused by hull diffraction of dimensions, including beam, draft, radii of curvature near
the ship-generated waves unless one considers that the
waves are somehow comptaable in length to ship beam. the bow, ..... An exception to such a requirement can

We are now learning how to include sucn things in be made only under an opposite extreme condition, name-

slender-ship theory, but several major questions remain ly that the rays emanate from well-defined points. Thus

open. In any case, it is clear that we must consider it is not surprising if he can duplicate the waves from

shorter waves than has been customary-. K3lvin's fishline or even from Michell's thin ship.

2) In towing-tank practice, the low-speed tests may Finally, I should add that I cannot see how Profes-
have considerable importance in fixing the extrapolator sor Keller can predict the most important practical effect

curves, since it is assumed that w - resistance vanishes of the shortness of real sh 'ayes, namely, the diffrac-
sufficiently rapidly at low speeds tnat the remaining tion of bow waves by a t .- ' middle-body. In Profcs-
measured drag reprzsents only viscous-related effects. sor Ursell's paper, it is shown that there is effectively a
However, if wave resistance drops off in some way that "shadow region" asong-side a ship, the region growing
is not well-understood, the wrong conclusions may be steadily toward the stem. What does a ray theory say
drawn about the fuli-scale significance of the tests, about wave motion in a shadow region?
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

Prof. Ogilvie's comments on the and comparing them with observations.
reasons for considering short wave prob- This is what I hope to do. However.
iems are very illuminating. I hope they there is every reason to expect that
will stimulate interest in such prob- the theory will work. This is because
lems. He has also expressed doubts of the extensive and detailed agree-
about the possible use of a g.:ometri- ment of the corresponding "geometrical
cal optics or ray theory "to predict theory of diffraction" with numerical
the waves in practical situations in- calculations and with observation,
volving full-bodied ships." I can only in problems involving acoustic waves,
expect to remove those doubts by using electromagnetic waves, surface gravity
the theory to make such predictions, waves, etc.
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VELOCITY FIELD MEASUREMENTS APPLIED FOR
ANALYSIS OF SHIP'S WAVE-MAKING SiNGULARITIES

T. Kitazawa T. Inui H. KajitanL
Hitachi Shipbuilding The Uniuersity o6 Tokyo The U ivertity oý Tokyo

9 Engineering Co., Ltd. Tokyo, 113, Japan Tokyo, 113, Japan
Osaka, 554, Japan

revised 24 August 1974 by H. Kajitani

ABSTRACT G = Green function
G• =double model term of Green

Measurements of the three-dimen- function
sional flow velocity components (u, v, H,, H = total head
w) are carried out around a 2m Inuid K = form factor
Model M21 where a specially developed K, = g/U 2 

= wave number
mini five-hole pitot tube of 6mm dia- = L/2 = half length of the
meter is applied satisfactorily, ship

The velocity components are ana- m(ý, •) = distribution function of
lyzed (u, v, w - analysis) in a synthet- source density
ic co-ordination with the corresponding p = P/1pU2 = non-dimensional
wave analysis (ý-analysis) which was static pressure
reported in the Ninth Symposium on the T t* t = depth of source dis-
same model (M21). tribution

The study indicates that, u, v, w = components of disturbance
For potential field; velocity in x,'p z di-
(1) The two linearized free surface rection

conditions, i.e. the "atmospheric" ul, vi, w, components of disturbance
condition as well as the "'zinemati- velocity considered ficti-
cal" condition, are both valid ei- tiously in the wake zone
ther between C(measured) and u(mea- TJ = velocity of uniform flow
sured) or between 9i/3 (measured) X, = Cartesian co-ordinates for
and w(measured). flow field

(2) The behavior of the transverse com- = wave elevation
ponent v(4) is the most important, D = tan'I{•/(x-ý)
because this component alone can n, , = Cartesian co-ordinates for
give the unique informations for source distribution
sheltering effects which are not C(t,y,Z) = velocity potential
included in the wave-analysis. W = wake zone(3) The results analyzed from u or w
are almost similar to those already
obtained by wave analysis. 1. WAVE ANALYSIS AND FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS

For viscous field;
(4) The flow field analysis is useful In model basins during these about

also tot the refinement of the ten years the two kinds of microscopic
wake-survey by enabling the quanti- approaches i.e. the wave analysis and
tative estimation of the disturb- the flow field analysis have been car-
ance velocity (uW) which is ficti- ried out together with the traditional
tiously presumed within the wake macroscopic resistance and propulsion
belt. tests which are symbol.ized as "the force

measurement".
Here the wave analysis is based on

NOMENCLATURE the scalar data of the surface wave
height c(x, ) created by a travelling

A*(6) = weighed amplitude function ship, while the flow field analysis is
( 2•CrA*( )/L]2de) based on the vector data of flow veloc-

ity components which extend three
Aj, BL = coefficients of modified dimensionally around the ship. There-

Fourier series expansion fore when the denseness of both infor-
CFO = R•/jpV2 L2 = frictional re- mation data is compared, the flow field

sistance coefficient for analysis is evidently superior to the
flat plate wave analysis. In fact not a few prob-

Cv = Rv/opV2 L 2 = viscous resistance lems which could not be cleared with the
coefficient wave analysis ilone are expected to be

Fm = Froude number clarified with the good co-o.dination of
g = acceleration of gravity this flow field analysis.
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The flow field surrounding a ship which is only enough with the direct
is divided into two regions. One is summation of the energy component as
inner boundary layer and wake zone where shown in Eq. (5). Meanwhile in the
the flow is characterized by viscosity. analysis of the potential flow field
The other is out of these zones where measured velocity components are used as
the potential flow can be assumed. It initial data to analyze the equivalent
is considered the wave analysis and the source distributions by solving the
flow field analysis should be carried integral equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4)
out in both regions fundamentally. How- as shown in the later appendix. Such
ever in the previous works there was a troublesome analysis is awaiting.
tendency that each analysis was perform-
ed in each region exclusively, i.e. the
wave analysis in the potential zone and 2. VALIDITY OF POTENTIAL FLOW ANALYSIS
the flow field analysis in the wake
zone. A lot of new findings are expected

SIn this paper the flow field anal- by analyzing the actual potential flow
ysis is tried in both regions in the field. However the most important find-
sense just .:ntioned above where a 2m ing is so far as the authors' aspect to
Inuid Model M21 is applied because its know the real features of actual flow and
precise wave analysis has been already wave field, and to make clear the so-
completed not only for the wave profile called sheltering effect which arises
along the model but also for the whole from the condition to be imposed on the
free wave pattern (Ref. 1). initiation and the radiation of ship

Of course the measurements of flow waves in particular with the surfaci
velocity components are far elaborate piercing ship body. By this reason the
than the records of wave height. Espe- analysis of the potential field not
cially at small tanks including the case associated with the wave analysis seems
of the University of Tokyo the usable meaningless. Rather with the good co-
model is small and hence the absolute ordination of the both new findings
value of the testing speed is limited which have been never obtained before
low for a given Froude number comparing are truly expected.
with large models at large tanks. It To this end the following analyses
requires not only a very little and yet are considered.
high accurate five hole pitot tube but
also the good cared test equipments and 2.1 Study on the Linearity of Free Sur-
circumstances (for example the cleaning face Conditions
of the water in the tank is essential). Both the linearized dynamical and
Although their details (Ref. 2) are not kinematical conditions at the free sur-
shown in this paper it may safely be said face are given under the co-ordinates
that the reliable measurements of ye- system shown in Fig. 1,
locity components by five hole pitot tube
are possible even for a 2m small model..

In addition the accuracy of the -- 2L (
measured velocity components required is 1i 11=o
different depending on the type of the
analysis. In the usual wake survey this __ b
requisition is not so severe as in the Uanalysis of the potential flow field,
because the wake survey stands in many
cases to evaluate the viscous resistance If the velocity components u and w

are measured just beneath the water sur-
face, although there remains a little

W Z trouble with measurements and looking
upon as the data of the free surface, it
is able to compare the measured wave
height ý with u(z=0) and the measuredYý Uwave slope 3a/Dx with w(z=0) respective-
ly. Through these comparisons it is
possible to study quantitatively to what

FP |extent the linearized conditions (1) and
0 (2) are valid.

Also the following is worth men-
tioning. Even if the validity of the

A• linear free surface conditions is found
X in the actual wave field, this does not

imply that the linearized theory without
considerations of the sheltering effect
can represent the exact actual wave
field, since the sheltering effect can
not be attributed to the higher order

Fig. 1 Coordinates System terms of the free surface conditions.
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2.2 Singularity Distributions Equivalent wave pattern is shifted outward in usual
to Flow Velo0ity Components about ship's half breadth.

Usable information data in the flow
field analysis are quite ample comparing 2.5 Wake Survey Includinq the Effect ofj with those in the wave analysis. For Potential Flow
example a set of data of wave profile The wake-survey is out of the scope
along the ship waterline which was used of the potential flow analysis. Hoiever
in the previous wave profile analysis if the source distribution equivalent to
is one dimensional, while in the flow the outer potential flow is known, poten-
field analysis not only the data on it tial flow component though fictitious can
but also their variations with depth be extrapolated into the wake zone. Thus
just under this line are given as two taking the effect of potential flow com-
dimensional quantities. Furthermore ponent into account, refinements of the
each has three components ('i, v, w) wake-survey may be expected.
instead of u or r. Thus prior to the
actual flow field analysis, how to treat
these ample informations and utilize 3. EXPERIMENTS
them in a synthetic analysis becomes it-
self an important problem, because the 3.1 Inuid Model M21
three components u, v, w are no longer Simple hull form such as Wigley
independent with each other if one as- model is not suitable for the present
sumes the existence of the potential analysis because it produces simple large
flow in the actual wave field. waves and non linear effect happens

However in the present work where strongly. Therefore to prevent these
the study on this point is inadequate, effects a complicated less-wave-hull M21
the velocity components u, v, w are was selected.
assumed to be independent for each other The hull geometry of this model was
and the determination of source dis- obtained by stream tracing of the follow-
tributions on the centerplane equivalent ing center plane source distribution
to each velocity component is tried to which is uniform in draftwise direction
compare with the result from the wave
analysis (in the present work the wave m(E) = 2.17444ý - 4.112860
profile aualysis). + 2.25910•s (3)

2.3 Draftwise Variation of Source Dis-
tribution Equivalent to Flow Velocities (-1 1 1, -0.08 • • 0)

In the wave profile analysis just Ireferred above the source distribution
m(F,r,) equivalent to the wave profile
was assumed to be draftwise uniform, ind 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.06 010 0.12
only its lengthwise variation was ana- 00
lyzed corresponding with one-dimensional
data of the wave profile r(). However .0
with the application of the flow field 002
analysis where the data at different
depth are applicable, the reality of 0.Ii
this assumption can be studied. 9

2.4 Behavior of v(1) and Sheltering 0.06
Effect

If the two linearized free surface
conditions (1) and (2) are found to be 00, 7
valid between the measured ý, u and w - ¶

it is proved practically by the present
experiment 1 later on - the impor- 0.0 5

tance of each of the data u, v and w for
the potential flow analysis becomes dif-
ferent, since u and w are related with 0.12
r closely, and findings derived from the
analysis of u or w are guessed more or
less similar to those of the wave analy-- 0.
sis. M2

On the contrary quite new findings M21
are indeed exoected as for the analysis 0.16
of v which havie never been obtained from
the customary wave analysis. Thus the
measurements of v in wider range than in 0.18
the ca3e of u or w is particularly rec- z,4
ommnended. It might give a possibility
to grasp the fundamentals of the shelter-
ing effect and for example to give a rea-
sonable explanation why the measured Fig. 2 Body Plan of M21
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Principal particulars are listed in Experiment 1. Measurements of three
Table 1 and its body plan is shown in velocity components u, v, w in a
Fig. 2. All measurements were made at wallsided plane just outside the
F, = 0.289 according to the optimization boundary layer of the model.
Froude number of this model. Measuring points are shown in

Fig. 3 with circular marks (e),
3.2 Method of Flow Measurements which amount in total 25(x) x 4(z)

To measure the flow velocfties a = 100 points. Evidently this exper-
mini five hole pitot tube having the iment aims each analysis of (2.1),
spherical head of 6mm diameter was ap- (2.2) and (2.3). Especially to com-
plied. The out-put was transformed by pare with the known results of the
force balanced pressure transducers and wave profile analysis, the measuring
recorded both on a magnetic tape and vi- plane was located close to the hull
siqraph. Prior to measurements special as near as possible.
cares were paid for leveling of the rail
and cleaning of the tank water.

The equipment to calibrate and
traverse the pitot tube is so designed Tale 1 Principal Particulars of M21
that actual measurements may be followed
right away after calibration tcsts with-
out removal of any part of this equip- Item M21
ment. Also the setting of angle of pitot
tube is important and free surface effect L (m) 2.001
specially acting on w should be carefully
calibrated. Analysis was due to Pien's B (m) 0.2368
method (Ref. 3). d (m) 0.1724

3.3 Kinds of Experiments T (m) 0.08
Considering each item of the analy-

ses quoted in the previous section, next V () 0.0347

three experiments were carried out in S (m
2

) 0.6686
these sequences. It should be noted that B/L I 01
experiment 2 was planned additionally 0.1184
after new findings were obtained from d/L 0.0862
experiment 1. :_-

• ~0.51 "

Exp. 2 Exp. 3• (A 3 1x 2 = 6 2 ) ( / = 1 .0 8 , 1 . 3 5 )

A

aZO 4

FP.0 ARP
1R0 ®(1.0) Wake Zone

Fn 0.289

Exp. 1 (. 25x4 = 100)

M21 __ • •

.1 • .NO .10 N O .A N O .20

Fig. 3 Measuring Points of Flow Velocity
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Experiment 2. Measurements of 4. ANALYSIS FOR EXPERIMENT 1
v(iz) at three different transverse
sections. 4.1 Obtained Velocity Components

As shown in Fig. 3 with tri- Velocity components (u, v, w) were& angular marks (b), 31(4) x 2(z) = measured with good accuracy beyond
r 62 points were selected aiming the authors' expectations. Among the data at

analysis of (2.4). 100 points which consist from 4 immersed
layers with each 25 of x points, results

RxPeriment 3. Wake surveys near at both, the least immersed layer z/t 1
St-K stern. -0.02 and the most immersed layer z/ft -

Wake surveys were tried at two -0.12 are shown in Fig. 4. Apparently
sections (x/t = 1.08, 1.35) corre- each measured component forms a fair
sponding to (2.5). smooth curve.

4.2 Discussion about Linear Free Surface
~"~'~'Conditions

2 . .. GMaking use of u, w at least imier-
i0.1 * •sion z/t = -0.02 and measured wave height

0 with wave slope 5C/ýx just on this ver-

* * * *tical plane, the linearity of free sur-

the formulas (1) and (2). Results are
00O .... a given in Fig. 5. Upper half figure re-i S. * lates the formula (1) and lower half the

o. 8  
C I formula (2).

With regard to the formula (1), the
-0.1o 0 measured wave elevation C is compared

first with the R.H.S. of the formula (1)
(where u are data at z/1 - -0.02 not z
0), and second with the following formu-
la (4) which includes the squares of ye-

Fig. 4 Measured Velocity Components locities in Bernoulli's equation.

2• • Meosured Wove Height

- .1 1
11.-0.0.0

0-4

F. 4

-1.01W.00

6633
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non should not be attributed at least to

2 2 the linearization of free surface condi-S• + • A-y + QL + (4 ti-0or ns.nteulwe aho hi
Second, the importance of each u, v

or w is not equal when each of their

With regard to the formula (2), not analysis is compared with the wave anal-
only the measured w at z/t - -0.02, but ysis, because u and w are connected with

also w at z/N = -0.04 are plotted for the wave and its slope, hence new findings
reference. These are also to be compared are expected from v which does not appear
first with the wave slope Dr,/ax derived in the free surface conditions. In order
from the numerical differentiation of to make this anticipation more effective,
observed wave heights and second with the measurement of v should be extended
a(-u)/Dx f,/f-0.01 derived from the same to the whole field.
treatment to the measured velocity com-
ponents. 4.3 Comparison of Velociy Components

Through these comparisons it is between Measured and Calcuiated
found that linear approximations of the About u and v the measured and cal-
both formulas (1) and (2) are well estab- culated velocity components are compared
fished as a whole in the actual wave in Figs. 6- 8. In calculating the velo-
field except for the first crest of bow city component according to the formulas

waves. improvement by non-linear terms (A.2) and (A.3), (a) the source distri-
seems little with regard to the formula bution which was used for stream tracing
(1), while in the formula (2), ý(-u)/-x on the hull therefore the double model
at forebody and Dr/3x at aftbody show the source was applied, and (b) Greei, func-
better agreement with w both in phase and tion consisting from whole terms of the
amplitude, formula (A.6) was used for Figs. 6 and

Two important conclusions are de- 7, while Fig. 8 is the case where only
rived from this analysis. the double model term G, was adopted.

First, the main reasons why the pre- In Figs. 6 and 7 where wave terms
sent theory of wave making resistance of Green function are fully taken, both
cannot necessLrily give the enough expla- u and v show fairly large discrepancy
nation to the actual wave making phenome- between measured and calculated which

suggests the eyistence of the so-called
sheltering effect. On the other hand

0 % as for v along the hull side it is worth
7> , . . mentioning that rather simple calcula-

-004 . . tions of Fig. 8 based on the double model
0-012 -- --- -------- term of Green function give a better co-

incidence with the measured. However,10-0 the fact that this agreement is confined
1 'A k- to the neai. field of the hull side will-0.05 /1- ./ be precisely studied in the following

- 7 section.
"-0.10 • 4.4 Source Distributions Equival3nt to

Flow Velocities
As mentioned before three velocity

components (u, v, w) are ruo longer inde-
Fig. 6 Comparison of Measured and pendent with each other in the potential

Calculated Velocity (u) flow field. However in the present anal-
(Use All Terms) ysis it was focused to compare the

0.15 v/u
-&o02- -- -- . .. !

S-0.04 0 .0 '/1., w ........ ......0.10 --0.10 Z -04--
-0.12 - --

(10 '-012-------~-- ~ N-0.12-----

Fig. 7 Comparison of Measured and Fig. 8 Comparison of Measured and
Calculated Velocity (v) Calculated Velocity (v)
(Use All Terms) (Use Double Model Term)
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measured data with saves rather in the (4.4.2) Equivalent Sources to v or w and
primitive form. Thus the velocity com- Their Weighed Amplitude Functions
ponents were taken independent each Equivalent sources to v or w were
other and each of the equivalent sources also obtained following the case of u.
was analyzed as the center plane distri- Although their results are not presented
bution. The method and formulas to ana- for the brevity, three kinds of sources
lyze them are summarized in the Appendix. equivalent to each u, v and w look like

the same at a glance. However, if their
(4.4.1) Equivalent Sources to u and Their weighed amplitude functions are compared
Weighed Amplitude Functions with each other as shown in Fig. 11, one

Three equivalent sources to u are of them which has been derived from v
presented in Fig. 9 with the result of shows a clear difference from the other
wave profile analysis where their varia- two. In other words summarizing the re-
tion in draftwise direction was assumed sults of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, four kinds
constant. Chain line is obtained from of data such as u, w, wave profile along
all data of four z/1 layers. One dotted the model and another wave height on a
line from the nearest layer to the free longitudinal cut line applied for
surface (z/1 - -0.02), and two dotted Newman's wave analysis give more or less
line from the deepest layer (z/f the similar amplitude functions, but the
-0.12). velocity component v supplies a quite

From Fig. 9 it is found that equiva- different amplitude function.
lent sources to u show the similar ten-
dency as that of the wave analysis,
though some differences are observed in 5. ANALYSIS FOR EXPERIMENT 2
the fore part. Source distributions
change little with different input data The particular behavior of v is
of immersions. It suggests that pre- doubtless one of the most noticeable
scribed assumption of 'draftwise uniform' point found out in the analysis of the
may be approved. Making use of these previous experiment. Evidently the data

sources weighed amplitude functions were of v are different in quality because
calculated and compared including the re- the term v does not appear in the both
sult of Newman's longitudinal wave anal- linearized free surface conditions, where
ysis (Fig. 10). All of them show the on the contrary u and w are closely re-
similar movements. lated with • and its derivative.

MAO- Originat

- from Wave

K -1.0 O.

-0.5

'ftf

g. 9 source Distributions Analyzed from u and Wave
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7 Accordingly the more detailed in- 2) At far distance from the hull
vestigation about v is desired to learn surface, the calculated line
how the measured v behaves with increas- where all terms of Green func-
ing distance from ship side and how it tion are applied to the analyzed
changes or accords with theoretical cal- source, therefore the free sur-
culation. Experiment 2 was thus moti- face effect is taken in bothrated and objected. Further measurements source au~d Green function, showsof v were carried out not confined to the a tendentious agreement with

hull surface but spread out widely in measured.
direction.

Measurements were made at three 3) In the intermediate range of the
transverse section, i.e. x/t - -0.45 both, the measured v does not
where v is enough positive at hull side, accord with any four lines. How-
x/f - 0.05 where v is nearly 0 and x/t - ever, it seems as if the free
0.55 where v is enough negative. They surface effect reveals itself
are measured at two immersed layers z/f gradually outward on the measured
- -0.04 and -0.06. v velocities delayed in phase

Results for each depth are shown in about half breadth at each ordi-
Figs. 12 and 13 respectively. nate.

51 Comparison of v between Measured and 5.2 Ship Surface Condition and Shelter-
Calcuited ng Eect Revealed on v(MeasuredIn each figure four calculated When the general beh avor of v(meas-
lines are compared with measured points ured) is considered synthesizing the
(white marks). Again a) two kinds of result of experiment 2, one finds that
source distributions, original source the necessary condition for surface
eq,iivalent to hull geometry and analyzed piercing ship body ia not enough with
source equivalent to velocity component such a usual ship surface condition that
v, with b) two kinds of Green function, normal velocity must be everywhere zero
the case that only first term G, hence on its surface.
double model term in the right-hand side Because, so far as the discussion
of (A.6) is used and the other case that is confined on the ship surface, rather
all terms are used, make i' total four double model approximation which givescalculated lines.1  the rigid water surface shows the better

Three conclusions are obtained from coincidence with measured v than that
Figs. 12 and 13 as follows: including the free surface effect, so

that the ship surface condition in the
1) Near the hull surface, or more usvi.L meaning seems sufficiently satis-

exactly saying in the range from fied. Problem lies not on the hull sur-
hull side to the outer point by face but on a nlightly outgoing region.half breadth at each ordinate, Such phenomenon seems quite special
the calculated lines where double and particularly worth noticing that itSmodel term G, is applied to the has never been experienced in the bound-
double model source as Green ary value problem of classical hydro-
function agree quite well with dynamics.
measured.

SU V

---- by N..yy., MOthd

1 I.•/0.
I II II0.1

0 20 30 40 • o 60 70 • • 0. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 to s0 V

Fig. 10 Weighed Amplitude Function (1) Fig. 11 Weighed Amplitude Function (2) 10,

Note that analyzed source is itself ob-
tained under each Green function.
Results are shown in Fig. 14.
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I ,I II. .I.... . . . . .. .... .. . .

Importact points arei the fluid interior to the hull surface
is completely at rest (i.e. in the wake,

(a) Wave motion is almost completely U2 - 0) and incoming waves from outside
suppressed in the nearest field to (i.e. out of the wake, U, - U) is corn-
the hull surface. pletely dammed at hull's water line,

hence the rate of transmission is zero.
(b) Wave component emerges gradually However according to their conclusions,

with outgoing from the hull side. if the rate of transmission is zero, then
the rate of reflection becomes full in-

(c) In this case the phase delay exists versely, and for this reason wave height
evidently of about half breadth. should be doubled just the same as the

perfect reflection at solid wall. This
These are the real features of the point is extremely different, and the

sheltering effect, different from usual sheltering affect seems to have a char-
ship surface condition. Undoubtedly it acter that there is neither transmission
comes out from free surface piercing by nor reflection. It is also interesting
the floating ship itself. to note that the recent work by Mori

Therefore how and what kind of the- (Ref. 5) corresponds to the present fact
oretical model is able to represent this that behavior of v has close relation
particular flow is raised as an important with the sheltering effect.
present task. An analogous model, for Lastly, though it is a short com-
example, may be found in the paper by ment as to the double model approximation
Maruo and Hayasaki (Ref. 4) in which the applied to the stream tracing of Inuid
deformation of waves when waves propagate or Pienoid, Wehiarsen pointed out that it
into uniform wake is studied. The pre- defies the effect of wave term on the
sent flow resembles to some extent as if hull surface condition (Ref. 6). However
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Doubte iodie V Doubte Model

Original S.D. Y Original SD5V/ --- riginal S.0.15 Oi~a D
0.15Analyzed S.D. ------ Analyzed SD

Use All Terms Use All Terms
... Original S.D. 0,10 Orgia SL.

0.10", S.D. 00 Analyzed SD.
o Measured oMeasured

(w5 ~ 00.05 - t 31-0h5
Q05 0. 34a-)~5C4,m

~~FItttt Pooint0.0 LE0.05 " V u0O5 tPoint
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0 0Q0A~l 0. 03
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00O1051 0.
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needed disturbance velocity (ul, vi, wO)
was evaluated from the outer potential
flow using the equivalent source to u 7. CONCLUSIONS
(measured in Experiment 1). The measur-
ed static pressure accords well with the The final, C .clusions will be sum-
calculated even in the wake belt. Also marized as follows;
it is clear that disturbance velocity u
is gradually merging with the calculated (1) High accurate velocity components
"i at out of the wake. The similar which deserve the quantitative
results were obtained at x/f - 1.35. analysis of the potential flow can

Viscous resistance was estimated by be measured by a mini five-hole
L - 2m small model.

H. H (2) Free surface conditions are satis-
) -(factorily linearized in the actual

W U) free surface flow not only between
u and C but also between w and DC/Dx
respectively around the ship with

Results are shown in Fig. 18 though the least wave resistance.
test was made at only one Froude number
r - 0.289. Viscous 'esista-ce co- (3) The flow field analysis based upon
efficients Cv non-dimensionalized by L2  u and w gives nearly the same re-
are evaluated, sults as the wave profile analysis.

C - R /_jpJ 2L - 0.67xi0 5- at'f-l.08, (4) No significant differences are ob-
served with regard to the draftwise
variation of the analyzed source

C., - 0.74x10-1 at rl.35, distributions which are equivalen*
to the flow velocities. It implies
that the assumption of the uni-

which accord well with the analysis of formity is admittable in the draft-
the resistance test result, wise direction which is actually

taken in the wave profile analysis.
Co(l + K) - 0.735 x 10- .

Especially the evaluation at after sec-
tion qives a good correspondence to the
resistance test result, on the contrary Cv: Caulddf,,fvmAu,.wd.Sahmfeu u
the value at fore section is a little C'M: 00 i*o
underestimated. Despite the large amount tO. C,. Vj I : t , in •We
of decrease by the second term of Eq.
(5), the contribution of the third term
is quite small. Here the integration was 0*
made below z - 0. if the integration is iextended to the wave surface, and extra-
polations are appropriate, it might give 0..C-a
a more refined estimation. .... ....

ZA €OA Y/ - 0 0Y/I /,' 0.6

-~ -0.02 0* Twn •4d iH-4
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Fig. 17 Distribution of u anA P in Fig. 18 Component of Viscous Resistance
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(5) The behavior of velocity component
v is complicated. In the vicinity APPENDIX THEORETICAL FORMULAS APPLIED
of the hull it shows rather good TO THE FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS
accordance with double model theory.

* At far points it coincides well with Let all quantities in the following
the theoretical value which includes equations be non-dimensionalized by
the effect of wave terms. However (-L/2), half length of the ship, and U,
in the intermediate zone of the both the velocity of the uniform flow. Then,
it does iot accord with any theore- assuming the sourf-i strength m(C,C) at
tical calculations. It suggests Q(t,0,0) in the centerplane of the ship
that the further development of the as the outcoming of the volume, the dis-
more exact theory considering the turbance velocity potential *(x,y,z) at
sheltering effect is needed. P(x,y,z) is given by,

(6) Wake survey is refined with the
supplementary analysis of the outer $(F, 'M
potential flow field which gives
the fictitious disturbance velocity
in the evaluation of the viscous (A.1)
resistance.

where t(-T/t) denotes the immersion of
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with

r, 1 = (x-_ý 2  y2 + (Z-0)2

r72 = (X-E) 2 + y 2 + (Z+ý)2

S• = (x-F)'cos9 + y-sine

i • =ton -•{y/(x-C) }(A.1i0)

Thus we have the fundamental integral

equations (A.2)..-(A.5) to get singulari-
ty distribution which is equivalent to
each velocity component or wave height.

For numerical solution of equations
(A.2)'-(A.5) , singularity distribution
m(Cc) was expressed by the modified
Fourier expansions, assuming its draft-
wise uniformity;

n
m(C) = 2Z{Aj.cos(vr 1•)

+ Bi"sin(i1T )2 (A.11)

Unknown coe riciertts Ai and Bi were de-
termined by the least square method.
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DISCUSSION

G E GADD linearity of the wave natlern or in&c=

curacies of the hull singu1larity system
These most interestin experiments linr for lack of •greement between theory

certainly demonstrate in fi6 5 that the linrar-d experiment. In my oninion, however,
ired free surface condition as not departed neither can give an exploration for the
from drastically on the average. However there unexan-ected variation of the sidewise
are considerable discrepancies in some places velocity v as disnlayed on fig s. 1 ' ind
between the meisuredw values and those deduced 13. Gut is the Havolock Green's function
from linearizad theory. Is it certain that (A.6) really pertinent in the vicinity
such discrepancies have little effect on the of the shin's water line?
flow? In principle it would be possible to
generate a flow similar to the flow round the In any case the zero Proude number
ship by means of a double model distribution of a'iproximation should be rejected here,
Rankine (non-eavemaking) sources above and as it cannot be considered as a uniform
below the plane z = o on the hull surface and limit. The free surface here never tends
its image, together with a further distribution to behave like a rifid one near the shin,
of Rankine sources, outside the hull waterline, however small the Froude number may be!.
on the plane z = o. Then the local source
density on z = o would have to be proportional At least f-om a namer of W"u (Tnt.
-on t. . From fig 5 we see that close to the Shipb. Progr. 14 (1967) 8p-97) and from
hull the strengths of these imagined z = o later invest Lgla--ions by Dagan (JTV 49
rources could vary over a 2:1 range in certain 1971 171-192) we should know that in
regions, according as to whether ,xperimental the vicinity of the shin inertia- (i.e.
values or deduced values of W were used. Such dis!,lacement- ) effects dominate over
differences in source strength would make a those of gravity, hence a high Froeide
very considerable difference to the calcuLlated number flow model is an)pro)r iotae.
flow over the hull.

Expanding (A.6) asymptotically re=
garding k one may obtain

K.W.H. EGrGERS -

The work Presented here most be
considered essential for any effee ive u/ to terms of order O( 2
assessement of current mathematical 0o
models of ship wavo flow; the research (this part of G is just anerating that
should be continued and extended under
international coordination. I hone that part of the wave elevation which is in=the technique of TJinaR n try may dependent of Froude number ,nce a source
greatly decrease the exnerimental effort distribution deneeds stricty linar on o).
for measuring flow velocities in the
future.- I sense that such an nonroach might

help to explain the nhenorren, observed,
If viscosity can be disregarded, and I have cories.)ondinFg computations

it is customary to blame either non- underway.-

A
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AUTHOR'S REPLY
We would like also to acknowledge

We sincerely appreciate the deep Prof. Eggers' valuable discussions.
interest given by Dr. Gadd. At first we expect indeed the

In the lower half of Fig. 5 the development of the technique by Laser-
measured vertical velocity w is com- Doppler measurement which can reduce
pared not with those deducJd from line- the laborious works of the present ex-
arized theory but with the measured periments. Secondly he has a question
wave slope 9/dz or the other variation whether the Havelock's Green function is
a/•. Both have been obtained from (A.6) really appropriate in the vicinity
the numerical differentiation of the of the ship's waterline to explain the
measured wave height Y, or the disturb- particular behaviour of v revealed in
ance velocity u. The intention of the Fig, 12 and 13. Mr. Adachi (Ref. 8) has
figure is also to study the linearity of also the related discussion hased on his
the kinematical condition at the free matched asymptotic expansion method
surface z = (XY) , (Ref. 9).

Against this problem we believe
W t (U)•t) ¢tr 9 - , now that such particular variation of

")I the sidewise velocity v may be well
r t __• ._ 1_ _rationalized by considering the out-or )X U ) flowing of the free waves. We --

including Mr. Okamura who stayed two

Some differences observed between w and years in the Institut fur Schiffbau
)4/a or D1 -/3x. may be clearly attrib- under Professor Eggers during his
uted to the non-linear second and third graduate course of the Univ. 3f Tokyo -
terns of the aoove equation. found that Prof Urse'l's theory in 1960

By the way, he points out the (Ref. 10, is quite effective. The
effect of the si called "line integral', similar idea has been introduced too by
Although we understand the importance Prof. Keller (Ref.ll) just before.
of the effect of free surface singu- We assume at first that sh'.p waves
larities outside the hull waterline from each part may be accumulated to the
which are the primitive form of the line bow and stern. Then the free waves once
integral along the hull water line, we generated at bow and stern, they propa-
are now convincing that the study of the gate not on the uniform flow but on the
non-linear propagation of the free waves affected double model flow which is
due to the non-uniform flow should be created by the ship itself. As the
followed urgently, result they travel shifting outward on

1.0 Y/i 0

0.8 Non-Uniform Flow

Uniform Flow

0.6

0.4 0
0.2.

0!

0.2 0,4L

0.8 0- .....

0.2J
0 6~ =-80.-

Fig.19 Propagation of Elementary 'gave
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the curved line near the ship, only in flow. Here we would like to cease fur-
the region far rear the ship they propa- ther discussions and follow the next
gate straightforward according to the opportunity in the near future.
linear theory.

We would like to show two examples FURTHER REFERENCES
calculated by Okamura (Ref. 12). Fig.19
indicates that each elementary wave 8. Kitazawa, T., Inui, T. and
having each angle of propagation corre- Kajitani, H., "Flow Field Meas.urement
sponding to the uniform flow, propagates and Analysis a) •und an Inuid Model with
on a curved line always changing its Special Referei._e to Sheltering Effect,"
angle and wavelength. Thus in the non- Jourual of the Society of Naval Archi-
uniform flow the transfer of wave energy tects of Japan, Vol.135, June, 1974, pp.
by each elementary wave is not straight- i i.
forward from the bow. 9. Adachi, H., "Higher-Order Thin-

As well known, the measured wave Ship Theory by Means of the Method of" pattern has, in 9eneral, the outward and Matched Asymptotic Expansions," Report
forward shift comparing with the evalu- No.137, Dec., 1972, Dept. of Naval
ated wave pattern by linear theory. Arch. & Marine Eng., University of
However, as shown in Fig.20, if we trace Michigan.
the flow of the elementary wave of & = 10. Ursell, F., "Steady Wave
35116', for example, which corresponds to Patterns on a Non-Uniform Steady Fluid
the cusp line in the linear theory, we Flow," Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol.9,
find how it works well on the centre of 1960, pp.733 3 - 346.
the measured crest and through points 11. Keller, J. B., "Wave Patterns
and moreover how the evaluated each crest of Non-Thin or Full-Bodied Ships,"
line directs well with that of the ob- presented at the 10th Naval Hydro-
served waves. d Massachusetts

Although our application is few and Institute of Technology, June, 1974.
inadequate at present we believe now 12. Okamura, H., "Propagation of
that main cause of such particular out- Ship Waves on a Non-Uniform Flow,"
ward shift of v is due to the deformation Master's Thesis, Dept. of Naval Arch.,
of the free waves in the non-uniform the University of Tokyo, March, 1974.
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NOTE ON THE REFRACTION OF HEAD SEAS
BY LONG SHIPS

F. Utae~t
UniveA.ity o6 Manchestut, England

1. Introduction asymptctic form of the potential can be found
In an earlier paper (Ursell 1968, hereafter (when x ÷ +' while the distance from the axis

referred to as H) it was shown that head seas is kept fixed), and this also will be given in
cannot travel along a long cylindrical ship §2. The details of the calculation will be
without deformation. The first attempt to find submitted for publication elsewhere, but a brief
this deformation was made in that paper where outline is given in §3.
the deformation along a thin wedge-like ship of
great but finite length was considered. It was 2. Statement of the problems
found that the amplitude of the diffracted wavy Let the x-axis be taken horizontal along
near the wedga ultimately increases like (Kx)2 the axis of the cylinder, the y-axis horizontal
where x is the distance from the bow along the and normal to the x-axis, and the z-axis vertical
ship; this high amplitude is confined to a (z increasing with depth). Also let cylindrical
horizontal layer near the ship which increases polar coordinates be defined by the equations
in width like (Kx)i. The total wave amplitude y - r sine, z - r cosO, then on the immersed
is the sum of the incident head sea and the part of the cylinder we have r - a,
diffracted wave and depends on their relative - I*n s,- < x < s i
phase. Arguments can be given which tend to
show that the relative phase in this case Problem 1. Zero forward speed is assumed.
depends on the wave motion near the bow, but On the semi-`nfinite stern section of the

not on the shape of the crosa-section of the cylinder a wave-like pulsating normal velocitySwedge. is prescribed while on the semi-infinite bow

A long ship of full section was considered section the normal velocity vanishes. The
by Faltinsen (1973) who used matched asymptoic resulting wave moLiun near thc stern section is
expansions and slender-body theory. He found to be found; 4t is reasonable to hope that this
that the diffracted wave near the ship is ulti- motion will resemble the diffracted wave due to
mately equal and opposite to the incilent head head seas incident on a semi-infinite ship.
sea, in a layer increasing like (x) . Thus In mathematical terms, the velocity poten-
the total wave amplitude near a ship of full e-t
section tends ultimately to zero; we may say tial t 1 (x, yz of this motion is to
that the incident wave is refracted away from satisfy the differential equation

the ship. (The effect of forward speed was a2 a2  
a2

also considered by Faltinsen, but for the sake + 4- +1

of simplicity it will not be considered in Z7)

Problems 1 and 2 of the present paper.) 4n the fluid, with the boundary conditions
* The arguments given in these papers were

not conclusive, either for the thin ship or for (K + z 0 on z - 0, r > a, (2.2)
the ship of full section, but they were
plausible. The differences between the results ___ . .- Kz iKxa
in the two cases remain to be reconciled. The and -h(.)-(e e )on r,(

present note describes the results of some w
* recent calculations which provide further where K - O

2
/g. The function h(x) in (2.3) is

evidence. In these calculations the ship is such that
replaced by an infinitely long horizontal

cylinder of constant cross-section, on which the 0 when -0< x ki,

normal velocity in, suitably prescribed. (The
same idea is also used to treat the refraction 1 when £ $ x < 00

ship moving with constant forward speed.) For interval - £ ix < £. In the range Z l x <0,

the sake of simplicity the cross-section is the boundary condition (2.3) corresponds to
taken to be a half-iimersed circle which could head seas
be treated comparatively simply, but the work

can be generalized to an arbitrary constant * inc e -e e xi

cross-section. i
Three problems will be considered to which incident on a fixed semi-infinite cylinder.

the linear theory is applicabie. These problems There is also a suitable radiation condition at
will. be described in §2. In each case the infinity.
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When x + ÷ while y and z are kept given here, the full details will be published
fixed, it is found that the principal wave corn- elsewhere. For the sake of definitiveness, let

sent of the total wave motion (inc + sI )e-iot us consider Problem 2. The equation of motion
is (2.1) and boundary conditions (2.2) and (2.4)

-icOt have already been given. There is also the
IK (xyz)e -radiation condition which states that *2

1 e-I in ?e1Kx-iot represents outward travelling waves at infinity.
21J (Kx) heThe suffix 2 and the time-factor e-i~t will

(Kx) henceforth be omitted.
It is then not difficult to see that the

where 0* is the potential defined at the Qnd Fourier transform
of §3 below. This result is independent of h(x).

0(k,y,z) = I (x,y,z)eikXdx
Problem 2. Zero forward speed is again -®

assumed. A pulsating normal velocity is pres- satisfies the aifferential equation
cribed over a finite part of the cylinder, and a2  2
the wave motion near the stern section is to be 2 + D2 - k

2
) 0(k,y,z) - 0

found. 3y az
In mathematical terms, the velocity poten- in the fluid, with boundary conditions

( -it
tial * 2 (Xlylz)e satisfy (2.1) and (2.2), (K + -)5 -0 on z = 0, r > a, (3.2)
but the boundary condition on the cylinder is .-
now and •-3 v(x,0)e -kXdx - V(k,0) on r-a,(3.3)302 _r

.- v(x, 0) on r - a, - .< e $ Jio, (2.4)
37 together with a radiation condition. Thus

where v(x, 0) is a prescribed function, which b(ky,z) is the solution of a two-dimensionalis even in 0. boundary value problem in which k is a pars-

When x - + - while y and z are kept meter. The same boundary-value problem (with
fixed, it is found that the principal wave iI < K) also occurs in the calculation of the
component is diffraction of an oblique sea by a long cylinder;

z-it A i"-iOt see Bolton and Ursell (1973). It is known that j

=2 -4 . the solution for any real k can be expressed
2 as the sum of a wave-source potential

x
where the constant A2  depends on the details 0(Ikl,y,z)
of the prescribed velocity distribution v(x, 0). 2f' Jklcosh e-jklzcosh )lcos(lkly sinh lj)du,

2 ekIcs cos-kK

Problem 3. A constant forward speed U in 0JkIosh t-K

the negative x-direction is assumed, and the (with an appropriate path of integration avoid-
motion is steady relative to the cylinder. The ing the pole wh0 • ki < K,) and of wave-free
normal velocity is prescribed over a finite part potentials
of the cylinder, and the refraction of the
transverse waves of the Kelvin wave pattern 2M(Ikl,y,z) -

along the stern section is to be found. Km
In mathematical terms, the velocity poten- K (Iklr)cos2m8 + -- K (Ikjr)cos(2m-l)8

tial is Ux + *3 (x,yz), where 03 satisfies 2m Jk! 2M-1

(2.1), with the boundary conditions + K (Iklr)cos(2m-2)0, m - 1,2,3,.
a2  2m-2

(U- =- g -z)03 0 on z - 0, r > a, (2.5) Thus s(k,y,z) - po(k) 0(jkj,y,-) (3.4)

+ p (k)___2m(___ _

and -3 v(x, 8) on r - a, -JT 0 < j, (2.6) m-1 K2;(Ikla)

where v(x, 0) is a prescribed function, which The coefficients p 0 (k), p (k) can be found in
is even in 8. (It will be observed that (2.5) principle by ap• lying thc 9mundary condition (3.3)
is .he usual free-surface condition of thin- on the semi-circle, but they cannot be found
ship theory but it is not diffivcult to see that explicitly. _t is assumed that Ka is neither
it applies equally to the present problem.) large nor small.

When x -* + - while y and z are kept We shall also need to consik.er the corres-
fixed, it is found that the principal wave ponding problem for head seas (1kj - K) which
component is was treated at length in H. The equation

A a2  a2
"33K0(xYZ) " cos(K0 x + r3) ax ÷ - K

2
)0(Kyz) = 0

41 -"•x2 with the boundary conditions (3.2) and (3.3) can
"where K0 - g/U

2
, and where the constants A then be solved by means of a similar Fieries, but

and c3  depend on the details of the prescriged there is now no radiation condition, and the

velocity distribution v(x, 8). source function (900, say; cf. H, eqn. A.1.1)
is unbounded at infinity. Thne term (3.4) must

3. Outline of the mathematical method then be replaced by the sum of the two terms
The same method of calculation is applicable -Yz (Kvz) I p. eKz

to all three problems. Only an outline will be Poo 00
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containing an additional arbitrary c~istant p.1. and thus it depends on the details of the pros-
It can then be shown that there is a unique cribed normal velocity distribution v(x, 6),
potential *,(Kyz) satisfying see eqn. (2.4) above. (If the actual value of

a
2  

a
2  r 0  is needed it will be necessary to solve an

(7 + -Y- K
2

)O*(KyZ) - 0 infinite system of equations in an infinite
ay as number of unknowns.)

in the fluid, with the boundary conditions On substituting in (4.1) it is now found
that the dominant wave component for large x

"A r 0 on r - a, -i c 0 J 7r and bounded y and z is
r 3 1 ( eKx

OK(xy,t) - (2w) 2e-ia r0 13
+ KO, - 0 on z - 0, r > a,3z K2 x2

and the normalization where *,(K,y,z) is defined at the end of §3
y-Kz above. The square-root behaviour in (4.2) is

D*(K,y,z) 2nKlyle as . yi ÷ due to a square-root singularity in the expansion
of the source potential 'i0"

We observe that *, is unbounded as Iyl of t

The potential *,(K,y,z) plays an important part 5. Discussion and Conclusions
in describing the waves in our problem, in the In this note we have been considering the
region where lyl is not large and x - +. effect of a long cylinder on waves travelling

in the axial direction. In our first problem,
4. The form of the.!ptential for large x which correspond to head seas, the amplitudi

We have just seen how the Fourier transform near the stern section decayed like x-1 whereas
0(k,y,z) can be determined in principle for all head seas travelling along a plane vertical wall
real k. The velocity potential is then given do not decay. (Along a wedge they even increase.)
by In our second problem the waves were generated

by 3 a pulsating normal velocity and decayed like

2(xyz) = (. x-
2

; the corresnding decay along a plane verti-

and is thus also determined in principle but cal wall is x-•. In our third problem a Kelvin 'I

cannot easily be found in practice because pattern was generated by a prescribed normal
velocity travelling with constant velocity and,P(k, y, z) is not known explicitly. we shall

however be mainly concerned with the form of the the transverse waves near the cylinder decayed

waves near the stern section, i.e., the region like x-7, whereas the Kelvin pattern near a !
where y and z are bounded and x - + =. plane wall (or in open water) decays like xk .
Asymptotic techniques are then applicable to In each of these three cases the decay is more
(4.1). The principal contributions come from rapid than near a planu wall, i.e., the wave
values of k at which 0(k,y,z) or one of its pattern is refracted away from the cylinder.
derivatives ceases to be a regular function of The width of the conparatively wave-free zone
k. (cf. Lighthill 1958.) On physical grounds tends t) ", as x tends to -. These reeultii
we expect the dominant wave number to be k - K, were obtained for a cylinder of semi-circular
and it can be shown that at this wave number the cross-section but can be generalized to
function 0(k,y,z) is indeed not regular. It arbitrary (constant) cross-sections by formulat-
will be assumed that (P(k,y,z) is regular at ing the problems in terms of integral equations,
all other wave numbers except at k = 0. (The as in H. The result for our first problem is
contribution from k - 0 is evidently not consistent with the results of Faltinsen (1973)
wavelike and will not be considered further.) which, as we now see, must represent the asymp-

The calculation of 0(k,y,z) near k - K totic behavioui of the waves when x + in
involves a lengthy and detailed consideration of directions close to the ?xial direction.
the coefficients p (k) p ((k) defined in (3.4) We still have to dis uss the thin-ship
above, but the result is simple and is here result obtained in H. It has just been noted
quoted without proof. i. is found that, near thit in Problem 2 the amplitude decays 'ike
k-K, -

x-7 along a cylinder, like x along a plane

0(k,y,z) - regular function of k wall. It is reasonable to suppose that the rate
of refraction depends on the wave-length as well

aro0  2 as on the cross-section. When Ka is large, it

2r (( may be conjectured that the refraction is small

+ smaller terms and only becomes effectivu at very large
distances; when Ka is small or moderate, on H'

when k > K: when k K the factor k-Kg the other hand, the effect of the curvature of

must be replaced by itK-h. In this the crcss-section is felt even in the vicinity

expression the function €* is the potential of the source. (Similar results would be

defined at the end of §3. The multiplier expected in the other two problems.) It would
be interesting to extend our calculation tois the cefficient of 0 / rr)e-K2 in the large and to small values of Ka.

expansion v, e dOur conclusions in each case depend on the
V(k, ) , Kx analytical form of a(k,y,z) near a critical

f wave number, e.g. on eqn. (4.2) above. The
-; . / L -Kz\ simplicity of that expression is in contrast

r0 e Kr r-a with the involved method of derivation, and a
t " r K 1 . 2m\> simpler derivation would be desirable,

M.1 1•2m (.
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DISCUSSION

T.F. OGJLVLE but it in much farther from the thin-ship prediction
(1-o.6).

Professor Ursell startec out to provide a better founda-
tion for some important results obtained by Faltinsen sever- Along a path such as II, Adachi found that the ampli.
al years ago. He not ondy did what he get out to do, but tude of the transverse waves increased very nrearly linearly
he has gone much further and provided the most nearly with distance laterally, and this is just what Profesor
rigorous analysis yet of the way in which a long ship hull Ursell predicts.
diffracts the waves generated by the ship itself in steady
forward motion. This is a phenomenon that has been ob- Adachi found thst the transverse waves were shifted
served frequently over the years: The waves alongside the forward about 700 with respect to the thin-ship prediction.
hull are much smaller near the stern than predicted by It is not obvious what Professor Urell predicts in this
linear ideal-fluid theory. This is sometimes called "shelter- aspect, hut his result for "Problem 2" suggests that he has

ing effect" by naval architects. a 450 phase shift, which is not in complete agreement with
the experiments but is much better than thin-ship theory.

Many years ago, there was an idea that the observed The less-than-perfect agreement between e
attenuation of waves near the stern is an effect somehow edesion,
caused by the presence of a boundary layer. More recently, and theory may suggest an answer to my second question,

there have been several attempts to describe it as an effect the edfect is the tharediCtedeb the
of nonlinearity in the thin-ship model. Now Professor the observed decay rate is 1f than that predicted by the

idasl-fluid theory. No one would be surprised if the real-Urseen has shown that the bow-gencrated waves decay as "•
x-3/s along the length of the parallel middle body, not fluid waves decayed more rapidly than predicted, but to

X-1/2, as in thin-ship theory. And he has done this with have tf-em decay less rapidly is surprising indeed! One
a completely linear mathematical model, must conclude that there Is yet another source of waves,

and it might be the increasing effective body cross-section
in the downstream direction, caused by the displacement

Two questions now arise: 1) Does his mathemetical thickness of the boundary layer. The underestimate of
model agree quantitatively with reality? 2) Does the phase shift might have a similar explanation.
presence of the boundary layer play any role at all in this
phenomenon? I otuld like to speculate o.ie step further. Adachi

also made measurements with his basic 3.5 m. "Inuid," and
With respect to the first questiu., the answer is affirma- he found that the rate of decay uf wave amplitude near

tive to a degree. Adachi (Ship Research Institute, Tokyo) the track was very sensitive to speed, somewhat as indicated

mesured the ship-generated wave field near a very long, for the "short model" in the figure. The value of the decay
slender model. His model was a 3.5 m. "Inuid," which had power was close to 0.6 for speeds at which there was
been cut in two, with 20 m. of parallel middle-body inserted maximum interference between bow and stern waves, i.e.,
betweea the ends. Along a path I, as in the figure, he when transverse waves were smallest. And, conversely, the
measured the amplitude of the transverse waves and found decay was greatest when the bow/stem interference was
that they decayed approximately as x-1.

3 4
; this observa- constructive. This suggests that the transverse waves can

tion seemed to be independent of epecd. This result does also be diffracted away by a rotational wake, as well as
not quite agree with Profeasor Ursell's prediction (x-1,5), by a solid body.

L5"
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AUTHORS REPLY

I am grateful to Professor Ogilvie pencles are still significant. Profes-
for bringing to my attention the measu- sor Ogilvie's remarks point out direc-
rements of Adachi. Although these show tiona in which improvements to the t1..e-
better agreement with the present theory ory may be sought and will be helpful
than with thin-ship theory the discre- to theoreticians.
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H OSCILLATIONS AND WAVE FORCES IN A
MAN-MADE HARBOR IN THE OPEN SEA

H.S. Cken C. C. Mi

Camb~idge, Ma44achuAetta Camb•dge, M IT het,

ABSTRACT F, F, F Lmplitude of exciting force1

f x f y f normalized "xciting forces
Motivated by the Power Plant Project of Y

Public Service Electric and Gas Company of New If I. Ifyi Ifs magnitude of fx . f
Jersey, a numerical method using finite ale-
meants is developed for computing waves end wave L length of an arc element on the
forces inside an offshore harbor in comunica- circle 3A
tion with the open sea. A mixed method is used , £ horizontal dimensions along (x,y)
whereby the far field and the neighborhood of 2 of the platform
the tip of a thin breakwater, if any, are re-
presented analytically, and the remaining fluid M , * 11 amplitudes of exciting moments
region is treated by finite element apprcxima- p y a
tion. A comparison with analytic solutions to spatial factor of dynwi~ pressure
problema of simple geometry is used to guide r radial coordinate
the choice of the element size. Mean harbor of circles aA, BR and 3D
respouse and excitixg forces on the platform. rA, rR, rD radius

have been calculated for the case of uniform t .'ime
depth where all solid objects are vertical- u'v 3patial factor of horizontal val-
walled and bottom-seated, and for the case of cities
shallow water waves using the opproxiuakAL for-
mulation of John. xy horizontal coordinates

i'z vertical coordinute
This method is an effective tool for dif- v

fraction problems involving complex geomaty. an, 8n coefficients of eigenfunctions P

SNOMENCLATURE CmJtb ybl
X incident wave lengthradius of a semi-circular hnr- waved bahI

'incident wave aplitude free surface displacement
0 e angle variable in polar coordinates

A region under the free surface
8 angle sustained by harbor entrance

A normalized root mean square of 0
harbor reoponse or amplifica- W radian frequency.
tion factor vector formed by nodal potentials

B breakwaters or solid bodies," :' •total unknown vector•

tF region under the stationarySplatform Lken

7•-•' i' F stationary functional ( ) of the. incident wave

MA, ýB, WD, 2 boundaries of A, B, D, F T transpose of
h still water depth under the e of an element

free surface o

11 vertical clearance underneath Subscript_ _

the platform t ) () D' ( )1 )R of regions A, D, F, R
NT, integrals

,9(1) respectively
Jn* Kn H Bessel functions withwaeHu+rbowndarya a a a unit normal tc the boundary of ane.

wave number Aoutward fromA
I! K, . , EIV coeffi.cient ratrices ( Eof the even problem (appendix)

( )of the odd problem (appendix)
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period. It is therefore hoped that the two ap-

INTRODUCTION proachs complement eaz.h other and confirm

each other in the resionx where both can be em--This research is a part of the study un- played.

dertaken for the offshore nuclear power plant
project initiated by the Public Service Blc- In the storm wave range a mea•,i set-up of
trio and Gas Company, Newatk, New Jersey. To 25 feet in the neighborhood of the site has
reduce environmental objections, Public Ser- been given as a part of the basic dara; the to-
vice Company plans to locate two 1150 Ole nu- tel water depth is such that the ratio of 2w
clear power plants on floating platforms at a depth to wavelength, i.e., kh, is of the order
site 3 miles off the coast near Atlantic City. unity. Furthermore, the clearance under the
The floating platform will be prefabricated platform@ and the slope of the outside face of
by Offshore Power Syst-o-, Jacksonville. Flor- the breakwater requires a full three-dimension-
ida. The protecting breakwater system is al treatment without restriction of kh, even in
designed by F.R. Harris Consulting Engineers the context of linearized theory. While this
of New York, and consists of a semi-circular is being pursued, the material presented herein
breakwater facing the sea &no a straight en- is based on the linearized long wave theory,
closure breakwater facing the coast. The local wtlch is a two-dimensional approximation and
depth is averaged at 40 ft. Two openings are has been used for ordinary harbors with a
designed so that the velocity of the intake straight coast. Although its application ,o
water will not exceed 1 fps in order to mini- the complex geometry of the platform-harbor

size fish trapping, Fig. I system leads to inaccuracy, it in hoped that
the results give A useful guide in order-of-......-.. ••_• •magnitude and provide a starting point fo'r the
much more complicated three-dimensional compu-

.. / ... , "tations to be carried out. It is also hoped
A//' that our technique provides an efficient alter-

.// r~Th \native to existing numerical methods for her-
/ / /- -. bor aualysia in particular [1, 2], and diffrac-

tion studies in general.

I/.L p m.ntThe zschnique chosen in the finite ale-S... .... meet method which is well known in mtructural

mechanics and recently used in essentially two-
dimensional water wave diffraction problems by V

__....... khoff 13] and Bai [4]. These problems in--
two-dimensional (vertical and horizontal) prob-

lame for arbitrawy depth or three-dimensional
/ problems involving axial symetry. Since in

~ -.-. most structural problems the physical region
is of finite extent while in water waves the

,' region is infinite, for the sake of efficiency,

Fig. 1 General Plan of Atlantic Offshore Harbor some modificition of the usual technique is
needed to localize the numerical computation

I •only in the region of direct interest and of
Along with several other research groups, complex geometry. For water wave diffraction,

the Department of Civil Engineering at M.I.T. Berkhoff applied the finite element discretizs-
is currently involved in studying aspects of tLion within a circular region enclosing the
thermal discharge (under Professor D.R.F. Her- scatterer, while representing analytically the
leman) and wave protection probloms. in this solution outside the circle by a source die-
paper, results of some preliminary theoretical tribution along the circle. This idea of coa-
studies are reported. The primary objectives bining numerical and analytical means is very
are to study the oscillation in the basin due similar to the mixed approach in elastic
to incident waves and the associated wave for- crack problem [5] and is alto adopted here with
ces on the platforms. The height ol the break- some improvement in detail. Related applica-
waters is 104 ft., iid was chosen based on the Lion to other geometries where the analysis Is,

- estimated storm waves of 16 sec. period and or can be reduced to, a two-dimensional one
of 40 ft. wave height. Comprehensive labors- involving a vertical coordinate, can be found
tory tests modeling the large cpvZituds mo- in [6]. Consideration of singularity near the Ii
tions in the storm wave range are now being tips of thin breakwaters and of a coastline is
undertaken at the University of Florida under also included so that the present method is
Professor R.G. Dean. Our effort aL"s at theo- easily applicable to very general harbor-coast
ratical predictions for infinitesimal waves configuration. Diffractions of long waves by
but for a broad range of wave periods ranging submerged islands, which is an interesting
from very long tsunamis to short storm waves problem because of possible energy trapping
so as to provide more information for safety [7] and radiation of waves by moving bodies in
considerations. Special emphasis is on possi- sobl eoane nteai.A i el shallow water, can also be calculated effec--•.•r" 'ble resonances in the basin. An is well known tively by this technique.
in harbor oscillation studies, the cost of a
laboratnry model which must simulate an infi- In the appendix, an analytic theory for
nsite ocean increases, while that of numerical a harbor bounded by a straight wall and a semi-
modeling decreases, with increasing wave

5'I
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circular breakwater is given with a view to An incident wave is assumed to srive f&:om in-

providing a comparison with and a guide for finity where the depth is constant, iu the di-

the finite element analysis. rection which makes an angle a with the x-axis
(Fig. 2). In polar coordinates the potential

FORMULATION and the free surface displacement are given by

The following simplifying assumptions are
made.

(1) Irrotational flow in an inviscid incump-im---

(2) Infinitesimal amplitude

(3) Simple harmonic motion with radian fre- / R
quencyw /

(4) Lateral boundaries (breakwaters, coast, / /
etc.,) are vertical and perfectly reflac-

(5) Constant depth at great distances from the X I

Due to simple harmonic time dependence, / /
the tiAe factor e"* is assumed for all de-
pendent variables and discussions will be li-
mited to the spatial factor only. For example "• 'L_.[-. - /
n(xy) represents the complex amplitude of the
free surface displacement, i.e.

free surface displacement - Re no

In the absencb of floating bodies, the
boundary value problem can be reduced to a two- Fig 2 Definition Sketch

dimensional one either for a shallow water of
variablk depth or for an arbitrary but con-
stant depth, as summarized below. I iga°

Linearized Long Wave Theory for Variable Depth
Under the free surface denoted by region i cos(6 - c)

A, the fluid velocity is approximately hori- q - a a (7.b)
rontal with components u(xy), v(xy). The o

dynamic pressure (total + pgz) is simply wwith

p - pgr (1) k - w(gh)-/2 (8)

or ~ The scattered wave 4'- 41 must behave 4s an
Poa(xyzt) - pg(ne - z) , (2) outgoing wave at infinity, i.e.,

lim Vr( Tr - ik)( I 0 (9)
Introducing a velocity potential 4(x,y) kr-0

u,v -, ' 4y (3) For the purpose of predicting exciting for-
x y ces we assume the platforms to be stationary.

it is known that Because of the gap under the bottom of the
platforms the local flow should be treated

- (4) three-dimensionally. For simplicity, we invoke :
) the shallow water approximation due to F. John

(see Stoker [8, p. 414 ff] who studied a finite

4' dock in shallow water. It can be shown thatand is governed by the following equation dkin thalfxe patfrs (dan by the re-uni4er the fixed platforms (d~noted by the re- '
2 gion F) the two-dimensicaal velocity potential

V'(hV4) + x,y in A . (5) is governed by

On a solid vertical boundary aB extending V.(E4') - 0 (x,y) in F (10)

throughout the water depth

where H(x,y) is the vertical clearance under

0 xy on 9B (6) the platform. The total pressure in Lhe fluid
a•n is

etotal(x,ykztt) = iWpO e - pgz (11)
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so that the dynamic pressure, omitting the
time factor, is THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

1

p - i .Po (12) In most existing examples of finite ele-

ment methods, the physical region is bounded.

Along the edge of the placform (aF) we require In the present case the fluid region is infin-

the continuity of pressure and normal volume ite and it is deoirable to limit the sub-divi--

flux sion into elements onily in a finite region of
practical interest. This is possible if out-

] (13) side a certain region of la-ge radius, thedepth is constant and there is no solid ody

x,y on DF present, so that the solution for the riated
waves can be easily represented in analytical

(• H ] 2 [H (14) form. A variational principle will now be de-
an A an F rived which enables one to localize the numeri-

cal analysis only within this region. The bas-

Lirearized Theory for Constant but Arbitrary ic idea is similar to that used in fracture me-
Dep~th chanics involving cracks, where one treats the

7n order to avoid three-dimensional ana- neighborhood of a singular point analytically
lyevs we treat the case where all solid bodies and the remaining region numerically. Let the

rest. on the sea bottom. In case of large original domain A be divided into A and R by
draft of the piatforms, this assumption should the circle aA as in Figure 2. Along DA and

be :eLe-ant Zor very short e(large kh). outside the depth is constant. We now assume
"he Ye~e'~n per very shortthat the formal solution for * in R is already
The three-dimeioual velocity potential de- yf 'unauhioh w atisfies Eq. (5) with h - oonstant

fne y the radiation condition along aR which is
, t , ' 7 (15) a 2?,rcle of great radius rR at infinity. This

y Z soluý:ion still contains unknowns which must be

can be related to the free surface displace- determ!tied by matching with the potential in A

ment by across , i.e.,

AgaSoah ~+ hl - ) ( (22
o(x,y,z) .- (16) A (o)R' (n A A an A (22)

The free surface displacement is proportional for (x,y) along aA where ;A represents the unit
to the potential at the free surface normal pointing outward from region A and (M)A

and (O)R represent respectively the values of
the potential in regions A and R, etc. Note

0 0 O(x.y,O) - - ' l(x,y) (17) that the radiation condition is now imposed on
o (O)p instead of MA -

which satisfies the Helmholtz equation Cse of Long Waves Over Variable Depth

V2+k2 V 2 +k 2 0, xy in A Tt fix the ideas we first adopt the long
0o 0, wave formulation and assume that all solid bo-

(18) dies :eat on the sea bottom and are referred tocollectively as B. Let us define the function-

with al

W, gk tanh kh . (19) F{W -1 J [h(Vo)2 " 2 -21

Along solid lateral boundaries aB we still A
have

an an 0, x,y on (- {h[V(o - -I] on- (* -I) )2

At infinity the radiation condition, Eq. (9) R

is also required. The dynamic pressure in
the fluid is

piwp pgn cosh k(z + h) (21) h(
cosh kh (n A

aA
Clearly in tha case where all solid bo-

, dies rest on the sea bottom and the depth h is
constant throughout, the boundary vAlue prob- + f I - 21)2
lems for the long and arbitrary .,avplengths 2 (23)
are virtually the saue (cf (5) and (13)), the
dispersicn relation (8) being a l.lmiting caso aR
of (19).

I Expert advice from Professor P. Tong has been
invaluable to the formulation bere.
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where for brevity, we omit the symbols dA for
the area element in all area integrals and d-
for the line element in all line integrals.
Note that the tnird integral contains poten- -j (( - $)A h( R)

tials from hth sides of the contour MA. We DnA

shall now eztremize F{() among all trial func- BA
tions 0. Taking the first variation and apply-
lng Gauss' theorem, we note that a typical area + • I-)R
integral over an area A'can he written in two + [1(o 0 I)' kh(
alternate forms 3R

Using the facts that

A'S JJ (hV)A'- 2" (hVQ)V6 ] (1) la3nA - - 3/3r along 3A

(2) 6Q 0

- 4hV(3) 6(o R )R satisfies Eqs. (5) and (9)

UB exactly since ( ) - ,)Ralready does
A

we obtain

- - 6 (V'4hVo) + 60 h (24.a) 2
A: BA' 6SF - - JJ SQ[V-hV$ + 9 0] + B6~ A

or A A
•B

-j JJ V-(QhW") ý- V(hV6Q)3 (]-

A' + f 101A I[(h A n (h

A nA anA

- - J (V-hVO6) + Oh 2a (24.b)

A' BA' + f [MR - (M)A](h n )R (25)

3A at A

where A'is any fluid domain with WA'a its boun-
dary and ; as its outward unit normal. In Eq. It follows therefore that for VF - 0, Lq. (.)(13), applying Eq. (24.&) to the area integral must be satisfied as the Euler-Lagrangs equa-

over A and Eq. (24.b) to the area integral over tion, and Eqs. (6) and (22) as the naturaL
R and noting that 0$r- 0, we have boundary conditions.

The more conventional variational priLci-
2 ple would involve only the first area integral

F- 6-[V'(hV0) + - 0) with A extending to infinity and the last line
integral with DR - ýA at infinity, cf. Eq. (23).

A Our functional, however, has the advantage

that after the following transformation, no nu-
merical calculation is needed beyond the circle

(6 (BA. By applying Green's identity to the second

+ )A n )integral in (23) and using (9), the area inte-
8A+aB A gral over R becomes

+ 0--'{.[VSQ { -~7 hLtQ4 J g : (
22

0• )4 { -O('[hV64 (0 01)] +. 64, _ •)1

1 -B A )h --)Rn (26)

By substituting into Eq. (23) and using the ra-
diation condition, the functional may be writ-

"Aten an
'IA A BnAR

BA
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F --f I1 __1_________+_1______ 01

F-I +1 +1 +Ir +16+1 * is governed by the Helmholtzequation
5 7 subjected to the radiation condition. The so-

lution in

211 2 ý a 0 H 0 (kr) +

A + E n(kr) (an cob n8 + 8 sin ne) (30)
n-i n

which is valid for (r, 0) in R. H. with n - 0,
.]R ...... 13 1, 2, .... are Hankel functions of the first

kind with the usual superscript (H.' ) omitted.
3A The coefficients a. and 8, are to be found.

Case of Stationary Floatina Platforms

Within the context of the linearited shal-
A _O)]R ...... 14 low water approximation, the modification is

3A simply to redefine the functional by adding

H (VO) 2  ..... 2 (31)
2 2

jh(O)A. ..........15 F
anA to the right-hand sidt. of Eqs. (22) and (27)

aA and imposing Eq. (13) as the eeaantiaZ boundary
condition. In proving the variational principle
we find that Eq. (10) is the Euler-Lagrangs

I ,aquation in F while Eq. (14) appears as the
+fljh D(O t •) ]R ...... 1 6 turaZ boundary condition.

anA

aA In order to extwnd the applicability of
the method to other diffraction problems, we

+ h 7_3_n ........ i (27) add the iollowtar, two cases.
nA 7Case 

of Thin Tips
In many harbor problems, the thickness of

a breakwater is often much smaller than the do-
Since all integrals are evaluaLed within or a- minant wave length of interest. A simplifica-
longOA, the variational principle is a looa- tion which is often convenientt for analytical

ized one. We stres6 again that Eq. (27) is ap- purposes is to ignore the thickness of the
plicable for constant but arbitrary kh when breakwater altogether. In a numerical approach
W2

/g in I• is replaced by k
2
h and Eq. (8) is however, such an assumption leads to inconveni-

used to relate them. ences since the neighborhood of a sharp adge is
a singular region where fast variations occur;

The analytical solution in the region R iu special attention is required. In applying the
easily found. Let us represent the incident finite element method to crack problems in
waves in terms of partial waves plans elasticity, Tong, Pion and Leery [5]

dealt with the singular behaviour nuar the edge
iga iof a crack. Their idea is simpiy to exclude a

•I= - i kr cos(a) small neighborhood encircling the oi, larity

- i-io ()neighborhood, an analytical representation (in-
- (,)n Jn(kr) cos n(O - a) volving unknown coefficients) in sought which

W n n n accounts for the singular behaviour correctly.The local analytical solution is required to

match with the finite element solution from the
- n (i)n J n(kr) (cos na'cos nO outside at certain points on the common border.

n-0 n In this way all the unknowns are found. The
principle is therefore very similar to the ex-

Ssn62clusion of the region at infinity where the ra-
diation condition must be satisfied.

where E is the Jacobi symbol Consider the neighborhood of a tip denoted

n by D, which is enclosed by the circle aD of
radius r, centered at the tip. The region A

c - 1; en - 2, n - 1, 2, 3. (29) includes all the water space within aA exclu-
ding D. Within D, the depth will be approxi-
mated by a constant and the breakwater by a thin

The scattered wave potential which is the total straight line. The potential must then satisfy
potential lesa the incident wave potential, the Helmholtz equation and a /an - 0 on aB.
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In addition D must be matched with 41 such
that Jm+l/l(kr) - k- J4.i/2(kr) - Jm_3/2 (kr)

a) .(0• and ) -)D " n A ) - 0, 1, 2, 3 .... (37)

on 3D (32) As will be borne out by numerical evidence, for

The appropriate functional is obtained by sufficiently small kr only a fUr terms in Eq.
adding the term (35) are needed. Note that J,/, gives the cor-rect singulari.ty in velocity, namely

1r-1/2
[( 2 2 Vj h m r as r - 0 (38)

D 3D (33) Case of a Straight Coast

to the right-hand side of Eq. (23). The first
term can also be changed to a line integral by
using the argument leading to Eq. (26), with
the result that to the right-hand side of Eq.
(27) we must now add

I8 + 19. + h( nA )D ... 18

I 3D

- h(OA ( nA ) .. 9(4

If there are several tips, iut grals similar to
18 and 19 must be added for each tip.

The analytical solution within D is found
in terms of local polar coordinates as shown in
Fig. 3.

Srbreakwater

Fig. 4 Harbor with a Straight Coast

Referring to Fig. 4, we draw a semi-circle
3A sufficiently large so that the depth is con-
stant beyond. The same variational principle
applies as in the came without a coast, if the

Fig. 3 Neighborhood of the Tip of a Thin analytical solution outside aA in R is modified
Breakwater to satisfy the boundary conditic on the coast.

For this purpose 01 must be inteL_ :eted as the
"sum of the incident wave and the reflected
wave due to the straight coast, i.e.

D Y Jn0/ 2 (kr) coo n1 (35) a ikr co.(6-a) + eikr cos(e+a)

.0 < r < r 0 < e < 271 2 Z E in J (kr) coo na cos nO (39)
- n-0 n

The scattered wave -is easily ob-
"where y, , n - 0, 1, 2, ... are to be found. tained as R

It should be remarked that for odd n, J,/Z may
be expressed in elementary functions, e.g. (,) I - E nn Hn(kr) cosn8 (40)

SnU-0
J 1 / 2 (kr) r sin kr (36)
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II
It may be remarked that the present modifi- with QVI being a (Ix) row vec )r.

cation is particularly useful for a harbor with
protruding or detached breakwaters, for one can -Vl " 27rA kh

simply take the semi-circle 9A large enough to i He sin D.
include all of them. o Re' i J n N a a n .

(47)
DISCRETE APPROXIMATION For I# and If we divide the circle DA into

small and equal segments by P nodal points (see
We illustrate the analysis for Eq. (77) on- Fig. 5) and denote the nodal potential valuesSly, i e., a harbor in the open sea without an a row vector;

sharp tips and platforms. The princi~le is to
introduce discrete finite elements in A and a- -T " 2
long DA. Within each element the potential is {0, . O (48)
expressed in terms of its unknown nodal values
at certain discrete nodal Points. The into-

Srals In the functional Eq. (27) become summa-
tions involving matrices. On the other hand,
the coefficients 0. and 6. for the radiated
wave potential are also to bQ determined (cf. SA
Eq. 20) Thus te functional contains irte-

grals both bilinear (I, 3 I, 14) and linear
(Ii, I,) in the unknowns with the inhomogeneous /
(forcing) terms arising from Ir- and r.t Upon A I

extremizing FP, r7 being a constant. drops out /
and a matrix equation is obtained which is N.

solved numerically for all the unknowns. 
L >

We first evaluate the integrals in Eq. (27). ( -", '

Line Integrals
Using Eq. (30), the line integral along

the circle aA of rauius rA can be evaluated by
using the orthogonality of trigonometric func-
tions

r3 " r kh{2a H He' + Z H H '(C + 0 )1
- 2 A 0 0 0 1n n n '

n(-l
(41)

where

H H(1)(krA) H'- H() (kr) (42)

n n A n dkr (1n
IrA Fir. 5 Typical Boundary and Interior Elements

For computational purposes we truncate the in-
finite sertes at the term n - S. Define the
column vector p whose transpose is the follow- The length of each segment is
ing row vector which has H = 2S + 1 components

' L - 2irt /P (49)T in [Po nl 1, 8 2 A.. ,• a)'

Taking L to be very small, for each line ele-
and KII as the diagonal matrix of components: ment we approximate (O)A by the average of 0 at

two end nodes, replace the integration range by
K r kh dia0[2H Ho, H H' L and the value of 6 in (8 - d/) 1 (cf. Eq. (30))

by its value at the mid-point of the element,
(H 6 e, thus we have

We may rewrite Eq. (Al) in w•ýtrlx torm 4 - khL 1 1 2 o

lT
a 3 11(5

+ z H'(% cos n6e + B1. sin nOe)] (50)

which is bilinear in the unknown p. n-0 n n

Similarly, the line integral 1 is obtained This can be written in matrix form as
as5

16 I "V (46) 1 -T + 1 T T6 - K Kiv + - • _ (51)
58 4 ' 2 I
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where KIV in the rectangular matrix

2Ho ... .'(cel hOp + coo nDO) .M(in hOp + sin nO1 ) ......

2': ... (co- O + coo nO2) '(sin nt, + sin n6 ......
2 nn 2

Kzv. - kh • !(52)

(p.iM)

2H' "" H"(co nO-D + coo np) Hn (sin nDO 1 + sin n) ......

in which n - 1, 2, ... S, and 0, ez .... are with
the values of 0e for the first, second,.
line element respectively. a y bal y2 : y :. b," y: y

Similarly, the integral C£5 ise

C1  X•- x 2 (59)
521 h .,iI Aarea of element a

~ jLk~i oe0 i 1ik ce(O-a0.1

(53) XTj~Y
'2 x2V Y2

where is a row, vector (lxP)
eX a ; (60) '

13Q - khL{(q + q ), (q + q2 ) .

Other coefficientsl a., aj, b, , b3 eg ci, co uy
(qp- 1 4 qp (54) be obtained by permutation 1 - 2 - 3 - 1. Sub-

stituting into I, we obtain

i cos(e a c ikr cos(b,-a) 5 5 ()5)T K1 * (61)

where the summation is performed over all aell-

Finite Element Approximation for the Area Dents in A and
This part Is quite standard and detailed a

description is available in text books [9]. ij ff i he - 2

Briefly, we divide the water area A into a net- Ae

work of elements. Within the element, € is i,j - 1, 2, 3 (62)
approximated by a livear combination of the in-
terpolation functions N0, i - 1, 2, 3, ... with In general the depth h can be a function of x,y
coefficients being the nodal values ý at the within the element; we approximate it, however,
nodal points i. We adopt the simple three-node by a constant he. Carrying out the different-
triangular element so that iation and the integration the following re-

sult is obtained for K1 (see 19])we(xy) - Na e (56) a

where K -- [K' ] (63)

(0 4e', 3) I ,- ~~with i,
"with the subscripts referring to the nodes, and Ka - b 

2
+ c 2  

2 - 2 (64)

N . (N', N2, N)e igh

'X K Ke b b + c ()2 w
N(xY) (a + x+ Y)2A;i - 1, 2, 3 i3 ii

S°,0 (65) ii
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In t eherald Kw Is banded and symmetric where Finally the stationarity of F implies that
the band width depends on the numbering of no--l dl pint •-•i 0 I - 1, 2, .... N (72)

Amsembl~ea of Matrices
Summarising all the integrals in the func-

tional we obtain or

F_ E W)I a 1 6 + a Kj (73)

This is a set of N linear algebraic equations
T pT T for N unknowns which can be solved by the Gaus-

+ 1 (T Fi + K KV 4) +9Vý + qVI V esan elimination method. It may be remarked
- -- that in atructural mechanics, K is called the

+ constant (66) stiffness matrix and Q the load vector.

whore K a, Kt are symetric and •v • are The potential at all nodal points is thus

diagonal matrices. We define a global nodal determined.
potential vector which is the union of all

and assemble the matrices K0 to a single (eUATI0NAL ASPECTS
matrix K so that the E term above may be writ- The syimetric complex coefficient mrtrixK~~~~~~~ten SO-ITesmeti openoffcetati

is in general large, sparse, and Landed. In

computer programming, its members are stored in
2 T K1  (67) a packed form of a rectangular Nx (semi-baend
2 (lx) (EXE)-- (x2) width) array. By awsigning the last P positions

of the vector * to the boundary nodal potential

where E in the total number of nodal points. vctor !, the semL-bend width of K £ I epprOx-
It should be noted that the union of all boun- imately equal to P. The PxM matrix KO is full;

Sn p n s s u ohence Ule semi-band width of the NxN matrix K
dy nodal potetial sP. The storage required roughly
us now assign to 1 the-last P pouitions'in the
global vector array *. Next we define the to- storage - NX(P + M) (74) It.
tel unknown vector yTo solve the corresponding banded system

of equations by Gaussian elimination, the need-

" It I P I . (01. 2 E' 2'I' VIb V1 1N) ed numbeL of operations ie roughly
(l;N) 2

operations ~ ' N(P + M) (75)
with

N - E + M (68) Further econemy can be achieved by partitioning
the matrix K as follown. Let ub enlarge the

beiug the total number of unknowns. it is dimensions o KjV and 9V by adding zero mbers
clear that Eq. (66) can be written as so that b

F iT K + Q 4+ constant (69) T-"2Z-• - -EV , K•V } 0Q} 4

where the total matrix K is MxE Mx(E-P) jKxP (ixE)

We may then write Eq. (70) as
--g---.-M -. KI ý + K IV 2•" V (77)

0o - ~± 4 KI~V (78)
-- 9 + ----

K- I I V- P Solving V in terms of from (78) we have

(NxN) . . - (79)
I I I

V I K KV K1 I 1  which can be substituted into (77) to give

%7K1 - Eiv II !IV)O - 2 - -IV !II 9vz (80)
Since KII s is diagonal, K1 V KI1

1 KIV is an ExE

symmetric matrix. The semi-band width of K-

which is synmetrio and the total forcing vec- IV K K is also approximately equal to P.
* tor~i Now I !IVtor Q is Now the storage and operation for Gaussian el-

*9, 1()T imiuation procedure areQ. . 0 , . p Q V Z r ) ( 7 1 )

t(XN) lx(E-P) (IxP) (IXM) storage M + MxP + E×P
•;• ~ ~NxP, for P >> 1 (1

with the first E-P components being zero. t :rI
582,
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which in lsee than Eq. (74) by (N140. The nun-
ber of operations in the Gaussian elimination
procedure is

operations pM2 (for Eq. (79))

+ 1 2 (for Wq, (80)) (82)

which is lees than Eq. (74) by the akount

-1 Q(( + N)PH + M(E(P + M) + N2)) (83) 2.0 ,i. ,.0
2 ()

For a given total area within aA the nun- 2.

(I) shorter wavelenith. i.e. smaller ka where a 1,4"
is the dimension of the scatterer and/or (ii) - L2

Wshorter uiniud dimension of the physical boan- -% r.a
idary. To got an idea of the former, we used as 1.0-

1a tot, the diffraction by a vertical circular 0. a
cylinder of radius a. In this case the exact
solution is Neol kniown: 0.6

aeoV. fI~ ~ Tj .' a 0 En ( 1 ) n C o s DO [ J n ( k r ) - O

J(a H n kr). ISO 120 W. 0

th(k 84) it w f

S0.1d oree onentr rl es 0.62 (85) itFih. sComparison of An casoidl and Num tecalSo t a iresults for a vertical circular cylin-
1.2a 1.4 and divided the lren between them into der . ka - 2T kL < 0.63 . by finite
tlaents. No advantage is taken of the circu-
larse oonetry By comparin .results of the fdemonstr th application aato ila
nith eltaent rethod wlth Eq. (8A ) it ial found
that 10 nodes in T wave lenth were usually ad-

equao, ~c.The number of unknown coefficilenmt@ needed
1*/X < 0.1 or k te < 2w/10 -" 0.628 (85) in the series expansion M,. also depends on the

value of ka and in found by gradually increas-

where e is the mpaxisu dian nsion of an element ini M until the outcome is insensitive to it.i
and A the incident wave length. For this par- NUKHRICAL RESULTS *
ticular problem it in of course possible to
use only one ring r/a - 1, i.e. l~noeclements To demonstrate the application to setrtilla-
without any area elements. A typical comperi- tions In a harbor with thin breakwaterc a*
son is shown in Table I and Figure 6.

Circular Cylinder. Angle of Incidence Ct - (wave incident from right). ka - 2

00 30o 60" 90" 120' 150' 1806

1.85853 1.80783 1.56278 1.29659 0.99435 0.42008 0.73185
magni-

tude 1.85536 1.80289 1.55831 1.28780 0.98071 0.41399 0.71600

- 1 -2.15222 -1.91016 -1.19936 -0.05608 1.01750 2.70732 -2.51741
phase -2.158 -1.923 -1.222 -9.090 0.982 2.658 -2.557

"masni- 1.72446 1.71092 1.53601 1.30972 1.02111 0.43010 0.74438
tude 1.72398 1.71121 1.54090 1.21427 1.01923 0.43037 0.73966

-2.18380 -1.93511 -1.20573 -0.02799 1.07772 2.77618 -2.43708

phase -. 195 -1.949 -1.224 -0.052 1.054 2.745 -2.468

In each space above, the first row is the analytic result and the escond row is the finite element
result. Phase is in radians between - T, it.
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first present the case of a sema-circular har-
bor along . straight coast (or a very long (a I t
strright breakwater), as shown in Pig. 7. Ac- A - rdr f dOl mi 2 11 2

curate anelytierl solution in possible &Ad is 
2 alT (86)

given in the 0 0

where 2a. is the standing wave amplitude at the
y coast without the bhrbor. Figure 9 shown the

comparison between the analytical and finite

breakwater r 0 element results. It can be seen that noticeabledeviation occurs only beyond the intended rrnse

of ka

lonig brookwa~sr -L o

or coast t0
so *

2 -- _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 7 Definitione for an Idealized Sem-
Circular Harbor

Appendix. Only one finite element network is 0 I 2 3 4 5 6
used as is shown in fig. 8, where the criterion ko
Eq. (85) is satisfied for 0 < ka < 3.5. Note

in particular the circles near the harbor en-
trances. As a measure of thi global response

in the harbor we define an amplification factor Fig. 9 Comparison betwsen Analytical and Nu-

a the normalized root mean square of the die-
placement within the harbor: Circular Harbor. - analytical

x x finite element
A - normalized MNS harbor response
rms

II

Fig. 8 Network of Finite Elements for Idealized Semi-Circular Harbor

I .



i' N~tericl experience from thOse two ears- For all three cases, we use one finite .1-

plea is then used "8 a guide to treat the Atlan- euent network for 0 < ka < 2.5 whore a ii the

tic Of fshore Harbor. oar siuplicity, all calcu- radius of the aemi-circular breakwater, taken
lations so far are done for a constant depth of to be 988 ft., and a finer network for

h - 47 ft. which is the desisn depth within the 1.6 < ka < 6 so that Eq. (88) i< satisfied. e-5

basiu. In addition, the sloping outer faces of sults in the overlappiln region 1.6 < ta l 2.5

the breakwaters are repVlaced by vertical walls provide a check for convergence. A typical fi-

that t~ia thickness corresponds to that of the

that nsie faick en g less eria) ~c Citr element thetw rk ighow an Vgle 10.e

mid-dept.l, (see Fit. 1 (dashed line)). Three In principle, the ri~ht anie €ornaefo£

case* have been clculatad1 the platforms should further be treated an sin-

gular regions as bofore. This, however, has

W Harbor without platform not yet been done.

(ii) Harbor with platforms seated on the

set bottom 
For each case the velocity p~tPdtial at

arborwithw eve-7 nodal point within the circle aA is

(iii) Harbor with platforms with a clearance found. Nere we define a mean &Wlification

of lR - 12 ft. factor A by avoiaging ! over .he free surface

In the first two cases the linearised formula- areai nthe harbor, A H which lies between the two

tion is, of course, exact. Tn the last case
the long wave approximation is used.

i'I

Fi.10 Network o iieEeet for AtatcOffshore Hiarbor, for U < ka < 2.5.

• 596
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lines flush with the endv of the straight cais- whore L It1 ,A are the horlsontal dimenaioma and
son of the enclomure breekwater: D - h - H the draft of a platform, end rx ,'

f the norualized forces respectively-A d (87 For b8>*' revit y, oly som samle results , or cast
(iii.) are howt. in Figures 12 - 14, all with

(87) the incident angle o a w (from x , 4- ). It
can be seen that in the region 1.6 < ,ta < 2.5,

where the normalization factor is only a (vs. agreemeut between the results from the two fin-
2a in Sq. (86). This is plotted in Fig? 11. its element meshes (.., coarse sash; and x x

o fine mesh) is better for smaller ka. To achieve
I still better agremeant, it may be nc.cessary to

use finer meshes along the breakwaters and treat
the corners of the platforms by the mixed method.7 6 -

Relevant computational information is sum-
uariaed in Table 2. It should be pointed out

5 that for the circular cylinder, the band width
can be further reduced from 72 to 36 by proper
numbering of nodes. The technique of packed

4 - storae& (cf. Eq8. 79, 80) was applied only to
L A- tthe Atlantic Offshore Herbor. It can be soon

that in the same wave number range, 0 < ka < 2,5.#
3 less band-width, storage space and CPU time are

needed for the Offshore Harbor despite the
greater number of nodes due to the more coapli-

2 j cated geometry.

I I 9-

0 1.0 2 0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
ko

Fig. 11 Hean Harbor Response
For came (iii) we have also calculated the

exciting wave forces on the platforms by inte- 7
grating the dynamic pressure ovw,ý the bodics,

i.e.

c F., F• ) - - Jf d p n j (88..)

whoroJ denotes the wetted area of a Flatform,-
i•the unit normal outward from the body, and •
•€the position of tihe moment- center. In thoe,

•i preseint shallow watnr approximation, the dyne--
,•-•- ,'sit pressure i8 independent of depth. As the

F £f pgao Di2 " pgs D n coo(n, x) dy

y y l 1(89.a)

Sf0 1 2 3 4 5

F) f pgoD1 pa ncb~ ) d ,

SFigl. 12 Exciting8oclo Platform 11
FZ- (f pgao i•' 2 ) " pg fj n dx dy (89.0) FirelfxIon

F
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br.! I 0l ~ i•, o,

[ 'F
2 I

4t- 4

ko 1 k ,4
3 I3 F

0' 22

Fig. 13 Exci:ing Force ifylon Platform 11 Fig. 14 Heave xciting Force,if!ion Platfom 11

Table 2 Computational Information

Total E Coefficient Bandwidth Core CPU on XM,65

Cae k no. of Nodal uwknovnu ,(Ml_ Storage (min.) for
2.0 elements unknowns for R for D fixed ka,

A£rcular [

cylinder 2.0 72 12 21 --- 72 106K 0.113
(Fig. 6)

Fig. 7 0 - 3.5 258 179 12 6 59 194K 0.241

0 - 2.5 359 249 23 --- 41 160K 0.206

Fig. I

0 6 1013 635 41 --- 82 518K 1.84
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It is interesting to remark on Lue physical ( 0.318) and the corrected forces are hardly

situation associated with the first few reson- distinguishable from the valies shown in Fig-
ant peaks in the Atlantic Offshore He-jor. Re- ures 12, 13 and 14. Nevertheless, for higher
farring to Fig. 11, four peaks clearly appear values of ka, this correction may well be nsc-
at ko - 0.7, 2.4, 2.6 and 3.95. By examining essary and satiefactcry, as is evidenced by Ap-
the instantaneous free surface over a period, pendix It.
we have found that the first (ka " 0.7) corres-
ponds to the Helmholtz mode in which the free CONCLUDING REMARKS
surface rises and falls more or less in unison,
hence f is large but f and f are small. For la this paper, an effective finite element
higher peaks, waves iAside Ythe basin are method Is applied to two-dlmensional diffraction
partially standing with the instantaneous nodal of water waves. Aside from the usual merits of
lines yawing about. The magnitudes of the wave this method, an additional eaficiency is gained
forces are associated with the free surface by mixing analytical and numerical procedures.
variation at the time when the maximum ampli- This idea, which resembles that of Maot [103
tude is the greatest. In particular for ka for singuilarities in relaxation methods, osean-
2.4, the free surface tilts about tha y-axis, tially regar3s an enalytical region as one sin-
hence f > f . For ka - 2.6, it tilts about gle element with many unknown coefficients. In
an axis 1  Yparallel to the y-A•s, hence practice, one trades many nodal unknuwns for
f > f . For ka - 3.95, It has a ridge (or (usually) fewer oocfficiant unknowns. The stra-
Y trodgh) near the y-axis and is nearly 180. tegy is particularly avantsgeous in dealing

out of phasq with the two corners in the direc- with the radiation condition where a very much
tions e - n/4 and 31r/4, hence fx is very large larger area (hence large number of elements
compared to fy. and larger band width of K) would otherwise be

Finially, while i fully three-dimensional is possible. Fr example, consider u harbor

theory is being pursued, the results by the with a very large .rea of which a considerable
two-dimensional long wave theory may be modi- part is uniform in depth. Orn,3 may exclude the
fied to give rough estimates for the short wave largest possible circle (or a rectangle) within
range. It is evident from Eqs. (12) and (21) this part from subdivision into finite elements
that, when the water depth is everywhere con- and save computation stovage and operations.
stant, and all the solid walls extend vertical-
ly throughout the water depth, we have It is worthwhile to point out the computa-

c +tional difference between water wave problems
a - 0 - cash k(z + h) involving (xz) and those involving (a,y) co--- r cosh kh ordinates. Although both are two-dimensional(90.a,b) problems, the first one (x,z) usually requires

less band width in K than the second (x,7).
where kh stands for the value for arbitrary This is because in the first, the most economi-
kh and st g- ?ands for the value by cal numbering of nodes is to proceed by marking
long wave approW tiou. us the factor - ac- off nodes on a vertical tine first, then muviag
counts for the vertical variation of pressure. horizontally to the second vertical line, etc.
For a vertical cylinder whose bottom is Flightly The band-width is controlled by the maximum
above the sea bed, i.e. H << h, Eq. (90) should number of nodes on a vertical line which is
be approximately valid. We therefore expect to usually not large. However, in the second, oi
obtain improved results from the long wave the- should mark off the nodes along one radius,
ory by multiplying the pressure corresponding then the next radius, etc., and the band-wilth
to the latter by the correction factor taking is controlled by the number of nodes on the
thie local value of h (and k) if it is variable, outermost circle, which is usually large.
Accrdingly the vertical forc3 is simply

It is evident that in dealing with practi-

cosh kH cal problems, the ultimate problem is the solu-
kh IkhF 0 I o,- - ;) tiom of a large system of algebraic equations.

Therefore, efforto to render the coeft4ciert:
matrix symmetric (which is achieved n,.-a by a

while the horizontal farce is suitable variational nrinciple), to store the
coefficients in properly packed form, and to

0 use external storage on discs or tapes, etc.,"X ,x 0 are important.
.b[ cosh k(z + h) da i ns

Sd coash kh Finally, it appears that the finite element
co by khk +)O "d method can be applied to many other two-dlnan-

•'• missal diffraction problems of tech ,1cal or

scientific interest (e.g. tidal diffraction by
[Fxf (92- topography).xj 1_ sinh kh - sinh kR 92
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the straight- breakwater is very long. The in-
cident wave has the amplitude a. and the angle
of incidence a(see Fig. 7). The spatial part
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APPENDIX I ANALYTIC THEORY OF A SEMI-CIRCULAR Odd m
HARBOR (98)

. Description of the Problem with Y E E E The
En m-0,2,4...' Odd m-1,3,5 ...

We consider a simple harbor with a straight
side or a broakwater and a thin breakwater in
the form of an arc of radius a centered at the sums in (97) and (08) are of the same form ex-

point 0 c,,• the straight side. All walls are cept the suimation indices are even and odd in-

assumed to be vertical and the depth is con- tegero respectively.
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In sumary, !-'- shall first treat t_ har- represented by
bor problem aepar- ely; each is circular rethr nt

, two identical open: .4s about 6 - 0 and w, but I S R
under attack by different incident waves nz ?E n + E + n
and no. The decomposition is displayed in Fig. m
15. Through this treatment, a certain symme- - 2a Z c im coo ma coo melJ (kr)
try is achieved and one need only concentrate on 0 Ev m
one half of the circular harbor. ray -n/2 < 6 <
ir/2, hence only one opening. The results are
then added to obtain the solution to the ori- JH(ka) R(kr)

ginal semi-circular harbor with two openings - ( m(kr)) + EE B cos mO
and one incident wave r." m EV m

(99)

In Eq. (99) above, the first term in the brack-
et is the incident waves (97), the second term

y a represents the wave scattered from the circle
of radius a without opening. The last termrepresents the additional radiated wave due to

the presence of the openings. The coefficients
B are to be determined. The response within
m the harbor basin can be expreased by~~~~ •,ojx(kr)

SnE E B Cos me k,(.•----) , r < a (100)
• OO Ev m kJ

tfotOl problem co •r a 10

t We note that (99) and (100) satisfy the govern-
ing Helmholtz equat ion and are symmetric about
the y-axis as well as the x-axis. Eqs. (99)
and (100) also satisfy the continuity of radial

a velocity at r - a
Y> <

aan00/2 3 r a I1

However, the fluid velocity at the opening is
-- still unknonm.

0 x
even problem The solution to be obtained is based on a

matching of fluid velocity (or 3n/ar) and dis-
o/2 oplacement n at the harbor opening in both o en

0~/2 0012 sea and harbor basin. We denote

anE anE
ar (oF,(o • (6) at r -a, I i

y C-1(102)

-al2 where F(0) is an unknown function and is pro-
p tl2 ty12 a o
portioual to the radial velocity at the open-
in&. 0 is the angle sustained by the harbor

- - O opening. By the symmetry of the problem, the
odd problem \ 0x following properties exist

S-oo / Oo/2 an •E BE"-0/ ,- ao 2 __> Or ¥- T - O) = -2 -- (- a) = -! TI ( e) at r - a i

(103)
i.e., the fluid velocity is symmetrical about
both x- and y-sxes. Hence, it is sufficient
to consider half the basin, say,161 < V/2

Fig. 15 Decomposition of Diffraction Problem which involves only one opening.

For Eqs. (99) and (100) we have

The Even Problem
wihhsteiieu- mZ B Cos me (104)First we shall deal with the even problem ;r Dr M-E m
which has the incident wave n. Due to the jr-a r-a
presence of circular-shaped breakwaters, the
surface displacement in the open sea can be
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By making use of the orthogonality of coo m6 "
in [-iT, i] and the boundary condition that o

3)E/r-0 on the wail, Eqs. (102) and (103), ( II(6)

the Fourier coefficients can be expressed as dO' FE(O t ) GE(e, 6) -E--- (110)

-e60o

B - de' coo me' FE(6') (105) where the kernel CY8,') is

(0 ') ka) 2 EvJ'(ka) (ka)
Therefore (99) and (100) become

-cos me cos mn' (111)
>E - 2a E e in cos mccos m[J (kr)

0m-E m and 4ia .£ im
o() 0 Ev a cos ma cos ne (112)a ok Ev

J'(ka) + E m Hm(kr)

H'(ka) in Ef kH'(ka) It is also worth pointing out that the
M-E even problem can be applied to the case where

o the harbor is a 90* sector formed by a circu-
lar arc breakwater and two straight coast lines

E do, intersecting at a right angle.

6 a < r (106) Since ye(6, 0') is a symmetric function
0 -rof 0 and 6', the integral equation (110) is

= < n me, r (6') del equivalent to the stationarity of the following
-E os 6 cok) functional (see (11])

o r > a (107) F{FE

Now matching -l n at the harbor opening o

-6o <6<6 2 ~ dO ao' FE(0) FE(O') G(O, 6')

J (ka)
2aCos M Cos MO [J(ka) -.. .-R(ka)] -6
0 E i m 0(ka)

Ev m 0

FE(O wea) -' f dO FE(O) HE(0) (113)

k Cos me cos meO' ) dO' -6.1!E. v foH(a

-6 0 Isteadof solving the integral equation
0 we employ the stationarity of F{F } to opti-

6 mize the choicL of an approximate- solution,

f emJm(ka) assumed to be of the form
coo me om FE(O') dO'

Ev rkj' (ka)(14
E m FE (0) " f E f(e5 (114)

-6 ~~~(108) - E()-6!

0 where f is a multiplicative parameter tind f(O)
or prescribed. Substituting (114) into (113) and

Sa2i m invoking dF/df, 0 we obtain
a irka H'(ka) -os ma csnEv n 00

fJ d6f(O) HE (6)

21 m -60 i
2 E 2i Jl(kcoB nO cos CG ' 111'

"f (ITke) EV U an f E 6
-e 0

0o FE(0') dO' (109)

JJ dO dO' f(O) f(W') GE(O,O') (115)

where a Wronakian identity has been used. -6
Eq. (109) can be written in the form of an 0

integral equation One reasonable choice for f(O) is that
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f0) 1 (116) 0- () -L (e) P Eo(6) at r - ajel <

el (122)
0

which was first suggested by Rayleigh for the an_0 a0 an.
acoustical Helmholtz-resonator problem, and () - (-8) - !-- (n - 8) at r - a

would be realized in a two-dimensional poten- 3r233

tial flow through an opening in a pl.Ane barrier. (123)
Carrying out all the steps, the results are of

By making use of the identity the same form as the even problem if the sub-
0 script E is replaced by "0" (odd), i.e.

J (mo1 cos m d J (m0) (117) No L- a O im CoS ! a 0 0 (124)

-0o o Od2i J 2o(m~o)

Do __ 2 (125)we have 0 m 2 J(a) H' (k%)
0 (iTka) Odd m m

2dO f6 ) 2aN J (me

a < 00 0mo
__a- p a E df fe)• no< " --D Z ma(a J (kr) Cos me

-O0 Odd
2a(8)21 r < a (126)

- E6 m oo oa(18
a ka COS mn H'(ka) (118)Ev m Summarizing, th2 total harbor respon, a is

N may be interpreted as a v asure of excita- < < < + <
dton to the harbor basin due to the piston ac- E "• + 0
tion at the openings, since HE(6) is propor-

2a N C J (Otional to the pressure due to the waves out- o E m o o J ()r) cos
side in the absence of openings. Furthermore D Oýd -Tka J-(ka) m

00
V 2% No EmJo(m80

+ 00 O0
+ DO kJ' (k) icM(r) cc,. me

DE dO de' f(6) f(O') G (0,O') 0O Odd 2Am (a JO (127)
Jm(kr)

"0%2 =2a E Am - cos me (127)

j(6 M- M j (ka)2i 00) m m
2 Em J'(ka) H'(ka)

(Tka)2 EV M J where we define

(119)

where D is related to the complex impedance N fm-ee
of the harbor basin, it includes the effect DE C Jo(m o) Jm(ka)
of radiation damping. In terms of N and D m o
we have m Eika J'(ka)

2ao NE 1 0 if m odd
FE(O) a E 1 (120)0[ (12() 20

Hence the harbor response of the even problem A may be defined as the amplification factor
is fmr the mode whose angular pattern is propor-2a N E J (oo

S o N m 0 (m0o tional to cos mO.

D kaJ'(ka) j (kr) Cos mI
E Ev m As an overall measure of the response of

r < a (121) the harbor basin to an inAdent wave, the mean-

The Odd Problem and the Combined Problem square elevation which is defined by averaging
The Odd Problem hanid the Cob incid et Po em over the entire basin, i.e.

The odC~ problem having the incident waves2ia21271 a

n can be solved by using the same procedures 16a2
as the even problem. Since in the odd problem (2a Ar)2 rdrdO n T - E
the velocity distribution is symmetric with re- oa2 (ki)2 m-0
spect to the x-axis and antisyinmetric with re-0
spect to the y-axis, (102) and (103) should be *

A A2replaced by Am 1n (e
m n2 E (m + 2n + ()j 12n+(ka) 129-

em J (ka) n-0 (129N,
mm
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where the asterisk means complex conjugate. 16, 17 and 18 with the moment axis at the bot-
The following identity has been used in reach- tom of the dock c . H. For comparison, the ex- -

ing (129) act results, taken from [13], are plotted in
solid lines. It is seen that deviation betvieen

z the two theories is large for short waves (small
d .2-2 + 2k) (2 ka). After correcting for the vertical ",aria-

t k J -1(+2k(z) tion in accordance with Eqs. (91) and ( ,2),
Sk=0 (130) the normalized forces are shown in short daahes.

The corresponding corrected moment is given by

Eq. (129) is used for computations. In- 2 d h + H - 2c -1
stead of the variational approximation we have [MH]h ""' [(ka) --- a [-1 +
also used the more elaborate Galerkin method ykh a 2a
of solving the integral equation (110) by re- sinh kH cosh kH
presenting FEC() as a series of orthonormal k(h - c) tenh kh + k(c - H) c + o

cas kh csh ;7h
terms. Spotty calculations show that Eq. (129)
is sufficiently accurate for the range of para- cash 1-1
meters studied here. + MVh

y cosh kh
APPENDIX II COMPARISON OF WAVE FORCES ACCORDING (134)
TO CORRECTED LONG WAVE THEOR'1 AND EXACT THEORY
FOR A CIRCULAR DOCK

and is plotted in short dashes in Fig. 18 for
For a dock of circular cross section in our c - H. The improvement brought about by the

unbounded ocean of constant depth h, the wave heuristic correction is in general remarkable.
forces have been calculated for arbitrary kh by As the three-dimensional effects due to the
Black, Hei and Bray [121 and by Garrett [13]. edges of the dock should diminish with decreas-
In a recent paper on elliptical docks, Chen and ing h/a it is reasonable to expect still better
Mei [14] applied the long wave approximation agreement for larger radius a. Using the same
similar to the one used herein, and gave as a approximation for more general shape, we be-
special case the forces and moment on a circular lieve that good results can be obtained if the
dock when a plane incident wave attacks from least principal dimension of t.he body is not
x - - T. Th cylinder has a radius a and draft much smaller than the water depth.
d and the clearance beneath is H - h - d. The
forces are

F h 2 (4/fT) d/a
ka HI(k - Hl (ka) 1.0 hL -- 0.75

(131)'\!

2 2i 0.8 0\.IF ýkh-O [pgao na a
0 Irs H~ka) (132)

The moment about the axis parallel to the y-axis 0.6
and passing th.,ough the point x - 0, y 0 0, "z =-h + c is H•02 " .i

IN 1+ Mv (133.a) 0.4Iy kh-~O y y "

where is due to the horizontal pressure on
the side and MVis due to the vertical pressure 02
on the bottom Y of the dock H

Sy [ao0 2 4 6 8 10
ko

h + H - 2c 4/}.
aka Hks -( H (ka)

2 Fig. 16 Normirlized horizontal force on a cir-

[V pgao Ie2] cular dock f - F (pga ira2 - - exact [13],
"y 0 (133.0c) -"'- long wive xtheoy- ---------corrected
- . iIka Hj(ka)- H, N(ka) long wave theory.

The normalized F , F and M according to Eqs.X z y.
(131-133) are plotted in long dashes in Figures
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DISCUSSION

R. T. HO AND H. BOMZE (2)

The writers would like to submit a short note about an problem and a check to both methods as well.
alternative tipproach for solving the basin oscillation prob-
lem for an offshore harbor, namnly, the Green's-function This work has been sponsored by Public Service Elec-
integral equation method - well known to naval architects tric and Gas Company of New Jersey in connection with

- which distributes source functions with unknown strength locating floating nuclear power plants in a breakwater en-
along all solid boundaries where the boundary conditions closure approximately three miles offshore Litte Egg Inlet,
are not satisfied Loy the chosen Green's function. For the New Jersey.
two-dimensional case in particular, this approach is essen-
tially an extension of Lee and Raichlen's(3) method with
the difference that both the diffracted wave field outside (1) Paper presented by H.S. Chen & C.C. Met in the tenth
the breakwater and the radiating wave field through the symposium on naval hydrodynamics, M.I.T., June 24-
basin openings are solved together. 28, 1974.

Preliminary results for the case of circular harbor with (2) Frederic R. Harris, Inc., Great Neck, New York.
incident waves normal to the basin entrance, shown in Fig-
ure 1, are in reasonably good agreement with the analytical (3) Lee, J.J. and Raichien, F., "Oscillations in Harbors
solution by Chen & Mei. 1) Further results for the off- With Connected Basins", ASCE, J. Waterways, Har-
shore basin are being generated and will be published in the bors and Coastal Engineering, No. WW3, August 1972.
near future. This provides an alternative approach to the

iI
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BREAKING WAVES-IN DEEP OR SHALLOW WATER

M. & Longuet-Hlggins
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,

Sil•er ,Street, Cambridge, England and Institute of
Oceanographic Sciences, Wormley, Surrey, England.

ABSTRACT It is therefore appropriate to con-
sider possible methods for studying ex-

Free gravity waves in deep water perimentally the breaking of waves in
can be induced to break in a laboratory deep water. In the present paper we
channel either by decelerating the wave- shall describe several such methods.
maker, or by use of the Fresnel envelope
at an advancing wave front. The period In addition we shall discuss a sim-
of breaking is then twice that of the ple model of spilling bveakers, which
waves. Quasi-steady breakers can be promises to explain some of the observed
produced by the reflection of a bow-wave features of these mixed laminar and tur-
from the side of a ship towing tank. bulent flows.
Measurements of the mean flow field and
the turbulence show a downwards transfer WAVES IN A LONG CHANNEL
of momentum in the upper part of the
wave. A theoretical model of a spilling Given a rectangular channel, deep
breaker has been proposed which accounts compared to the wavelength to be studied,
quantitatively for some features of the in which there is a wavemaker F.. one end
whitecap. Some intermittency is observ- and a wave absorber (perhaps in the form
ed, whLch is connected with the rounding of a shoaling beach) at the other (see
of the wave crest due to loss of energy. Figure i). How is one to induce wave

breaking at some intermediate point along
INTRODUCTION the tank?

WAVF ADVA*VINO

Breaking waves are of importance to MAKER VtONi

ship hydrodynamics for several reasons. ce-•
The breaking of the bow wave near the
hull can contribute appreciably to the
tions of wave resistance-based on the

amplitude of the Kelvin wave pattern
must also take account of energy lost
in breaking. Not least, the impact of Fig. 1 Schemstic drawing of a rectan-
heavy seas against the hull or super- gular wave channel, with wavemaker at one
structure may cause considerable damage. end.

SOceanographers have additional If one increases the amplitude of
reasons for being interested in breaking the wavemaker, keeping thi radian fre-
waves. Breaking is important in the quency d constant, then two drawbacks
energy budget of wind-generated waves, appear. In the first place one may get
and in the transfer of momentum from cross-waves, of frequency .0 Assum-
waves to surface currents. It also ing these to he eliminated-y technical
generates turbulence which mixes the devices such , parallel baffles, one
upper layers of the ocean and influences finds, secondly, that with a steady train
the transfers of heat and momentum be- of waves the amplitude tends to decay
tween the ocean and atmosphere. with distance from the wavemaker owing to

the progressive loss of energy with hori-
*In tryiv6 to understand the highly zontal distance X. Hence the waves 4

nonlinear phenomenon of a breaking, we will break, in deep water, only very
encounter the difficulty that as yet close to the wavemaker, where they are
there exists no satisfactory theory for possibly distorted by local "transients"
any of the various kinds of breaking due to the wavemaker itself.
wave. Moreover, such experimental work
has been done, has usually been con- To avoid this difficulty we may make
cerned ',ith waves in shallow water, use of the dispersive properties of deep-
where the bottom plays an essential water waves, as follows.
role.
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Method I Storm-building. For then the wave energy will tend to con-
small-amplitude waves in deep water we verge in the neighbourhood of a single
know that the group-velocity C. (the pro- point 4 , building up a "storm" in
pagation velocity for the wave energy) which breaking waves can occur. A deep-
is given by water breaking wave produced in this

manner is shown in Figure 3.

(where C is the phase velocity). The
longer waves (with lower Cy ) are there-
fore progagated faster than the shorter ,_
waves (with higher 0- ). Suppose that
at time t- , the wave maker generates a
ti'ain of waves of frequency Cy , and Fig. 3 A breaking wave in relatively
that at time tj this is followed by a deep water produced in a channel 15 m
train of waves of frequency a' > ar long and 50 cm deep, at a point 7 m from
(see Figure 2). the wavemaker, by decelerating the wave-

,,,rker. (Method i).

(The author suggested this method to
Dr. N. Hogben in 1959 at the time of the
installat._on of the wavemaker in the ¼-
mile charuiel at The National Physical
Laboratory. It has been used for build-
ing wave spectra, but apparently not for
studying the process of wave breaking).

Method 2 : Travelling wave fronts.
A second technique depends on the finite
bandwidth of frequencies associated with

b• the sudden starting or stopping of the('VI
wavemaker.

Suppose that at time La=O the wave-

maker ii switched on suddenly with con-
stant amplitude 6- and frequency c .

/ A train o.' waves is propagated down the

-'i-- - ..... tank, the front moving with apprntimately

t, t2  the group-velocity 3/Z2e . According to
linear theory the elevation of the free

Fig. 2 Propagatirn diagram fc- two surface at position Oc and time t can
groups of waves of differeh.t freque icy. be shown to be given by

The second train of waves wi-l overtake (1 t - )
the first at time t and at a distance -(X, F(-r) e "13 (5)

from the wavemaker, -,ivear by

(the real part being inderstood) where
- .- ([3 is a constant depending on the form

- L- •-.. 17 tI* of the wavea.:ker. For a wedge of depth
e. and angle we have

Eliminating t we have 2

.. is a dimensionless time variable:,

Clearly if the frequency' C is varied

• .,, - = -4 -(4) .
cotiuosi s tat 7.2..2x) (7
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n I.
wicicb0_Squals zero at t ie front itself; Figure 6 shows five records taken
and F(C)describes the wave euvelope, at the same point, with different wave
in fact amplitudes. As the amplitude is in-

creased, ro the arrival of the wave
f 'WA/12 front is advanced. The bottom record,

F(T)w L (e) with the largest amplitude shown a sharp-
o pointed c-,xst tpical of a wave of maxi-

mu~m amplitude.
(see for ex:lmple (2)). This function is
related to the Fresnel integral (_). A A film record of the advancing wave
compre sed sketch of the s.zrfatc<, ele'va- train shows the occurrence of breaking
tion is shown in Figire 4. waves at the head of the wave train. 1

Very striking is the fact that the break-
ore occur once every two wave cycles.
This is due to the relaTive motion of the

F('T) waves and their envelope. The waves tend
Lit) to break when a crest passes tile position

of a maximum in the wave envelope. But
Vo0- the speed of a crest relative to the en-

velope is only 'c (since the envelope
itself travels with velocity A Q. ). ifL denotes the wavelength, ton the
time interval between the occurrence of

__ two successive breakers is

L .2 L. to 2T, (9)

that is to say two wave period&.
Fig. 4 Sketch of the surface

elevation at a fixed point 0 as afunction of the time (Method 2). It may be mentioned the' the same
difference between phase ano roup velo-

It can be seen that the envelope function city is responsible for thc_ eap-frogging
t first increases exponentially, ffect noticed in whitecaps in deep water
tireahes theevaluexpat -onthential (k). It was observed from the air that

overshoots its final amplitude by about whitecaps tend to occur in sequences,
I" before finally settling dou to its each whitecan being suceeeded by the next
final amplitude / as T-C- * . This further downwind, at an interval of about
suggests that it may be possible for the two wave periods.

waves to attain their breaking amplitude
close to the wave front, while not break- WAVES FROM A MOVING SHIP
ing, and so losing energy, in the steadywave train behind. The time-dependance inherent in a

breaking wave may be partly eliminatedFigures 5 and 6 show an experimental by studying the pattern of waves gener-

verification of this idea, which the ated by a body in steady motion through
author carried out in a tank 330 ft long, the water. If measuring instruments are
and 6 ft wide, at the Hydraulics Research attached to the moving body, the waves
Station, Wallingford. The plotted points are then practically "reduced to rest".
show the amplitude of successive wavef in Some fluctuations of course remain owing
a record of surface elevation taken at a to turbulence and possible instabilities
fixed point 160 ft from the wavenaker. in the flow.
The solid curve is the theoretical ampli-
tude as given by the envelope function With this idea in mind, the present
•(r') . The observed wave amplitude author and Dr. M. Donelar (Q) experi-
fellows the theoretical curve fairly $ mented with the production of breakers
well, especially ahead of the front, in the wave pattern following a small
where the waves are low. The maximum motor launch. The venture was only part-
i.ave amplitude is slightly large-r than ly successful until we noticed that the
predicted, and occurs a little sooner, wave amplitude was greatly enhanced when
This is probably a nonlinear effect, the launch was set on a course parallel

"I According to Whitham's theory of non- to an embankment or jetty (see F4 gure 7).
linear wave propagation (.J) the group Evidently this was due to the reflection
velocity (defined as energy flux divided of the waves from the embankment or, to
by energy density) is an increasing func- put it another way, to the presence of an
tion of the wave amplitude. The order of

' megnitude of the discrepancy between ob-
serv,.ed and theoretical group velocities
in Figure 5 is 4%, which is of the same 1
order as would be expected on the basis Shown at ths Symposium
of nonlinear theory.
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F'ig.5 Comparison of the observed wave amplitude (plotted points) at a point
160 ft from the wavemaker, as a function of' the nondimens3.onal time t . The
solid curve represents the envelope function Fte) of' equation (7). Wave frequency

a rad/sec.
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Fig. 6 Records of the wave amplitude at a fixed point X 1 60 ft, for waves
of the same frequency but different amplitude, showing effects of nonlinearity.
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Fig. 7 Bow-wave fr'Nm a moving launch breaking against an embankment.

image ship moving parallel to the first. For practIcal reasons, the experi-
The wave pattern due to the image ship merit was transferred to the No. 2 towing
then reinforced the first so that the tank at the Nat:.onal Physical Laboratory,
wave amplitude near the embankment was where moreover the experiment could be *1
easily increased beyond the breaking repeated wider controlled conditions.
point. Moreover the wave crests became Figure 8 shows the bow-wave produced by
aly,-" normal to the embankment, making a model ship towed at a speed of 2 mis
the flow nearly two-dimensional. parallel to the wall, and at a distance

Fig. 8 T,.. bow wave produced by a model ship towed at a speed of 2.0 m/s in
the No. 2 towing tank at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington.
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(a)

(b).

.4-9

-4-- +

Fig. 9 Velocity measurements in the experiments of Figure 8. (a) mean velocity
field, after subtraction of the carriage velocity. (b) r a~ levels of i~~ce:
the horizontal and vertical. arms of' the crosses represent TUTf and hi(ui',,,A
respectively. (c) the "shear" component crf the tiirbulence: U-7. A vector point-
ing to the right indicatea a downward transfer of QO-momentum,k
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of 1 m from it. The velocity field was window is assential. Figure 10 shows a
measured with an electromagnetic flow-
meter capable of recording two compon-
eots of flow, in this case the vertical
component and the horizontal component
in the direction of the motion of the
carriage. The response time of the
flowmeter was of order 0.05 sec so that
Kfl'ctuations with frequency less than

,,, about 20 c/s were measurable. By sub-
tracting out the constant velocity of
the carriage it was possible to con-
struct a picture of the mean velocity
field (•,u) relative to a stationary
observer and the fluctuating components
(U!s, v) . Because of cavitation round
the instrument and its support, it was

C not possible to measure the velocity
very close to the free surface.

The mean velocity field is shown
in Figure 9a. Evidently this resembles

P, the particle velocity field in a non-
breaking, irrotational wave, that is to
say upwards on the forward face and
downwards at the rear. These velocities -I
are of course much less than the steady

carriage velo-ity, also shown in Figure

In Figure 9b can be seen the r.m.s.
:•levels of turbulence in the- hoi'izontal

and ertcaldirections: the crosses
represent n and Clearly
the highest levels of turbulence begin
on the forward face of the wave just
below the mean level, where in fact 'he
toe of the whitecap is found. The tur-
bulence is then swept back, with the
mean current (in the steady flow refer-
red to axes moving with the wave) to-

wards the rear of dhe wave. Further to
the rear the turbulence starts to decay
and also spreads downwards.

Figure 9c shows the turbulent
momentum flux (We') . Conventionally
the arrows are drawn in the positive

t-direction when thae flux of Oe-momentum
"4s downwards. It can be seen that in
the upper part of the wave, beneath the
crest, the flux is strongly downwards,
but below the level of the troughs the
flux is, unexpectedly, in the reverse
direction, though weaker. This suggests
the presence of a jet-like current
directed towards the rear, at the level
where the momentum transfer changes sign.
Such a current may be assoctated with
the injection of air near the toe of the
whitecap. On the other hand, in the
wave trough at least, the vertical
gradient of the steady flow L is
negative, even in an irrotational wave,
so that if turbulence c- ists, a negative
value of ti/is- is not Un, easorable.

SPlLiUlNG BREAKERS

To study the flow close to the free Fig. 10 A sequence showing the
surface, photographic methods are clearly development of a spilling breaker (after

tihe most useful. For this purpose a side Kjeldsen and Olsen 1971).
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sequence of pictures of breaking waves lixe eouations for the conservation
in shallow water, taken from a recent of mass and momentum can be shown to be
film by Kjeldsen and Olsen (8). The satisfied by a "eimilarity solution",
waves are travelling from right to left in which the thickness of the whitecap
in gradually shoaling water, and the is proportional to the distance j from
breakers are of the spilling type, in the crest of the wave. The down slope
which the motion is quasi-steady and velocity is proportional to iI2 . (In
the whitecap spreads rather slowly down Eulerian coordinates the velocity is
the forward face of the wave. steady; in Lagrangian coordinates each

particle undergoes an acceleration
A theoretical model of spilling parallel to the free surface). Since

breakers has recently bcen suggested by the velocity in a Stokes 1200 angle is
Longuet-Higgins and Turner (1973). In also proportional to SV/ this implies
this the breaker is regarded as a tur- that such a flow can start from a small
bulent gravity current riding down the disturbance with zero flux, and propagate
forward slope of the wave, and retaining with uý.r;tant acceleration.
its identity because it is lighter than
the wator below owing to the trapping of Solutions of this kind are possible
air bubbles (Figure 11). It is assiumed only when the slope and density differ-

ence are sufficiently large; otherwise
the upwards drag dominates and a self-

0 sustaining flow cannot form. For a

V, Vbslope o±' 300 near the crest of the break-

e ing wave, a density difference greater
than 8% is required to sustain a steady

CC motion, at which point the downslope
velocity is 12% of the opposing velocity

h at the wave surface. Density differences
at least of this order have been observed
in hydraulic jumps (9).

Fig. 11 Model of a spilling breaker.
The detailed examination of a film

that across the lower boundary of the aequence of breaking waves has shown a
gravity current entrainment of heavier very interesting characteristic of the
fluid takes place, at a rate governed whitecaps, namely their intermittent
by the overall Richardson number. The behaviour. Figure 12 (10) shows the
entrainment of ass has the effect of length of whitecap plotted as a function
increasing the volume 3f the whitecap of time, as given by the frame number in
and helping to produce an accelerating the film record of Kjeldsen and Olsen.
flow, while the entrainment of momontum What evidently happens is that from time

gives rise to a drag which reduces the to time the wave crest becomes rounded
downhill acceleration, and part of the whitecap is swept over

3, 0/ "" /1" 
,

/,
30 / -

////X

20 
54( 

0>

10 - X'' 
,

0 " II

I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Timu (frame numbet)

Fig. 12 Measurements of the length of whitecap in a spilling breaker, plotted
against frame number, showing intermittency (from Longuet-Higgins and Turner. 1974).
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K. J. Bai R..W. -eung
M. .T. M.1.T.

Camb),.4d~e, Mass6achusetts Cambridge, Massachusetts

Two numerical methods for solving boundary-value problems related to potential flows
with a free surface are introduced in th*ýs paper. Only forced motion and diffraction
problems are considered here, although these schemes are equally applicable to any first
order time-harmonic problem of similar nature.

The first method, termed finite-element variational method, applies the conventional
variational form for this type of boundary value problems. A modified variational method
utilizing eigenfunctions expansions is also described. This latter scheme proves to be

much more efficient.

The second method, termed fundamen.tal-singularity distribution method, works with the
fluid boundary only. Green's theorem is applied using merely the source function for
an unbounded fluid. This results in an integral equation with the unknown function
being the potential along the entire fluid boundary. An alternative scheme to deal with
the cace of an infinitely deep fluid is also presented.

Both methods place no restrictions o., the geometry of the body nor the bottom topography
and are valid for either two- or three-dimensional problems. Test results obtained by
the present methods for the case of a heaving circular cylinder in water of finite or
infinite depth agree well with those obtained by others, except for the behavior of the
added-mass coefficient at low frequency in water of finite depth. For three-dimensional
problems, test computations for a sphere in heave and sway motion by both methods agree
well with others. Results obtained by the second method for an ellipsoid also agree
very well with existing results.

N. INTRODUCTION to utilize the singularities which are
solutions of the boundary-value problem

Small oscillatory motions of an stated above, except the body boundary
inviscid, incompressible fluid with a condition which is invoked separately
free surface are described by a bound- to determine the singularity distribution.
ary-value problem governed by Laplace's For two- and three-dimensional motions
equation with a mixed boundary confi- with a fluid of infinite depth, or of
tion on the free surface, a homogeneous finite but constant depth, the required
Neumann condition on the bottom of the singularities are well known, although

fluid, and appropriate radiation condi- of rather complicated analytical form,
tions at iinity. Forced-motion or so that the approach described above

diffraction problems of a floating or corresponds to solving a Fredholm inte-
submerged body require an additional gral equation over the body surface,
boundary condition on the body surface with a rather complicated kernel func-

as well, generally stating that the tion.
normal velocity of the body and fluid In this paper two numerically ori-

are equal. ented as well as more versatile methods
An exhaustive list of literature are introduced as alternative approaches

on this subject may be found in Wehausen to the solution of the problem. The
(1972). Here it suffices to say that, first alternative is based on a varia-
in the past, problems of this type were tional principle which is utilized to

i degenerally solved by distributing sources determine the velocity potential through-

ad(and/or dipoles) on the body boundary out the fluid domain. In this procedure
""problems�, testhcomputation for aapherenheaveandsw��ay m bh o radiation condition is
wintegral equation for the strength of first applied at a finite distance. by

these boundary singularities wh alter- subdividing the fluid domain into a rum-
snatively, by using sources and higher ber of finite elements, we may approxi-

order mulipole expansions at an inter- mate the potential within each element
ior point within the body, the strengths by a set of polynomial trial functions.

aof these singularities being determined Thus, in effect, an integral equations
euso as to satisfy theddy uboundary con- over the body boundary with a compli-
dition. In all cases it is conventional cated kernel is replaced by a system of

Nnsw
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equations over a much larger fluid do- author, by Berkhoff (1972), by coupling
main, but a much simpler kernel. This the variational method and source dis-
approach, which is described in more tribution along the outer boundary, for
detail by Bai (1972) for two-dimensional the problem of refraction and diffrac-
and axi-symmetric three-dimensional tion of the water waves, in the scope
problems and also by Bai (1975) for of the shallow water theory. Several

i ( diffraction problems of oblique waves other references along this approach
by an infinite cylinder, will be des- are given in Section 3.
cribed very briefly here for complete- Previous studies of the method of
ness. We present, in more detail in- fundamental sources and dipole distri-
stead, a modified scheme which makes use butions have been done by Hess and
of certain analytic solutions in the Smith (1967) for an unbounded fluid, in

Souter flow field. In this modified which the fundamental source is just the
! variational-approach, the radiation con- Green functicn of the problem. This

dition is replaced by appropriate junc- particular case actually belongs to the
ture conditions. Two new functiona)s category of the method of Green's func-
are obtained and shown to be much more tions. There exist no previous studies
efficient for numerical computations. on water-wave problems in an infinite
With this modification the fluid domain domain using the method of fundamental
to be dealt with using finite-element sources and dipole distributions.
method reduces to a much smaller one Since both methods descrihed are
than that without the modification, fairly new, we concentrate in this paper
Application of this modified variational on establishing their validity by pre--
method to the diffraction problem of a senting test results for both two- and
two-dimensional (and axi-symmetric- three-dimensional problems and by com-
three-dimensional) bottomless oil paring them with those obtained by other
reservoir tank will be reported in a authors.
separate paper in the near future.

The other alternative method of 2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
solution that we will be discussing is
an integral equation method (Yeung, We consider here the wave-body
1973). Here, Green's second identity interaction of a three- (or two) dim-
is applied to the unknown potential ensional body floating or submerged in
using merely the source function for an the free surface of a fluid (Fig. 2.1).
unbounded fluid. The fluid domain is Such interaction may occur either as a
truncated by a radiation boundary taken forced oscillation problem or as a dif-
at a finite distance as mentioned ear- fraction problem. In the former case,
lier. For the problem at hand, the wave motior is generated by some pre-
normal derivative of the potential along scribed motion of the body; in the lat-
the boundary is either known or expres- ter, the body is held fixed but subject
sible in terms of the potential itself to the excitation of an incoming wavesince the boundary condition is of system. it is well known that mathe-
either a Neumann or Mixed type. The net matically, these two problems are es-
result is that one gets an integral sentially identical, the only differ-
equation for the potential along the en- ence being that the boundary condition
tire fluid boundary, but with a reia- on the body takes on different func-
tively simple kernel. It is of interest tional specifications.
to point out that if a certain part of We assume that the body has no for-
the boundary had a Dirichlet type condi- ward velocity, the fluid is incompres-
tion, the normal velocity could then be sible and inviscid, and the flow irrota--
req~arded as unknown along this part of tional. No assumptions on the geometry
thc boundary and then one would proceed of the body and the bottom are necessary.
along the sane line as before. The
integral equation is solved by the
method of discretization. It is evident
here that a compromise is made: we
have traded away the much more compli-
cated Green function in return for a
larger boundary and also traded away a
much larger domain of the straight-
forward variational approach (not the S
modified variational method mentioned
earlier) in return for non-polynomial
and singular kernel functions as well z

as a full coefficient matrix. This
approach stand~s somewhat in between the
conventional Green's function method and
the variational method without modifi- B
cation.

Previous studies of the variational
method applied to water-wave problems
have been made, besides by the first Fig. 2.1 Coordinate System.
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2.1 Governing Equations where v-o 2 /g, g being the accelerationof gravity, SF is the undisturbed free
We choose the coordinate system surface, y-0, outside of the body, SB

Oxyz (not shown) to be mounted on the the bottom surface, and So the wetted
body which, if in motion, oicillates surface of the body at its equilibrium
harmonically about an inertial system position. f(s), the only non-homogen-
oxyz, with the y-axis pointing ver- eous boundary condition, depends on the
tically upwards and the Oxy-plane being mode index m. For m - 1,2,..,6, corre-
the undisturbed water surface. The two sponding to the sway, heave, surge,
systems coincide when the body is at pitch, yaw and roll modes cf motion
rest. At the onset, we assume the
motion is small, so that the boundary respectively, f(s) is given by
conditions on the body can be satisfied
at its equilibrium postion instead of f(i) ni
its instantaneous position. With such with
an assumption we can henceforth dispense
with the 6xyz system and seek the sol- (nl,n 2 ,n3 ) = (nxn ,n)
ution of the boundary value problem (2.6)
posed below in a domain of definition ÷ 42
which does not change with time. For (n 4 n5 ,n 6) C
the diffraction case, the body is held
fixed and we need, of course, only one where n is the unit inward normal~of the
set of coordinate system. body with components (nxny,na), rc the

Let O(x,y,z,t) be the velocity po- location of the center of rotation, and
tential describing the flow field. The
continuity equation requires P to sat- r - (xyz)
isfy Laplace's equation. Let a be the
angular frequency of the time-harmonic For m - 7,
solution, then introducing the usual
time and spatial decompostion, we have: f(s) a n-- (2.7)

O(x,y,z,t) - Re[ (XYV) ,)( where ýj is the spatial potential asso-
,- ,7 (2.1I ciated with the incoming wave system.
m (2.1N Finally, in order to have an unique

solution for the problem, we must impose
where a radiation condition at infinity, which

(M) (M ) ( 2) states that the forced wavesor diffracted
S Im) + l ) (2.2) waves must be outgoing. To derive this

S 2 condit-Qn, we let R be the radial hori-

is the complex-valued spatial potential, zontal dist'.nce, i.e.
and a(m)(t) the complex time-harmonic
motion amplitude of the body corres- R - (x2+z2)h/2
ponding to the m-th mode, i.e.thpl agen e(zand 0 be the polar angle in the (x,z)

a (t Re ( (t)] -plane. Let also the bottom geometry,

y - h(x z) - h(R,O)

-Re (a(M)+ ia(?+))e I ot] (2.3) be a constant beyond some minimal value
1 2a')

of R. Then a set of elementary solutionswhere am(t) is the body motion amplitude, satisfying Laplace's equation, the free

For m - 7, the diffraction problem cor- surface and bottom conditions can be
responding to an incoming wave system obtained by the method of separation of
of unity amplitude, one simply sets variables (see Wehausen, 1960, pp. 472-
a:=0 and a2-I/a in (2.3). The poten- 475). With little difficulty, it may be
Stial functions ý(x,y,z) must satisfy: shown that only the following combina-
t u nmu ttions in the set will give a solution

1•2 a 2 corresponding to waves propagating out-
2 + •y2 + i• 2O(x,y,z) 0 (2.4) wards to infinity:

ithfli,(x,y,z) cosh m (y+h)
in the fluid, 0

-0 (2.5a) xH (1)m R)- cos(nQ+6) (2.8)
~SF

IW1LU Hn i5 thu Hdnkel function of the
o - 0 (2.5b) first kind and of order n. mot a sep-

S aration constant, is the root of the
B following equation:

, V f(s) (2.5c) m-tanh m 0h = 
2 /g (2.9)

so
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The function H(1)moR) has an asymptotic p(x y,z t) --gy (2.16)

expansion of the following form for t O h -o(2

large values of R (Watson, 1966, p. 212). p being the density of the fluid. Of
primary interest is the hydrodynamic

H(1) (moR) -T-• ep 1/ component, which comes from the -pt
nR" 2 4) term. Introducing the notation

× 1- i2+o4+ 0 (mOR) J (F 4 F5 ,F5 ) P (M 1 1M2 ,M 3 )

(2.10) we may write the hydrodynamic forces and
moments for the case of forced motion as

Using (2.1), one can see that follows:
#(xy~zt) r RE(y,)-i Ot]i"
'(xyzt) " ReLCXyZ)e i F. J -.1jiUi(t) - X.ji.&(t) , (2.17)

'~cosh m~~) (1M o (Here, repeated indices are summed from
2nl 0I 1 to 6. Pii" and Xji are the added-mass

e XP i(moR- f(6) (2.11) and damping coefficients respectively.4 J They are defined by the integrals:

aoes represent an outgoing wave-system. X.
A few alqebraic steps then yield the fol- ji a = d
lowin; iformation on the behavior of 0: SO

•_P -i0R52I (i) k_ (S (218
S (. + ilm°)4 + O(RO/2) (2.12) f P an dS , (2.18)3R 2R fso

Equation (2.12) is the radiation condi- which depend on the body and bottom geo-
tion we shall use. It is based on the metry as well as the angular frequency
assumption that the 'local disturbance', a. The diffraction forces may be ob-
which is the difference between the tained by solving the boundary value
total potential and the propagating-wave problem of 4(7) defined in §2.1 and by
potential, dies out fast enough to be using (2.14) and (2.15), or, alterna-
negligible at the place where (2.12) is tively, by the application of Haskind's
applied. Condition (2.12) is consistent relation [see Newman (1962)] utilizing
with the c]sical form: the solutions of the forced motions. In

the latter case the forces are given
10. 74( K - imo = 0. simply by

given, for 4ance, by John (1950, Fj = -ip dS . (2.19)
p. 54). So 8n

For the case of a two-dimensional
problem, the radiation conditions re- Finally, the free-surface elevation
duce to: Y(x,z,t) can be obtained from the dy-

namic boundary condition used in arriv-
.((xRY) - imoý , XR>> , (2.13a) ing at (2.5a), and is given by

Y(x,z,t) - -g',-4t(x,o,z,t) 0
ax(x Y) -im L LOR (2.13b))

R R 02/g Re (x°z)a)(t)](2.20)
where mo, mo are the wave numbers cor-
responding to fluid depths on the right Whence, by (2.3) one can define a spatial
and left sides of the body respectively, free-surface function Y(m)(%r,z) corres-

ponding to the m-th modc as:
2.2 Forces, Moments and Wave-Heights

The linearized forces and moments (x,z) () (oz m) I+ia()
about 0 acting on the body are given by: ( [ 1  ic 2

with (2.21)

F(t = W J -fSo 0- ' dS(214 Y(x,z,t) -Re [Y (M(x,z)e_ c (2.22)

M (t) - JJ' Xn) dS (2.15) 3. SOLUTION BY THE VARIATIONAL METHOD
So 0 We present in this section a method

where dS is an infinitesimal surface of solution based on the variational
element and the pressure p can be ob- formulation common in many other fields
tained from the linearized versio'n of of engineering mechanics. In §3.1 the
Bernoulli's equation: application of the classical variational

method is described very briefly sin e
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one can find more details in Bai (1972, as mentioned earlier.
1975). In §3.2 a modification to this Consider now the two-dimensional
method is made in order to use two dif- problem of forced motion or diffraction
ferent classes of trial functions: as formulated in §2. The boundary con-
polynomial trial functions, and a set of ditions given by (2.5) and (2.13) cor-
eigenfunctions. In §3.3, the two classes respond merely to certain specific
of trial functions (also known as inter- choices of values of a(S) and 8(S) in
polation functions) are discussed in (3.2), Let S be SeUSFOSRUSLUSB as shown
greater detai. and the admissibility of in Fig. 3.1. Then the functional
the polynomial trial functions is con- associated with the problems at hand is
sidered. Throughout this section, the simply:
superscript m the potential defined in ft ,
§2 is omitted with the understanding F{01 - R .V•.V~dxdy -2 2fS
that * will always depend on m. RSF (3.7)

3.1 classical Variational Method 2 - imýf ;02ds - *do
Let us consider a well-posed bound- 2SL 2 SR

ary value problem described for a com-
plex-valued function *(x,y) as In the case of the three-dimensions the

analogous functional is:
V1 4(x,y) - 0 in R (3.1)

with the mixed-type boundary condition F{f} - 21 V d - dSF
on the boundary S. (3.8)

0+ CO - 8 on 5 (3.2) - r ýf 2dS + if !R 2adS _ff f(S) OdS ,

where a(S) and 8(s) are known complex
functions. In the theory of the calcu- where the radiation boundary ZR is chosen
lus of variations, we can solve an al- to be a vertical circular cylinder of
ternative problem, one that requires sufficiently large radius, R, which in-
the determination of a function * which cludes the body and the variation of the
makes the associated functional station- bottom topography.
ary, instead of solving directly the When we have an axi-symmetric body
above partial differential equation with in three dimensions, it is convenient to
the given boundary condition. In order express the potential defined in (2.1)
to construcL the associatcd functional in polar coordinates as
for the above problem, we introduce a
complex variation 6ý(x,y) and integrate $(R,e,yt) - RCC[(R,y) cos(nO+4)d(t)]
(3.1) in the domain R and (3.2) on the (3.9)boundary s after multiplying both equa- 3
tions by 6. Then we obtain Then the Laplace equation (2.4) reduces

te"'2R6dxdy - an 0. (3-3) + j-$ - 0. (3.10)

If we make use of Green's theorem, which It is understood in (3.10) that a proper
holds also for complex functions, in the value of n is taken for the individual
first integral in (3.3) and of the re- problem; for example, n-0 for the case
lation V6ý67U, the left-hand side of of heave motion and n-l for the case of
(3.3) becomes surge and pitch motions. In diffraction P.,

problems, the incident wave potential I,
• If [~d +can be written as

(3.4) - cosh m.j(y+h) emo (3.11)•r' ,••I " 0 cosh moh

- '
T  'V -V~dxdy + df C ( . 12 ~ 8 ) e ~
R S SF

Now we shall define the associated func- -1--...
tional F for the above probleim, (3.1) .
and (3.2) as \ 11

!- V f . dxdy + (!. - d'
fS

(3.5) ISB
Then by (3.3) we have

6ltý} - 0. (3.6)

Since (3.6) is equivalent to (3.1) and Fig. 3.1 Configuration of Boundary
(3.2), we will take this alternative Geometry.
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where A is the amplitude of the incident with. In order to overcome this disad-
wave. For a body geometry with an axi- vantage, a modification is made to fur-
synmmetry, it is convenient (to press ther reduce the fluid domain by utilizing
exp(i x) in the above equation in terms known analytic solutions in certain sub-
of Bes el functions: domain which will be defined later. S~For simplicity, we shall consider

exp(imoX) - i (MOR)COB(no) in detail only the problem shown in Fig.
- o. n n 3.2.

where - 1 for n-o SF1
Fn 2 foi n~l. R2 SRI

n So R RS82

Then the body boundary condition (2.17)
can be expressed as a sum of all the
values of n by substituting (3.12) into
(3.11). The diffraction problem of an
axi-symmetric body in three dimensions SB1
therefore reduces to the two-dimensional
problem given by (3.10) which we have to Fig. 3.2 Inner and outer Regions of the
solve for all n (n-o,l,..., ). In prac Modified Variational Method.
tice, only a finite number of terms is
necessary. In a procedure similar to thatin obtaining (3.7), we may find that the Let us draw an imaginary line J ( or a
associated functional for this problem vertical circular cylinder in three di-

i a mensions ) which separates the fluid into
i • 2 a region R1of irregular bottom and the

1-$1- 'R-(02 4) dRdy body and a region R2 of uniform depth as
2 R y showli in Fig. 3.2. Then the original

R fluid domain R is divided into two sub-
- R2 d, - RO2 ds domains, i.e.,R 1 and R2 with the common2interface boundary J. The boundary of y

iF dt-fae ounarothe subregion is denoted S1  SFXU

+ $ZR• d. )Rf(,j)$ ds SBIUJUS and the boundary of R2  is
R S oi 02i

0 (3.13) denoted S2- u SF2 U SR U SB 2 . Let

where ER is reduced to a line boundary 01 and $2 denote the potentials in these
due to the axi-symmetry. regions, respectively, then we have

in the method described above and
the method of fundamental source and VZZI - 0 in Ri
dipole distribution to be described in
§4, the construction of the 'numerical ly -9l - 0 an SFit
radiation boundary', which reduces the (3.14)
exact problem defined in the infinite ln - Vn an SO
domai.i to an approximating problem in a
finite domain, is very important. In in - 0 on SBit
or~---to truncate the original infinite and
boundary into a finite domain, one shouldexamine the behavior of the local distur- V2$ 2 - 0 in H2 ,
bance, for example, how fast it decays
along the free surface. The decaying ý2y- v02 0 on SF2(behavior of the local disturbance of (3.15) •i
each problem is a function of the wave 02n - 0 on SB2'
frequenvy, the characteristic length of
the body and the fluid depth. A more lm (02x-img $2)-0 on S .
detail discussion on this can be found xR

N • in Bai (1972) and Yeung (1973).
__In addition, we have

t i3.2 A Modified Variational Method

The main disadvantage of the vari- (3.16)
ational method discussed in §3.1, for ln -- 2n both an J,
our problem, is that the finite domain

V obtained by truncating the original where the normal vector is taken outwards
infinite domain is still too large for from the fluid domain, for instance,•:•solving the problem economically. For
example, as shown in Fig.3.1, the radi- n -ix, 124 "-2 on J.-i
ation boundaries have to be located at a X o
couple of wave lengths away from the body.
As a consequence, there is still a. sub- By the juncture conditions (3.16), the
stantial amount of fluid region to deal potentials $land $2 can hive unique 2q
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solutions.
Let uS assume that the most general

solutions of (3.15) are known and that - (2n 02-26 02n . (3.22)
* 2 (xy) can be expressed in terms of 5
tsem with coefficients to be determined 2
later.

We shall skip the procedures of the From the assumptions we stated on the jconstruction of the associated function- function t2' Equation (3.22) rduces toi
ale for the above problem and simply
present the results below:

F{•b1,2} J (V).d):dxdy- - 0. (3.23)

If we use the relation (3.23) in (3.20)
S ds (3.17) and (3.21), we obtainS- SVu€I a +f%(01" 2)02. do, (3.17)

di+f( 2  + Is l~ )641 + + J~ 2)4id

(3.18) J l-2)2na - 0, (3.24)
I Then Netting either

or a {41 I,41 2 } - 0 (3.19b ) + n-V n 1 d ( -yd S

is the same as solving Equations (3.l4•,

ta(3.15) and (.3.16). Tu su this, wo note +I(n+2)2dG - 0. (3.25)

RFis (3.24) and (3.25) are arbitrary, we o -,tain Equations (3.14) and (3.16). Due to
the asstumption on the function *, stated

q.)641 di +1(4ln-V)6411 di •1€n earl..er, €i and *2 obtained from• theJ~L~i4'a~above func~ional method are the solutions

of the equations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16)
(3.20) (note that this solution satisfies the

•2n) •l• 2 -• ( 2•%2 +•2n 2)J s, ( .20) ex¢o t radiation condition). The integral
•i'• expressions of the functional• involve

only with the sub-region I 1 which we

)f 1 ds + lsho§ i abv, the ane functionals

Then J aetn 1eihalcllthher~i.dfiieelmn

(3.1 9a) rFe gion- dxd. 4 (3.,6.d

By(112 0ain (3-9b of Green'sý,s there to do4

ifithe cations tolheng fniaotnaions (3n(.

(315)64 adi (3.6) di see ( §3.1. Siiary thnoteo untonl

V2016ý dxdy plac ince the vraiations boudar integralsi
2 f dis in (3.84) by 32)ar rirry

F (3.21 Eqain (314 and (3.26) .)Det

the~~~~h functioios on2 tnd functio the reiotatefrdorb

dwe obtain + f M or ai

fsOnfn I f 1I 2 1 f ioa mehdaetesouin
iJRL2of the1ld eqain (3.14),s1 (3.15)2 and (3.16b)

S~6Th

!'I!

I~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (nt htti;outo aife h

ý2n)+Ol~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... 2i22ýno262]s 32) a trdaincniin.Teitga



for F2 . For the special case of axi- (1971), who used the source distributions
symmetric geometry, Fi and F1 can be to represent *2"
obtained by replacing the radiation-boun- From these two limiting cases one
dary integrals in (3.13) by can readily see that the functionals

defined in (3.17) and (3.18) are a much
(1 (3.27) more general formulation compared with-$2) 2n 2u(.a (3.7) or (3.31)tz For example, if one

for F1 , or by takes the localized-finite-element region
to be small, then as a consequence, the

( -ln+ d(327b) domain of the area integrals in the func-
' tionals w411 also be small, while on the

other hand, one has to take manyr terms
for Fl. Here obviously * in (3.8) or (eigenfunctions) to represent ý2 in the
(3.13) is to be replaced by 01, and *2 •omputatioi, for the approximate solu-
is understood to be the most general solu- tions, and vice versa.
tion in the outer region R The method of eigenfunction expan-

It is oL interest to Aote that the sion in both inner and outer regions has
stationary value of both functionals in been used by B).ack and Mei (1970) in con-
two or three dimensions are: junction with the Schwinger-type varia-

it •tional form. Applications were made to
( - nI do , (3.28) several vertical-walled bodies in two andS0  three dimensions. lashiki and Hwang

(1973) considered the axi-symmetric
F2 Vnl do , (3.29) three-dimansional body in water of finite i

•So depth and computation was made based on
if and 2 are the exacc solutions, the functioval (3.31), by atilizing eigen-

functions in the both regions. Chen and
This stationary value is simply (-1/2p) Mei* (1974) also considered a diffraction
times the added-mass and damping co- and radiation problem within the scope
efficients integrals defined in (2.18). of the shallow-water theory by a similar

If the most general solution for *2 approach to ours.
in the sub-domain R2contains a constant,
the functional F, defined in (3.17) can 3.3 Construction of Trial Functions and
not be used since its first derivative Approximate Solutions
is identically zero (see the last integral Win (3.245)and we have We shall describe briefly here the

numerical procedure by which the function-
al form (3.19a) can be reduced .. rnto an

6(30in) = 0. (3.30) operational form for finding the approx-
imate solutions, iii conjunction with the

Therefore the functional F 2 defined in functional 'iefined (3.17). The other
(3.18) should be used in this case. functionals discuss-ad earlier can be
Fortunately in our problem we do not treated in a similar way. There are two
have a constant in the general solution important steps in this procedure. The
for 02 in R2 if 0<0<-. first step is to discretizo the fluid

Two limiting cases should be noted: domaLn in region Rlinto a number of fin-
Let us assume that the most general solu- ite elements, within each one of which
tion for ý2 in (3.15) can be expressed ý1 is approximated by a polynomial trial
as a series f eigenfunctions as given in function. The second step is to rapre-
(3.36) and (3.37). If the localized- sent the solution of 02 by a finite nun-
finite-element region R2 is taken very bar of the eigenfunctions in R2 , where
large, in other words, if the boundary J the most general solution (i.e., infin-
is taken at a large distance from the ite series of the eigenfunctions) of ý2
body ( and the irregular bottom topo- is known. Once these two approximat.i.ons
praphy), then ý2 can be represented very are made, the rest of the numerical pro-
well just by one term in the series [ the cedure is rather straightforward.
first term in (3.36)]. In such case, the Before we discusr the construction
present functional method reduces to that of the trial functions we shall discuss
treated in the pevious sub-section. In the admissibility of the trial functions
the opposite limit, if a wave-maker pro- in the region Ri. As mentioned earlier,
blem is considered with a uniform depth, because of the equivalence of differen-
then the localized-finite-element region tial equations and variational problems
R1 can be taken as zero and as a conse- either can be the basi. of various com-
quence, we have only the boundary J. putational schemes. One significant
Then both functionals p and F2 reduce to difference between the functional method

and the differential equation is the fact
that the expressions for the associated

a2ds, (3.31) functionals involve no second derivatives,
2 2 j 2 because integration by parts have been

:i which was obtained earlier by Bessho The first author owes thanks to Professor(1970), and was basis of the numerical C. C. Mei for his valuable comnments in thecomputations by Sao, Maeda and Hwang way of developing this localized-finite-
element method.
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used to construct these functionals sentation (3.34) as follows:
(more specifically, G oen's theorem is E
used here). These functionals will be I [ i l
uell defined if the integrals in the do- $I
main and on its boundary (only 0 and VO (-5
are involved) ure finite in value. N
Therefore the class of the admissible " • 4ii Wj(xy)
functions in the problem to find the i-I
stationary point is enlarged to a space
bigg.. h•.n th. one for the original where E is the total number of elements
differential equations. We now have the and N is the total number of nodes in
advantage, while searching for the sta- the entire fluid.
tionary point of the functional, of In our numerical computations, an
being able to try functions which were eight-node quadrilateral element was used
outside of the original ciass of admis- in the finite-element discretization.
sible function space. In practice, this The trial functions for an eight-node
means that we can now try continous square element are constructed in Appen-
functions whose first derivatives are dix A. A very extensive and detailed
only piecewise continuous, that is, the exposition about this procedure can bo
first derivatives can have finite dis- found in Zienkiewicz (1971).
continuities at the juncture points be- There are several choices for the
tween adjacent elements. It is very trial functions for W2(x,y) in the sub-
easy to construct functions which sitis- region R2 which satisfy condition (3.15).
fy the above requirements and we shall A set of properly chosen eigenfunctions
discuss this point in this section. will be used in the following procedure

Let the region R1 occupied by fluid, even though some other representation
up to the boundary J, be subdivided by for the admissible trial functions can
lines into a (not necessarily rectang- be employed as mentioned earlier.
ular) grid system. Each connected piece Let us represent the function
within the subdivision will be called an W2 (x,y) in terms of the eigenfunctions
'element'. Let ui introduce a set of *i(xy) (i-o,..,M-1) with unknown coef-
trial functions N, (x,y), j-l,...,n, ficients q2* (o,..,M-1) to be determined
associated with each element and of such as part of the solution later:
a character that-T- x,y) can be ý.pprox- M-i
imated as a sum of these functions, each ('2(x,y) - ý $2i Wi(x y) , (3.36)
multiplied by the value of 01 at, say, a
node of the grid associated with the
element ($ii at the i-th node). How- x).h
ever, these values of Oli need not be "(x'y) - e mcosh m.(y+h)/Xosh mb
nodal values of ýl but may be other val-
ues (parameters) chauactvj.:izi: n I ia y1(x-y) " e-m xcos ml(y+h) (3.37)
the element, for our numerical scheme
requires finding the stationary point of "
a functional which is represented in in-
tegral form rather than finding directly ýM_l(x.Y) a -'COB mM-l(y+h)
the values of the function itself. Let
us write the set of trial functions as where m2
a row vector h

[ ]e [ 0 , e ... .. e ]
[N] [N, N ,..N] (3.32) mitan nmjh - -i , (3.38)

and the set of nodal values as a column In three dimensions € 2 (RO,y) can be
vector represented by

S(R,,y) , (3.39)
{$ie @I,12... •n (3.33) $2(ROY "~ 1. k1 Sk4~

in an n-node element. The superscript where
e in the above equations means that I
these values are considered in an indi- . H ( R) cohh(moR) cos(eO+d)
vidual element. We may then approximate 0

* !• $Iin each element by the sum: - KZ(m1 R) coB m1 (y+h) cos(l6+5)

- [N](3.34) .(3.40)

When we further define the trial func- -k K(k o
tions [N]o to be identically zero out- (k>l) .
side the associated element, then we can
represent the approximate solution Ol in Here, 'kz are unknown constants and KI
the entire fluid by a ium of the repre- is the modified Bessel function of the
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second kind. t212 " ] Jiul
Once we set up all the trial func-

tions, polynomial trial functions for - rdl
the function *l(x,y) in R1 and the ei- L xN
genfunction trial functions for *j(x,y) (3.45)
in R2 [actually, in (3.17) computation - {fl}
of 0 2 (x,y) occurs only along the inter-
face boundary J] we can find the sta-
tionary point of the functional Fi{(0,0)) -Q2

numerically by the following equations:
The elements of the above matrix are do-

•{1,2 -, (.1) fined as follows:S0 iII,..,N, (3.41a)
a{$ 0. . 4R (0i N + N. N ).dxdy

2i - I

Substituting (3.35) and (3.36) into SF4
(3.41), we obtain:

it4+ ).do
3F0l ,l = J)JXx''

f 4 1(Olx -l' + oly Y) dxdy (3.46)C0i R cij dji . Ni~jx do

-V - dS f" d$SF Jso ýTi f• = Vn id

-- dS (3.42a) The problem has now been reduced to

31 the set of algebraic equations (3.44).
The coefficient matrix is symmetric com-

O2_ + _o2_ plex, as one see readily from the expres-
2 j - 2x' sions in (3.46), and is banded if thenodes are numbered in proper sequence.

. x The actual numerical computations of the
-- dS (3.42b) integrals in (3.42) for general eight-dSi . (node quadrilateral uiements are made by

Caussian numerical quadrature after a
When. we make use of the relations coordinate transfoimation into a square.

There exist rigorous mathematical
Doi 1 N2 D treatments on the convergence and error

estimates of a convex functional which
xis positive definite, but the conver-
gence proof for the complex functional

a lI D N- F{ } in (3.5) is more difficult. It is-01ii(TX•- ax 'beyond the scope of the present paper to
give a rigorous mathematical proof for

convergence in the case ot this parti-
- N cular functional F{O}. One can find it

Ni (3.43) in Strang and Fix (1973).
A typical subdivision of meshes to

-, iS 2 solve, by the localized-finite-element-ao i. (xy 1'2 method, a forced motion problem of a
20 2i rectangular cylinder (half-beam/draft

1.0) in water of finite depth (h/half-
S82-. 1beam - 2.0) is shown by the solid lines

--- " (-m).(x,y) iil , in Fig. 3.3, and this subdivision was

then (3.%2) reduces to the following set -

of (M+N) algebraic equations: . .........

121 ' - (3.44)
•,•i [A~~~~~~~~21 A22J 2 2 .:, •.. ,::. .:...:

All 11re l [a. N [ : : ; : N
"[A22 L J 3.45)

A [b.J Fig. 3.3 A Typical Subdivision of
22 10MXM Meshes in the Fluid.
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used for all the freqiency ranges 0.0025 derivative boundary condition does not
<va<6 where the comp-'lations were made. contradict our original assumption on
As a comparison, another typical subdi- the continuity of •.
vision of meshes to solve the same prob- Next we make use of the boundary
lem, by the variational method without conditions (2.5) and (2.15) to rewrite
the modification, is also shown in the (4.1) in terms of 0(m) only. Then, let-
extra region as dotted linos iLn Fig. 3.3 ting the observation point P approach S,
for the case va-l. we obtain the following integral equation

for ý m) on S:
4. SOLUTION BY THE METHOD OF FUNDA- (M) (M)a

MENTAL SOURCE AND NORMAL-DIPOLE OTrN (P) " I (Q)n-log r ds(Q)
DISTRIBUTION 

SO

An alterniative oproach to solving + ( Mm) [ýlog r - vlog rids
the boundary value problenus formulated SF

earlier is by the method of integral (M) a
equation. This permits us to deal cnly + ' @ log r da
with the fluid boundaries. Here we SB
avoid working with the complicated kei.- + f(m)[I_, R rids
i •l associated with the usual wave source + (n) r - r]ds
by introducing merely the fundamental •S
source function, l/r, or log i/r in the f lo
case of two dimensions. Thi•. novel ap- + 0 " L rd
proach to free-surface flow problems is L n
made possible here by: (1) that the
normal derivative of ý is either known - f (s)log r ds , PES
or expressible in terms of ý itself [see so (4.2)
Eqn. (2.5)], and; (2) that the originally
external boundary value problems can be Solution cf this integral equation yields
converted to internal ones by the appli- the value of 0(m) along S without further
cation of the radiation condition at a calculations. The kernel here consists
finite distance. of a linear combination of the fairly

simple function8, log r and a log r.
4.1 Applicatiox of Green's Theorem Evidently, the approach here can be

We illustrate the basic idea behind extended to the more trivial case of a
the method by cons'.dering first the two- fluid domain of finite extent, for ex-
dimensional problem. Referring to Fig. ample, a canal or a basin. The radia-
3.1, we let P be a field point inside tion condition is simply replaced by
the iluid. We assume that @ is a cou- •n 0 and no outgoing waves occur. For
tinuous function everywhere in the fluid this case, Chang (19"2) started with an
Lund apply Green's second identity to the unknown distribution, 0(s), of log (l/r)
functions ý and log l/r, in a fluid do- along the boun'ary of the fluid, and had
main enclosed by the boundary S defined shown rigorously that the resulting in-
by 5oQSFQSBoSRUSL. This reoults in the tegral equation for a(s) has a unique
following expression of 4(P) in terms solution if the forcing frequency does
of its boundar3 values and its normal not coincide with the natural Zrequen-
derivative on the boundarv: cies of the basin.

(in)(p) n)(Q) loM (l/r) 4.2 Discretizatino n of the Integral Equa-

By the method of discretization,
the integial equation (4.2) for ON) can

- (l(/)]ds(Q) (4.1) be reduced to a set of linear algebraic
"equations with the unknowns being the

where

&,ni being variables of integration on S. S F 2 ~F A

-- 
X

In order that we may apply the radiaLion
conditions (2.15), as in the case of the ,4
variational method, SR and SL should be SLso^ SR
located where the potential is essen- SN+ SE
tially that of propagating waves. We _ -• N +1
observe that (4.1) consistq qf a simple ( )distribution of strength WmJ and a dou- n. J+1ble distribution of strength $(m). The

,tential contributed by the first dis- a.
L ."ution is continuous throughout opace,

and ,:%ists and is continuous on S itself (ýPnd Sepment S.
. if •'') is piecewise continuous (Kellogg,

1929). Hence, a discontinuous normal- Fig. 4.1 Subdivision of the Contour S.
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values of the potential, =,

*(m +(in) - n -'r >

*J). - (m(x .y) i-1,....NT PJ+ • ''(dn;+'d•q(m).P i(-g.,nj;-_2.+1,n+.) CŽ_o

at a discrete set of control points a- (4.7)
long the boundary. Using the notation Q =j R
defined in Fig. 4.1, Eqn. (4.2) can be = a( 0 j+1 j+1)

written in the following discretized
form: NT q().Q +1

[_Ti'i + -j,() .K 4 ) R Rj [-r + • - K. where P4" and Qi' are defined by Eqns.

i= 1,2,.. ,NT (4.6a) and (4.6bi. Here, q(m) takes on
the value of 1 or -1 according to the

where 6.. is the Kronecker delta, relation:
Wi)(y (Mn)

for i-7 (N) (-x,y) = q(m)(m (x,y)Q.j . , tr J-1.... Ns ;

j-N 3 +1,.. ,N 4 , With such a modification, it is then on-

ly necessary to solve for oj(m) on the
C = for JN+I.. ,N2  right side of the fluid.

j=N 5+1,..,N 1T 4.3 The Infinite-depth Case

A IQ~~i(-i P fo JN 2 +I'. ''43 ;The technique discussed earlier ap-
)j ' pears to be impracitcal if we war..: to

SJ=N 4+I'' ,N5  consider the case of an infinitely deep
and (4.4) fluid, especially when the wave length

NS is long. This difficulty may be circum-

K. = f 0MKXYP vented by noting that for an infinitely
)1 00)ij ( deep fluid, the third integral in (4.2)

can be discarded, and that for the bound-
Here, we have used a constant distribu- ary integrals associated with SR, for
Heon(ore w nerhaveoudatonsutaont dtriu instance we may replace the unknowntion (or interpolation) function for 4' function 4'(•R,n) by 4'(•R,0)e~fl, 4 ' (CR,3)

betw ,an each pair of consecutive grid f un knon In oth er o d , an xp -
p~ins. he krne intgra~s o inlu- being unknown. In other words, an expo-peints. The kernel integrands or influ- nentially decaying distribution is as-

ence coefficients,' Pi, and Qi- are de- sumed. Note that this assumed behavior
fined by line integrals over a small of 4 at FR is valid to the same extent
segment Sj a. f(c.icws: that the radiation condition is valid.

The resulting integrals associated withP ij(Y 'Wj;•'+1"nj+1) SR now become:

J log[(xi-C)2 'yi-n) 2] I ds (4.6a) f (m) (ER ) [4nlOg r ivlog r] ds

0) )O)evn Bflog r - ivlog r] dri

I3 [10gc14ý)2+cyn7) 2] 1/2 dSj 3 nj_[° (• • •+ y -)] ds (MR
(4.6b) - ( ) [F (7,CR'x'y)-iGR (V'ý x'Y)]

and can be evaluated analytically. It (4.8)
should be pointed out that the matrix Again, the integrals FR and GR may be
L-u~io1+Cij] is neither symmetric nor evaluated rather expediently [see Yeung
dia... nall) dominant. The matrix is, how- (1973)],
ever, oredominantly real, except fo' col- Similar considerations may be ap-
umns a3%.oiated with control points on plied to the finite-depth case: Using

SE and SLy the radiation bso undaries, a cosh mo(y+h)/cosh moh distribution I
Evidently, a uiue solution forfunction instead of eywe can reduce aexists if the determinant of the matrix func e of enY, we ca reduce adoes not vanish, sequence of unknown on sR or SL to a

Ife notvanishe gsingle unknown, W(CR,O) or W(CL,O), on
If the geometry of both body and_ the free-surface. it is worthwhile tobottom is symmgtric with respect to x=0, point out that one further simplification

and if xc , form)(2,y) will be an even occurs it the fluid is of constant depth.
f i f fan o uBy distributing a positive image system
tion of x for m-1 or 6. Such symmetry about the line y--h, we can eliminate the
(or anti-syminetry) allows us to deal sequenou of unknowns on the bottom sur-
with, say, just the right side of the-•. face. In other words :
fluid.. More specifically, the influence
coefficients Pij and Qij may be inter-
preted as the sum of two integrals:
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,T

P (j ,ijT(0? the body. Q(>0), in general, takes a
P•j = 3 j+1' j+1 value of 2r if P is on a planar surface,

but otherwise is the solid angle inside
+ PijT[Cj,-(2h+Y );ýi+l,- (2h+n41)] the fluid in the neighborhood of point P

if P happens to be a vertex point.

T f(m)(s) and mo are given by (2.6) and
Q.. QTQ.-(fn ;t$ n+) (2.9), respectively. Note that we have
tj t, 3 J d+1 made use of the distribution function:

Tp QiT[fJ,-(2h+nJ);fJ+1 ,-(2h+n 1 )] 4(m)(R,y,O) = 0(m)(R,O,6)e-Y, yýO(4.iO)

where Pij and QijT are expressions re- and as a result we are required to deter-

sulted from evaluating (4.6a) and (4.6b) mine 4 of Eon. (4.9) on the body and
analytically. Combined with the free surface SF only.
cosh mo(y+h) distribution on SR and SL To solve Eqn. (4.9) numerically, we
as discussed earlier, it 'i~l only be will discretize the integral equation as
necessary to solve for IjvmJ on S QSF. follows. The surface SouSF is first sub-

divU'ed by a grid system as shown in
4.4 The Three-dimensional Problem Fig. 4.2: the body by transverse sec-

It is rather straight forward to tions and waterline sections aj commonly
extend the above scheme to three-dinen- used by naval architects, the free sur-
sional bodies, at least in principle, face by quasi-radial lines and circumfer-
although the complexity of the computer ential lines. To each grid point 0 e a-
program increases manifold. Here, due sign an index th poIte.NT] and t m-

to practical limitations, we consider thus denotes the potential of the m-th

only body shape with two planes of sym- mode at grid point i . For simplicity of

metry (symmetry about the 0xy and Oyz notation, we discard the superscript (m)

planes) in infinitely deep water. The in this section with the understanding
radiation condition (2.12) is now appro- that 4 obviously depends on m. Each
priate. Applying Green's theorem in surface element can be characterized by

three-dimension and making use of the the double indices (k,j) corresponding

boundary conditions (2.5), we may write: to the sector number and the element
count from the keel upwards, respectively

(M (n) a 1 We have chosen to use triangular ele-
Qm M + (Q)•n(-)dS(Q) ments wihh linear distributions to ap-

an r proximate the potential. This type of
element has the advantage that when

+ (m) joined edge to edge, the elements form

SF# ;n• ra closed surface and the potential a-
cross these edges is continuous. On ER,

+ L~n r(RLm°)k]RdOdtl we shall use a special element, one

ER R r 2 rJwhich is infinit( in length and has anexponential-decay. ng distribution in the
= f()() d , PES (4.9) vertical direction, but a linear distri-

s ( r bution in the horizontal direction.
Let Skj be the surface area of the

where ER corresponds to the surface of (k,j) element, N(k) be the number of el-
a vertical cylinder of radius R enclosing ements in the k-th sector, and M be the

z I _4i -
k'Y Z_123456 8

F~ /

ER 4

x6

8

Fig. 4.2 Schematic showing the Subdivision of Surfaces SoUSFuJR.
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number of sectors in one quadrant of the M
x-z plane, then + k [Q+(j•-iv )PkN (k,l N

ff N(k)ff k=1 F+l)

dS - Z( )dS M No(k)
10 ER k=1 j=1 Ski (4.11) 1he rkj ekj) (4.14)

evidntlyon hethr icorrspods t ank<=1 i=i (414
The integrands of these integrals dependevidently on whether j corresponds to an where P and 4 are source and normal-di-

element lying on So,SF, or ER. Also, pole distribution integrals over element
since we are only integrating one qua- Skj and are defined as follows:
drant in the x-z plane, mirror images of
the integrals over Ski in the other three = (g 3) dS, (4.15)
quadrants must be accounted for. Note Skj

that ýj(m) will assume either an odd or
even behavior about the Oxy and 0yz
planes depending on the mode that is -= (gsssg) -(-) dS.(4.16)
under consideration. Si2s r

If NM(k) denotes the index of the
last element lying on So in the k-th It should be emphasized that (4.15) and
sector, and NF(k) denotes the corres- (4.16) actually represent four different
ponding index of the element lying on integrals, one in each quadrant, taking
SF, then Eqn. (4.9) may be written as: into account the oddness and evenness of

the function ý(x,y,) [see Ref. (31)].
M No(k) iFor this method to be successful, we
k1(P) f) (s)[ dS must be ablr' to evaluate these integra-
k=1 =1 ski tions fai, expediently, preferably

analytica y. The Q integral, corres-
f Q) (1) - dn ( ponding essentially to the negative of

i ) S k dS(n r the normal velocity induced by a linear
distribution of sources over a general

M NF(k) triangular planar element, has been con-
+jv fS[v •dS sidered by Webster (1974). Appendix 9

k=1 j=No+l Skr provides the details concerning the
evaluation of the t integral. Certain

- lu i ) aspects related to the numerical in-
n d(Q) stability of the final expression are

Ski also discussed. For the evaluation of
M NF+l integrals over ER, we refer the reader

+ [(-'•+iiv~ fr[ dS to Reference (31).
k=1 j=NF+ ISkr So far, we have left the observationpoint P in Eqn. (4.14) undecided. If we

adf (4.12) choose P to be the grid points, then-f Sk n( r S 1.2 @P÷ii (i-I,..,NT), and we have a

system of linear equations with an equal

Now the function ý within each patch is number of unknowns and equations. In
approximated by some convenient distri- practice, it is numerically more stable
bution function I (linear, in the pre- to evaluate the coefficients given in
butionse),s fut on: (4.15) and (4.16) at a small distancesent case), as follows: from the vertex (or corner) of the ele-

ment rather than right at the vertex.
[g ( 9 Equation (4.14) is the three-dimensional

('') = 1 2' 3 ' analog of (4.3) for two-dimensional
L•3 problems. Again, elements of the matrix

are predominantly real except for col-
÷ • ,umns associated with the last free-surface

og".(k~j)I ()4.13) variable on each radial line. This ad-
vantage is fully exploited in storing as

The integers aj's evidently depend on well as in solving the matrix.
(k,j) and $ý is a vector of three com-
ponents. Combining (4.12) and (4.13), 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
we obtain:

Bacause of the relative newness of
M No(k) the present two methods of solution, we

f(P) + I Qki.P(k,i) concentrate on validating our approaches
k=1 j=1 by corntLaring our results with existing

solutions obtained by other authors.
M Np(k) Also, since our me.thods of solutions do

4 (QvPk i not depend on any particular choice of
k~1 j=1 )kj ik,) body geometry, mathematically simple

shapes, such as a circular cylinder or a
sphere, are in fact, as general as any
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other shapes to our methods. We L range of frequency for two depths, h/a--
gin in §5.1 with some standard added- and h/a-2.0. Results obtained by the
mass and damping coefficients computa- second method using the infinite-depth
tions for circular and rectangular cyl- formulation described in §4.3 is shown
inders. Next, diffraction and pressure here to be compared with the dash-dot
distribution problems in two dimensions line, which is obtained from Kim's (1969)
are considered. Finally, test computa- work using Ursell's multipole expansion
tions in three dimensions are presented method. Results obtained by the varia-
for comparison with existing solutions. tional method is based on the formula-

tion given in §3.2. The agreement, as
5.1 Force Coefficients of Cylinder in can be seen, is good. Similar agreement,

Finite or Infinite-Depth though not shown, also applies to the

As a test case, the two numerical case of damping coefficients.
methods discussed in this paper (§3.1 Added-mass and damping coefficients
and §4.1) were first applied to solve for cylinders in water of finite depth

have been computed in the past by Yu andthe classic problem of a semi-submerged Ursell (1961), Lebreton and Margnac
circular cylinder heaving in a deep (1966), and C. H. Kim (1969). Yu and
fluid, a problem which was first solved Kim both used the multipole expansion
by Ursell (1949). Fig. 5.1 shows a com- metbod whereas Lebreton and Margnac ased
parison of the values of potentials on the Green's-function integral-equation
the cylinder's surface for the case Km')a method. In cases where common results
-. 9, a being the radius of the cylinder, aet avai ab es f r ecmprion reemetsHeetedte'icecrepnst are available for comparison, agreementHere the dotted circle corresponds to has been poor especially in the low
values of c that are identically zero; frequency range. We furnish here some
the radial distance from the reference
circle represents the value of 01 or ~fresh calculations using the two newcirce reresnts he alueof i or@•. methods and hope to be able to shed some
The comparison is made with results ob- methon he tobe able to shd som
tained using the Green-function integral- light on the subject. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3e nmethod ( ). Our results are contain, for h/a-2.0, curves of added-bquation method (h-i Of r.u, are mass coefficients and amplitude ratio
responds to a depth-to-wavelength ratio based on a number of past works together
of 0.72 at this frequency. The fluid with results by the present methods.

Our results for the added-mass coeffi-
could be considered as infinitely deep cients do not agree with those by Yu and
in such a case. It can be seen that the . Oagreement is very good. Ursell (1961), or by Kim (1969). our

calculations seem to indicate that this
Fig. 5.2 shows the added-mass coef- coefficient approaches a constant value

ficient for the saine cylinde• over a as the frequency parameter K-0, whereas

-. 50 -. 25 0. .25 .50 .75 -. 50 -. 25 0. .25 .50 .75
-. 50 F~1 rrr~ r- -

, h/a - 5.0
""/a -6.9796

-. 25 "a--.25- -. ,, a - 1.0 ,' " - ,

K 4~~-0 ~ ~ -22.5' 0=V2/'
0 . o . .. .....

.25 25 X2 - 1122/PVO",, j '"'"'" "45° *

142 2 T2 2

.50- .50 Green's-Function .598 .454
Integral-Eqn. Method

Finite Element
G. F. Intgl. Eqn0 Method Variational Method 591 .465

.75 X....•oF. E. Variational Method .75 h

•FundSing. Dist. Method Fundm'tl Singularity
Distribution Method . 4

(Circular Cylinder in Heave, K-o 2a/g-0.9)

Fig. 5.1 Comparison of Potentials on Body Surface as Obtained by Three Methods.
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.- 1.0 Wave Amplitude
P2 2-2 2 /P1Motion Amplitude-

0.8 \ C.H. Im (1969)(h-)o)

Yu & Ursell Yu & Ursell--,•
\\ , (1961) 0.- + [h/a-2.]

S0.6 -

G.H. Kim (1969) [h/a-2. +,6 Localized F. E. M.

0.2 ., : Fund. Sing. Dist. Method

0.2 , I I I
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

va Va

Fig. 5.2 Added-Mass Coefficient of a Fig. 5.3 Amplitude Ratio of a Circular
Circular Cylinder in Heave. Cylinder *.n Heave.

those of other authors tend to infinity oscillation similar to the case of a
in the limit. Note that, however, the circular cylinder occurs at the low-fre-
agreement on the damping coefficient (or quency end whereas our results, by both
the amplitude ratio) for all authors are methods, agree well with Lebreton and
excellent. Margnac.

The present findings of the low- In performing these computations at
frequency behavior of the heave added- low frequency, it was found that numer-
mass do not contradict those obtained by ical instability occurs in the funda-
Lebreton and Margnac (1966), who have mental singularity distribution method
computed T12 2 and X2 2 for rectangular when K<.02. For such low values of V,
sections in various depths. We repro- it is suspected that the smallness of
duce here in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 results the ratio vPij/Qij in Eqn. (4.4) when
by Lebreton and Margnac, as well as combined with round-off error in solving
those by C. H. Kim from their publica- the large matrix makes the free-surface
tions. Strictly speaking, Kim's section, condition numerically undetectable.
corresponding to his values of H=l and Also, added-mass coefficients computed
B-1, is not absolutely rectangular. We by the localized finite-element method
see, however, for the added-mass curve, increase abruptly as K approaches zero

1.3 4.0

13 2 1;22/PV •X a/b-l
+ Lebreton & Margnac 1/ba 2

(1966) h /2

1103.0 I X22-X22!pUV

0.9 2.0 - Lebreto & Margnac
• • //•_• ~~C.H. Kim (1969)°\ .- C..Km!

0.7 1.0 N
o: Fund. Sing. Dist. Method

/ U +: Localized F. E. M.

050
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.5

va ,a
Fig. 5.4 Added-Mass Coefficient of a Fig. 5.5 Damping Coefficient of a Rect-

Rectangular Cylinder in Heave. angular Cylinder in Heave.
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Table 1. Approximate Osrnutational Cbsts for Various Methods on IBM Oirluter.

" Various Numerical Methods Approx. CPU Time Approx. Total Cost
in Seconds

Finite-Element Variational Method (F.E.M.) (h--) 29 $13.38

Finite-Element Variational Method (F.E.M.) (hO) 13.3 $ 3.68

SLocalized Finite-Element Method (L.F.E.M.) 2.6 $ 0.51

Fund. Singularity Dist. Method (h#O) 14.0 $ 1.85

Fund. Singularity Dist. Method (h-•) 6.5 $ 0.88

Green-Function Integral-Eqn. Method (h--) 2.7 $ 0.41

in the interval of 0<K<.001. It is pos- A more detailed comparison of the
sible that this behavior is also caused computational eff±ciency of the classi-
by numerical instability. cal variational method versus the modi-

It is of interest to compare the fied method is given in Table 2. The
computation costs for various methods computations are carried out for a cir-
involved. We tabulate in Table 1 the cular cylinder in heave motion in water
approximate CPU execution time as well of infinite depth and K-1.0. Also shown
as the total dollar cost required for a are the convergence characteristics of
typical case of computation of a single the localized finite-element method as a

frequency, all based on the MIT IBM-370 function of the number of eigenfunctions
machine. The total cost is given here taken.
because in some of the methods, exten-
sive use of peripheral devices leads to 5.2 Diffraction and Pressure-Distribu-
additional charges. It should be t-on--roblems in Two dimensions
pointed out that the Green-function in- The variational method described in
tegral-equation method for the case of §3.1 has been applied to a variety of
finite depth will require at least three diffract-ion problems: a submerged cir-
times as much computation time as the cular cylinder in water of infinite
case of infinite depth. Figures given depth; a rectangular cylinder on the
for the fundamental-singularity distri- free surface or on the bottom in water
bution method are based on double-pre- of finite depth; a triangular and a sin-
cision arithmetic. If the number of usoidally shaped obstruction on the bot-
unknowns is less than 100, single pre- tom in water of finite depth; and two
cision will be sufficient, which leads vertical flat plates piercing the free
to a 50% reduction in CPU time. surface in water of finite depth. How-

ever, we present here only results of
the diffraction problem for a sinusoidal
hump on the bottom; one can find other

Table 2. Computation Time and Convergence of results in Bai (1972).
the Localized linite-Element Method. The geometry of the obstruction is

shown in Fig. 5.6. The incident wave
yN 22 7 2 2  C.P.U. incoming transmirted

1 93 0.6279 0.4580 2.42 reflectedb

5 97 0.6298 0.4140 2.47 y-h{cos(7T/h)•--31- h

10 102 0.6065 0.4074 2.63

20 112 0.6060 0.4000 2.78

30 122 0.5985 0.4068 2.80 , ,/
h/b-2, a/b-2 - a

F.E.M. 492 0.5990 0.4048 28.96

Porter 0.60 0.40 Fig. 5.6 Configuration of a Sinusoidal

(1960) Hump on the Bottom.

M - Number of Eigenfunctions taken. amplitude defined in Eqn. (3.11)

N - Number of Complex Algebraic Equations was chosen to be unity. Referring to
Lqn. (2.21) the complex wave function
Y(7)(x) of the diffracted waves can be
written as:
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1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4x

~'Il

1.5k

0.4,

-0.8

4.0 -6.0 -4.o -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

MX

0

Fig. 5.p7 Diffracted Waves due to a Sinusoidal Hump on the Bottom (mah-0.5).

2'5 (5.1) (2.5a)x('x becomes:(X

-7 h i t b e .o

S0. 0 "' R -

P -t . . ...-8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

M oX

Fig. 5.8 Maximum Wave Amplitudes of the Diffracted Waves and the Total Waves.

half-length of the distribution Equation
S(X) - Y( n" icf2- (2.5a) becomes:sim

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 *(,yw the -":,.,I and (5.2)
im tinary components of f (wa (xt and o -a+';), )Y( )), respectively. For x<<O, jY(?) I"
as shown is simply the reflection coef- where p(x) is the pressure distribution:' ficient, CR. Also plotted in Fig. 5.7, function; presently, we will choose it,,

is the total wave amplitude, YT. which to e a constant. In terms of the usualt
is thesum of the incident wavp n the Green-functione ( , the solution for 5 is
c ediffracted waves. The transmi d cote- simply: rb
_,ficient CT is therefore given ;TI• •for x>>O. (X, Y) - cl G(x,y;ý,O)dý, c-op/pg, (5.3)"•'"It is straightforward to extent our -- a

l•: ~ methods to problems with a pressure dis- ,•
triutin o th fee urfcein hewhere G is available from Wahausen and

• "absnc ofan phsial od, En.(2.c) Laitone (1960, p. 483). In Fig. 5.9
!+++;,. ~ ~can be discarded and if a denotes thewe omaersts baidby'
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0.4 0.2

m a-IT/4 ma -W/2
0 0 . "

0.2 -.,

o S .. ... .

-0.2 /0.S~/

-t dLocalized F.E.M.
Computation based on (5.3) Fund. Sing. Dist. M

-0.4 , -0.6 _
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12,0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

0 0

rig. 5.9 Potentials on the Free Surface due to an oscillating Pressure Distribution.

Table 3. Comparison of Results by Various
both new methods with those compu,.ea us- Mthcds for a Spere and an Ellipeoid.
ing (5.3). As indicated by Stoker
(1957), there exists a set of values of
a such that when moa-nn, n being an in- Body K-Va Mode 1A - Method
teger, there are no outgoing waves. Our IV i 12,

results agree well with this phenomenon. 0.4 Heave 1.350 0.713 WargS.
5.3 Three-Dirmensional Bodies 1.357 0.719 B(L.F.4.M.)

1.183 0.663 Y
Past investigations in hydrodynamic 1.318 0.710 Y( M-9 )

forces acting on thref-dimensional bodies
have been quite restricted in scope, Surge 1.28 0.106 Kim,W.D.1.280 0.115 B(L.F.E.M.)
mostly confined to mathematically well- 1.203 0.100 Y(Surge)
defined shapes. Lebreton and Margnac 1.17, 0.00 Y(sway)
(1968), however, have completed some cal- 1.17 0.099 ¥(Sway)
culations for two barge shapes using the 0.9 Heave 1.226 0.709 WangS.
Green-function integral-equation method. 1.232 0.726 B(L.F.E.M.)

The computer program using the vari- Sphere 1.131 0.681 Y
ational methods given in §3.] & §3.2 can Surge 1.33 0.207 KimW.D.
deal with any axi-syimnetric body with 1.388 0.205 B(L.D.E.H.)
axi-symmetric or non-axi-symmetric fluid 1.244 0.196 Y(SuF.E)
motion. The computer program for three- 1.218 0.195 Y(Sway)
dimensional bodies using the fundamental- 1.218 0.195 Y(Sway)
singularities distribution method (§4.4) 1.0 Heave 0.897 0.519 WangS.
was developed to handle all six degrees 0.856 0.514 B(F.E.M.)
of motion for bodies with center plane 0.896 0.526 B(L.F.E.M.)
and midship s: ,nmetry. Also, the capa- 0.837 0,530 Y
bility of calculating diffraction forces Surge 1.21 0.71 Kim,W.D.
in oblique waves Gan be easily incorpor-
ated since this would only involve eval- 1.190 0.71 B(L.F.E.M.)
uating the integral (2.19). In another 1.11 0.648 Y
paper [Bai (1975)] the quasi-thre! dim- 1.0 Heave 0.172 0.115 Kim,W.D.
ensional problem of the diffractiQn of 0.164 0.109 Y
oblique wave3 by an infinitely long cyl- I I Surge 0.0137 0.0024 KimW.D.
inder was solved by the finite-elementI3V Sr 0.0132 0.0024 y
method and comparisons with other authors
were made. Elli- Pitch 0.029 0.0047 Kim,W.D. *

We present here some test computa- soid 0.0265 0.0043 Y
tions for three-dimensional bodies and
compare them with existing results. A Sway 0.137 0.0114
sphere has been chosen since results are.. iavailable from a number of sources •ii-iiP ,1i-.1a,~, ,

[Havelock (1955), Wang (1966), and W. D. -p/Pa5 , i-4,5,6
Kim (1965)]. The heaving motion case, 252- TiiV-J 3

•, } in particular, provides an excellent

check on the computer program using the body with two planes of symmetry. Table
singularity-distribution method, for 3 tabulates the computed results for
here the sphere is treat merely as a the purpose of comparison. Here, 'B'
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signifies values obtained by the finite- tel-singularity distribution computer
element method, which assumes axi-sym- program. The body was defined by off-
metry; '¥' indicates the values obtained sets given at eight stations with seven
by the fundamental-singularity distribu- points per station. The blunt end of
tion method, which used, in the present the body, of cour-q, could not be per-
case, only 4 sectors per quadrant to re- fectly rgpresented. Solutions were ob-
present the body. Such representation tained for all six modes of motion. The
is, of course, crude, but serves the roll motion givcs vanishingly small re-
purpose of testing the program of the sults since this is a body of revolution.
second method. However, one test compu- Results for the other five modes are
tation using 9 sectors was made for shown in Table 4 and compared with Kim's
K-0.4 to check the convergence of the whenever available. The agreement is
result. "a" here denotes the radius of very good. In the present program, if
the sphere. Results for a 1:1/4:1/4 el- one makes use of the same grid geometry
lipsoid at one frequency is also given per three frequencies, the average CPU
and compared with W. D. Kim (1966). Here, time on a CDC6400 machine is approxi-
a is the half-length of the ellipsoid. mately 130 sees/mode/frequency.
The agreement is generally very good.

The localized finite-element method
has also been applied to compute the Table 4. Added-Mass and Diping Ooefficients of
sway added-mass and damping coefficients a l::El-lipoid at thre Freuencies.
of a vertical circular cylinder in water
of finite depth. Here h/a-6 and a/b-2.0, M
a and b being the radius and the draft K-a Modei
of the cylinder, respectively. As men-
tioned in 53.2, this problem was con-I Heave .00915 .0106
Aidered earlier by Isshiki and Hwang (.00796)* (.0093)
(1973). In our computations, thirty
terms in the k-series and one term in u.0004 0.
the Z-series (Z-1 only) of Eqn. (3.39) 0.15 (0
we.-e taker. Our results are shown and Pitch .00996 0.
coi,pared with the results obtained by (.0100) (O.0)

Sway .0346 0.
0.6A

Yaw .00615 0.

0.5 - XiI i/p'V Heave .0629 .0392
0 (.0637) (.0400)

0.4M Surge .00121 .000168
10c (.00125) (.00018)

1/ 1.0 Pitch .0115 .00139
40.3 (.0120) (.00141)

Sway .0361 .000935

0.2 Yaw .00614 0.

/ ,.'led .0415 .0420
0.1 / (.0407) (.0433)

:by Isahiki & Surge .00114 .000579
0Hwang (1973) (.0C118) (.00064)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.0 Pitch .011, .00476
V.(.0116) (.00513)

Fig. 5.10 Sway Added-Mass and Damping Sway 0412 .00652

Coefficients of a Circular Yaw .00689 .000211
Dock. ,__ _ _ _ _ _

All numbers in pazenthesis are based on W. D.
Isshiki and Hwang (1973) in Fig. 5.10. Kim's (1966) paper.
Agreement is not good in certain range
of vs. In view of the good agreement
between our results and tho.se computed 6. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
by many others for other configurations, I Pý
and in view of the number of eigenfunc- In this paper, we have presented
tions taken in the computation, (Iishiki two numerical-oriented methods of solu- W,
and Hwang had taken only seven terms) we tion that are applicable to a variety of
are inclined to favor our results in time-harmonic free-surface flow problems
this particular case. and have investigated the validity of

More refined computations were car- these methods by applying them to a num-
reed out at three frequencies for an ber of test problems with relatively
1:1/8:1/8 ellipsoid using the fundanen- simple geometry. in every case, we
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obtaiaed very satJsfactory agreement. costs and a cubic increase of matrix so-
The obvious advantage of the new lution time. It would be interesting to

methods is that they are capable of compare the computational efficiency be-
dealing with arbitrary boundary-geometry. tween this method and the Green's-func-
Another advantage is that they do not tion method in three dimensions. The
suffer from a phenomenon known as John's major obstacle in applying the latter
frequencies (John, 1950), in the neigh- method had been the development of ef-
borhood of which, Frank (1967) and ficient means of evaluation of integrals
others have found that the traditional of the complicated kernel function over
Green's-function integral-equation some small element (Hess and Wilcox,
method yields inaccurate results. Of 1969), but was apparently first overcome
all the methods available in the past, by Lebreton and Margnac (1968) although
the Green's-function method is the most no specific details were given of its
versatile. It can be applied to prob- treatment therein.
lems wi.h varying bottom topography, Work on extension of the localized
provided, for the case of two dimen- finite-element method to the case of
sions, that the depths on the right and general three-dimensional bodies is pre-
left sides are the same. The more gen- sently under progress.
eral situatior of unequal depths, of
course, offers little conceptual dif- ACKNOWLEDGEMYNT
ficulty to the methods described herein.
As for simple bottom geometry in two The authors would like to express
dimensions, it appears that, from the their gratitude to Professors J. V.
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The coordinates of each node and tem of the element, (1,,n) are variables
nodal numbers are shown also in Fig. A.I. of integration, and S, the surface ale-
If -'q want to interpolate a function ment, is in the plane C-0. We assume
o(x.y, in this element and if the fune- that W(•,n) is a linear function of
tion f(x,y) is known at the eight nodes,
we -an assume that the function O(x,y) *(,) * • + • + yr . (3.2)
can be expressed as a

- x+CX+C +CSY The J-integral has been suciessfullyO(XY)-C1 cS + 3Y+C41 c performed by Webster (1974) and only the
+C xcresults will bi reproduced here. We

+C6 y7Cx ay+C8 xy will, however, evaluate the I-integral
where C• (i'-l,. .,8) are the coefficient. here following essentially the same no-
to be determined. These eight coeffi- tation and analysis.
ciants can be determined if we us6 the

teght conditions: (y) n
4(x'y) IX'xi "%(i-1.8) (A.2) O

Y. (o, b) 1. (L)

where (z .,y.) is the coordinate of the
i-th node&. From (A.1) and (A.2) we ob-
tain: 8 \La (f)

o(x,y) - Oi Ni.(xy), (A.3) c

where - 14
N T(X,") -¼{ x (l+-)-lx2) (l+y)

x -(l-x) ( )-y2 ) }

N2 -!(1-x) (.-y 1 ) - -- -d,O) (So) (xWNa(x~y) 11x(-

S3(XY {(l-A)(l-y)-(l-X")(l-y) Fig. B.1 A Triangular Patch Flement.

- (I-x)(I-Y 1 )} In Eqn. (B.2)

(xy) 12 a- (da~-aýd )/(d-a)

y) )(l-y) - (l-x 2 )(I-y) - (•da/d-

- (l+x)(1-ya))} 0 , [~ -a)-do +aOa d /[b(d-a)] ,S6(x'y) - ½(l+x)(l-y)) Y l a a
where Oa, *b, and *d are potentials at

N?(x,y) - l{(l+x)(l+y) _ (l1X 2 )(l+y) points A, B, and D, ien~ectively. TheN7(X 4distribution functions g discuaxed in-(l+x)(1-y 2 )1 Eqn. (4.12) are simply the coeffic'ento
of Oa, od and Ob when (a.B,y) are sub-

N8(x~y) - !(lx )(l+y). stitutad into (B.2). If we regard o(U,)
as the density of a distribution, I and
J ara respectively the potential and the

APPENDIX " negative of the normal velocity induced I
by a simple layer of density (,n)The Potential and Normal Derivative varying linearly over a triangular patch.

Integrals of a -ngulr Patch ERement Wo want to express both I and J as a
We would like to evaluate the po- linear combination of Oa, Od, and Ob;

tential integral 1, and the normal- the coefficients in frunt of them cor-
derivative intcgral J over a i;riangular respond to the Pi and Qi, i-1,2,3, do- i
patch (see Fig. B.I) as defined below: fined ir Eqns. (4.15) and (4.16) (of

course, without the image elementsl).

" (Cn) iJ ds, (3.1) Exact Solution
g rConsider the potential integral,

1 I1 ,0aOd-db), we write:

whpre (x,yz) are coordinates of an ob- 6 )L2CT)[,--. + (y-n)*+ 39
servation point in the ooordina*f aee- -

, i1



-(a• + Bx + yy)I: + ItI + Yi13, (B.3) . cr -P

where c r..P..j

r 1~ - JJ (x-t)dS - Fbrdd + )

whS wil faiitt evaluatingr th2sefJ(Y-fl)ds (

Ld dJ

and inrdcaholoigntto s, folow : i

integrals:

(xd - r(xxa&)++ W+82

SV x2 + (y-b)
2 

4+ 2 -rda:(- a(x -d) , .

= ax - by - a1, •d " dx - by - d ad a r*(x d)

ax - by + b 2, ib dx - by + b 2 a - log (cr atOa)/(cr D)] * (B.8)2

ab a a b b

The integral I: can be integrated 1Ib . log[(er bt d)/(er b+ )]
analytically, and after a svbstantial a-
nount of algebraic manipulations, one may
obtain the following result: and define:

y*0~ra (x-a) 1 rcra + Pa]-IaR - ra (x-a) - rd(x-d)
11 S -'rd (x-d) J l+ Pcrb +

FL b h Pbrb - Par a

ea I
£1o erA + -a] ^t bb-~r (B.9)
e 0 Lerb + •5 + zT ('.=/ F.b"]bb Sr

The x•pressions for I1, 12, and 1 s are

where now substituLed into (B.3). After using

the definitions of a, 0, and y and group-
^ a[ P + ar -(x-)Pa1 ing terms according to 0', ýd' and *b, weL -b" tabTL zbr obtain the following final expression forT~ ~ ~~ ý r I=n•L- -T

L -J an 1 the integral I:I.~dr [tX0b [dr d- (x-d)O l (s *,b"

+ taT"L zb- b - ta"0 br J _____

Effor"s requirqd for the evaluation 2b(-d) {25zT + dead + (.+ad)Fab

of 12 and I$ are less strenuous. The - d +- 2pA-(b 2 +ad)(z"+ i )11+ /C

results are: d ab b

F -p 2 p\4e(Z2 a I + E2yp- d (y24z2)]1I+ i
1-2 FL bb• + z 2 +)d 2r)

t
Ip 2

cr b+Pb + 2b(a-d) 2.zT - &Rad + (be+ad)F.bl 2  iib/
x'log CaP2

a a}2 - Fb , [2p,-(h
2
4ad)(z )

+- 4cz _T + ab I+ [2yp-a(y24aa)JIl+

CI ab ab
Xl or (B.6) 4'a FI t

-dlbe
-;•'g'd .J*b+ýbl + b tfz + a dI~ e 02

i'd +2'•b--2 + Atad + Fab/c' Fdb

and + E2yc-a(z'+ c-')ab' + (-)ad

. br b( - f2yý-d(z + 24 aj)] b/e }. (B .10),.[Pb b-P" ac + z 2+ P, A~

In writing down (B.10), we have used the
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- iN , hS-1,-

identities ldb=- 1 db and I+b=-I b. The sign is used because the value of (y 2 +z 2)
expressions in the curly brackets are the is simply 'lost' when added to a large
4uantities P1, P 2 , and P3 defined in lqn. value of (x-a). The difficulty may be
(4.15). Note that the contribution due resolved if we replace lad with (-lad).
to the arc tangent term, f, vanishes when On the other hand, this does not solve
the observation point is in the same the problem completely, if d<x<a when
plane as the patch. (y,z) are both small. It was found that

For tha normal-derivative integral, replacing the top and bottom tn-ms sep-
J, the corresponding expression is: arately by

rJ(ad'%) - ra - (x-a) = y-(Y,+z )/Ix-a l ,b (B.13)

4'__-_a rd - (x-d) y +z2)/IX-dI ,
Sb(a-d) L - (ad+b 2

)zI + ezld - dzla
db a whenever each by itself is small, is a

d more versatile solution. Similar ob-
+b + d T - (ad+b 2 )Zlbd - CZlab - azla servations apply to Idb and lab also.

bF a - dz - Discrete-sources Approximation
b WLYT + -. - de]db + J For a large distance from the patch,

(B.11) it will be more economical to represent
the potential integral, I, and normal-

Here, omission of the sign superscript in derivative integral, J, by diu:crete
V'ab,'db, or I;d implies the "plus" case. sources. This can be done by expanding
The log tarms in this expression vanish the function 1/r in a Taylor serieswhen z=0; what is left then is just the about (C,r). Some fairly straight-for-
T term, which contributes the well-known ward calculationb then yield:
±i2w factor*, depending on whether z-O+
or 0- inside the patch. To see this
point, we recall the following facts: I a + *d +b--]r r r

01 02 03

arb-xPb - (y-b)fa(y-b)+bx] + az 2 
, with

ar 2-(x-a)p - y[a(y-b)+bx) + az
2  ro [(x- i)2 + (Y-ni)2 + (z-;),1a/'a a 01-

dr 2-xb . (y-b)[d(y-b)+bx] + dz 2  where (•,n,•) are the coordinates ofthe centroid of the i-th right pyramid
dr2-(x-d)Wd - y[d(y-b)4bx] + dz , projected on the plane of the patch.(B.12) The i-th pyramid has an apex of unit

where one can easily recognize that height located at the i-th vertex. The
[f(y-b)+bx]<o corresponds to a region expression corresponding to S is:
below a line joining points A and B, nx(x-I ) + n (Y-1 ) + nz(z -
[d(y-b)+bx]>O corresponds to a region j - 5' &
above a line joining D and !. As z ap- - 0r
proaches zero, the denominator of the 01

arc tangent terms in Fqn. (B.5) vanishes, +r[n(x-) + ny (y-r ) + n z(0- )-1
each providing a value of ir/2 but ( )ýwith different signs, depending on r3
which region (x,y) is in. Full cancel- 02
lation occurs unless the three inequali- [n(x_• ) + n (y-ni) + n (Z-C
ties O<y<b, [a(y-b)+-bx]<O and [d(y-b) + 3 ' , 3 3
+bx]>O are satisfied, i.e., when (x,y) +rs jbJ
lies inside the patch, in which case, 03 (B.15)
the four terms combine to give a valuŽ(.5
of -sgn(z).27r for j. where (n., ny, n,) are components of the

We also want to remark that the log outward nonral of the triangle. In these
terms are numerically unstable if the expressions, A is the area of the tri-
observation point (x,y,z) lies on the angle.
"inappropriate" side of the extension
of the edges of the element. To illus-
trate this point, take lad Kor example;
if x>a>d, and y, z are both very small,
the argument of the log function bucomes

r - Cr-a) :•-aI - Cr-a)
rd -(x-d) I x-di - (x-d)

where an "=' sign, instead of an

*See, for examp~le, Kellogg (1929), p. 167.
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DISCUSSION

NILS SALVESEN namic forces on two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional
bodies in shallow water.

The authors should be congratulated for I would like to comment on the results for the two-
their pioneering work. They are the first to dir'ensional case given in the paper. In (1) I extended
apply the finite- lement method and the funda- Grim's multipole exparsions to finite waterdepths and
mental singularity method to free-surface showed thi-t for a-iy pnbmatic body with Lewis-form see-
problems where the free surface extends to tion heaving in shallow water the added mass remains
Infinity. They have shown that for the two- finite as frequency tends to zero. As to the circular cylinder
dimensional prnblems of a cylinder oscillating the results of the authors are in full agreement with my own.
In the free surface, their numerical methods (Fig. 1)
give results which agree well with results
obtained by conventional analytical methods. The fact that the added mass remains finite is shown
For the infinite-depth case, they nave found also by Ursell (2).
that their methods are considerably slower
than the Green's function method, while It Asking for a physical interpretation of this result, the
Is extremely interesting to note that for cause has to be sought in the fact that at zero frequency
the fini te-depth case, their computer time the cutgoing wave in deep water travels with infinite v.loc-
seems to be about the same as for the Green's ity, while in shallow water wave velocity cannot exceed the
functIon method. limiting critical value.

The great significance of thls work is In the case of the rectangular cylinder there exists a
not, that they just have developed another difference of about 8 percent which may be cause by the
method for solving two-dimensional I Inearized fact that the equivalent Lewis-form is a bit different from

free-surface problems. For such problems, we a rectangular section. (Fig. 2).
already have workable computational tools
which are well-established. The real Import- The results given by Yu-Ursell and C.H. Kim are not
an.ce of their contribution Is that they have quite correct due to an error ;n the numberical evaluetion
developed new numerical methods which clearly oi the integral G((v) in the pap-3r• cited.
have the potentials to solve a large class
of free-surface problems which we have not Pzz
been able to solve with out conventional
analytic•1 methods. They have already demon- 0,8 "S'

strated that their singularity method suc-
cessfully can predict the added mass and

damping for three-dimensional bodies with any +
general shape and bottom configuration. This 06 -.

is quite an accomplishment considering that we
have not been ablf to solve any three-dimen-
sional body wave problems for general body
shaped with the corventional analytica'
methods. 0J

It seems to me that the most sionificant a
appJlkation of tieir methods may be In solving
nonlinear body-wave problems. Both methods
can easily be used wltn a perturbation scheme 0,2

to obtain higher-order solutions and due to
their very general formulation, It should take o- + Bati Yeunr
approximately the -same computer time to I-eil
obtain second- and third-order solutions as
the linearsolution; whle using the Green's ----- I-

funct:o, approach, it takes up to ten times 0,5 1,0 1,5 v-a
as much time to compute the second-order
solutions as the linearized solutions.

FIQ 1
On the other hand, it setims that the

extension if their method to the case of
creating the complete nonlinear free-surface (1.) Keil, H.: Di- hydrodynamischen Krafte. bei der
condition Is far from trivial. Therefore, I periodischen Bewegung zweidimensionaler
would very much lIke to hear the authors' Korper an der Oberfla(he flacher Gewass(cr.
view cn the potential use of their methods Institut fur Schiffbau Hamburg Rep. 305,
to nonlinear ship-wave problems in general. Febr. 1974.

H. FEIL (2) Ursell, F.: Note on the Virtuell Mass and Damping
Coefficients in Water of Finite Depth

Fir-t I want lo congratulate the authors on their University Manchester, Dept. Mathematics,
success in developing methods for calculating hydrody- May 1974.
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Y.. CHUNG, H. BOMZE and M. COLEMAN water integral equation method are compared with other
methods (Ref. 2, 3) on Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. In general,

Considering that the Frank's program (Ref. 1) for the program has a tendency to give slightly higher values

deep water is simple to use and requires little computer than others. This is also indicated in the Table for a

time, the authors have recently extended Frank's program bulbous bow case as given by Yeung.

to shallow water. The extension has been accomplished by

replacing the deep water Green's function in Frank's formu-
lation by the shallow water function. Results of the shallow Figure 3 was supplies to the authors by C.H. Kim.
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Table

Added-Mass and Damning Coefficients

for a Bulbous Section in H{eave, by

Three methods

i( 1313 Y(21) 1,26 B(13) Y (21) L(28)

.01 .4349 .461 .474 .i1.72 .138 .147

.02 .4153 .422 .432 .0973 .101 .107

.0. 4045 .408 .417 .0716 .073 .077

.05 .4003 .405 .414 .0347 .035 .038

.07 .4090 .413 .422 .0140 .014 .016

.10 .4242 .428 .438 .0002 .002 .002

.15 .4396 .442 .454 .0017 .001 .001
.20 .4433 .446 .459 .0063 .005 .006

.30 .4403 .444 .457 .0091 .008 .009

Notes

1) B, Y, L represent finite-elemer.t method, present
method, and Frank's met-od,espc.ct ve1-y.

2) Parenthetical nuzThers indicate the number of points
used to represent the body. Quadratic element was
used in finite-element method; the cthers, constant
potentials assumed within each segment.

---- / --
2 .

Prom: A Singularit)-Distribution Mcthod for Free-Surf anc 1:10F, Problems with an
Oscillating B'ody by Ronald IN, C. Yeung Septemiber 1973.
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.. URSELL

The computations by Bai and Yeung for the function satisfies
semi-circle disagree with earlier computations
which moreover differ among themselves. The a - cose on the circle,
disagreement is most striking in the long-wave
region (wave-length >> depth) where they find
that the virtual-mass coefficient remains finite - - 0 on the bottom,
as the wave-length tends to infinity, whereas it aY

becomes infinite in the computations of Yu and but is satisfies the limiting boundary condition ;
Ursell (1961; this paper will hereafter be 8B
referred to as Y) and in other later computa- - 0 on the free surface
tions. It has been known for some time that the •Y
virtual-mass coefficients given in Y contain instead of the usual free-surface condition. We
errors; thus Rhodes-Robinson found in his not that if (x, y) is any solution of this
analytical treatment of the short-wave limit problem thun 8 + (an arbitrary constant) is
that at high frequencies his results were in another solution. The theoretical calculation
agreement with unpublished computations by shows that the particular solution t(x, y) i
W.IR, Porter but not with those in Y. which we require is uniquely defined. We may

I have made a theoretical calculation describe B(x, y) as being that solution of the
dealing with the question whether the virtual- limiting boundary value problem which satbsiies

mass coefficient remains finite or becomes 9(x, y) - Ixl/h - 0 as lxi + j . It is found
infinite as the wave-length tends to infinity, that the virtual-mass coefficient tends to the
i.e. as the frequency tends to zero. This can finite limit
he settled by analytical methods, and it is 4 o )oe :tti
found that the virtual-mass coefficient does - sine, a cos6) - dO
indeed remain finite, whereas for infinite
depth it. becomes infinite. As in Y, a half- where h is the depth fluid. Note
immersed circular cylinder was treated, and the eresi i s the d oflid.tNot that y hi-
potential was expanded in terms of a complete etpwouldob interes to makeainumeric-lset f hrmoic fnctons (Inthecas ofIt would be interesting to wake a numerical
set of harmonic functions. (In the case of comparison of this result with the computations
infinite depth this becomes the well-known ofpaisan Yeungs
expansion in terms of a wave source and wave- Th imitingb

free potentials.) The behaviour of these
harmonic functions was investigated in the limit ratio can be found fairly easily and agrees with

as the frequency tends to 0. It was found that the computations of Bai and Ye'ig both for the

one of these tends to infinity while the others semi-circle and the rectangle. At present all
finite limits, (The coefficients in the these results should be regarded as provisional,

expansion also tend to finite limits.) The most but I trust that analytical calculations of this
important step in the inve[ igation was the kind, for both low and high frequencies will

determination of the finite limits where they provide useful checks on computations.

exist. The principal result was as follows:
Let X denote the amplitude of oscillation, c. J. GARRISON
a the radius of the cylinder, and a the
angular frequency, and let <O(a sine, a cos6)> The authors have presented two new methods
denote the value of the potential on the circle, for the solution of harmonic free suyface flow
It is found that for both finite and infinite problems. Although the methods appea- to be
depth the quotient <>/4toa becomes infinite as considerably more cumbersome in application
the wave-length tends to infinity, but that for than the Green's function method using wave-

finite depth it is ultimately in phase with the type sources, they have the advantage of being
velocity of the cylinder, whereas for infinite applicable to cases involving irregular bottom
depth it is ultimately in quadrature. The topography and, in addition, do not break down
virtual-mass coefficient for finite depth tends at certain "John's frequencies".
to a finite limit, whereas for infinite depth it The authors compare their three-dimen-
tends to infinity. sional results obtained by the localized finite

The virtual-mass coefficient involves the element method with the results of Isshiki and
harmonic function I(x, y) which is a solution Hwang (1973) for the case of a vertical circu-
of the limiting boundary-value problem. This lar cyli.,der floating at a draft of one-half
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the radius in water of 6.0 radii depth. Ther
writer has also presented calculations tanh(ah) a
(Garrison 1975) using the Green's function 2 [i + sinh(2.ah)
method (Garrison 1974) for the added mass and
damping coefficients for this configuration. r 2 _________ dO
These results are plotted on the author's Fig. 02 j X02 d(2)
5.10 which is reproduced as Fig. 1 herein. The 0 0 a X

0
2

agreement appears to be reasonable and the ap-
proximately 3.0 percent difference iq no doubt where the integration is to be carried out
within the expected accuracy of either the around a large circle of radius r. In the case
authors' or the writer's method. of the Green's function method the limit for

Y - may bo taken analytically, the equation
0.6 - - resulting Irom which is given by Garrison

G+ - (1974). in application of Eq. (2) to the
0.5 present finite element method, r and * would

0 be evaluated at the edge of the truncated
a •region.

Similar results commonly known as Mankind's
.•., relations which involve wave force coefficients

S0.3 can also be applied as a self-check on numerical
results. For the two-dimensional case this

,0.2 takus the form
/0.Gr o 2 a• sinh(sh) cXah-

0.0 ,W/ "'': ~Ishk & I"

0.0 11 :an ,k1 9 7 3 ) where C1 denotes the i-th component of the wave
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.ý 2.0 2.5 force (or moment) coefficient associated with

wave action on the fixeu cylinder and Aj denotes
Fig. I Sway Added-Mass and Damping the dimensionless wave amplitude at a large dis- ,

Coefficients of a Circular Dock. tance from the cylinder caused by the i-th com-
ponent oscillation of the cylinder in otherwise
still water. The three-dimensional counterpart

The present paper as well as several of Eq. (3) is given by
previous paparr have pointed out discrepancies
between the results of various authors. In 2i " 1A sinh(2ah)
this connection I believe it is important that - 05 ah 2a I
more consideration be given to the validation "I
of numerical results by comparison with asymp- a I j(ri,,) (4)
totic, analytical results where they exist and, j
particularly, to making self-checks and balaices. where *j(r,%,0) denotes the velocity potential
For example, recognizing that the damping co- evaluated at e - W at some large value of r.
efficient may be calculated by two different The subscript j - 1,2 and 6 denote the sv.rge,
methods supplies one such self-check. The heave, and pitch modes of oscillation, respec- I
obvious method of evaluating this parameter is tivwly. In addition, the derivation of Eq. (4)
to carry out an integration of the pressure requirev midplane symmetry of the body. In the
over the immersed surface, thereby utilizing case of the Green's function method, Garrison
the near field solution. In view of energy (1974) gives the appropriate form of Eq. (4)
considerations, the damping coefficient may involving a surface integration of the source
also be expressed in terms of the wave gen- strength since the limit for r + 0 is taken . ¶ I•
erated at a large distance from the body and analytically.
compared with that obtained from the pressure The wave force coefficients given by Eqs.
distributor. Accordingly, for the two-dimen- (3-4) depend on the solution to the radiation
sional case, problem. They may also be obtained by a straight-

forward integration of the pressure obtained
,,' from a solution of the diffraction problem and

u2eh a comparison of the results makes a good indica-
2 giuh2(ah) tor of the validity of the solutions.

Clearly, this is a necessary condition for

a valid solution even though it cannot be
where Ai denotes the dimensionless amplitude at shown to be mathematically sufficient. In
infinity and N denotes the damping coefficient, practice the writer has found this method
In the case ofibhree-dimensional bodies this of checking the validity of the results to be K
result becomes very useful.

6 i



R eferences mend with regard to an alternate choice for the trial functions

Garrison, C.J., "Hydrodynamics of Large Objects • in R2 .
in the Sea, Part I-Hydrodynamic Analysis",
Journal of Hydronautics,Vol. 8, No. 1, Jan. E.O. TUCK
1974, pp 5-12.

Garrison, C.J. , "Hydrodynamics of Large Objects My discussion centers upon the audiors' Table 1., which
in the Sea, Part It-Motion of Free-Floating inaicat" some aspects of the comparison between various
Bodies", 1975 (to be published) methods on a basis of their cost, or computer time taken. Inthe first phce I should like t commend the authors for their

Nomenclature attempt to provide this very difficult type of comparison.
a - characteristic body dimension Economy in computing is not always taken seriously enough,
A . amp. of wave at infinity/X* a As relative computinV co:.Ladecrease, an argument sometimes
a - 2r/L iheard is that efficiency is less important than ease of program-

ming. However, the kind of program being discussed here is
Ci - max. wave force (or msoment)/ pg;3 (or seldom an end in itself, and is often used over and over as

Pga) a sub-unit in a major program such as a strip-theory program
g - acceleration of gravity for ship motions.
h - water depth/a
. - wave length Efficiency comparisons such as this are notorioul1' hard
N , damping coef. (linear damping/poa3), to make. To what extent can one divorce a wetrod, from

(angular damping/pca) a particular programmer's realization of it? Also, usually
r - radius/a time incrvases as accuracy improves, so that one must be
T - period very careful to compare only programs which do achieve
X0 . amp. of body motion (linear disp./a), the ,rane accuracy But then how doea one measure

(angular disp., rad.) accuracy?
p - density
0 -2iT/T It seems to me a fascinating paradox that it is precisely
S- velocity potential in this particular area of use of the computer, where theefficiency and power of the mat' ine are being stretci,•! to

D.C. TOLEFSON its limits, that maximum demands are aio being made upon
the intuition of the human programmer. In all of themnethods used or discussed by the authors the proqu~mmer

This discussion concerns the eigenfunction expansion orgdisussedth oe pr ond ns(3.36) associated with the -outer" region R2 in Fig. 3.2.
SNoticing that each term of the expansion with the exception (e.g. choice of his finite eleme~nt mesi*, or of an appropri-

of the first oiterm ofthe epansiont wth the eceptionr- ate accur.•y of evaluation of Green's function integrals)wldich vitally affect lie efficiency of the computation, &sdinate y, it is apparent that the number o. teims retained
in the expansion should bear some relationship to the moasured by acciacy/second of C.P.U. time.
grading or fineness of the element spacing along the J

gradng r oftheThis is however %n area wl.ere the principle of maxi-boundary. Perhaps a reasonable estimate of this relationship mum es ofepro an and of ta princip o rth
can be made if one applies the ruk.-of-thumb that a mini- mum owe of programming and of date preparation is worth
mum -f ten elements of the isooarametric type (with some weight, at against effici-ncy. To a certain mo-tent the
three i. des along an edge) is generally required per wave- "beat' method will always be that which appeals most to
length on the free-surface, the person programming it, and hence that which gives him

the greatest chance of writing a successful program, inepec.
The authors' example of a circular cylinder heaving on tive of efficiency. There is no less efficient program than

the free-surface offers the opportunity to make some rough one which doesn't work at all.
calculations in this regard. First, the data from section 5.1
of the paper, namely h/a = 5.0 and K - 02 a/g - 1.0 yields To a limited extent I bhelieve that computation obeys
"the following values of mi (see 3.38) if a, the radius of the the principle of the cussedness of nature, i.e. that you can't
cylinder, is taken to be unity: win. This means that, all elt. being equal (which it never

is), all rationJl numerical methods should be as good as
m 8m 2  1, 3  1.,teach other. As an example, inver-on of dee NxN matricesi - .188, m2 -. 1,M3 - 1.78, etc. (as result from boundary methods) takes times like N3 ,

whereas much more efficient procec. ure 're available for
From these values ý1, 02, and 03 are determineu to have spas matrices (as result from finito .element methods). A '
"wavelengths" of 16.2, 5.66, and 3.53 units, etc. while the p-rolem which requires N b elements will probably
depth, corresponding to unit radius of the cylinder, is five require N2 interior iodes to achieve the same accuracy, and
units. Thus, corresponding to each of these "wavelengths" hence the sparse matrix will be N2 x N2. Thus the times
one would expect, if the rule-of-thumb has any merit, that taken can easily end up comparable, e.g. in the present
the number of elements (of the type mentioned previously) example if the sparse matrix routine takes tlimes like N3 12 .
along the J boundary should be approximately three, nine,
fourteen, etc. As best as can be ascertained from information Another mystic principle of computing is that of spiead,
in the paper (Fig. 3.3 and Table 2) about six elements were ing the required computing effort unilormly throughout a i
actually used, which would imply that inclusion of any computation. For the reason I personally favor the "Green's-
eigenfunctions beyond, say, 02, in (3.36) would be redun, function.integral-equation" method, in which the most
dent. The writer would be interested in the authors' com- conmLicated Green's function which can reasonably be cal-
ments on this point and also what the authors might recom. culated is used, The use of such a Green's function, eo.•.
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the Havelock source potential in water-wave problems, M- time taken to invert the matrix about equal to that. required
moves certain bounkdartow (e0.. the free surface) from the to evaluate Its elements,
domain of unknowns in tha Integral equation, and hence
enable us to work with a matrix of smaller order N. There
is thus a trade-off between the greater labor of evaluating The above remarks reflect a certain personal philosophyI
the integrals in the Green's function, and the lesser effort of computing, at lout for problems of the nature of those
required to inverW a smaller matrix. It seems to me that treated in this paper. I consider that in some ways the re-
every problem has an intrinsic amcount of difficulty and suits of the present paper support this philosophy, e.g. in
that It is an illusion to think that use of a simpler Green's indicating that the Green's-function-integral-equation method
function remove this difficulty. it simply shifts it else. is apparentiy best, at the preenet time, even if only by awhere. I should guess that any computinj problem invclv, small margin. I commend the authors for a very interesting

lng inversion of a dense mat&ix is optimised by making the contribution.

i4
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

First of all, we would like to the case of a general ti-ree-dimensional
thank all the discussers for their com- body oscillating in water with an asymp-
mants on our paper. totic depth h, the damping coefficient

Xkj, as shown in Wehausen (1970), is re-
Dr. Salvesen's observation that lated to the asymptotic wave amplitude

both methods can be easily extended to bysolve second-order problems is quite P R V. T Y(k)(R8•£d
correct. If a perturbation scheme is a " 2o .f
used, only minor modifications in our t .I2
formulation are necessary. However, if
the exact free-surface condition is di- where ak,ai are the complex amplitude of
rectly employed, for the finite element the k-th and R-th modes of motion, and
method for example, a system of non-
linear algebraic equations will result ')(m h) - tanh(m h) + M h(l-tanh2(M
since the position of the free surface 0 0 0 0h)]
is not known initially. Conceptually, (C.2)
\.hese equations may be solved by some It can be seen that D(moh) approaches
iterative scheme, although the process It as he s an d approaches
may bo quite time-consuming. We welcome 2moh as h4 0 and approaches 1 as h-•®
mayis~ quiestime-an onsuling We wc For the present methods of solution, the
this question and believe it is an in- quantities y(k) and Y(M) were available
teresting problem for investigation, easily without additional computations,

We thank Dr. Keil and Dr. Chung hence provisions have been made in the
(et. al) for presenting results of computer programs to compare and cross

(et.al) or pesening esuls ofcheck the value of X'k9 as obtained by
thei. recent computations for the added- (.8c .that by (l) Fo the as
mass and damping coefficients of a cyl- (2.18) vs. that by (Ci1). For the caseinde in aterof init deph. I isof a cylinder oscillating in water with
inder in water of finite depth. It irs
particularly gratifying to see results of depths hR and hL on the right and left,respectilely, the following relation can
Dr. Keil's Fig. 1 agree well with ours. respcw y the following reatonca
Discrepancies of results between his and be shown to be valid (Yeung (1973)

ours in Fig. 2 can rightfully be attrib- L
uted to the fact thae the shape of the 12 Rk-[¥•D(.oh ) + h
equivalent Lewis form is not abs o lutely 2) +RL 0]
rectangular and that, as pointed out by (C.3)Lebreton & Margnac (1966), the solution

Lebeto ~.Magna (l6~4 te slutonTurning now to Dr. Tolefson's ques-
of the potential is quite sensitive to Tirnon new of Tole elemt
the sharpness of the corners. Chung's mesh n the boundar of ze w le

computations using the Green's function mesh near the boundary J, we ould like
method (Fig. 4) are consistent with ours to ddd that the potential #, which is a

linear combination of the eigenfunctions,
given in Fig. 5.4. That his results are is not highly oscillatory although each
generally higher in Figs. 1 through 3 is individual eiosnefunction itself is.
most likely caused by the fact that the Theiefore, integration ithe ing
number of points taken on the body are Therefore, integration ot the coupling
fewer than those used by other authors, term along J can be approximated by
Hence the comparison quoted in Table A
is irrelevant in the present context.j ý(x,y) cos M (y+h)dy
We presume that Dr. Chung had used the Si
"Green function for water of finite depth
as Lebreton & Margnac did in 1966, since
"a "shallow-water Green function" will = (ay 2 +by+c) coB mi(y+h)dySinvolve the additional assumption that f

the water-depth to wave-length ratio is S (C.4)
small. In summary, concerning the low-
frequency behavior of the added-mass where Si is the element boundary along J,
coefficient of a cylinder in water of and the integral on the right can be
finite depth, we find that these recent evaluated analytically. Hence, no refin-
computations by the discussers confirm ment in mesh size is necessary even when
our findings presented in §5.1 of this mi is large.
paper.

Professor Ursell's explanation of Finally, concerning the remark by
the limiting behavior of this coefficient Dr. Tuck on Table 1, we would like to
from the view point of finding the solu- emphasize that the purpose of this paper
tion of the limiting boundary value pros- is to present new alternatives for solv-
lem is very enlightening and much appre- ing free-surface flow problems that have
ciated. complicated boundary-geometry. It should

be quite obvious that efficiency of each
We concur with Dr. Garrison's com- type of method will depend on the pro-

ment that for extensive numerical calcu- grammer and his motivation. Thi's, Table
lations such as ours, consistency checks 1 should be regarded only as a qualita-
should be performed. For example, in tive rather than an aboslute comparison.
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"AUTHOR'S REPLY

First of all, we would like to the case of a general three-dimensional
thank all the discussers for their com- body oscillating in water with ail asymn-
ments on our paper. totic depth h, the damping coefficient

Xkk, as shown in Wehausen (1970), is re-
Dr. Salvesen's observation that lated to the asymptotic wave amplitude

both methods can be easily extended to by 2

correct. If a perturbation scheme is a P- 2°,

used, only minor modifications in our k (C.l)
formulation are necessary. However, if
the exact free-surface condition is di- where -k,-k are the complex amplitude of
rectly employed, for the finite element whe k-th are th ompleofamplitude ofthe k-th and £-th modes of motion, and
riethod for example, a system of non-
line.r algebraic equacions will result 2(moh) tanh(soh) + moh~l-
since the position of the free surface a ( tanh (moh)]

is not known initially. Conceptually, (C.2)
these equations may be solved by some £t can be seen that D(moh) approaches
iterative scheme, although the process
may be quite time-consuming. We welcome 2moh as h- 0 and approaches 1 as h• •.
this question and believe it is an in- For the present methods of solution, the

teresting problem fo: investigation, quantities y(k) and Y(M) were alrailable
easily without additional computations,

We thank Dr. Keil and Dr. Chung hence provisions have been made in the
(et. al) for presenting results of computer programs to ciopare and cross
their recent computations for the added- check the 1,alue of Xk'o as obtained by

ther ecntcopuatinsfo te ddd- (2.18) vs. that by (C.I). For the case
mass and damping coefficients of a cyl- (1 a th at by water th

inder in water of finite depth. It of a cylinder oscillating in water with

particularly gratifying to see results of depths hR and hL on the right and left,

Dr. Keil's Fig. 1 agree well with ours respectively, the following relation can

Discrepancies of results between his and be shown to be valid [Yeung (1973)]
ours in Fig. 2 can rightfully be attriý- 2DR 2 L
uted to the fact that the shape of the 11 2X -8[Y'D~m^h ) + Y P(m h
equivalent Lewiq form is not absolutely 'kk 2al R R L o L

rectangular and that, as pointed out by (C.3)
Lebreton & Margnac (1966), the sol',tion Turning now to Dr. Tolefson's ques-
of the potential is quite sensitive to tion on the fineness oD finite element
the sharpness of the corner-, Chung's mesh n the finenes o we w le
computations using the Gree. s function mesh near the boundar we would like

method (Fig. 4) are consistent with ours linear combination of the eigenfunctions,
given inP ig. 5.4. That his results are is notbighly osl tor although each

generally higher in Figs. 1 thrcugh 3 is is not highly oscillatory although each
most likely caused by the fact that tlhe individual eignefunction itself is.

mslieycuebyhefcthttc Therefore, integration of the coupling :
number of points taken on the body are
fewer than those used by other authois. term along J can be approximated by

Hence the comparison quoted in Table A
is irrelevant in the present contaxt.] 4(x,y) cos m.(y+h) ly
We presume thet Dr. Chung had used the S.
Green function for wate. of finite depth
as Lebreton S Margnac did in 1966, since
a "shallow-water Green function" will. I (ay 2 +by+c) cos m.(y+h)dy
involve the additional assumption that
the water-depth to wave-length ratio is S (C.4)
sn.all. In sundary, concerning the low-
frequency behavior of the added-mass where Si is the element boundary along J,
coefficient of a cylinder in water of and the integral on the right can be
finite depth, we find that thes.- recent evaluated analytically. Hence, no refin-
computations by the discussers confirm ment in mesh size is necessary even when
our findings presented in §5.1 of this mi is large.
paper.

Professor Ursell's explanation of Finally, concerning the remark by
the limiting behavior of this coefficient Dr. Tuck on Table 1, we would like to
from the viaw point of finding the solu- emphasize that the purpose of this paper
tion of the limiting boundary value prob- is to present new alternatives for solv-
lem is very enlightening and much appre- ing free-surface flow problems that have
ciated. complicated boundary-geometry. It should

', quite obvious that efficiency of each
We concur with Dr. Garrison's com- type of method will depend on the pro-

ment that for extensive numerical calcu- grammer and his motivation. Thus, Table
lations such as ours, consistency checks 1 should be regarded only as a qualita-
should be performed. For example, in tive rather than an aboslute comrarison.
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As has been stated in our conclu- the dimension of matrix. Therefore, so-
sion, the Green-function-integral-equa- lution of the "sparse" matrix will re-
tion method, because of its compactness, quire, for this particular ex&aiple, N4

generally tends to be superior to others, steps, in contrast co N steps for a
but not in every case. For instance, dense matrix of dimension N. This ex-
the Green function method, or other plains why the finite element variation-
existing nethods, for that matter, fails al method is considerably slower than
if one is faced with the two-dimensional the localized finit3 element method and
problem of a cylinder in water with dif- the fundamental singularity distribution
farent depths on the left and the right, method.

Vic disagree with Dr. Tuck's state-
ieant that all else being equal, any ra- In conclusion, we would like to add
tional numerical method should be as that it has been proven worthwhile to
good as another. Take, for instance, investigate into new methods, even though
the example used by Dr. Tuck: the fi- they may at most be of comparable effi-
nite-element method with the sparse ma- ciency to existing ones. The reason is
trix routine will be comparable to the that there is no such thing as a super
singularity-distribution method if it method; some methods may be more versa-
takes N3 /' steps for solution of the tile than others while some may suffer
soarse matrix. However, in reality, the inherent disadvantages of some Kind, and
sparse matrix will have a bandw.dch of others do not. New approaches for solv-
approximately N. Furthermore, it is ing problems very often uncover old mis-
well known that the number of operation takes which may not be apparent in the
steýs required for solving a banded ma-- absence of any new means of computation
trix is pr•portional to N M, where M is or analytical predictions.

I
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I NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
NONLINEAR WAVE PROBLEMS

C. H. uonKerczek N. Salve6en
NSRVC NSRVC

Btthehda, Maryland Bethekda, Maryland

ABSTRACT There are primarily two approaches to the
nonlinear body-wave problem. One is a time-

The nonlinear free-surface effects on the dependent initial-value problem approach and the
two-dimensional potential flow past a disturb- other is direct solution of the steady-state
ance is examined by a direct numerical proce- problem. In the time-dependent problem the
dure and a perturbation technique. The numer- steady state is obtained approximately by con-
ical procedure used to solve the complete sidering a large interval of time from the
nonlinear problem is an iterative one in which initial instant.
the Laplace equation is solved by finite differ-
ences in a field bounded by an assumed free- The advantage of the time-dependent problem
surface shape which is systematically corrected is that the extrapolation of the free-surface
until it satisfies the nonlinear free-surface shape from one time step to the next is carried
boundary condition. Wave resistances and free- out naturally by numerically solving the differ-
surface profiles are computed using first- and ential equation that represents the dynamic
second-order perturbation solutions. These are boundary condition at the free surface. No
compared to the results obtainei from the direct guesswork or trial and error procedure is re-
numerical solution of the nonlinear problem. quired to find the free-surface shape. However,

some disadvantages of the time-dependent problem
1. INTRODUCTION approach are that rapid numerical methods may be

prone to numerical instability and lifting
The main objective of this work is to cylinders leave behind a trailing vortex sheet

determine whether the nonlinear body-wave during the transient part of the motion. The
problem can be solved directly by use of numer- location of the trailing vortex sheet is not
ical methods. Numerical methods have previously known a priori and thus it constitutes a second
been applied to solve the problem of free-running free surface which must be found in tae course
waves and also to the linear waves generated by of the solution of the problem.
disturbances; however, there presently exist no
numerical solutions to the nonlinear waves gener- The main difficulty in the steady-state
ated by a disturbance. This investigation is problem is that the free-surface shape is not
restricted to two-dimensional problems. known in advance and it must be determined as

part of the solution of the problem. Thus most
The two-dimensional nonlinear wave problem numerical procedures for solving this problem

of the steady flow past a disturbance has pre- will entail some kind of iteration procedure in
viously been solved only approximately. The which a trial free surfac- is assumed and then
approximation requires that wave height be small systematically modified until the correct free-
compared to wave length. The problem can then surface shape, i.e., the one that satisfies the
be linearized and solutions readily obtained, free-surface boundary condition, is obtained.
Higher-order improvements of the linearized
solutions may then be obtained in the context In this paper a numerical method 5s describ-
of the method of perturbation series expansions. ed which solves two-dimensional, steady-state,
A fairly complete account of the method as nonlinear body-wave problem,. A procedure for
applied to the two-dimensional free-surface generating the free surface in a systematic way
problem is given by Salvesen (1969). The basic is presented. Each time the free surface is
requirement in this type of procedure is that modified in the procedure the linear two-
the body or other obstruction in the flow be a dimensional potential problem in a well defined
"small disturber" in a certain sense. In prob- iegion must be solved. This step can be carried
lems where the disturber is not small perturba- out by several standard techniques such as
tion methods may not suffice. Thc ,onlinearities source-sink distributions (integral equation
at the free surface may be severe and other methods), finite element methods L_ finite
methods may have to be developed to cope with difference methods. The last of these is used
such problems. One possibility for solving non- in the present method simply because it is very
linear free-surface problems is direct numerical easy to program and is very reliable.
solution. It is in this area that the present
work makes an initial attempt. The numerical method described in this

paper, particularly the systematic generation of
the free surface, was developed by
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Prof. Allan J. Malvick* during the years 1962- The present two-dimensional problem serves

1964 while at the University of Notre Dame. as a convenient test case for direct numerical

Malvick used this method to generate progressive solution because much is known about it from

waves on a stream of uniform depth, but did not perturbation solutions and experiment (Salvesen

carry his investigation to completion and did 1966). Although the numerical method is prob-

not publish the method or any of his results, ably not suitable for three-dimensional prob-

Subsequently von Kerczek (1965) modified lems, it is useful for gaining experience in

Malvick's program (but not his method for gener- numerically solving nonlinear wave problems.

ating the free surface) and made some preliminary However, some of the results might be directly

investigations of the flow past a vortex-like useful, in a restricted sense, in some realistic

disturbance. This investigation was not carried problems. For example, the local flow under an
very far, but did indicate that the numerical air cushion vehicle with rigid side walls may

method held some promise for investigating the be analyzed by the two-dimensional methods

nonlinear problem because agreement with linear presented here.

theory, for small disturbances, was obtained.
2. EXACT MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

In the present paper, we describe our
attempt to investigate this numerical method The following two classes of two-

more completely. Our aim is to make systematic dimensional problems are treated: (i) an
comparisons between analytical perturbation infinitely long cylinder (or a line singularity
theory results of first and second order with distribution with uniform strength) which is

Malvick's numerical method. For this two moving at constant velocity U in a direction
specific cases are chosen. The first is that perpendicular to its axis and at a fixed dis-

of the flow past a line vortex and the second tance below the undisturbed free surface, and

is the flow disturbed by a finite-length pres- (ii) an infinitely wide pressure distribution

sure distribution on the free surface. The on the free surface which is moving at constant

degree of nonlinearity in the free surface flow velocity U and has finite length in .he direc-

is controlled by the strength of the circulation tion of motion. The problem is to determine the

induced by the vortex or by the amplitude of the surface waves and the wave resistance, as well
pressure disturbances at the free surface. as to obtain a description of the total flow

field.

Since the flow field must be finite in the
numerical problem only finite depth streams are The flow is steady in a coordinate system

considered. However, in order to facilitate moving with the cylinder or the pressure dis-
the comparison of numerical results with pertur- turbance. A two-dimensional coordinate system

bation theory results for infinite depth, the is used with the y-axis pointing upwards, and
nuaerical results correspond to deep water, the x-axis located in the undisturbed free

i.e., stream depth is at least one half the surface with x positive in the direction of
wavelength of the waves following the motion. It is assumed that the fluid is in-
disturbance. viscid, incompressible and without surface ten-

sion, and that the flow is irrotational.

*Presently ax the Civil Engineering Depart- •

mont, University of Arizona. N

NOMEiNCLATURE

(Additional nomenclature are defined as they appear in the text)

D Dlepth of water £h = Extrapolation length

E. = Error in free-surface condition p = Pressure
1

Force on vortex u(i) = Ferturbation velocity defined by (4.3)

I = Complex function defined by (4.1S) x, y = Two-dimensional coordinate system

N = Maximum value of j ' = Stream function defined by (3.1)

R = Wave resistance a = First-order wave amplitude far downstream

U = Uniform stream velocity n = Free-surface elevation

VFS = Free-surface velocity 6 = Angle defined in (3.15)
S= Wave length

P, b = x and y location of vortex

c = Location of vortex, complex Mass density of water
T = Circulation strength

f = Function defined by (4.7)

g = Gravitational acceleration = Stream function

i, j = x and y indices for nodes = Stream function defined by (3.1)

I = Unit vector in x- and y-direction

6b0

-6=50,- =& i >t-



I = 1I -=•3

Formulating these two-dimensional, steady- where the constant is determined by specifying
state, potential-flow problems in terms of the the circulation around the cylinder. For the
stream function p(x, y), one has that P must be pressure case one has that the pressure dis-
a solution of the Laplace equation turbance is given by some function p = p(x) on

n = n(x). This completes the exact mathematical
2 * y (2.1) formulation of the specified two-dimensional

V + 0(.potential-flow problems.

and satisfy the following boundary conditions. The main objective of this work is to
On the unknown free surface, y = i(x) two condi- explore the intrinsic difficulty of solving
tions are to be satisfied: (1) The kinematic nonlinear free-surface problems by a direct
condition states that any particle which is on numerical method so that complications posed by
the surface remains there, thus at the free sur- an actual submerged body are disposed of by
face the stream function must be a constant, considering only simple disturbances. Two
here set equal to zero specific problems are solved here: (i) a sub-

merged vortex with constant strength in a uni-
= 0 on y = n(x). (2.2) form stream and (ii) a sinusoidal pressure

disturbance applied to the free surface of a
(2ý The dynamic condition require, that the uniform stream. The exact mathematical formula-
pressure above the free surface is everywhere tion for these potential flow problems are given
constant (also set equal to zero) except over by equations (2.1) through (2.7). In the next
a specified region where an external pressure section Laplace's equation and the exact bound-
disturbance, p(x) may be applied; hence, by ary conditions for these problems are replaced
the Bernoulli equation it follows that by their finite difference approximations and

then direct numerical solutions of the problems
½.lvý12 + gy .+p2. = on y = u2), are obtained. In Section 4 of the paper the

P 2 exact problem is reformulated in terms of a

(2.3) perturbation scheme and the first- and second-
order solutions are derived.

where g is the gravitational acceleration. 3. FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD

Far upstream the flow is uniform with no In this Section, the exact potential prob-
waves and hence lems as stated in the previous Section, are

lim V = - U 1 (.4) replaced by their finite difference approxima-
x-•++ tions and then direct numerical solutions of the

nonlinear problems are obtained.

•herý 1 *s the rnit vector in the x-direction, It is most convenient for numerical purposes
k = 1 x j, and j is the unit vector in the to is tostrenion io ntoetwo parts
y-direction. Far downstream it is assumed that to divide the stream-function i into two parts
there is a train of periodic outgoing waves

with unknown wave length, A; hence ý(x, y) = Y(x, y) + '(x, y) (3.1)
(x, y) = Px + X, y) as x -. where '(x, y) is the stream function for a two-

dimensional singularity in a stationary infinite

(2,5) fluid dompin. Thus for a vortex at (a, b) with

circulaciun T, T is given by
In the case of infinite depth

lim k xV = - U i, (2.6) y) 2T•

(3.2)

and for finite uniform deptb the bottom condi- When considering the problem of a pressuretion is We osdrn h rbe fapesr
distribution on the free surface as the sole

S= U D at y = - D. (2.7) disturbance ' is identically zero and p' p.

For finite depth it is also necessary to specify The boundary value problem to be solved for

that the Froude number with respect to depth is 1P is then obtained from (2.1) through (2.7),

less than unity, Fr = U/€ < 1.0, so that it where 1P' satisfies the field equation,

can be assumed that no waves exist upstream of 2
the disturbance. V2P' =0 (3.3)

The two separate classes of problems which in the entire field, and the boundary conditions
are treated here, the submerged cylinder case
and the free-surface pressure case, must both p'(x, n) = - Y(x, n) (3.4)
satisfy the above stated conditions. For the
cylinder case an additional condition must be
satisfied on the cylinder surface:

= constant, (2.8)
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Figure 1. Finite Difference Grid

and The value of the stream function ip' at

each node (xi, yj) is designated as '1i,j that
"I IVýpp12 + Vý' VT + gn+ p = is

2'(xi, Y.) p .i. (3.8)
1 2 

(.)1,
The boundary value problem (3.3) to (3.7) is

on the free surface y = n(x), then replaced by a standard finite-difference
problem. Laplace's equation (3.3) is replaced

Limit VP' M - U - Y (3.6) by the finite-difference equations (Forsythe
x ÷and Wasow, 1960)

and i , +
i,j 4 i+i,j i-l,j i,j+l

'(U D - x, -D) at y = -D. (3.7)

Only finite depth cases are considered in the
numricl poblmwhen nlode (i, j) is a regular star, and by

3.1 Numerical Formulation = y FY•P'i -

The problem is formulated numerically by ',j (y6 + aB) -
first overlaying the entire flow field with a Y

uniform grid (or mesh) as shown in Figure 1. a•'i ,j + 'i+l,]
The intersections of the horizontal and vertical + (3.10)
lines of this grid are called the nodes. The (a +)aBo(3 J
stream-function p'(x, y) is to be determined at
each node of the grid. These nodes are labeled when (I, j) is an irregular star with grid-line
by pairs of indices i, j referring to their segments of lengths a, 0, Y and 8 respectively
coordinate values (xi, yj). The nodes are as shown in Figure 2.

numbered so that the bottom corresponds to nodes The kinematic boundary condition (3.4) at
(i, 1) with i increasing downstream. Some dis- the free surface is replaced by
tance upstream of the origin of the coordinate
system is the vertical line of nodes labeled ) V
(I, j) with j increasing from bottom to top. 1'xi, ni FSi -

The selection of the upstream location of the
nodal line (1, j) is discussed later. The
intersection of the free surface and vertical - in " a)2 + (n. -

lines of the grid are boundary nodes which must x 1

be determined in the problem. The first interi- (3.11)
or node below the free surface on a vertical
line of the grid is usually (for a wavy free
surface) connected by unequal length grid-line
segments to its four neighbors. Such a node
and its connecting line segments is referred to
as an "irregular star." All nodes except those
immediately adjacent to the free surface belong
to "regular stars."
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i, j + 1

1' L x
S+l,1 a ji, j 1h

Figure 3. The Free Surface and Its Normal

The y-derivative of p, at the free surface,
-1 is obtained numerically using the five point

lagrange differentiation formula (Abramowitz and
"Figure 2. An Irregular Star Stegun, Chapter 25, 1964)

and at the bottom by 310 _(y + h)(y + 2h)(y + 1h)_
TYir 6yh3  '3

,'(xi, - D) = U D
i . y(y + 2h)(y + 3h) *i,jI

- ~ i (4 -a) b2)2h 3 (y + h)
in -•na) + (- D -b)

(3.12) 2h32 (y + 2h)

The dynamic boundary condition (2.3)- at thefree surface is calculated by using a direct +YY+h( h

finite-difference approximation for the velocity, 6h 3 (y + 3h)
V , at the free surface, given by (3.16)

Since

gni + P(ip =iu2 lFS " ( ) ;p 7 T -l VFSS tan di (3.17)

2r
( 3 . 1 3 ) 

i 
'1

The velocity VF5  is given by one has

Since the velocity VFiis tangential to theSFormula (3.18) is evaluated by approximatingfree surface, it is seen from (3.14) that only ddf

the gradient of ip in the direction normal to T' • by the 5 point finite difference
the free surface must be determined. With 1

reference to Figure 3, it is easy to see that formula (Abramowitz and Stegun, Chapter 25,
1964)

(W i 'I (315 odn' 2 T-( n )

where 6 is the angle between the vertical and (3.19)
the unit normal to the free surface. The total
stream function, p, used in formulas (3.14) and In a finite difference calculation the
(3.15), is eesily obtained at each node using infinite field of problems (3.3) to (3.7) must
formulas (3.1), once ;P' is known there. be truncated to a finite field. The condition

(3,6) for the far upstream flow is applied in an
approximate manner at i - 1 which is chosen far
enough upstream where the disturbance is not

felt. An upstream distance of about 2,
(a wave length in linear theory with infinite
depth) was found to bc more than adequate in
all cases. At i - 1, the flow is aisumed to be
parallel with uniform velocity -U i. Hence at
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Si = 1, the free surface is assumed to be hori- relaxation cycle is carried out sequentially
zontal with • - 0. In the cases of the sub- along vertical grid lines.
merged vortex and surface pressure disturbance,
the i'. are respectively given by - The remaining, and central problem of thei~j numerical method, is the generation of the free

surface shape. The basic idea behind Malvick's
•i,j -f U yj method for systematically guessing a part of the

free surface is that any perturbation of the
_ 2 +2 free surface shape at a point results in a

- a) n 7b)) limited and monotonically decaying effect in
front of the perturbation. Behind the perturba-

(3.20) tion it is expected that the effect is propagated
downstream as waves with wave length nearly equal
to 21T ZI/g.

i,j Let the error in the free surface pressure

condition (3.13) at any station i, be definedIn the numerical problem, the trLuication as
of the field at a finite distance downstream
requires that a boundary condition be specified IU2 1

on the last column of grid points. Since the E i Vi + P p(x) 2 1 - FS

form of the downstream wave train is unknown in J

the nonlinear problem, an artificial boundary (3.23)
condition is imposed. The effect of ýhis condi-
tion is then checked a posteriori by simply where is computed using formulae (3.14--
locating the downstream boundary at various iFS

distances behind the disturbance and checking 3.19). Let E be the maximum error allowed at
the solutions to see whether the effect of the the free surface. One may approximate the
downstream boundary Is localized. The following initial free surface by the linear-theory free-
downstream boundary condition is applied at surface elevation or something of similar char-
j = N, where N is such that there will be on the acter or simply as the undisturbed plane. In
order of five or six waves between the disturb- any case far enough upstream the free surface
ance and the downstream end of the field: elevation is ni . 0 and 1Ei1 < E for i - 1, 2

+3(, *1, and 3. Spoethat for the assumed free sur-*'Nj 'N-3,1 (ýN-lj - N2,j ~ face, the error JEiJ > E occurs for the first

(3.21) time at i = i*, whereas EiE < E for all i < i*.

This is simply the Lagrange three-point inter- Then the free surface elevation at i* + 1 is

polation formula (Abramowitz and Stegun, mclified by an amount An,,+, (the amount is

Chapter 2S, 1964) used to extrapolate the value explained below). This modification of the
1PI from the three previous values of i' at free surface elevation is smoothed into the

the same level j. This simple closure condition existing free surface a distance of about one

appears to work quite well in all of the calcu- half a wave length dcamatrcam of i* + 1. The
onsseffect (i.e., 'Nj does free surface upstream of i* + 1 remains fixed.

' jWith the new free surface, Laplace's Equation
not satisfy the field equation 3.3) only seems (finite difference formulae 3.9 and 3.10) is
to significantly affect the flow field over a solved subject to the boundary conditions 3.11,
distance of about 1/4 of a wavelength upstream. 3.12, 3.20 and 3.21. Then Ei* is recalculated

Numerical Solution (usilg formulae 3.1.4-3.19 and 3.23). If the
current Ei* does not satisfy IEi.I < E, then a

If the free surface is knoan, then equa- new value of Ani,+l is interpolated or extrapo-tions 3.9 (or 3.10), 3.11, 3.12, 3.20, and 3.21 '
(ufficetodetrmin 3.10) 3.1, 3 andity 3 lated using the previous two pairs of values of
odetermine the field quantity ij (E.*, 6bTi,). On the first calculaticn of

at every interior point of the grid. The solu-
tion method is that of standard overrelaxation i*1 6i+1 =- 0. The second time, Ani,+l - 0.lhh

(Forsythe and Wasow, 1960) with an overrelaxation (where h is the basic mesh spacingý is chosen.
constant of 4/3, which yields the convenient Once the value of Atri+l is found such that

rec eformula (at regular stars only) Ei < E, the process proceeds to the next

!,n) i(n,, l . -,(n) + .(n-1) station. It is to be noted that the modifica-
,j ij- tion of the free surface elevation at station

,(n-l) i* + 1, which reduces the error in the free
•~l,(n-l . (3.22) surface condition (3.5) at iP to within specified

i,j (tolerar.ce, has the effect of destroying the
satisfaction of the free surface condition (3.5)

where the superscript n refers to the latest further upstream, particularly at stations
value of the quantity in the present relaxation i* - 1 and i* - 2. A complete pass over the
cycle and n-l refers to the value of the quantity entire length of the field reduces IEly below E A I

r eprevious relaxation cycle. Each at each free surface node at least temporarily.
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Repeated iterations over the field, correcting where

the free surface at each station, eventually
bring- lEif < E at every station except at , * (n-1)( +

N - 1 and N', which are ignored. i*+1 ) *

The process of smoothing the free surface The sequence of sketches in Figure 4 illus-
modification at il + I into the remaining free trates the prnediotion process. In this figure
surface is carried out using an interpolation the dotted line is the free surface which is
polynomial. The procedure has two forms. The being replaced by the prediction polynomial
first is the predlotion phase and is used i. between station i* + I and i* + 1 + X. The
the initial pass when the initial free surface solid line is the prediction polynomial (3.24).
is assumed to be a plane. After the initial
prediction phase or if the first guess for the
free surface is the linear free surface or i-7664321
any other good guess of a similar character, a
free surface oor'eotion procedure is used only.
The two procedures are similar and are explained
as follows:

In the prediction pass, the values n

Y) i*1 1 and rl*+ + ni determine the +2
height, slope and curvature of the free surface
at station i* + 1. These quantities plus zero
height and slope (to conform to the existing Q
plane free surface) at a distance th (called the
extrapolaticn Zength) downstream of station +
i* + 1 determines an interpolation polynomial
of fourth degree. This interpolation polynomial
repZaoes the existing free surface n between
stations i* + 1 and i* + 1 + L (L is taken to be I I
an integer so that th is about one half the
wave length of linear theory). The form~ula for4
this free surface prediction polynomial is
(where s e [0, 1], s * 0 +xx i,÷l and

i,÷ +l)S 2 i.. "

) (xh) [4+h(xi*+l) + 3n' (xi,+)Lh

, (xh) FT__
+ ''1(xi*+i)(9h) ]s3  Prediction Polynomial Interpolation

Existing Free Surface
+ [3n(xi,+ ) + 2n' (xi*+,)Xh Figure 4. Free-Surface Prediction

Starting at i* 3

+ When the prediction pass is completed or if
a good approximation of the free surface is used

(3.24) at the outset, then only free-surface oo~rrotion,
are made. The correction polynomial is againThe derivatives of r(x) in formula (3.24) are formula (3.24), but now the derivatives of n

evaluaced using the finite difference appearing in the polynomial are simply taken as

.yaproximations
3 .o•!. i' • ~~~nf(x,+)= ,l'

TV(xi*+l) *5 [lln(xW *l) - lfn(xi*) '-
-1,(3.26)

. 9n(x1 1 ) - 2n(xt, 2)]'i )i* -l 1 *'2 n v ( x i *÷ l ) = A ni *÷ l

4i (3.25)
and the resulting polynomial (3.24) is added to

a" + (xil xi,_l) - 2n(xi*) the .wieting free *wufaos. One step in the
correction process is shown in Figure S.

S~I-
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CORRECTED and hence, in the case of the submerged singu-
larity, it must be assumed, in order to have" + "small" free-surface disturbances, that the

submergence is "large." "Large" here means
that if, for example, tI.e submerged singularity
is a doublet, the submergence must be "large"
relative to the radius of the cylinder generated

EXISTING, TO BE I by such a doublet in a uniform stream without a

CORRECTED free surface.

Figure 5. Free-Surface Correction ruthermore, it is assumed that the stream
function, *(x, y) has the following expansion

The free-surface correction passes are in terms of a perturbation parameter c:
re~eated until JEi < E at every station i.

This may involve up to ten or more passes. *(x, y) - - Uy ( ((2) +.

It was found that the process is most (4.1)

efficiently carried out over small sections of () n
the field of about one to two wave lengths. where () is of 0(c ). It should be noted that
That is, the free surface is predicted and for the submerged singularity case, this expan-
corrected in a section of about two wavelengths sion is not valid in the neighborhood of the
until 1EIl < E for all i in thiu section. Then singularity, but only at the free surface and in
the process is continued in the next section the far field. However, since there is no body
(of th- same length) downstream, but overcp~ing boundary condition to be satisfied in the prob-
the previous section by about half a wavelength. lems treated here, it is not necessary to intro-

duce an additional expansion valid in the near
When the piocess is completed over the field as used by Salvesen (1969) in solving the

entire finite difference field, the problem problem of a submerged body.

is essentially completed. If the disturbance
is a submerged singularity, such aý a vortex, In the same way it is assumed that the
the force on it can be found by using Lagally's free-surface elevation n(x) has the expansiontheorem. The force on the vortex is given by

PT(3.27) TW - n TIM (4.2)

and th.: the uniform-stream velocity U is an
where unknown of the problem with the expansion

Vv (3.28) U - u + u(i) + u + ... (4.3)
The derivatives of U' are obtained using the
five point difference formula where n(n) and u(n) are both of 0(c n). The

uniform-stream velocity is chosen here as an
•12 unknown, in the manner of Wehausen and Laitone

' T \' -2j 3 i-l,j (1960, p. 655). This simplifies the derivation;
but it is probably physically more attractive
to let the wavslength (as in the previous

T - 'i+2J Section) or the wave-number be unknown, and
expand these quantities. The two alternative

(3.29) expansion methods are equivalent.

and a similar formula for y' (Abramowitz and By substituting the expansion for the
Stalin, Chapter 25, 1964). stream function (4.1) into Laplace's equation

(2.1), it follows tha. each of the functions

4. PERTURBATION METHOD U(n)'~ must be harmonic functions. Furthermore,
substitution of the expansions (4.1), (4.2),

In this Section, the exact potential flow and (4.3) into the exact free-surface conditions
problems as stated in Section 2, are reformu- (2.2) and (2.3) gives the linearized free-
lated in terms of a perturbation scheme and then surface conditions for the submerged singularity
the first- and second.order solutions are case
derived. (1
4.1 Perturbation Formulation () -V () 0 on y 0 (4.4)

It is assumed that the submerged singu- and for the free-surface pressure case
larity and the free-surft':e pressure distribu-
tion are "weak" disturbaiies so that in the (1) - *(l) p(x) on y 0 (4.5)
neighborhood of the free surface, the partur- y pu
bations about the uniform flow are everywhere
"small ." Note that in the neighborhood of the
submerged singularity, the perturbations about
Sthe uniform flow are not necessarily "small"
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and the second-order free-surface condition to 4.2 Perturbation Solutions
be satisfied for both cases is

Perturbation solutions for the submerged

(2)vortex and the fre-surface pressure distribu-•(2 _V (2 f(x) on y - 0 (4.6) tion are given only for the infinite-depth case.

where the right-hand side is a function of the (i) First-order solution
thetove si)oiltorerionio

Csonsidering a vortex of constant strength,
1 (1)2 (1)2 (1) (1) (1) x located at c (c - a + ib) it follows from

f(x) e ) + n [V Y Iyy Wehausen and Laitone (1960, p. 489) that the

first-order solution is

- u 1 (4.7) (1) T I [- iUn (z - c) + iUn (a - c)

and v - g/u •s the wave number. From the I

upstream and downstream conditions at infinity z i u
(2.4) and (2.S), it follows that + eiz iva due

lim W'(nn) C (4.8) (4.14)

Here z * x + iy is the complex variable and Im

and stands for the imaginary part. Defining the

complex function

( .xy) (x + y) as x-'-.
(4.9) I(€) - e'• El(-) - " u

Similarly, from the infinite depth condition one - d

has that (4.15)

lim v (n) = 0 (4.10) where the notation of the exponential integral
y._oM E1 is that of Abramowitz and Stegun (1964).

and from the finite depth condition Then (4.15) can be written as

(n) 0 at y = - D. (4.11) = Re [- in (z - c) + In (z - c)
0S at(l y .(.1)T-

The first- and second-order free-surface + 21{iv (z - c*))J (4.16)
elevations are given by

Introducing known expansions for E it can easily

1 (x (4.12) be shown that the complex function (4.IS) has theu series expansion

andI

(2) -S(2) ÷nIl) *'() ((1) 1)Cl)] Y 0" nIlii

u y y0'
S(4.13) (4.17)

This completes the formulation of the first- and the asyqptotic expansion
and second-order problems. 1

It should be pointed out that in deriving

the free-surface conditions (4.4) and (4.5) it (4.18)
is assumed that the nondimensional wave number,

by - gb/u , is of order 1 (i.e. the Froude with plus sign for Im 2 , - and minus sign for

number, Pr. u/AV is also of order 1). Here Im C " ÷,

b refers to the submergence depth of the
singularity or the length )f the pressure dis- For the free-surface pressure case, the
tribution. Strictly speaking, therefore, this firs•t-order solution can be expressed in terms
scheme is applicable only when the wavelength, of the convolution integral (see Wehausen and
S- 2w/v, is of t"e same order as b. Salvesen Laitone. 1960, p. 601)
(1969) has shown how the perturbation solution
breaks down as the Froude number, Fr - 0 and
that in fact, the expansion is singular for 4(1) 1 Fr O-p(x) Re I {i V (z - s)).

(4.19)
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Note that Re I (i v (z - s))/lrpu is the stream The solution (4.20) is bounded only if the
function for a pressure p, concentrated on functions f(x) given by (4.22) are nonoscillatory
an infinitely nart cu band of the free surface for large negative values of x. Applying the
at x - s. asymptotic expansion (4.18) to (4.22), oneobtains

(ii) Second-order solution obtains

lin f(x) - onst. - 2vu n l~l(x),

The seco.d-order problem is essentially
the same as the first-order free-surface pres-
sure problem. Comparing the free-surface (4.23)

condition for the first-order pressure problem
(4.5) with the second-order free-surface condi- were nC1) a regular outgoing sinusoidal
tion (4.6) it is seen that they are the same wave. Hence, the downstream infinity condition

inhomogeneous boundary conditions with the ws oncy thed it

right-hand sides being known functions in the is only satisfied if

variable x. The infinity conditions are also (1)
the same for the two problems as stated in u - 0. (4.24)
equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). Hence, the
soliltion to the second-order problem is of the The uniform-stream velocity, U has been con-
same form as the solution to the first-order sidered an unknown with the expansion (4.3),
pressure problem (4.19), namely U - , + u(1 ) +u(2) + ... , but (4.24) shows that

there is no "correction" resulting from the" -ssecond-order solution to the uniform-stream
f2 = v v (z - s)J velocity used with the first-order solution.

However, completing the third-order solution i
(4.20) Salvesen (1969) has shown that

where the function, f(x) is given by equation u(2) 1 2 2)
(4.7). Applying the first-order free-surface 2
conditions (4.4) and (4.5) and also using the
equation where a is the first-order wave amplitude far

downstream. Hence. within the third-order theory
d 1 the uniform-stream velocity is

I(ivz) -- ivi {ivzl (4.21)
SU a U (1 + 1 V2 o 2 4 2

it can be shown that the function, f(x) reduce3 V a (4.26)

to
wk-ich is recognized as the result originally

u V2 (1)2 1)2 (1) obtained by Stokes (1847) for the third-order2~x Y u12 -u x T Stokes wave. This implies that the wavelength
* I)according to the third-order theory is

- 2 v P) n(l) (4.22) 2w • .• 21r• U2 (, 7 a v 2c2 (4.27)

where, for the submerged vortex case, V g

"22while the wave length given by both the linear

T(x) - • [X - Lb - a b
2
? 2 and second-order theory is X - (2n/g) U

2
.

(iii) Wave elevation and wave resistance

and Using the first-order potentials for the

submerged vortex (4.16) and for the free-surface
(1) I (x a) -b In I (iv (x - pressure disturbance (4.19), the first order

(x a b wave elevation (4.12) can be expressed in the

following form for the vortex
and for the free-surface pressure case n ,(1) .

ri --- 'Re I (iv (x - a - ib)) (4.28)

T Wx) =P J ds ap- (s) and for thje Pressure disturbance

and n(1) 1 d

- f ds -L'p(s)

x 1 L ds (-p's 3) Re (iv (x - s + iO)).
(4.29)

+ v In i (iv (x -s) + io( )

ioJ
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Similarly, using the second-order potential (4.27) from the first-order wave amplitude.

(4.20), the second-order wave elevation (4.13), Hence, it is felt that it is suffizient to
for both cases is compare the numerical results with first- and

second-order theory in order to determine
whether the numerical method predicts nonlinear

(2) effects which have the same trend as predicted
n 71J ds f(s) by the perturbation scheme.

(Many cases of the vortex and pressure dis-

Re I {iv (x - s + M)} v . tribution problems were calculat3d, but only
cases for which numerical results for finite

(4.30) depth can be compared to infinite-depth
formula perturbation theory are presented here. If the

The "exact"* fruafor the wave resist- depth of the stream is greater than about half
ance as derived by energy considerations in ae o , the stream is comparabou toJohn(199) r b th momntu thore ina wave length, then the stream is comparable to
John (1949) or by the momentum t~heorem in one of infinite depth. For example, the present
Salvesen (1966) is cases all have the far upstream speed, U - 10

feet per second. In this case deep water waves
YI(x) have the approximate wave length of 20 feet.

.:2 f [P2Y +21 The numerical results presented are for depths
+ x x dy slightly greater than 9 feet. According to

- xo linear theory the difference between the wave

2 lengths for a 9 foot depth and an infinite !

+ (xO n(x) (4.31) depth stream, both with a wave phase velocity
of 10 feet per second, is less than one half

of one percent.
the "exact" wve elevation, xo denotes any In all cases a free-stream speed of U - 10

transverse vertical plane behind the disturbance, feet per second is maintained. The finite

and p is the mass density of the fluid. Salvesen difference grid was selected to have a uniform
(1966) has shown that by applying (4.31) in a spacing of one foot. This corresponds to about
plane far downstream, the wave resistance, R, twenty grid points per wavelength. The field

can be expressed in terms of the trough-to-crest length was selected to be about 120 feet (or

wave height, H, as grid points), with 25 feet upstream of the dis-
turbance and 95 feet (about five complete waves)

2 , 41H) downstream.g (I 0(4) (4.32)

The free surface error tolerance 2 was
As first pointed out by Salvesen (1966), eua- selected to be 0.001 U2 aend it was found by

tion (4.32) gives thc wave resistance correct numerical expe0iments that ahis required that

to 0(e 3 ) oven when the waves are not exactly the convergence criteria in the relaxation 1
sinusoidal, procedure for solving Laplace's equation,

S. RESULTS - •n-l)( < e

In this section numerical results for the
case of free-surface flow past a submerged at all nodes (i, j), satisfy e < 0.001. Several

vortex and past a free-surface sinusoidal pres- cases were computed with both E and e reduced by
sure distribition are compared with first- and a factor of 10, but this made essentially no [
second-order analytical results. Before difference in the final results. No numerical
presenting the results it should be pointed out experiments in which the mesh lengt'i h was 1
that it has been demonstrated previously varied were carried out.
(Salvesen, 196', and 1969) that results obtained
from per, urbat-Lun schemes agree reasonably well Computer execution time varies strongly

with experimental results for a submerged with the following parameters; depth D, toler-
cylinder at Froudo number - 0(1). In particu- ance E and strength of the disturbance. For the

ler, it was shown that for the downstream waves results presented here (with D w 9 feet and

of wave height near the breaking point, wave E = 0.001 U2 ) each case required about 10
heights predicted by second-order theory agree minutes of execution time on a CDC 6600. There
very well with experimental values; third-order are many improvements that can be made in the
effects mike a negligible change to the wave program and numerical method which would ulti-
height. However for steep waves there can be mately lead to a significant reduction in com-
as much as a 6 percent shortening of the wave puter execution time. How'ever, at this time
length due to third-order effects. It should be our primary concern is the testing of the
noted that this nonlinear effect on the wave numerical method, not its optimization with
length can be determined according to equation respect to execution time.

__ _ IAs a starting condition a planar free sur-
face was taken when the disturbance is weak,

*OExact" ini quotation marks refers to exact i.e., circulation 0. ft/se2 or magnitude

within potential-flow theory. of free surface pressure is less than about
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6.0 lb/ft2 . For disturbances whose stregths feet. The wave height and nonlinear effects
were greater than these values the free surface are controlled by the magnitude of the vortex

lobtained at acirculation T. Note the excellant agreementcorresponding to one previously otneatabetween the numerical and socond order theory
different value of disturbance strength was
simply scaled linearly to that corresponding to except for large values of circulation.
the desired disturbance strength and used as
the initial free surface guess. This was done, It was found that even when the numerically
instead of simply using linear or second order computed downst eam waves were not in good agree-
free-surface shapes as initial guess., so as to ment with the second-order theory waves, theminimize any bias towards the perturbation numerically computed wave resistunce of the
moutionime avortex is still in good agreement with second-

order theory results. This is because only the

local flow in the vicinity of the vortex is usedAs long as the disturbance strength is in the numerical calculation of force.
small (iTI Z 0.8 ft/sec2 or p0 . the pressure

/2  Figures 7 and 8 show the free surface,
amplitude, Z 6 lb/ft ) the numerical xsults obtained by the numerical method and first- and
are in very tlose agreement with second order second-order perturbation theory respectively,
perturbation theory and thus need not be shown, for the vortex vith circulation T -l.4ir
In Figure 6, the numerically computed wave 2 2
resistance of the vortex is compared with that feet /sec, l.lSn feet /sec and the 'ressure dis-
of first- and second-order perturbation theory tribution with amplitude po " 8.6 lb/ft 2. These
results. These examples are for a 4.1 foot three cases correspond to fairly large disturb-
vortex depth of submergence beneath the meanfre sufac leel.Thestram ept is9.1ances. Note that the numerically-calculated
free surface level. The stream depth is 9, 1 free-surface shapes agree with the second-order

theory somewhat better than with first-order
theory for the vortex cases, Figures 7 and 8.

2.8 - The main differences between the numerically-
calculated and second-order theory waves are

0 NUMERICAL / that the numerical wave peaks are lower whereasI- SECOND ORDER the troughs are deeper for the negative circula-
-- - FIRST ORDER tiwo, case and shallower for 'he positive circu-

2.4 / lation case. Some of this effect might be due
to the finite bottom in the numerical method.

S/ The finite bottom tends to reduce the amplitude
of the wave. This can be roughly explained for
the vortex case by modeling the bottom as an
infinite-depth stream with an additional vortex

"..0 I of equal strength but opposite circulation
i m placed at the image point, with respect to the: j bottom, of the disturbance vortex. Then the

.,/ wave elevation according to linear theory is
the superposition of the waves due to each

6vortex individually. The image vortex produces
Sa wave having the same wave length but 180* out

"A Qof phase and of much smaller amplitude than the
CC edisturbance vortex waves. The superposition of

C, these waves then tends to reduce the wave ampli-
S4 tude of the disturbance wave alone in infinite1.20 ..-- depth. However, one must note that this approxi-,: •, / .,'/ ̂¢•f~i / •mation for the b ottom effect does not alter the•" "•

Y, wavelengths in the same way as the actual bottom

t/ 4 does. Also the mean level of the Free surface
S/ behind the disturbance is slightly lowered when

0.80 the stream has finite depth.

The results for the pressure distribution
seem to agree more closely with linear theory
than second-order theory. Again this may be,

0.40 ±. at least partially, due to the finite bottom in
±0.50 ±0.70 ±0.90 -11 t1.3 the n'merical calculation. Note also that there

.VORTEX STRENGTH. r/2,r, FT'/SEC is considerable differsnce in the first free-
surface hump underneath the pressure distribu-

SFigure 6. Wave Resistance as a Function tion between that found by the numerical method
of Vortex Strength and that found by either first- or second-order

(Uniform stream velocity is theory.
10 ft/sec, cortex submergence 'Finally it should be mentioned that fori~t, is 4.1 feet and the depth is •
is94.1 feet and the depthis the cases computed to date, the disturbances
9.1ulfeetnforntheine ericaleare not strong enough to produce nonlinearities
alyilresults .)dinfit fthat significantly alter the wave length from
analytical results.)
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.':',, (Predicted numer-callly and by first- and second-order theory. •

Depth isý 9.5 feet for numerical results and infinite for ,;
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.. •.. .• FIRST ORDER SECOND ORDER NUMERICAL
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Figure 8. Wave Elevations Generated by a Pressure Distribution on the Free Surface

(Predicted numerically and by first- and second-order theory. Uniform
stý:eam velocity is 10 ft/sec and depth is 9.5 feet for ntumerical results
and infinite for theoretical results.)

that predicted by secone• orde-r theory. in within mesh size used. One can easily refine
particular, no systematic 0.banhe in wave length, the mesh but this incurs severe p%,nalties inas predicted at third order fro'9 equation (4.27), computev time required. The best thin0 to do

has as yet been detected. Applying (4.27) to would be to work out the perturbation theory
the present results shows that for the wave for finite depth so that a comparison can be
heights indicated the change in wavelength due made with finite-depth numerical results. Thent:ý nonlinear effects is a shortening of less fairly shaltblown- depth streams, say of the order
than one percent. The numerical results are of f/3 of a wave length, can be used. This
for finite depth which in the present case makes a considerable difference in computer
would tend to lengthen the waves by about one execution time so that a finer mesh can be used
half of one percent which offsets the shorten- with an overall small increase in execution
ing of the waves. Thus, the rerulting wave times
lengths of the finite-depth numerical results (
are essentially the same as the second-order The main conclusion to be drawn is that
theory results for i tfinite depth. Further the present numerical scheme is a very promising
work is required tc handle more severe approa(h to solving nonlinear free-surface prob-
disthnrbances in deep wateri reslt fe1 urther refinements should enable con-

sideration of more severe disturbances whichhf6. CONCLUDING REMARKS give rise to more severe -ionlinear free-surface

effects. Furthenmore, a variety of disturbers,in
i oThe numerical s ,oltions obtained are accu- i.e., almost ary kind of two-dimensional sub-
rate for small and mioderate disturbancesu merged foil or system of foils, can be handled
These results are very close to second order with only minor modification of th- basis

theory. However, as the strength of the dis- methodology developed to date. e c
turbance gets larger the numerical solutions F
begin to depart from second-order thseory. Part 7. REFERENCES e
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DISCUSSION
H.J. HAUSSLING the linear theory. Our nonlinear results fnr

almost steady state agree quite well with the
As mentioned by the authors, initial-value steady-state perturbation theory, including the

techniques offer an alternative approach to third-order wavelength correction Thus, it
solving steady-state problems. Such methods can seems that these numerical schemes can yield
yield full transient solutions, although they good results, ev n for waves whicii are close to
usually are not the fastest hods for obtain- breaking conditions. Further studies in this
ing steady-state results. However, another area should add to the contribution of Drs.
"alternative to the iterative scheme presented by von Kerczek and Salvesen and help to determine
the authors might be obtained by starting with the effectiveness of numerical methods in
an initial-value technique, but using large time solving nonlinear ship-wave Problems.
steps, relaxation, or other methods for reducing
computer time.

Other techniques also exist for solving the
Laplace equation. For some problems, such as
that of the moving surface pressure disturbance, _/
the expansion of the dependent variable in s-
finite series of functions, each of which satis-
fies the governing equation and certain of the.- 1
boundary conditions, can be effective. The I0
avoidance of the use of a grid eliminates the i z
problems associated with following the moving
boundary through a fixed mesh.

We have recently obtained transient poten-
tial flow results with a numerical method which
employs the functional-expansion approach in i -_

space and finite differencing in time. A se-
quence showing a free-surface time developmei•. I r5,04 1

for the surface pressure distribution problem is L_
presented in Fig. 1. The disturbance is accel-
erated impulsively from rest in initially calm
water. More general accelerations can easily be 0.04 -.
handled. The flow near the disturbance achieves t0 OR
almost steady-state conditions quite rapidly, n I
but thereafter the approach to steady state is , •AV v
slower. Numerical results have been obtained -4 -

for both the linear and nonlinear equations and
a comparison is given in Fig. 2. The waves
shown in this figure are considerably steeper Fig. I Development of Surface Elevation for
than those shown in the paper. Waves with about Abruptly Accelerated Surface Pressure Distribu-
twice the steepness of those in Fig. 2 would tion.
break. Our linear numerical results agree with

0.06 - - -

0.04 - -t -- __ -V

0.02 ----

0

-0.02 - - ---

* *NONLINEAR
-004- - - - LINEA.

-0.06 - - -- - - -

A .- 6 0 5
Fig. 2 Comparison of Surface Elevations at t=5.76 Generated by Linear and Nonlinear Numerical Schemes.
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C. M. LEE

This is a valuable piece of work convergence of the higher-order analysis
which demonstrates an encouraging sign could have been demonstrated more
of validity of perturbation analysis rigorously. A shallower depth of
of a free-surface problem. submergence of the vortex or an increased

vortex strength would generate larger
I would like to comment on the free surface disturbances.

follwingpoins: I will be of great interest to
One of the main purposes of many of us to use the numerical scheme

the paper was to check whether higher- introduced in this work to check the
order analysis of a perturbed free- phenomenon of a dfisintegration of wave
surface flow by a singularity converges trains on deep water, shown by Benjamin
to an exact solution. if the check was and Feir.1 They have shown by their
made for more severe free-surf aca theory that two progressive plane waves
disturbances, the effect of the having slightly different wave numbers

can be disintegrated after traveling
some distance. The present numerical

I scheme may adopt two submerged pulsating
1Benjamin and Feir, "The Disintegration sources of slightly different, frequencies,
of Wave Trains oCA Deep Water, Part I," compute wave profiles, and check if the
JFm, vol. 27, Part 3, 1967. disintegration phenomenon do exist.
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AUHOR'S REPLY

We find the results of the transient solu- time may be used with reasonable accuracy. It
tion to the two-dimensional pressure problem, is very encouraging to observe that the numeri-
discussed by Dr. Haussling, extremely inter- cal scheme used by Dr. Haussling seems to pre-
esting. The initial value technique has dict accurately the expected nonlinear effects
the adv-.ntage of being a much nore general including the third-order wavelength correction.
technique applicable to the steady-state
problems as well as the transient problems. We agree with Dr. Lee that it is unfortu-
Furthermore, the initial value technique does nate that we at this time only have nonlinear
not require the "guess work" involved in our numerical solutions for moderately steep waves.
iterative scheme. However, it may take The objective of this work has been to demon-
unreasonably long time to obtain a completely strate that the complete nonlinear wave-
steady-state solution by the transient disturbance problem could be solved numerically
"approach. On the other hand, we note chat and with stable solutions for moderate distur-
"the flow near the disturbance achieves almost bances. The next phase of our work will
steady-state conditions quite rapidly", so that include steeper waves and we also plan in the
in predicting steady-state forces such as wave near future to investigate the Benjamine and
resistance and lift on a body, relatively short Feir disintegration phenomena.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS OF THE
MOTION OF FLOATING BODIES

R. K. C. Ckart C. W. HZit

Science App .catZonA, Ite. Science Apptedtions, Inc.
La Jotta, Catidotnia La Jotta, CatiZo'nZa

ABSTRACT

In this paper the attention is focused on gy The y-component of the gravitational
the feasibility, the advantages, and the limita- acceleration.
tions of using numerical simulation techniques
in the study of floating-body motions. Two h Depth of the fluid.
simulation techniques, the Generalized Arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian (GALE) method and I The first suffix In a two-dimensional
the Transient Potential Flow (TPF) method, finite difference system.
have been considered. To assess their accu-
racy and practicality, both methods have been j The second suffix in a two-
used to calculate the heaving of a semi- dimensional finite difference system.
submerged circular cylinder in the free
surface. The computed hydrodynamic forces, n A superscript denoting the time step
the added masses, and the damping coefficients in a numerical simulation.
are in good agreement with linear analytic
theory and measurements. The first-order n A unit normal vector. I
and the second-order TPF methods have also
been applied to the forced motions of a rectan- p Pressure.
gular cylinder and some nonlinear effects have
beeni obtained. It has been found that the s A subscript denoting the free surface.
second-order TPF method is much easier and
more economical to use and it can be easily T The draft of a floating body.
extended to three dimensions.

t Time.
NOMENC LATURE

u The x-component of the velocity.
A Mean submerged area of a two-

dimensional floating body. V The volume of a computational cell.

a A Lagrangian coordinate in the v The y-component of the velocity.
GALE method; the amplitude of the
"displacement of a heaving cylinder. v Velocity vector.

B Beam width of a two-dimensional x The abscissa of a rectangular
floating body. cartesian coordinate system.

b A Lagrangian coordinate in the y The ordinate of a rectangular
GALE method. cartesian coordinate system.

F 2 Total vertical hydrodynamic force u2 The vertical displacement from the
in heaving. mean position of a heaving cylinder.

••"1' ,i 12 Normalized F 2. &2 cyidrThe vertical velocity of a heaving {

cylinder.
g Absolute value of the gravitational

acceleration. i2 The vertical acceleration of a heav-ing cylhider.

g The x-component of the gravitational 6tTm cre.
Sacceleration. 'At Time increment,. .
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Ax Spatial increment In the x. direction. integrals and, in some cases, "he integral
equations can be solved only by solving a

Ay Spatial increment, in the y-direction. large system of linear algebraic equations. In
short, even In analytic methods a fair amount

1 Free surface displacement from its of computation is involved. The question then
mean position. arises whether for some problems it is feasible

or even more attractive to construct numerical
X The asymptotic wave length. simulation techniques capable of handling

complicated geometries, transients, and non-
X2 2  Damping coefficient in heave, linear effects. Modurn computer systems

have been continuously Increased in speed
Normalized X while reducing cost, making direct numerical

simulations economically reasonable. Further-
022 Added mass in heave, more, rapid advancement in numerical tech-

niques, developed in connection with almost
A22 Normalized 122. every branch of physics, has brought increas-

ing confidence in the accuracy of these methods.
1 3. 14159 ... Thus it appears that time has come for taking

a fresh look at the possibility of developing an
p Fluid density. efficient and reliable technique which will lead

to the solution of the three-dimensional free-
(' Velocity potential. surface flows about an arbitrary-shaped float-

ing body.
W Angular frequency of forced

oscillations. There are differences between a

numerical simulation approach and an analytical
v Laplacian operator. one, besides the ease of treating more complex

geometric shapes. First, all existing theories
INTRODUCTION formulate the problem in a state of equilibrium

oscillation. Thus the correct formulation of an
Since Ursell's (1) work in 1949 on a semi- appropriate radiation boundary condition is of

submerged circular cylinder heaving in the free vital importance. Although within the realm
surface, the problem of forced harmonic oscil- of linear theory fairly general time variation in
lations of a rigid body in a fluid with a free the forcing function can be achieved by super-
surface has received considerable attention by position, non-periodic oscillations can not be
research workers in naval hydrodynamics. The easily treated. In a numerical simulation, an
subsequent development of the linearized theory initial-boundary-value problem is formulated,
and validation by experiments have been summa- with no assumptions regarding the asymptotic
rized in detail by Wehausen(2). As pointed out behavior of the fluid motion either in time or
by Yeung(3), most of the analytic treatments in space. Consequently, the time variation of
revolve around two methods of solution: the the forcing function can be completely general.
method of multipole expansions and the method Second, nonlinear effects, especially those
of integral equations. The trend toward obtain- related to the free surface, are much more
ing solutions for bodies of arbitrary shape easily included in numerical simulations(4, 5).
makes the integral-equation method superior to Valuable insight can therefore be obtainedTto
the muLApole-expansion method. A successful assess the limits of linear theories in various

application of the integral-equation method, problems. Third, additional physics, such as
however, depends on the availability of a suit- energy dissipation through breaking waves and
able Green's function, which is in general the effects of the thermocline, can be handled
complicated and may not be found easily for in a straightforward manner in numerical
arbitrary-shaped bottom of the fluid. In a new simulations.
approach advanced by Yeung(3), the complicated
Green function is replaced bfan integral In this paper, the attention is focused on
equation for the velocity potential o over the the feasibility, the advantages, and the limit-
entire fluid boundary. This method has pro- ations of numerical simulation techniques when
duced results in very good agreement with applied to the study of floating-body motions.
earlier theories. In addition, this method can Two siwulation methods have been considered:
be used to calculate the oscillatory motions of the Generalized Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
a three-dimensional floating body with an (GALE) method(6) and the Transient Potential
arbitrary shape. Flow (TPF) method of Chan and Stuhmiller(_).

In the former method, the fluid domain is
.l' Except for the simplest geometry, all represented by Lagrangian cells which can

analytical approaches must ultimately resort follow the fluid motion, while the rigid-body
to numerical evaluation of certain series or boundaries and the free surface coincide with
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the computational mesh lines. In the latter each vertex is needed to begin the calculation.
method, a potential flow is assumed and bound- Then the vertices are moved to their new
ary conditionc are expanded in Taylor series positions according to their instantaneous
about the mean position of the boundaries. To velocities through a small but finite increment
assess the accuracy of the imulations, both in time At. That is,
methods have been used to calculate the heav-
tng of a semi-submerged circular cylinder in x+.+ = x n un+
the free surface. The TPF method has also i, J i, ,J
been applied to the motions of a rectangular
cylinder with the specific objective of analyzing n+l n + A vt (1)
the nonlinear effects. However, no attempt has Yii,:J ' Yi,m + i s J
been made to calculate all possible modes of
motion, this being beyond the scope of th, where the superscript n refers to the (n)thpresent investigation. increment in the time. This is the Lagranglan

pha.e of the motion since the discretized comr-
NUMERICAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUES putational elements follow the fluid motion.

Te time-centered average velocities
As mendioned above, we have considered-u ue n4

two different numerical simulation methods in J a
our present effort to explore the feasibility of
such approaches to floating-body problems. Un+ . j n+1 + n 

i
The first method is the Gentrtlized Arbitrary i, J l ui,J i, 1, I
Lagrangian-Eulerian (GALE) method(6).
Generally, the computation region is ifivided vn+i .i*vn+1 vn\ (2)
into a number of quadrilaterals or cells i, J = i i+ / )
(Figure 1). The cells are set up in such a way
that physical boundaries, e.g., the free surface 11 n+1
and the boundary between the fluid and a rigid To calculate x .+1 ) through the use
body, coincide with the cell boundaries. The of Equation (1), the still undetermined advancedvertices of these cells are designated by the
(i, j) suffix system (Figure 2). Associated with time velocities u , v must be obtained

by aprý*ying a set of cell equations and appro-
priate boundary conditions. One of the two
governing equations, shown for a typical cell
in Figure 2, requires that the volume V of the
cell remains unchanged as the calculation
proceeds from the (n)th step to tte (n+l)th step,
that is, the fluid is assumed to be incompress-
ible. In the present problem, the flow is

(l,j+1)

(i+1,J+l) J

•f ,'

Fig. 1 An Example of Computational Mesh
it Used in the GALE Method

each vertex are its rectangular cartesian
spatial coordinates (x, y) and velocity compo- Fig. 2 A Typical Quadrilateral Cell

n ents (u,v). Used in the GALE Mothod

At some initial time t =0, a set of initial
conditions re the values of (u, v) and (x, y) at
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taken to be inviscid and irrotational, therefore Lagrangian description of fluid motion.
the velocity circulation r around any fluid Theoretically, the process of finding, /nl4
element should vanish at all times. By requir- T ce orn+l vn+l• n+1 _n+l\
ing r 0 for each cell, one obtains the , and x yiJl) can be repeated for as

second cell equation. On rigid boundaries the long as one wishes. In practice, however, the
condition computational cells will be badly distorted or

/ \ even Inverted in regions of highly strained
V ri by n 0, (3) motions. This will severely limit the useful-

ness of a pure Lagranglan method. To remove
tois the fluid velocity and is the unt this difficulty an automatic rezoning procedure,

where v such as used by Hirt(9), can be employed. The
vector normal to the boundary, is applied. b
Following Brennen and Whitney(8) the Lagran- redefine the mesh coordinate system by adjust-
glan equation of motion lIg the position of vertices at the end of each

i tme ncrement, so that anearly optimum
LXg •_+x . y + 1 (2p 0 (4) shape is always maintained for each cell. In

w ba making such adjustment, due consideration is

is imposed at a free surface. Here a is a given to the amount of flux that results from
lagranglan coordinate axis conformed to the moving the mesh lines relative to the fluid.free surface (Figure 3); p is the known surface This rezoning capability has the character ofan Eulerian mesh system, except that it is
pressure (M = 0 in the present application• more general and flexible. In the present

•ba application, the rezoning feature is rarely
and p is the fluid density; gx and gy are needed.

the x- and y-components of the gravitational
accelerations, respectively. The use of ci-'culation and the relatively

complicated finite-difference equations will
probably limit the use of the GALE method to

Ri two-dimensional problems, for in full three-
ad dimensional time-dependent calculations the

co(,lexity of difference equations tends to
increase appreciably the computing time as
well as the computer storage. Consequently,
we have considered an alternative approach
which has the putential of extension to three
dimensions much more easily.

Rigid A Free SurfaceS~Body ]-B

Fig. 3 Lagrangian Coordinate Lines

When written in finite-difference form, __ _ __ __

Equations (3), (4) and the two cell equations
form a system of nonlinear algebraic equations _ _,_

with the set of variables (u' v t,) as the D

unknmowns. The solution can be obtained by Fig. 4 Formulation of a Potential Flow
employing a Successive Over-Relaxation
procedure. The interested readers should
refer to Reference (6) for greater details. The
procedure outlined alove employs the
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II

The second numerical simulation tech- E~ (f, ad wall): 0 (8)
nique for the problem under consideration is 6,
the Transient Potential Flow (TPF) method. • (fixed bottom): 0 (9)
As the name Implies, in this method we by (
consider the evolution of a potential flow in a
region bounded by the free surface, the rigid D (line of symmetry): b -0 (10)
body or bodies, and the basin that contains the

fluid (Figure 4). In the fluid region the Laplace
equtio 17(bottom of cylinder): -& 2 (t) 011)

2 -0 = 0 (5) T (side of cylinder): b =0 (12)
bx

must be satisfied, and the normal derivativeCnshould vanish on all fixed rigid walls. At where ti(x, t) is the displacement of the free
surface from its mean level, g is the absolute

the free surface and the boundary of the float- value of the gravitational acceleration, and
ing rigid body, we assume the dispacement of 6(t) It defined in Equation (19).
the boundaries from their mean positions is
always small but finite. This assumption
allows us to apply perturbation expansions of To translate Equations (5)-(1d) into at

the pertinent boundary conditions aboWit the finite-difference scheme, we first divide the

mean boundary positions. The result is a set computational region into a number of

of modified boundary conditions to be imposed rectangular cells (Figure 5). These cells,
unlike those used in the GALE method, remainConht the reanpiegion in which Equation (5) unchanged in position throughout the entire
calculation. The spacing of the mesh lines,

is to be solved does not change with time; the both in the x- and the y directions can be
boundary conditions do change, of course.
Aside from the simplicity in geometry, which chosen so as to optimize the spatial resolutions.
expedites the numerical solution of Equation (5), A reasonable choice would be using closely
the TPF method offers the advantage of cal- spaced lines near the rigid body while increas-
culating the flow in various orders of approxi- lng the spacing toward the bottom of the fluidas well as toward the far end of the tankmarion. For example, if one keeps only the (Figure 5). Of course one should provide
lowest-order terms in the perturbationlowexstorder ter the bound rturoations, tadequate resolution for the length of wave under
expansion of the boundary conditions, the
classical linearized boundary conditions for the study. For simplicity in this illustration, letfree surface and the rigid-body boundary cre us assume that all the cells are rectangles with

obtained, One would then expect a single-
frequency sinusoidal forcing function to excite
surface waves that are sinusoidal, and the_.J _

results can be rigorously compared to linear Rigid 1---Ax
analytic theories. If one carries terms one Body I • 1
order higher in the perturbation expansion, I -

then the lowest-order nonlinearity shouldI
manifest itself in the solutions.

The TPF method has been described and -y

validated in detail by Chan and Stuhmiller(7).In what follows for the sake of simplicity, wve 'L

illustrate the general computational procedure. - -___

involved by using only the Zirst-order, i.e., -,- 3 v
linearized, boundary conditions. Computational
results for both the first-order and the second- " -

order approximations are compared in the next
section. A

Referring to Figure 4, the appropriate -

boundary conditions for the forced heave of a
rectangular cylinder are Fig. 5 A Mesh with Variable Spacings

XB (free surface): b_ = b (6)ST by

the constant spacings Ax and Ay. Thenbo
/b' -g• (7) Equation (5) has the finite-difference represen-

tatitn (Figure 6)
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next, for as long as one wishes. At the very
beginning of the calculation, one should of
course assign a set of initial conditions on v

_ _ 2 and 9. When the dynamic pressure at the
surface of the rigid body is desired, one
simply has to evaluate

pn 0~ n-l
3 10 1 dynamic ~ (ufl ( t (17)

and integrate it along the boundary of interest
to obtain the resultant force on the body.

When second-order boundary conditions

are included, thenumerical integ-ation pro-
4 cedure outlined above remains the same,

except that nonlinear terms will appear in
Equations (6) and (7). It is then important to
write these additional te- s in appropriate

Fig. 6 Typical Cell Setup in the conservational forms. Ahese derivations areTPF Method lengthy and the reader is referred to Reference

(7).

n+l n+1 n+l n+l - n+l ,n+1 SAMPLE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS eA
01 " 0 +,3 ÷2 "y0 +4 03 ~To terst the validity of the two numerical

Ax2 Ay (13) simulation methods used in this study, the ii
problem of two-dimensional cylinders oscil-

and Equations (6) and (7) become lating -n the free surface has been selected.

+1 The caculation on the roll has not been corn-

+At nsl (14) the results on forced heave of a circular
cylinder and the forced heave and sway of a
rectangular cylinder are presented here.

Os sn At 9 77l (15) The comparisons will be based on the ampli-
tude of the dynamic pressure force exerted

with At defined as the time increment and the by the fluid on the hull and the so-calledsubscript s denoting the free surface. The added mass and damping coefficient. Finally,hthcip of deqno tiong t 14 freesfand ( hae some nonlinear effects will be noted andright-hand sides of Eqations (14) and (15) have d
been so written to insure numerical stability, discussed.
A general solution procedure is the following. First, the GALE method has been used to

First, a provisional value for is calculated calculate the forced heave of a semi-submerged
by the explicit formula circular cylinder. The vertical displacement

of the cylinder from its mean position is given
.1 il n+ 4  n by

nnl +At (16)
uy/s (1) 2 (t) =a cos wt (18)

I Then the value of on l along the free surface is where a is the amplitude and we used K
computed by Equation (15). With finit,,- whr ,u

difference representation of the boundary a = 0.1 , B being the beam of cylinder.
n+=, 

l nd

conditions (8)-(12) on t we can now solve The frequency of oscillation took
Equation (13) by the well-known method of T
Successive Over-Relay.ation(10). This gives us the v.,lues 0. IS, 0.6, 1. 253, and 2.0 in a seri..
t r b f oof computatoris. Figure 1 shows a typical
the entire distribution of on, from which computationg' mesh system. Note that this is

n+1 a set of Lagranglan cells which differs from-
4,) can be evaluated. Equation (14) i.; then the usual polar coordinate system., in that the

1 mesh lines are not necessarily orthogonal to
used to calculate the final value fom rn + , each other. After the cylinder has undergone I
procedure just described can be repeated to up- four complete oscillations the mesh system
date the flow field from one time stp to the appears as shown in Figure 7, in which the
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Following the notations used by Yeung
(3) and other workers in the field, the total
dynamic pressure force in the upward vertical
direction is written as

F 2 (t) '- 2 2U2 (t) - ,2 2&2 (t) (19)

where the dots denote time differentiation.

The added mass P22 and the damping

coefficient X22 can be normalized as follows:

;22 =2/PA) (20)

X 2'~' (21)
2 22(A

Fig. 7 Mesh Configuration After Four " . *
Vertical Oscillations of a Circular . .Cylinder "•

Fig. 9 Velocity Vector Field
Corresponding to Fig. 8

Here A is the mean rubmerged area. The
computed added mass and damping coefficient
are compared in Figures 11 and 12 with the
linear theory of Porter (11) and Frank (12).
It is seen that the GALE -iiethod, whichTs a
fully nonlinear model, yields added mass in
very g)od agreement with `he linear theory in

the frequency range considered. The present
GALE calculation, however, yields higher
values for the damping coefficient.

Fig. 8 Close-up of the Mesh System
near the Circular Cylinder Let us now consider some applications of

the TPF method. This technique has also been

disturbances at the free surface can be easily used to calculate the problem of heaving circu-
seen. Figure 4 is a close-up of the mesh lar cylinder for the frequencies =0.5, ,
configuration in the vicinity of the cylinder "

,after three oscilltions. The corresponding 0.8, and 1. 253. In these runs only the first-
velocity vectors, drawn at each mesh point, order TPF method was used and the results on

Nare shown in Figure 9. In this plot the flow the added mass and the damping coefficient are
field can be visualized at a glance. Figure 10 compared with the linear theory and the GALE
shows the time history of free surface profiles results in Figures 11 and 12. The agreement
with the ve,'ticai scale exaggerated by a factor with the linear theory is excellent. The
of 50. In Figures 7-10 we have used a =0. 1- development of the free surface profile as the
(B dnumber of oscillations increases is shown in()and to 1.53

Figure 13 for the case UV 1. 253. It is
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interesting to note the establishment of a stand-
ing wave pattern near the body and that the

asymptotic wave length 2 4.0W Ig
is very quickly ieached after a fZwoictllations.
The asymptotic amplitude of the outgoing waves,
however, to not yet reached at the and of six
oscillations. The vertical dynamic pressure
force F2 can be normalized as

2 •-(22)

In Figure 14, tois shown as a function of time
for the heaving Arcular cylinder. It is quite
clear from this plot that T 2 (t) reaches its

asymptotic state only after one oscillation and
that r 2 (t) is indeed a sinusoidal function,

which is expected for a first-order method.
Ate amplitude of r2is 0. 18 which is the same

as Ursell's theory (t) predicted.

Next, we examine the effect of non-
lineari t y using the problem of a rectangular
cylinder heaving in the free surface. Again,

(r - 1.253 so that ./ 4.0, and the _

Fig. 10 Computer Output of the Development
of the Free Surface Profile

1.8 Linear Theories (11, 12)

C3 0 GALE Results
i••1.6 4 1First-order TPF Results

1.4

1 1.2 -

j~ fA

A 0.8

0.6

0.4 -

0.2 -

0. O.00 2.0 2.

Frequency W Fig. 11 Comparisons of Added Mgs_'k
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2.0
Linear Theolies (11, 12)

1.81. 
0 GALE Results

C.3
k 1.6 First-order TPF Results

• 1.4

1.2

1.0

d 0.8

0.6 .6

S0.4

0.2

0.0 L t

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Frequency w --

Fig. 12 Comparisons of Damping Coefficients

depth of the fluid is = 7.15. The beam- quite pronounced for the larger-amplitude case,

to-draft ratio is B/T = 2.0. Two amplitudes a/(I) =0.2, as shown in Figure 17.

have been considered: a/(B) = U. 1 and 0.2."I ~Obviously, for non-sinusoidal F 2(t) the

Both the first-order TPF and the second-order decomposition of F 2 (t) into components in phase
TPF methods have been used so that the non-
linear effects can be studied. Figure 15 with a(t) and a(t) becomes incomplete and
compares the free surface profiles between meaningless. Nevertheless, for the case
the first-order TPF and the second-order TPF a/(B) = 0. 1, the second-order 7 2 (t) does not
methods at the time when the body has executed (.2
three complete oscillations with the amplitude differ too much from a sinusoidal function so P

a/ (BTB 0.2. It is seen that there is a substan- that we may still speak of the added mass and
the damping coefficient. For this case, Vugts

tial difference between the two solutions for (13) obtained i72 2 = 1. 15 from his experiment
waves in the vicinity of the cylinder. This and 1.01 from his calculation using
does not seem unreasonable because of the non- ad22
linearity associated with the large amplitude of Ursell's(1) method. As a comparison, the
the body displacement. The discrepancy be- present iecond-order TPF calculation yields
tween the two solutions is expected to decrease W2 2 = 1.06 and the firbt-order TPF gives
for waves radiated far from the body, where
the flow is fairly linear. In Figure 16 the time 2 3. I seems that the second-order
history of 7 2 (t) is compared between the first- TPF methpd produces results in better agree-

'•' .... ment with the experiment. As to the _dampkig
order and the second-order TPF calculation for m ent wi gthe experiment A s toth da0pi1

(B coefficient, Vugts' experiment gives Z22 = 0. 1
• • the amplitude a/ 0 01. Notice first the

t a i0. N c i twhich is about the same as that obtained by

pure sinusoidal variation of T 2(t) obtained from both TPF methods. Of course, at this relatively

* the first-order simulation. The second-order high frequency 1.253) accurate exper-
resuit differs from the first-order in a slight imental measurement of becomes difficult

P shift in the phase and some skewness in the

*� T2 (t) profile. These nonlinear effects become because F 2(t) is almost completely out of phase
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0.05

0/4
At the end of the 1st oscillation

-0.05

S0.05

0
S0 •> /• / At the end of the 3rd oscillation

-0.05

0)

-0.05 - '- At the end of the 6th oscillation

1.0 3.0 5,0 7.0 9.0 It.0 1.0
Horizontal Distance x/(B)

Fig. 13 Free-surface Profiles for a Heaving Circulax Cylinder with a/) = 0. 1 and wl- 1.253

with 62(t) and '22 is a small quantity. lished in this case. Thq computed wave ampli-
tude ratio, defined as the asymptotic ,,rave

Finally, we used the first-order TPF amplitude divided by the displcemetht a-tplitude,
method tc calculate the flow field of a rectangu- is 1.7, the sze as measured oy Vugts. Thelar c linder swaying in the free surface, writh normalized horizontal dynamic force l) an

g= 1.253, B/T = 2.0 and the amplitude of the cylinder an a firction of time is presented
the horizontal displacement equals 0.1(•) in Figure 19. Similar to the treatment int 1 Equations (19)-(1l), we obtain the normalized

Figure 18 shows the wave profiles, both to the added mass j,= 0. 063, which is close to
left and to the right of the cylinder, after four Vugts' calculation and measurement. Again, it
oscillations. The reflective tank walls are is difficult to measure this quantity because

placed at x/ = + 14.0 and the vertical sides 7l(t) is almost completely out of phase with the
of the cylinder are located at x/ ( ± 1.0, horizontal acceleration of the cylinder. On the

othr hnd th dmpig ceficint can bebut only the waves near the cylinder are shown other hand, the damping coefficient
here. Note that these two wave trains are anti- determined to greater accuracy. We obtained
symmetric to each other about the cylinder, as I1 = 0. 67 which agrees with Vugts' calculation
a linear theory should predict. Furthermore, 11
unlike the heaving motions, the asymptotic am- using lnear theory. Vugts' measurement shows
plitude of the wave train is very quickly estab- '11 = 0.75. This may be due to sorme
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Fig. 14 Time History of the Dynamic Pressure Force for a
Heaving Circular Cylinder (First-Order TPF Method)
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Fig. 15. Comparison of Wave Profiles for a Heaving Rectangular Cylinder at the
End of Three Oscillations. (Solid Line: First-Order TIF Method;
Dotted Line: Second-Order TPF Method.)
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Fig. 16. Comparisor of Dynamic Pressure Force for a Heaving Rectangular

Cylinder with a/()=0.1and ( = -1253. (Solid Line: First-

Order TPF Method; Dotted Line: Second-Order TPF Method.)
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Fig. 17. Comparison of Dynamic Pressure Force for a Heaving Rectangular
Cylinder vth a/(B)= 0.2 and =1.253. (Solid Line: First-

Order TPF Method; Dotted Line: Second-Order TPF Method.)
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Fig. 18. Wave Profile for a Swaying Rectangular Cylinder After Four Oucillations.
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Fig. 19. Horizontal Dynamic Force for a Swaying Rectangular Cylinder.
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NILS SALVESEN tlon method cat be made. It is Impossible
therefore to make any Judgment at this time
with regard to how accurately the nonline*Ar

The authors have developed two new effects can be predicted by these methods.
numerical methods for solving the tcro-dimen-
sional problezi of a cylinder oscillating In For example, It Is seen In Figure 12the free surface. The o o ALE method treats that for a case with rather small d-sturbances

the cv•lete nonlinear free-surfeco €ondltloi,, the damping coefficient obtained by the com-
while the TPF method Is a perturbation scheme plate nonliner method, the SALE method, Is
carried out to the second-order. as much as 25% larger tSan predicted by

linear theory. It Is questionable "ether
it Is shon that the second-order this large difference between the nonlinear

perturbation method agrees In the linear and linear results is actually caused by non-
range with lineartzed methods and that for linear free-surfaze effects or If It Is duo to
steeper waves, the results have the character- numerical Inaccuracies. I wou'd welcome the
Istic features of second-order solutionos; authors' view on this point.
however, no comparisons have been performed
with other nonlinejr results. Particularly, I would also like to use this oportunity
It Is unfortunate that the two methods pre- to congratulate the authors with their
sented here have been applied to two different valuable contribution and I hope they will
problems, so that no comparison between the have the oporturity In the near future to
complete nonllnea;' method and the perturba- evaluate sore precisoly these new promising

methods for solving nonlinear free-surface
problems.
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AUTI4ORI REPLY

We appreciate Dr. Salvesen's careful dynamic preusure on the body Into a component
review of our paper which reveals a few in phase with the acceleration (the added mass)
questions that we did not look Into because of and another In phase with the velocity (the
the scope of the study when this paper was damping coefficient) is not complete, because
wrttten. We agree with Dr. Salvesen in that higher frequency components ar also present. *
comparisons with other nonlinear results are Second, we found a slight phase shift In the
essential to validate the numerical models dynamic pressure, as a function of time, of
proposed here. the nonlinear GAIE calculation as compared

to the linear result. This phase shift is
In answering the question on the 25% primarily responsible for the difierence in

difference in the damping coefficient between the damping coefficient, which, in other words,
the calculations using the GALE method and is a fairly sensitive quantity. If we use the
the linear theory, we should say that, since dynamic pressure as a basis for comparison,
cross-checks with higher-order perturbation then the GALE calculation shows an amplitude
methods have not been made, there is no approximately 10%l oter than that of the
simple way of ascertaining its accuracy. 1in~t. theory for wo4- =1.0. This difference
There are, however, two considerations which 'a toL"
seem to indicate that the use of damping co- is consistent with ka y a = 0. 1.
efficient as a basis for comparison can be g
misleading. First, for even a weakly non-:
linear problem the decomposition of the

I
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS

.7. Kux
TeUitu* 6 ii' S6sbau deA UniveAtAitt Hambuag

t Hm b 0u.• £0, Lamme.•ateth 90, Ge.kmanV

0,33TRACT 4 • disspation length

.There are now a ser.es of methods z constant
2Or calculation of three-dimensional
bou.adary layers applicable to the flow mg m itude of the velocity vector
over ship hull surfaces. The formulation
of the equations in general coordinate * squaxw of lenrgt of stuerinposed
systems on curved surfaces implies the turbulent velocity veotr r

use of dLfferential geometric relations.
The quetation of geometry and general turbulent Reynolds number

coordinate systems are reviewed. A shortdiscussion of semit-empirical modeling in " •toue eliyorder to achieve closure of the equations
discssin o sem-emirial mdelng n ugener ta'~le vecoloc uwity

is inclu4ed considering the generaliza-
tion to the three-dimensional case. The w ,' = mean velocity
importance of integral methods and the
definition of integral parameters for *

these raethods is stressed. The v3locity surface
profiles generally assumed in order to
obtain a relation between t19 integral coordinates on surface
parameters are presented. No numerical
methods or schemes %re discussed. xJ * oirdlinate normal to the surface

NOMENCLATURE x * angle betimen outer flow direction
and limiting streamline

S= constant = boundary layer thickness

., • seurface metric tensor •,, fK displaomat thickn• s in three-
,,, Q.., base vectors Of surface coordinate d.awrsianl bo~ndaz7 lyer

system , qunomentumi-loss thickness in three-
adiensional boundary layer

x Kxvnecker symbol
C cnconstantst

, , ., e•4  d'y viscositiyS= une~tion desorilbir, amiss flow ,
M V. Aknymn oonstent • •

• •U,.•J •metric tenmor in Vneral surface
i nduoed ocoordinate system 3. visoosity

i H," a, base vectors in seneral coordinate knnai icst
system

G, H', H": empirical functions a mantude of shear stress

y mean curvature of surface = shear stress tensor

., a metrical coefficients a, components of shear stress vector(ortbi a cooordinate)
g e•metrical function * dissipation

X = oaussian curvature of surface

At,• x constants 1

a outer edge of boundary
= mixing length
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INTRODUCTION Considering that once the inviscid flow
problem is solved for two directions of

Boundary Layers in Naval HydrQd.Ynsmi the incident flow, by the irnciple of
superposition the flow field for every

A review of the present status of angle ox attack may be constructed, it
our knowledge on three-dimenaional seems by far too expensive if for the
turbulent boundary layers ii impossible boundary layer calculation it would be
to be given in a talk of half an hour. necessary to construct a special
Considez.ng this, it shall be given a coordinate system for each case.
sinopois methods and tendencies of Coordinates ixed to the body seem
development as they appeared in tae last therefore desirable• although, in special
years. cases, streamline coordinates may present

considerable advantages.
From the broad speutrum on which c

ttree-dimensional turbulent boundary If the same body is to be investi-
leyer research work is being done, three gated under different conditions of trim
rather narrow domains w4 .ll be treated and draft, again the coordinate system
here: A. basic facts about gwometry should be one fixed to the body.
and curvature. 2. the extension of the
modeling methods used in two-dimensional There are modern books, even on
problems, and 3. integral methods. hydrodynamics (4), that provide a great

deal of the formalism of differential
The numerical methods of solution geometry necessary to work with non-

applied in differential and in integral orthogonal curvilinear coordinates on
methods will not be discussed. Out of curved surfaces. And that is exactly
scope there will remain some special new what is required. The point array, as
methods were relationships for the prepared as input for the invis id flow
development of a length scale are calculation program should be enough.
searcheiC for ind also all those rather The points of the array considered as
important questions as transition, points of intersection of the coordinate
separation and compressibility, lines provide a system of wall-coordinates.
Compressibility may not be discarded In addition, the formulae of differential
any moresince water containing a geometry, given in tensor notation are
cert'in percentage of air-bubtles is well suited for programming. I am afraid
far from incompressibility, that there is a kind of reluctance against

the use of this notation.what implies
For those that have to apply that scientists and engineers are not too

boundary layer calculation methods,it familiar with this nomenclature. Through
is of the most outstanding importance, appropriated polynomial approximations of
to be provided with mehods of easy and the surface,like the bicubic spline (5)
broad applicability. A method to be approximation, the metric tensor (6),
tailored to fit the needs of every hull curvature parameters and related
to be investigated,is not a satisfactory magnitudes may easily be computed. They
solution. Notwithstanding we are almost are to be kept in storage,the same than
at this stage and not fur*her. Many coordinates or the pressure gradient,at
methods for boundary layer calculation disposition of the boundary layer program
use the flow lines of the outer running in the computer.
inviscid flow, or the curviture lines
on the body,or at least orthogonal This pleading for general coordinates
coordinates, must be appended by a short warning. Of

course it has to be taken care,not to
The naval architect has been start with ineut data leading to ambiguous

provided with excellent and powerful coordinates, intersecting coordinate lines
methods for the calculation of the of the same family, etc. It should be i1
inviscid outer flow field. These panel kept in mind also, that the question of
methods, pioneered by the work of the dimensional character of the
A.M.O. Smith et al. (1), work with no magnitudes, of how to define natural or
moj'e than a point array on the wall physical components of tensorial
surfaces as input. Any coordinate lines magnitudes is not a trivial one (7) in
are obsolete. The methods are, as pointed nonorthogonal coordinates.
out by Arpris (2) finite element
methods; in fact they were the first Classification of boundary layer methods

1 finiite element methods to appear and
they happened to appear in hydrodynamics, As there is a profusion of calculation

4 not in structural analysis. So it would methods a principle of classification
not be too immodest to ask for a finite would be welcome. There are various, axd
element boundary layer method. There is it is a matter of taste according to
none as far as I know, though I am sure which aspect to classificate. The methods
it will come soon, probably along lines may be classified according to
similar to those in a paper by Oden and 1. whence the turbulent shear
Wellford Jr. ~stresses &re put in relation to

the mean flow or are determined
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through an approximation of a
suitable transport equation

2. which equations are considered
(e.g. the energy equation is
inoluded or not)

3. whence the differential equations
are attacked directly with a
numerical algorithm (differential
methods) or this is performed /:
after a previous integration
process (integral methods)

4. Simplifying assumptions,
approximations or empirical
relationships used (e.g. eddy
viscosity model)

5. the order of approximation

The third aspect is the one generally
considered first. It was indeed an
almost revoluoionary idea to integrate
the boundary layer equations along the
coordinate normal to the surface. A new
kind of quantities describing the layer, Fig. 1 Coordinate Systems
the so called integral parameters arose.
Information on the details of the flow
like profiles of velocity and shear coordinates again, their direction in
stresses, is lost. In fact the engineer three-dimensional space changes under
is generally not interested in the translation. Greek indices have values
detailed description of the flow in the of I or 2. The surface metric tensor is
domain occupied by the layer, but wants obtained through
information about forces to be expected,
about wall friction, or about the
displacement of flow due to the presence
of the boundary layer. Integral methods We make the convention that the
yield this information as well as appearance of to identical indices in a
differential methods. The reduction of product implies summation over their
the number of independent variables by value-range.
one is a decisive ad antage, though not
as striking as in the two-dimensional With the help of
become ordinary differential equations. &Ll c "

GEOMETRY, COORDINATES, BASIC EQUATIONS a tensor a.V is defined. It is the
Basic Facts on Nonorthogonal Coordinates contravariant surface metric tensor.

Let us consider a curved surface Every vector v- on the surface is
to be given in our three-dimensional expressable as
physical space. The latter one is, at V, -
least for our purposes, perfectly
euclidean, flat. The surface given is In nonorthogonal coordinates one has
on the contrary a two dimensional curved to dsngu then covrdiante onenhast spcewhih wil ipos itscrokedto distinguish the oovariant oomponentes
space, which will impose its crooked . (index in the lower position) and the
nature to the flow on its vecinity. In contravariant components v (index in
*an over all cartesian coordinate system,the urfae isgive bythe upper position) of a given vectori
i the surface is given by the two forms of the metric tensor

giving the connection between them

capital latin indices (refering always
to this system) will run from I i.e. the metric tensor may be used to

r through 3. These coordinates are rise or lower indices. In order to
,i functions of vt and *A , the wall- formulate differential equations in this

coordinates. The base vectorson the twodimensional system, we need a rule
• surface, defined as for obtaining derivatives in curvilinear

- coordinates. This is no problem with a
Al, , , U . scalar,but vectors and tensors suffer a

twofold change due to an infinitesimal
are, generally speaking, functions of the displacement. They eventually variate as
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functions in relation to the local base order of magnitude analysis to the
vectors and in addition these base different terms of the equations consi-
vectors may nave suffered a change in dering the geometrical pacularities of
direction. In order to compensate for the the surface.
latter effect, the so called covariant
derivative is introduced. In the case of Certain research activity in the
a vector it reads past has been inverted into the devel-

opment of transformations comparable to
-- ~ the well known Mangler-transformation,

= • +This transformation takes an axially
symmetric problem over into a plane one.

the symbols in brackets being called In the light of differential geo:,etry
"Christoffel-symbols" of the second kind. this reduces to the problem of determining
They are essentially the components of geodesic coordinates on the surface. We
the rate of change of the base vectors are taught, that locally this is always
projected onto thesesame base vectors. possible.

If we project these alterations of There is another way to treat three-
the base vectors, due to an infinitesimal dimensional vector fields, starting with
translation,onto the surface normal,we the concept of the (vector-) field-line.
get a tensor b, which we will term the Vector fields in three dimensions have

curvature tensor. Clearly, if the surface been analyzed under the special
is plane, even with extremely curved consideration of their intrinsic de-
lines on iu, the base vectors will never scription by Mai.ris and Marris and
change in such a way as to render a Passmpn (3). Theircontribution to the
component out of the plane. ; is by understanding of the geometry of vector
this means a measure for the degree of fie3ds may A'oise new methods.
curvature of the surface, not in an
iovariant form, not intrinsic to the The normal and g&odesic curvature of
surface, but dependson the coordinates a streamline on a surface may be evaluated,
chosen. The trace and the determinant of ii* the surface or its spline app'oximation

67 , known as mean curvature W and as are givenco).
Gaussian curvature ZCprovide us with
invariant curvature measures. It is The basic equations
clear that the metric and the Christof- Turbulence still remains one of the
fel-symbols are always dependent on the problems to be solved. It is usual to
system and do not reflect explicitly split the motion of the flow into a mean
intrinsic surface characteristics, component and a superimposend turbulent
(A celebrated theorem by Gauss shows motionU+&.4, With this construction
their connection with curvature.) equations are derived both, for the mean

flow field and for turbulent quantities.
If we now look for an appropriate These equations are not independent. The

wall oriented three-dimensional coordi,, turbulent motion appears as Reynolds shear
nate system, it is obviously practical stresses in the momentum equation of the
to choose the normal to the wall surface mean flow. If a tkranspcrt or rate equation
as third coordinate axis, the third for the shear stresses is added,one is
coordinate X* being zero on the surface. faced with the fact that now triple
In this new general three-dimensional correlations appear, and so on. This is
coordinate systema metric tensor , the well known problem of closure. ItI and a covariant differentiation lead to the physical modeling of expres-

vl-•' are defined in a similar way than sions for the unknown terms, promoting
on the surface. Lower catt latin indices the development of a variety of calcula-
refer to this three-dimensional system, tion methods. This modeling is of course 'V
running from 1 to 3. On the surface the empirical.
base vectors tri of the new system
coincide with the base vectors &I , but In terms of the notation Oeveloped
tne base vectors for different points on we obtain as basic equations:
the same normal, in general will not be
parallel any more. the equation of continuity

Through the construction of this 0 ! •., ) , *

coordinate system a connection is given
between its metric and the metric and and the equations of momentum for the
curvature tensors of the surface. This
relation is carried over to the covariant mean flow

derivatives. A differential equation, y V.
formulated in the three-dimensional system y(V - 2:P'.* Z?•,Y)
may be split into its surface components
and its normal comllonent. In the equati- 4"r-+!( 4 r-)" + ,
ons there will only appear metrical i---
quantities referring to the surface. In
this way one becomes able to apply an
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v•+ r• F + of low,ýr order of magnitude. In general
cooi .nates there are now terms presrnt
in 0ie equations which reflect the
peculiarities of these coordinated. If
one wantý to conserve generality,
nothing can be said concerning, their

with --c" "J order of magnitude.

On curved surfaces 't is easy to
find local characteristic lengths of the

and .Z -• -+ %(')C problem; the radii oi curvature. There-
(I fore a good reference quantity for an

These equations apply to the station- order of magnitude analysis will be the
ary flow of an incompressible Newtonian product of mean curvature a and
fluid, external body forces assumed to be boundary-layer thickness S . This pro-
zero, but are otherwise quite genoral. duct is assumed to be small as compared
In order to apply the covariant differen- to one and in a first order theory all
tiation on the surface and to perform the terms of an or'der of magnitude equal
integrations through the layer, we should to 8S and smaller are discarded. In a
shift vectorial and tensorial quantities second order theory (10) (11),terms with
down to the surface. In the equations an order of magnitude not smaller than
given, the mentioned quantities are to be • will be retained. This is the
considered as shifted to the surface usual procedure. There is a certain
We do not make any difference an notation difficulty in assigning the exact order
here between a magnitude before and after of magnitude to the terms of the transport
the shifting. or rate equations. The order of magnitude

of the shear stresses is assumed to be
For the sake brevity only the rate at most 9S (12).

or transport equation for the kinetic
energy of the turbulent motion will be The equations obtained for the
given. boundary layer as the momentum equations

for the mean motion(to a first order of+x•"• -t) approximation)are:

convection V (; ,4/ + V ",, VI) A= + ,' ' e "),

difLfusion The rate equation for the turbulent

--- --_ - kinetic energy is

production + 7(~.A=-

dissipation

with u zk and as the tur- An interestiag feature is,that in the
bulent variation of pressure superim- rate equations for the shear stresses
posed to 4 . The dissipation 90 Las not given here, in a first order theory,
not been written down explicitly in order only production and dissipation terms
to keep the equations presented down to would be present, leading t,) a local
a reasonable length. equilibrium model for the turbulence.

As this is in fact misleading, one
The equations for the transport of should ask if boundary layer theories

the Reynolds stresses have a similar of the first order are an appropriate
structure, though the tensorial character description at all,once one has accepted
of the stresses implies the appearanice of to take into account the history of
additional terms. The equation for the turbulent motion through a rate
energy is the most simple in s~ructure equation.
because the energy is a scal- , the
covariant derivative reducir., to the MODELS AND DIFFERENTIAL METHODS
usual derivative and the dependence on
curvature disappearing. We distinguish Senaiempirical Modeling
the terms describing convection, pro- It has early been attempted to
duction, diffusion and dissipation. circumvent the lack of closure of the

disponiblb equations by modeling.
To derive the boundary layer Modeling is not new. As therei is no

equations, an order of magnitude analysis exact molecular theory for the viscosity,
of the different terms in the basic Newton's law of friction also is an
equations is performed and the simpli- empirical model. We have almost for-
fication achieved by discarding the terms gotten this, because of the wide range
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of applicability of that law. ' may be the dissipation length and H'
is an empirical function (15).

Modeling can be done at different
levels: at the mean flow level or at the The alternative direct relation would be
level of the rate equations. It can be of the form
done in integral equations as well as in - •
different. 1 equations.

Some methods have tried to introduce - = V- i A'/
an empirical relation between Reynolds
stresses and mean flow. More recent
methods using the kinetic energy equation using the magnitude of the rate of
for the turbulence,postulate a relation strain vector
between the shear-stresses and tnigs
kinetic energy. Those models,which
premise to be of some success also in Modeling of the turbulent kinetic energy
three-dimensional boundary layers,will equation
be reviewed shortly. R2 diffusion and the dissipation

terms have to be modeled. The energy
Eddy viscosity model. Here a diffusion takes place through two

relation similar to that of Newton in processes: transport by the convective
laminar flow is sought: motion of the turbulence and transport

------ = c. ', by the action of pressure fluctuations.

Good results nave been obtained though
the hypothesis is questionable: in the
turbulent case the momentum transfer 40
shouid be performed by fluctuating
motions with a length scale small as H'
compared with the scale of spatial
variation of V'; ?Jl . Sometimes the
eddy visc.osity is considered as a H"
scalar (C-ezem).

Mixing-length hypothesis. It assumes 20 / ./

/ v

i.e. the magnitude of the rate of strain
vector with -- , the mixing length,
equal to .09 times the boundary layer

.thickness & in the outer part of the .T
layer and proportional to the normal 200 --0
coordinate near the wall. (Fig. 3).

The whole tensor of turbulent shear
stresses may not be represented by means
of an eddy viscosity, the normal stresses
requiring a separate treatment. This has Fig. 2 Empirical Functions

been pointed out by Hinze (13).
The experiment by So and Mellor (14)

has chown, that as the influence of

curvature (at least convex curvature) which have been proposed: The gradient

increases, the eddy viscosity assumption diffusion,where it is assumed that (5)

looses its validity.

R laonhi between shear stress and
turbulentkinetic energy

This relationship has been with another empirical function i",
searched for along two different lines: and the bulk diffusion, where
one expressing the eddy viscosity,
assumed to be scalar, as a function of
the turbulent kinetic energy, and another
one as a direct relationship. !LiYA

The first assumption ij realized, - " (( _)(•_..)

through wt R The latter model needs the empirical

&•. H'(R) with RT- , function G . 9. is the maximum value

"as turbulent Reynolds number. in the outer three quarters of the layer
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at the particular station. Differential Methods
Many different methods have been

These models, derived for two-dimen- developed using certain combinations of
sional mean flow, should extend to three- the basic equations just discussed. The
dimensional flows because turbulence as application of the turbulent kinetic
an instantaneous phenomer.on is perfectly energy equation has been favoured first
three-dimensional, but the information provided by the

shear-stress transport equations seems
to be estimated higher. Some methods
(17), (18), allow for control of the
sensitivity of the alignment of the
shear stress direction in response to a

0.10 6 change of the main strain-rate vector.

1.5 mOne of the main difficulties to day,
if one wants to assign figures of merit

0.08 / to different methods, is the lack of
experimental data. So nothing decisive

.1.0 may be said in favour or against deter-
S0.06- mined approaches.

/ INTEGRAL CALCULATION METHODS
S5/ . _On the Definition of Integral Parameter6

/ The development of thesemethods
/ progressed along lines which are to be

0.02- considered as extrapolations or

extensions of two-dimendional concepts.

0 Two almost astonishing points happened
0 0.5 1.0 x3 to be accepted without ci tici;'', both

T referring to the definition of integral
parameters, as displacement thik.kness,
momentum-loss thickness, etc.
Their definition for plane flow is

Fig. 3 Empirical Functions

The dissipation is modeled with the

aid of a dissipation length (16)

or through the aid of the same empirical where the coordinate x' is the one
function H' used in the diffusion term: perpendicular to the wall and the

subscript e refers to the edge of the
S•~C&1H"(•R))•.---T/ boundary layer. For axially symmetric

flows along bodies of revolution theySbeing a constant and I an equivalent should be defined as
to • .

Moueling of the Reynolds-stress equations.
These equations are now included

more and more into calculation procedures,
though about the individual terms much V )v,(-w/( -) "
less is known than about the correspon-
ding term= in the turbulent Kinetic neglecting longitudinal curvature and
energy equation. Though questionable, it with le.trjwas the local radius of the
is usual to neglect the second order rotationally symmetric body. The
production terms. The pressure-strain additional factor takes into account
terms are those describing the principal the increase in broadness of the space
mechanism of shear stress reduction. between two adjacent normals as one
Models proposed are of the form procedes in outward direction. There is

more space available for the outer parts
-i -•,-• €•),f4 of the layer than there is for the parts

adjacent to the wall. Nevertheless, as
or" far as I know, such additional factors
or have never been introduced in the defi-

nitions for the integral parameters in
--T -A"•,(•,)'/1 three dimensions. They are generally

given as:
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VLVJ" showing the connection with the integral
2 1' parameters as usually defined.

U The question has been taken up by
S- Gersten (22) recently including highex

__1_.,nit,6 2 s order curvature and compressibility
* -' ( VV•Co v/,- effects. Expansions in powers of the

displacement thickness are given leading
to nore involved equations. The generali-

•, = -yfv(W-VWM §t±, kJ(Ve-VA zation to other thicknesses has been
) Agiven in (21).

One possibility to define these is
with Q f CW)'t cvUrJ comparing different flow magnitudes as

massflow, momentum flow, energy flow in
the boundary layer through a nearly
cylindrical or prismatic4l control

In the three dimensional case, the surface perpendicularly intersecting
factor omitted would read the boundary layer. Suitably this

surface is taken to be a developable
-vX surface formed by the normals to the

wall surface through the points of a

with mean curvature and Gaussian closed curve on thu wall bounding an

curvature %f: . The discussion might be
of academic interest if first order
approximations are considered to be
allowable; it will become important as
the second order is considered.

The second objection -lates to theI
question of the physical meaning of the
integral parameters. Displacement along
the normal to the wall is just one thing,
and it is surprising to find two dis-
placement thicknesses. Momentum in a
boundary layer which has been reduced by
integration to a two dimensional skin
without a dimension perpendicular to the
wall, is expected to be a vectorial
quantity with two components. We are
faced with four momentum-loss thick-
nesses. 8

Applying a thorough analysis to the

procedure used in the two-dimensional
case, Moore" (19) and Lighthill (20) x3
deriveo what may really be called the X1
thr'ee-dimensional displacement-thickness.
Similary there has bean made a proposition
for the definition of a two-component
momentum-loss thickness and a scalar
3nergy-loss thickness with a sound
physical meaning (21). Fig. 4 Control surface for the

Integral thicknesses have usually definition of integralme

been defined in close analogy to the two- boundary layer parameters

dimensional case. Admittedly it is not infinitesimal domain there. Due to the
surprising, that curvature effects were curvature of the wall, the control
neglected in the definitions in first surface will depart more or less from
order theories. On the other side it is a prismatical or cylindrical shape.
worthwile to reflect on the way these In the case of momentum flow f 2
thicknesses may be defired. Lighthill (20) one may define the momentum loss thick-
gives four alternative theoretical ness by equating the net flow of the
treatments for the real displacement real fluid through the whole surface
thickness. This emergez as one magnitude with the net flow of the inviscid fluid
which is the distance the inviscid outer taken over a portion flZ"of the control
flow is displaced. He gives the expres- surface alone, down to a certain limit,
sion: precisely the thickness one is searching

for
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Where a series of assumptions has been
, A Omade:

The ;e coordinate has been taken in the
direction of the projection of the stream-JJ y •V UA V o07' lines of the external flow on the surface
of the body and identified with the
velocity potential leading to - •/C,.

Z= ,, and 4 , are the geometrical coeffi-
cients. They are the remaining diagonal

~ is the .ormal on the control surface. components of ct4 in the o thogonal
case being considered. Thus the equations
given are the momentum equations ir. the

This thickness appears as the lower "streamwise" and "cross-flow"directions.
limit of integration ovet. the normal In these streamline coordinates also
coordinate in the lefthand side in this
equation and depending on the order of • C o ,id
the curvature may be extracted with
more or less exactitude from there, a reduction of the number of unknowns

by one. (Compare (12)).
With - I the defining equation

for (& , the momentum-loss thickness, The relationships between the
may be written (not to be summed over x ) integral parameters are generally derived

AL assuming a definite form for the velocity
profiles in both directions. Having a
definite formula for the profile form,

Again the connection between the two the integral parameters are easy to be
kinds of integral parameters is readily related, the parameters of the profile
established. From this point of view it formulae remaining as variables to be
will be indifferent, which kind of determined.
definition to choose as starting point
of a calculation method. On the other
side there are two advantages: 1) The ×
fewer integral parameters appearing, the
fewer empirical relations are needed to
complete the set of equations (the
closure problem in integral methods).
2) If a second iteration step is to be
performed, the subsequent calculation
of the inviscid outer flow has tc be done
with the body thickened by the real
displacement thickness.
The equations for the second kind integral
parameters seem to be less involved than
those for the first kind, even for
curved surfaces. A calculation procedure
in terms of this second kind of parame-
ters is not yet available.
The equations for the integral parameters J;
of the first kind read for orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates:

+VV

S-- - Fig. 5 Three-dimensional Mean
Y(•) Velocity Profile

v, -_._-. -cS SL. Ve, Generally streamline orientations are
chosen. Then V E' and V' becomes the
so called cross flow, the flow at right

+ t angles to the mean flow direction at the
+--- outer bounaary-layer edge.

This method of assuming determinate~-" •velocity profiles, even with some para-
meters to adjust, is not very comforting.

The idea in integral methods is precisely
not to make any assumption about the
profiles. Nevertheless, as far as other
questinable empirical laws are avoided
through this, it must be accepted.
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Velocit Prfiles and limiting wall stream line, i.e. wall
The i folliwing profiles deserve shear stress direction.

mention : menton:The proposal of Mager (23) for

Streamwise velocity profiles. There is
are fTrst the one parameter profiles.
The best knowa is the power law profile = (- )

where in two-dimensional problems the The triangular cross flow profile
exponent n, varies from about 7 at zero
pressure gradient to 2 near separation.

Further there is a series of two
parameter profiles. Among these also
profiles are classified which are made 7)-- _ 72
up from the law of the wall and the wake (wence - \
law: ( )t

with tX- = (x./f) /L the friction The index p referring to tfe apex of
velocity, . _,e the trisa,,le:

m2.

and the two laws mentioned are approxi- 7=
mated through

/(•, •- (--#_,+•)+C) The proposition of Coles (25) is:

It must be stressed, that this is
the more in error, the larger the wall with { and ur as already defined and
cross flow angle becomes. Indeed the with 6,1 as the angle between wall shear
value VYr should be regarded as a free stress direction and the first coordinateparameter since it is neither related to base vector and V'•, ,? as two con-

the resultant wall sheai, stress nor"its stants or components of a vectorial
component in streamwise direction. It is
generally accepted, that the logarithmic
law of the wall holds for the velocity
component in wall shear stress direction
and not for the streamwise direction.

A measured streamwise profile is not
appropriate to give information about
the skin friction by means of a Clauser 2
plot, if there is any cross flow.

Notwithstanding this objections, 6

the profile has been applied, assuming
7V as equal to the friction velocity. 0,.3-.

Further it must be pointed out, that at
and C are constants, with values
empirically found, and these values are
not beyond any discussion. Including
these "constants", the pr'ofile would
emerge as a four parameter profile. Z

Cross flow profiles. The model of P e
"Prandtl :

27'

with an universal function # satis-
fying ) co=1, 9, U) • and 4 as the F
angle between outer edge flow direction Fig. 6 Johnston Polar Plot
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quantity to be adjusted in a relation streamline direction compares favourably
as to ensure that for XJ =,S the free with model measurements.
stream direction is obtained.

Remarks"existing methods
Myring (26) has presented an inte-

gral calculation method with applica-
tion of the power-law profile for the
component in mean flow direction and
the Mager and Johnston cross-flow-pro- 0 0
files, The assumption of orthogonal 1.2
streanwise oriented coordinates is
abandoned and the equations are formu-
lated for a general coordinate system. aD• A

The numerical calculation schemes
that are applied to the equations may ,
be of different forms. They will not be A
discussed in detail, but it should be
kept in mind, that the numerical 0_7 0

solution is by no means a trivial side
of the problem and the convergence of
iterations and the stability conditions ( 4. draft) 5
pose severe restrictions on the methods,
the mush-sizes, etc.

Himeno and Tanaka (27) applied the
vectorial model of Coles for the
velocity profile to ship hull surfaces
in an integral method using the moment Fig. 8 Parameters of Boundary
of momentum equation in the direction Layer along Potential
of the coordinate along the water lines Streamline
on the hull. The shearing stresses are

represented with a scalar eddy viscosity

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The state of the art is, that
research work on the theoretical side has
rendered a number of quite different
methods for a thorough treatment of three-

S0 dimensional boundary layers, some of them
well developed, some just appearing on
the scene. It is not possible at the
moment to evaluate their merits at all,and because of the empirical assumptions

-01 '.involved,comparison with the experiment

will decide. Experimental data is needed
covering a broad domaia of interesting

-0.2 geometrical forms. In his review on the

W boundary layor research in the decade
from 1960 to 1970, A.M.O. Smith (28) was
able to state that the maturity of the
computei, was the event believed to be of

0,2 04(m) greateC3t importance on the field. Looking
foreward experimental data, possibly the
laser anemometer may prove to be a
comparable progress. 4
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DISCUSSION

V.C. PAEL Integral Thicknesses and Curvature: The
exclusion of surface curvature terms from the

The author has reviewed, but not criti- definitions of the integral thicknesses as well
cally, some of the well-known results of as the boundary-layer equations does not seem
three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layers. very surprising since in all previous treatments
His principal suggestions concern the use of of three-dimensional boundary layers it has been
non-orthogonal coordinates and the inclusion assumed that the boundary layer is thin in com-
of surface curvature terms in the definitions parison with the principal radii of curvature of
of the integral thicknesses. The various the surface. There have been a number of studies
empirical models for closure and methods of in two-dimensional laminar and turbulent boun-
calculation listed by the author have been des- dary-layers where "thick" boundary layers (i.e.
cribed and, to some extent, evaluated elsewhere surfaces of large longitudinal or transverse
(e.g. 12). In this connection, it is not fair cur.rature) have been considered, and it is found'
to say, as the author implies, that the methods that integral thicknesses have been defined
have not been compared with experimental data. appropriately in such studies In three dimen-
The differential methods of Na-h and Patel sions the retention of surface curvature terms
(18), Bradshaw (29, 3 0) 1, and P.erce and in the "second-order" boundary layer equpations
Klinksiek '31) have indeed been compared with is not a very fruitful exercise since then the
availab]u data on three-dimensional turbulent equations do not di:,fer much from the parent
boundea.y-layers, and found to perform quite Navier-Stokes (or Reynolds) equations (see 12).
adec.aately. In order to increse the confidence As pointed out at some length by Bradshaw4 (31)
in such methods, however, it is necessary to in a recent monograph, thp direct influence of
perform experiments in boundary layers over streamline curvature on the turbulence (and
bodies of more complex geometry, such as ship therefore on the closure models such as mixing-
forms. The author and his colleagues at Ham- length, eddy viscosity, etc.) is much more Ir-
burg have made an admirable start in this portant than the surface curvature terms in the
direction and we look forward to their results, equations themselves. A thorough investigation

of such direct curvature effects, as they apply
Apart from these general observations, I in three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layers,

would like to make some specific comments on is therefore necessary before the problem of
the problems associated with three-dimensional "thick" boundary layers can be considered. In
turbulent bo1,ndary-layers. any case, the solution of the second-order

equations will be a much more formidable problem
Coordinates and Equations: The geometry since they are elliptic while the first-.order

of non-orthogonal surface coordinate systems, equations are either parabolic or hyperbolic.
and the Reynolds and boundary-layer equations
in such coordinates, have also been discussed Practical Computations: Some thought has
by Bradshaw (32). Such generalized coordinates to be given to the effort and expense involved
will be useful when efficient numerical pro- in the calculation of three-dimensional boundary
cedures for the solution of the appropriate layers on forms oi practical interest. Although
boundary-layer equations have been developed, the older integral methods are simpler to use,
The author's suggestion that finite-element they are now being abandoned in favor of methods
methods rather than finite-difference methods based on the differential equations, the primary
may be more suitable for this purpose is a good justification being that the differential equa-
one and merits further investigation. Some tions can contain greater amount of physical
caution is, however, required in the develop- information on the turbulence and that such in-
ment of sophisticated numerical techniques so formation can be introduced at a more fundamental
that the physics of the problem is kept abreast level. The differential methods, however, have
with the numerics. (Note that there is no such so far been tested only against three-dimensional
fear in the solution of potential-flow prob- flows observed in typical laboratory situations.
lems.) Secondly, the possibilities of using Experience with both explicit (12; and implicit
somewhat specialised coordinates for a (unpublished on-going work at The University of
particular c ass of problems, such as the Iowa) numerical schemes has suggested that such
suggestion in (9) for boundary layers on ship m.thods become prohibitively expensive in terms
forms, should not be overlooked in the effort of computer time when one wishes to perform cal-
to develop more generally applicable methods. culations on shapes of practical interest, such
The present-day use of streamline coordinates as airplane wings or ship forms. With about
with integral methods, and simi-le orthogonal ones 2000 st iumwise steps, each of the order of one J

with differential methods, has beei, dictated boundas, ,ayer thickness, and about 20 points
not only by simplicity but also by the nature in the cross-stream direction, a typical expli-
of the empirical information which is intro- cit scheme requires two to three hours on a
duced to effect the closure of the equations. modern computer, while implicit methods take

somewhat longer. To this must be addod the time

required to calculate the potential flo.w and
establish the necessary coordinate system.

'Additional references are listed at the end Herein lies a considerable incentive to develop

of the discussion. more efficient numerical procedures. Whether
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this will lead to a finit#-element approach or

a resurgeay-e of interest in developing better
integral methods re-ains to be seen.

Soudary layerp on Ship Forms Three-dia-
bouAndary layers on ship for•s present

a r,•ibsr of challenges in addition to those
which are comon with other. primarily aero-
dynamic, situations. The formation of bilge
vortices, the infl.uenc* of the free surface,
and the possibilities of the boundary layer
becoming thick in comparison with the local
surface curvatures iear the keel, bow and
istern. all remain to be examined in detail.
Some of these phenomena can best be explained
through well conceived experiments, and "cali-
bration" of the physical models and calcula-
tion prccedures against the data.
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T.T, HUANG I. TANAKA

It is rather difficult to disc~u three-dininsonal I congratulate the author fot his comprehenaively
turbulent boundary layers critically without considering presented paper on the three-dimensional turbulent
relevant data. The author mainly devotes his paper to the boundary layer.
formulation of the boundary-layer equations on curved
surfaces wvich has been developed in the literature I notice that two figures of my work, Ref. (27), are

quoted in thi paper as Fgs. 7 and 8. I wsh to add some
Some important problems related to ship-hull comments on them. In Fig. 7, potential stream lines are

boundary-layer computations not dacumed by the authors dsown in solid lina and viscous limiting ones in dotted.
are: In parallel body, which is not seen In the figure, tendency

is reversed. About Fig. 4, description is not given in detail
1. Estimation of the initial conA•tions, especially in the paper, but it should be noted that the result is for

for fuller form ships. a particular potential stream line, the fifth from the top
in Fig. 7. Wavinem in seems to be ascribsble to a change

2. Large cro flow for flow around the bilge encountered when the line pases the bilge. So, for strame
region, lines which do not pass there, the variation in P is small.

3. Thick botmt,-ry layers on ship stems where the Second, let me show you a slightiy further work done
ordinary boundary-laver assumptions are no after Ref. 27, which was published in September 1973 in
longer valid, the "Journal of the Kansal Society of Naval Architerts,

Japan" (in Japanese). We can apply the method of
4. Accurate outer flow computations. calculation of the three-dimensional boundary layer theory

to calculate the viscous portion of inflow velecity to
These problemm ought to be answered before fruitfu propeller. Potential por' is obtained from Hem-Smith

applications of 3-D turbulent boundary layer computations method. Calculated resul (see Fig. ) for ship forms of
can be made to ship hulls. Series 60 show that, if u,.. fullness of ships is not larg,

we can estimate inflow velocity in practically idlowable
The numerical results given in Figure 8 are incomplete order.

and do not address the problem fully.

4 it
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LI

G. E. GADD

The author cites tho work of Myring (26)..
It ukay be of interest to note that Saohdeva (31,
34) has applied this method for calculating the
flow over a double model of a tanker hull, and
has compared the results with measurements made
both in a flume and a wind tunnel. The oaloula-
ted streamwise velooi y profile parameters
(zomentum and displacement thicknesses and skin
friction) agree quite well with experiment even
ir the stern region. Similar results are
obtained by the cruder theory of Gadd (35),
suggesting that the dominant three-dimen3ional
effect on -;he flow is the one taken account of
in the latter theory, namely the effect of
convergence or divergence of the external flow
streamlines. Neither theory however predicts
the flow directions at the wall very accurately
in the stern region, presumably due to inad-
equacy of the assumed Mager orossflow profiles /
hergo
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

The discussion by Dr. Patel is a The discussion by Mr. Huang stresses
very valuable contribution. It must be four prooiems which in fact did not obtain
stressed again as pointed out in the the attention they deserve but as was
introduotion, not results were reviewed etated in the introduction only a few
but methods of calculation. They indeed problem were to be treated to a certain
were not reviewed critically because, degree.
and this was also stressed, to my
opinion not enough experimental data is Initia! conditions are of paramount
at disposition covering different
geometrical poisibilit es to assign importance in differential methods.
figures of merit to those methods. This Integral methods seen to present advan-
is also pointed out by the discussor. tages as to initial conditione. Large
It was not my intention to imply, that cross-flow is a concept of fmportance as
the):e has been no comparation with long as one precedes along coordinate
experiment. I have to apologize if this lines oriented along (outer) streamlines.
impression has been rised. In general coordinates or the method

works even with large turning angles of
I can not agree with the remark, the velocity vector inside the boundary

that generalized coordinates will becoirv layer or it d.es not work at all. It may
well once be demonstrated, that integral

useful once efficient numerical proce- m~d ilntwr ihalrecos
dures for the treatment of the equations mefhods will not work with a large cross-
will be available. The coordinates flow, but results are still encouraging
suggested should increase the appli- to my opinion.
cability of the methods, avoiding the
previous construction of a coordinate Thic r boundara layers require hinher
system subjected to special requirements. order equations. The basic equations n

Though this might go at the expense of the geometrical frame as given in the
more terms in the equations tj~5 basic paper presented are specially well suited

for the derivation of such extendedcnaracter of the numerical procedures boundary-layer equations.
needed should not be different.

The question of the finite element Accurate outer flow computations
methods that possibly will once become present problems only because of the
of importance may require some clarifi- presence of the free surface and because

cation. Two approaches seem feasible; of biuidary-layer separation.
The substitution of finite-difference
methods as applied to the differential r and the xaefer given.
equations of the boundary layer by
finite-element methods is one possibility. i
The applization of the finite-element c tis t rof. I his that. must be
method to the integral equations is the congratulated for his fin work. His
second one. The problem reduced to a discussion provides some very interesting
two-dimensional one may be well suited pictures demonatratiug that with integral
for a finite-element treatment. Work on mtosee ~ecluaino'wk
the finite-elemen~t. methods as applied contours seemns to be feasible. Theo fluid flow problems is just beginning figures selected from his naper were(36), (37). reproduced without detailed disnussion.

The ides was just ýo give an impression ¶
Of course, the direct influencE of of what integral methods may yield. The

the curvature on the turbulent motion calculations of Prof. Tanaka are outstanding
is of outmost importance and there in examples for this.
no discussion about the necessity ofmore intense investigation of the,.e A have finally %o thank to thoseeffects e discussors whose contribution were not

presented in written form, which never-

Concerning the question of practical theless were as valuable as those
computation, it is precisely the prohi- appeari..g in these pages.
bitive expensiveness in termc of
computer time which possibly will enr-urs ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the come-back of old fashioned integral My grateful acknowled agment is due
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THE PRED!CTION OF TRANSITION FROM LAMINAR
TO TURBULENT FLOW IN BOUNDARY LAYERS ON

BODIES OF REVOLUTION

P. S. Gxanvi•LeSNS IZD C

Bethesda, Matyland

ABSTRACT 0 Velocity at edge of boundary layer

A new correlation of experimental data is U_ Incoming velocity of flow to body
developed for predicting transition from laminar
to turbulent flow in boundary layers on smooth
bodies of revolution immersed in axisymmetric y Normal distance from body surface

flows with very low background turbulence. Thecorrelation incorporates not only the usual c Angle between body surface tangent and

effect of pressure gradients but the effect of axial direction

axisymmetric spreading uf the boundary layer on
the location of transition. Existing methods Wedge angle

are also examined critically. Amplification factor in stability

NOMENCLATURE
6 Boundary-layer thickness

p Pressure coefficient on body surface 6* Boundary-layer displacement thickness

m V Kinematic viscosity of fluid
H Boundary-layer shape parameter, H = V*/6

0 Boundary-layer momentum thickness

H* Boundary-layer energy shape parameter,= "/6 6* Boundary-layer energy thickness

y Axial distance from nose of body Subscripts

L Overall length of body n Indicating conditions at neutral sta-
bility point

L Arbitrary length in Mangler's t
transformation Indicating transition

r Local radius of body oý revolution INTRODUCTION

The extent of laminar or turbulent flow in
R Reynolds number given oy U L/v the boundary layer surrounding a body moving in
L

a fluid is of critical importance in many hydro-

R Reynolds number given by U•./v dynamic applications. The regular motion of a
fluid in the laminar xegime results in a fric-
tional or viscous resistance which may be an

R Reynolds number given by U0/v order of magnitude less than that due to the
chaotic motion of fluid in the turbulent regime.

s Arc length along body starting from The flow in the boundary layer on a moving body
stagnation point usually begins at the nose or leading edge aslaminar flow, and at sufficiently high Reynolds

t Time number undergoes transition to turbulent flow

downstream at some point (line) or over small

T Nondimensional wall shearing stress region. The higher the Reynolds number, the
T _u i lesser is the extent of the laminar boundary

T layer. The position of transition is also veryJ y = 0 sensitive to other factors: the roughness of

the surface, the level and frequency distribu-
(Tr) Transition criterion of van Jriest and tion of turbulence in the incoming flow, and the

BhIuer pressure gradient along the body surface, among
others.

u Streamwise component of boundary-layer

velocity
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The problem to be considered here is the of the transition process and not to the later
prediction of the position of transition on stages which produce turbulent flow.
smooth bodies of revolution in axisymetric flow
where the incoming flow contains a very low Eichelbrenner and Michel( 2 9 ) were the first to
level of turbulence; under this condition tran- develop a correction for axisymmetric spreading
sition is said to he natural or self-excited. wi¶hout, however, explicitly recognizing the
Such a low level of turbulence may be found in need. This was done by Groth (_) in his studies
the depths of the ocean and upper reaches of the of transition on bodies of revolution. However,

atmosphere. Presumably it is also found in spe- th3 correction proposed by Groth shows excessive
cially constructed wind and water tunnels with experimental scatter.
appropriate contraction ratios and damping
screens which reduce the freestream turbulence. It is the purpose of this paper to develop

a correlation for transition in axisymmetric
The transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layers over bodies of revolution which

flow invwlves some of the most intricate and fits experimental data to a satisfactory degree.
complex phenome.ia in fluid mechanics. The non- First, the physical aspects of the transition

linear characteristics have so far defied process are briefly described. Existing proce-
analytical solution (l).1 Transition and turbu- dures for locating the neutral stability point
lence have been descrTbed (2) as probably the are summarized.
greatest unsolved problems in the physical
sciences. To make matters worse, the experi- Existing two-dimensional and axisynmetric
mental data exhibit large scatter due to the methods for locating transition are briefly
extreme sensitivity of the transition process to described and critically evaluated. There is
hard-to-control environmental factors, much room for improvement, especially for the

axisymmetric methods.
Since theory is insufficiently developed to

provide a method for predicting ths location of In an effort to develop an improved corre-
transition on arbitrary bodies, recourse must be lation for transition on bodies of revolution at
mide to correlation of experimental data in a zero angle of attack (axisymmetric flow) a
manner conducive to such prediction. Parameters special set of tests is examined. These testsused for correlation should conform as much as were conducted by Groth (D) on an ellipsoid of

possible to physical observation and relevant revolution in unbounded flow and two different
theory. bounded fiows. The purpose here is to separate

the effects of pressure gradient and geometric
For the transition under discussion, tur- spreading since, in unbounded flow, the geometry

bulence results from the amplification of infin- of the body determines the pressure distribution.
itesimal disturbances downstream of the neutral An analysis of the data shows that the effect of
stability point. The neutral stability point is pressure gradient seems to be confined mostly to
the point where all disturbances no matter what locating the neutral stability point. This
the frequency are neither damped or amplifiede leaves the region from the neutral stabiliy y
Downstream of this point there exist some dis- point to the transition point as mostly a func-

turbances which are amplified. The positions of tion of geometrical spreading. Further analysis
both the nevtral stability point and the transi- of data for other bodies suggests a specific
tion point are influenced by pressure gradients. parameter to accommodate geometrical spreading.
For axisymsetric flow, there seems to be an Finally, a large collection of data from bodies
added effect due to the radial spreading or con- without parallel middle body is satisfactorily
tracting of the boundary layer flow which is not correlated with this parameter. The correlation
present in two-dimensional flow. Hence, a can only be applied to bodies of rcvolntion
correlation of axisymmetric transition data without parallel middle bodies since on a par-
should incorporate both the effect of pressure allel middle body the controlling effect is
gradient and radial spreading. Since the neu- solely pressure gradient; no geometrical spread-
tral stability point is theoretically predic- ing is present.
table and physically meaningful, it should also
be included in any correlation. In general, a PROCESS OP TRANSITION
criterion for transition is usually given in
terms of some type of Reynolds number. As summarized by Dryden, (6) natural or

self-excited transition occurs when the free-
Two-dimensional transition of airfoils has stream turbulence is less than about 0.1 percent.

been investigated experimentally quite thor- In this case the existing infinitesimal disturb-
oughly. Various correlations have been proposed. ances are sufficient to lead to transition after
Granville (3) was the first to incorporate the sufficient amplification within the laminar
neutral stability point and the pressure gradient boundary layer. On a body, there is a point
directly in a transition correlation. Smith and (line) termed the neutral stability point,
Gamberoni (4) also included the maximum rate of upstream of which disturbances of all frequencies
amplification of disturbances in arrving at a are damped out. Downstream, however, disturb-
correlation. Unfortunately, the linear stabil- ances are amplified at different rates according
ity theory used only applies to the early stage to their frequency. Regular wave-like patterns

follow which are named Tollmien-Schlichting
waves after the investigators most responsible
for developing the stability concept of transi-
tion. Owing to cross disturbances the Tollmien-

1 References are listed on page 11 . Schlichting waves develop three-dimensional
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ADVERSE FAVORABLE
characteristics with a transverse wave struc-
ture. Turbulence originates locally further
downstream as turbulent bursts in the regions
of maximum wave amplitude. The appearance of
turbulent bursts is usually considered the
beginning of transition. Still further down-
stream the turbulent bursts occur more fre- 10 3

quently and are of longer duration until finally - /

the whole flow appears turbulent and the transi- -

tion process is complete. A detailed descrip- -
tion of the tr:nsition process is given by h
Tani (7, ). (R O)n

In two-dimensional flows, pressure gradi-
ents have a marked effect on the transition
process; positive or adverse pressure gradients
hasten transition while negative or favorable
gradients delay transition.

For axisymmetric flows on bodies of revo- 102
lution, there seems to be an added factor
affecting transition, the radial stretching on
the nose and the contraction of the boundary
layer on the tail. The stretching hastens while
the contraction delays transition. As indicated
by Kuethe, (9, 10) the amplification of disturb-
ances is increased on the nose by axisymmetric
stretching of the boundary layer. -. 08 -. 06 -. 04 -. 02 0 .02 .04 .06

(0
2

/v)(dU/ds)
C2

NEUTRAL STABILITY POINT

Fig. I Neutral Stability Point as Function of
The location of the neutral stability point Pressure Gradient (Mangler (12)

is required for some methods of predicting the
location of transition. This is determined by Wieghardt (13) developed a method for
solving the classical OCt-Sommerfeld equation solving laminar bouadary layers involving both
for the stability of two-dimensional parallel rmnmentum an' anergy equations. Since the results
flows for a particular velocity profile. The included values for shape parameter H = 6*/8,
effect of pressure gradient on the neutral sta- Wieghardt prepared a chart for neutral stability
bility point enters indirectly by specifying the where (UH/v) is a function of H. The velocity

shape of the velocity profile, especially its

curvature. A one-parameter velocity profile profiles correspond to a one-parameter system

then gives a neutral stability point determined of flows over wedges, also called Hartree pro-
by a single parameter. files, which are solutions of the Falkner-Skan

equation for similarity srlutions of the laminar
The one-parameter Pohlhausen-type velocity boundary layer equation. A fit is given by

profile which is a polynomial governed by end Wieghardt as

conditions was used by Schlichting and Ulrich
(1) to calculate the neutral stability point. n=
The results are a Reynolds number (U6*/v)n as a

2 nStuart (14) presents the re.;ults of various
function of Pohlhausen parameter (6 /v)(dU/ds) neutral stability-point calculations in two
(Figure 17.3 of Reference (11)). graphs, (UB/v)n as a function of (92 /v)(dU/ds)

Here U = streamwise velocity outside the n

boundary layer and (U6*./tf as a function of H. (Figures lX.14

6* = displacement thickness and lY - eference (14)).

v = kinematic viscosity of fluid Thiede (15) compares the results of

s = stroamwise length from stagnation point Schlichting afn- Ulrich (Pohlhausen profile) and
those of Pretsch (Hartree profile) in terms of

n = subscript denoting neutral stability (Uy/v) as a function of H*. Here H* is the

The Pohlhausen parameter specifying the shape of energy shape parameter, H* = 8*/8 where 8* is
the velocity profile is also a pressur6-gradient the energy thickness.
parameter. This simplifies matters since only a
solution of the boundary-layet momentum equation As stated by Schlichting, (11) the sta-
is required to determine the Pohlhausen param- bility of a laminar boundary layer on a body of
eter. Mangler (12) converted these results into revolution was investigated by Pretsch. When
the more convenient parameters of momentum- the boundary layer is thin compared with the
thickness Reynolds number (UO/y)n as a function body's transverse radius, which is the case on

2 most bodies forward of their tails, the result-
of (8 /v)(dU/ds) which is reproduced as Fig- ing stability equation becomes identical to
ure 1. Here 0 = momentum thickness, that for two-dimensional flow. Hence, it is
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concluded that the neutral stability charts for Pohlhausen-type velocity profiles as given in
two-dimensional flows are also applicable to Figure 1. It was also observed that the ampli-
axisymmetric flows over bodies of revolution. fication of distvrbances lsading to transition

depends on 'he cumulative effect of pressure gra-
EXISTING TWO-DIMENSIONAL METHODS 2  dient. Hence, an average pressure-gradient pa;'am-

l1951 !72_ meter (62 /v)(dU/ds) was chosen as a correlating

For two-imensional flows over airfoils in parameter where the averaging is done from the

a wind tunnel, Michel correlated the values of neutral stability point to the transition point.

two Reynol, numbers at transition: U0/y and U0/u is calculated from Equation (4) while
Us/u, where s is distance along the airfoil, and 2

obtained a mean line which may be fitted by (0 /v)(dU/ds) is calculated from a closed-form
,olution

(UB/v), = 1.535 (Us/v) 044 (2)
(8 /)(dU/ds) = 4/45 - 1/5 x

Here t is a subscript denoting transition. (6)

Michel's correlation shows little scatter. How- - (U62/u)

ever, this is a case where the locus line of
prediction intersects the correlation line at aL St Sn
very acute angle and consequently produces a
prediction with a large possible error. To Existing dita for transition on airfoils in low-
demonstrate this consider the slope of Equation turbulence wind unnels and on wings in flight
(2) which is tests correlated well. This correlation is

reproduced by Schlichting (11) as Figure 17.11.
d in (UO/u)t
din (Us/u) = 0.444 (3) Smith and Gamberoni 1956 (4)

Smith and Gamberoni developed a prediction

Now an approximate solution to two-dimensional method for transition based on the aplificationrates of infinitesimal disturbances 8i. Fre-
laminar boundary layers may be written (3) as i

quencies are selected to provide maximum ampli-

U0/l = 0.664 'Uf-/ x fication and are integrated starting at neutral
/11/2 stability to give an amplification factor

SU/U)
5 

/d s/L exp I dt. Use is made of solutions of the

5 ( (s/J Orr-Sommerfeld equation obtained by Pretsch for
0/ (Hartree velocity profiles (wedge flows). Col-

(4) parison with measured transition points led to
selection of a value of e for amplification

Here U is the velocity of the incoming flow and factor exp f dt as providing good correlation.

U/U is a function of s/L; L is a reference
The transition method is given in terms of

length such as airfoil chord. Michel parameters, (UO/u)t versus Us/u, as a

This equation is the locus of prediction o-

whose slope is very closely approximated by correlation for the e calculations:

d in (UO/l) (UO/v)t = 1.174 (Us/u) 0.46 (7)
d in (Us/v) 0.5 (5)

This is quite clcse to Michel's correlation of
where the variation of the term within the test data. As previously stated, the Michel
brackets with Us/u is small. The difference parameters give good correlation but poor
in slopes 0.056 is quite small and on this basis predictions.
Michel's method may be considered a poor pre-
diction method. Further insight into this method may be

Granville 1953 (3) obtained if the results are stated in terms of

Granville developed a correlation for two- Crabtree parameters (UO/E)t versus (82 /)(dU/ds).
dimensional transition data to fit the physical Figure 3 of Reference (4) shows the results of
processes involved. Since transition occurs Smith and Gamberoni in terms of US*iv and H
after amplification of disturbances past theSmtanGmbriinemsoU*vadHversus wedge angle 5 for various maximum ampli-
neutral stability point, it was decided to use fication ratios exp f £. dt obtained from
the difference in Reynolds numbers from the
neutral stability point to the transition point Pretsch's calculations for wedge flows (Hartree
as a parameter (UO/u) - (U8/v)n. The values velocity profiles). U8/u is readily obtained

t n' since, by definition of H, 8 = 6 */H. To
of (UG/u)n are obtained from Mangler's chart for 2

obtain (8 /u)(dU/ds) from 8 use can be made of
a convenient table by Hall and Gibbings (!_8
(Table 1). The results for several amplifica-
tion factors are plotted in Figure 2. It is

2See also survey by Hairston (16). quite evident from the curves that the choice
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Table I Transition Data of Bodies of Revolution

Body L/D Length Test Facility Method of Locating Transition Reference

Northrop Low
Speed Wind Surface Microphone

Ellipsoid 9 96 Tunnel 5

Evaporation of Fjuorene in
Flight Tests Petrol Ether

Northrop Low
Modified Speed Wind
Sears-Haack 9 96 Tunnel Total Head Tubes

Flight Tests

Northrop Low
Modified Speed Wind
Parabnlod d 9 96 Tunnel Total Head Tubes

Flight Tests

9 96
ElIipsoid 7,5 96 Ames Wind Tunnel Surface Microphone 30

2200
II

2000

1800 /
SE0( X C3 jý TEST POINTS 

•MICHEL 1959

(SEE REFERENCE 20, (-iC,/) I
1600 --

iij

1400 I
LAMINAR SEPARATIONI

/LINAR 
>SEPARATION,

CRABTREE -I1200 MEAN LINI

S x VAN DRIEST
AND DLUMER

1000 
0 o.,. 

ENLIN

80 - X SMITH AND GAMBERONI /
800elO e8

ADVERSE e FAVORABLE

600L I
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PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER (0 2/v)(dU/ds)

Fig. 2 Crabtree's Correlation for Transition on Two-Dimensional Bodies
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of an amplification factor to represent transi- van Driest and Blumer 1963 (23)
tion is empirical and that prediction is good Van Driest and Blumer (see also van Driest
for favorable pressure gradients and poor for (24)) developed I criterion for transition based
adverse pressure gradients. on the ratio of local inertip1 stress to local

viscous stress within the boundary layer,
P The main objection to the method of Smith 0 < y < 6, which is written as

and Gamberoni is that it does not conform to the
physical facts. Transition to turbulent flow is (Tr) F(y2v) (du/dy (8)
the result of nonlinear behavior which is not max(8)
closely modeled by the linear Orr-Sommerfeld
equation. where (Tr) is a transition criterion

It should be mentioned that van Ingen (19) ais the normal distance from the walld
iv, independently worked out a similar analysis to and

Smith and Gamberoni using amplification factors. u is the streamwise velocity component
within the boundary layer.IF ~Crabtree .95 20){

Crabtree decided, for the sake of computa- The value of (Tr) increases downstream from the
tional simplicity, to correlate transition data stagnation point and, after comparison with data,
ustransition is considered to occur at (Tr) = 1690.

2 As a matter of interest, Equation (8) is also a
tral stability point: Ue/v and (0 /v)(dU/ds). stability criterion stated by Rouse (2D for
As seen in Figure 2, the Crabtree "mean line" laminar flow.
fit is not too bad. There is large scatter but
the trend is quite definite. Favorable pressure For low freestream turbulence, van Driest

gradients or positive values of (2 /v)(dU/ds) and Blumer evaluate Equation (8) for Pohlhausen
delay transition while adverse pressure gra- velocity profiles, obtaining:
dients hasten transition.

'•98602
Michel 1959 (21) 96-T = 1 - 0.0485 (62/v)(dU/ds) (9)

Michel reconsidered his earlier (1951),,vt
correlation, (U6/v)t versus Us/v, for transition This is the correlation line for predicting

on airfoils, and replotted the test data for a transition.
combination of these parameters:

U 2] 1 1/2 For purposes of comparison momentum thick-
U // versus Us/,. This seemed to make ness 6 may be substituted (Ll) for boundary-

layer thickness 6 for Pohlhausen velocity pro-
the experimental scatter more evident. It is files by the expression
clear that the prediction orecision remains the F 2 21
same as for Michel's original correlation. 2 = 7 1 6 d 1 dtUJ2

T ~ ~ 1 Z- - j s 4 v -s
Michel also considered the application of L = 1

stability theory to the prediction of transi- (10)
tion. Instead off a i dt = 9 used by Smith and
Gamberoni, Michel advocated use of the maximum to give the Crabtree parameters UO/v and
value of (Bi6*/U)max to represent conditions at (62/v)(dU/ds). The result is plotted in Fig-
"transition. Using the results of Pretsch for ure 2. Here, it is evident that agreement is
Hartree velocity profiles, Michel correlated good for adverse pressure gradients and very
UP*/v at (Bi6*/U)max against the shear-stress poor for favorable pressure gradients.

i ma
factr T r2~, 1 with transition test Eppler 1969 (26)Ift t = y/) Iyf0 Eppler correlated experimental data in a

data. However, Michel's curve can be converted manner similar to Crabtree except that the
2 energy shape parameter H* is substituted for

into Crabtree parameters UO/v and (0 /v) (dU/ds) pesrgadntaamer(2 /)dds.The NIas follows. Pretsch (22) relates T to wedge pressure gradient parameter (6/v)(dU/ds).
ma~gle 8 (Table of Reference 22). Also H is a use of (UO/v)t is retained. An empirical fit
function of B (Figure 3 of Reference 4) which is given by Eppler as
converts P* to H. Finally 2

function of B (Table 1 of Reference 18). The _n (U0/V)t = 18,4 H* - 21.74 4* < 1.585
resulting Michel curve is shown plotted on the
Crabtree diagram in Figure 2. It is evident (11)
that agreement with experimental data is good
for favorable pressure gradients and poor for kn (UO/v)t 34.2 H* - 46.78 H* > 1.585
adverse pressure gradients, as is the case for
the Smith and Gamberoni correlation. (12)

Since for one pargmeter velocity profiles H* is
2

a function of (e /v)(dU/ds), the Eppler corre-
lation is mostly a modified Crabtree correlation.
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Jaffe Okasura and Smith 1970 (27) Since for one-parameter velocity profiles, H,
Jaffe, Ok'amura and Smith developed further is a function of (0 /v)(dU/ds), the Thiede corre-

the method of Smith and Gamberoni. Instead of
using Hartree velocity profiles, exact velocity lation is a modified Granville correlation.
profiles calculated from nimerical solutions of
the boundary-layer equations are used to solve 72 15
the Orr-Sommerfeld stability equation. Here, In later work, Thiede accomodates both
the amplificaelon factors are more correctly two-dimensional and axisyTnotric transition data

the mplficaionfactrs re mre orretlyby correlating (Us/v)t (Us/V)n with IT*. Anevaluated on a spatial basis. A comparison t - n
with test data using e as the amplification empirical fit is given as
factor for transition gave on an average 8.27-
percent deviation from experimental data for log 4.27
two-dimensional cases and 16.5 percent for t
axisynmetric cases.

+ 39.42 ('
.Thiede 1970 (28)

Thiede prefers the use of the energy shape - 1.515), I.SS
parameter H* instead of the pressure-gradient

parameter 8 2/v dU/ds for correlation purpose,. <* < 1.60
as a consequence of using the energy equation (17)
to solve the laminar boundqry-layer equations.
For one-parameter velocity profiles H* is a For two-dimensional flows, this correlation is
* 2ction of (6 2 /v)(dU/ds) the same as that of Thiede 1970. For axisym-

metric flow, this correlation implicitly
The neutral stability point is then incorporates a Mangler correlation for axisym--

obtained from Ue/v as a function of H* metric conditions.

lou ( 'U = 4.556 EXISTING AXISYMMETRIC METHODS
I10 - n Granville 1953 (3)

Granville (D) considered the application
- 76.87 (1.670 - H*)1.S42 of his two-dimens'onal correlation to axisym-

metric -onditions, (UO/v)t - (Ue/v)n against(13) 2 2

(oi /v)(dU/ds). Application of Mangler's trans-
For 'sition an averake is used instead of formation showed ro change in (0

2 /V)(dU/ds) but

th v)'(dU/ds) of Granville. The correla- produced an arbitrary constant for-US/v. A
tion itted by tentative decision based on existing experi-

mental data was to keep UO/V the same or an
,e arbitrary constant of one. Later more exten-

log- ( 1.6435 sive measurements showed the need of an axisym-
1 Lnt metric correction or a change in the arbitraryconstant., !

-24.20 (1.5150cosat
1.5105(1. 5150 Eichelbrenner and Michel 1958 29) 2

H),1.515 < To apply the two-dimensional correlation
expressed in Michel parameters UC/v and Us/v< 1.560 to axisymmetric conditions on bodies of revolu-I!

and (14) tion, Eichelbrenner and Michel made use of Mangl er Is ,
an 1) transformations. U remains unchanged, but the ;•

/gU__t- U- ntwo-dimensional equivalent s is given by
log1  I itJ (~n 3.312

(15)r d (19)- 967.5 (1.6250 12 rw

T,)2 . 7 1 5  1.560 and the equivalent two-dimepsional 6 byS<H*< 1.625 rw

"where Here the tilde represents the axisymmetric

Stcondition, r is the local transverse radius of

H* ds a body of revolution, and L is an arbitrary
length to be considered. Eichelbronner and MichelIT* = st Sn (16) decided to keep Us/v the same for both two-
dimensional and axisymmetric conditions, so i
that s * .; then
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K1/2
(./ rw 1/2 Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. Date for three condi-

ds ticns are available over a range of length
L S (20) Reynolds numbers from 3 x 106 to 8 x 106:

A) Body in normal position in test section

and /of wind tunnel

6 s 1/2 (1B) Nose of body 16 inche3 inside of con-
rw - traction cone

f 2 dC) Nose of body 40 inches inside of con-
\ traction cone

The body tested was an ellipsoid of revo-
lution with a fineness ratio of 9 and a maximum
diameter of 10 1/2 inches faired into a cylin-

Comparison of the above correlation with drical supporting sting. Transition was indi-
experimental data on bodies of revoluti3n showed cated by pressure measurements from taps in the
a much improved agreement but still not as good surface of the body. The criterion for the
as that for two-dimensional data. beginning of transition was one burst of turbu.-

lence per second. The pressure distributions
Groth 1957 (5) and positions of transition for the three test

Groth analyzed a very extensive set of conditions are given in Figures 3 and 4.
experimental data for transition on bodies of The purpose of using the same body with
revolution obtained under low-turbulence condi- different pressure distributions to study
tions in wind tunnels and in flight. Comparing transition was to isolate the effect of pressure
a criterion for two-dimensional (UO/\)t at trans- gradient on transition. In the usual test

t section, representing unbounded flow, the pres-
ition with the experimental axisymmetric (Uo/v)t sure coefficient distribution calculated from
at the same value of pressure-gradient param- potential theory is solely a function of body

eter (e 2 /v)(dU/ds), and noting a consistently geometry.

large deviation in these, led Groth to the con- Correlation b Some Existin Methods I
elusion that axisyimetric spreading or contrac- Cor re qui re bo tngyMethodsaeters for
tion of the boundary layer on a body of ievolu- analyzing transition data are calculated from
tion strongly affects the position of transition, analy ing transition dt are latedarom
To accommodate this effect Groth plotted the the approximate nolution of the lamnar boundary

layer given In Reference 3.
ratio of (Ue/v) t to (UO/l), at the same

(02/v)(dU/ds), against a spreading parameter R 2 (0.664) ( )\
(L/rý(drw/dU Hire , is the axial distance from R L (U

the nose and L is the length of the body. _ r

Despite the very extensive experimental scatter,
a consistent correlation was realized.

xThiede 1970 (28 × sec a d (23)

The axisy~metric correction of Eicl lbrenner
and Michel was modified by Thiede so Lhat the
Mangler's transformation is used only to deter- and

mine the distance from the neutral stability (U_point to the transition point. Then O2 dU __1/2a dU; KRi 1 d Cos o.H

~~~2 ) F, 
: 

x'o
. -U t rw s ... (24)

Heref 5t2Nds U UloL
Here R. R~ ~ is the length Reynolds

(22) number, and a is the angle between the surface

This appears more reasonable since the axisym-e l i t n
metric efftct seems confined to the region from ds
the neutral stability point to the transition ds

point. 0, drw

TRANSITION DATA FOR NORTHROP ELLIPSOID

Gencral
A unique set of transition data was Equation (23) is an alternate form of Equation

obtainod by Groth (D) for an ellipsoid of revo- (4). This approximato solution is sufficiently•,accurate for analyzing transition data. It is
lution whose pressure distribution was varied accurato a it rs ition daa tw is
by situating the body at various axial locations identical to Twaites' solution for two- a
"inside the contraction cone of the Northrop dimensional flow, as transrormed to a body of
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revolutica, except for a small change in the axisymnetric spreading and contracting, which is
constant. The value of 0.66A is chosen to a purely geometrical effect. Groth (D) intro-

, agree with the exact Blasius solution for a flat duced a parameter L/r w dr w dt, which represents

plate. The nrutral stability poinit is deter. the reltive change in cross section parameter
mined from Figure 2. 2frw in the axial direction, since

Groth's correlation of the test data for

teecases Is quiZ* poor. 1 d2
To illustrate the axisymetric spreading

effect on transition, the data for the three
conditions are plotted in the Crabtree manner of The length of the bdy L is added to provide a

n (nondimensional ratio. It is now proposed to
(R t against"''(e2/v(dU/ds) in Figure S, and the try a correlation, (D/r w)(drw/d9.), nondimension-
Granville manrof R) R) gis

ranville matnner of - Rn against alized on the maximum diameter D instead of L.

2n Figure 6. In Figure 11, (Re)t - (Re)n for two ellipsoids

is potdagainst [(Dirw)(drwdUt ItiIt is evident from Figures 5 and 6 that seen that overall the c wordrlat)]. It ismprov

two-dimensional correlation does not apply in over (a/L)t with the greatest discrepancy at
the slightest degree. oentd

the ends.

If the same data are adjusted to axisvm-
metric conditions by the method of Eichelbrenner and It is now proposed to correlate transition
Michel, Equation (21), and plotted in the data on bodies of revolution in axisyimetric a
Michel parameters of R0 and RS in Figure 7, it flow with

is also evident that the correlation is poor. F rVR~ -( drw

A NEW CORRELATION (Ro)t - (Rt)n " w [ U]rk ')y.J

The positions of the neutral stability (26)
points for the Northrop ellipsoid in pressure
conditions A, B, and C are calculated and
plotted in Figure 8. The positions are obtained where

from intersections of locus lines representing F2I
the body boundary-layer parameters with the 0 dU
neutral stability line of Figure 1. The required (R'n L I
Ra sd (0 /v)(dU/ds) values for the locus lines The test data to be correlated are assembled in

are obtained from the pressure distribution in Table 1. The shapes of the bodies are shown in
Figure 4 using Equations (23) and (24) for the Figure 12 and the measured pressure distribu-
calculations of the laminar boundary layer. tions, in terms of velocity at the edge of the

boundary layer, are shlwn in Figure 13. The
Comparison with the positions of transit.ýon positions of the neutral stability points, cal- V

also plotted in Figure 8 show the large distance culated from Equations (23) and (24) and Figure
between neutral stability and transition. If 2, are shown in Figure 14 as functions of
perchance the corresponding differences in Reynolds number.
momentum-thickness Reynolds number,
(RO)t - (Re)n, are plotted against relative Transition data from wind tunnel tests and

ition (/Lt nFigure 9 it is seen that flight tests, presented in terms of
p i (Re)t - (R),, against [(D/r )(drw/dX)]t, are

there is excellent correlation. This is a happy compared in Figure 1P. Close 'bservation reveals
praccident. The curves for conditions A and B two principal trends. The data from flightSi ~ ~~~~practically coalesce and the curve for condition tssadtelwtruec •stne 00I
C is very close. Since only pressure dradient tests and the low-turbulence Aaaes tunnel (0.02

percent free-stream turbulence) seem to corre-and not geometry was varied in the Groth experi- late reasonably well. However, the data from
ments, it may be inferred that the effect of the Northrop wind tunnel, which has a somewhat
pressure gradient on the position of transition higher free-stream turbulence (~ 0.1 percent)
"has been sufficiently accommodated in this case
by the effect of presure gradient on the posi-
tion of the neutral stability point as indicated For the prpose of prodict.ng transition
by (R On' in a low-turbulence free stream, the data from

the flight tests and from the ýAes wind tunnel
For the effect of geometry on (R,)t - (R 0 , are correlated by a mean line shown in Figure

t C 16. This is the line of correlation to be usedi•' ~~~~the NACA test data (ýJo for two ellipsoids of i ~lgpeitosb en £•itreto :
in making predictions by means of an intersectionfineness ratios 9 and 7.5 are examined in Figure with a locus line representing an arbitrary body

10. Here (R 6)t - (Re)n is plotted against in a flow with an arbitrary Reboolds nmber.

(I/L)t. The correlation is surprisingly good.

It is of interest to consider now the effect of
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DISCUSSION

_. M. 0. SMITH and K, KAUPS F.R. GOLDSCHMIED

Mr. Granville has made a very useful survey T:- author is to be congratulated for making a start
of the various methods, Whether his new corre- in the consideration of body geometry for the prediction
lation is indeed an improvement still remains to of axisymmetric transition and for a careful historical
be seen. A larger variety of test data is review of the problem, A few minor points, however,
needed to establish the method with finality. require ,iscussion:
In Granville's original method, he had a corre-
lation based on a mean Pohlhaisen parameter. In 1. The author deals only with slender bodies (L/D = 7.5
the new woi-k he dispenses with that and uses a and 9.0) and he ignores the 1966 Carmichael(1 ) data of
geometry pa;'ameter (d/r) (dr/dt). The basic of a"fat" body (L/D - 3.3) just as he ignored it before
boundary-layer equations for axisymmetric flow in his 1968 report( 2) on the comparison of several transi-
involve two variable constants (x/ue)(due/dx) tion methods. There data show that the Mangler trans-
and (x/r)(dr/dx). Mr. Granville is substitut- form cannot be applied, either with length or with maxi-
ing the second for essentially the first. But mum radius reference, if the drag is to be predicted cor-
according to the equation of motion, both are rectly, as it is evident from Figure A.
needed. Only If (x/ue)(due/dx) - as supplied
by the inviscid solution - showed a close re- 2. The author states that radial flow stretching (by increas-
lation to (x/r)(dr/dx) would we obtain a ing body diameter) hastens transition, while conversely
universal correlation. We doubt that there Is contraction (decreasing body diameter) delays transition.
this close relation. For instaice, the entrance I believe that this should be clarified as follows:
flow in a long round tube has a strong favorable
gradient and extreme laminar runs - of 40,000,000 if the diameter of the body is increasing, two conflicting
or so. But (x/r)(dr/dx) fir this case would effects are felt. In the first, an increase of diameter
be zero. Perhaps though, on ordinary convex means that the boundary-layer must be spread over an
bodies the Lorrelation will indeed be proven ever widening area, promoting thinning and altering the
better by additional test data. boundary-layer profile much as suction would do. It

might be expected that this would delay instability be-

On one point we would like to set the rec- yond the point to which it is already delayed by the
ord straight: In reference (4) the two-dimen-- favorable pressure-gradient usually present on the fore-
sional transition correlation of Michel was body. In the second, cross-streaia vorticity is beingapplied to axisymnetric bodies via the Mangler stretched, which, due to the associated increase in inten-
transformation with L = rma and not with the sity, should result in an earlier occurrence of instability
trznsfonnation implied in reference (29), and and transition. This suggests that there well may be R
also repeated here. The origin of this misunder- Reynolds Number mrnge where the firs, effect predomi-
standing is not known. !i.ifortunately, the error nates and anothei domain where the second effect pre-
has also appeared in a laper (28) which aims at dominates, leading to the visualization of some charac-
improving the correlation. tetistic relationship betwcen lngitudir'.1 curvature and

÷ransverse curvature which would d0-inn the boundarybetween the two ranges.

C. S. Wells, Jr.
3. Although 'he explanation -s• be fiund in the ext,

This paper represents a substantial Figu- 2 could be higVt..y misleading and create the
contribution to the empirical correlation i,,pression that 'ih-" Michel/Snith criterion is directly
of boundary layer transition 1ata, based related to that gcxup of triisition methods based on the
on a general knowledne of the physical Pohlhausen nararneer. A clarification should be added
process leahingt to ransition. Mr. Gran- to the figare.
ville's proposed new correlation technique
makes good ,'i;€ of existing data to account 4. Tb. author does not show h'-w predktions made or Lhe
for the significant effects of axisynmnetric basis of the correlation corve of Figure 16 conirm e with
spreading on bodies of revolution. However, the actual experinentol results And what the prediction
the correlation is based on limited data erro-. may be, in Lenns of length or dreg,.
and further evaluation of the technique
must await the results of experiments over 5. The authoei rp,;ognizes only one •.x'ymm,:tric transition

wider range of the georaetric parameters. mechenism- over th& entire eynolds Number range and
attempts to make all expr-,rAiental data fit c,•e correlation

I would like to join the author in inod(. Fron, figure 1. :*, is app5rent tbh.. the flight-
anphasizing the need for more expe. mental t,ýst data e:,velope h.. a (ccreasing slo.:pe opposite to the
work under carefully controlled conditions, increasing trend wi the wiadi-tunnn' data envelope. The
and especially for testing at low freestream actud test da+. of the 3 bodie:- .onsidfred by thK rt0t.or
turbulence levels typical of the atmosphere Peý sho,' n ýi Figures i, C r -.J D; it is quite apparani
and oceans. that ip ;it three cases th.:,e musL be two dif`rcnt
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transition mechanisms at work and that a "switchover" Flow on Bodies of Rtevolution", U.S. Navy NSRDC
point can be defined without undue difficulty in terms of Hydromechanics TN 111, August 1968.
location X and Reynolds Number Re. Thus, it is not
stxprising to see the conflicting slopes of Figure 15. 3. Jaffe, N.A., T.T. Okamura, and A.M.O. Smith, "The

Determination of Spatial Amplification Factors and
In conclusion, I am postulating a Tollmien-Schlichting Their Application to Predicting Transition", AIAA

two-dimensional transition mechaniam up to the "switch- Paper 69-10, January 1969.
over" point; the Jaffe/Okamura/Smith(

3
) method will be

valid up to this point. At the higher Reynolds Numbers,
I am postulating a Gortler-type longitudinal-vortex LIST OF SYMBOLS
transition mechanism. Finally, I am proposing that this
"switchover" point can be correlated by a characteristic D Maximum body diameter
relationship betwn body longitudinal curvature and
transverse curvature as shown in Figure F. L Body length

R Body radius at location X
REFERENCES

Re Reynolds number based on length V1/
3

1. Carmichael, B.H., "Underwater Vehicle Drag Reduction
Through Choice of Shape", AIAA Paper 66-657, June V Body volume
1966.

X Axial coordine e
2. Granville, P.S., "Comparison of Existing Methods for

Predicting Transition From Laminar to Turbulent Xt Axial transition lo~ation

Bj
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AUTHORS REPLY

Ao indicated in the text, the correlation by the change in the velocity profile as
of transition data applies only to curved it develops under axisymmetric conditions.
bodies of the same general shape as the test As stated in the text, the effect does not
bodies. A more universal correlation re- directly apply to the neutral stability
mains to be developed. The axisymmetric point but only in the region from instability
adjustment by Mangler's transformation was to transition. In item 3, the original
ascribed to Smith and Gamberoni by results of Smith and Gamberoni were plotted
Eichelbrenner and Michel. Since Mr. Smith in Figure 2 in terms of Crabtree parameters.
disclaims responsibility, the name of the Smith and Gamberoni used these same results
method ha, been accordingly changed to for a Michel-type correlation. In: item 4,
Eichelbrenner and Michel in the revised text. future experience wilJ 3how the validity of

I agree with Dr. Wells that more 1Figure 16 in making predictions of transition.
experimental work is needed for bodies of In item 5, the "switchover" point referred to

seems to be no more than that of the maximum
revolution, width of the body where the forebody becomes

In reply to item 1 of Mr. Goldschmied's the afterbody. This confirms the thesis

discussion: Carmichael's thick body was zot of this paper that forebody stretching tends

considered in the correlation since there to hasten transition while afterbody contrac- K
were no actuwl measurements of the position tion tends to delay transition. Hawever,

of transition. In item 2 the question of there seems to be here an additional mechanism
the effect of the axisymmetric spreading or than that associated with the nsual two-

contracting of the boundary layer In transi- dimensional Tollmiesi-Schlichting transition

tion is raised. As considered in the text, process. I do not understand the applicability

this effect is more than that accounted for of the 0Grtler-type transition process here.

I!
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RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY OF SURFACE
LAYERS AS THE MECHANISM FOR BIOCONVECTION

Milton S. Plesset, Christopher G. Whipple, and Howard Winet
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California

ABSTRACT patterns show some resemblance with Be'nard
cells. This idea was disproved by the experi-2 Swimming mic ro -organisms which ments of R. Donnelly [ I ] who showed that bio-

show negative geotaxis, that is, which swim convective patterns persisted even when a sta-
upward against gravity, develop characteristic bilizing temperature gradient was imposed on
bioconvection patterns; similar bioconvection the medium.
patterns are found in swimming nitcro-oargan-
isms which are ph-%totropic. This biGconvec-
tion is explained here as the consequence of
Raylaigh-Taylor instability. The instability
analysis is based on a treatment of the liquid
with contained micro-organisms as a continu-
ous fluid, and a j'xstification of this treatment
is given. In a well-developed culture which
has a sufficiently high density of micro-organ-
isms a steady state circulF.tion can occur, and
this condition is analyzed here. The quantita-
tive experimental data obtained by Winet and
Jahn for an organism with negative geotaxis,
T. eyriformis, make possible detailed corn-
parison withthe theoretical analysis. It is
also shown that the highly organized swimming
of the micro-organisms in the upward direc-
tion rules out the applicability of ideas of
random walk and diffusion. As a final tiubjea
the effect of a distributed unstable density
distribution is analyzed and compa~ed with the
effect of a step discontinuity in density,

1. INTRODUCTION

A large class of swimming micro- Fig. 1. Tetrahynena pyriformis culture -

organisms exhibit negative geotaxis; that is, s-de view({pattern distorted by walls).
they swim upward against gravity in -:heir
liquid medium. When a sufficiently large
concentration of micro-organisms has devel-
oped in a surface layer, a characteristic bio-
convection pattern forms. The pattern has
fingers of flvid falling downward from the top
layer in a rather regular array (see Figs. I
and Z). Similar patterns are also observed
with swimming phototropic micro-organisms;
that is, micro-organisms which are attracted
to regions of increased light intensity. The
swimming, or self-propelling, capability of
the micro-organisms is essential since the j
organisms of concern are heavier than the
fluid medium.

Bioconvective patterns have been known
since 1848, and have been observed in bacteri-
al, flagellate, plankton, and ciliate cultures.
Many attempts have been made to explain the
formation of the patterns. In particular, it
has been suggested that the patterns are driv-
en by thermal instability. This mechanism Fig. 2. Tetrahymeua pyriformis culture-
was put forward because the bioconvective top vew.
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It has recently been proposed [2, 31 scale which is much longer than the time of

that a quantitative description of bioconviction pattern formation. When C, has reached a
patterns is given in terms of Rayleigh-Taylor minimum value, patterns begin to develop in

, irstability. A quantitative comparison of a the surface (see Fig. 2) which correspond to
theoretical analysis with experiment is possi- rec,,ions of higher cell concentration ,,eparated
ble because of the extensive measurements by by regions of lower concentrati -. At the
Winet and Jahn [ 4] on cultures of Tetrahymena intersections cf these lines. or Llusters, of high
pyriformis. It is observed that the surface concentiation failing "fingers" form which
layer represents a rather sharp rise mn cell attain a terminal fall velocity of about 0. 1 cm/
concentration when compared with the under- sec. This terminal velocity from the nodal
lying culture. One makes the apgrosimation intersections is already reached as soon as
that this upper layer is a. homogeneous liquid the fingers are discernible below the lower
wtiic' differs from the liquid below only by boundary of the surface layer. It may be re-
being somewhat heavier. If one is given the markoid that this fall velocity is more than
thickness of the upper layer, its density, and twice the swim velocity of the organisms and
the density of the unde:lying liquid, then the is much greater than the Stokes fall velocity of
Rayleigh-Taylor instability analysia predicts a single cell. under gravity (1 6. 6 x 10-3 cm/sec).
a preferred wavelength, or distance between Clearly the patterns and the finger fall velocity
fingers falling out of the upper laver. While cannot be generated by any action of an indivi-
the predictions of this homogeneous, contin- dual cell. This behavior must arise from a
uurn model agree very well with observations cooperative macroscopic effect.
[ 21, it is certainly instructive to pro uide When a swimming micro-organism is
justif'cation for the use of this continuum moving with constant velocity, there can be no
mode.. This justificrztion is a primary con- net force acting on it. The self propulsion of
sideration of the present paper. Considera- the cell balances both the drag and the gravi-
tion will also be given to the possibility of a tational force. If VT is the volume of a cell,
steady state micro-orgAnism circulation. p its density, then the gravitational force is

vpTg where g is the acceleration of gravity.
2. VALIDITY OF THE CONTINUUM MODEL- Tis gravitational force is partially balanced

by the buoyancy farce V p g where p is
The justification of the continuum the density of the meditue. 0A nonacceleraring

model will be given specifically in terms of cell must therefcre exert a net downward force
the rnicro-organisrm. Tetrahymena pj Iformis gi-.ren by
since, as has been indicatd:, detailed mas-
urements are available for this organism, V
The discussion should apply to micro-organ- TT - Pjg VT A PT g

isms both in fresh and salt waver. Tetra- This force is the only significant effect of a
hymena pyriformis is a ciliate which 1is out cell on the fluid. A possible additional effect
5 x 10-3 cm in length and about 3 x 10-3 cm could come from accelerations in cell motion.
in width, and which has a swim speed U of As an extreme acceleration case, the acceler-
approximately 4.5 x 10-2 cm/sec. The desity ation force ol a ceil rray be estimated under
of T. pyriformis is 1. 076 gin!cm 3 and the the assumption that the swim speed U is
medium in which it lives is water with a acquired from. rest in one body length. The
relatively small amount of nutrient additives, swim speed U = 4. 5 x 10- 2 cm/sec, the body
If a culture has initially a uniform concertra- length 1 5 x lU-3r, so that the acceleration
tion of cells, Co, the swimming of the micro- is a = 0. 2 cm/sec , the ratio of the acceler-
organisms produces a net upward flux. Since ation force, Fa, to the gravity force, F , is -
the cells do not all swim precisely in the therefore a p ¶
vertical direction, one may take the mean
upward velocity to be aU. It will be seen Fa PTVTa pTa a
from the discussion of the so-called steady P- T PT

state that a has a value only slightly less F A T
than unity. Experimental observations ' 4]
show that, when the cells approach the surf,lce, With =T - 1. 076 gm/cm 3 a PT 0. 07 grT cm ,
17% stay in a well-defined layer on the surfaca. g 10 ctn/sec 2 , one has
This 'ayer has a thickness h which ranges *

from 0. 1 cm to 0. 5 cm. The remaining 83% F 3
of the approaching cells are "reflected" from r 3. 2 x Io0.

the su,.face layer, or from the abrupt in- g
creased cell concentration i-. that layer.
These reflected cells fall dawnward for a dis- It iP, evident that acceleration forces are un-
tance which is many times the surface thick- important compared with the gravity force. A
ness h. It appears that a considerable amount similar argument shows also that the arrest of
of time is required before a cell turns around the upward motion of a cell at the surface of
and resumes its normal upward ascent. If the medium gives rise to forces small coin-
the culture has the uniform initial concentra- pared with gravity. This acceleration and the
tion Co, the upper layer cucent ration, Cu, corresponding locomotive force is in- agree-
will grow linearly with time provided that the ment with the general results presented by
layer thickness remains constant. This Brennen [5].
thickness appears to remain essentially con- There is a momentum flvx from cells
stant; it does depend on the age of the culture entering the upper layer of the medium. This
but thns dependence is measured on a ti.me flux exerts a force per unit volume of the
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upper layer. As might be expected, this force effects arising iromr individual cell motions
per unit volume is quite small compared with must be of very short wavelengths of the order
the gravity force per unit volume of the upper of the nearest neighbor distance and therefore
layer. The net horizontal momentum flux is are not significant when compared with the
zero, and the vertical momentum flux is internodal distance. That there should be a
essimated as follows. The upper layer, which minimum density increment, or cell concen-
has cell conceatration Cu, overlays the tration, in the upper layer is not surprising.
lower fluid which has cell concentration C . The finger, or jet, fall velocity decreases as
The lower fluit region has a depth large cO&- Ap decreases, and for a sufficiently small
pared with h. Tht cells swim upwprd with a value of A p this fall velocity will not exceed
mean speed aU and of those coming up to the the upward swim velocity of the micro-organ-
lower boundary of the upper layer, the number isms. It follows that falling jets will not
e-. sring per umit area per unit time is 0. 17 CL develop until the cell concentration has risen
aU where we use Winet's figure for tne frac- above a minimum value.
tion of incident cells which enter the upper The theoretical solution which has been
layer. These calls bring a vertical momen- used to deduce the internodal distance [ .3]
tumr PTVTaU so that their contribution, of assumes a discontinuous jump in the density at
*.ertical momentum flux per -nit areý per unit the lower boundary of the upper lay-r. One
time ha.s the value 0. 17 C. pTVTO U , or a does not expect that this mathematical prescrip-
force per unit volume of the upper layer of tion is exactly satisfied in the bioconvective
magnitude problem; however, photographs of T. pyriformis

cultures with side illumination with collimated
0. 17 CLPTVTa 22U light indicate that the cell concentration jump

h appears to take place in a distance which is
usually less than 0. 05 cm. I1 may be remark-

The number of cells "reflected" from the ed that this distance is only twice the nearest

lower boundary of the upper layer per unit area neighbor distance just calculated, but it may be
pointed out that most of the experimental condi-per unit time is 0.d83 G.aU, and the vertical tions of interest correspond to cell concentra-

momentum im d layer is at tions at least an order of magnitude greater
unift lt•Z VT a so that the vertical force per than this concentration used for that nearest

neihbor estimate. Yel it must be admitted

1. 66 CpVeU 2  that with upper layer thicknesses of 0. 10 cm,1.6CLPTTto U. 15 cm somle error is introduced by the
assumption of a step density change. While

the error introduced for the thinner layers by
The ratio of the total force per unit volume a finite density transition region could be
frorrm cells coming up from the lower medium est'mated along the lines to be d'Jscribed later,
to the gravity force per unit volume oi the it is believed that the error 1s unimportant.
upper layer is, thereiore, The physical view of the bioconvection

1, 83O2 2 2U2 process is that one has a well-defined layer of
fC PV83 U UL (,. , a thickness h which has densiyv P' which ex-

1. 83--. ceeds the density p of the underlying mediumC uPTVT1  Cu T hg by A p. This situation is one f'tmiliar in fluid
Imechanics as Rayleigh-Taylor instability, but

we have CL/Cu < ", p ±/APT < 15, a somewhat unusual ft-ature here is that the
e Li 2 4 x 10 2ne/sec, h > 0. 1 cm, and gravity force is so small that viscosity be-g 104 cxn/sec 2 so that comes quite important. Measuremonts have

been made which show that the presence of the 1
f micro-organisms do not affect the viscosity of
m < 4 x 10-4 the medium appreciably. It sen-sns reasonable
f_ to assume that the surface tension is also not
g affecteed. The only important physical differ-

Clearly this cell momentum flux effect is ence, then, between the upper layer and the
underlying medium is in the density. Thenegligible. Rayleigh-Taylor problem here has an upperin a very young culture bioconvection liquid layer of thickness h and of density rlis not observed until the( concentration of cells

in -th ,•per layeý is greater than about with its upper l-oundary a free surface with
4x 10" 'ells/cmn . The corresnonding dis- surface tension T. The lower medium is of4 x " 10' cls n.Teorrepnin i -

ta-nce between cell centers is 3 .i 10-2 ?C. thickness large compared with h and of density
The minimum observed wavelength, or dis- P T .toý;ee between the f--lling Jets is about 0. 5 cm The. surface tension, T, is tallen to be i

tanc beweenthefeling etsis bout0. cmcontinuous across 'he interface. The kinematic
so that the effect of individual cellr and theim continuou s a re The tin eseparation is not too important. Even for who viscosities of bo~h aegions are supposed to have 'N

the same value v. Beth T anm. v are takenthinnest observetl upper layer, 0. 1 cm, and to have the values appropriate for water. A 3
for thh mininmum cel concentration there are A4 x 10 cells per cm of the layer. The rigorous solution has been carried out for thisproblemn in which tho kineroetic viscosities aregranular nature of the increased density in the zllowed to be different [3) and it may be shown
upper layer is not too significant, and one can an
conclude that to a reasonable approximation that a small difference in kinematic viscosity
one has a uniform upper layer with a density gives only a second order effcct. Ii is also
icrement over the underlying medium. Amy found fromn the exact solution that the surface
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tension at the free surrace does not make an approximate numerical values very readily.
important contribution. Figure 4 shows how the 'preferred" wavelength,

The growth of an interfacial instability or the wavelength which gives maximum n,
may be determ.ined in a straightforward way so varies with the thickness h of the upper layer.
long as its amplitude is small; that is, so long As would be expected, the approximate theory
as the linearized hydrodynamic equations may gives poorer values for decreasing h.
be used. The amplitude referred to here is
ak (t), where the displacement of the interface 2.0
is taken to be of the form

nklxt) \(t) sin kx, .8

and where k = Zi/X is the wave number. The -APPROXIMATE
amplitude, ak(t), within the range of validity 1,6\

of the jinearized theory grows exponentially,

nt 1.4
ak(t) - a,,(o)e

and the analysis leads to a relationship be- 1
twEen n and k. It has been shown ['4] that a EXACT
rather simple approximation with a st-aight- '
forward physical basis leads to an apl:ccxina- > 1.0 -I
tion to this relationship from the solution of
this equation: 0.8

gk~' -0.8

Sn +Zvk n - p' + p coth k h o
.. 0.6

Fromn this relation it is easy to see that n as a.
a function of k, or X, has a maximum. Fig-
ure 3 shows n as a function zf X both as 0.4
determined by Eqn. "I) an,. ap determined
from the precise linearized theory. The
approximate theory gives a result which is in 0.2
fairly good agreement with the exact theory
and has the considerable advantage of giving I I I

" I'- , ,-------- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

UPPER FLUID DEPTH , cm

0.28 Fig. 4. Preferred waveleugth versus depth

P I ~ for small densit, difference, fiee

,APPROXIMATE :urb; ce case; s p_ 1. x 10-' gm/cmr n

0.24 -
/ I in the application of the results of the

instabilfry theory to the bioconvection problem,
it is expected that the wavelength for which n

" 0.20 is a nmia.:;muin, kin, would coxrespond to the
most frequently obser ,- separa;.ion distance

EXC between the fingers. While the "heory is

0.16 limiten to small amplitudes, the wavelength
_//' 01 which le-ds in growth may be expected to con-

tinue to lead. On this basis soene ,'omparisons
311 of the theoretical results with experiment are

O 0.12 given in Table 1 which is taken from Ref. 2.
a:CD The agreement between thecry and experiment

may be seen to be good.

0.08 STAB:P S I��easured aid As,etKal vahlue, Ig two Tetershymien
cut ture8

0.04 C. (ceils run-1) 3 x 101 2.71 x 10'
h (eru) 1XI3 0.13C, (cells cr-1) 0 5.6 X 10'
C0 (CUlis 'er-`) 7.1 X 10' 1.4 X 10'ap (g em-1) 1.21 X it- 1.08 X 10-1

IX,,1l., (ch - .0 0.6155
0 0.X 0.6 0,9 . ,. )(x t theory) 0.80 0.525

3•,o,,'ý.n)(approxouate theory) 1.1 0.65

WAVELENGTH , cm ... 0.6

Fig. 3. Gre(,wth rate vctrsus wavelength for The range of parameters shown is claracteriotic o( T. pyrifermis
ct lture systems ant( although stated valhe• of ('s are exceeded in

the small density diffeIrence case both dieetiolw Ino nodes appear at valuea bel,)w the onaller figure

wih a free s.srCacr a z h A p = and rldtitre at valuea above the larger figure were not analysed.

1. 2! x 10 4 grnI/cm " The ryinbols are defi•ed in the text.
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A remark may be interposed at this the surface layer is large enough to sustain the

point regarding nonlinet.r effects on the pre.- cell concentration of the surface layer. Then

ferred "',; Iength, If iT is the fluid velocity, the bioconvection pattern goes into a fairly

the term neglected in the momentum equation steady state which will now be considered. The

preferred wavelength, or separation, of the

au 2 - falling jets for the steady state will still be

Tu4 u -V u - Vp + cV u (2) determined in the same way as is appropriate

for a transient state. This procedure is readily

in the linearized theory is u V V u. In the justified for the steady state since.,_ as will be

range of validity of the linearized theory made apparent, the return flow isquite small

a(t) -- a 0 ent, and the velocity u "aries like and, will therefore produce negligible distur-

a 3- na ent and the acceleration behaves like bance in the dynamics of the surface layer. It

u1 n2oaent. The first term on the left hand will be evident that the return fluid velocity in

side of Eqn. (2) varies like un, and the the medium is about 0. 002 cm/sec. This flow

omitted term like u
2 k so that one may expect velocity is small enough to be ignored, for it

the linearized theory to be valid so long as means that the bulk of the fluid has had a

negligible displacement in the time required

for the rnicro -organisms to fall in the jets and

Lin then to return to the surface. This return time

is less than one or two minutes since the falling

where e is a small quantity. This inequality jets are fairly well depleted of their micro-

is equivalent to organisms in 2 or 3 centimeters. Here we see

a fundamental difference between the present

kaoent ak <, e. (3) flow problem and the flow problem in B1nard

- convection. In the Bdnard pattern formation

the entire fluid medium partakes of the trans-

This last inequality indicates that, for compar- port motion. Inbioconveetion the transport

able small initial amplitudes, ao, the distur- consists primarily of micro-organisms with

bance with the longer wavelength follows the negligible transport of the medium.

exponential growth described by linear theory The formation of the jets in the upper

Cor a longer time. There is then the possibil- layer produces the polygonal patterns in the

ity that disturbances with longer wavelengths surface (see Fig. 2) with lines of greater

could overtake the disturbance with the pre- concentration of cells forming the borders of

ferred wavelength. If one now looks at the the polygons. The micro-organisms are

experimental situation, it is immediately carried along these lines into the jets which

evident that the falling instability fingers in a Occur at the intersection of these lines. The

very short time and after a very short distance irregular polygon shapes may be easily ac-

below the initial level of the interface attain counted for. This effect is not due either to the

terminal velocity. This terminal velocity of steady state or to nonlinearities. The linearized

fall is about 0. 1 cm/sec and, if one extra- theory predicts the preferred wavelength, but

polates the linear solutions to this stage of the it is deternAned fromh a two-dimen~ional calrn-

motion, one finds that the amplitude of the lation. This theory predicts the distance
prefe 'rred disturbance exceeds that oi a long between parallel wave crests in the interface.

wavelength disturbance by more than an order Since no direction is preferred, lines of waves

of magnitude. It seems reasonable to suppose can develop in arbitrary directions, and the

that the nature of the subsequent fall of the intersections of these families of lines form

heavier fluid, and the rise of the lighter fluid, the polygons. In the to-dimensional theory,

has been fairly well determined. This subse- the, greatest growth occurs at the wave crests;

quent motion leads to the narrowing of the in the three-dimensionai theory the maximum

f-~igheavier fluid into a narrow jet and theintehr-dmsoalhoytemxmu
falling ofavie into a the t of the growth occurs at the intersections ("nodal")

flattening of the interface at the top of the points of the two independent families of crests.

rising lighter fluid. The separation distance The jets which form at the nodal points

between the jets, or fingers, should not change grow into narrow fingers with separations

significantly, determined essentially by the wavelength for

which the growth parameter n is a maximum.

3. STEADY STATE CIRCULATION A typical experimental observation gives a jet

fall velocity u ý 0. 10 cm/sec, with a )et radius

In a young culture of swimming micro- - 0. 06 cm when the jet length f has a value

organisms such as T. pyriformis, after the of about 0. 26 cm. Only an approximate value

cells have accumulated sufficiently in the sur- for the density jump in the upper layer, Ap, is

face layer, the bioconvection pattern forms available in these measurements of jet fgll, bet

and the fingers fall from this layer until the it is estimated Ap is approximately 10s gin!

concontraeton of cells is depleted. A new bio- cm
3 . Such a density difference is entirely

convection pattern will form again but only consistent with the obsered internodal distance

aftvr the micro-organisms have swum back up cn e 0.w70 cm.

to the surface. Typically a new pattern will The density difference may be inferred

form i.n a laboratory culture but only after a in another way from the observed terminal

time interval of the order of 20 to 40 seconds, velocity. The drag force on a slender cylin-

-a thi': culture state the appearances of the drical rod of length f and radius b is [6]

bioconvection patterns are a separated, dis-

tinct sequence of transient events. As the f= Ru (4)

numoer of cells increases with culture age, fa in P /b - 0. 8069

the cell concentration in the region underlying
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where u is its velocity and ;• iF the coeffi- For a flus ratio -A unity we are led 4,)
cient of viscosity, The gravity force is

fg 2 Trb21gnp. (5) a 0. 78

At terminal, velocity these forces ate equal so if the upper layer b i thicknr.sp h1, and

that one has if thJ region with concer',caLon Cm has
hthckness h', the concentl'atio- of cells in the

-) lowest region of the culturr may be comnputed
on I /b- in terms of the t, al `epth, d, of the culture.

or The total numt;. r ,. cr.ils is N = CoAd. If CI
odenotes the conc-.tration in the lowest region,

AP - - (7)
b g (in 1/b - 0. 8069 } r -,+).' d h h)7 VV7 n th c ttu-h-h')Cm

* O u m
For the present typical case, one hps u
0. 10 cm/sec, i '0. 26 cm, b = 0. 06 cm, i.=- for the experimental case under consideration
0.01 poise, and g z 980 cm/seo

2 
which gives wa have h 0. 1 cm, h 0. F cm, and d 2.0

4 3 cr. These values pive C, = 8.6 x 104 cells/
p 9x l04 gm/cm3. (8) cm

3
. It sl'oull be s•.±. rked that a density step

does not exist ietween the middle layer and the
We now consider the possib'hity of a lowest : mion. A rather mild continuous

balance in cell distributions in a steady stato grad'.at in concentration is observed. The
model with continuous circula',on of micro- effect of such a gradient is considered in the
organisms. For our typicP. exarnpl, the last section of this paper.
surface, or upper layer %,as a c]

1
1 concentra- For tne fluxes into and out of the middle

tion Cu = 1. 4 x 106 crils/crm
3 

and the region layer, one has F% = 0. 17 aUC1  and F!
just beneath the uprar layer has a. concentra- aUCj. The flux ratio is
tion Cm r 5. 4 x o05 cells/cm

3
. The mean

concentration over the -,hole culture i3 Co i
2.7 x 105 coils/cm 3

, F C
Fir an arc-a A r; the interface be- 0. 935, (11)

tween the upper layer and the unde.lying Fo . m
region, the flax out of the upper layer is m

F = C u AA which is indeed close to unity. Finally, the
u ' ratio of the fluxes into and out of the lowest

where u is the specC of the falling jets and region is

AA is the area taken up by the jets out of the i
total araa A. If we recall that 17% of the cells F C u AA
incident on the upper layer fromr below actually I u (12)o \, CaU(A - A A)'
enter the upper layer, the flux into the upper F Ilayer is

i 0. 17 C uo (A - A A)
Fk m o With :- 0. 78, this ratio is

where uo aU is the mean vertical projec- i
tion of the swim speed U, and A - AA is the Ff
area available for the inflow. The area of a -0 r 1. 10 (13)
single jet is ib2 = 0.011 cm? and, if X is the F
average distance between the falling jets, then

A/X
2 

jets are present in A. Thus, we have
2

A b A. which again is near unity. In view of the
2 A approximations which are made in the ca' 'a-

X tions, the present model for steady state oio-
convection seems quite acceptable.

For these cell concentrations, X = 0. 7 cm qhion see are acceptable.

which is an average separation. The ratio of in the While there are obvious approximations

fluxes for the upper layer is intecalculations just presented, the general
conclusions seem very well supported. It is
evident that the upward swimming velocities

i 0. 17 CuU(A A are quite highly organized in the vertical direc-
__u m - tion. Further, the return upward liquid velocity,

F0  
C ufA which is (AiA A- l)u, is so small that it may

u u be ignored so far as any effect on the surface
pattern, or Xm, is concerned. With A/A A

and with A/AA = 43, U = 0.045 cm/sec, 43 and u = 0. 1 cm/sec, this return flow velocity
is 0. 002 cm/sec.

Fi
m 1. 29a (9)

F°
u
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4. EFFECTS OF MICRO-ORGANISM 5. RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN A
DIFFUSION - RANDOM WALK FLUID WITH VARIABLE DENSITY

Some workers in the itudy of micro- We consider the following problem: for
organisms have proposed to apply random z < o, we have a fluid of density p ; for
walk theory or diffusion theory to the distri- z > d the fluid has density p; anftor
bution of micro-organisms in a medium, o < z < d, the density is p p I e so that
From the discussion just presented here it p p- e Pd. We suppose also that the un-
seems clear that these notions are inapplica- perturbed pressure field gives a constant
blo to swimming organisms which exhibit a acceleration g in the -z direction. This
taxis such as the negative geotaxis of T. problem has been considered by Rayleigh [7]
pyrijformis. The motion of these micro- in the so-called Boussinesq approximation;
organisms i, "ighlv organized in the vertical that is, while density variations may be large,
direction. compressibility effects are small. The prob-

W. c mine the possible lem is a stability problem, and as is usual it
effects oi . ". csi.'. which would operate for is treated by linearization. It may be remark-
)rganisrr3 ..• "h nondirected motions. The ed that the elementary instability case is the
apn'-r-, iate me-in free path which determines one in which the density change is a step-
the u, ision coefficient is the Clausius mean function of z, say. It might very well be
free path since the micro-organisms may be expected that the situation in which the density
supposed to all have the same swim speed. changes over a finite distance would occur
This mean free path is quite often. Such a situation occurs in the

transition form Cm to C1 described above.
0.75 The only such transition case which has been
Ca successfully treated is the one in which the

density transition is given by an exponential
function.

where C is the number of organisms per unit The solution of the problem is straight-
volume and a i1. their collision cross section. forward and the procedure may be given here
For T. pyriformis we have a micro-organism since it can be formulated and solved in a
with the approximate. radius r Z x l0-3 cm. rather brief way. While the density varies, the
The cross section then is particle density is supposed not to change in

accord with our assumption of incomprassi-

S4•2 . 5 x 10-5 2 bility. Thus
or- 41Tr 5 0 cm

D_0 u 2 C_+ w . o (14)

and the mean free path, for randomly directed Dt - at Ox 8z
motion, is

4 where we are making the "plane-assumption"

% that in the direction perpendicular to g the
SC field quantities vary only with x. The velocity

in the x-direction is u and in the z-direction
in cm if C is the concentration of cells per it is w. The equation of continuity is
cm

3
. The mean free path for C = 10

6
/crm

3

hag the value X 2 10- cm and for C =
105/cm, X • 10-1 cm. The diffusion ap + a u
coefficient, or the diffusivity, is t (pu) + - (pw) = o, (15)

D 1 which because of Eqn. (14) gives
3

Ou Ow

where u is the swim speed. For C 10io6-z o. (16)
D 1. 5 x 10-4 cm-/sec, and for C 105,
D 1. 5 x l0-3 cm 2

/sec. The time required
to diifusn 1 cm is given numerically by lI/D, The velocities u,w are supposed to be small
and fo C = 106, this diffusion time is quantities in accordance with the perturbation
6 x 10 sec and for C = 105 it is 6 x 102 sec. approach. The pressure is p* ý p + p', and
These times are very long compared with the density is p* - p + p' where p is the
times which characterize the cultures of T. unperturbed pressure, and p' is a small
pyriformis. The time for a falling jet to quantity. The density p is the unperturbed
traverse cm 'n 10 seconds; the time for density with a dependence only on 7 as des-
organisms to ewirn I cm is about 20 seconds. cribed above and pt is a small quantity. The
It would seem clear that, not only is the motion equations of motion in the x- and z-directions
highly organized in a culture with taxis,but
also that diffusion times are not pertinent.
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au a In the region z > d, the appropriate velo ity
P* -a ax solution of Eqn. (25) must behave like e-Z

(17) since the disturbance must approach zero as
P*" 8w .p g* z -" o. It follows that we have

- -dw/dz :k

in the linearized approximation become w

"P - L 2R (18) as z -. d from above. For continuity we must
a8t ax have for the solution in the inner region, as

•, - - (19) given by Eqn. (26),

1inAemld +im 2 Be md

Equation (14) may be written e. 2. k. (27)AerMnId + 13ern 2d

+ +w ýP_ = 0, (141)
- ()Similarly the velocity in regior, z < o must

behave like ekz so that cont PLiji,, of the solu-
We now take the x and t dependence of p', p', tions at z z o requires
u, w to be of the form ent +ikx so that Eqns.
(14'), (16), (18), and (19) give m 1 A + m 2 B

n + o; (=0) A k. (28)
npt +w z=a(0A+B

Elimination of A and B from these two
iku + wz = o; (21) equations leads to the relation

mddnpu + ikp' o; (22) (i 1l+k)(mi2 k)eml = (m' k)(in +k)e.md,
(29)

npw + P'Z + gp' = o. (23) which is readily put in the form

In these equations d ciw/dz, P'z dp'/dz, (Mn2 - ml)k (m 2 - ml)d (0
and p is a given function of z. These mim k 2  2 tanh (30)
equations apply in the region o < z < d. The 12.
equation for w(z) in this region is easily
obtained as follows. From Eqns. (Z2) and (22) If one defines
one gets upon elimination of u

n-wz 0 n (in - )d,

k
then Eqn. (30) may be written as

Fr,-.rn Eqns. (20) and (23) upon elimination of kdO tanh (31)
p' one gets (-d /4)k c z (2-/4)

-P =npw- nz Equation (31) is a transcendental equation
The function p' may then be eliminated using which determines 0. Then from the definition

these last two equations to get the equation for of 0:

w: 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 0 d (m Z2 m) 2d + 4k d(I ,

Wzz •z Pw- wk (1- ) o, o z < d. n (3 2 )
(Z4) one finds n. I

The quantity P3 is p /p. In the regions One can see how the solution behaves in
z<o and z>d wenave P=: o sothatthe the limiting case of a discontinuous jump in
vertical velocity w satisfies the equation density by letting d -• o while Pd is kept

v finite. It is evident that 8 then h;'s the

2- k o, (25) approximate value Pd. If we use this approxi-
Szz mate value on the right hand side of Eqn. (31),

in both of these regioris. we can get an improved value as
It is a straightiorward matter to find n

as atfunctionoof k,g, and (. If miz and mi P4 d . = kd(d coth •,
are the roots of

m i + p)n - k 2 (l - o, and, if this value is used in Eqn. (32), one finds
["n 2 p2 -p 1n n = gk --

the solution for the region o < z < d i.s P2 - Pl

so that one has the usual instability if pZ > pi.
w Ae 1 + Bem Z. (26)
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For the finite transition region, the
practical approach appears to be to find the 0.6
roots for 0 of Eqn. (31) by a numerical meth-
od. Then given a solution for 6 of this equa-
tion, the value of n is then determined from
Eqn. (19). One obvious reot of Eqn. (31) is
6 = o which gives 0.5

n (33)
S+ 4k

n approaches the value

2
n = •. (34) I0.3-

A numerical solution of Eqns. (31) an(,
(32) iL, shown in Fig. 5 where the dependeo.-
of r. = n/(gP)I on k =k/d is shown for , i
ca, e inwhish d = 1 •rin, P 5.9 x 10- 4 /cm 02,
v .th g = 10 cm/sec and v = 0. 01 c,'- 2 /sec.
'T'hio figure shows that nt is a maxinjn fur
k' = 4 /cm. This k' correep. As to X = 1. 6
cm a value which is similar in magnitude to
those obtained for the density step calculations 0.
although somewhat larger.

If one uses the numerical values appro-
priate for the density transition from the
middle concentration C to the lowest region l -
C2 in the example consiafdered in detail above, 0 2 4 8
one finds a preferred wavelength but it does
not have significance for experimental observa- WAVE NUMBER
tions, The growth rate u for this disturbance
is appreciably less than the growth rate of the Fig. 5. Nondinensional curve of growth rate
disturbance at the step density change of the versus wave number for exp•rneatial
surface layer. The instability in continuous density gradient.
density change is for the present case much
the weaker one, and one would not expect to
observe it.
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HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE CONTAINMENT
OF OIL SLICKS

J. H. Mitgram R. J. VaniHout•
M.T.T. M.I.T.

CambriZdge, Maaahujtt4 Camb4idge, Mu~achuaetth

ABSTRACT

Many basic hydrodynamic problems oecome of practical interest when one attempts
to clean up an oil spill by physical means. Three of these problems are studied in
this paper. The first is the mass transport of oil by water waves and includes a
determination of the types of waves that can propagate through a system comprised
of an oil layer above deep water. The second problem is the stability of the oil-
water interfaci between a motionless oil layer and flowing water. This is a sim-
plified model of the situation when oil pollution is contained by a containment
barrier in a current. The third problem examined is the determination of the
equilibrium thickness distribution of an oil pool being contained by a barrier in
a current.

NOMENCLATURE
A-U /gd, square of Froude Number *-velocity potential

B=-p/p., density ratio p-density

C-kd, non-dimensional wavenumber Subscripts and Superscripts

D-T/pagdl, non-dimensional surface
tension -)i -quantity in oil

E-w/d/g, reduced frequency -)a -quantity in water

g-acceleration due to gravity C )(n)=perturbation quantity of
order n

k-circular wavenumber
( )'-dimensionless quantity

m-depth of oil below waterline

M-rate of mass transport of oil 1. INTRODUCTION

P-pressure A physical barrier for containing
oil spills is basically a floating fence

t-time or oil thickness whose draft exceeds the depth of the oil
slick, which is intended to prevent the

T-surface tension passage of oil from one of its sides to
the other. The way in which a physical

U-current speed barrier is used to contain oil depends
upon whether or not a current exists.

Vg-group velocity In the absence of a current relative to
the barrier, an oil slick must be en-

Vp-phase velocity circled; whereas, in the presence of a
current, a physical barrier in a U-S~X.y-cartesian coordinates shaped configuration, as viewed from" •

y is vertically upwards above, can be used to hold the oil
hceagainst the current. In calm water,

-oil layer thickness oIl can be held in such a barrier con-
figuration by towing the barrier. When

A- h(p*-)/pj, density difference ratio substantial water waves are present, in
order for a physic&, barrier to work, r

s-small parameter it must respond to the waves, especially
"in heave, so that the oil does not pass .1

,-free surface displacement over or under the barrier. This is due
to the iact that it is impractical to

c-interfate displacement make a barrier whose height exceeds
that of ocean waves.

w-radian frequency
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Although some use of physical bar- rier and oil passes beneath the barrier
riers has been made for a considerable either due to its increased depti in
period of time in calm water, it is the wave or to the breaking of the wave
only within the past six or seven years against the barrier. The other is thethat the use of containment barriers in situation where the interfacial waves

the presence of waves or currents has break, and the agitation results in
been attempted. As can be expected, the small bubbles of oil in the water deep
barriers that were first used were far enough to be carried beneath the bar-
too weak and inevitably broke up due to rier by the current.
wave or current forces. In the in- The third problem deals with the
stances where physical integrity was hydrodynamics of the equilibrium thick-
maintained, the smallest waves were ness of the oil pool as a function of
found to carry oil over or under bar- distance from the leading edg6 of the
riers. However, as the development of slick when oil is being held by a bar-
barriers has gone on, barriers have rier in a current. When the thickness
been developed which have sufficient of the oil at the barrier exceeds the
strength for maintaining physical in- barrier draft, oil simply passes be-
tegrity even in moderate storms and neath the barrier. However, a much
which have a beakeeping abilý"y which more troublesome problem is the fact
allows them to follow waves sufficient- that for current speeds on the order of
ly well so that oil does not pass di- 0.6 knots or higher, the equilibrium
rectly over the barrier and so that oil thickness distribution has a pronounced
does not pass beneath the barrier by lump near the leading edge (edge farth-
the skirt of the barrier tempcrarily est from the barrier) of the oil slick,
moving higher than the bottom of the and small droplets of oil are torn off
oil pool. With the solution of these this lump by the current. Some of
relatively straight-forward problems of these droplets rise up to the slick,
adequate strength and adequate seskeen- and soae initially move to depths large
ing ability, more intricate causes for enough for them to be carried beneath
failure to contain oil have been found, the barrier by the current. Some of
A number of basic hydrodynamic problems the droplets that rise up to the slick
are associated with this containment rejoin it, but some do not and seem to
failure and with tne logistics of the bounce or roll along the oil-water
use of spill cleanup equipment and pro- interface and eventually move deeply
cedures. It is impossible to cover all enough to pass beneath the barrier.
of these problems in a paper of this These droplets may be oil covered water
type. Hence, three of the more import- droplets with so little buoyancy that
ant problems will be covered. None of they are easily driven to relatively
these problems is yet completely under- large depths. However, the failure of
stood although much has been learned, these droplets to rejoin the slick in
and active research in these areas is spite of the presence of surface ten-
presently ongoing. sion energy for the rejoining reaction

The first problem considered is is not presently understood. This pro-
the nature of travelling waves in the blem forms one of the most interest ng
presence of an oil slick including the areas for future research in the oil
mass transport of oil by the waves. pollution field..
This has two indirect influences on oil Firure 1.1 shows an aerial photo-
containment. First of all, water waves graph of a barrier containing dyed soy-
at sea transport oil so that when a bean oil being towed at a speed of 0.7
spill occurs in the presence of waves, knots in a calin sea. The dye in the
the mass transport of the slick must be oil makes it easily visible. No oil is
known so the future location of the passing over the barrier, and the bar-
slick can be predicted in order to be rier depth of 27 inches greatly exceeds
able to intercept the slick with pollu- the slick thickness of a few inches.Stion control equipment at the time it Nevertheless, substantial leakage can

is deployed. Also, skimming devices be observed, and this is completely due
fare requently put into an oil pool to small oil droplets passing beneath

being contained by a barrier. In the the barrier.
presence of waves, the skimming devices
move in the waves and under some condi- 2. THE MOVEMENT OF OIL SLICKS BY WATER
tions, the relative motion between a WAVES
device and the oi1 is such that the oil
is driven away from the device so that 2.1 Introduction
the oil slick thickness is so small It has been observed that when
that effective collection is impossible. water waves pass through an oil slick,

The second problem deals with the sometimes there is substantial mass
stability of an oil-water interface in transport of the oil. When there is
the presence of a current. Instabili- a solid object in the sea, the relative
ties on this interface lead to inter- motion between the object and the waves
facial waves which can cause leakage often drives the oil away from the ob-
by two means. One is the case where ject. If the 3olid object is an oil
the interfacial wave hits the oil bar- collector, the effect is detrimental
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FIGURE 1.1 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF DYED SOYBEAN OIL IN A BARRIER BEING TOWED AT 0.7
KNOTS. Note the leakage under the barrier, especially the subsurface oil visible
as faint streaks. The leakage is due to droplat entrainment.

to the collection of oil since the col- expansion in powers of wave slope and
lection rate of such devices increases the first- and second-order problems
with increases in oil depth. The move- are then solved.
ment of a slick by waves must be known
in order to be able to plan the logis- 2.2 Formulation of the problem
tics of dealing with a slick. For ex- 'Te situationco e-e:ere is
ample, in the case of most spills at that of infinitely deep water having
sea, it takes several hours for pol- density p 2beneath an oil layer having
lution control equipment to arrive on density pi of thickness 6 when undis-
the scene and be deployed after noti- turbed (Figure 2.1). The problem is
fication of the spill is made. There- set in an (x,y) coordinate system with
fore, if the location of a slick is x horizontal and y vertically upwards
known at a given time, it will be es- with the origin on the undisturbed
sential to be able to immediatcly free surface. A two-dimensional water
predict its location several hours wave of radian frequency w and length X
after this time from knowledge of cli- is propagating in the +x direction, and
matic conditions in order to dispatch the inviscid solution for the flow is
equipment to the deployment location, sought. The displacement of the air-

The first step in learning how oil interface is called n, and the dis-
waves move oil is a study of'the sim- placement of the oil-water interface is
plified problem of the mean velocity called €. The velocity potential in
imparted to an oil slick of uniform the oil is called *i, and the velocity
thickness by two-dimensional periodic potential in the water is called #2.

water waves. This problem is formu- Both potentials are to satisfy the La-
lated here as a regular perturbation place equation.
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1.0 X:0(2.9)

Y.oil-water interface 0~-?* '* r+ Vo- (2.10)

~ gf'~.. 0 (2.11)

infinitely deep[f + . ) ?'J -0 (12

Combining the first-order free surface
FIGURE 2.1 GEOMETRY CONSIDERED "OR THE conditions gives:
PROBLEM OF THE MOVEM4ENT OF OIL SLICKS
BY WATER WAVES.

The free Sufc boundary condi- 4 1

tions are:
and Combining the second-order free

1) Kinematic surface condi~uions gives:

0 (2.1) (2.14)

2) DyamicThe first- and second-order boundary

'.0 (2.2) conditions at the oil-water interface
are:

The interfacial boundary condi-
tions are:

1) Kinematic (~ ~2.1S)

(2.3)6

2) Dynamic pressure matcig~(.6

across the oil-water interface:
46+* tv) Ck4h~a J (2.17)

(2.4) j '

K, (2.18)

fiornxapl, thI e waved slpe QUsingX*-

(2.5 and(2.6 andwritng fee (2r.5c

qatitis adiesiMaclauen Serimes ter, n
tephat isg intol pwhers ofe wae upe tomorde

2 givs, fr th fre surface conditions:
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2.3 Solution of the First Order
--yo-lutions are sought which are k (2.32)

periodic in time and space, which sat-
isfy the boundary conditions (2.13)
through (2.21) and which satisfy: The phase velocity of this wave is

called and is given by:

(2.22)SV,a = w,lk = f-jl,/k (2. 33)

The first order solution is: The group velocity, Vgs, is given by
4,= eik"•'Jaek, .4be-") (2.23) d k and is:

e te'(kx-,t)C ek, (2.24) vP, - (2.34)

The other wave is called the interfac-
From (2.13) ial wave and has radian frequency wt

and (2.31) gives:
-*(a ) + - =(2.2S) ek. e-

Will kis(2.35)
From (2.21)

_p,t•(oe.kS* bekJ) ÷pLAce~kA (2.haeveoit26) , ,
+rk e-1 l -'-be -i,*(2.36) '

and from (2.15) 'l;
and its group velocity is:

C =obz (2.27) VgL = w~L/Zk4+i'

Eq. (2.2s) yields the relationship be-

tween a and b as: From (2.11);

= ..j, ui2+9k (2.28) = +

eand from (2.19):

aand The first order rate of mass transport

SEqs. (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28) give the +. if Jt (2.40)

dispersion relation: r br-NS
t2.4 Solution of the Second Order ProblemSw2+ -k (2.31) (2.)ve the second-order problem,

Sithe origin of the time scale will be

S, chosen such that:The dispersion relation (2.31) shows
ad that for each value of k, there are two

i•')solutions for ..l. Although any wave •' (e I• ]o(x•) (2.41)moves both intorfaces, the wave aMsoci-"•.'ated with the higher frequency is called •'= cekicOkx-t) (2.42)E the surface wave, and its radian fre- ,0

7q,,ency is called w . For this wvel •a-~(O.Ab)1sIA.(kx-w1h) (2.43)(3eq. (2.31) has thetsolution.
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The part of eq. (2.52) defined by the
integral is not exactly proportional
to the wave amplitude squared. By ex-

S_•- k5N(kx_•t) (2.44) panding eq. (2.52) in powers of a and b
and retaining only the lowest order
terms gives W.1 in a form correct to or-

Then (2.14) gives: der 2 in c that has a quadratic depen-
dence on the wave amplitude for a fixed

[ ,tt ], -- q wave length. This is;S+++'-•'°(2.45)

M,~-k [(~) (2.53)

Define
a' - a exp (-kd) (2.46) 2.5 Calculations
b' - b exp (k8) (2.47) .. Th'e I en,-e'{dent variables for the
c' = c exp (-kW) (2.48) physical situation of two-dimensional

periodic waves moving through deep water
Then (2.18) and (2.20) give: with a layer of oil on it are:

r.a) The oil thickness in calm water, 6;
- The water density, p,;

The oil density, p2;

a [aj C'p,- 1cXa'+b) +/qk'ujcI (2.49) The gravitational acceleration, g;
The wave radian irequency w; and

-/kauu 'bI)] 51N -(kx-ut) The wave amplitude on the free
surface, n. (Alternatively, the

interfacial wave elevation, t, could
Eqs. _(2.45) and (2.49) show that have been chosen.)
and have a dependence on x and t of A
the form eip (74Zkx-wt). Therefor:c, the A dimensional analysis shows that any
second-order rate of mass transport, dimensionless dependent variable is
MW" depends only on first-order quan- functionally dependent on any three in-
tities and is givei. by: dependent dimiiensionless quantities of

the problem. Primed symbols will be
used where necessary for dimensionless

M, quantities. Three independent dimen-
.T 7.' (2.50) sionless quantities are:

T -T -6476' The density ratio, (p, p')/pz-A
The Teduced frequency, wfT-/•-=-,'

he amplitude parameter
Using the form for *• from eq. (2.41), a i pa-r t ore
the integration in y can be carried out or
analytically. This gives:

By virtue of the perturbation ex-
"(QTb~ slw(kx- pansions used in the theoretical devol-

-m { [ -be* i opment, the various quantities to be
Y-' - calculated depend on the amplitude para-

(2.51) meter to the zeroth, first or second
SIN(kx-wt At +0(.') power in an obvious way. Therefore,

calculations have been carried out only
for the variations in density ratio and
quantities that were calculated are: '

Because of the periodicity of the inte-
grand, the time average over an infinite The amplitude ratio R -
interval can be replaced by a time aver-
age over one period whose time interval The dimensionless rates of mass
is 2n/w. Also, since x is arbitrary, transport of oil
we can let x equal zero. This gives
the second-order rate of mass transport 'fa
of oil as: ( for the surfaceSi , wave

-0) , j f-J a-exp[C(ab)-SINuvt] I w

0i4 N/• 2w , for the inter-

.. kWf•_+)k6 t)] (2.52 facial wave•:!:,(2.52)

, ~s'wt]The normalized wavenumber::,(" -b .exp[-(ci*)• Sl~uut] ++,

+b-exp [-k(-&+W4e s, t)]J}swuot dt
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The normalized phase velocity:

VP' .V w/gP P
The noiinalized group velocity: V

Vg = Vw/g

For the surface waves, all the charac- \ / "
teristics, except for the rate of mass .• /
transport of oil, are very well known •o? ./o+

(see section 2.6). The surface wave
oil tiansport rate and all the charac- 1 > /
teristics of the interfacial waves are ]
given in figures 2.2 through 2.4.

00. 0.2 0.3 0.4

wa/A for interfacial wavos
k' FOR A=0.20S - ~-- ---- I

*,4e 2 /A 0-2 04 0 0. J
FIGURE 2.4. AMYPLITIt'E RATIO AND DISPER-
SION RELATION FOR !NTERFACIAL WAVES

It is of interest to calculate the
a - dimensional mass transfer rate for spec-

ific dimensional conditions to provide
U r• a physical feeling of the situation.

S•," The surface wave will be considered as44o
this is the wave that will usually exist

S)when there is unc nfined oil on che sea
P > and accounts for mass transport of oil

0 I" under such a circumstance.
0 a 60 We shall consider a surface wave

_ 4.... 60 feet long and 4 feet high (amplitude
of 2 feet). A wiV- be taken as 0.1 and
6 as 0.1 feet. F, 'his wave, k27r/60=
0.1 ft.-' and fro,, e,. (2.32) w=l.8 see'.

ii for surface waves From Figure 2.2, MP'=0.01 so that N1=0. 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.01 x 1.8 x (292 it.2/sec.=O.072 It.,/I"
sec. Sinc2 the mean slick thickness is

FIGURE 2.2. )IMENSIONLESS MASS TRANSFER 0.1 feet, the flow speed associated with
.UATES FOR THE SURFACE AND INTERFACIAL the mass transport is 0.72 ft./sec.
WAVES,

2.6 Conclusions about the movenent of
oil by wav.,-

The fluid mechanics of the surface
for t,.0 2 wave with the dispersion relation given

M o .. . b) eq. (2.32) are identical to those of
ordinary deep water waves in the absence
Of of ,il. Ii, short, the wave is the same
whether or not there is oil present.
The only aspect of the surface waves
that has not been well known before is

/V 'A for A=0.2 its mass transport of oil. At very low
// __ _ -.... reduced frequencies, the two interfaces

V VA for V=P.0 , move up and down together so taat the
S0p.oil transport rate is very small, At

high reduced frequencies, the oil-water
interface is nearly motionless, and the
mass transpcrt of oil is identical to

- that which would be associated with the
Stokes drift caused by waves in a single
fluid.

- .The interfacial wave is more inter-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 esting. As shown in Figure 2.4, the

.W,/ air-oil interface has a very small
vertical motion in comparison to that

FIGURE 2.3. GROUP AND PHASE VELOCITIES of the oil water interface. At large
FOR INTERFACIAL WAVES wavenumbers, the motion at tie water-
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oil interface decays rapidly as distance For the dimensional nuanerical ex..
away from the interface is increased up- ample given in the last section, the
wards or down.wards. At small wavenun- mass flow speed was 0.72 ft./soc. in a
bers, the waves in the oil layer have wave 60 feet long and 4 fe.c high.
the same properties as "upside-down" This flow velocity is tpical of mass
shallow water waves. As the wavenumber transport speed in moderate conditions
approaches zero, the interfacial waves so that wave effects on the mass trans-
approach the non-dispersive ccndition port of 51icks cannot be neglectect.
with both group and phase vT 9 city
approaching the limit (gA6)'. As is 3. THE INTERFACIAL WAVE PROBLEM
the case with ordinary shallow water
waves, the mass transport rate of oil by 3.1 Introduction to the Stability
an interfacial wave of small waverumber Problem
is far larger than that of a surface -'Wen an oil slick is contained by
wave of the same amplitude and wavenum- a harrier in a current, under most con-
ber. ditions waves that are generated on the

For a given wavenumber, the fre- oil-water interface are observed. These
quency, group velocity and phase velo- waves can reduce containment efficiency
city of the interfacial wave are much 4i a number of ways. When the inter-
smaller than the corresponcing quanti- facial waves impinge on the barrier,
ties associated with the surface wave. oil sometimes passes beneath the bar-
This effect is accentuated at small rier either by the lowest part of the
wavenumbers, and it can be used to ex- wave simply being deeper than the oar-
plain one of the more troublesome pro- rier or by nil bubbles being formed by
blems encountered when attempts are made the breaking of the wave, with some of
to collect an oil slick in rough seas. the bubbles passing beneath the bariier.
If an oil pool is relatively thick (sev- The viscous shear force of the
eral inches) such as is often the case flewing water on the oil will be larger
whey, oil is contained in a barsier; a if the interface is rough than if it is
collecting device, usually called a smooth. The shear force is the major
skimmer, is often put into the pool to factor in the pile-up of oil against a
pick up the oil and pump it through a barrier in a current (see § 4). If the
hose to a container" (suc-i as a ship or shear force is increased due to the
a barge). In rough conditions, some roughness of the interfacial waves, the
Jkimmers drive all the oil away from oil depth at the barrier will increase
theimselves and can be observed centered so the waves can reduce the holding
oli a small region of the surface com- capacity of a barrier in this way.
pJetely devoid of oil although there is Waves on the interface between a
oll completely surrounding this region. relatively motionless oil slick and the

Skimmers whose motion follows the moving water beneath it are intimately
motion of the fluid particles in the connected with the stability of the
ocean waves will tend to avoid this interface to small disturbances. A
problem of driving oil away from them- slick at sea is subjected to many small
selves; whereas, skimmers that do not unsteady disturbances, and a very small
follow the waves well do not. When a disturbance will result in a substantial
skimmer does not follow tho motion of interfacial wave only if the interface
fluid particles in an ocean wave, the is unstable.
skimmer is moving with respect to the To study the basic elements of the
fluid. As a r-igion of the skimmer sur- interfacial stability a simplified phys-
face advances into the fluid, the oil ical and mathematical model will be con-
layer thickens so that the interfacial sidered (Figure 3.1). Viscous effects
waves generated by the relat ve motion will be neglected and initially, an in-
can mo-ie as fast as the skim--ýr surface. finite layer of oil of constant thick-
When the relative motion of the skimmer ness and at rest will be considered
reverses and the surface moves away from above water of infinite depth flowing
the fluid, the flow around the skimmer with a constant horizontal velocity.
separates since skimmers have bluff In this simplified model, the total
shapes. The interfacial waves keep ad- shear between the water and the oil is
vancing and move the oil away from the concentrated at the interface. The air
skimmer. Eventually, pressure forces layer above the oil has such a small
generate interfacial waves which move density compared to oil or water that
the oil toward the skimmer again. How- the usual surface wave assumption of
ever, the part of th.e oil layer nearest vacuum above the liquid surface will be
the skimmer is then quite thin so the made. The physical configuration is
wave jyqup velocity is limited to identical to that of § 2 except for
(g AM/ which is small for the ex- the steady motion of the lower fluid
isting small values of 6 and A . Thus in this case. In § 2 the charactelis-
it is possiblc. for a skimmer to drive ics of waves generated by an external
enough oil away from itself in rough means and passing through the oil slick
seas so that it cannot collect an oil were studied.
spill.
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Here, we ?re concerned with the
possibility that tiny waves may grow in
size along the interface. In stability
problemsý of this sort, the procedure y=d
utilized is to assume a wave form such
as: OIL s Pi

=Rd =4$(y) ei(kx-wt += INTERFACIAL TENSION
(3.1) X

where * is a wave-like velocity poten-
tial which obeys Laplace's equation. WATER

The boundary restraints on * are then
used to determine 0(y) and the disper- U 42 P2

sicn relaticnship w = w(k), where k
is a real quantity and w is in general
complex. Those values of k vhich re-
sult in positive imaginary parts of w
are considered unstable wavenumbers, as
they result in infinitesimal waves whose FIGURE 3.1. SITUATION CONSIDERED FOR
amplitudes are increasing with time. EXAMINATION OF INTERFACIAL STABILITY
This was carried out by W. T. Jones
(1972) for the present problem, and he
found that for any given set of physical
variables there is a value of flow speed
under which there are no unstable wave- [t+ go ]-=0 (3.4)
numbers. Itt ly V'0

Observers of the waves in question,
however, have noted that wave amplitudes
increase with distance downstream and This is the usual linearized boundary
not with time. This type of growth cor- condition at a free surface. At y=-6,
responds to a negative imaginary part to the kinematic condition of continuity
k (assuming x is positive downstream). of the interface is:
The most relevant stability analysis is
therefore one which assumes that wave-
numbers are complex in general and that [4'r, ]. = [ k]• 1 .- u- = (3.5)
temporal variations are harmonic only
and do not contain growth terms. This
is the type of analysis given here. where c is the elevation of the inter-face. This can be rewritten as: •

3.2 Derivation of Dispersion Relation

since infinitesimal waves are being [(]3.6 [t-U _)considered, linearized water wave theory .

will be used. The free surface boundary
conditions are identical to those of §2. At y=-6, the requirement of pressure
The interfacial boundary conditions here continuity yields:
not only have all the terms of the inter-
facial conditions in §2, but also have
additional torms to account for the ef- [ =
fects of the streaming flow of the water. (3.7)

The configuration considered is
shown in Figure 3.1. The potentials in U + T+V _

the oil and water, called * and * re-
spectively must satisfy the Lapla~e equa- If the boundary conditions Eqs.
tion, and they will be sought in the (3.4) and (3.6) are used to fix
form: two of the constants (a, b, c) in re-

lation to the third, eq. (3.7) can then
,)= (aeky + be-kY) e (kx-wt) (3.2) be used to determine the dispersion re-

lationship k = k(w) just as was done in€• H ck eik 't (3.3) §2.
In order to simplify the analysis,

Physical quantities are the real parts of corresponding nondimensional quantities will be used
complex quantities. These assumed potentials auto- to reduce the number of variables:
matically satisfy the boundary condition 02 (-00) = 0 U

2

only if Re (k) i positive. ff we allow w to take on A= --- the square of a Froude num-
both positive and negative values, we can consider ber based on slick depth.
waves moving to the right and to the left. B=0-/. thu specific grr'ity of the

P, oil in relation to water.
Boundary conditions on the flow

are as follows: C- kd - wave number non-dimensional-
ized on slick depth.
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T non-dimensionalized sur-
- 2 face tension dG 3DC2+ 2AC + (B13-2/A 12) (3.12)

a= w d reduced frequency
g dG/dC has either two real zeros or a

The dispersion relationship obtained is: conjugate pair of zeros. Call the zeros

2 22 2 3 C andC. If dG/dC has a conjugate
E, _ AE C + (L + pir of ieros, dG/dC is not zero for

4- any real value of C and G will have the
+ -1)C + AC + (B - 1 - 2 /A 1) C form shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the

2,4 coefficient of C' is negative. In this
+ L2C - 1E4 tanh C = 4 (3.8) case, G has only one real zero so itmust have a conjugate pair of zeros and

This transcendental expression reduces unstable waves exist for the values of
to a polynomial for those roots large A, B, D and E under consideration. If
enough for tanh C to he considered to dG/dC has two real zeros, the values of
be unity. These roots correspond to G at these values of C can be determined.
short waves en one of the interfaces Eq. (3.12) shows that these values of C
which are not affected by the presence must be positive so that G must have
of the other interface. That polynomial, one of the three forms shown in Figurein factored form, is: 3.2. Instability corresponds to only onereal zero of G. This occurs if G(CI)

(C-2)(DC +AC2 + (1-1-2/A L)C + has the same sign as 6(C 2 ) which is an
easy condition to test. Neutral stabil-

(B + 1) 12) = 0 (3.9) ity corresponds to a double zero of G,
in which case both G and dG/dC are zero

The first root, C = 12, is that corres- at either C1 .or C2 .
pending to a normal water wave, but For a given set of va/ues of A, B,
which in this case exists on the oil- D) and E, the above procedure can be

air interface. There are three roots used to determine if there are any com-
to the second expression, but only those plex zeros for the range of C for which
which have positive real parts corres- tanh C'l. If any such complex zeros
pond to waves on the oil-water interface exist, the situation is unstable. If
since only these waves satisfy the con- no such complex zeros exist, F(C) must
dition of boundedness at great depth. be examined for complex zeros over the
Waves moving in the negative - x direc- range of C for which tanh C cannot be
tion can be obtained by letting L be well approximated by unity. This is
negative, and solving for positive RI (C). essentially the range -3<C<3. ZJ

"no (The solutions of Eq. (3.11) can be
3.3 Solutions to the Disuersion Relation found by the usual method of solving

- To d-etferine the stability of wave6- cubic equations. The values of C which
having a reduced frequency L, eq. (3.8) solve the equation will have tanh C-1
must be solved for those values of C for some range of values of A, B, D and
which satisfy the equation. This is E. The first step is to find a point
equivalent to finding the zeros (values within the range and find the three
of C for which F=O) of the equation solutions to eq, (3.11). A fourth

solution is C=E . The location of the
2 3_ 2+(2,2 3 ) 4 + zeros of F in the complex C plane are AF(C)=DL C -ALC 2/A : )C- 12 regular functions of A, B, D and E,

[-Dc4+AC 3+(B-1-2 A/L)C 2 +, 2 C-.[" 4 ] tanh C except at the singularities of tanh C.Once a set of solutions has been found I
(3.10) as described above, the solutions for

Consider non-negatoive ether values of A and E are found as
since F(C) is real for real values of described below (B and D are constants,
C, all complex zeros of F must occur depending only on the type of oil).
in conjugate pairs. The existence of First A or E is changed slightly.
complex zeros then is associated with The solutions are approximated by those A
an instability. found before A or F were changed. Then

The zeros of F for which tanh C 1 Newton's Method is used as an iteratove
correspond to solutions of eq. (3.9). scheme to find the values of C corres-
The solution C = E is stable. There- pending to the new values of A and E.
fore, the existence of instabilities Then A or E is again changed and the
for tanh C 1 (C Z3) can be determined process is repeated to obtain the ap-
by examining the solutions of propriate values of C. The process is

repeated until the stability is deter-
-DC + AC + (B-1-2/A L)C + ( B + i)L 2  mined for all the values of A and E of

interest. The process would have to be
G (C) = 0 (3.11) curtailed if C approached a singularity

of tanh C, but this did not happen in
Eq. (3.11) will be considered first. our analysis.

dG/dC is given by:
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COMPLEX ZEROS FOR 2 REAL ZEROS POR 2

dG/dC { dG/dC1

-ý-7 C C IIIi UNSTABLE REGION
0

G G -2

1 REAL ZERO FOR G 1 REAL ZERO FOR G -3 cST_ _ --
[IREGION/ //i-.•,.,,_

2REAL ZEROS FOR 2 REAL ZEROS FOR I GION 7

d(;/dC dG/dC 1 Z 340 1 2 () 3 4 5

\1- 
C

G G

3 REAL ZEROS FOR G 1 REAL ZERO FOR G

FIGURE 3.2 FORMS OF G (C). NOTE THAT FIGURE 3.3 CURVES OF MARGINAL STABILITY
ONLY ONE FORM HAS THREE REAL ZEROS. FOR WAVES OF POSITIVE PHASE VELOCITY

FOR B=0.95 and D=0. ONLY WAVES FOR
POSITIVE w MOVING IN SAME DIRECTION AS
CURRENT ARE SHOWN HERE.

2

1

0.

UNSTABLE REGION
0

-22STABLE

-3 RGION-4
Figures 3.3 through 3.5 show results for 0 1 2 3 4 5
oil with B=0.95 and varying amounts of W
surface tension. Jones '1972) gives
results for waves that grow in time,
with real wavenumbers for B=0 4 86 and FIGURE 3.4. CURVE OF MARGINAL STABILITY

values ýf D equal to 2 3 72X10 , FOR B=0.95 AND D=10-. LOWERMOST CURVE

4.7X10 -, and 1.07X10- . For purposes CORRESPONDS TO Re(k)=0. BELOW THIS CURVE

of comparison of Jones' results with 4 ANY WAVE WOULD GROW WITH DEPTH AND

ours, we show his results for D=4.7XI0 VIOLATE THE LOWER BOUNDARY CONDITION;

in Figure 4 3.6 and ours for B=0.86 and THEREFORE, THE REGION IS STABLE.

D=4.7Xl0- in Figure 3.7.
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2

o0
UNSTABLE REGIO

,.- -,o

0.0

UUNSTABLE REGION

UN-3;STABLE REGION 1

K 0 12 345
-TfiL RLEGION' ý

0 1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 3.5. CURVE Oý MARGINAL STABILITY FIGURE 3.7. CURVE OF MARGINAL STABILITY
FOR B-0.9S AND D-10". FOR WAVES GROWING IN SPACE WITH POSITIVE4

PHASE VELOCITY FOR B-0.86 AND D=4.74 10

4. THE STEADY STATE CONFIGURATION OF A
CONTAINED OIL SLICK 11 A CURRENT
4.1 Introduction and Historical Back-

2 &yround
The thickness distribution of an

oil slick contained by a barrier in a
current is of paramount importance. If

UNSTABLE REGION the amount of oil contained by a barrier
0 in a f~xed current is slowly increased,

eventually the oil pool thickness at the
barrier will be very nearly equal to the
barrier depth. If any more oil is added

-2 to the pool, an equal amoun, of oil will
pass beneath the barrier. The voluie of

--3 STABLE REGION oil contained by the barrier in this
condition is called the holding capacity
of the barrier. The holding capacity

-40 2'0 40 60 depends on the current speed since the
kd current speed affects the thickness dis-

tribution.
FIGURE 3.6. CURVE OF MARGINAL STABILITY - Under most conditions, the observed
FOR JONES (1972) FOR B-0.86 AND PDi.V4 10 thickness distribution of oil contained
HERE, THE WAVENUMBER, k, IS REAL AND UN- by a barrier in a current has a pro-
STABLE WAVES ARE THOSE WHICH GROW IN TIME. nounced "lump" near the leading edge of

the slick as shown in Figure 4.1. For
current speeds in excess of 0.8 feet per
second, oil droplets are usuflly observed
being torn off this "lump", called a
"headwave". With increasing current
speed, the rate of oil droplet formation
rapidly increases. If the slick is very
long compared to its thickness, for
current speeds between 0.8 and 1.1 feet
per second, the droplets usually rejoin
the oil slick downstream from the head-
wave. At higher current speeds, however,
many of the droplets are driven deeply
enough to pass beneath the barrier and
result in oil leakage. Because of this,
it has been impossible to contain oil in
currents without substantial leakage.

In practice, the situation is com-
plicated by ocean waves anI interfacial
instabilities. However, the salient
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He f-irther noted that a headwave must
exist, using an argumenit that appears

"_,OIL to be related to the fact that the drag
o.x any semi-infinite half-body in poten-

HEAD-MV 1 tial flow must be zero. Von Karman then
OIL DROPLETS considered the flow near the leading•- TORN OFF edge. By looking for a "corner flow"
HEADWAVE where the velocity squared is proportion-

al to the distance from the stagnation
CURRENT OF point, he ascertained that the slope of
SPEED U the interface at the leading edge is 60*.

From the above reasoning, he gave aINFINIrLY DEEP WATER sketch like that shown here in Figure
__ - 4.2, which agrees with observed gravity

currents and resembles an "upside down"
oil slick with a headwave except for
the fact that the after portion of an

FIGURE 4.1 SCHEMATIC VIEW OF FORM OF oil pool does not have constant thick-
OIL THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION WHEN AN OIL ness.
POOL IS CONTAINED BY A BARRIER IN A CUR-
RENT

features of the problem are revealed by
a study of the steady problem in which
these effects are ignoyed except pos-
sibly for the increase in steady fric-
t:.onal force on the oil by the water due
tc an increase in interfacial roughness.
Most of the important features of the LIGHTER FLUID
pr)blem exist in the simplified two-
dinensional problem of an infinitely
wice barrier transverse to a current.
Thii is the problem that will be con-
sidored here. '- U

If we momentarily adopt a reference INTRUDING LAYER OF H
framý moving with the water, we can 600 HEAVIER FLUID
readily see that the present problem is I

related to, or perhaps included in, a FIGURE 4.2 GRAVITY CURRENT TREATED BY
class of problems called density, or VON KARMAN
gravity currents. The classic example
of thi' type of current is the intrusion The existence of a headwave similarof a heavy fluid beneath a lighter one to that predicted by von Karman has been
of infirnite extent, such as an atmos- reported by numerous investigators, no-
pheric cold front or the intrusion of tably Keulegan (1958) and Middleton
salt water into fresh. One of the first (1966). Benjamin (1968), however, ar-analytical works in this field was by gued that one could not use Bernoulli's
von Karman (1940), who assumed an infin- equation from the leading edge to a
itely long intruding layer (called a point far downstream, due to the fact
gravity current) which eventually reached that in purely irrotational flow, there
a constant height downstream. To de- is 1) no frictional drag, and 2) no
termine the speed of propagation U of a hydrodynamic drag on a semi-infinite
gravity current whose height downstream half-body. There is, however, a net
asymptotically approached a constant, hydrostatic force in the direction of
If, or conversely the downstream depth of propagation of the heavy fluid equal to
a. current travelling at velocity U, von H2

Karman assumed that the plessure in the 12 (Plower - Pupper). The momentum de-
heavy fluid was hydrostatic, and that ficiency in the wake of a breaking head-
the lighter fluid was inviscid. Match- wave was seen as essential for equili-
ing the pressure of the two fluids at brium. It remained unclear from Benja-
the interface, and writing Bermoulli's min's analysis, however, why frictional
equation along the upper side of the forces in a relatively thin boundary
interface, he obtained: layer could not provide the balancing

force. If this were the case, the exist-
1/2 V2 - Agy (4.1) ence of the headwave could still be in-

vestigated using irrotational flow
where V is the local velocity of the up- theory.
per fluid and y is the height of the in- There are some essential differences
terface. This yields: between the problem of an oil slick on

the surface of a boCv of water and that
U /'2-AgH (4.2) considered by von Karman and Benjamin.

One is that the oil is limited in hori-
zontal extent, and cannot in general be
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approximated as a semi-infinite half- friction is necessary. One of Buckmas-.
body. This can be seen in particular if ter's theoretical results is that the oil
there is a barrier present at the slick's thickness distribution is blunt at the
trailing edge. Secondly, and perhaps leading edge. This shows that his under-
the most important, is the fact that lying boundary layer theory cannot be
since the slick exists on a free surface, correct near the leading edge since the
the hydrostatic motive force behind a theory is accurate only when the thick-
density current need not be present: ness distribution has small slope. One
the free-surface height can adjust it- of the factors which must be considered
self to provide horizontal equilibrium, is the pressure force in the water owing
Therefore, it seems that Benjamin's ar- to streamline curvature, and this is the
guments cannot apply to the present case. factor that is to be studied here.

Previous work has been done on the
slick thickness distribution problem by 4.2 Water Dynamics
Wicks (1969), Hoult (1970), and Linden- If we assume the water to be invis.
muth, Miller & Hsu (1970). All developed cid, Bernoulli's equation can be written
equilibrium equations which ignored com- along the interface to give:
pletely the dynamic pressure in the water.
Essentially, they balanced viscous shear
and hydrostatic pressure. When the -pz - [IVZ-U 3 l (4.3)
shear stress is assumed to be constant =ZI , (

(as Hoult found to be the case experi-
mentally), this analysis results in a where V is the velocity of the fluid, U
thickness distribution proportional to is the velocity at infinity, and the
the square root of the distance from pressure of the atmosphere is taken to be
the leading edge. Wicks (1969) and zero. If V is broken up into the free-
Lindenmuth (et al) (1970), however, re- stream velocity and perturbation veloci-
ported the results of experiments with ties, we get
contained oil slicks which indicated the
existence of a headwave at practically
all flow speeds, the downstream side of pý= -/qg -/Uu -•(u'4^Ar) (4.4)
whish was unstable. To account for this
in some way, both authors applied the
hiscosity-gravity equilibrium equation where u and v are the horizontal and
only to the portion of the slick down- vertical perturbation velocities, re-
stream of the headwave (and in Wick's spectively. If the slope of the inter-
case, upstream of the region affected face is assumed to be small, u and v
by the barrier). will be small, and the pressure, to first

In later studies (1972), Hoult order in interfacial slope, is
looked at the free spreaaing of oil on
calm water. lie found that three phases

of spreading exist. In the first, gra- P2 -UA (4.5)
vitational forces are balanced by iner-
tial forces; in the second, gravitational
and viscous forces are balanced; in the
third, surface tension balances viscous
effects. He presented both analytical 4.1 Oil Dgnamig s
and experimental results, including a , the Navier-Stokes equa-
picture of a spreading oil slick in the tions are:
first phase (where viscous and surface
tension effects were assumed to be neg- (

ligible) which was remarkably similar to ,+-+- (4.6)
experimentally derived configurations of
restrained oil slicks. This demonstrates
the importance of inertial forces in the - - -
present problem. Hoult's analytical re- a' A 4N ,'- + 14 (4.7)
sults for the same cese failed to show
this configuration, but the equations
developed did not include dynamic pres- The order of magnitude of the terms in
sures in the water. Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) can be determined

Buckmaster (1973) solved the problem and only the largest order terms re-
of the viscous-gravity spreading of an tained to obtain a simplified approxima-

oil pool by considering the pressure in tion to these equations.
the oil to be hydrostatic and using the
boundary layer equations in the water. Define:
Soemn of the details of the fluid mechan-(.
ics at the leading edge ar(: identical in (4=.8-
the oil spreading problem and the problem
of a contained pool in a current. This where t is the thickness of the slick.
makes the work of Buckmaster of interest
for the contained pool problem because Du3 to the requirement of continuity,
knowledge of the distribution of skin
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For the study presented here, we shall

A--, O(?u) (4.9) assume the pressure in the oil is hydro-
static.

0( ý'A (410 4.4 Equilibrium Euto

""-igur 4.3 shows the forces acting

on a differential element of the slick.
-o(4.11)

Thus the viscous terms will dominate the
convective terms in Eq. (4.6) ifu •rt/kis
small. If this is the case,

(4.13)DISTURBED +

Similar argument shows that 4--0(70-) 4 SURFAC

Hence, if 7"and 4L are small? compared
to unity, the floi in the oil will have P2
the sane character as couette flow. ToOIdetermine u, Eq.(4.13) must be integrated WATER
twice. The result, simplified by use of
the requirement of continuity, is:

-p 2.Uu/' T

L4 0- ±)• (4.14) o•,
-(4.14) FIGURE 4.3 DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT OF OIL

SLICK, AND FORCES ACTING UPON IT

where

-t (4.15)

Summing the forces in the x-direction,
therefore we get:

S(4.16) 1( .lMM, - -. (4.18)

where k is the length of the slick. If, =
in addition to small slope, Q is small,
inertial forces in the oil can be neg- where Cf is a non-dimensional friction

lected, and the pressure in the oil will coefficient which in general depends on

be hydrostatic. At the interface then, position. As we let Ax become arbitrar-
ily small, Am and At go to zero, and
this equation becomes:

(4.17)

To determine the typical magnitude of Q,

,onrider a typical contained slick, 100
feet long and one foot thick. Suppose Summing forces in the y-direction, we

A-0.1 and VI-0.1 slugs/foot-sec. Then get:

-% 0(•At 0 () t P&%- OU.o (4.20)

x A axI(4.21)
,A Hence, for typical slick densities and

sizes, the assumption of hydrostatic
pressure in the oil is expected to be Substituting in the x-equation, and let-

quite accurate. An exception possibly
exists near the leading edge of the slick
where the interfacial slope may be large (4.2?)
enough to make the assumption invalid. WE -_ U(

'`4
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4.5 Simplification of the Equation can be sought, where either the depth
Eq. (4.22) contains two Unknown or slope of the interface is assumed to

functions oi position: m, the depth of have tNe form of a sum of arbitrarily
the interface below the waterline; and selected functions:
u, the x-componunt of the perturbation
velocity. The problem can be recast as __

an equation in a single variable by ex- .n- (4.27)
ploiting the fact that the slick is thin
and has a small slope. The method used
is similar to that used in thin airfoil The most obvious set of funtions @ is
theory. In particular, it is assumed a train of impulsive sources Q . In
that the perturbation flow in the water this case, the following appro~imation3
can be represented by that generated by csn be used:
a source distribution of strength q(x)
lying on the free surface over the region
occupied by the oil slick. The interfa- ,- ,

cial slope and the perturbation velocity M U = Q • (4.28)
are given by the following functionals
of the source sheet distribution.

,,( 2 (4.30)

where all quantities are measured at Xn,
where in Eu. (4.24) the integral is the the location of source Qn. This approri-
principle value type. mation to the Cauchy integral, however,

is fairly crude. A superior approach
If we then define would be one where this integral can be

evaluated exactly for each function .
If we make the well-known chanle ofS• xe d•(4.2S) vhariables X =4 •(-cos 19) , w id that

-1 there are two reasonable Fourier-type
expansions which allow this exact evalu-

the equilibrium equation can be written ation.
as: One method is to expand slick depth

in terms of sines and cosines:-•m U!. !t.- + Ix

-Aon r ,j1n (4.31) K
(4.26) ,M.e * '

If the barrier extends below the bottom Glauert (1947) derived the contribution
of the slIck, it can be represented as a to I from the sine modes:
concentrated source, an impulse in the
source sheet distribution.

In principle, the integral defining Ty n SI.ne (4.3)
I is taken over the entire free surface K1 I

where da/dx outside of the oil slick is
the free surface slope. However, we will The cosine modes are not so simple and
solve the simpler problem here in which must be computed recursively from the
the free surface slope is zero upstream relation:
from the leading edge of the slick. Set-
ting the "source strength" q equul to
zero also downstream from the barrier (4.33)
simulates separation from the bottom of
the barrier. Thus, the water flow is
quite akin to the flow over a two-dimen- wheresional semi-infinite body.

4.6 Discretization I cOe In - (4.34)
Due to the non-linear character of

Eq. (4.26), an nalytic solution cannot r- e
be obtained. Instead, a solution with IoLO I I, 9 (4.3S)- 1 -
a finite number of degrees of freedom
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If only the cosine terms were used, the N+l points. Unfortunately, there is no
expansion would be equivalent to a ser- guarantee that the error will remain
ies of Chebyshev polynomials small between collocation points.
These polynomials can be shown to be a An alternative techniqae is that of,
complete set of functions for the repre- Galerkin in which the criterion for seI-
sentation of an arbitrary, infinitely ecting the best set of coefficients is.,
differentiable function on a finite do- that the resulting error be orchogonal
main. Furthermore, they have the advan- (with res ect to a weighting function)
tage of converging exponentially rapidly to each o the functions *

""as N goes to infinity. In our problem, If the Galerkin method is used,
however, we can expect an infinite slerpe Eq. (4.38) becomes,
at the leading edge (at least in the
zero-Fro~de number limit), so the sine
terms, which have infinite slopes at d9

f1Oand at *-i , must be included.
Another approach which results in C f-d 4

the analytic solution of the Cauchy in- - (O)+jMOO .-- 4
tegrals is to expand interfacial slope
in terms of sines, with a cotangent term Thus, regardless of our procedure, we
to allow an infinite slope at the lead- obtain at least N÷1 equations of the
ing edge: form

~=ACoTf+ AOINne (4.36)Rt AYA• Gt - O H• ... 0 (4.40)

This is identical to Glauert's representa- These equations can best be solved by a
tion of the circulation along the chord vector extension of Newton's method. An
of a two-dimensional airfoil. It can be initial guess for the vector A is made,
shown that the cotangent term gives the and the error in the Eq. (4.403 is found
uniform value I-. iA. , while the sine from:
terms yield I=- TA.ýc;esD . This repre-
sentation allows either infinite or zero
slope at the leading edge (depending on
whether A, is non-zero or zero, respec- (4.41)
tively) and requires a zero slope at-1-
the trailing edge.

If the terms multiplied by the un- The derivative of the terms on the left-
known coefficients are called hand side of Eq. (4.40) with respect to
':here 1-1, 2, 3, 4 represent the series each of the coefficients is then computed
for m, I, and dI respectively, Eq. as follows:
(4.26) fn be writftn as:

I ,AtA ~~Q ,(0)0,() A =,AtAA , - t-e~

-AQ,(G)Qt1(G)~(.) =:AtL G;', 4Gj (4.42)

or +.2F-cO I ue - o We now construct the matrix equation:
or .: tA E

0.-&) -O =O (4.38) I(,: AA, El

where F-•U is a form of Froude number. I
If a barrier is included, the above equa- 'ttons will Include linear terms in An and $
another term independent of An.

4.7 Solving for the Coefficients E
ThM coefficients An may be obtained (4.43)

by any of a number of techniques. The
relative complexity of the equation makes Solving Eq. (4.43), we find th* vector AA
the simplest technique--that of colloca- The procedure is iterated, using An n
tion--particularly attractive. To collo- An + hAn for the second approximation
cate, one merely satisfies the equation to An, recomputing and and solv-
exactly at N+l points along the slick, ing ?or LAn. This is continued until
or in a least-squares sense at more than the coefficients converge to a solution
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-- i.e., until the vector MAn is ac-
ceptably small.T

Like the scalar form of Newton's 13 TERM
method, the vector form converges rapid-
ly to the desired solution only if the

initial Uess is good. Otherwise, solu-
0 tions which do not satisfy the physical

problem will be encountered--such as
those leading to negative oil thickness. .04 11 TERM
To avoid this difficulty, the solution EXPANSION
can be obtained for small Froude numbers
first, and then for successively higher 05 NO DYNAMIC TEb--
values. In the swall Froude number
limit, the first term of Eq. (4.26)
dominates the solution, and can be inte- FIGURE 4.4. TWO "SOLUTIONS" TO EQUATION
grated directly to give as an initial 4.37 (P%0316, A-.14, C -. 01•, EACH OF
approximation: 0'apprximaion:WHICH HAS SMALL ERROR 1; INTERIOR.

rjj..f ,--fC~ 4 4 (VERTICAL SCALE EXAGGERATED)

If a non-zero barrier projection is pre-
sent, it must be introduced gradually at
low Froude numbers so as to avoid con- S CONCLUDING REMARKS
vergence to an undesirable solution.

Theoretical studies of three phen-
4,8 Preliminary Results nomena relpted to the physical contain-

simplicity, ment of spilled oil have been described.
collocation has been uned in the initial The first is the movement of oil slicks
attempts to solve Eq. (4.38). Errors in by water waves. Although a unified
the equation were then checked at many theory is presented here, from the opera- p

points along the slick. It was found tional standpoint of dealing with an oil
that the Glauert-type representation spill, there are two mass transport pro-
led to large errors between collocation blems. These are the global mass trans-
points, whereas the representation of port problem and the local mass transport
depth as sines and cosines did not. problem. The global problem relates to
The errors in the latter case were quite the bulk movement of an uncontained slick
small over the region between the first by waves. A generally held belief is
and last collocation points, at least that wind moves an oil slick, and a com-
in the cases where the end collocation monly used rule of thumb is that the
ýoints are not taken closer to the lead- slick moves at 31 of the wind speed. In

ng or trailing edges than half the dis- actuality, it seems likely that the slick
tance between collocation points. This movement is only slightly related to the
was true for points equally spaced in e shear force of the wind on the oil, and
as well as in x, so that the region in- that most of the global mass transport
terior to the end collocation points of the slick is related to the effect of
extended (for the 13 term expansion) the wind-generated ocean waves. The di-
over 99% of the slick length. An ele- rect effect of waves passing through a
mentary error analysis (wherein it is slick on the mass transport of oil is
postulated that all the error occurs in analyzed in this paper. A "back-of-the-
the first term of Eq. (4.26))showed envelope" calculation shows that for the
that the error in depth caused by errors size and length of typical wind-generated
in the equation in the interior region waves and for typical slick depths, the
was of the order of 1%. However, when order-of-magnitude of the direct wave-
one case was run with two different sets related mass transport velocity is the
of collocation points, the results at same as the order-of-magnitude of 31 of
high Froude numbers would vary signifi- the wind speed. There is another wave-
cantly as can be seen in Figure 4.4. related source of mass transport of oil
Surprisingly, the results would converge that is not considered in this paper.
quite well for low Froude nuuer cases, This is the fact that a water wave pas-
even for those representa~ions which sing through a slick loses some of its
showed relatively rge eWors. This momentum due to free boundary layer ef-
was evidently due it the oscillatory fects at the oil-water interface. This
nature of the errors, but indicates results in a force on the oil that in-
that whatever errors are present at the creases the rate of mass transport in

* . leading and trailing edges which prevent the direction of wave propagation. This
the solutions from converging increase problem has just begun to receive analy-
with Froude number. tical study.

The "local mass transport" is an ef-
fect related to what is called the inter-
facial wavy in 1 2. This effect is re-
lated to the fact that the group and
phase velocities of interfacial waves
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are very low and depend on the depth ot the one commonly found in the literature.
the oil layer. As a result, when an ob- Our equation is a non-linear singular
ject in a slick is moving in waves, the intogro-differential equation which we
relative motion between the object and believe can only be solved by numerical
the oil can result in the object's keep- means. In attempting tocarry out the numerical
ing the oil away from itself most of thef solution, we found that it was possible
timt. If the object is an oil skimmer, to find rather different solutions with
it cannot effeciently collect oil if the each having very small error over 99%
oil is kept away from it. To prevent of the slick length. This raises the
this effect, a skimmer must follow the question of whether or not a unique
wave particle motian closely, numerical solution can be found.

Experimental confirmation of the Although there are many problems
theory or the mass transport of oil by and questions about the solution of our
waves does not yet exist. The experi- slick thickness equation, these questions
ments for this are the next step in re- are only a small "subset" of the total

Tsearch in this area. group of questions about the thiLkness
The second phepomenon analyzed is distribution. The analysis leading to

the stability of tje oil-water interface our equation neglects the effects of
when a slick is contained by a barrier, bluntness at the leading edge on dynam-
In practice, small interfacial waves are ic pressure in the water, viscous ef-
almost always seen, and there has been a fects, dynamic effects in the oil and
question among scientists as to whether possible head loss in the flowing water
these waves are due to interfacial in- associated with the breaking of the
stabilities or due to the respc..s- of headwave.
the interface to turbulent fluctuations Although numerous experiments on
in the pressure. Our analysis shows the slick thickness distribution have
that the interface is unstable to spati- been carried out, none seem aimed at re-
ally growing waves at all flow speeds. vealing the physics of just what is going
However, at some speeds, the unstable on. For example, no one has measured the
waves have wavelengths that are so long dynamic head of the water upstream and
that the waves would have little effect, downstream from the headwave to see if
and at some speeds the unstable waves there is a reduction in dynamic head.
are so short that the viscous damping of Also, no one seems to have measured the
the waves, which was neglected in the details of both water and oil flow in
analysis, must be of importance, the immediate vicinity of the leading

The interfacial stability problem edge of the slick. These details are
really needs extensive experimental essential in gaining an understanding
study at this time. The experi'ments of the flow. One of the problems in
have to be done in a carefully controlled carrying out the needed experiments is
environment. In particular, the basic that the same level of precision and
flow in the water must have turbulent low water turbulence is needed here as
static and total pressure fluctuations is needed in experiments on interfacial
that are sm~ll in comparison with the stability.pressure differences associated with At the present time, oil cannot be

the waves being studiei. These pres- contained without leakage occurring when
sures themselves are small because of the current speed is larger than 0.7
the similar densities of oil and water knots. The problem in affecting contain-
so that the turbulent fluctuations in ment is the entrainirent of oil droplets,
the flowing water must be extremely principally from the headwave. This
small indeed. We do not know of any problem is a portion of the slick thick-
flow channel existing at this time with ness dibtribution problen and because of
the required smooth flow. Some attempts its importance, the needed analysis and
have been made at studying tue problem experiments should r'ceive high priority.
in a towing tank by towing a barrier The reader will have noticed at this
containing oil. The difficulty an- point that more experimental research on
counterod i that it typically takes the problems of containing oil is the
severaL minutes for thb slick to attain needed ingredient for obtaining solutions
its equilibrium mnan configuration. Dur- and understanding. When research on oil
ing this time, very slow moving waves containment was begun a few years ago,
can be seen moving back and forth in initial experiments were carried out to
the slick with each wave passage chang- obtain rough measures of the conditions
ing the thickness distribution. Typical affecting oil containment. After this
tank lengths are too small to be able work was done, analytical studics, such
to have the slick attain its equilibrium as those described in this paper, re-
configuration. Because of this, a pre- ceived research interest. Although some
cision flow channel needs to be built experimertal work has continued, it has
to c~rry out these experiments, been on a similar basis to the initial

The third problem analyzed is the work. Moro refined experiments aimed
determination of the equilibrium thick- at obtaining a quantitative physical un-
ness distribution of an oil slick con- derstanding ot the fluid mechanics have
Stained by a barrier in a currant. The not received the emphasis they need, and
equation obtained for the oil thickness we strongly believe that this lack of A
distribution is quite different from emphasis should immediately be changed
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THE MANEUVERABILITY OF FISH, WITH POSSIBLE
IMPLICATIONS FOR MAN-MADE VESSELS

D, WeihkTechnion - IsAaet Institute o6 Technotogy

Ha~ia, l4raeL

ABSTRACT Subscripts
b - body only (without fins).

An analytical and experimental study of c - center of mass.
the maneuvering of fish is presented. Slender i - ir.nex".
body theory adapted to deal with unsteady curvi- q - defined in (4).
linear lirge amplitude motions of elongated
finned bodies is applied to turning and INTRODUCTION
acceleratic of fish. The contribution of non-
slender fins is represented by the vorticity The hydrodynamical aspects of fish loco-
shed, obtained with the aid of indicial theo'y. motion started attracting interest in recent

years after observations of the surprising per-
Analysis of experimental observationo of formance of various aquatic erectures.

fish performing these maneuvers shows that very The propulsion mechAnism of fishes has been
efficient use is made 3f bodŽ and fin motions. studied intensively and two different theories
In tile cahe of rapid starting, ,, theoretically for motion at high ReynolI-ds numbers have been
obtained optimal mode was observed, developed. One treats fish by means of a slender

body analysis (1,2) based on the fact that most
The forces and moments on the fish calculat- species of fish with good swismni_,q performance

20 .)y the presLnt the ry are in good agreement have en elongated cylindrical shape. A dif-
with observations. ferent Approach (3) treats fish as two dimen-

sional flapping ,urface!.
Some possih ke implications of the techniques Such swimming analyses are of possible

analysed, to low speed maneuvering of man made relevance to naval architecture in two ways. *1
vessels are discussed. First~the oscillating toil (fish tail) has been

considercU as an alternative propulsor for boats,
NOMENCLATURE especially of shallow draft (4). Also submarines

and yachts (%aien including a mirror-image above
a - curvilinear coordinate along the fish he tree surface) among others, have shapes c-om-

longitudinal centerline,origin at rear parable to fish bodies (5).
end. As a result of these studies, it now appears

CL tft coefficient. that the constant velocity motion of aquatic
C - depth of fish c-'ross sectic. animals is well understood. However, tb-

-rate of energy expenditure. maneuvering ca[pabi?ities of fish have received

F r instant ergyous forcep less attention. Here also it is possible that
length of fih(when stretched out) the naval architect may be able to profit from

a -- added mass per unit length, of fian comparisons with the techniques employed by fish

cross sectici. for turning, starting etc.

n - coordinate normal to longitudinal center- it has been recently shown by the author

line. that fish have learnt to maxe use of hydro-S- radius of tixrn. mechanics in saving energy by schooling (6) and i
- rat e tangential longitudinal in increasing range by alternate gliding and

cesnei.lne. swimming (7) so that one can expect the m.. wavers

t - time, mentioned above to be carried out efficiently.

T - thruss' fo.rce. In the present paper maneuvers such as turn-+ ÷ ing and acuelerating of fish are examined from
u,v - vel Icity comp-,nents in s,n directions,

__rspectively" two points of view. First, a theoretical
~y -- inertil Cartesian coordinates parallel approach which allows the calculation of forces ;

"�and on a finned fish in unsteady curvili.ear motion
a* - a nogJ.m of attack. is presented. This iLt baseO upon a general-

6 - s c n h n ob dization of Lighthill'E- theory of large-amplitudeSdisplacement thickness of boundary ý. ayer -
S - defi-;odin (7). motions of a slender body (0). Sca.e fu,:ther

correction for viscous effects, which are neglect-Sdensity. ed in a'l the theoretical wrrkpr ;Jiouoly des-

cri,.ed is also included.
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In parallel some observations of fish
actually performing the maneuvers mentioned I
above are analysed and compared to the calculat-
ions. Good agreement between theoretically
derived motions and observations, as well as
between measured and calculated forces is obtain-
ed. Finally some possibilities of applying the
ideas obtained from observation of fish motion
to maneuvering are raised.

Head
SLENDER FINNED BODY THEORY

Slender-body theory, in its usual form is (a,%) 1
the result of a perturbation scheme for situa- y(G t)
tions in which one length dimension is much
larger than the other typical dimensions asso- ', -\.
ciated with the problem. This framework has
becn applied (1) to the case of unsteady small.
amplitude motions perpendicular to the laige
length coordinate by means of a transformation
causing the undulating body to become a fixel
surface. This allowed the use of the slender-
body technique to study fish locomotion and has
since been generalized to include the effects of
fins (2,5) and body thickness (5,9).

Almost all of the work mentioned above is
limited to the linear case of small lateral un-
dulations of the slender fish. This can be
applied to analysis of steady swimming of fish
at a constant velocity. However, when one

attempts to study the maneuverability of fishes
this limitation becomes too restr'ictive as
acceleration turning, stopping and other jrocesses Fig. 1 The Coordinate System
of interest are achieved by means of large lateral u+ a
motions of sections of the fish's body. a_ t (la)

The small lateral amplitude theories are

therefore not applicable, and we follo,- light- -2 x 2A 2X (ib)
hill's (8) generalization of his elongated body v = at ma at 3a
theory to include large lateral motions. The
main result of the slenderness of the fish here The reactive forces on n elongated body in
is that the momentum imparted to the water near an inviscid fluid result almost completely from
a given longitudinal section of t~te fish depends movements in the normal An direction as the
only upon the lateral virtual mass and lateral disturbances in the • (tangential) direction
velocity of that section. The application to c're negligibly small. As suggested before, the
large amplitude motions is achieved by con- momentum per unit length of fish produced b y
sideaing coordinates parallel, and perpendicular these normal movements is equal to mvn where j
to the instantaneous orientation of the fish m is the lateral virtual mass a9 d n = (-ay/aa; j
backbone. ax/aa) is a unit vector in the n direction.

Consider a frame of reference in which the The momentum charges in the wake can be
velocity of the water far from the fish is zero. obtained by considering the half space bounded
Dealing now with mheutrally buorAnt fish swimming by a vertical plane w intersecting the tip of
in a horizontal plane described by Cartesian the caudal fin at a right angle to the longitu-
coordinates. The directions x and y can be dinal axis of symr,'try, and moving along with
chosen arbitrarily, and a prai.tical choice is its point of intersection in the x,y plane.
the x direction for the original orientation osing this approach Lighthill (8) cotained
of the "stretched straight" fish. an expression for the net force upon a jlender

Still following (8) we define an arc co- body performing large ae-plitude undulations
ordinate a along the fish backbone (longitu- £
dinea axis of symmetry), a takes values from F- - f mv n da - my s + mvunj (2)
0 to t (see FJ.g. 1). From observations one dt a=

ftnds that the velocity component perrendicular
to the backbone is usuall>, small, even i. lateral The first term in the square brackets
motions are large. describes the resultant of the pressures arising

Neglecting now any extensibility of the fish from the lateral motions oi the plane separating
spine the positio., of any point along the fish the fish from its wake. The second shows the

4' at a time t cai 'e regarded as functions rate of change of momentum due to tonvection
x(a,t) and y(a,L). (arising from the motion of the plane s ). Only

Tbh- velocity in the horizontal plane can be translation of Vn causes a convective momentvm '
separated into components tanqential and normal change, as fish cross-sections have lateral
to the curved backbone, symmetry and rotation of r will not cause a

change of momentum in either half space.
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A characteristic feature of slender body calculated separately 3 . ,ioasuzables. Also,

theory appears in (2). The momentum shedding the definition of mb in sections which are
effects are all concentrated at the rear end composed of fin and body combinations can be
of the body, and depend in magnitude on the difficult.
dimensions of this rear end. In classical The general analysis of unsteady lift
slender wing theory, it is well established generation on an airfoil performing arbitrary
(10) that only the parts of wino"l in which the motions is extremely complex and has to be treat-
span increases contribute to the lift forces, ed numezically. However, recalling that the
and regions of lessening span are "shadowed" velocities perpendicular to the backbone v(a,t)
and do not add or detract from the lift. are small;,the general motions may be separated

Many species of fish typically have their approximately into a series of indicial motions
maximum span at the middle of their siretched, (11). This allows the calculation of the lift
out length, so that according to the theory, coefficient of each fin by means of straight-
forces are produced only along the front part forward steady state methods(12), and ýorrecting
of the fish. In his analysis of rectilinear for the unsteady motion by calculating the re-
swimming at constant speed, Lighthill (2) took duction in li"t due to the incomplete buildup
the effect partially into account (see his in circulation, obtained by the indicial method.
Eq. 27) by adding a term equivalent to the The lift and moment on a wing during arbitrary
momentum shed from the dorsal fin, again maneuvers can then be found with the aid of
evaluated at the rear end of the tail fin. Duhamel's integral. For the lift coefficient

This type of analysis as well as that of of a pitching and plunging airfoil, for example,
(5) is permissible when the curvatur of the this is written
body is small and the quantities stuuied are dt
total thrust forces. In this case the exact CL (t) = j f [CL (t-tl)e(tl)+CL (t-tI)q(tl)]dt

point of application of the resultant is of no 0 a q
great importance. Alternatively it is assumed (4)
that the vortex wakes from the dorsal ar' anal where q E Gc/U. The indicial method is useful
fins are partially or completely absorbed into here as s.neuve'rs such as turning, or lunring
the flow around the tail fin. consist of a sequence of one-time phases with

The present analysis attempts the study of no periodic motions involved usually. There is
maneuvers with time-dependent speed end direct- an obvious inconsistency in applying decor-
ion of motion of the center of mass. As a position and subsequent superposition techniques

result, one has to know, in addition to the net to an inherently non-linear situation. However
thrust force the actual instantaneous forces on observation of actual fish maneuvers show that
different parts of the fish and the point of these can be separated into distinct phases, in
application of these forces. Also, wakes of the which the lifting surfaces perform different
fins may be separate due to different sections motions, sustained during each phase.
of fish following non-identical paths. The analysis presented up to now assumed

Recalling that we are still dealing at the fluid to be inviscid. In rapid maneuvering
present with an inviscid flow we assume that this is not too bad an assumption, and the errors
vortex-wakes, producing lift forces are shed may be roughly estimated from constant speed
only from sharp edged surfaces. The model fish calculations, where it is clear that the average
consists of a smooth elongated body with dis- net force found by inviscid methods is equal and
r-p-e fins having sharp trailinq edqesI. hq~ opposite to the net drag on the fish.
instantaneous moms'ntum shed into the wake can now Some viscous effects can be estimated
be obtained by equating it to the changes in directly. Returning to (2) or (3) we see that
circulation around the assorted fins, plus the the last term in the square brackets 'esults
elongated body contribution, from the tangential velocity of the fish. Pow-

Equation (2) can now be rewritten in the ever, in real flow, some water will be dragged
form along due to the no-slip condition. The mass
+ X £ k per unit length of fluid dragged along with
F - f M.v n da - E L. - the fish is 2p6'd where the factor 2 resultst i=l from the two sides of the tail fin. Equation

1 (2) now takes the form
[ s (3) d 1 2- * 4

a- + .b- u [-da- va S (m-2p6 d)uvn]
The advantage of the formulotion in (3) is o (5)

that when calculating the lift forces -i, one recalling that the lateral added mass of ellip-

has the actual point of applicati iand orient- tcal sections (including the circle and flat

ation of the fin forces. On the other hand some
complications arise when actual fish motions are plate as limiting cases) is
analysed. In (2) all quantities are measurable, M = - pd 

2  
(6)

while here the lift forces Li have to be equation (5) Z be written asd

d 1 " 1 2- 4Some species of fish have series of finlets F m f v [ s+m- vn. -• fmvnda - [•MV 5+m l-)uvn] (7)

along the rear half of their bodies, which dt 2
,nakes this division into categories more 86
"difficult. However these finlots are probab- where =

ly mechanisms for delaying separation rather The same type of correction can be made to
than lifting surfaces, and are therefore (4). Rough estimates of the nagnitude of c

less relevant in this connection.
can be made assuming laminar flat plate flow.
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This is based on the fact that fish cross
sections are usually highly elliptical, while
the fins are approximately flat plates too.
Such estimates show that E is of the order of
a few percents. htid

However, the lateral motions of the fish
cross sections cause both longitudinal and
lateral separation on the body. These effects 2(

are being studied at present, The effect of
"longitudinal separation can be shown to increase 103

c. The boundary layer thickness is proportion- 9
al to the length of the body raised to a frac-
tional power depending on the flow regime. 7.
Assume now that whenever a longitudinal
boundary layer separates, a new one starts and
the separated layer remains as a distinct 5
momentum defect passing out of the control /
volume due to the fish motion.

For demonstration, let us now assume
laminar flow and one separation axactly half- tail
way along Cie fish

1 1 2 , iS
S= (const)x(

6 1+6 = (const.) x ) +(T)

12(8)
while for unseparated flow £=(const.)tI/2
The ratio of c with and without separation
is therefore

( 12)i/2+ (L/2)1/2 L / 2 + 2(L/2)1/2 Fig. 2 Tracings of Position of Backbone of
(../2(. >1 Goldfish during Turning Process.1•1/2 £ Numbers Refer to Film Frames. Distances

(9) are in cm, and Time Interval Between

FISH TURNING Frames 0.04 sec.

The first type of maneuver we study in moves along a straight line in the direction of
detail is the process of changing direction, motion, in the second it travels along a curve
The analysis of turning was carried out by and in the last phase, the c.m.'s motion is in
examination of filmed sequences of fish moving a straight line again, in the new mean direction
in tanks with an accurately scaled background. of movement of the fish. Th(se three phases are

The sequences chosen for analysis includ- approximately of equal duration, and can be
ed horizontal turns only, of neutral buoyant roughly described as the preparatory, active andfish so that the two dimensional approach, concluding stages of the turning process.

neglecting body forces is permissible. Also We now go into an analysis of the motions
in the cases selected surface waves were during each phase, looking initially at the gold-
negligible, fish of Fig. 2 performing a standing turn. At

Preliminary obserrations of fish perform- the beginning of the preparatory stage the head
ing turns of up to 1800 (13) lead to the con- starts rotating in the direction of turn. This
clusion that there exists a "unit turn" of results in a force acting on the fish, opposing
approximately 900. When changes in direction the rotation, causing a countering couple on the
of over 900 are required, the fish breaks these fish. Meanwhile, the tail is rotating in the
into a £00 turn and one of whatever further opposite sense, and the reaction here produces
deflection required. Turns of Jass than a a couple opposing that of the head (see Fig.4).
right angle were accomplished in one step. As The balance of forces is completed by the re-
a result, it seems that the anost useful con- actions on the central part of the body (froms
clusions can be obtained from analysis of 900 "shoulder" to tail). This part moves slightly
turns. Two different cases will be decsribed due to the requirement of the centerline (back-
in detail now, that of a turn at right angles bone) being a continuous curve. The added mass I
while moving at cruising speeds, and a standing of this part of the fish is relatively large so
turn. The turns chosen were horizontal so that that e',ren these rather smaller motions produce
must of the data required for calculations were forces large enough to balance the head and
obtained by following the movements of the tail forces so that no sideways motion of the c.
longitudinal centerline a(x,y,t) and plotting m. is observed. For simplicity, the discussion
its position as a function of time (Figs.2,3). here deals with lumped ferces on three parts of
This was done by tracing the centerline position the goldfish whdle the actual forces are dis-
from enlarged projections of successive frames tributed along the whole length of the fish
of the filmed sequence. (see Fig. 4). During the preparatory stage there-

First, the trajectory of the instantaneous fore we see that the fish curves and has brought
center of mass (see Fig. 3) for cases with its head close to the final orientation and
finite mean initial velocity w, s plotted. Three rotating rather rapidly. No net unneccessary
stages can then be discerned, characterized by forces or couples caused which would cause super-
different motions of the center of mass (c.m. fluous motions of the c.m. and reduce efficiency
from here on) . In the first stage the c.m. are producad.
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S~The active turning stage starts off with
the fi sh strongly arching its central section.

The tail now changes direction and moves ahead

at a small angle of attack, while the head,
4 Which hats reached its final orientation by trames,

5-6 is slowing down. The force picture has

drastically changed, with a large force in the
direction of the center of turn, caused mainly

2(- by the lift on the tail fin, but also at the
beginning of this stage due to the large lateral
motions of the central body.

Meanwhile the turning moment, which started
growing at the end of the preparatur-y stage and
caused the angular velocity of the c.m., has
changed direction. During the latter part of

7 the active stage the large lift forces on the
ta- 1 cause a countering moment. The angular
velocity is rapidly reduced and vanishes at the
beginning of the concluding stage.

Dur,.ng the first calculations based upon
this description according to the slender-body
theory pre3ented before a discrepancy in the
balance of angular momentum was obtained.
According to these the restoring moment was
appreciably larger than the initial turning
moment. Further study of the experimental
results showed that the beginning of the active
stage was accompanied by asymmetric deployment
of che pectoral fins. The fin closer to the

%•1 center of turn was placed vertically and
stretched out, while the other pectoral waF

I Ihorizontal. This causes a retarding force,
and a couple tending to rotate the c.m. in the

Fig. 3 Tracing of BacKbone of Rudd During difection c2 required turn, which settled the
Turning Process. Hollow Dots Show difference in moments mentioned above. The

Position of Center of Mass. Rest of retarding force obtained apparently as a side-

Symbols as in Fig. 2. effect plays an important role in reducing the
tangential velocity of the fish before actual
rotation of the c.m. starts. Recalling that
the centripetal force required for a turn at

constant radius iI

F n (10)

c,. M. we see that this helps reduce the turning radius

for given force the fish can exert, and given
initial forward speed.

In the concludiny stage the fish straightens
out in its chosen new direction of swimming.
The tail is rapidly flicked into line, while
lessening the angle of attack. The tail is

/ / moved so that the lift forces are almost parallel

to the new direction of movement and accelerating
the fish back to close to the initial speed. At

2 the same time, the couple produced by the
eccentricity of these lift forces serves to bring

the rotation to zero.
Turns at different initial and final speeds

all have the same characteristics with modifica-
'• tions in the detailed behaviour. The sideways

motions of the tail in the preparatory stage
are much less pronounced at cruising speeds as
the lift forces are produced by simply placing

a the tail at an incidence to the direction of
5 motion, the active and concluding stages again

are similar to the case described before. The

existence of a forward velocity while turning
enables the fish to perform the turn with less
vigorous bodily movements, as both the inertial
tadded mass) and lifting forces are dependent

Fig. 4 Lumped Forces During the Various Stages on the absolute velocity component perpendicular
F. of Turning (from Fig. 2). to the backbone. However the energy required

"o un r F 2for these sideways motions at higher speed
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is larger. Also, the turning radius is ACCELERATION
increased both Lecause of the dependence of the
centripetal force on the tangential velocity Theoretical Analysis

and the fact that the fish keeps moving ahead Another interesting and potentially useful
during the finite time required for each stage. facet of fish locomotion is the method employed

Having obtained an understanding of the for rapid acceleration. Most species of fish
mechanism of turning, the theory described which have developed good lunging abilities are
before was used to obtain quantitative results, elongated, and therefore the theory of slender
The actual procedure went the other way, with fish is applicable in this case also.
the calculations showing the way to the three This theory can be used to obtained trends
stage approach and lumping of forces, as well in optimal motions for rapid acceleration.
as the importance of the pectoral fins in pro- Obviously the results will be approximate and
ducing the required turning moment. Details very generalized as actual fish have a great
of the calculations have appeared elsewhere, variety of body and fin configurations. The
(14) and will therefore nut be repeated here, optimal sequences of motion will be defined as
except to mention that there was only a 12% those producing a maximum average thrust force
discrepancy between the calculated and observed for given bounded energy expenditure. The
turning radius. Such results are amazingly premise here is that when the fish has strong
good in view of the fact that two numerical enough motivation (such as extreme danger, or
differentiations of photographic data, as hunger) it will use its available energy at the
well as other simplifying assumptions, were highest possible short-term rate which is a
employed. The two numerical differentiations measurable constant.
were required for the integral term in Eqs. Take for simplicity the casu of a smooth
(2) and (3). The data points were obtained elongated fish for which Eq. (2) is suitable,
(for displacements) from Figs. 2 and 3 and the the thrust can be written as
velocities appearing in Fig. 5 by means of a d d a',3
-point Lagrangian scheme. This was used again T = - I mv - da +

for the time differentiation required in Eqs. o
(2) and (3). 1 2 ax

+ um(l-V ) Va + -my -• (11)

The kinetic energy associated with move-
ments normal to the longitudinal axis is i/2mv
per unit length. This energy leaves the semi-
infinite control volume by convection, so that
the rate of working is

21 2d Id2x.
ET +T 1mv u(l-*) a +o mv .a da

0

(12)

The last term in (12) vanishes for processes
which are periodic or start and end in the same

7 configuration. In any case, both the second and
third terms in (12) are proportional to v

S 9 squared, so that a first conclusion is that the
-0 perpendicular velocities v should be small for10-i I 7 good efficiency, especially close to the tail.

The thrust can be rewritten as (8)

6 k4T [my~ 1 2 2 x - v YuŽ] +

5 d 2 my da (13)21-t + • mv 8a

0Small v is advantageous here too, as thepositive contributions are dependent on the
2 first power of V Also for the thrust to be

large Dy/3t should be large. This implies
,.I• that the tail should move in a line as close as ..

-41) , possible to the perpendicular to the direction
of motion, at a large velocity. The former con-

S I . I ..I dition of v being small now means thet the
'1 0 80 120

tail should be moving rapidly at a small positive
angle cf incidence. The thrust force consists
mainly therefore of the lift force on the tail.
The first term can then be identified as the

Fig. 5 Local Perpendicular Component of the pressure difference in steady motion while the
Velocity During Turning. The Three second term represents the leading edge suction.
Stages are Separated to Emphasize the The vectorial sum of these two acts in the
Different behaviour. Numbers along the direction of motion of the fish c.m.
Curves Refer to Frames in Fig. 2.
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The head and front part of '-he fish are
seen to play a secondary role iii thrust pro- 7?
duction. Therefore it should be kept as rigid 6
as possible and more straight forwards. This 5 cm S
conclusion stems from viscosity as any average "
sideways motion of the bluff body would cause
flow separation and useless side forces. Head 3

I 2

Actual Fish Motions Scm
As in the turning case, fish with good

acceleration capability were chosen for
observationand checking the validity of the
theory. The fish were chosen from a variety
of unpublished filmed sequences of fish rapid
starting, taken by Sir James Gray in Cambridge,
England. The sequences finally selected were
of trout (Fig. 6) and pike, for which extreme
accelerations of 40 and 50 m.sec- 2 have been
measured.

The analysis is similar to the process
described for turning. Tracings of the position
of the longitudinal centerline as a function of 6
time provide the data on velocities and accelera-
tions. The rapid start can be separated into
stages distinguished by lifferent motions.
a) The preparatory stage, in which the fish
changes from a stretched-out initial resting2
position into an L shape. This was sometimes
carried out as a precautionary measure, when Tail
the fish sensed danger.
b) The propulsive stroke, In which the tail is
moved perpendicularly to the fish orientation, Fig. 6 Tracings of Position of Backbone of
ending with the fish in an L shape again with Trout during Rapid Starting. Numbers
the tail pointing the other way. This stage Refer to Frames. Time Interval Between
was sometimes repeated several times. Successive Frames was 0.025 sec.
c) The final stage. The fish returns to a Dots show instantaneous position of
stretched straight configuration gliding slowly center ol mass.
to a halt, or starts a normal propulsive cycle.
Both steady swimming and gliding is usually of advance, because of the constant length, and
at an acute angle to the original heading. minimum radius of curvature of the backbone.
The magnitude of this angle is roughly This stage ends with the fish in a mirror-image
proportional to the average acceleration during configuration from the beginning (frame 8).
the start, The trout illustrated in Fig. 6 displayed

For a more detailed analysis, we take the
trout of Fig. 6. The initial motions, intended "te nsa eaiu sn h ardfn

(not shown) to return to the initial heading.
to bring the fish into the efficient L-f;hape are The final stage starts with the fibh in on
at the base of the caudal fin which is rapidly inverse L-shape (irame 8). The momentum gainedmoved diagonally forward. The moment produced
moved disamoonallycorntered. asTinhe momn dcaed up to this point carried the fish forward,by tis otin iscouterd, s inthecas ofcausing the Lail to be pulled back in line.turning, by rotation of the head. The tail fin Several variations in behaviour were observed

itself moves forward at an angle of incidence, from here on. In scat cases, the propulsiveproromn here oorne aproiatl in caetherpusv
producing lift forces approximately in the stage was repeated twice or more (see also 15,
original heading and starting the acceleration. Fig. 204). In others, a regular swiiming -

The rotation of the head, which is a side rhythm was now initiated. Still cthers (includ-
product of the preparatory stage stops at the ing the trout of Fig,6) just went on gliding
ond of this phase (frame 3). The angular idly.
deflection of the head is thus related to the TThe slender body theory was again used for
time in which the preparatory stage is com- the calculation of forces during lunging, and
plated. If this stage is performed slowly again good agreement was achieved. Calculated
(not the present case) pectoral fin motions and measured average accelerations were 2.4g
are usually sufficient to balance the couples and 2.lg respectively for the trouL and dis-
and no rotation of the head is observed. crepancies of no more than 35% were obtained

The main propulsive phase begins with the for some other examples,
tail pointed at approximately right angles to The main conclusion from this analysis is
the front part of the body. Here (frame 3) the that the efficient sequence for rapid starting,
tail is moved in a curve approximatelythtteefcntsqneforaisatng predicted by large amplitude slender body theory
perpendicular to the instantaneous radius- is closely approached in nature. The theory
vector between it and the c.m. The c.m. is predcted the propulsive stage, a could be
moving in the direction the head is pointing in. pected.i. expected.
The motion of the caudal fin is the closest
approach to the theoretical requirement of 0

linear motion at right angles to the direction
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CONCLUDING RENA RKS 10. Thwaites,B., Rd' "Incompressible6 Aero-

dyn~a ~c", oxford, 1960, Rp,305--4Q,4.
The techniques employed by fish for rapid 11. Jones, W.P. ed. "AGARD M-Nial on Agro-

manouvering were shown to be highly effective, elasticity", Vol. 2, Ch.6, AGRD, 1960.
with good use made of a variety of control 12.Robinson, A. and Laurmann, J?.A. "Ming
surfaces, as well as the body flexibility. Te", Cambridge University Press, 1956.
While it is hard to imagine men made vessels 11. Gray, Sir James., "Animal Locomotion".
of auch high degree of flexibility, it seems Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1968, pp.34-
that some ideas may still be taken from the 37.
observat.ion and understanding of fish motions, 14. Weihs, D., "A Hydrodynamioal Analysis
especially :or low speed maneuvering. of Fish Turning Maneuvres", Pr ings of the

Thus, by combinations of active rudders, Royal Society, Ser. B. Vol. 182, 1972, pp.59-72.
and ducted thrusters, a rigid elonqated vessel 15. Hertel, N. "Structure-Form-Movement"
can still simulate a curving flexible fish Reinhold, New York, 1966, pp.160-162.
to some extent. One interesting result of
the turning study is the relative importance
of bow cnntrols for efficient change of
direction- Also, if the oscillating vane
propulsor (4) is used, further improvement of
maneuverability, not realized in the original
s•tdies on this alternative tp the propeller,
may be achieved by asymmetric vane action, as
in the concluding stages of turning and
Starting.
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LASER-DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS OF TRAIUNG
VORTICES IN A WATER TUNNEL

S. J. 8•kex

Cati6oxmia Tut•tute o6 TeeknoLogy
Pacgdena, CaLtotnZa 91109

ABSTRACT lent results obtained with an LDV in
hydrodynamic flowc, it was decided to

Recent measurements of trailing use this technique t-n Caltech's Free-
vortex wakes behind hydrofoil models in Surface Water Tunnel to measure trailing
a water tunnel are described. These vortex wakes. The water tunnel also has
measurements were made in the Caltech the advantages of producing high Reynolds
Free-Surface Water Tunnel, using a laser- numbers at relatively low speeds, and
doppler velocimeter. Both axial and the ease of flow visualisation in water
tangential velocity components in the which makes it possible to measure photo-
vortices were measured. Various model graphically the position of the vortex.
planform shapes were tested, and each In addition, there are sufficient small
model was run at several values of angle light-scattering particles in the water
of attack and free stream velocity. The tunnel to allow continuous operation of
distance downstream of the model was the LDV without adding foreign particles
varied from five to sixty chord lengths. to the flow. Laser-doppler measurements

of trailing vortices in a wind tunnel
The effects of the random mot 4.on of have been recently reported by Orloff

the vortices are shown to be very impor- and Grant(6)A TN
tant in steady state measurements. The
influence of this "vortex wandering" upon EXPESIMENTS
the measurements has been roughly calcu-
lated, and the corrected results are Flow Facility
shown to be in reasonable agreement with The Caltech Free-Surface Water
eAisting trailing vortex theory. Tunnel has a maximum velocity of 24 feet

per second through a test section -which
INTRODUCTION is eight feet long and twenty inches on

each side. The free stream turbulence
The problem of aircraft wake turbu- level of the tunnel was measured at the

lance has stimulated many recent measure- beginning of this program and found to
manta of velocities in trailing vortex be about 0.7%. Since that time, a new
wakes. In spite of the great interest in honeycomb flow straightener has been
this problem, experiments have not yet installed upstream of the test section
established the details of the role. up and the turbulence level has been reduced
and deca of vortex wakes as functions to ab>out 0.4%. Free stream turbulence

of wigsape. several types of measure- has been found to be '"xtremely importantments have been attempted so far. Free in the mieasurement of vortex wakes, so I

flight measurements much as Caiger and further efforts are presently being made
Gould(l), or Chevalier(2), have not yet to reduce the turbulence level. For a
produced satisfactory results because of complete description of the water tunnsl,
the difficulty in locating the vortex see Knapp and Levy(7).
cores behind a ful] scale aircraft. Wind
tunnel measurementE using total pressura Four hydrofoil models have been
probes(3) are subject to doubt because of studied to date. Two of those have a
v•robe ioterference effects, which will be rectangular planfoxm with a span of Lx
discussed below. There have also been inches and a chord of one inch. Bo-
some measu~rements of vortex wakes in tow- have a symmetric semicircular arc ~ction
ing basins(4,5), but in these cases the profile, with a ten percent thi ss and
flow is time dependent rather than eta- a 0.030 inch leading edge radi . The
tionary, and the details of the velocity difference between these two models is
profiles ire difficult to measure. that one has square wingtips wiile the

other has semicircular ones. 'The second
The only velocity measuring instru- two models are delta shapes, one having

ment presently available which cannot a 30 degree nose angle and the other a
disturb the model flow acid has high spa- 60 degree nose angle. The delta models
tial resolution is the laser-dcppler are flat on the bottom with sharp, bev-
velocimeter(LDV). Because of the excel- eled edges. All models are uupported
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horisontally in the water tunnel by a nultiplier tube. In the photomultiplier,
thin vertical strut attached to the con- the light 4rom this weak "reference beam"
ter of span of the model. This strut is is mixed with light from the brighter
attached to a mechanism above the water beam which has been scattered from the
surface which controls the depth and volume in which the two beams intersect.
angle of attack of the model. The model The scattered light has been doppler
is located at the upstream end of the shifted by the motion of the scattering
test section, and measurements can be particles, and thus has a slightly differ-
made at distances of up to sixty thord ent frequency from that of the reference
lengths downstream (fig. 1). beam. The combination of these two dif-

ferent light frequencies in the photo-
multiplier produces a beat frequency

L which is proportional to one component
\of the fluid velocity, assuming that the

Elec ran scattering particles follow the inetan-, ,,o taneous velocity of the fluid. For a
more detailed discussion of the optical

Most principles of the LDV, see references 8,
9 and 10.

U _The signal from the photomultiplier
Fowl Vo tube is amplified, band-pass filtered,

and then clipped to remove some of the
random amplitude modulations of the beat
frequency signal. This clipped doppler

. signal is then fed into a phase-locked
loop, which produces a continuous square

&• sa wave whose frequency tracks that of the
SIlwer' S•c•ton SIt.' doppler signal. The phase-locked loop

I will accurately track the fluctuations in
"%--pnident L•w Beam the doppler frequency aa long as the tur-

bulence level of the flow does not exceed
Fig. 1 Experimental Geometry about twelve percent. For higher turbu-

lence levels, the phase-locked loop cannot
Instrumentation follow the larger fluctuations in fre-The LV used for this experiment is quency.

mounted on traversing system which
moves the Y'aser and all of the optics The square wave from the phase-
with respect to the water tunnel. The locked loop is fed into a digital couhter
traverse is capable of locating the cen- which averages the doppler frequency over
ter of the LDV focal volume to within a ten second period. The counter fre-
0.002 inch of a desired position. The quency is then converted to a velocity
LDV operates in the so-called "local simply by multiplying it by a known sca-
oscillator" mode, which will be described lar constant. The square wave signal is
briefly, also fed into a frequency to voltage con-

verter, which produces an analog signal
The beam from a five milliwatt proportional to the doppler frequency.

helium-neon laser (? 6328 A) is split TVi signal then represents the instan-
into two parallel beams by a glass prism taneous velocity, with a bandwidth of
beam splitter which uses partial inter- from 0 Hertz to about 1/50 of the doppler
nal reflection of the incident beam. frequency. The R.M.S. value of this
one of the beams from this splitter is signal divided by its DC average is equal
about ten times weaker than the other, to the local turbulence level.
and this beam is further attenuated by
a factor of 100 by a neutral density fil- The ability of an LDV system to
ter. The two parallel beams, separated measure fluctuations in velocity is lim-
by about one inch, then pass through a ited by the doppler "ambiguity noise" (11).
single biconvex lens of focal length 12 This is a noise oa the demodulated vel-
inches. The beam, s pass through the side ocity signal (it has no effect upon the
window of the tunnel test section and mean) which it caused by: 1) the finite
cross at a point within the fluid flow. transit time of scattering particles
Since the two beams were collimated as passing through the focal volume, 2) mean
well as parallel when they entered the velocity gradients across the focal vol-
lens, they are also focussed at the same ume, and 3) turbulent fluctuations within
point at which they cross. The volume the focal volume. The ambiguity noise
in which they intersect is about 1 mm in produced by 3) is negligible in the pre-
length and 0.1 X 0.1 un in cross section. sent case, but the noise produced by 2)

l bmay be significant near the core of the
-,The two laser beams leave the tunnel vortex. in this region the mean velocity

test section through the windcw on the gradients are extremely high. The noise
opposite side, and the weaker one passes from 1) is constant for a given focal
through a 1 nun aperture into a photo- volume and scattering particle density,
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and has been measured in the laboratory by free stream turbulence in the water
for laminar flows. This component of the tunnel, since the same degree of wander-
ambiguity aoise is equivalent to a back- ing is observed in a dye streak released
ground turbulence level of about 0.25%. from the model in a zero lift configura-

tion. This implies that the measured
The LDV system has several signifi- mean velocity profiles are actually

cant advantages over conventional meas- weighted averages of the instantaneous
urement techniques in the present exper- profiles in the v,rtices.
iment. The most important of these is
týae fact that with the LDV there is no By photographing dye streaks inject-
material probe in the flow, and no flow ed into the vortex cores, it is possible
interfereace is possible. Flow visuali- to measure the standard deviation of the
sation studies suggest that model trail- position of the vortex wake. If we as-
ing vortices of sizes that can be gen- sums that the wandering motion is Gaus-
erated in the laboratory are very sensi- sian, we can represent the vortex motion
tive to disturbances created by the by a turbulent eddy diffusivity K. Then
smallest probes. This fact alone makes the center of the vortex will fluctuate
it essential to use the LDV or some other about its mean position at a given down-
non-interfering technique in these meas- stream distanze x with a probability
urements. Other advantages of the LDV density
are its linear response to velocity, high
spatial resolution, and its sensitivity p(-,n) , (l/2TTa 2)expc-(, 2+C 2 )/2a22,
to only one velocity component. 2

where ay 2Kx/U . We can measure the
Procedure eddy diffusivity K from the dye streak

The measurements made to this date photographs, and we find that the tur-
include axial and tangential velocity bulent Prandtl number v/K lies in the
profiles in vortex wakes behind four range 0.2 - 0.4.
different hydrofoil models, as described
above. The axial velocity component was Using this expression for the wan-
measured directly by aligning the axis daring motion of the vortex, we can
of the LDV with the direction of the free write an integral equation which relates
stream flow. The tangential component the measured average velocity profiles
was found indirectly by measuring the to the instantaneous profiles. From this
velocity component at a 45 degree angle equation we calculate the effects of the
to the free stream and using this to- wandering upon the following quantities:
gether with the axial component to cal- 1) the vortex core radius, defined as
culate the tangential component. The the distance from the peak in tangential
tangential component could not be meas- velocity to the vortex center, 2) the
ured directly in this case because the maximum tangential velocity in the vortex,
mean tanqential velocity passes through and 3) the maximum axial velocity defect
zero in the center of the vortex. The in the core. These calculations were
LDV measures the magnitude but not the performed by P. Saffman and G. Baker,
sign of the velocity, so that velocity and are described in more deta~l in ref.
profiles which pass through zero are 12. The predicted effects of wandering
difficult to measure tunless frequency upon the three parameters of the vortex
biasing techniques, which will not be are shown in figure 2. In this figure,
discussed here, are used). However, the
velocity component at 45 degrees to the
free stream is elways positive in sign,
and can be easily measured with the LDV.

i} Velocity surveys at each downstream
station were made in a horizontal plane,

starting well out in the free stream and
proceeding inward past thi center of span
of ths model. Each mean volocity meas- -

IA ured was averaged over a thirty second _

period, and the results were found to )e
very repeatable. .

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Vortex Wandering

One Of the first observations made - ,0 --
in this model flow is that the trailing
vortex wakes do not remain stationary in
space. Flow visualization in the core
of the vcrtex shows that the center of Fig. 2 Effect of Vortex Wandering on

Core Radius, Maximum Tangentialthe vortex is displaced about its meanVelocity on
location in a random manner. This vortex Vean Axis

wandering phenomenon is apparently caused Mean Axis
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1r,/r, is the relative change in core ra- uper,•IMpnt3al go p"olfieiowTypical velocity profiles fora
dius and V3/vI is the relative change in

rl/"lrectangular planforts moG.1 are shown otb
the maximuma tangential velocity. The the left side of figure 3. The txial
other two curves on this figure repro- and tangential velocities are normalized
sent the contributions to the axial vel- by the free stream velocity, and profiles
ocity defect due to the pressure field for two different values of x/c (where 4
induced by the vorta roll up (MU,/AUVU). c is wing chord) are shown. The span-
and the retardation in the bounda-ry wise coordinate y is normalized by the
layer on the moel (/U) The ab- wing span b. Note that as distance down-

"695/AO Istream in increased, the maimm tar5n-
cissea of this figure, V/A. is the ratio tial velocity and axial voloc-ity defect

of the kinematic viscosity to the tur- both decrease. These data wer, obtained
bulent eddy diffunivity for the wander- for an angle of attack of ten degrees
ing motion. Thus the wandering de- and a free stream velocity of 100 cWeoc.
creases as x increases on this plot,

TRNGENTIRL VELOCITY TRNGENTIRL VELOCITY

or_

-0.4 -0.2 0. 0.4 -4,4 -0.2 0. 0.2 0.k,Y/8 • Y/8

,ECTRNGULRR WING 30 DEGREE DELTR WING

Y/S Y/B_ • . ..- •0.2 _ .4 0. -0.2OIL -- 0,2.

(U_ 0), U0 ( ) CU-UO)/uO t U)

RXI.L VELOCITY HXI.L VELOCITY "

Fig. 3 Typical trailing vorte:c veloci y profiles. Left side (rectangular wing) -
:" x/c 1 10, O0 x/c 60. Riglt side (30 degree delta) - 6: x/c - 7 0: x/c 15.S~



Velocity profiles for the thirty ocity, anO3 the maximum axial velocity de-
deg,,ea delta wing model are shown on the feet. The laminar trailing vortex theory
right side of figure 3. In this case of Moore and Saffman(13) has been appliad
also, the angle of attack in ten degrees to the rectangular wing to predict these
and the free stream velocity in 100 cm/ quantities. In figure 4 the theoretical
sec. Qualitative comparison of these predictions of the core radius can be f

two sets of velocity profiles shows some compared with the present experimental
interesting similarities and differences. results. Here the core radius r is nor-
The tangential profiles for both models malized by the chord Reynolds nzu1ber R%
have a region near the center of the and the chord length c. The normalized
vortex in which the velocity Is propor- core radius is plotted as a function of
tional to r, the distance from the cen- the downstream distance x. Two theoret-
ter. This region of solid body rotation ical curves are shown: the core radius
is generally referred to as the core of based on the instantaneous velocity pro-
the vortex wake, and the core radius ? file(dashed line), and the core radius
is defined as half the distance between as modified by the vortex wandering ef-
the two tangential velocity maxima. fect(solid line). The open data points

on this plot are for the two rectangular
Note that for the rectangular model models. Model 1 has the square wingtips

the tangential velocity profiles are and model 2 has the rounded ones. The
roughly antisymmetric, with the velocity solid data points are for the two delta
outside of the core varying approximate- planforms. Model 3 is the sixty degrees
ly as 1/r on both bides. For all of the delta and model 4 is the thiety degree
data shown here the second trailing vor- delta. The data points for the rectan- r
tex from the other side of the wing is gular models lie reasonably close to
tj the right of the plotted profile, so their theoretical predictions. The core
that the data points to the right of the radii for the delta models are consider-
plot origin are from the region between ably larger, but this is not unexpected
the two vortices. In the case of the since the delta wing vortex begins to
rectangular model this second trailing roll up at the leading edge of the wing.
vortex appears to have little effect
upon the one in the plot at these values Figure 5 is a plot of ths maximum
of x/c. For the dulta wing, however, tangential velocity V versus downstream
the tangential profiles arn not an~ti- distance. The quantiiies used to normal-
symmetric. A strong downwash velocity ire 7 are the chord Reynolds number R,
is observed in the region hetween the the fiee stream velocity Uo, and the
two vortices, indicating that the vor- angle of attack in degrees aO. As in
tices interact with one anctbhr. "'his figure 4, the theoretical predictions
downwash velocity, observed in all of for the rectangular wing are shown for
the delta wing data, is more than 15% both the instantaneous and vortex wander-
of the free stroam velocity in the case ed profiles. The data points for the
shown here. rectangular models again fall reasonably

close to the theoret 4 cal line. The data
The axial velocity profiles shown from t6a two delta wings exhibit a lower

in the lower half of figure 3 have a value of maximum tangential velocity,
velocity defect in the center of the core which is consistent with the fact that
in all cases. This defect decreases with the delta wing wakes have larger core
increasing distance downstream. In the radii.
analysis of Moore and Saffanan (13), the
axial defect is represented as the sum The axial velocity measurements for
of two terms. The first term, u•, is the rectingular models have also been
due to the pressure field induceaby compared with the laminar theory, with
the roll up and decay of the trailing roughly the same agreement(see reference
vortex. The second term, u , is the 12). For the delta models at higher an-
velocity defect caused by t~e retardation gles of attack(up to 200 )the axial vel-
in the boundacy layer of the wing. (The ocity defect in the center of the core
effects of vortex wandering upon these is as high as 30%.
two terms are shown in figure 2.) For
a rectangular high aspect ratio wing The agreement of these experimental
both terms are negative; that is, they results with the laminar theory of Moore
both predict an axial defect such as the and Saffman is encouraging in view of the
one observed in the data. For the delta difficulty of making the measurements.
wing, however, the u, term is positive The most serious experimental problem is
and predicts an axial velocity excess in that caused by the vortex wandering phe-
the core. Apparently the boundary layer nomenon, whose effects must be accounted
retardation term overcomes this, since for in some way. The present technique K
a velocity defect has been observed in of measuring the wandering photograph-
all of the delta wing data. ically and calculating its effect on the

instantaneous velocity profiles is a
Three parameters which can be meas- good first approximation, but does not i

ured from the velocity profiles are the solve the problem. Probably the best
core radius, the maximum tangential vol- solut'ion is a reduction of the free

-.k* . n.& ... a, .. i .-.
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stream turbulence in the tunnel to the 1973, pp. 321-362.
point that the wandering can be ignored. 12. Baker, G. R., Barker, S. J.,
This would also allow us to answer an- Bofah, K. K., and Saffman, P. G., "Laser
other question about the vortex cores: Anemometer Measurements of Trailing Vor-
whether they are laminar or turbulent. ti•cs In Water," 4ournia of Fluid Mechanics Vol. 6b,
The theory with which we have compered August 1974. p.825.
the present data is for laminar cores, 13. Moore, D. W., and Saffman, P. G.,
and the vortex cores produced in the "Axial Flow in Laminar Trailinj Vortices,"water tunnel do appear to be laminar Prec. Ro.Soc. London A, vol. 333, 1973,
when visualized with dye. The present pp. 491-0B.
LDV measurements cannot determine whether
the core flow is laminar or turbulent,
because the wandering produces an arti-

ficial turbulence in any region where
there is a velocity gradient.
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THE INFLUENCE OF FENCES ON SURFACE

PIERCING STRUTS AND FOILS

R. C. UeGaeqou J. L. Fostea R. S. Rothbtum P. V. Siogte
The U&Ive..Lty The UntveA4ity The Univeaaitf The UnU4Vaj
LeedALU 93. Leeds, LSU 9JT LeedA, LS 9JT Leed4, LS1 9JT

Enotand Eagtand Engidnd Eng£tUdn

ABSTRACT edge, or the strut's tralling edge
whichever is further aft, on the

This paper describes the mechanisms low pressure ride.
by which ventilation of surface piercing
struts occurs and explains why fences a strut incidence angle. 4

on the strut inhibit ventilation. It
was found experimentally thaW, providing a ventilation inception angle for
,he fence around the leading edge of a strut.
strut is above a minimum size, the type
of surface rupture known as nose venti- rw angle of washout from the tip of the
lation was prevented. At the other end strut.
of the scale very wide fences enhanced
the probability of tail ventilation. fence inclination angle relative to
After consideration of force changes an the horizontal.
optimum nose fence size is suggested.

It was found difficult to prevent The following diagrams show the peometric
tail yentilation but a fence inclined features of the strut-fence configuration.
at 20 to the horizontal increased the
useful incidence range by several i
degrees. The same configuration had a
marked effect on washout angle, becauseoir the sealing action of the water sheet • "-

which was shed from the downstream edge
of the fence. Parameters controlling
this sealing action are discussed. e
Lift and drag forces associated with
specific fences are presented and a
recommendation made.

NOMENCLATURE

A aspect ratio defined as ratio of
submerged span, relative to undis-
turbed water surface, to chord. r h

CD drag coefficient, non-dimensiona-D lised by the submerged area of the
strut in undisturbed water and the
dynamic head of the stream.

CL lift coefficient, non-dimensiona- Nose ferce
Slised by the submerged area of the

strut in undisturbed water and the '
dynamic head of the stream.

h width of 25% chord nose fence at

fence's trailing edge. INTRODUCTION

I overhang length of fence. BACKGROUND

i 1m functions of fence's nose geometry According to Janeb(l) fences are
n and inclination, small partitions, attached in the direc-

tion of flow, placed at short intervals
r nose radius of fence, down the upper and lower surfaces of a

hydrofoil to prevent air ventilation
w fence width at its own trailing passing dor'n to destroy the lift. This
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definition is rather over-simplified and
some of its aspects will be questioned
in the course of this paper.

Fences have been used by hydrofoil
designers from tho first craft and are
employed almost universally on today's
boats. Generally they have been consi-
dered a necessary evil, producing some
deterioration in overall performance for
the sake of avoiding the disastrous
sudden loss of lift caused by ventila-
tion. Apart from ventilation preven-
tion, fences have been required to
double as stiffeners for hollow struts
for ducting water to & water jet propul-
sion system. In these cases compara-
tively large fences may prove accept-
able.

To date there have been no reported
parametric studies of fences. The
development of fence design has been
lar gely on the basis ot ad hoc modifi-
catlons to eliminate a prototype problem.
Such metho1s do not lead to an optimum
design or satisfactcry understanding ofthe mechanisms by which fences suppress
ventilation.

MECHANISM OF VENTILATION (a) With this sharp nosed biogival foil

It is essential, in order to under- at 90 incidence, the surface has been
stand the role o1 fences, to have a breached at the nose, and air is travel-
clear grasp of the situation in the ling down and across the foil. Flow is
unfenced case. Recent work at from left to right, at 5 fts- 1 .
Leeds(2,3,b,5) has lead to a good under-
stai.ding of the physics of ventilation
on surface piercing struts under a wide
variety of conditions. Three distinct
nodes of vertilation inception have been
ideritified. They may be distinguished
by the point at which the air, which
subsequently implodes to become the Jventilated cavity, first breaks into a
low pressur'e, separated region on the
strut. One of these modes, that of
inception via the tip vortex, is not
considered here because of the unsuit-
ability of fences for its suppression.
The other two modes relate to breaches
of' the unseparated layer of water
nearest the air-water interface. This A

layer, known as the surface seal,
isolates the atmospheric air from the
separated regions of flow further below
the water surface.

Nose Ventilation
In the friFt of the modes consi-

dered here, nose ventilation, the air
breaches the surface seal near the lead-
ing edge (or nose) of the strut and j
spreads very rapidly until it engulfs
the entire low pressure face. This
mode of inception is preceded by a
bubble of low pressure separated flow (b) Appearance of underside of free
which sometimes exists behind the none water surface showing growth of pertur-
of a fairly sharp strut. A free stream bations just before ventilation incep-
disturbance, or a local flow deformation tion. Flow was from left to right at
caused by the nose of the strut itself, 10 ft@-! and the foil was an NACA 16-021
opens up a path to the bubble that at 20 incidence angle.
allows enough air through to blow off Fig. 1. Mechanisms of Ventilation
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the remaining attached liquid flow be breached below the surface at about
(Fig. la). mid-span by air entrained in the tail

separation region. The contact between
Tail Ventilation the two regions and resulting intro-

In the second mode considered, tail duction of air into the vapour cavity

ventilation, the air leaks into a low precipitates a full scale breach of the
pres3ure separated region in the neigh- surface seal and a fully ventilated
bourhood the trailing edge (or tail) of cavity springs from the nose at mid-span.
the strut. The air entrainment is
caused by the downwards acceleration of THE INFLUENCE OF FENCES
the surface seal which results from the
large pressure gradient across it. It is well known that the venti-
This accelerating field stimulates the lation inception angle can be increased
growth of surface perturbations to such by the presence of fences. Almost
an extent that by the time they reach invariably, ventilation occurs first on
the trailing edge they are grossly the portion of the strut above the fence,
distorted globular waves (Fig. lb). and a significant increase in incidence
These perturbations eventually break in angle is required before the v'rntilated

the trough behind the strut, introducing cavity jumps the fence to give complete

a small amount of air into the tail ventilation. It has usually been
separated region where it lingers until assumed that ,.he fence acts as a physi-
it is either washed away down-stream or cal barrier to the passage of air. The
reinforced from subsequent perturbations. mechanism of tail ventilation just des-
With increasing incidence angle, the cribed throws doubt on the validity of
separated region grows larger and the this explanation, as the air path to the
rate of air entrainment becomes greater, senarated regions is often downstream of
until a completely ventilated cavity is the path blocked by fences. Some pre-

suddenly formed with unrestricted access liminary experiments were carried out to
to the atmosphere. The transition to clarify the situation(7, 8 ).
fully ventilated flow takes rather These experiments showed that hori-
longer than in the case of nose venti- zontal fences extending completely

lation. around the foil (envelope fences), did
indeed prevent nose ventilation by deny-
ing air to the low pressure separated

Influence of Strut Geometry region or vaporous cavity below the
In general terms, nose ventilation fence. This was confirmed by the fact

is associated with struts of small nose that a small hole in the fence in the
radius. The pressure field about such vicinity of the nose separation bubble
struts has a sharp negative peak which rendered the fence inoperative.
encourages the formation of a small ConverEly, a half fence covering only
separated region at the nose. In the downstream 50% chord was completely
contrast, tail ventilation will occur ineffective in preventing ventilation.
on any strut at a sufficiently high Eames(9) reached similar conclusions.
incidence to create extensive separation. Even with a full envelope fence,
It is seen in its purest form on struts the mechanism producing tail ventilation
with a moderately flat pressure profile was still present. High speed photo-
and extensive separation which extends graphy and observation under stroboscopic
into, or from, the region of the tail. lighting showed the characteristic per-

turtation growth in the accelerating
Influence of Vapour Cavitation water surface. Ventilation on struts

AS speed is increased, the intro- with full envelope fences was invariably
duction of vapour cavitation may alter observed to be from the tail. As nose
the modes of ventilation somewhat. In ventilation is more random than tail
the presence of a nose cavitation ventilation, and occurs at lower inci-
bubble, the surface seal may be breached dence angles, the present success of
after the manner of nose ventilation fences clearly depends on changing theV with the cavitation region replacing the mode from nose to tail ventilation. It
s eparation bubble. If extensive face was established that the presence of the
cavitation exists, it is possible for fence could hasten tail ventilation,
air to be drawn down by the instability causing it to occur at incidence angles
mechanism of tail ventilation. In this a degree or so smaller than in the
case, air enters the cavity and causes unfenced case. When fences shorter
ventilation at a lower incidence angle than full chord were used, this tendency

than in non-cavitating conditions, was reduced. Increased depth of sub-
With increasing speed, the point at mergenco of the fence was found to have
which the surface seal breaks down moves little effect on ventilation angle.

towards the nose until there is little Attempts were made to inhibit tail
to distinguish between the nose and tail ventilation by using a variety of fence
modes of inception. shapes. Within practical limits the

A mixed mode may occur when there overhang, , of the fence or its width
is a small nose cavity with a large, well or the trailing edge, whad little
aerated, tail separation zone close effect but a significant improvement
behind it. The pulsing nose cavity may was obtained by inclining the fence to
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the horizontal. Somewhat surqrisingly, channel the forces were also recorded at
this produced a marked change in washout two degree intervals for increasing and
angle. Another approach preliminarily decreasing incidence angles.
explored was to try to reinforce the
1surface seal by locally accelerating the RESULTS
fluid using strbams of water externally
fed through horizontal or vertical slots Differences in the flow conditions
in the fol(41). This procedure proved in different facilities have been shown
complex and is still being studied. to influence the ventilation phenomenon.

For these two channels, differences in
OBJECTIVES the condition of the water surface tur-

bulence level upstream water aeration
The preliminary experiments indi- and speed fluctuations all occurred.

cated some fruitful areas for further It is therefore desirable to consider the
study, which formed the basis of the results from the two facilities sepLra-
work reported here. The first aim of tely.
the present study was to determine the
smallest fence which would successfully High Speed Channel
eliminate nose ventilation, and to T he Values or ventilation and wash-
assess the associated effects in terms out angles for each fence width are pre-
of drag and lift force. The second sented in tabular form (Table 1) with the
purpose was to study effects of incli- ventilation angle being plotted against
nation angle and fence geometry on tail fence width on a logarithmic scale in
ventilation and washout angles, again Fig. 2.
evaluating lift and drag.

Table 1. Nose fences at 15 fts'- (H.S.
NOSE FENCES channel. each result mean rf six)

Ventilatirn Washout
EXPERIMENT Fence anglq ev angle aw°0

width ' i
The preliminary experiments pre- h" To Complete To

viously dearibed(8) established that Fence Fence
nose ventilation did not occur on
unfenced struts which had a nose sepa- No. 4.6 3.4
ration bubble length in excess of 25% Fence
of chord. A fence length oiý 25% chord 0.015 4.3 5.5 3.5 2.5
was therefore fixed and the width was 0.026 4.0 6.0 3 3 2.5
taken to be the dimensior to be -,Aried. 0.030 4.1 0.0 3.6 2.6

The strut used throughout tne tests 0.070 4.5 12.1 3.4 2.7
was a brass biogive with a blunt trail- 0.12 4.3 14.4 3.5 2.6
ing edge and a 4" chord. Previous 0.20 4.3 14.5 3.6 3.0
experience(2) had shown that this strut 0.30 3.9 14.5 3.5 2.5
would qxhibit nose ventilation at o.40 4.4 11.1 3.5 2.8
15fts-'. This was chosen as the test 0.50 4.0 10.4 2.9 2.5
speed. The tests were carried out in 1.O0 4.0 10.7 3.1 2.8
both a high speed channel and a recir- -'

culating water channel(l0,ll) with the
strut at a submergence aspect ratio As the fence width was reduced the
of 1.9. angle for ventilation to the fence

The fences were attached to the remained constant but the angle at which
strut one half chord length below the complete ventilation occurred showed a
undisturbed water surface. Any gaps maximum when the fence width was 0.21,
between the fence and the strut were corresponding to one half of maximum
carefully sealbd because even a small strut thickness, or 5% of chord. For
hole was found to render the fence this width, the ventilation inception
ineffective. angle was three times the unfenced value

In the high speed channel, a foil and 50% greater than the angle for the I
rotator was used to ootain a steady rate widest fence.
of turn of 2.6 sec/deg (0.385 c3g/sec), Stroboscopic illumination chowed
E mal-ing the tests conditions absolu- that first nose ventilation occurred
tely delf consistett(12). In the recir- down to the fence. Aft of the fence,
culr.ting water channel a dynamometer was perturbations at the new interface grew
used to measure lift (side force) and until they precipitated tail ventilation.
drag and the angle was changed at a
similar rate to that in the other Recirculating Channel
channel. For the same fence width the ven-

A set of ten 25% chord fences of tilation angles were a maximum in both
different ,ridths ranging from 1" (25% channels. However, the ventilation
of chord) down to 0.015" (0.4% of chord) angle, for the unfenced strut, was so
were fixed to the strut in turn. For much higher in the recirculating channel
each, the ventilation and washout angles that the fence's influence was loesswere recorded for six angle traverses in dramatic. These results are shown in
both channels. In the recirculating Fig. 2.
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the ventilation angle curve in Pig. 2.,
S161 in spite of the appreciable differences16- between the two facilities and the

necessary changes in the experimentalRecircaoting method. These differences, (e.g.

,/ c hnnel condition of water surface, turbulence14 • level and speed fluctuations) adequately
explain the discrepancies in absoluteS~ values.

1 If it is assumed that noje ventila-
tion cannot occur around a fence whose
width is greater than the thickness of

Un- nn• .... the associated separation bubble, then
1 foil F from the high speed channel data shown

in Fig. 1. i is possible to deduce that

'I.region is about 0.03"; rather less than
Bi.h speed 1% of chord.

channel The existence of maxima in Fig. 2
was somewhat surprising but an explana-
tion was suggested from the observations

with stroboscopic illumination. Above
6- a certain width, all the fences prevented

_rfe•_ed_0 H.S.C nose ventilation below the fence. The
- -- ----- wider the fence, however, the greater the

vorticity which wea shed into the flow
41, near the new interface. This vorticity

"5 "2 "I "05 enhanced the curvature normal to the
Fence width(ins.) chord and consequently assisted ventila-

tion.
Fig. 2. Nose fences: ventilation The plots of force versus fence
angles with varying fence width. width show undulations which can not yet

be explained. The consistency of these
curves for different incidence angles

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show drag, lift indicates what they describe real pheno-
and lift/drag ratio plotted non-dimen- mena. Even so, it would be unwise to
sionally against fence width. The drag assume that the same relationships will
was a minimum at a fence size of about hold at higher Reynold's numbers, since
0.6" where the fence seemed to create the extent of the separatid region may
no drag penalty at all. There was a well change.
maximum at a width of 0.25" where the Choosing the optimum nose fence
fence incredsed the drag by about 40% width must be a compromise arrived at by
relative to the unfenced case. As the weighing the relative importance of yen-
width decreased further, the drag app- tilation angle, drag, lift and lift/dras
roached the unfenced value, ratio in specific cases. The best

The lift changed more dramatically values of the ventilation angles are for
with width. The widest fence corres- widths in the range 0.2" to 0.25" which
ponded to the highest lift force. With correspond to the poorest values of the
decreasing width, the lift dropped to a lift/drag ratio. The comparative
minimum at 0.5" and then rose to a sharp figures are shown in Table 2.
peak at 0.41" where only a small percen-
tage of the unfenced lift was lost. INCLINED FENCES
After another minimum at 0.2" the lift A

rose to the unfenced value, provided EXPERIMENT
that the angle was sufficiently small
that ventilation had not already occur- From the prilminary experimental
red down to the fence. This partial work(8) It was clear that tail ventila-
ventilation explains the change of shape tion could be influenced by fances1• and non-asymptotic behaviour for the inclined to the horizonta) and also that
higher angles. washout angles could be ircreased quite

The lift/drag ratio was high for markedly. In an attempt to determine
widths greater than 0.4", then fell with the mode of action of an inclined fence,
Otacreasing width to a low between 0.3" half envelope fences 'Fig. 6 a), which
and 0.18" before returning to its best were later modified to include a nose
value at 0.1". The agreement of the fence (Fig. 6b), were tested on both the
small fences with the unfenced case was high pressure and the low pressure faces.
not very good. The results obtained from the initial

experiments 8 suggested an optimum incli-
DISCUSSION nation, 0=30, but this angle is too large

to be practicable on low aspect ratio
It was reassuring to observe that strutt and therefore a compromise angle

the high ipeed and the recirculating of 20 was taken for the design of .

channels gave the same general shape for
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Sfuither fences. These experiments, and widths and a one half chord overhang were
•,the lack of influence on washout of nose designed (Figs. 6c , d apd e) and tested
• 2fences(shown in Table l,) indicated that at an inclination of 20 in the recirc-
= tail geometry had the most effect on ulating channel. The speed was 15 ft

washout angle. To test this, a series sec"! in all cases. Ventilation andof fences of differing trailing edge washout angles were found from the mean
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Table 2: Comparison of four nose fencec with unfenced case (forces from RWC)

Force Coe ffcients Force Coeffisients
Fence 0 o at a! 4  

at -=8

Width h av av 4

(inchea) in RWC in HSC CD CL CL/CD 0D 0L CL/CD

Unfenced 10.5 4.5 0.023 0.162 7.04 0.046 0.331 7.20
0.5 14.0 10.5 0.024 0.086 7.75 o.o45 0.180 4.00
0.4 15.5 11.5 0.031 0.146 4.71 0.055 0.205 3.73
0.25 16.2 14.9 0.040 0.111 2.78 0.067 0.191 2.90
0.1 14.2 14.0 0.030 0.147 4.90 0.053 0.212 4.00

RWC Recirculating Water Channel
HSC High Speed Channel

of four traverses of incidence angle.
The overhang, x, was cut down by I" steps
and the runs repeatid until the fences
were flush with strut's trailing edge.
One of the fences was cut down in three
further stages as shown in Fig. 6c to
provid" additional values of w. A i" a. Assymetric fence
envelope fence (Fig. 6f) was also tested
to determine the influence of changing
the dimensions of the fence in the
vicinity of the nose.

On completion of the angle surveys,
four fences were selected on the grounds b. Modified asymmetric fence
of interesting ventilation or washout
characteristics. For these fences the
force coefficients were recorded for-- I
compai-ison with the plain strut.

RESULTS c. Envelope, r=0.5", w=0.5"
IncliionAn~le

The ffec f the inclination angle,
8, on ventilation and washout angles forthe fences 6a and 6b an both sides is f...,
shown in Fig. 7. These show the high

pressure face fence to he much less
efficient than the low pressure fence 1 I
with respect to both ventilation and d. Envejope, w=l.O"
washout. The incidence angle for tail
ventilation inception can be increased
by 4 to 5 degrees by inclining a full
chord fence.

The maximum washout angle observed
corresponded to ýhe largest inclination
angle tested, 30

Variable Tail Geomet
-.... Te results 8 and Table 3)

showed that ventilation and washoutangles were insensitive to the overhang,
z, except in the case of the widest
fence (Fig. 6e) where the width, w, .Iso
chan ed significantly. The influenct
of width on ventilation angle was ratharcomplicated but it was clear that values

above i" were not desirable as may be e. Envelope. r=O.5"% w=2.0"
seen in Table 3. When considering
washout, however, all the data for aps--
given nose geometry are seen to collapse
onto a straight line which may be
expressed by

1f. Envelope, r%0.25", w:0.!25"1
Qw = mw+n.

The results from the V" fence (Fig. 6f) Fig. 6. Experimental tail fenue.;suggest that in this case a different
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,,, 0.03 or 0.04 over the whole angle range
20 * (assuming that th.e unfenced results may/• /•V•be extrapolated),,

Table 3: Ventilation and Washouttion Characteristics of Fences (all angler are
the average of four readings in reclrou-
lating water channel).

Fence
profile w 0
(see F

to Fig 6) (ins) (ins) Ov aw

a 0.5 0.5 18.5 8.5
b 0.5 0.5 18.7 9.5
c 0.5 1.5 18.2 9.9

0.5 1.0 17.9 9.8
0.5 0.5 17.9 9.80 0.5 0 17.6 9.2

el 0 0 18.0 7.9
c2 0 0 18.4 7.3
c3 0.3 0 18.8 8,5

d 1.0 2.0 19.7 10.1

17 1.0 17.16 21

0.95 0.5 17.6 9.9
0.92 1.0 19. 6 9.90 a Fence an low pres face 0.9 0" 18. 10.

h0.2 .5 17.1 6.1
0.9 0.125 18.8 60.0

o wr rs 0.9 0 17.8 50.9
2.0 2.5 17.4 6-.031.8 1.5 17.3 1i.1

hiistion andth cn 1.7 1.0 17.1 12.4an1.6 0.5 17 .3 12.0

Fig. 7. Effect of inclination angle on 1.5 0 17.4 pe.l
ventilation and washout (fence type as skew
shown in c ig. 6b)a desta 2.5 2.0 19.9 14.7f 0.15 2.0 17.2 6.4

0.2 1.5 17.1 6.1
0.25 1.0 16.8 6.o

relationship would be required corres- 0.3 0.5 16.3 5.9
p9nding to the different nose geometry. u.b5 c.125 16.5 6.t
hxisteand the change in washout angles w

with incidence imply that in general m
and n are functions of the nose geometry DISn USSION
and the anclination angle. The preli-
minary experiments(8) ou, an asymmetrical Incep and Washout Ancles
delta fence i howed the amportance of ther aim ov ventilation f
width of the br e r vti e se dfences to indcrase the incidence angle
face f of inception. However, no matter how

The force coefficients are shown in much care is taken to prevent ventila-
Figs. 9 ard i0. In the absence of full tion, fe unfortunate transient situation
ventilation the lift coeffiaient (Fig. may result in its occurrence n It may
9) was not very much altered by the thus be considered desirable to maximise
existence of the fence, the maximum the washout angle so that with the
penalty being of the order of b 0%. it passing of the granse te ntrut will
may be noted that the fence of 2"1 width return to its normal wetted flow condi-

(Fig. 6d) always had a higher lift tion with the minimum of delay.
coefficient then the unfenced strut Inclining the fences increases theSsince it washr-d out at an angle higher ventilation inception angle by a few

than the bare larut ventilated. The degrees anchnges the ashout angle by
4" wide fence (Fig. 6e) also showed high a surprisingly large amount. oThe maxi-
lift characteriEtics with the smaller mum washout angle observed , 15 ofor a

fences causing e small lose, The drag 2a" wide fence, compared with 4 for the
curves (Fig. 10) suggested that form unf:ýnced strut. This improvement

drag was the major contrioutor to the carries little penalty in terms of lift
fence drag penu~ty. The small fences (side force) but- adversely affect3 tie
increased the strut drag by about 30% drag. For a giver nose ge,:metry and
at small incidence with the change inclination, the washout angle ie a
reducing to almost nothing at higher linear function of fence width. Too
angles. The larger fences doubled or much reliance should not be placed in
trebled the form drag and were respon- the force measurem:ents for the roeasons
sible for a drag coefficient penalty of given earlier. Larger scale experiments
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would be required to determine the drag FC. ..
penalty on a hydrofoil craft. -

wtonod-- -Delayed VentilationInception_____
The suggested mechanism b ' which ,

the inclined fence improves the venti-
lation inception point is as follows.
Initially an atypical ventilation occurs
down to the fence. Even at very low orzero incidences the fence is ventilated
in a manner analogous to the ventilatiolL / /1/
of a fully submerged foil in the proxi-
mity of the surface. That is, the V•ii~t;upper surface is fully aerated but the
air path is not directly down the strut, / ,

which in this case may be wetted, but
from a point above tho strut's wake.
This leaves a relatively stable air- / " :7
water interface .treamirS from the under
face of the fence. This interface is ." /
less vulnerable to Taylor instability .- 7 -,,
than the upstream water surface because .. 4'
it does not experience the finite ampli- -. '
tude eisturbances inherent in the flow -
and because the fence itself eliminates
the vertical accelerations caused by 'he

strut prssure field. Thus tail ven- 00
strutilation is delayed. Also, the surface 2 4 6 610 12 14 is is 20
cannot be breached at the nose because
of the physical presence of the fence.

When ventilation does occur, the
mechanism is different from the unfenced Pig. 10. Inclined fencus: drag
case. The subambient strut pressures coeficients.
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point

(0) (b)

Fig. 11. Mechanism of (a) ventilation, (b) washout with an inclined fence.

which exist beneath the fence distort state the major part of the underside of
the surface beyond the boundaries of the the fence is within the cavity and conse-
fence. Undec- the influence of these quently is not wetted directly by the
pressures the surface wraps over the mainstream flow. Only the nose section
side of the fence and when the distor- of the fence has contact with the main-
tion is sufficient, as shown in Fig. lla, stream and it is the flow impinging on
air penetrates below the fence, this part which forms the sealing sheet.

Thus fences with smaller nose sections,
Enhanced Washout like the 4" fence (Fig. 6f), capture•%, " The chinEge in washout ankle appears8 ] ss wa-ýer so producing less effectiveto be the result of the sealing action -. aling sheets. Since the amount of

of a water sheet which is shed from the water captured is proportional to cos 0
underside of the downstream edge of the it is possible to see why a monotonic
fence. Because of the confused flow increase of washout angle with incidence
pattern and itu three dimensional nature, occurs (Fig. 7). The width of the
the sheet is extremely difficult to trailing edge is critical in determining
photograph, but an examination under the lateral extent of the sheet. The
stroboscopic light itas shown it to be effectiveness of the physical barrier
continuous and glasslike for some and the restriction of the air supply by
distance downstream. A schematic the water sheet are both reduced with
drawing of the sheet is shown in Fig. decreasing fence width.
llb. Since there are no large pressure
gradients tending to rupture the sheet, CONCLUSIONS
which leaves the fence well aft of the
strut's low pressure zone, its action OPTIMUM FENCE CONFIGURATIONS
is simply to restri., the passage of air
to the lower cavity. In the ventilated It was found for the conditions
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studied that all nose fences wider than tackled by boundary layer control and1% of chord prevent nose ventilation. liquid fences. It hau been shown(14)
Of the 25% chord fences tested the one that blowing water from suitably posi-
whose width was approximately 6% of tioned vertical slots can appreciably
chorod was most effective at suppressing rttard tail ventilation on a NACA section
ventilation. This fence carried the and nose suction in the region below the
biggest drag penalty, though this would surface can also prevent nose ventilation.
be small compared with the total craft The role of a sealing sheet of liquid in
drag. If, however, drag is a severe the observed washout mechanism indicatesconstraint, these tests indicate that that blowing liquid from horizontal slots
fence widths of 10% or 2j' of chord may be useful. It is possible that the
provide nearly the same protection use of liquid blowing may suppress cavi-
against nose ventilation but with a tation as well as separation. Such
smaller drag penalty. techniques successfully applied could

Tail ventilation is much harder to enhance lift and extend the possibleinfluence. Inclined fences up to 30 speed range of craft using sub-cavitating

were tried with appreciable success. foils and tiruts.
Although this inclination produced the
greatest delay it is impracticable on ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
st.,uts of submergence aspect ratio of
lcgs than unity, and an inclination of The authors are indebted to the
2C may be more acceptable. Fairly Defence Rsearch Establishment Atlantic,
large drag penalties were measured for Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada for funding
the larger inclined fences, but one this research programme and also to the
fence (Fig. 6c-2) produced good results United States' Government for funding
with respect to both ventilation and Mr. B.S. Rothblum as a research fellow
foroe criteria and may be recommended, at Leeds.

Washout occurred at large incidence
angILs with inclined fences. Greater REFERENCES
width at the fence trailing edge also
incr'eased washout angle, provided the 1. McLeavy, R., ed., Jane's
underside of the fence had sufficient Surface Skimmers Hovercraft an- ydro-
wetted area at the nose in the post foils, 7tP ed., 5t. Giles House-,Lodi on,
ventilated flow state. T174.

Explanations of the mechanisms by 2. Swales, P.D McGregor, R.C.,
which the various types of fences act Rothblum, R.S., and Wright, A.J., "The
have been suggested in each aps. Mechanism of Ventilation Inception on

Surface Piercing Foils", to be published
SCALING CONSIDERATIONS in Journal of Mechanical Science, Insti-

tution of Mechaii cal Engineers, March
In view of the uncertainty about 1974.

the mode of ventilation on prototype 3. Wright, A.J., Swales, P.D.,
craft it is essential to retain a clear and McGregor, R.C., "Inception of Ven-
idea of the context and limitations of tilation on Surface Piercing Structures",
this programme. With all tests carried Nature, Vol. 240, Dec. 1972, No. 5382,
ouu at the same Reynold's number, the pp.-- 5-6.
same Froude number and the same cavita- 4. Swales, P.D., Wright, A.J.,
tion number, there can be no justifi- McGregor, R.C., and Cole, B.N., "Sepa-
cation for attempting to scale the values ration and Ventilation Interaction
to a full-sized craft. Nevertheiess Studies", Hovering Craft and Hydrofoils,
physical parallels witt larger scale Vol. 13, NO. i, OCt. 19'5, pp I
struts and higher speeds may be antici- 5. McGregor, R.C., Wright, A.J.,
pated. It has been shown(6) that high Swales, P.D., and Crapper, 0.0. "An
speed ventilation is increasingly Examination of the Influence of Waves
associated with the tail mechanism but and Ventilation Inception", Journal of
the position of surface rupture moves Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 61, No.I Oct.
upstream with increasing speed. Thus 1973, pp. i5-97.
a nose fence such as that considered in 6. Rothblum, R.S., McGregor, R.C.,
the first part of the work might be more and Swales, P.D., "A Photographic Study

tilation", Proceedings of International
FUTURE WORK Hovering Craft, Hydrofoil and Advanced

Transi Systems Conference may 194,
It can not be claimed that the work -tghten, England.

presented in this paper represents the 7. McGregor, R.G., and Wright,
last word on fences. Within the limi- A.J., "Exporatory Investigation into
tations of mechanical fences there is The Role of Fences", Appendix D, TP/
scoopo for improvement of washout angles DREA/7, March 1973, Dept. of Mech. Eng.,
now the mechanism is understood, and the Univ. of Leeds.
problems of higher speeds with associa- 8. Vick, S.M., and Foster, J.L.,
ted cavitation are still unexplored. "The Effect of Fences on Surface Pier-
Some of thesf situations may Le better cing Hydrofoil Strut Ventilation",

Research Report, June 1973, Dept. of
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studied that all nose fences wider than tackled by boundary layer control ano 4
l of chord prevent nose ventilation. liquid fences. It has been shown(14) 4Of the '5% chord fences testid the one that blowing water from suitably posi- ii•
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DISCUSSION

E. A. JONES AND R. T. SCHMrIKE

As the authors acknowledge, the Defence Research suddenly to a length comparable to the chord length. It
Establishment Atlantic has funded the Leeds ventilation seems highly probable that in 3uch cases ventilatiou in-
research programme from its initial stages. Our comments ception can occur with the long bubble and that a 25 per-
therefore relate to how we view this work in the context cent of chord length fence will be ineffective. Studies
of full scale design. such as those of this paper ue needed for airfoil sections

of typical section thickness chord ratios (say six to 15 per-
The original objectives of the project were to first cent) at Reynolds nunibers above 107.

develop a thorough understanding of the physical mech-
anisms of ventilation and then to identify the best methods
of avoiding or delaying it. The strength of the studies has B. MORGAN AND E. P. hOOD
lain chiefly in the very fine photographic techniques de-
veloped b) the team, culminating in this paper's clear ex- This paper presents an extensive parametric experi-
position of ventilation rnmchanisms. The chief limitation mental investigation on the use of fences on streamlined
has been the small scale at which experiments were per- surface-piercing struts. The discussion of the types of yen-
formed, and the authors quite correctly warn against di- tilation and the mechanism of ventilation is especially iin-
rectly applying their results to full scale design. portent for the understan(ling of this phenomenon. My

remarks will generally be restricted to discussiot. ) scaling
Of particular importance is the explanation of how the data presented to full scale. V

fences pvevent the nose type of ventilation. In support of
the Leeds results, we note that partial chord fences have The data presented in Figure 2 show a significant dif-
worked well on hydrofoil research craft at DREA. They ference in the ventilation inception angle between the re-
were not used on the 200 ton Canadian hydrofoil ship circulating channel and the high speed rhannel. 11 general,
BRAS D'OR simply because of the intuitive feeling that the data obtained in the two facilities are quite different. .
since partial chord fences worked well, full chord fences The paper states that the differences between the two fac-
would work better. The Leeds work shows that this is ilities and experimental methods adequately explain the
not necessarily so and gives firm grounds for using partial the discrepancies. However, I do not find this explanation
chord fences in future full scale designs. satisfactory because it gives no indication of which results

would be most applicable to full scale nor the physical
Drag of fences is by no means insignificant and the differences rausing the discrepancies. For instance, how

optim.ium size is therefore of considerable practical interest. should model experiments, or can they, be performed in
The fact that fence width for maximum ventilation delay either of these two facilities to predict what will happen
coincides with fence width for maximum drag is certainly full scale?
worth studying further. Also worthy of further investiga-
tion is optimum fence shape, bearing in mind the mechan- The paper gives considerable data on the effect of
ical difficulties in attaching fences to the main foil nose fence size on ventilation. According to the paper,
structure. this type of ventilation is related to separated flow near

the nose. Since the length and thickness of this separated
The practical usefulness of the work on fences to con- region is highly Reynolds number dependent, how should

trol tail ventilation is not clear, particularly when one con- the data be scaled? The paper indicates that the fence
sidert the wide range of submergence depths and incidence width relative to the thickness of the separation bubble
angles that occur during operation in a seaway. Neverthe- might be an important parameter? If it is, full scale fences
less the experiments have shown that an inclinel fence should be relatively different in size than the model fences.
significantly improves washout angles and is therefore the This could be important since the fence width should be
first device to overcome the primary limitation of conven- as small as possible. Would the authors comment on the
tional fences, the fact that they do little to suppress ven- relative Eize of full-scale and model nose fences?
tilation once started.

bThŽ relntive importance of nose and tail ventilation
for full scale craft is not clear to me. Would the authors

A. BARR please comment on the relative importance of the two
types of ventilation for full scale craft?

Having proposed a method, based on airfoil separa-
tion data, for predicting ventilation inception on submerged The authors' description of the model states that the
and surface piercing foils and struts, I have found the work strut trailing edge was blunt. Was the base in fact vented?
at Leeds in this area most interesting. The present paper If so, it would explain why the side ventilation angles are
is particularly useful in its Lystematic treatment of the lower than those reported by the authors for a streamlined
problem. NACA section. What effect would the absence of a base

vent have on the ventilation mechanism for fenced struts?
I would like, however, to raise a question about the If the biogive strut was wetted at the trailing edge, the

applicability of the author's conclusions to thin (say, 12 implication is that strut section may influence the effects
percent or less thickness - chord ratio) airfoil type sec- of forces.

tions operating at full scale Reynolds numbers. NACA
and RAE data for such cases indicate that at Reynolds
numbers above about 107, the initial separation bubble
does not grow steadily in chordwise extent, but "explodes"
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AUThOR'S REPLY

Rep•y T l Jones And Sch&dtce
•minx you ror your comnents on the practi-

cality of this work. It is grstifying to find
that aponsors are keen to examine their previous
practices in the ligit of new material and tV
see model research developed along applicable
lines.

'Reply T7) Barr
"•he Mcassioal aeronautical 'short' bubble

was not seen in the course of thi project

although some behavioural sidilarities were
observed on the NACA struts (4). When vent.-
lation occurs with an extended separation zone
it is initiated from the tail; a nose fence
would not be effective and a tall fence would be
requi red.

The authors agree that further systematic
studies are required for practicable struts at
high. Reynolds' nmbters. It must be noted that
if such an increase is produced by speed
chanips then the separation bubbles, whether
'long' or 'short', will be replaced by a
pulsating cavity.

pl•o ra And Rood
*rtheresults obtained in this work no

attempt at scaling to full scale is justified.
This is a parsametric survey of fence dimensions
carried out at one Reynolds' nuuber and as such
does not indicate a trend for behaviour at higher
speed. Physical differences in the roughness of
the water surface, the turbulence level and
channel size can change ventilation inception
angles markedly. One of the difficulties of
ventilation research is that of comparing
results from different facilities. In the cir-
cumstances Jig. 2 shos good agreement when
fences are present. Experiments can be
carried out in the recirculating water channel
which scale cavitation correctly but, as Mbrgan
and Rood indicate, Reynolds' nuiTer effects are
important and extreme caution is required before
applying odel scale results to full scale, par-
ticularly in the absence of any confirmatory
full scale data. A ccmprehensive discussion of
scaling, and the applicability of model tests
may be found in Rothblum (15).

We are not in a position to be dogatic
about dimensions of fences at full scale as
stated above. In the absence of better data we
hope our report will provide a useful guide.

The role of the two ventilation modes at
high speed was discussed fully in Rothblum et
al (6). It was found that as the speed is
increased the point of ingress from t-dl venti-
lation moved progressively forward suggesting
that ventilation at prototype speeds will occur
from a point reasonably near the nose.

Finally, the strut model had a rmunded
trailing edge of radius 1% of chord. It was nQ
base ventilated.

i •EFOUCE

I 15. Rothblum, R.S., "Control of

Ventilation in Surface-Piercing Str-:,1s", Ph. D.
Thesis, The University of Leeds, Leeds, England,
to be subIitted.
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